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PREFACE
Sea transport of goods and passengers is constantly undergoing a
meaningful rise due to the globalisation of economy, thus provoking a
trade speeding up and the specialization of ships and port terminals, with
the support of the concept of co modality and even the sincro modality,
and its environmental face ecomodality.
Ports, are the decisive and needed node in the transport chain, must serve
the maritime transport as an infrastructure providing a smooth change
between modes of transport, providing added value and net working
among marine stakeholders. These aspects shall be framed by the quality
and environment-friendliness criteria that administrations and society
require.
In this regard, protection of the port environment, safety and security
have become key points for the development of modern maritime
transport. In addition, the influence of human factor on board the ships
has to be strongly considered as a decisive element for safe, secure and
clean operations.
The MT'12 Conference is the last edition of a successful saga of
congresses initiated in the year 2001 ibn its first edition, followed by
further editions in 2003, 2006 and 2009. This event is an opportunity to
meet researchers, scientists, academics, professionals, entrepreneurs, and
all people involved in shipping and also in maritime training from any
country. In its 2012 edition, administrations, institutions and companies
will find a forum to meet, to exchange and to discuss their own
achievements. With the back scenario offered by the Barcelona city and
its enormous offer in touristical, cultural and gastronomic issues.
Welcome to the 5th International Congress on maritime Transport
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LOGISTICS SUPPLIERS IN PANAMA LOGISTICS
HUB: A MEASUREMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
PERFORMANCE
Tempone, Priscila; Rabelo, Luis; Tuñón, Guimara.
E-mails: ptempone@gmail.com; Luis.Rabelo@ucf.edu;
gtunon@umip.ac.pa
International Maritime University of Panama,Postal Address: 084303561, Panama, Rep.of Panamá; Telephone: 507 314-0208
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32750, USA. Phone:
(407) 882-0091.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a procedure for the selection of suppliers
through multi-criteria method, which determines the best supplier
fully considering several criteria that are most important for the
company and customers. It is recognized that the proper selection of
service provider can reduce costs and improve competitiveness of
companies and applies to improve customer services performance
and carrier selection process, we can define the choice of logistics
providers is a critical decision in supply chain management. Its
application in Panama logistics hub, which has based its
development on its strengths and areas of opportunity to put our
country on the path to a great economic development and global
competitiveness.

KEYWORDS: Supplier Selection Criteria, Analytical Hierarchy
Process(AHP), Logistics Customer Service.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, where priority is an increasingly more dynamic and increase
exponentially the demands of customers is vital to ensure the
effectiveness of each of supply chain’s links. The first of these links is
recognized as Supply Management, which establishes the relationship
between supplier and customer, which embodies the necessary resources
to produce goods or provide services and where the transport of goods in
the supply chain is shown as the main factor that must be constantly
optimized to give to the stakeholders of the supply chain a better service
at less cost possible.
Currently, the market and intense flow of capital, seeking to reduce costs
and maximize profits, has demanded the creation of multimodal
platforms that facilitate the transfer of goods from one place to another
in a flexible and simplified way; Undoubtedly Panama has managed to
satisfy these claims. Proof of this is the Panama Canal, recognized as an
interoceanic waterway for excellence in the Americas that beyond its
engineering, multimodal services have been consolidated there have
committed traffic of over a thousand commercial ships and monthly
military. Their strategy is sized and importance because this route allows
traffic of 5% of world trade annually.
Historically, Panama has been recognized for its great potential, thanks
to its strategic geographical position, facilitating the global exchange of
goods and services, and has based its development on its strengths and
areas of opportunity to put our country on the way to a great
development economic and global competitiveness, if offered a shuttle
service inefficient and costly logistics would disadvantage Panama,
unlike countries that do not have an enviable geographical position,
however they do have a distribution system more efficient logistics.
The dynamics of the Panamanian isthmus logistics has helped to create
around a wide commercial network implemented through the signing of
FTAs, countries in the Americas as Asian countries whose companies
are in the Panamanian nation an important opportunity to import, export,
store, redistribute or internationalize their products and services to the
rest of Latin America (Soto, 2012).
For this reason, Panama is planned to be the future logistic hub of the
Americas, which will include the expansion of the Panama Canal, port
infrastructure with high technology, logistics parks, among other
advantages such as the development of free trade zones. An important
17
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element to this logistics development is linked to the efficiency and
performance level that provides a logistics supplier and their services
should be adapted to the needs of their customers and provide added
value to their cargo.
Moreover, it has been recognized that selecting the right product and
service supplier can reduce the cost and improve the corporate
competitiveness and it is valid for selecting the right transportation mode
and carrier selection process which we can define the logistics supplier
selection is a critical decision in supply chain management. It is
necessary to be applied in logistics hub as Panama has, which has based
its development on their strengths and areas of opportunity to put our
country on the way to a great economic development and global
competitiveness
Hence, we have analyzed the importance of doing his research using
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), regarded as the most efficient
method to optimize the selection of logistics providers. In this paper,
will be study logistics suppliers and their level of performance in
customer service within an export and import companies using Panama
as a logistical platform for national and international trade. The main
objective to achieve is to optimize the selection of logistics suppliers by
evaluating the customer service performance.
Panama Logistics Areas:
First of all, we have analyzed the Panama logistics and what are the
focus main areas and where it will be applied this research. Hence, the
fifth main areas are:
•
Panama Canal: Panama Canal was built in 1914, thanks to the
Panama strategic position and nowadays, it is transporting the 5% of
world trade. By 2014, its expansion will be completed for ships of
greater size and depth, which provide an opportunity to boost economies
of scale around the world.
•
Colon Free Zone: The Colon Free Zone is an economic area to
exploit the competitive advantages of the country as a transit center of
world trade and is divided into two areas. One bears the same name and
shall account for the majority of stores. The other, "France Field", is
used as a storage center of goods and is located near the port Manzanillo
International Terminal and Colon Container Terminal and it operates
over 2,000 companies.
18
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•
Panama Pacific: The Panama Pacific Special Economic Area is a
designated area for the production of goods and services with high added
value and technology, which it has a logistics parks with distribution
center, international logistics suppliers head offices.
•
Tocumen Airport for Cargo: The airport is located behind the
main airport for passengers, which is used for cargo only and there is a
logistics center area, where are located logistics suppliers warehouses.
•
Ports: Panamanian port such Port of Balboa, Port of Cristobal,
Manzanillo International Terminal and Colon Container Terminal are an
important logistics nodes that have an excellent efficient container cargo
movement for Latin America, reaching by the end of 2011, 18.5%
compared to 2010, totaling 6 million 629 thousand TEUs (Chi, 2011).
•
Railway: The primary role of the railroad is to serve as a link for
container transshipped Shipments between Atlantic and Pacific seaports.
The main function of the railway is to serve as a transfer link for
container shipments between the ports of the Atlantic and Pacific.
Figure 1. Panama Logistics Main Areas
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Research Sample:
Panama, a country with great economic development, has based part of
that development to boost the logistics and transportation sector which
represents 20% of GDP (). For this reason, the research sample chosen is
the Colon Free Zone, the busiest logistic node which reflects the main
elements of logistics, import, re-export, and warehousing services.
The Colon Free Zone (CFZ) occupies a segregated area of
approximately 400 hectares. It is located in Colon, the third largest city
of the Republic of Panama, which is located on the Atlantic Ocean and
about 80 kilometers from the city of Panama. In this segregated area are
allowed: free of all taxes, all kinds of trade, especially import operations,
deconsolidation, repackaging, consolidation and re-export of all kinds of
goods. The Colon Free Zone was established in 1948 and today is
internationally recognized as the second largest free zone in the world
(only surpassed by Hong Kong) and the first free zone in importance in
the Western Hemisphere.
The commercial activity that generates imports, re-exports - is around
U.S. $ 8,500 million). There are approximately 3,000 companies located
(2,223 users and 823 shown) and employs over 30 thousand people and
more than 250,000 shoppers and tourists visit annually the commercial
area, which represents additional benefits for the hotel industry, port and
tourism.
Figure 2. Companies located in Colon Free Zone

Source: Centro Logístico Multimodal, Zona Libre de Colón.
http://www.zolicol.gob.pa/detalle.php?cid=2&sid=42&id=58
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Its main advantage is its privileged geographical position, between the
continent and its easy accessibility via roads, ports, airports and railways
that are connected en route to the major cities. Colon Free Zone has the
main means of transport for goods mobilize both in Latin America,
Europe, the Caribbean and South America. Logistical assets are the
Railway that connects the Pacific with the Atlantic in about an hour and
daily carrying passengers and containers. Likewise, an international
airport for passenger and cargo and ports with advanced cutting edge
technology for its efficiency (Manzanillo International Terminal, Port of
Cristobal and Colon Container Terminal). Finally the main logistics
asset: the Panama Canal Zone which free was strategically located in the
entrance channel in Atlantic side.
This makes the Colon Free Zone, an excellent place to be considered for
logistics operations in international trade.
Figure 3. Colon Free Zone import and export records (2010-2011).

Source:

Contraloría

de

Panamá,

report

2010-2011,

http://www.contraloria.gob.pa/archivos_informesdelc/Informe%20TrimMarzo%202011/INFOR
ME%20NEW.pdf

The above image represents the total quantity of the main activities in
Colon Free Zone, the imports and re exports.
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Figure 4. Colon Free Zone: Logistics Areas

Source: Centro

Logístico Multimodal, Zona Libre de Colón.

http://www.zolicol.gob.pa/detalle.php?cid=2&sid=42&id=58

1. Colon Free Zone: Offices&Stores
2. France Field Area: Warehouses
3. Coco Solo
4. Coco Solo: Expansion
5. Logistics Center for the Manzanillo International Terminal
6. Logistics Center
7. International Airport
8. Margarita Island: New Atlantic Port

Supplier Selection
Selecting the right service supplier, including transportation services,
can reduce the cost significantly and improve corporate competitiveness
that is why this process is an important decision (Saen, 2007). Shippers
are those decision making entities that desire a particular commodity to
reach a specific destination, while carriers are those decision making
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entities that transport the commodities and thereby satisfy the shippers
demand. Carriers can be defined as an individual or company engaged in
transporting passenger or goods for profit (Friesz et al, 1983). Mostly,
customers select suppliers based on the relative importance of different
attributes such as price, quality, flexibility and delivery performance
(Verma & Pullman, 1997).
Investigation of carrier selection criteria and their priorities from
customers and shippers´ point of view has been a subject of many
empirical studies (Engebrethsen, 2009).
This research apply the data collected during interviews and survey
performed by customers, which it will be use a Delphi Method, in order
to analyze the customers point of view and needs, further the results are
categorized, then it is apply the Analytical Hierarchy Process to rank the
most important customer services elements, in order to improve logistics
suppliers services.
Logistics Customer Services Elements
The term logistics is often misinterpreted to mean transportation. In fact,
the scope of logistics goes well beyond transportation. Logistics forms
the system that ensures the delivery of the product in the entire supply
pipeline. This includes transportation, packaging, storage and handling
methods, and information flow. The impact of logistics in the ability of a
company to satisfy its customers cannot be overstated.
Customer service is the outcome of all logistics or supply chain
processes. Therefore, the design of the logistics system sets the level of
customer service to be offered (Ballou, 2004). Through its direct impact
on a firm’s market share, its total logistics costs and ultimately its
profitability, is a critical determinant of competitiveness (Collins et al,
2001).
Such an approach is justified by the list of most important strategic
decisions taken as part of the supply chain management. The decision on
determining the standards of the end customer service should be
mentioned on top of the list. However, the remaining strategic decisions
of the supply chain should also be made taking into consideration this
customer's interest. The said decisions should involve the following
(Ciesielski, 2006):
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1. Adjusting the supply chain to match the nature of demand and product
features;
2. Determining the model of relations among the supply chain
participants;
3. Selecting suppliers;
4. Determining distribution channels;
5. Adopting a specific concept of stock management;
6. Determining the location and nature of warehouses;
7. Formulating guidelines with respect to transport service;
8. Determining key competences of the supply chain as a whole and with
regard to individual elements.
Analysis of customer’s needs:
•

Define the meaning of customer service

•

Identify the important elements of service

•

Determine the relationship between sales and the level of service

The elements to be considered in this research are based on Panama
logistics variables, specifically in Colon Free Zone area which its
activities are focused on import, re export and warehousing services. The
main elements are:
•

On time Delivery

•

Accuracy in filling orders

•

Competitiveness of price

•

Advance notice on shipping delays

•

Action on customer services complaints

•

Order Cycle consistency (small variability)
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•

Accuracy in forecasting estimated ships dates

•

Length of promise lead time for quick-ship orders

Application of Delphi Method
The Delphi method has proven a popular tool in information systems
research for identifying and prioritizing issues for managerial decision
making. Delphi may be characterized as a method for structuring a group
communication process so that the process is effective in allowing a
group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with a complex problem.
The formulation topics for this research it aim to get results based on the
supply chain managers, which it will be based on the main customer
services elements from above section:
•

Import services

•

Export services

•

Re export services

•

Warehousing services

•

Domestic transportation services

As in most Delphi surveys, you gather a lot of statistical data, which can
be used in very different ways. The results will be evaluated by simple
rankings of statistical data.

Application of the Analytical Hierarchy Process: A multi-criteria
method:
Supplier selection problem is a group Multiple Criteria Decision-Making
(MCDM) out of which quantities criteria has been considered for
supplier selection in the previous and existing decision models so far
(Chen-Tung et al, 2006).
In Multiple Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM), a problem is affected
by several conflicting factors in supplying selection, for which a
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purchasing manager must analyze the tradeoff among the several
criteria.
This method has the ability to structure complex, multi-person,
multiattribute, and multi-period problem hierarchically (Yusuff et al,
2001). The AHP method is identified to assist in decision making to
resolve the supplier selection problem in choosing the optimal supplier
combination (Yu & Jing, 2004). The AHP model is highly recommended
to handle the supplier selection more accurately in order to alleviate, or
better yet, eradicate the mistakes in this line.
For this research, it will be taking in consideration the first six customer
services elements a logistics supplier should offer. Then the first step in
any supplier rating procedure is to establish the criteria to be used for
assessing the supplier. After defining the criteria for selecting the
supplier, the first structured interview is designed based on the input
received; an additional criterion will be added such that the respondents
(customers)could to identify the importance of each criterion by using
numbers from 1 to 9 (Tahriri et al., 2008).
Once all comparisons are made to obtain the final result already agreed:
the alternatives, this result will be based on priorities, on emissions of
trials used in the Delphi method, for this research in particular and the
evaluation made through comparisons components of the hierarchical
components method performed by the companies (Hurtado & Bruno,
2005).

CONCLUSIONS
Panama has projected to become the future logistics hub of America.
However, to reach this prized position, it should be optimizing their
logistic processes including: providing an excellent logistics service to
national and international and customers, which they are strategically
located in Panama to make their supply chain operations. Therefore,
logistics providers, as an important stakeholders in the supply chain, and
it is needed to get elements and parameters to measure customer service
performance and thus to improve their services and add value to every
logistics process.
Once, we developed this methodology will be applied to several logistics
companies located in Panama, which it has different variables in logistic
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processes compared with other countries such as Cartagena, Colombia;
Miami, United States, and it is necessary to evaluate, measure and
optimize these logistics processes, in order to place Panama, as the
future logistics hub of America.
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ABSTRACT

This work is dedicated to investigate the performance of some
relevant shipping companies in the container market and to
compare it with the size of their fleets in order to explore the
oligopoly situation of the market. The competitive environment has
occupied a lot of the existing literature on maritime markets with
the main concern focused on size of fleets as a drive for collusion.
Concentration indexes are applied to financial performance of these
carriers and by comparing them with fleet volumes, interesting
results are obtained. Outcomes allow the introduction of relevant
doubts on the actual degree of oligopoly imposed by carriers.
Top 25 operators have not ruled the market through real
predominance as fleets are concerned; their concentration level is
very different from one geoFigureical trade to another one, despite
same global carriers are plying in all those markets. Main players do
take quite different percentages at each route as they are not able to
maintain the same control in all trades for each particular lane is
different from the others.
Obtained indexes indicate that cartel dominance has not been the
case, at least as a general rule. Definitively, strong and wide fleets do
not necessarily mean that desirable real lifting levels –contributing
with freight- are achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

Liner shipping industry has constantly attracted interest of economists
who have produced a rich literature well supplied with adjectives like
competitive, monopolistic, oligopoly or collusion. One of the reasons of
this early attractiveness may be the fact that the first Conference was set
up in 1875 1.
State agencies have always considered the Conferences System as
dangerous tools used by owners to not only impose stiff sea freight
tariffs but also to regulate tonnage supply. These practices have been
considered as very noxious to countries’ trade expansion, an artificial
burden imposed to commerce.
In year 2008, the Maritime Conference System was abolished in the
European Union (European Union, 2006).
The question was to see whether individual liner companies, before that
abolition, were generating barriers in the form of oligopoly practices,
concentration, collusion, abusive pricing systems or even shaping the
offer by modulating the deployed tonnage at certain trade lanes.
Table 1 shows the three main shipping conferences in year 2007 in terms
of fleets. These conferences enjoyed a strong market position in terms of
geoFigureic coverage and volume but, mergers, takeovers and individual
expansion strategies constantly endangered their stability as new
particular interests clashed against the groups’ main policies (for
instance, Maersk acquisition of P&O Nedlloyd).

1

The “UK-Calcutta Conference” was set up by these five shipping companies: P&O,
British India, City Lines, Anchor Lines y Clan Lines.
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Table 1: The 3 main Shipping Conferences and their power in 2007
CONFE
RENCE

PARTNERS

TEU CAPACITY

SHIPS
DEPLOYED

SET UP YEAR

CHKY

COSCON
HANJIN/SENATOR
KAWASAKI LINE
YANG MING

1.048.000

211

2002

GRAND
ALLIA
NCE

HAPAG-LLOYD
MISC
NYK
OOCL

802.000

150

1998

NEW
WORL
D
ALLIA
NCE

APL
HYUNDAI
MOL

584.000

110

1998

Source: DYNAMAR, “Top 25 Container Liners Operators Trading Profiles-2007”

Coalitions’ percentages over the total market in years 2006 and 2007 are
displayed in Table 2 showing that one third of the TEU fleet was under
their control. This paper aims to investigate whether this apparent
dominance has brought about real collusion into this business.
Table 2 Shipping Conferences Container Fleet Shares in 2006 and 2007
2006
CONFERENCE

TEU Fleet

Individual shares
11,68

CHKY

1067198

NEW WORLD ALLIANCE

720708

7,89

GRAND ALLIANCE

989241

10,83

Conferences’ Fleet

2777147

30,4

Total Market Fleet

9137000

Conferences’ Share

30,4 %
2007

CONFERENCE

TEU Fleet

Individual shares

CHKY

1264640

11,93

NEW WORLD ALLIANCE

791453

7,46

GRAND ALLIANCE

1251016

11,80

Conferences’ Fleet

3307109

31,2

Total Market Fleet

10601000

Conferences’ Share

31,2 %

Source: Containerisation International Yearbook 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007.
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At the first glance, these figures show market dominance. However,
although this is clear in terms of fleets (container and ships), some
reasonable doubts arise when real lifting volumes are studied. Capacity
does not automatically mean sales are achieved at the same scale. It is
clearly worth studying production capacity against actual achieved
freight movements performed by the top operators so as to enlighten the
question of oligopoly market condition.
This paper has three sections. The first one explains the applied
methodology and materials used. Next section quantifies and discusses
the concentration rates produced by container and vessels fleets
controlled by selected owners. Last section gathers main conclusions and
proposes further paths of investigation.

METHODOLOGY. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Concentration is the measurement of accumulation which a given
variable presents within a reference data base or system. In shipping, it is
simply the level of market control a given number of operators enjoy by
means of production capabilities. The application by government
agencies of several indicators of concentration has always been
considered as a valid tool to closely and minutely examine the behaviour
of in a given market (Bunel, 1991).
Innovation in shipping technology has enabled deep changes in ships
and ports and in the related field of communications and logistics. This
has undoubtedly eased the way for further entrepreneurial growths
which in many particular cases have been considered clear trends
towards oligopoly structure (Scherer 1999).
Inequality between participants in the liner shipping industry, is an
important factor to be taken into account, as sole indications on
concentration do not automatically show market inefficiencies at their
whole extent (European Union 2009).

Concentration measurement.
Several pointers should be used at once to scrutinize a particular sector
to look for inequality (Nissan & Niroomand 2002).
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A simple method would be then, just to analyze the indicators of
concentration and inequality in different times so as to see whether a
significant movement towards an oligopolistic situation has been
produced or, alternatively, whether the market structure has just kept
unchanged (Sys 2009); such vision seems to be not fully able to detect a
better performance through innovation policies of companies which
could have led them to real bigger market share strictly on their own.
Besides the application of these methods to the fleet volumes, actual
liftings performed by operators are taken into account and compared
with those indexes.
Productive movements
Empty movement of containers from idle areas to demanding ports is
expensive and unproductive and huge resources are devoted to avoid
these futile necesity. In the other side, freighted container movements
are mostly contributing in terms of freight incomes be that low or high
depending upon market conditions; this productive action is called the
yielding or freighted movement.
This loaded containers moved in particular trade routes would actually
tell the effective strength of the companies at different niche markets,
thus enriching the incomplete view of dominance offered by the sole
statistical theoretical fleets’ capabilities and associated increases in size.
Concentration Indexes
The indicators used are the Cumulative Share (CRn), the HerfindhalHirschman (HH), the Prominence and the Theil Entropy indexes,
altogether with the Lorenz Curve and the Gini Coefficient.
The CRn index is obtained by adding up the market shares of a limited
number of companies, numbered as “n”, and it is used to compare
N

different groups of similar reference:

CRN = ∑ si where si is the
i =1

individual share of each of the 4 or 5 largest firms dominating a market.
Its possibilities for explaining the trade are limited as the same
calculated CRn can be obtained from different percentages of market
power.
The Herfindhal-Hirschman index includes all the participants in a given
market and it is expressed by the summing up of the individual squared
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shares of all of them. Formula is

n

HHI = ∑ S
i

2
i

where s is the share of i

enterprise in a market with n individual companies. If it is only one
company, the IHH would be 1, expression of a completely monopolized
trade. In other side, if the IHH was close to 0, that would mean that each
company enjoys a very tiny piece of market in a complete and pure free
competition market structure (Herfindahl, 1974; Hirschman, 1970;
Lipczynski, 2005).
The prominence imposed in a market by the biggest company is
measured using the Prominence Index. It is calculated by dividing the
squared shares of the companies by the correspondent squared IHH
n
through the formula PI = ∑ si2 / HHI 2 Therefore, a monopoly would be
i

expressed with value 1 whilst a perfect market with all the companies
enjoying same shares would have 1/N value, with N as the number of
companies (Alegre, 2003; Nuñez, 2001)
Usually worked to display the disorder of a system, the Theil Entrophy
Index is obtained by summing up the individual market shares multiplied
n
by their logarithms. Formula: TEI = ∑ si log(1 / si ) shows the market
i =1

imperfection and the lack of homogeneity or inequality (Theil, 1971). It
is zero in case the market is fully monopolized and becomes greater as
the competitiveness gradually grows up; in case all the companies in a
particular market achieve the same share, the Theil Index would be the
logarithm of the number of companies.
The Gini Coefficient is the measure of inequality of a distribution and
comes altogether with the Lorenz Curve, its Figureic expression
(Lorenz, 1905; Gini, 1935). The cumulative percentages of container
fleets are plotted at the y axis whilst the groups of companies controlling
such amounts of equipments are displayed at the X axis.
Formula is G = 1 − 2 x ∫01L( x) dx ; with, G ∈ [0,1] If G is equal to zero,
;
then there would be no industrial concentration as the Lorenz Curve
would be exactly on the 45º line; by the contrary, with a monopolistic
situation, the G Index would be equal to 1 with the curve just laying on
the x axis.
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Figure 1. Lorenz Curve and Gini Coefficient

Container Fleets Percentages

1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4

A

0,3

B

0,2
0,1
0

Aggregated Shares Percentages

Source: Compiled by author from Alegre, 2003, Gini, 1935; Lorenz, 1905; Nuñez,
2001

Table 3: Indexes of Concentration and Inequality

INDEXES

FUNCTIONS

CONCENTRATION
1

Cumulative
Index

2

HerfindahlHirschman Index

3

Theil Entropy
Index

4

Prominence

Measures the market shares of N companies.
Reflects the square shares of individual participants in the industry:

≤ HH ≤ 1

1
n

Shows the imperfection level in the industry with 0 as the monopoly index and
log n as the index for an utmost equitative situation.

Measures the contribution of an enterprise to the HH Index

1 ≥ PI ≥ 1

INEQUALITY
Trends
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1

Lorenz Curve

2

Gini Coefficient

Shows the cumulative distributions at TEU
and vessels levels

Perfect equality situation is
represented by the 45º curve

The quotient between the 45º straight line and the Lorenz Curve

Sources: Núñez, 2001; Hirschman, 1970; Herfindahl, 1974; Gini, 1935; Damgaard,
2008; Theil, 1971

Data packages
To work out the aforementioned indexes, two data packages are used: in
one side, the container and vessel fleets controlled by the first 100
operators during years 2005, 2006 and 2007; in the other side, actual
freighted movements carried on by the same group of operators and
owners in years 2004, 2005 and 2006 are taken into calculation. The first
25 top carriers moved 97,40% of the total market so the related figures
are sufficiently accurate and representative of the entire market.
The study presents calculations on two sides: those worked out through
the fleet data and those using the actual freighted movements.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Concentration indexes of fleets
1. The CRN Index
Table 4 altogether with Figure 2 shows the evolution of fleet control
percentages as some owners are concerned. Some comments on those
data follow:
•
•
•
•

The first 100 operators dominate the market with shares close to
100% during consecutive years.
Other groups (first 50, 25 and 10 operators) are slightly
increasing their shares year by year.
In 2004, the first 10 operators controlled half of the world TEU
fleet, but just three years later (2007) their share was 62%.
There is not big similitude among these 10 first ranked operators;
for instance, the second to Maersk, MSC, enjoyed a 10.83%
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share (7 points less than the Danish carrier) whilst the Hong
Kong based OOCL controlled a mere 3.13 %.
Table 4 Liner Shipping TEU Fleet Control by owners
Owners Groups

Years

Ranking

2000

2003

2005

2006

2007

First 100

93

92

94

95

95

First 50

86

88

90

92

91

First 25

75

75

81

84

83

First 20

69

70

77

81

81

First 10

47

49

50

57

62

Source: Own calculation on data obtained from Containerisation International
Yearbook 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007.

Figure 2. TEU Fleet percentages evolution from year 2000 to 2007
(groups of operators)
TEU Fleets Percentages Evolution
100

Shares per Carriers' groups

90
80
70
60

First 100

50

First 50

40

First 25

30

First 20

20

First 10

10
0
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Year

Source: Own calculation on data obtained from Containerisation International
Yearbook 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007.

First four owners exercised a strong control over fleets, so it is
interesting to compare their concentration indexes. Figures are shown
hereafter.
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Table 5. CRn Indexes of the 10, 20, 25, 50 and 100 first ranked
operators.
2005
Full Market

2006

2007

TEU

C4

TEU

C4

TEU

C4

10284987

30,92

10437608

38,41

11536803

39,12

TTL First 100

8279804

38,41

9864488

40,64

10959963

41,18

TTL First 50

7878682

40,36

9416665

42,57

10480385

43,07

TTL First 25

7229932

43,99

8748448

45,82

9766896

46,21

TTL First 20

6899111

46,09

8456498

47,40

9424889

47,89

TTL First 10

4978062

63,88

6262527

64,01

6967248

64,78

Source: own elaboration from AXS-Alphaliner data.

A slight increase in the C4 Index can be seen year by year. Next Table 6
shows variations in the C25 Index taking into account the first 25
operators during years 2005 to 2007. Here, the Index comes up
(82,5<83,8<84,7) at a moderate but persistent path. Noticeably, the
concentration index was 74,63 % in year 2000, but just seven years later
it was 84,66 % (10 points increase in a decade).
Table 6. C25 Index in years 2005, 2006 and 2007 compared to the
whole market and the first 100 operators (TEU in thousands).
2005

2006

2007

TEU

C25 Index

TEU

C25 Index

TEU

C25 Index

TTL Market

8762

82.51

10437

83.82

11536

84.66

First 100

8279

87.32

9864

88.69

10959

89.11

Source: own elaboration from AXS-Alphaliner data.

In Table 6 the first 25 operators are compared with the whole market and
with the first 100 operators. These do not clearly exercise market
dominance as a rule in the entire sector; moreover, this industry presents
a wide range of different commercial environments, very particular
geoFigureical areas (niche markets), a complex variety of commodities,
and a rich and wide scope of industrial entrepreneurial initiatives that
configures an environment not easy to keep under full and complete
control by any of its participants. In Table 7 shares enjoyed by the first
10 operators are shown (TEU and vessel fleets).
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Table 7. Fleets shares by the first 10 operators (years 2006 and 2007)
2006
Owner

TEU

Share

Vessels

Share

1

Maersk

1766014

17,90

551

12,52

2

MSC

1013971

10,28

318

7,23

3

CMA CGM

687429

6,97

292

6,63

4

Evergreen

541226

5,49

162

3,68

5

Hapag-Lloyd

458161

4,64

137

3,11

6

CSCL

399821

4,05

134

3,04

7

COSCO

387690

3,93

129

2,93

8

Hanjin / Senator

344597

3,49

88

2,00

9

APL

334294

3,39

107

2,43

10

NYK

329324

3,34

122

2,77

Joint Share

63,49

46,35

2007
Owner

TEU

Share

Vessels

Share

1

Maersk

1861596

16,99

524

11,37

2

MSC

1187245

10,83

361

7,83

3

CMA CGM

853507

7,79

360

7,81

4

Evergreen

611336

5,58

173

3,75

5

Hapag-Lloyd

495509

4,52

142

3,08

6

CSCL

429135

3,92

141

3,06

7

COSCO

421970

3,85

140

3,04

8

APL

398441

3,64

122

2,65

9

NYK

365199

3,33

123

2,67

OOCL

343310

3,13

81

10

Joint Share

63,57

1,76
47,02

Source: Own calculation on data from Containerisation International Yearbook 2004,
2005, 2006, 2007.

2. The Herfindhal-Hirschman Index
Through the Herfindhal-Hirschman Index, the U.S. Anti-Trust bills 2
state companies should not be scrutinized in case such index is less than
2 In the U.S. the “SHERMAN ANTITRUST ACT” of year 1890 is considered to be the
actual origin of the anti-trust legislation.
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1000. If values are from 1000 to 1800, then such situation is considered
as acceptable. But, just over that value, full application of anti-trust laws
is unavoidable (European Union, 2006 and 2005; United States
Department of Justice, 1997 and 2007; United States Government Trade Department, 1982).
Strong increase of the HHI from 2005 and 2006 followed by a slight
decrease in 2007 can easily be seen and it is noticeable that figure does
not come down by the 1000 line, thus evoking for a non concentrate
market in terms of controlled container fleet. Table 8 shows these details
on the Herfindhal-Hirschman Index:

Table 8: HHI on controlled TEU fleets by the first 25 and 100 operators
(95% of the market capability)

IHH

Group

2005

2006

2007

First 100

474

650,17

640

First 25

637,82

647,76

638,24

Source: Own calculation.

The first 25 operators did controlled a great share of the world TEU fleet
in those mentioned years: 87,32% in 2005, 89,11 in 2006 and 88,69 in
2007. Summarized calculations of PI are shown below in Table 9,
altogether with the HHI Index.
Table 9. Summarized HHI and PI for the first 25 ranked operators in
years 2005, 2006 and 2007.

2005

2006

2007

HHI

PI

HHI

PI

HHI

PI

637,82

3562,46

647,76

2832,96

638,24

2535,35

Source: Own calculation from data on Tables numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8
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HHI grows in 2006 to, later in 2007, slightly come down again but far
away from the 1000 value; therefore, monitoring from anti-trust agencies
did not seem to be judicious at all. Concerning the PI, this value comes
down year by year which at first glance would indicate a real loss of
power despite some huge acquisitions were done.
3. The Theil Entropy Index
Theil entropy Index for the first 25 operators is shown in Table 10. They
have clearly controlled the world production capability in terms of fleet
during years 2005, 2006 and 2007.

Table 10. Theil Entropy Index (TEI): first 25 operators.
TEI
2005

2006

2007

TEU

1,1378

1,1384

1,1453

VESSELS

0,9834

0,9886

1,0085

The TEI has a value between 0 (monopoly situation) and 1, 3979 –log25- (situation which would indicate
that all and each of the operators enjoyed exactly the same market share).

Source: Own calculation on data from Containerisation International Yearbook 2004,
2005, 2006, 2007 and PIERS Global Intelligence Solutions on-line statistics.

As the TEU fleet is concerned, the TEI progressively grows at a very
slight proportion from 2005 until 2007. Similarly, both, vessel and TEU
fleets, show same tendency: a trend to 1.3979 (log25) which would
mean a very even market distribution in a highly competitive
environment (TEI in 2007 is 1.1453 not far away from 1.3979).

4. The Lorenz Curve and Gini Coeficient
As Figure 3 shows, curve slightly drifts apart from the 45º line in years
2005, 2006 and 2007. Within these 4 years an important number of
mergers and acquisitions took place in the industry and such
concentration trend is shown somehow in the Figure.
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Figure 3. Lorenz Curve on first 25 container fleets – years 2005, 2006 &
2007.

Fleet Percentage (1=100%)

1
0,9
0,8
0,7

45º Line: Equitable

0,6
0,5

2005

0,4
0,3
0,2
2006

0,1

2007

0

Owners Percentages
2005

2006

2007

45º Line

Source: compiled by authors from AXS-Alphaliner and Containerization International
on Line data.

Some other results from the Figure are:
 2005 year curve is closer to the 45º line than in year 2006, which
means that the former one shows a less unequal market than the
second one.
 Curves slightly get away from the 45º line indicating a less
competitive market. Explanation of that may be the strong
process of acquisitions during these four years.
 Although the Figure may lead to the conclusion that this is a very
concentrated market, some other aspects are to be considered; for
instance, the great number of companies plying it (400 operators
in 2007), the individual market shares in terms of fleet are rather
small and, finally, concentration indicators are much smaller than
those in other industries like in aviation (Clougherty, 2002;
OECD, 2003).
 This market shows tendency to oligopoly instead of monopoly
since a reduced group of owners have control on the offer but at
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the same time, they keep a strong competitive environment
among them.
There was a rather tiny average concentration rate with a slight increase
from 2005 to 2006 due to the acquisition of Royal P&O Nedlloyd
Container Lines by Maersk, as can be seen from Gini Coefficients:
0,4236 in 2005, 0,4588 in 2006 and 0,4573 in 2007.

Concentration indexes of production (liftings)
Actual world carryings volumes in the E/W routes are in fact actual
freighted loads carried by main operators; in other words, these cargoes
have contributed with their sea freights to the carriers’ financial outcome
in the mentioned years.
1. The CRN Index
From Table 11 it can be seen that the CRN Index for the first 4 operators
shows a very tiny lifting tendency despite the first four operators took a
strong market share of 30%. Meantime, the CR25 Index comes down as
from year 2004 to 2005 although once again it comes up in 2006.

Table 11: CR4 and CR25 for the first 25 operators at world level traffic
(years 2004/2005/2006)
2006

2005

2004

OPERATOR

TEU

%

OPERATOR

TEU

%

OPERATOR

TEU

%

APL

4193

3.80

APL

3891

3.81

APL

3586

4.17

China
Shipping

5568

5.05

China
Shipping

4597

4.51

China
Shipping

3655

4.25

CMA CGM

6448

5.85

CMA CGM

5670

5.56

CMA CGM

4689

5.45

Coscon

5110

4.64

Coscon

4535

4.45

Coscon

3502

4.07

CSAV

2213

2.01

CSAV

2075

2.03

CSAV

1607

1.87

Evergreen

5700

5.17

Evergreen

5000

4.90

Evergreen

4980

5.79

Grimaldi

339

0.31

Grimaldi

440

0.43

Grimaldi

440

0.51

Hamburg

1839

1.67

Hamburg S.

1525

1.50

Hamburg S.

1386

1.61
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Hanjin

3904

3.54

Hanjin

3529

3.46

Hanjin

3434

3.99

Hapag

50040

4.54

Hapag

4876

4.78

Hapag

4995

5.81

Hyundai

2157

1.96

Hyundai

2138

2.10

Hyundai

2091

2.43

IRISL

1020

0.93

IRISL

904

0.89

IRISL

680

0.79

"K" Line

2938

2.67

"K" Line

2650

2.60

"K" Line

2464

2.87

Maersk

13320

12.09

Maersk

130960

12.84

Maersk

13650

15.87

MISC

795

0.72

MISC

600

0.59

MISC

700

0.81

MOL

2850

2.59

MOL

2351

2.30

MOL

2117

2.46

Msc

8250

7.49

Msc

6500

6.37

Msc

5600

6.51

NYK

3533

3.21

NYK

3260

3.20

NYK

3040

3.53

OOCL

3894

3.53

OOCL

3523

3.45

OOCL

3260

3.79

PIL

2300

2.09

PIL

2100

2.06

PIL

2200

2.56

RCL

2552

2.32

RCL

2291

2.25

RCL

2178

2.53

UASC

1170

1.06

UASC

1120

1.10

UASC

1095

1.27

Wan Hai

2580

2.34

Wan Hai

2400

2.35

Wan Hai

2330

2.71

Yang M.

2720

2.47

Yang M.

2416

2.37

Yang M.

2265

2.63

ZIM

2071

1.88

ZIM

2041

2.00

ZIM

1988

2.31

WORLD
TOTAL

92468

83528

77932

Cr4

30,6

29.67

33.98

Cr25

83.91

81.89

90.62

Source: Own calculation on data obtained from Containerisation International
Yearbook 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, AXS-Alphaliner and, Dynamar 2004, 2005, 2006.

Table 12: CRN Index on cargo liftings by the first 25 operators (year
2006)
– Cargo liftings (thousands) - YEAR 2006
TOTAL

APL

Transpacific

Transatlantic

Europe / Asia

R(*)

TEU

%

P

TEU

%

P

TEU

%

P

TEU

%

8

1.925

5,1

4

1.156

6,7

5

215

5

13

555

3,4
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CSCL

9

1.780

4,7

11

876

5,1

7

149

3,5

8

755

4,6

Cma-Cgm

5

2.341

6,1

14

643

3,7

9

139

3,2

3

1.559

9,4

Coscon

7

1.987

5,2

5

1.049

6,1

12

114

2,7

7

825

5

CSAV

17

646

1,7

18

17

0,1

14

95

2,2

14

533

3,2

Evergreen

3

3.071

8,1

2

1.738

10

4

268

6,3

4

1.065

6,4

Grimaldi

20

117

0,3

n.a.

0

n.a.

11

117

2,7

n.a.

0

n.a.

Hamburg

24

2

0

n.a.

0

n.a.

20

2

0

n.a.

0

n.a.

Hanjin

4

2.606

6,8

3

1.556

9

10

135

3,2

5

915

5,5

Hapag

6

2.048

5,4

15

530

3,1

1

692

16,2

6

826

5

Hyundai

14

1.399

3,7

7

981

5,7

18

48

1,1

16

370

2,2

IRISL

23

87

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

22

87

n.a.

"K" Line

12

1.618

4,2

10

876

20,5

15

92

2,2

9

650

3,9

Maersk

1

6.510

17,1

1

2.440

14,1

2

625

14,6

1

3.445

20,8

MISC

22

109

0,3

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

21

109

0,7

MOL

15

1.141

3

13

648

3,7

17

69

1,6

15

424

2,6

Msc

2

3.104

8,2

12

855

4,9

3

604

14,2

2

1.645

10

NYK

13

1.606

4,2

9

895

5,2

13

102

2,4

12

609

3,7

OOCL

10

1.772

4,7

6

996

5,8

8

145

3,4

11

630

3,8

PIL

21

111

0,3

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

20

111

0,7

RCL

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

0

0

n.a.

UASC

19

357

0,9

n.a.

0

n.a.

19

25

0,6

18

332

2

Wan Hai

18

388

1

16

275

1,6

n.a.

0

n.a.

19

113

0,7

Yang M.

11

1.671

4,4

8

957

5,5

16

76

1,8

10

637

3,9

ZIM

16

704,1

1,8

17

212

1,2

6

160

3,7

17

333

2

Top 25

37.097

97,4

16.699

96,6

3.873

90,8

16.526

100

Others

988

2,6

593

3,4

395

9,2

n.a.

n.a.

Total

38.085

100

17.292

100

4.267

100

16.526

100

Cr 4

40.20

Cr 10

71.40

Cr 15

90.90

(*)R: Rank position. n.a.: not available.
Source: Compiled by the authors, by using data from AXS-Alphaliner, Dynamar 2004,
2005, 2006 and Containerisation International Yearbooks 2004, 2005, 2006.

At these trades, top operators carried 97,40% of the total loaded
containers. Operators actually moved rather different market shares from
one trade to another, evidencing that their dominant positions are not
extensible to the whole world trade. For instance, Maersk carried an
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averaged share of 18% of the total traffic but in the TransPacific area
enjoyed a 14% in front of a 20,8% in the Europe / Far East route. MSC
second to Maersk, shipped a mere 4,9% in the TransPacific leg but
equalled the Danish carrier in the Atlantic side (14,6%).
2. The Herfindhal-Hirschman (HHI) and the Prominence Index
The Herfindhal-Hirschman (HHI) and the Prominence Index are applied
to data on liftings performed during years 2005, 2006 and 2007and
results and figures are summarized in Table 13.

Table 13: PI & HHI values – years 2004-2005-2006
2004

2005

2006

HHI

548,18

421,77

432,45

PI

0,2300

0,1828

0,1540

Source: Compiled from own tables and calculated by the author.

There is a slight decrease of the HHI from 2004 to 2005 followed by a
tiny lift in 2006; in the other hand, PI comes down from year 2004 to
2006. Therefore, it can be assumed that competition got stronger during
such period year by year although at a very moderate rates.

3. The Theil Entropy Index (TEI)
Table 14 shows the values of the Theil Entropy Index by using data on
freighted loaded TEUs lifted by operators at world level. Concentration
appears to be high (value of the TEI close to log 25= 1,3979) with a very
small decline from year 2004 to 2005 to, once again, come up very
insubstantially.

Table 14: TEI applied to the first 25 ranked operators (years 2004 / 2005
/ 2006)
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2006
Miles TEU

2005
IE

Miles TEU

2004
IE

Miles TEU

IE

Maersk

13320

0.11092

Maersk

13096

0.1145

Maersk

13650

0.1269

Msc

8250

0.08428

Msc

6500

0.0762

Msc

5600

0.0772

CMA CGM

6448

0.07213

CMA CGM

5670

0.0698

Hapag

4995

0.0718

Evergreen

5700

0.06653

Evergreen

5000

0.0642

Evergreen

4980

0.0716

China S.

5568

0.06551

Hapag

4876

0.0631

CMA CGM

4689.3

0.0689

Coscon

5110

0.06185

China S.

4597

0.0607

China S.

3655

0.0583

Hapag

5004

0.06098

Coscon

4535

0.0601

APL

3586

0.0575

APL

4193

0.05402

APL

3891

0.0541

Coscon

3502

0.0566

Hanjin

3904

0.05139

Hanjin

3529

0.0505

Hanjin

3434

0.0559

OOCL

3894

0.0513

OOCL

3523

0.0505

OOCL

3260

0.0539

NYK

3533

0.0479

NYK

3260

0.0478

NYK

3040

0.0513

"K" Line

2938

0.04197

"K" Line

2650

0.0412

"K" Line

2464

0.0442

MOL

2850

0.04105

Yang M.

2416

0.0385

Wan Hai

2330

0.0425

Yang M.

2720

0.03968

Wan Hai

2400

0.0383

Yang M.

2265

0.0416

Wan Hai

2580

0.03817

MOL

2351

0.0377

PIL

2200

0.0407

RCL

2552

0.03787

RCL

2291

0.0370

RCL

2178

0.0404

PIL

2300

0.03507

Hyundai

2138

0.0352

MOL

2117

0.0396

CSAV

2213

0.03408

PIL

2100

0.0347

Hyundai

2091

0.0392

Hyundai

2157

0.03344

CSAV

2075

0.0344

ZIM

1988

0.0378

ZIM

2071

0.03244

ZIM

2041

0.0340

CSAV

1607

0.0323

Hamburg

1839

0.02966

Hamburg

1525

0.0273

Hamburg

1386

0.0289

UASC

1170

0.02096

UASC

1120

0.0215

UASC

1095

0.0241

IRISL

1020

0.01882

IRISL

904

0.0182

MISC

700

0.0170

MISC

795

0.01545

MISC

600

0.0131

IRISL

680

0.0166

Grimaldi

339

0.00773

Grimaldi

440

0.0102

Grimaldi

440

0.0117

TTL25P

92468

TTL25P

83528

TTL25P

77932.3

TTL

110200

TTL

102000

TTL

86000

THEIL E.

1.1532

THEIL E.

1.1330

THEIL E.

Source: compiled by authors from data collected in Containerization International
Yearbooks and Dynamar 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007.
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4. The Lorenz Curve and Gini Coeficient
Data of years 2004, 2005 and 2006 in Table 15 show those freight
contributing movements performed by the first 25 operators. The Gini
Coefficient values are: 0,3680 in year 2004; 0,3629 for 2005 and 0,3662
in 2006. This means a very tiny variation in a quite important
concentration environment.

Table 15: First 25 operators: Percentages of carried volumes (Years
2004/2005/2006)
Porcentages

Agregated Volumes (%)

0%

2006
0.00

2005
0.00

2004
0.00

4%

0.00

0.01

0.01

8%

0.01

0.01

0.01

12%
16%

0.02
0.04

0.02
0.04

0.02
0.04

20%

0.06

0.06

0.06

24%

0.08

0.08

0.08

28%

0.10

0.10

0.10

32%

0.13

0.13

0.13

36%
40%

0.15
0.18

0.16
0.18

0.16
0.18

44%

0.21

0.21

0.21

48%

0.24

0.24

0.24

52%

0.27

0.27

0.27

56%

0.30

0.30

0.30

60%
64%

0.34
0.38

0.34
0.38

0.34
0.38

68%

0.42

0.42

0.43

72%

0.47

0.47

0.47

76%

0.52

0.52

0.52

80%

0.58

0.58

0.56

84%
88%

0.64
0.70

0.64
0.70

0.62
0.69

92%

0.77

0.77

0.75

96%

0.86

0.84

0.82

1.00

1.00

1.00

ttl
100%

Source: compiled by authors from data collected in Containerization International
Yearbooks and Dynamar 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007.
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In Figure 4 curves for years 2004, 2005 and 2006 are almost exactly the
same. This is to say, the carried volumes in percentages do not change
from one year to the next one, as the first 25 top ranked operators are
concerned.
Figure 4. Lorenz Curve worked out from the carried volumes in years
2004/2005/2006

Carried Volumes Shares

1
0,9
0,8
0,7

45º Line

0,6

2006

0,5

2005

0,4

2004

0,3
0,2
0,1
0
Owners Percentages

Source: compiled by authors from data collected in Containerization International
Yearbooks and Dynamar 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007.

CONCLUSIONS

Table 16 summarizes indexes and coefficients obtained from both, the
fleets (container and vessels) and the actual carried freight cargoes.
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Table 16. Summary of tendencies of Concentration and Prominence
Index (years 2004, 2005 & 2006)
INDEX

DATA
FLEETS (Vessels &
Containers)

Freight Movements

Slight increase in
concentration

Mimetic curves, similar
control

GINI
COEFICIENTE

Medium-High concentration

Important concentration, but
no change

HHI

No highlighted concentration

High concentration with
tendency to increase

PI

Slowing down as from 2005

Very high value

TEI

High

High and increasing

CNI

Moderated growth towards
concentration

Diminishment during year
2004 but subsequently
percentage increase

LORENZCurve

Source: Own elaboration

Firstly, the HHI applied to actual liftings performed came down in the
same way that the PI from year 2004 to 2005, clearly pointing out that
monopoly market situation was far away from being the tendency. TEI is
evenly distributed among the top 25 operators with no notable up and
downs from one year to another, thus making evident that real control of
the market is not the case. Also, concentration level is very different
from one trade or geoFigureical area to another one.
Secondly, main operators do have big shares of controlled (carried)
volumes but all of them take different percentages at each route; they are
not able to maintain the same control everywhere mainly because each
route is pretty different from the others. Local environment, the existing
feeder systems, slot agreements or the joint services being worked by
several operators can deeply shape the competitiveness of one specific
route.
Thirdly, through fleet volumes criteria (vessels and containers) a low
HHI is obtained, thus indicating that cartel or trust dominance is not the
case. The TEI slowly leans towards a competitive situation too.
By comparing the TEI obtained for loaded freight liftings and for fleets
(containers and vessels) it can be seen that control of the market is
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evenly and quite equally distributed. A paradox appears from this
analysis: strong and wide fleets do not necessarily mean that real liftings
are achieved.
It can be observed a growth as the main operators group is concerned; at
the same time, the differences among them keep unaltered. The tendency
of the CNI to slowly grow up, makes clear that fleets were more
concentrated than ever although yearly increasing percentages were
coming to a clear slow down.
The container liner market can be labelled as a rather concentrated as
long as fleets are concerned; however, if the criteria are the actual
liftings achieved by operators –the real production-, then tendencies are
quite irregular, heterogeneous and inconstant as multiple factors come
into the equation: the geoFigureic area, features of main commodities,
the complementary feeder systems, the joint commercial and operational
agreements in force between owners and several carriers developing
strategies for organic growth, instead of acquisitions or mergers.
As from October 2008 the Conference System was abolished by the E.C.
Regulations. It would be very interesting to scan fleet developments and
actual performances of related carriers to observe any change that
aforementioned banning might has carried along and to once again state
that actual competitiveness of the container shipping industry.
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DESIGN OF COASTAL SHIPPING ROUTES FOR
TRANSPORT OF GOODS IN PANAMA
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International Maritime University of Panama.P.O. Box 0843-03561
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ABSTRACT

Panama offers sea, air and land shipping services. However, each
one has been created for specific areas or products. In the case of
maritime freight is used for transportation to remote regions and
island areas where ground transportation becomes difficult and
costly. Goods produced by the country are transported overland
through the American way, the only road connecting different
regions of the country with Panama City. Similarly, goods entering
the country by road from the frontier with Costa Rica have a oneway communication with the different regions of Panama: the
American way.
In recent years, several governmental projects and programs have
emphasized the importance of the maritime sector as a pillar for the
development of Panama as a logistical platform, and it has been
mentioned the need of establishing new sea routes; however specific
proposals for the development of short sea shipping as an alternative
or complement to the road transportation of goods has not been
determined just yet.
Based on this our study seeks to establish a route of short sea
shipping focusing on cost as an alternative to the use of land
transportation. In the study we will be including significant
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parameters to design the coastal shipping lanes. The ultimate
purpose of the study is to improve the development of routes and
provide as a diagnosis, the necessary criteria to improve the port
system.
To perform this research routes will be designed a priori to then be
able to choose the one that best adjusts to the necessary conditions.
The following pages present the progress being carried out so far.
Characteristics of national ports with the possibility to serve on
cabotage are presented, as well as parameters and basic elements for
the definition of a proposed route.
KEYWORDS: transportation, maritime routes

BACKGROUND

The maritime port development that has occurred in Panama during the
past 15 years has been mostly in container terminals, which serve
international maritime trade vessels. Through port concessions granted
between 1993 and 1996 there have been implemented expansion
projects, adaptation and modernization of equipment for handling cargo
from port operators to raise the competitiveness of ports. Instead, the
state ports, whose potential is cabotage, have played a secondary role.
As a study of Panamanian ports say, Plan de Desarrollo Integral de
Puertos en la República de Panamá, (Japan International Cooperation
Agency, 2004), Panama has invested mainly in infrastructure
development in the metropolitan area, instead of rural development.
Currently, coastal shipping is used primarily for transporting passengers
and goods to remote island territories or areas where ground
transportation option becomes more difficult and expensive due to poor
road conditions.
Although a few domestic products are shipped from state ports (sugar
and banana), production of the country is transported by land across the
American Way, the unique road that communicates Panama City with
every region in the country. This same road is the only one that
communicates with Central America. Similarly, goods entering the
country by road from Paso Canoas (border crossing with Costa Rica)
have a one-way communication with the different regions of Panama:
the American way.
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There are proposals and projects that address the need to develop short
sea transport at regional level through preliminary studies on the subject,
agreed at the meetings and summits for Mesoamerican integration. This
region comprehends countries of Central America, including Panama,
Mexico and Colombia. Currently, studies are been conducted to
integrate Mesoamerican through Short Sea Shipping (SSS).
Maritime Authority of Panama serves as the implementing organization
of the proposed Feasibility Study of Short Sea Shipping in Mesoamerica,
as part of the Mesoamerica Project, and funded by the Inter-American
Development Bank. Note that these studies are shipping from a regional
perspective. However, the possibility of short sea shipping as an
alternative or complement to transport passengers and goods inside the
country has not been raised in recent studies, contrary to the national
plans and strategies that do mention it as an element for economic and
social development.
First, the National Maritime Strategy (NMS) emphasizes the importance
of maritime transport as a pillar in the development. Among them
includes the development of coastal shipping as an alternative or
complement to road transport of goods. In its 2009 update, it notes that
the national maritime sector involves activities related to economic
development of the country since it impacts activities in primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors of economy. (Autoridad Marítima de
Panamá, 2009)
More specifically, in its strategic objective No. 2 proposes to consolidate
Panama as the primary maritime and logistics platform in the Americas,
and has among its activities to achieve development of plans for
Integrated Coastal Zone Management, which could include the
establishment of new sea routes to promote economic development in
remote areas of the country. In the same section, it mentions how
important is to provide minor ports with infrastructure in order to be
promoted for Short Sea Shipping (SSS) both internally and in the
regions of Latin America and the Caribbean.
Similarly, the National Science, Technology and Innovation Plan for
Development of Logistics and Transport Sector, said that "the field of
logistics and transport, one of the priority areas of the country, covering
closely linked to productive activities development of most of the
economic and social sectors of Panama " (SENACYT, 2010)
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According to estimate figures, by 2011 the sector composed of transport
and communications accounted for 24.1% of total GDP (Instituto
Nacional de Estadística y Censo, 2011). This places it in the sector that
contributes most to the GDP of Panama, surpassing the commercial
sector (15.2%). So it is no surprise that the Government's Strategic Plan
2009-2014 set logistics sector as one of the three pillars for the economic
development of Panama.
Specifically in the state ports, cargo handling, both in the foreign ships
services and in the coastal, decreased 21.1% for the period January to
December 2010. (Autoridad Marítima de Panamá, 2011) This is because
there was no movement of cargo by vessels of foreign services on those
ports, according to Maritime Authority of Panama in its Statistical
Bulletin.
In specific ports, an increase in cargo handling were registered,
compared to 2009, year in which some ports did not registered any
activity, situation reflects the underdeveloped state that ports have.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This research seeks to conduct a study of possible sea routes on the
Pacific coast of Panama for domestic shipping, through the
determination of the parameters and basic elements for the definition of
a proposed route.
The proposed for a coastal route would provide the possibility, at least
theoretically, of transportation for various economic sectors as well as
for passenger transport. It would support communication and integration
of remote communities nationwide. In addition to offering alternate
transportation to producers and passengers, who will count with another
transportation option, regardless of what happens on the Inter-American
Highway.
The study will be based on the volume of goods that can be carried
considering production centers, cost, distances from points of
consumption and transit times. With these, it is expected to contribute to
the scientific community in the maritime and ports area with updated
research, specifically for the maritime sector.
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The research itself is a descriptive study. The first phase includes the
description of the main features of state ports, identifying the
qualifications and their potential for the development of cabotage. Then
will define the quantities, flows of goods and the frequency of cargo
transported by land; as it has already been mentioned land transport is
focus on a single road along the country. It will be necessary to consider
cargoes from some parts of the country, as with other roads, finally
communicate to the American Way.
Initially, it will be nominating a priori possible shipping routes
connecting the coastal province of Chiriquí, the western region, with the
province of Panama, the capital, which accounts for over half the
population, being the largest consumption center. It will take the one that
best meets the criteria for coastal development, then this route will be
studied and compared with road transport in the aspects of distance, cost
and time.
It is known in advance that the existing infrastructure and equipment in
the state ports requires upgrading, improvement and investment, thus it
will set out a model to determine the best shipping routes, taking into
account geographic location and characteristics of existing national ports
regardless of the present infrastructure conditions. Establishing domestic
routes would identify best connections in the region within the country,
bordering the Pacific coast, and with them make a diagnosis of current
physical conditions of the route in order to establish the needs for
development.
The ultimate purpose of the study is to move towards the development of
routes and provide the necessary criteria to improve the port system. It
has been repeated the need for development of this sector and studies are
needed to determine their characteristics and core elements. This will
provide basic information to run some of the policies mentioned in this
document

PORTS

Ports are important nodes in any transportation system. Ports are
facilities located on the coast, which have the infrastructure and
equipment for passenger boarding, as well as loading and unloading of
goods.
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Also have the space for mooring and anchoring of ships if necessary.
With this broad definition there are many coastal facilities that can be
identified under the name of port. According major reference books
(Alderton, 2005) indicate that there are between 3500 and 9000 ports
worldwide, depending on the organization taken as reference and the
definition that each one has about the word port.
According to Panama Maritime Authority, there are different ports,
docks and just berths in Panama, although we have not found the
specific characteristics that differentiate each other to classify them.
However, there are ports classified into specialized ports, complex ports
and general cargo ports.
Specialized ports are those that have equipment to perform a specific
activity or because they have been developed by economic activities
around them. Among them are fruit ports, dedicated to sugar, fishery and
oil terminals.
In the National Port System, complex ports are classified by the type of
services they provide; among them are the port of Balboa on the Pacific
and the Port of Cristobal, Manzanillo and Colon Container Terminal on
the Atlantic.
Finally, general cargo ports, which represent 57% of the ports on the
National Port System, are those that comply, as its name implies, general
cargo.
About administration, national port system consists of 26 ports
according to Panama Maritime Authority, from which 19 are managed
by General Director of Ports and Auxiliary Maritime Industries from that
institution. (Autoridad Marítima de Panamá, 2011b) In figure 1 the
national port system is showed, including state and private ports, as well
as other facilities such as docks and wharves.
In this initial phase of the study were selected major ports of national
cargo located on the Pacific coast of Panama, which have minimum
infrastructure necessary to accommodate coastal shipping vessels. Some
have equipment for specific products.
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Figure 1. Port System of Panama.

Source: Panama Maritime Authority
Selected ports are as follow:
1. Puerto Armuelles: It is in District of Baru close to the border of Costa
Rica. It is a general cargo port and it is commonly used for banana
exports. It has one of deepest draft with 33 to 46 ft on a 50 meter berth.
2. Puerto Mutis: It is located in Veraguas region, it is a fishing port and
it is also source port for those who are traveling to islands in the Golfo
de Montijo and National Park of Coiba.
3. Puerto Aguadulce: It is located in Bahía de Parita, 150 km West from
Panama City. Handles import/export of sugar, molasers, fertilisers and
construction materials. 38.4 hectares with L-shaped berth of 70 meters
and 31 meters and depth of 4.0 to 16 ft.
4. Puerto Vacamonte: It is located in District of Arraijan, near to Panama
City. It is a fishing port. In its facilities it has six berths – two of 60
metres, two moorings of 210 metres and a T-shaped tuna pier of 108
metres.
5. Puerto Panamá. ClosetoPanama City. It handles general cargo, coastal
and domestic traffic.
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The ports listed will be studied in detail and, as explained above,
research will establish possible routes that connect with each other, and
then choose the route that best fits the parameters.
Most of these ports are requiring investment to improve its facilities and
equip them with modern port equipment. However, this factor is not part
of this study, because the purpose is to diagnose ports that are defined
within the proposed route.

CONCLUSION

Maritime transport is linked to most of the country's economic activities.
It is notorious development on maritime industry and related ports to
international shipping. However, much remains to be done in terms of
internal development of this mode of transport, demonstrated by
statistics indicating that the cargo handling in state ports has decreased
by 21%.
There has been described how in Panama the National Maritime Strategy
has identified maritime transportation as a pillar of development and the
Plan for Science, Technology and Innovation highlights the general
transport as a priority area of study.
At regional level, it is already take the first steps in the development of
Short Sea Shipping. To take full advantage of this opportunity, it should
be making investments in the national ports system. It is therefore
necessary to undertake studies to generate basic information about the
features, performance and opportunities in the national coastal shipping
to serve as an element in future decision making.
Studying a particular route, we will determine necessary elements for it
development and suggest steps for its implementation. Also, information
gathered in the research could be used as basis for future research on
Panama coastal development
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ABSTRACT
Panamanian container supply chain in container terminals is
directly impacted by the economic and geographic characteristics of
the region. According to the Journal of Commerce statistics (2010),
Panamanian terminals rank in the top fifty busiest container
terminals in the world, being the first in Latin America, followed by
Santos, Brazil. For that reason the research proposes the use of
modeling and simulation tools to unify traditional planning,
scheduling and decision making with scientific and technological
knowledge to ease container logistics within a Panamanian terminal,
and to be able to achieve better synchronization of resources and
workforce in the operations.
KEYWORDS: port operations, modeling, container terminals, container
logistics.
INTRODUCTION
The maritime seaborne trade is directly influenced by the international
economic performance, which is also affected by extraordinary events
such as natural disasters, political conflicts and the volatility of energy
and commodity prices among other factors. Proof of this is the financial
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crisis of 2009, where world seaborne trade experienced the same “V
shape” behavior that the world merchandise trade, World Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) Industrial Production Index
experienced in the period from 2005 to 2011 (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Correlation Between the gross domestic product, the world
merchandise trade and the OECD industrial production index with the
world seaborne trade.

Source: Review of Maritime Transport, (UNCTAD, 2011).

For the region of Latin America exports and imports grew 25% and 6%
respectively in 2010 compared to 2009(Box Trade Intelligence, 2011).
South and Central America experienced a change in GDP of 5.1% in
2008, -0.2% in 2009 and 5.8% in 2010. For exports an increase of 0.8%
in 2008, -7.9 in 2009, and 6.2 in 2010. For imports an increase was
experienced of 13.2, -16.3 and 22.7 in 2008, 2009 and 2010
respectively. The Journal of Commerce statistics (2010), positions
Panamanian terminals in the top fifty busiest container terminals in the
world, being the first in Latin America, followed by Santos, Brazil. As
shown in Figure 2, it is possible to see one aspect that has been
mentioned related to the influence of the international economic
performance in the maritime transport where movements of containers in
Panama decreased 7.9% in 2009 compared to the previous year due to
the economic downturn, and how it has the same V shape than Global
and Regional economy have and had in the previous years.
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Figure 2. Panamanian container terminals annual growth. From 1991 to
1994 terminals were managed and operated by the Panamanian Maritime
Authority and from 1994 to this days areoperated by private global.

Source: Analysis of Panamanian Port Development and its Impact on National Trade
Flows. (Caceres, 2011)

Container terminals around the world and in Panama face the challenge
of adapting to the behavior of this globalized economy. Adaptation is
very important in order to provide the capability to participate in the
world seaborne trade in competitive ways.
One approach in which container terminals have been able to achieve
this flexibility has been through the insertion of technological or
innovative tools making them capable to offer greater profitability,
reliability, improve quality, speed, safety and security in operations, and
bring in the ability for optimizing the workforce, supply chain, and
financial resources in port terminal operations (Grammenos, 2005).
This project proposes an "in house" research that unifies the traditional
container terminal planning that has been developed in Panama with the
scientific and technological knowledge applying modeling and
simulation.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The literature review
is detailed in section 2. The description of the container terminal
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operations, focusing on the berth operations and processes in
Panamanian container terminals are given in section 3. The description
of the methodology implemented is presented in section 4 and the
possible applications and further research proposals are given in section
5.
Literature Review
In the international research community scientific and technological
tools have demonstrated their benefits when applied for decision making
in container terminal operations, this has been an economic way for
exploring new alternatives to increase productivity performance before
being implemented in real life, without interrupting real operations or
consuming resources (equipment, infrastructure, time, human resource,
etc.) (Murty, K.G. et al., 2005)
To effectively manage a container terminal it is necessary to take
decisions regarding container logistics processes to minimize the ships
berthing time (turnaround time). In the research Container Logistics
(Vis, I. F. A. & Roodbergen, K.J., 2009) have developed contributions
regarding the improvement of container terminal operations efficiency,
as well as to determine the reliability and availability of the container
handling equipment, in the container yard which directly influences
berth operations.
In the last ten years many researches have been developed into the
largest container terminals around the world (Altenwerder Germany, La
Spezia Italy, Ports in Hong Kong, Singapore, among others) aimed to
optimize the processes in the container supply chain within the terminals
through operations research methods, modeling and simulation. As
suggested by (Murty, K.G. et al., 2005)"A decision support system for
operations in a container terminal" where they described a variety of
decisions made during daily operations at a container terminal
discussing the mathematical models and algorithms used in the design of
the decision support system and some experimental results. The research
"Dispatching vehicles in a mega container terminal" by (Bish, E.K. et
al., 2005) proposes an heuristic algorithm as an alternative to the
dispatching problem from the container yard to the vessels to minimize
the total time it takes to serve a ship. Here operations research method is
applied once again to solve operation and tactical problems in container
terminals. Works from (Goodchild, A.V. & Daganzo, C.F. , 2006)
"Double-Cycling Strategies for Container Ships and Their Effect on Ship
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Loading and Unloading Operations" describes the double cycling
problem and presents solution algorithms to determine reductions in the
number of operations through scheduling problem and greedy algorithm
with the purpose once again to optimize this time berth operations. The
more descriptive work of (Salani, M. & Bierlaire, M.,
2010)"Optimization of Operations in container terminals: integrated vs.
hierarchical approaches", is given an overview of container terminal’s
operations and associated decision problems reviewing the state of the
art approaches to optimize container terminal operations and
contributing with their opinion of the current research trends.
On the other hand, simulation has demonstrated several benefits when
applied to container terminal logistics. In the middle of the nineties
TBA´s owneda container terminal simulation software (Johansen, 2011;
Saanen & Waal, 1996), that included the small but all feasible steps and
they were compared to determine their impact on ships productivity
demonstrating that with the right measures, a robotized terminal could
live up to these days requirements from shipping lines to turn around the
biggest vessels in a short period of time. Nowadays, it is obvious the
implementation of automated equipment in European container
terminals as the Burchardkai Terminal located in the port of
Hamburgand many others.
Another example is the TraPac Terminal, in Oaklandthat has executed
"in house" simulations with the software "SIMMOD” to fit the logistics
flow the container terminal needs. This software was used to integrate
operations of containers, break bulk, rail yard and traffic control. Also,
was used to determine the appropriate waiting time of tractors in each
step of the checkpoints (Johansen, 2011).
Simulation allows creating virtual terminals to find the best combination
of each particular resource providing various scenarios and
demonstrating how the variation of the components affects the overall
productivity. This makes it possible to have a better understanding of
operations and eases decision making at a strategic and tactical levels
(Schütt, 2011). Dr. Shütt also emphasizes that in the Port of Le Havre
investigations were applied to determine the impacts of an extended
berth length and enlarge back reach area in terms of the behavior of
various terminal operation systems and could obtain significant results
regarding their performance, and cost occurred during the operation.
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These studies have served as base to obtain substantial benefits in the
order of millions of dollars not only applied to reduce in the waiting time
of vessels, but supporting design decisions and measure environmental
effects.
Even though modeling and simulation have been used for more than ten
years many terminals have not been able to ensure the proper usage of
them due the complexity and the amount of effort needed to use this type
of software. Also, due to relatively new appearance of container
terminals in Latin America, so far we have not paid closer attention to
these optimization and simulation techniques applied in container
terminals which represent an opportunity to improve our service levels
and performance indicators.
Though, container terminal characteristics are very similar, the planning
and operational processes that take place in the container logistics for
each terminal are very different. Container logistics are determined by
the geographic and economic characteristics where the container
terminals are placed. Different terminals around the world have
variations in size and demand. These variations in size and demand
cause differences in their activities. Hence, not all the terminals use the
same operational systems for the processes of loading and discharging
containers (Böse, 2011).
This project proposes an "in house" research that unifies the traditional
container terminal planning that has been developed in Panama with the
scientific and technological knowledge through modeling and
simulation. The main objective is to propose a new tool for decision
making in the Port of Balboa to improve visibility in berth operations.

Container terminals operation system in Panama; berth operations.
General process
The operations department of a container terminal is where the core
functions of planning and monitoring are developed and they have the
responsibility to ensure the terminal performs the functions of handling
of containerized cargo from the documentation, on board and in yard
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container planning and take into consideration special requests from
their customers.
Figure 3 shows the schematic representation of the flow of operations
and information in the discharge and load process of containers within a
container terminal. The main functions to achieve this flow of
information and processes are divided into the different following
sections of the operations department:
- Documentation.
The documentation section performs the general functions of uploading
information in the terminal operation system concerning to the
containers that are going to be loaded on the vessels, up to customers
request.
- Rail Operations Coordination.
This section is responsible for registering and monitoring the entrances
and exit of containers by rail from the Company Panama Canal Railway
Company (PCRC).
- Yard Planning.
This section is responsible for the grounding of inbound containers in
the container yard either by ship, rail or by the entrance checkpoints.
Also they have the responsibility to ensure the real time position of
containers to be loaded in the vessels. They perform yard equipment and
tractor trailer units assignments.
- Ship Planners.
This section is in charge of the planning the containers discharge
sequence per quay crane as well as the loading sequence on the vessels
by weight and container specifications in their correct stowage for
outbound containers.
- Gate House.
The terminal gate house or check points controls that containers entering
or leaving the terminal have the appropriate documentation. They update
the information in the terminal operation system.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the flow of operations and
information in the discharge and load process of containers

Source: Caceres, R. (February, 2012). SmartDraw 2012 software.

Berth Operations
The choice of operation systems and the approach for the respective
integration of container handling equipment for horizontal and vertical
transportation of the container to be used within the terminal will depend
on geographic, economic, environmental, and demand aspects, among
others (Böse, 2011).
The terminal of Balboa uses rubber tired gantry cranes (RTGCs) with
Tractor Trailer Units as their operation system for the transport of
containers from the storage yard to the quayside and vice versa. This
operation system allows greater storage capacity and represents lower
operating costs in countries where labor is cheaper. On the other hand
this system requires more skilled equipment operators (for RTGCs or
TTUs) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Operation system of Container Terminal: Quay cranes
(QC), RTGs and TTUs .

Source: Handbook of Terminal Planning, Page 35 / Panama Ports Company
Balboa RTG – TTU System, 2010.

Once determined, the main processes in the berth operations as well as
the responsibilities it is possible to perform the form and check list for
the observation and data collection period performed from March to
May of 2012. Details of the methodology are given in the following
section.
Methodology
The project is divided into four main phases. In the first phase the berth
operations for the first semester of the year 2012 is modeled in the
program Office Visio 2010 using the Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN). The standard representation for modeling a business
process known as the Business Process Management Notation (BPMN)
is based on a diagram called Business Process Diagram (BPD), a visual
international standard to represent the processes of the berth operations
in the terminal. After approval of the BPM´s berth operations general
model by the Operations Department of Port of Balboa, the questioner
check list of the information required was structured to ensure the
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recording of the complete data needed for the simulation. Data collected
takes place in the months of March and May of 2012, while validation
will be performed with the data of April.
Parameters chosen for validation are confidence interarrival times and
expert’s opinion. Simulation is made using the software Anylogic,
specifically with the discrete event modeling technique, based on a
probabilistic generator of vessels arrival taking into account the vessels
characteristics.

Possible applications and further research proposals
Given the dependence of the maritime trade to the continuous
fluctuations of the global economy, new alternatives should be explored
in Latin America to increase the performance of the regional maritime
industry. Through the application of science and technology in
Panamanian ports such as has been applied in Europe or Asia, Ports will
get capable to increase visibility with the direct and indirect players of
the containers supply chain and to give added value services.
Using one of the newest process diagram standards as Business Process
Management Notation (BPMN), comprehension of activities for decision
makers within this supply chain will increase and visibility and
integration of local and international container logistics in a standard
language will be possible.
Also, with the contribution of the modeling and simulation in specific
activities in a Panamanian container terminal, virtual berth operation
environments can be created where different strategies associated with
berth operations could be run. As noted by Hartmann et. al the existing
simulation models developed internationally must be adapted to the
specific reality of each terminal which varies according to the internal
logistics of container shipping services given by the regional demand.
Therefore, this research will contribute with a new decision making tool
for tactical and strategic management levels, to generate greater
visibility into the operations allowing the evaluation and analysis of the
feasibility and creditability of the Panamanian operation processes, as
well as the key performance indicators (KPIs). Some KPIs for berth
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operations are demurrage costs, waiting time for berths, turnaround time
of vessels, movements per time period per used equipment, among
others.
The research will allow the following main possible applications:
- Determine availability and reliability of the equipment used in
the operation and increase operations efficiency.
-

Evaluate performance of investments, for example, in expansion
projects or equipment purchase.

-

Improve customer satisfaction.

-

Increase security and visibility of the container logistics flow.
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WHAT’S NEW IN BEST MANAGING PRACTICES 4 (BMP4)
A. Ortega, C. Pérez Labajos, B. Blanco, A. López Díaz, E. Madariaga
ortegar@unican.es

ABSTRACT

The protection of merchant ships against pirate attacks in the
Arabian Sea, off coasts Somalia and in the Indian Ocean in general,
have prompted to several organizations related to maritime traffic
and the authorities of the international naval forces that support
and protect the latter, to the development of a guide to the "Best
Management Practices" with which it is intended to assist ships
transiting the area to prevent or, if possible, deter or delay the
attack by armed pirates in the area known as High Risk Area
(HRA).
The BPM guide is published every year since 2008, publishing its
third version in 2010 (BMP3), and the last one, which is the one
currently in force, BMP4, in August 2011.
The aim of the BMP4 is to provide the companies and masters of a
tool to improve in implementing Ship Protection Measures to deter
piracy. The main feature of this new publication is the modification
of the content structure for a better and easier interpretation and
use. The guidance is based on experience of piracy attacks to date
and may require amendment over time if the pirates change their
methods.
This paper develops a detailed study of the updates that have taken
place in the BMP4 compared to the BMP3, and that entails
improvements on safety on board ships and on the organization of
the various naval forces international part of this mission, named
Atalanta Operation.
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INTRODUCTION

The Best Management Practices for Protection against Somalia Based
Piracy, in its new version edited in August 20111, is a booklet that
provides suggested planning and operational practices for ship operators
and masters of ships transiting the High Risk Area. It’s an updating of
the BMP3 of June 20102 that was focused for the Gulf of Aden and the
Arabian Sea a lesser area than the covered today. In this paper a widely
study of the differences of the new one is going to be done to compare
and to stand out the new measures that are recommended to combat the
piracy in these waters.
This booklet has been produced by the International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS) in agree with other sectorial organizations who have
already worked in past editions like BIMCO, the International Group of
P&I Clubs (IGP&I), the International Maritime Bureau (IMB), the
International Association of Dry Cargo Shipowners (Intercargo), the
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (Intertanko),
the Intenational Shipping Federation (ISF), the International Transport
Workers Federation (ITF), the International Parcel Tankers Assiciation
(IPTA), the Joint Hull Committee (JHC), the Joint War Committee
(JWC), the Oil Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF) and
the Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators
(SIGTTO), and other incorporated in this edition of 2011 like the Cruise
Lines International Association (CLIA), the International Maritime
Employer’s Committee Ltd. (IMEC), InterManager, the Mission to
Seafarers and the World Shipping Council (WSC).
Traditionally these guidelines have been drafted with reference to
documents produced by the Maritime Security Centre - Horn of Africa
(MSCHOA) which is a Coordination Centre dedicated to safeguarding
legitimate freedom of navigation in the light of increasing risks of pirate
attack against merchant shipping in the region, in support of the UN
Security Council’s Resolutions (UNSCR) 1814, 1816 and 1838, and by
others Naval/Military Forces/Law Enforcement Organisations that
supporting BMP4 like the coalition Combined Maritime Forces (CMF),
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the European Union Naval Force (EU NAVFOR), the Maritime Liaison
Office (MARLO), the NATO Shipping Centre (NSC), the UK Maritime
Trade Operations (UKTMO), and this year has been incorporated the
INTERPOL’s Maritime Task Force (MPTF) whose mission is to coordinate the Organization’s International response to the maritime piracy
threat in its various facets improving the global collection, preservation,
analysis and dissemination of piracy-related evidence and intelligence in
aid of criminal investigations and prosecutions by its member countries
and developing police and judicial investigative and prosecution
capabilities in Eastern Africa in partnership with key international actors
and donors.
The purpose of the Best Management Practices 4 (BMP4) contained in
the booklet is to assist ships to avoid, deter or delay piracy attacks in the
“High Risk Area”, being this an area bounded by Suez and the Strait of
Hormuz to the North, 10°S and 78°E and the adjacent African coasts to
the W.
The new version of the shipping industry's Best Management Practices
for Protection against Somali Based Piracy (BMP4) has been published
to replace the previous version of 2010. This new publication is based on
the experience and knowledge gained in the last year and all the changes
in the behaviour of the piracy are referred. Its aim is to guide the ship’s
masters and companies in implementing the most effective measures to
deter piracy.
This paper develops a detailed study of the updates that have taken place
in the BMP4 compared to the BMP3, and that entails improvements on
security on board ships and on the organization of the various naval
forces international part of this mission, named Atalanta Operation.

On the BMP4 title
In this new edition the old title “Best Management Practice 3. Piracy off
the Coast of Somalia and Arabian Sea Area” has been replaced by the
following: “BMP4. Best Management Practices for Protection against
Somalia Based Piracy” which shows that this last edition has been
moved from a more general concept, "piracy", to a more precise concept
"protection against piracy”.
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Also the subtitle “Suggested Planning and Operational Practices for
Ship Operators, and Masters of Ships Transiting the Gulf of Aden and
the Arabian Sea” has been modified on the effect of extending the
coverage area for the application of the guide from the Gulf of Aden and
the Arabian Sea to a much larger area known as “High Risk Area”,
which as stated in the introduction, ranges an area bounded by Suez and
the Strait of Hormuz to the North, 10°S and 78°E and the adjacent
African coasts to the W. (Fig.1)

Figure 1: The High Risk Area coverage.

Source: Own elaboration over bottom of Google Maps

On the BMP4 content
The new guidance BMP4 introduces in its content, prior to the
introduction, a section called “The Three Fundamental Requirements of
BMP” listed below:
1. - Register at MSCHOA (The Maritime Security Centre-Horn of
Africa)
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Register in MSCHOA is a new requirement and therefore also is
completely new the Annex E containing the “Vessel Movement
Registration Form”. To ensure that the most up to date version of the
form is going to be used is recommended to consult the MSCHOA
website. In this form, ships must communicate vessel’s and movement
details like Ship Name and IMO number or Entry Point to the HRA or if
she will intend to transit the IRTC (International Recommended Transit
Corridor) and submit it prior to entering the HRA.
2. - Report to UKMTO (the United Kingdom Maritime Trade
Operations)
The requirement to report to UKMTO was already in the BMP3 so that
ships should report once a day, but now ships should do it at least three
times, the first prior to enter the area of voluntary reporting (Initial
Report), the second will be a daily communication during the time spent
in the area (Daily Position Report) and the last one on leaving such area
(Final Report). The three forms are available in the MSCHOA website
an in the Annex B.
3. - Implement SPMs (Ship Protection Measures)
This requirement is a reminder that the Ship Protection Measures listed
in this booklet are the most basic security measures that are likely to be
effective, so owners are advised to consider providing ships with
measures that go beyond those recommended in the guide3.
Also included in the contents there is a scheme called “Aide Memoire”
as a reminder of how “Avoid Being a Victim of Piracy”. Therein in
schematic form are the six things a vessel should not do and how to
avoid it.

Do not be: Alone, Detected, Surprised, Vulnerable, Boarded and
Controlled.
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Figure 2. Aide Memoire.

Source: BMP4
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Section 1: Introduction
In this section has been added a new paragraph warning of the potential
consequences that can occur if BMP are not met.
At the end of the introduction indicates that, where possible, this booklet
should be read with reference to the MSCHOA website, adding as a new
the NATO Shipping Centre website, as both provide additional regularly
updated advice including up to date alerts on piracy attacks.
Figure 3: Pirate skiff.

Source: YatchPals.com

Section 2: Somali Pirate Activity- The High Risk Area
This section specifies that pirate attacks have increased their range off
the coast of Somalia to the Gulf of Aden, to the Arabian Sea and to the
Northern Indian Ocean, affecting all ships in the region. It alerts about
the use of hijacked vessels like motherships to increase the range of
operation for piracy.
A description of the Pirate Activity has been inserted in the paragraph
2.3.
In the next two paragraphs, 2.4 and 2.5 the definition of the HRA is
modified including the Strait of Hormuz in the northern limit of the area
and “a high state of readiness and vigilance should be maintained even
to the South of the Southerly limit of the HRA” is advised.
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For ships planning routes through the HRA is very important to use the
latest information on the location of where pirates are operating. This
information can be obtained from MSCHOA, NATO Shipping Centre,
the UKMTO, MARLO (the US Navy Maritime Liaison Office),
INTERPOL and IMB (International Maritime Bureau) websites, whose
contact details are included in Annex A. It is also important to consider
during planning the weather and the possible changes of course at short
notice based on information received from the NAV WARNINGS
and/or Naval/Military forces.

Figure 4: Pirate Mothership.

Source: Safewaters.wordpress.com

Section 3: Risk Assessment
In this section BMP4 uses a more schematized and clear to the reader
type of writing, detailing the most important aspects to take into
consideration during the risk assessment regarding the crew safety,
freeboard, speed and sea state.
Two new paragraphs have been included regarding to the crew safety.
It’s the first time cited in BMP the possibility of the presence of armed
private maritime security on board ships4. This fact is further amplified
in paragraph 8.5.
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With regard to Ship’s speed, two new paragraphs have been included and
one removed. In those included are recommended to increase to
maximum safe speed immediately after identifying any suspicious vessel
and as quickly as possible in order to try to open the CPA (Closest Point
of Approach) from any possible attackers and/or make the vessel more
difficult to board and also is recommended that reference should be made
to the MSCHOA, NATO Shipping Centre and MARLO (the US Navy
Maritime Liaison Office) websites for the latest threat guidance
regarding pirate attack speed capability.
However, it is still recommended that vessels capable of proceeding in
excess of 18 knots to do so.

Section 4: Typical Pirate Attacks
Current trends in the pirate attacks like “pirate action groups, open
whalers and the use of motherships are explained in the new paragraph
4.2
Figure 5: A merchant ship is attacked by Somali pirates.

Source: informationdissemination.net

Section 5: BMP Reporting Procedures
This is one of the sections where most changes have taken place,
beginning with the title that in the previous edition was: “Implementing
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BMP”. Basically it has changed the organizations ships should contact,
from three: MSCHOA, UKMTO and MARLO, to only two: UKMTO
and MSCHOA.
In the reporting with the first one it is said that merchant vessels are
strongly encouraged to send regular reports to UKMTO: Initial Report,
Daily Reports and Final Report. And in the reporting whit the second
one MSCHOA encourages Companies to register their vessels’
movements prior to entering the High Risk Area.
Figure 6: UKMTO Operations Center.

Source: UKMTO

Section 6: Company Planning
This section has been reformatted from an eleven paragraphs drafting to
a check list format of nine points, being the first eight actions to take
“Prior to entering the HRA” and the ninth “Upon entering the HRA”.
The check list format has three columns, where the second one is the
action to be taken expressed in a schematic way and then, in the third
column, shows the explanation. Three new actions have been
introduced: obtain the latest information from the MSCHOA and NATO
Shipping Centre websites, monitor piracy related websites on specific
threats and offer guidance to Master with regard to the recommended
route.
Also has been changed the expression SPM: “Self Protection Measures”
by “Ship Protection Measures” and is reminder to the ship operators that
should ensure that BMP measures are in place prior to entry into the
HRA.
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Section 7: Ship Master’s Planning
In this section have been brought together the old sections 7 and 8 of
BMP3 “Masters´ Planning” and “Prior to Transit – Voyage Planning”
and has been changed the title to “Ship Master’s Planning”.
Like in the previous section, now the format is in check list form in three
columns and divided into eleven “actions to be taken”, the first four are
actions to take “Prior to entering the HRA”, the fifth is “Upon entering
the HRA”, from sixth to eighth “Transiting through the HRA” and from
ninth to eleventh are actions to take “Prior to entering the International
Recommended Transit Corridor (IRTC)”
Figure 7: UKMTO International Transit Corridor.

Source: UKMTO

In this check list there are seven new items: 7.1 “Briefing crew and
conduct drill”. 7.3 “Define the ship’s AIS policy” 7.5 “Upon entering
submit Vessels Position Reporting Form-Initial Report to UKMTO”. 7.6
“Reduce maintenance and engineering work to minimum”. 7.7 “Daily
submit Vessels Position Reporting Form-Daily Position Report to
UKMTO”. 7.8 “Carefully review all warnings and information”. 7.11
“National Convoys”.
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Section 8: Ship Protection Measures
This is the section corresponding to the section 9 in BMP3. It is based on
experience of piracy attacks to date and is focused on most basic
preparations that are likely to be effective and that might be within the
capability of the ship’s crew or with some external assistance. These
preparations are intended to prevent the ship to be boarded, because if
the pirates are unable to board it they can not hijack it. It is
recommended that all officers on board have taken the IMO Model course
5

3.23: Actions to be taken to prevent acts of piracy and armed robbery .

Two new measurements are added to the Watchkeeping and Enhanced
Vigilance (paragraph 8.2): � Considering a shorter rotation of the
watch period in order to maximise alertness of the lookouts. �
Maintaining a careful Radar Watch.
To enhance Bridge Protection (paragraph 8.3) is recommended “The
sides and rear of the bridge, and the bridge wings, may be protected
with a double layer of chain link fence which has been shown to reduce
the effect of an RPG (Rocket Propeller Grenade) round. Proprietary
anti-RPG screens are also available”.
With regard to the Control of Access to Bridge, Accommodation and
Machinery Spaces (paragraph 8.4) the new guide specifies that “it is very
important to recognise that if pirates do gain access to the upper deck of
a vessel they will be tenacious in their efforts to gain access to the
accommodation section and in particular the bridge. It is strongly
recommended that significant effort is expended prior to entry to the
High Risk Area to deny the pirates access to the accommodation and the
bridge.
Figure 8: Bridge protection.

Source: BMP4
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And add three new measurements: 1-Where doors and hatches are
required to be closed for watertight integrity, ensure all clips are fully
dogged down in addition to any locks. Where possible, additional
securing such as with wire strops may enhance hatch security. 2-
Pirates have been known to gain access through portholes and windows.
The fitting of steel bars to windows will prevent this even if they manage
to shatter the window. 3-Prior to entering the High Risk Area
procedures for controlling access to accommodation, machinery spaces
and store rooms should be set out and practiced.

Figure 9: Razor wire barrier deployed in a vessel.

Source: wavetrain.co.uk

The importance of the physical barriers to make the pirates couldn’t to
board vessels underway is well known for all the crews and also that the
razor wire is the most effectively mean (paragraph 8.5). In this version
of BMP4 it is explained when the razor wire in particularly effective.
The use of water spray and/or foam monitors (paragraph 8.6)
traditionally has been found to be effective in deterring or delaying
pirates attempting to board a vessel. In this section goes beyond and
proposes new methods of deterrence through the use of water cannons,
ballast pumps and foam.
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Figure 10: A tanker ship using high pressure jets to deter pirates.

Source: seanews.com

And to finish this paragraph, two points worthy of note: no maintenance
should be carried out on the vessel’s sea water systems whilst on
passage in the High Risk Area and practice, observation, and drills will
be required in order ensure that the results achieved by the equipment,
provide effective coverage of vulnerable areas.
A new recommendation for Manoeuvring Practice is show in paragraph
8.8: Practicing manoeuvring the vessel prior to entry into the High Risk
Area will be very beneficial and will ensure familiarity with the ship’s
handling characteristics and how to effect anti-piracy manoeuvres whilst
maintaining the best possible speed. (Waiting until the ship is attacked
before practicing this is too late!)
In paragraph 8.13 is added a complete description on how to employ the
citadels and the criteria will be applied by Naval/Military forces before a
boarding to release those in a citadel: The whole concept of the Citadel
approach is lost if any crew member is left outside before it is secured.
It is important to note that Naval/Military forces will apply the
following criteria before a boarding to release those in a Citadel can be
considered: 100% of the crew must be secured in the Citadel, the crew
of the ship must have self contained, independent, reliable 2-way
external communications (sole reliance on VHF communications is not
sufficient) and the pirates must be denied access to ship propulsion.
The use of a Citadel, even where the above criteria is applied, cannot
guarantee a Naval/Military response.
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Figure 11: Door of a citadel in the bridge of a merchant ship.

Source: boards. Straightdope.com

In paragraphs 8.14 and 8.15 comprehensively addresses the question
regarding the presence on board or not of Maritime Security Contractors.
Whether contract staff is armed or not, the guide says that it’s a matter
for individual ship operators following their own voyage risk assessment
and approval of respective flag states, but in armed guards case, the
recommended option is the provision of Military Vessels Protection
Detachments (VPDs) to protect vulnerable ships.
It also says: If armed Private Maritime Security Contractors are to be
used they must be as an additional layer of protection and not as an
alternative to BMP and if are present on board a merchant vessel, this
fact should be included in reports to UKMTO and MSCHOA.
IMO have produced Circulars to provide guidance to ships operators,
masters and flag states on the use of Private maritime Security
Contractors on board ships in the HRA4 and this guidance is also
available in the MSCHOA website.
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Figure 12: Armed private maritime security member on board a merchant ship
deterring a pirate attack.

Source: cleveland.com

Section 9: Pirate Attack
This section is the old Section 10 in BMP3, but now separated in two
parts: the “Approach stage” and the “Attack stage”. There is a previous
introduction which defines the approach stage like “the period in which
the pirates are at a distance of two cables from the ship and they are not
using weapons”.
The policy on AIS now is to “recommended that AIS is left on throughout

the High Risk Area, but that it is restricted to ship’s identity, position,
course, speed, navigational status and safety-related information”.

In this same point are added three new paragraphs: to give as much
ballistic protection to the crew as possible, to ensure that all external
doors and internal public rooms and cabins, are fully secure, and the
crew sound the ship’s whistle /foghorn continuously.
In the new paragraph 9.3 Attack Stage are included the following
recommendations: Reconfirm that all ship’s personnel are in a position
of safety, as the pirates close in on the vessel, Masters should commence
small alterations of helm whilst maintaining speed to deter skiffs from
lying alongside the vessel in preparation for a boarding attempt (these
manoeuvres will create additional wash to impede the operation of the
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skiffs) and substantial amounts of helm are not recommended, as these
are likely to significantly reduce a vessel’s speed.
Figure 13: Pirates hijacking a cargo ship.

Source: www.boston.com

Section 10: If the Pirates take Control
This section corresponds to the old Section 11 named “If boarded by
pirates”, as you can see the title has been modified including the fact
that besides the pirates boarded the ship, they take the command. In
paragraph 10.2 stresses the need of ensure that the SSAS (Ship Security
Alarm System) has been activated and that the AIS is switched on, and
in the next one, is included the possibility that the pirates, once they
reach the bridge, are likely to be aggressive and possibly under the
influence of drugs (khat).
Figure 14: Hostages are held by pirates on the Tian Yu 8.

Source: www.metro.co.uk
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Section 11: In the event of Military Action
In this section is added a final paragraph in which it is stated that due to
the large size of the HRA the intervention by the Naval/Military forces
will not always be possible.
On no account should personnel make movements which could be
misinterpreted as being aggressive in the event that Naval/Military
forces take action on board a ship.

Figure 15: Marines from the Standing NATO Maritime Group one (SNMG1) board a
pirate skiff.

Source: AP Photo/ CPO Carlos Dias, NATO, Ho

Section 12: Post Incident Reporting
Added to the obligation to send a detailed report after any piracy attack
to UKMTO and MSCHOA (as per the modified Annex D of the
booklet), a paragraph is included in which is said that it is important that
the report contains descriptions an distinguishing features of any
suspicious vessels that were observed in the HRA to ensure full analysis
and trends in piracy activity.
A new part of this section is included under the title “Prosecution of
Pirates – Assisting Law Enforcement Authorities”.
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Section 13: Updating Best Management Practices
Based upon operational experience and lessons learned, the
Organizations engaged in produced this booklet ensures the BMPs are
updated as necessary. Also add the new following paragraph: The latest
advice may be found on the MSCHOA, NATO Shipping Centre and
MARLO websites. Additionally the UKMTO may be contacted at any
time for updated advice.

The BMP4 annexes
Annex A: Useful Contact Details. It Includes the INTERPOL contact
details.
Annex B: UKMTO Vessel Position Reporting Forms. Includes the
three new UKMTO Vessels Position Reporting Forms: Initial Report,
Daily Position Report and Final Report
Annex C: Piracy Definitions. To differing levels of pirate activity
includes three new definitions: Pirate Attack, Hijack and Illegal
Boarding,
Annex D: Follow-up Report. Following any piracy attack or suspicious
activity, it is vital that a detailed report of the event is provided to
UKMTO and MSCHOA. It is also helpful to provide a copy of the report
to the IMB. In the Details of Incident, have been added three new
matters: 24 Type of vessel (Whaler, Dhow, Fishing Vessel, Merchant
Vessel). 25 Description of vessel (Colour, Name, Distinguishing
Features). 26 Course and Speed of vessel when sighted
Annex E: MSCHOA Vessels Movement Registration Form. Brand
new. This Annex lists the entire form to be sent to the MSCHOA before
entering the HRA. It is recommended to consult its website before
complete the form in order to use the most up to date version and is
before compulsory to be registered with the MSCHOA website. The
form includes the instructions to be filled and is composed of three
blocks:
-

Vessel’s Details
Movement Details for the transit in the HRA and
IRTC
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-

Movements Details when the ship has anti-piracy
measures in place.
In blocks one and two there are several obligatory fields identified with
an asterisk.
Annex F: Additional Guidance for Vessels Engaged in Fishing. No
change

Fig. 16: Western sailors on board his yacht hijacked by Somali pirates. Source:
iescome.wordpress.com

Annex G: Additional Advice for Leisure Craft Including Yachts.
Brand new. For leisure crafts sailing through this area is recommended
be well informed and to make contact in advance with the
Naval/Military authorities, but the best advice is not enter in this area.

CONCLUSIONS

This guide, based on the experience of last year, helps operators and
masters of ships transiting the HRA to take the necessary security
measures listed for their vessels to offer the greatest possible opposition
to the Somali piracy attacks. In it, all the changes in the behaviour of the
piracy are referred. In previous years it was verified that vessels adopt
the recommendations of BMP guidelines are more likely to emerge
unscathed from an attack and thus preserve the integrity of the crew,
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cargo and the ship itself, therefore it is highly recommended to follow
the instructions of BMP4 as accurately as possible and be always aware
of the updates that may arise throughout the year, find information on
the websites of the agencies involved.
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ABSTRACT
In Panamá, the agricultural sector represents the main source of
employment in rural areas, and provides 19% of all jobs created in
the economy, with activities related to agriculture, livestock, hunting
and forestry. This sector represents 70% of total exports of the
country but only 3.4% of gross domestic product according to the
Ministry of Agricultural Development (2010). However, fluctuations
in fuel market prices andnatural events such as storms and
floodsarecausing increases in the price of agricultural products,
coupled with the lack of a holistic vision and inefficient technology
transfer systems, high number of intermediaries and the perishable
nature of agricultural products make this sector inefficient, with
inadequate infraestructure for productive processes affecting the
development and performance of their supply chain.
Our research “Designing a logistics platform through the optimization
of distribution networks for the agricultural sector”is aimed to study
the distribution network of agricultural products and propose a
making decision model for optimal locations of modal interchange
facilities and logistics platforms “hubs”.
Based on earlier distribution networks studies, the project will
investigate the behavior of agricultural products and analyze the
existing distribution networks taking them to a mathematical model
to optimize their routes and afterwards run a simulation to help
identify the best location for an optimal platform that integrates
efficient logistics assets like roads, distribution centers, industrial
areas and proximity to state ports which spurring the development
of alternative transportation modes(cabotage, coastal shipping) and
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state ports connections due to increased traffic flows in the
highways, making improvements necessary to increase the volume
of exports.
KEY WORDS: Logistic platform, distribution networks, agricultural
sector
OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
In this paper, we present the first progress of the study dedicated to the
project “Designing a logistic platform through the optimization of
distribution networks for the agricultural sector” which describes the
current state of agricultural sector, the distribution networks and the cold
chain project, as well as the background. Specifically, we present the
methodology to be followed and the main expected impacts.
Furthermore, we discuss the potential for Panama regarding a logistics
platform. The general objective of this research is developing an
optimization model of a logistic platform for the distribution network of
one sensitive produce for the cold chain project “the lettuce”.
BACKGROUND
The study of distribution networks is important within the problems
addressed in the supply chain management because it maintains the
connection between the parties involved in the transportation system and
is of critical importance in the determining the total freight cost.
Daganzo (1992)establishes the principle of distribution network
application with the goal of uniting one origin with one destination, one
origin to many destinations and many to many systems using
transhipment center and providing methods to solve it. According to
Agra, D. (2008)costs associated with the transport of goods represent a
large part of the final cost of a product and through the development of
so-called transport engineering have appeared types of distribution
networks that optimize network resources. In accordance to Estrada
(2007)within the transport engineering and the logistics, there are three
basic types of distribution networks, depending on the product, the
transportation mode or the demand points. These three types of
networking are; the peddling, the many to many and the H&S (Hub and
Spoke), a major cost shared by each of them are the cost of distribution
goods to markets, poor planning by the company or producer in the
transport, or a poor state of infrastructure (either through lack of capacity
or a low level of service), carries a penalty in the final cost of the
product or service resulting loss of competitiveness of the company.
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Numerous hypotheses have been proposed. Internationally, in relation to
distribution networks Lapierre et al (2004)implemented a model that
manages several modes considering two attributes, the volume and
weight, showing that the optimal choice between modes depends on the
amount of transport flow and result in optimal cost function. Oded
Berman, Qian Wang(2006) consider the problem of selecting the
appropriate distribution strategy to deliver a range of products from a set
of suppliers to a set of plants so that the total transport, inventory, and
costs of the plant inventory is minimized.
To solve problems of distribution networks are carried out mathematical
modeling where there are different optimization methods developed.
Among the best known include linear programming, nonlinear,
heuristics, simplex etc. and the choice depends on the complexity and
the number of variables. Lapierre, Ruiz, and Soriano(2004) discuss
different formulation of distribution networks with transhipment centers
and present a heuristic solution model. Yamada(2009) carried out the
modeling of freight transport network based on metaheuristics. Song,
Hsu and Cheung(2008) formulated the network as a nonlinear
optimization problem between suppliers and customers through a
consolidation center in a distribution network with multiple
transportation options.
In the regional context, the Economic Commission for Latin America
(ECLA) in 2009 published an article titled Logistics Platforms,
conceptual and role of the public sectors which provides the preliminary
criteria for successful implementation of a logistics platform. The
panamanian state of the art on this subject is null and literature has
receive little attention until now. In a similar case Xu, Chen, Rajagopal,
and Arunapuram (2003) considered a problem of a collection and
delivery of goods in the logistics sector with a number of practical
complications. Furthermore, in Panama there have been no mathematical
modeling projects of distribution networks for the primary sector, taking
the risk of not knowing the type of distribution networks serving our
supply chains for projects of national order.
The purpose of the distribution network design is to assure an efficiently
channel and according to Rangan (1995) to satisfy consumer/end-user
needs, and intermediates are conduits to effect this goal. Nowadays, due
to globalization and opening markets, exogenous factor affects
distribution networks hence there is a trend toward supply chain network
re-design constantly because they changes over time faster than before.
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The purpose for establishing a logistics platform is to find where rupture
of transportation takes place (node or hub), where cargo is handled,
sorted and grouped for distribution on other routes in such a way as to
reduce costs and allow delivery in a timely manner. Therefore, the best
known definition for logistic platform is given by the European
Association of Villages Freight EUROPLATFORMS. “A logistic
platform is a specialized area with the necessary infrastructure and
services to facilitate modal complementary and added value to the cargo,
where different actors coordinate their actions to benefit the
competitiveness of the products that make use of the infrastructure.”
AN OVERVIEW OF PANAMANIAN AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
The agriculture and other related activities are the main sources of
employment in the rural areas, providing the 19% of total employment
nationwide according to the Comptroller General of the Republic of
Panama.Agricultural Gross Domestic Product (AGDP - 2011) represents
just 3% (see figure 1) of total Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Figure 1. Composition of Panamanian GDP

Source: National Institute of Census and Statistics of Panama (INEC, 2012)

Namely; other economic sectors share a higher percentage than the
primary sector. However, this contribution it is higher if we take into
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account the interrelationship with other activities, such as agro-industrial
processes which uses inputs from the primary sector. Therefore, the
primary sector would reach 25% of the PIB. The value of total exports
for primary products represents 24.9% of total panamanian exports in
2010 (see Table 1).
Table 1. National Panamanian Exports depending on the type of goods
Table 1 National panamanian Exports (FOB), depending on the type
of goods (2009 - 2010) in million dollars
Type of
good

2009

% of
participation

2010

% of
participation

Percentage
variation

Agricultural
185.7
22.62
180.6
24.9
-2.7
Products
Nonagricultu
635.2
77.38
544.5
75.1
-16.66
ral products
Total
820.9
100
725.1
100
-13.21
Source: Comptroller General of the Republic of Panama. (2011)
In table 1,the period between the years 2009 and 2010 shows an overall
negative variation (-2.7), non-agriculture products (-16.66) making a
total of (-13.21). Although percentage of participation value has
increased in agricultural products, there is a decrease in relation with
previous year in monetary terms.
There are included in the export list some products such as coffee,
bananas, cassava, yams, melons, watermelons, squash and flowers. The
top ten countries by FOB (Free on Board) are United States, Sweden,
Netherlands, Costa Rica, Spain, Belgium, Taiwan, China, United
Kingdom and Nicaragua.
Recently, our export market has been diversified, due to an increase
participation in European markets. Nevertheless, there is a decrease in
the export´s volume caused by downside in the global economy, adverse
climatic factors in the productive regions and lack of integration and
coordination between the producers and agri-business along the supply
chain. This sector is characterized for having inadequate infrastructures
for the productive processes, as well as high production cost and
brokers, reflecting a competitiveness decline for producer to face
challenges and opportunities.There are clear weaknesses between
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agricultural organizations, agribusiness, private sector and government
which limit the decisions making, politics and instruments for the
development of efficient agricultural supply chain.
One of the biggest challenges for Panama´s agricultural sector will be
the further trade liberalization that will be intensified by several trade
agreements that either will be signed or come into effect during the next
decade. Hence, massive adjustments to the way of doing business in the
sector are necessary to ensure the internal food supply with quality
produce, reducing our reliance on imported foodstuff.In the case of
Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA) signed with the United States,it is a
great opportunity but also represents a big challenge. This agreement
opens the doors to a 300 million potential consumer market and Panama
with just 3.5 million people to achieve competitiveness must improve
the quality and presentation of our products and design a strategic plan
for the production volume needed to compete, as well as the regulation
to protect our primary sector.
In order to cope with this situation, all panamanian governmental sectors
are join forces to create Panama as the “Hub of the Americas” to be
precise, a world class center of logistics added value services, luxury
tourism, high value agriculture and thus enhance its privilege
geographical position and the comparative advantages, decreasing the
unemployment rate and increasing the economic growth between 6%
and 9% annual, also to generate approximately 500,000 new jobs.
AGRICULTURE SUPPLY CHAIN
According to Ballou (2004) the supply chain (SC) encompasses all
activities associated with the flow and transformation of goods from the
raw materials stage (extraction), through to the end user, as well as the
associated information flow. In the agriculture sector, the supply chain
understanding plays an important role in the efficient flow of products
even more when they are perishables. Time/Temperature control
becomes a critical issue in the agriculture logistics field. We can
contribute to the agriculture supply chain (ASC) definition that in the
extraction stage (harvest) involves the coordination not only of
associated activities (transportation), but the accurate flow of
information of demand market. Due to climatic changes, the agricultural
sector has witnessed an imbalance in the harvest quantities to meet
demand. Hence, this sector is weather-dependent for the production and
commerce.
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In order to find solution for the agricultural supply chain, the National
Government is implementing the project of the Cold Chain which
includes the construction of infrastructure able to sustain supply chains
for temperature sensitive products, maintaining quality and safety of the
produce, from the point of origin (harvest) or throughout the supply
chain to the final destination (final consumer end).Therefore, The
National Cold Chain project is a strategic infraestructure aimed to keep
the temperature along the supply chain. However, the scope of this
project can be improved with a connection to a logistic platform.
The Secretary Office of Panama Cold Chain states that most of the 60%
of panamanian producers are not well organized in their agriculture
business operations hence have not a complete understanding of cold
chain and related activities affecting the distribution networks, distorting
the final product cost.
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
The province of Chiriqui is located in the western sector ofPanama.
Chiriqui is the point of origin of most of agricultural products in the
country (see figure 2), comprising 80% of national production, and the
main supplier node in the food distribution network of the country, while
the province of Panama at a distance about 500 kilometers is the largest
market with 1.71 million habitants. The climate conditions of Chiriqui
are favorable for agricultural production hencean optimal distribution
networks system is required throughout the country to serve the rest of
the province in an efficiently way. Veraguas, Herrera, Los Santos and
Cocle are the central province of Panama and its overall population is
approximate 660,246 according to the National Institute of Census and
Statistics.
In Panama, the interface between producers and supermarkets or
municipal supply centers (final destination) is completely monopolized
by intermediaries (carriers) which increases the final product cost.All
these intermediates make up almost all the distribution networks for
agricultural products in our internal food supply. This carriers transport
the products of more than 60% of total producers and the remaining 40%
is transported by private companies. According to statistics of the
Secretary Office of Panama Cold Chain, there are losses of 40% of
transported products. Therefore, these wastes in produce are transferred
to the final customer.
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Figure 2. Panama Map.

Source: www.proyectospanama.com
The proposed configuration network of the National Secretary of
panamanian Cold Chain consists in the construction of 4 collections
centers and seven retail markets. The function of the collection center is
to provide the basic services for the produces. Three of the four
collection center will be constructed in Chiriqui, close to the production
area. The last collection center will be constructed in Los Santos serving
as a regional hub for the collection of all central provinces areas. The
seven retail markets will provide cold storage, added value services and
proximity to main markets. These retail markets will be constructed in
each province of Panama as it is show in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Location sites for the Panama Cold Chain project.

Retail

Source: Adapted from www.proyectospanama.com

Collectio

METHODOLOGY
A supply chain can be viewed as a network model which can be
represented by a set of nodes, set of arcs, and functions (e.g. costs,
supplies, demands, etc.) associated with the arcs and/or nodes (MD
Sarder, 2012). To solve this problem we use the transportation problem
and the transhipment problem (see Figure 2 and 3), which seeks to
minimize the total shipping cost of transporting goods from origins (each
with a supply) to a destination (each with a demand).Historically,
researchers have focused relatively early on the design of distribution
systems but without considering the supply chain as a whole(Geoffrion,
1995). The supply chain depends on a time horizon (Strategic, Tactical
and Operational). Due to the facility location of a logistic platform for
the agricultural sector it is an hypothetical model we must select the
Strategic level of time horizon where issues such as the choice of
transportation modes capacity, the material flows between facilities,
direct shipment of commodities vs consolidation and the set-up of
transportation links. The scope of this research is to use a simple facility
location model which could integrate distribution networks applying
operation research and taking into account some aspects of supply chain.
This research is based on discrete model because the selection of the
sites where new facilities are to be established (the logistic platform) is
restricted to a finite set of available candidate location.
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This transportation method is a special form of the linear programming
(LP) problem. We decide to choose both methods because we are
evaluating the possibility of having a crossdocking interfaces with no
facilities. The development of the network model for this study consists
in; gather all the data from the produces and create a database with
transportation costs, supply capacity, demand capacity, distances
traveled, distribution center or warehouses centers, cost of using hubs,
travel time, product condition and consumers lead time. Once we have
gathered all these variables we make the network construction and then
the planning and the advanced analysis with the linear programming
algorithm.
Figure 2. Transportation problem representation

Source:

J

E

Beasley,

OR-Notes

(online)

available

http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/or/netflow.html[Accessed

2012]
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Figure 3. Transhipment Problem representation

Source:
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available

http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/or/netflow.html[Accessed
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The mathematical model involves the uses of simulation tools to
compare the obtained results and validate the model. In this way we will
obtain a product from a specific region, which allows us to analyze the
origins (one to many or many to many). To validate the model we use
simulation tools to understand the behavior and the performance of the
transportation chains. Once we have completed the simulation, we have
a representative model of real life. Finally, after validate the model of
the transportation network; we determine the optimal location for the
logistic platform establishing the most cost-effective place to create the
transportation rupture.
CONCLUSION
The contribution of our research is the integration of the Cold Chain
project, the competitiveness advantages of Panama as the hub of the
Americas, the potential of agriculture sector, the development of
cabotage projects by the Panama Maritime Authority (AMP) and then
take it into one big project which is the design of a logistics platform
which runs as a hub ensuring our internal food supply and the potential
for exports facing the new trade promotional agreement. Furthermore,
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this study will tried to make the baseline for the development of
cabotage, gathering all the cargo in one point which the logistic platform
is taking the lettuce as a main product of study.This project will look at
determining optimal configuration strategies for distribution networks of
agricultural products with the replicability using other products.Finally,
the development of a decision support tool that producers, private sector
managers and the government can use to optimize the best distribution
channel with the least transportation cost.
The expected benefits of a logistic platform for the agricultural sector
could be seen from the economic panamanian perspective as excellent
because could reduce the loss of produce with the cold chain project
integration, a logistic platform will strengthen the panamanian Hub of
the America project with the development of cabotage. From the social
point of view, this type of projects could improve the lifestyle conditions
of panamanian providing jobs in the rural areas and the food
consumption with better prices. From an environmental perspective, by
reducing the loss of produce in the transport, a lot amount of waste will
not produced. Specially, in terminal areas of distribution networks which
present problems of waste and disposal.For the panamanian education,
this research will present the network topology for the agricultural sector
and the development of an optimization tool for location facility which
can be replicate it in other logistic sector such as the maritime and
transport sectors. For the entrepreneur sector this project will create the
baseline for tracking and traceability tools and the integration of the ecommerce in the agro supply chain.
Some disadvantages could be that the beneficiaries with the logistic
platform are not the agriculture but regionals and the one who can adapt.
A strong education campaign should carry this project in order that the
information and the logistics agricultural concepts could flow through
the channel. As we mentioned before, most of the agricultural producers
lives in rural areas and there is a gap in logistics and supply chain
knowledge that have to be cover.
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INTRODUCTION
The active involvement of the coastal states in safeguarding and promoting the safety of
human life, environment and property related to maritime navigation in the waters in
which they exercise jurisdiction, sovereignty or sovereign rights, is shown in a number of
international legal texts.
The International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, Hamburg, 1979
(Convention SAR'79) (SAR 79) (IMO, 2006) and the United Nations Convention for
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (Arroyo, 2004), Montego Bay, Jamaica, 1982 are
included among those juridical tools. These two fundamental legal instruments lay down
both regulatory and technical aspects of the development of reactive response to maritime
emergencies.
These texts establish the principle of division of the entire maritime
waters, defining areas of responsibility for maritime search and rescue
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associated with every coastal nation. These nations should assign
specific resources - human, technical and legal - to meet the
requirements that arise as a result of the liabilities undertaken by the
parties.
Although both conventions regulate the commitments related to
maritime search and rescue matters undertaken by the parties, the
International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, Hamburg
1979, known as SAR'79 Convention, which Spain joined in 1993 (BOE,
1993), lays down the basic guidelines to be followed by the Authorities
of the coastal states in the process of design and implementation of
maritime search and rescue services.
As stated in both the Hamburg Convention and the International Aeronautical and
Maritime Search and Rescue Manual, these services shall consist of a series of focal
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centers which operate different types engaged in search
and rescue (SAR) operations. In Spain, since 1993, these functions are assigned by law to
the Spanish Maritime Search and Rescue Agency (SASEMAR).
This paper introduces one of the issues raised from a doctoral thesis on maritime safety
(Walliser, 2010), deals In this sense, the paper introduces a historical analysis of maritime
accidents restricted, in a first approach, to the Strait of Gibraltar.
For this geographical area have analyzed the distribution of several key
parameters associated with those maritime emergencies documented by
Spanish Maritime Search and Rescue Agency for the years 2006 to 2010
inclusive.
The study of such parameters as the types of emergencies, its temporal and geographic
distribution, the type of ship or vessel involved and the type of assistance provided, will
determine optimally the needs of maritime SAR resources in a given region, facilitating
allocation and deployment process of SAR resources.

ENVIRONMENT
Geographical environment
The Strait of Gibraltar (Figure 1) is the natural passage, which links the Mediterranean
Sea with the Atlantic Ocean. Although its boundaries have never been formally
established, for the present research study the western boundary has been defined by the
line connecting Cape Trafalgar with Cape Spartel, while the eastern boundary has been
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taken as the line running between by the opposing points: Europe Point and Punta
Almina (IHM, 2007a; HO, 2002).
The European coast, limited by Cape Trafalgar and Europe Point, is 55 nautical miles
long, whereas the African coast from Cape Spartel to Punta Almina is 42 nautical miles
long. Its longitudinal axis is divided into two sections. The Western section, some 18
nautical miles in length and oriented approximately east - west, runs from the line
connecting the Island of Tarifa, located on the Spanish coast, with Cala Grande, on the
African coast, towards the Atlantic Ocean. The Eastern section runs from west by
southwest to east by northeast, along some 15 nautical miles to reach the eastern Strait
boundary.
The channel presents its maximum width, 24.2 nautical miles, at its western limit,
between Cape Trafalgar and Cape Spartel. The narrowest section is defined by the line
connecting the median point between Tarifa and Punta Guadalmesi River, on the
northern coast, and Punta Cires, on the southern coast. At this point, the channel is 7.45
nautical miles wide. The eastern embouchure has a maximum width of 12.5 nautical
miles.
On the northern coast there are significant shoals and reef areas alternating with broad
bays and sandy beaches. The ports of Algeciras- La Línea, Tarifa and Gibraltar are
located on this coast. The southern coast, although geologically very similar to the
northern one, has a much more rugged and inaccessible coastline. On this coast are the
ports of Tangier, located east of Punta Malabata, Tangiers – Mediterranean, close to
Punta Cires, and Ceuta, located near Punta Almina, at the eastern end of the African
coast.
Figure 1. General overview of the Strait of Gibraltar

Source: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina
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Traffic paterns
The maritime traffic through the Strait of Gibraltar follows a clearly defined pattern which
is conditioned by four basic parameters: the last port of call of the ship, the destination
port, the routing measures established, and prevailing weather conditions.
In general the flows of maritime traffic follow two fundamental axes (Figure 2). The
most important in terms of traffic density is the longitudinal axis defined by the tracks of
the ships passing from the Mediterranean Sea towards the Atlantic Ocean and vice versa
(Walliser, 2010). The second axis is defined by the tracks of the vessels, mainly ferry
ships and high-speed craft, connecting the ports located on the two sides of the Strait. The
navigation along these axes may undergo modifications in the case of severe weather
conditions, when ships follow tracks determined by meteorological factors.
The combination of a very high traffic density area (112,939 transits identified during the
year 2010) (Figure 3), the existence of a high concentration of crossing tracks, and
occasionally very unfavorable weather conditions within a narrow channel (Walliser and
Piniella, 2001; Piniella and Walliser, 2001) have forced the Spanish and Moroccan
governments to promote, through the International Maritime Organization, the
establishment of several measures for the organization and monitoring of marine traffic
(IMO, 1973, 1996, 2006c) (Figure 4) – a traffic separation scheme, a mandatory
reporting system, precautionary areas, vessel traffic services – all of these complemented
by an extensive network of maritime signals covering both northern and southern coasts
(IHM, 2007b; HO, 2006).
Figure 2. Cumulative maritime traffic radar surveillance picture.

Source: Tarifa VTS.
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Figure 3. Traffic evolution. Years 2006-2010.

Source: Tarifa VTS.
Figure 4. Traffic separation scheme and precautionary areas in the Strait
of Gibraltar.

Source: International Maritime Organization.

METHODOLOGY
Since 1996, the Department of Navigation Sciences and Techniques (Maritime Studies
Department) of the University of Cadiz has been conducting various research studies
centered on maritime safety in the context of the Autonomous Region of Andalusia
(Piniella and Soriguer, 2002; Piniella et al., 2003, 2008a, 2008b).
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One of the lines of research pursued has centered more specifically on the study and
analysis of maritime accidents in the waters of the Strait of Gibraltar.
Some of the results of the research have been printed following the recent reading of the
Doctoral Thesis “Study and development of a plan for maritime emergencies in the Strait
of Gibraltar” (Walliser, 2010). The present paper introduces, in part, some updates related
to the results obtained in the cited investigations.
This study was based on the analysis of historical data relating to operations documented
by maritime rescue coordination centers in Tarifa (MRCC Tarifa) and Algeciras
(MRCC Algeciras), both run by the Spanish Maritime Search and Rescue Agency,
which provided the authors with this information.
For this study, two basic premises were established: the time frame defined by the period
between 2006 and 2010 inclusive, and on the geographical framework, defined by
setting a specific geographic area bounded by parallels 35 ° 45 'North and 36 ° 15 'North
latitude, 005 ° 10' West and 006 ° 10 'West.
Even though this area does not comply with the formally one established
by the IMO (IMO, 2004b), it is considered that constitutes a
homogeneous area within the Spanish maritime search and rescue region
called “ESTRECHO”.
This zone has an approximate area of 1,800 square miles and, for the
purpose of this study; it has been subdivided into 36 sectors of 5 by 10
miles, delimited by the corresponding parallels and meridians. These
sectors or "domains" are presented in a matrix of six rows of six
columns, each identified by a number running from 1.1 to 6.6, as shown
in figure 5.
Figure 5. Search and rescue sectors settled down for the study.

Source: Walliser, 2010
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The information provided by the Spanish Maritime Safety Agency has
been compiled into a single database called “GIBSAR”. This database
comprises a total of 1,683 individual records corresponding to the
maritime safety events documented in the years 2006 to 2010 in the
geographic area of reference. Each of these records is characterized by a
total of 50 fields that include, in a harmonized way, all the information
relating to each of the specific considered events. This subdivision
system allows us to determine which sectors within the total study area
account for most emergencies in terms of frequency.
In addition, this model enables a detailed analysis of number and type of
interventions documented for each of these sectors. This, in turn,
facilitates analysis of the suitability of types of units deployed in the
zone, operational bases depending on various parameters. Among the
parameters we considered are: proximity to the place where the
emergency occurs, types of boat or ship involved in the event, actions
taken in response, and number of persons affected.
Once the study conditions and context are defined, we have processed
the relevant information obtained by consulting the reference database
using a simple statistical analysis based on the study of the frequencies
obtained for each parameter studied. The results obtained are presented
by frequency tables and graphs of geographic distribution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A preliminary classification of maritime emergencies documented in the GIBSAR
database establishes three main categories of emergencies, in function of if the
emergency can be considered directly related to life saving (Search and Rescue),
maritime safety (Maritime Safety) or as a complementary service (Complementary
Service). In absolute term, the evolution of these categories over the course of the period
of time considered presents a minimum, 217 cases, for 2006, while the maximum is
reached in 2008 accounting 311 cases. (Table 1).
Available data show a significant predominance of emergencies included within the
category Search and Rescue. During the period considered, the figures of this category
present an upward trend, rising from 161 cases in 2006 to 259 in the year 2010.
Accounting for a total number of 1.049 interventions during time considered. In relative
terms, this category accounts for 76% of all interventions, while cases related to maritime
safety make up about 8% and complementary services account for 16% of total number
of cases.
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Table 1. Distribution of emergencies according the overall categories.
YEAR
EMERGENCYTIPE

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

TOTAL

SEARCH ANDRESCUE

161

208

209

212

259

1.049

MARITIME SAFETY

12

17

33

26

20

108

COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES

44

53

69

35

22

223

TOTAL

217

278

311

273

301

1.380

Source: GIBSAR database
According to Table 2, most of the actions are addressed to provide assistance to vessels or
boats with engine or steering problems, 457 cases, representing 33.1% of emergencies
documented. Those emergencies are associated with 33.5% of the casualties involved.
The number of actions regarding irregular immigration represents 15.4% of the total,
accounting 212 cases, with 2.213 victims which means 43.2% of casualties.
According to the figures, accidents related to recreational activities, mainly occurred in
those areas close to the coast, accounted for 166 cases, 12% of the total, affecting 192
people.
Additionally there are two elements to be taken into consideration. On the one hand the
relatively low number of cases of stranding, 2% of the total, which affects a total of 207
people, and secondly the important effort made by a maritime rescue service in medical
transfers of injured and critical patients, 183 cases, which are 13.3% of the total.

Table 2. Distribution of emergencies according the type of.
2006

2007

2008

2009

COLLISION

2

3

2

5

LEIS.CRAFT ACC
UNDERWATER ACT.
ACC

39

41

29

34

23

166

6

4

5

4

3

22

MECHANICAL FAILURE

71

86

112

100

88

457

MEDTRANSFER

35

45

58

30

15

183

MEDEVACUATION

6

7

3

7

15

38

1

2

4

2

9

EMERGENCY SUBTYPE

DRAGING

117

2010

TOTAL
12
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MANOVER BOARD

6

2

8

5

SINKING

3

2

3

2

4

2

3

9

26

33

102

212

1

1

FIRE /EXPLOSION
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

14

37

FLOODING

7

28
10

2

DRIFT OBJECT

12

16

29

23

20

100

OTHERSERVICES

7

6

7

1

3

24

4

4

4

3

15

CORPSE RECOVERY
COASTALRESCUE

7

7

10

10

8

42

STRANDING

3

10

5

5

4

27

LEAKING

4

5

2

2

4

17

LIST

2

2

1

1

1

7

217

278

311

273

301

1380

TOTAL

Source: GIBSAR database
Figures related to casualty condition are shown in table 3. According to these data the
total number of people affected in emergency situations throughout the whole five years
period accounts for a total number of 5.119. Of these persons, about 46%, 2.365 people
were rescued unharmed, while some 36.8 %, that is to say 1.883 people were assisted.
Almost 10% of those affected, 497cases were “self-rescued”.
In Addition, the number for persons evacuated due to medical reasons or transferred from
Ceuta's Hospital to another located on the Spanish mainland, all together account for 264
people, some 5% of the total.
In absolute terms there is a general increase in the number of people affected by maritime
emergencies in the area concerned, increasing over the last three years, from 597 people
affected in 2006 to 1.258 in 2010. However it should be mentioned a slight decrease in
2009 compared to 2008 and 2010.
It is also due to mention that during the time period, the number of people assisted ranges
from a minimum of 334 to a maximum of 462, while the number of persons rescued
unharmed increases steadily from 148 persons in 2006 to 810 in 2010.
Unfortunately there are a total number of 110 people died, missing or injured 38, 38, and
34 respectively. This accounts for 2% of the total, while it is not high number, however it
is always excessive.
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Table 3. Distribution of casualties according their type.
YEAR
CASUALTY
CONDITION

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

TOTAL

DIED

2

11

2

20

3

38

MISSING

0

16

8

5

9

38

SELFRESCUED

31

74

181

141

70

497

ASSISTED

360

334

462

393

334

1.883

EVACUATED

42

57

94

39

32

264

INJURIED

14

11

7

2

0

34

UNINJURIED

148

316

510

581

810

2.365

TOTAL

597

819

1.264

1.181

1.258

5.119

Source: GIBSAR database
Table 4 shows the types of assistance provided in resolving emergency those situations
considered during the reference period. The available data clearly show that in 382 cases,
27.7% of the total, for the assistance provided was towing the ship, boat or drifting object
involved to a safe port.
In 327 cases, 23.7% of the total number of casualties involved in emergency situations,
the affected persons were rescued, while in 221 cases, 14.3% of the total, were evacuated
by air or sea units.
Recovery of corpses, pleasure boats and floating objects drifting was performed in 6.7%
of cases, while the searching and escorting ships or boats to safe harbor accounted,
respectively, 4% and 4, 3% of the total number of cases. In 168 cases alerted resources
never came into action.
Table 4. Distribution of emergencies according to the assistance provided.
YEAR

TYPEOFASSISTANCE

2006

2007

BAILOUT

2008

2009

1

1

2010

TOTAL
2

ACTIVATION

26

50

42

29

21

168

ASSITANCE

2

4

3

3

4

16

RADARASSISTANCE

1

SEARCH

7

11

11

14

13

55

ESCORT

7

11

15

13

13

59

EVACUATION

41

52

61

37

30

221

OTHER

2

1

RECOVERY

7

17

1

2
25

119

23

20

92
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REFLOATING

1

4

2

4

1

12

TOWING

66

74

89

80

73

382

RESCUE

46

50

53

63

115

327

MONITORING

11

4

6

6

11

38

TRANSFER

2

TOTAL

217

Source: GIBSAR database

278

2

311

273

301

1380

VESSELS INVOLVED
In this study and in relation to vessels and crafts involved in emergency situation, seven
categories have been considered. In the first case the ship or vessel involved in the
emergency are recreational devices commonly used in recreational activities on beaches
or close to the coast (RD). The second category (V) comprises all vessels except the
fishing vessels which are include within a specific category (F). Leisure crafts are
considered a specific category (L). “Pateras” (PT) comprises all the lights boats
commonly related to illegal immigration. There are two more categories, category (O)
related to drifting objects and unmanned and category (N/A) related to those cases not
included in the mentioned categories.
Keeping in mind these considerations and according to the figures shown in Table 5, in
some 1.380 emergencies, 20% of total, no floating crafts were involved. Within the
remaining, most cases of are related to leisure craft, 342 cases, 31% and ships other than
fishing vessels, 214 cases which account for 19.4% of the total. In case of fishing vessels
the number of emergencies ranges to 9.6%, 106 cases. Cases related to "pateras" are
18.4%, this is to say 203 cases. Recreational devices account for 15.4% of the total.
Table 5. Distribution of emergencies according the type of vessel.
YEAR

VESSEL TYPE

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

TOTAL

RECREATIONAL DEV.

37

44

33

38

18

170

VESSEL

25

38

50

44

57

214

DRIFTINGOBJ

9

8

21

12

18

68

FISHINGVESSEL

25

25

18

19

19

106

PATERAS

12

33

25

31

102

203

LEISURE CRAFT

58

68

81

79

56

342

166

216

228

223

270

1103

N/A
TOTAL

Source: GIBSAR database
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Regarding the monthly distribution, the emergencies have been considered globally and
accumulated per month. Data provided by table 6 show that between July and
September the historical data sets present a substantial increase, reaching their maximum
in August.
Thus, from November to June the number of incidents ranges from the minimum in
December to the maximum in May. In other hand between July and October the range
moved so that the minimum of the summer season is in October, 107 cases, while the
maximum, 223 cases, is located in August.
This same pattern is also followed by historical series related to recreational activities,
vessels with engine failure and vessels with steering gear failure, as well as those
emergencies related to illegal immigration.
Source: GIBSAR database
Table 6. Monthly evolution of emergencies.
MONTH

TYPEOFEMERGENCY
COLLISION

JAN

FEB

2

3

MAR

APR

MAY

1

2

JUN

JUL

AGO

SEP

OCT

2

NOV

DIC

2

TOTAL
12

LEIS.CRAFT ACC

4

3

7

12

16

12

26

35

17

21

8

5

166

UNDERWATERACT. ACC

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

6

1

2

1

1

22

MECHANICAL FAILURE

26

27

22

33

39

35

61

71

41

34

30

38

457

MEDTRANSFER

21

6

20

16

15

15

15

20

18

9

16

12

183

MEDEVACUATION

5

5

2

3

2

3

1

6

2

2

3

4

38

1

1

4

1

2

7

1

2

DRAGING

1

1

1

MANOVERBOARD

2

2

4

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

9

7

7

16

6

212

SINKING

2

FIRE /EXPLOSION

1

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

5

FLOODING

5

1

8

11

27

51

1

DRIFT OBJECT

13

10

OTHER SERVICES

3

3

CORPSE RECOVERY

2

1

COASTALRESCUE
STRANDING

5

LEAKING

2

LIST

1

TOTAL

96

1

24

9
28
10

1
13

7

8

2

2

5

9

6

5

12

8

4

100

1

3

4

1

2

1

4

24

1

15

4

4

1

42

3

1

1

2

3

2

2

3

5

3

2

7

7

6

1

2

1

3

4

3

1

3

1

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

1

17

1

1

1

1

7

165

223

147

2
70

45

3
2

84

99

101

97

121

117

96

85

27

1.380
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Table 7 shows the global data and cumulative number of people involved in those
emergency situations under consideration. Again, considering the total affected people,
there is a substantial increase in the number of casualties between July and September.
Segregated data for historical series of each year show similar patterns.

Table 7. Monthly distribution of casualties according to their condition.
CASUALTY
CONDITION

MONTH
JAN

FEB

MAR

APRIL

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTAL

DIED

2

1

0

0

0

13

3

1

15

0

1

2

38

MISSING

1

3

4

0

2

12

4

4

4

3

1

0

38

SELF RESCUED

7

34

28

85

22

78

36

46

53

58

12

38

497

ASSISTED

97

106

56

158

127

92

178

452

182

130

131

174

1.883

EVACUATED

25

11

21

24

18

23

19

27

20

42

19

15

264

INJURIED

2

2

0

2

0

4

1

4

5

1

10

3

34

UNINJURIED

147

63

133

98

149

74

388

461

371

202

210

69

2.365

TOTAL

281

220

242

367

318

296

629

995

650

436

384

301

5.119

Source: GIBSAR database

EVOLUTION OF EMERGENCIES ACORDING THE TYPE OF THE
VESSEL
To develop this section there were considered only those emergencies related with any
type of vessel or recreational craft. For these emergencies, they were only taken into
account the cumulative totals for the five year period. Given these considerations, the
study of the distribution of emergency, the type of assistance provided and the type of
people affected (Tables 8, 9 and 10) gives the following results:
Regarding the type of emergency and for the case any ships or other than fishing vessels,
about 50% of the incidents, 107 cases, were related to engine or steering gear failures,
while 17% of the total, 36 cases were medical evacuations and 12.6% were emergencies
related to men over board. There were also 5 collisions, 5 cases of fire on board and 9
stranding some of which had serious consequences for the environment. In most cases,
these emergencies were resolved by rescuing the persons involved, 38.8% of the cases,
searching the person or vessel involved or towing it to port, 4.8% of cases. On other hand
in about 50.6% of the emergencies the SAR resources which were alerted, never came
into action.
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In relation with fishing vessels, most of the emergencies were related to engine or steering
gear failures, 79% of total, leaking (3.8%), sinking (3%) and groundings (1.9%). In these
cases the different assistances provided by SAR resources were: towing the vessel
involved to port, 82.1% of cases and search for persons or vessels, 2.8% of cases. In 7.5%
of cases, the assistance is limited to monitoring of the situation or alert resources which
never came into action. The consequences of these emergencies were summarized in
326 people attended, 82.7% of the total, 21 people rescued unharmed and 22 people dead
or missing. Regarding the "pateras" light boats used to transport illegal immigrants across
the Strait of Gibraltar, in 94% of cases were resolved by rescuing the persons involved. In
these cases, 93% of casualties were unharmed. Nevertheless it has to be noted that 17
persons died and 7 became injured, 1.1% of the total. In relation to recreational craft,
77.5% of emergencies were engine or steering gear failures which were resolved in
70.5% of cases by towing the boat to port. In these cases up to 76% of casualties were
assisted, while 14% were rescued unharmed and 7.8% "self-rescued".
As for the recreational devices, 88.8% of emergencies, 151 cases were related to
recreational accidents that were resolved in 38.8% by rescuing the affected people. In
50.6% of cases alerted resources never came into action. Of those affected, 44.3% were
“self-recued”, 30% were rescued uninjured and 24% were assisted.
Table 8. Distribution of emergencies according vessel type.
YEAR
VESSEL TYPE

EMERGENCY

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

TOTAL

35

40

27

31

18

151

1

4

1
4

5

37

44

33

38

2

2

1

MECHANICAL FAILURE

9

18

27

25

28

107

MEDICAL EVACUATION

6

6

3

7

14

36

1

2

4

2

9

2

8

5

7

27

2

5

RECRATIONAL ACT.ACC.
RECREATIONA MECHANICAL FAILURE
LDEVICE
IRREGULARIMMIGRATION
DRIFTINGOBJECT
TotalRD
COLLISION

1
1

DRAGING
VESSEL

MANOVER BOARD
FIRE /EXPLOSION

3

FLOODING

1
4

2

STRANDING

4

2

LEAKING

1

1

25

38

50

19

19

14

OTHER SERVICES

TotalV
FISHING
VESSEL

5

3

8
10
18

123

170
5

1

2
2

11

1

9

1

3

44

57

214

18

14

84

2

1

COLLISION
MECHANICAL FAILURE

1
2

1
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1

MEDICAL EVACUATION
SINKING

1

1

3
1

FIRE /EXPLOSION
IRREGULARIMMIGRATION

1

OTHER SERVICES

3

1

1

PATERA

IRREGULARIMMIGRATION

TotalPT

1

7
2

1

1

25

25

2

4

18

19

19

106

12

33

25

31

102

203

12

33

25

31

102

203

1

2

4

57

46

265

1

1

1

COLLISION

LEISURE
CRAFTS

1

2

LIST
TotalF

1
1

STRANDING
LEAKING

2

2

RECRATIONAL ACT.ACC.

1

MECHANICAL FAILURE

43

MANOVER BOARD

1

SINKING

2

5

49

70

1

FIRE /EXPLOSION
DRIFTINGOBJECT

2

OTHER SERVICES

1

6

8

3

2

7

1

2

3

4

6

2

22
1

CORPSE RECOVERY

1

1

STRANDING

3

6

1

3

3

16

LEAKING

3

3

1

2

1

10

2

1

1

1

1

6

TotalL

58

68

81

79

56

342

TOTAL

157

208

207

211

252

1.035

LIST

Source: GIBSAR database
Table 9. Distribution of assistance provided according the vessel type.
VESSEL TYPE

ASSISTANCE
ACTIVATION
SEARCH
ESCORT
RECREATIONAL
RECOVERY
DEVICE
TOWING
RESCUE
MONITORING
TotalRD
BAILOUT
ACTIVATION
ASSISTANCE
VESSELS
RADAR ASSISTANCE
SEARCH
ESCORT
MEDEVAC

2006
17
1
1

2007
27
1

18

15
1
44

37
3
1
2
3
6
124

2008
15
1

2009
17

2010
10
1

3
3
11

5
1
15
38
1
7

18

6
2

33
1
12
1

1
8
6

3
10
3

3
10
7

5
11
14

7

3

TOTAL
86
4
1
8
4
66
1
170
2
31
3
1
14
42
36

Human Element

REFLOATING
TOWING
RESCUE
MONITORING

1
3
6
25
1

TotalV
ACTIVATION
ASSISTANCE
SEARCH
ESCORT
FISHINGVESSELS MEDEVAC
REFLOATING
TOWING
RESCUE
MONITORING
TotalF
ACTIVATION
SEARCH
PATERAS
ESCORT
RESCUE
TotalPT
ACTIVATION
ASSISTANCE
SEARCH
ESCORT
OTHER
LEISURE CRAFTS
RECOVERY
REFLOTAMIENTO
TOWING
RESCUE
MONITORING
TotalL

2
9
1
3
38
1
3
1

21
1
1
24

1
11
12
1
2
2
1
2
1
41
5
3
58

20

25
5
1
27
33
7
2
3
7
2
44
3
68

1
9
5
4
50
1
1

2
8
2
4
44

1
1
13

15
2
7
57
1
1

1
18

15

1
18
2

1
19

1
19
2

23
25
5
1
1
4

31
31
5
3
3
3

100
102
1
3
2
2

4

4
2
53
5
1
79

2
1
42
3

61
4
1
81

56

5
42
13
24
214
4
2
3
1
2
1
87
1
4
105
9
1
1
192
203
19
11
6
14
1
19
6
241
20
5
342

Source: GIBSAR database
Table 10. Distribution of casualty condition according the vessel type.
YEAR
VESSEL TYPE

RECREATIONAL
DEVICES

CASUALTY CONDITION
DEAD
MISSING
SELF-RECUED
ASSISTED
EVACATED
INJURIED
UNINJURIED

TOTAL RD
VESSEL

DEAD
MISSING
SELF-RECUED

2006
0
0
14
10
0
2
13
39
0
0
3

2007
0
0
26
15
0
0
12
53
0
1
0
125

2008
0
0
17
10
0
0
11
38
0
5
81

2009
0
0
19
12
0
0
15
46
1
2
74

2010
0
0
10
1
0
0
7
18
1
5
7

TOTAL
0
0
86
48
0
2
58
194
2
13
165
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170
6
10
1
190
0
0
1
67
0
0
4
72
0
0
0
3
0
0
108
111
0
0
9
106
0
0
18
133
545

ASSISTED
EVACATED
INJURIED
UNINJURIED
TOTAL V

FISHINGVESSELS

DEAD
MISSING
SELF-RECUED
ASSISTED
EVACATED
INJURIED
UNINJURIED

TOTAL F
DEAD
MISSING
SELF-RECUED
ASSISTED
EVACATED
INJURIED
UNINJURIED

PATERAS

TOTAL PT

LEISURE CRAFTS

DEAD
MISSING
SELF-RECUED
ASSISTED
EVACATED
INJURIED
UNINJURIED

TOTAL L
TOTAL

92
4
4
67
168
7
15
0
72
1
4
15
114
0
0
25
0
0
0
204
229
0
0
14
153
0
3
16
186
750

236
34
0
10
366
0
0
13
69
0
0
0
82
0
0
38
0
0
7
439
484
0
2
18
144
0
0
39
203
1173

160
7
0
5
249
0
0
5
63
0
0
0
68
17
0
15
0
0
0
520
552
0
0
22
157
0
2
35
216
1131

177
14
0
2
206
0
0
0
55
1
0
2
58
0
0
39
0
0
0
777
816
1
2
4
101
0
0
18
126
1224

835
65
14
85
1179
7
15
19
326
2
4
21
394
17
0
117
3
0
7
2048
2192
1
4
67
661
0
5
126
864
4823

Source: GIBSAR database.

2

1

126

1
2
2

1
1
2

LEAKING

STRANDING

COASTALRESCUE

CORPSE RECOVERY

OTHER SERVICES

DRIFTINGOBJECT

FLOODING

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
5

2
5
1

1
1

TOTAL

5

3

LIST

1

1

FIRE /EXPLOSION

7
13

SINKING

1

MANOVER BOARD

16
6

DRAGING

1

MEDICAL EVACUATION

5
3
1
4
1

MEDICAL TRANSFER

MECHANICAL FAILIURE

1

UNDERWATERACT. ACC

11
12
13
15
16

RECREATIONAL ACT.ACC.

SECT
OR

COLLISION

Table 11. Geographical distribution of emergencies according to its subtype.

1
1

33
22
1
23
19

4

2

56
61
66
TOTA
L

12

56 3
13 1
2
6
63 6 19
60 1 43
3 2 57
2
14
2
2
7
1 45
2 1 36
2
32
1
2
10 16 1
2
2
6 2 1
1
9
1
8 2
4 2 1
15
3 1 20
1
6
1
3
16
45 18
22
38
6
7 3

5

19

2
4

2

1
1

4

1
1
1
1

3

1
7
7
5
2
7
8
5
8
1

2
13
2
2
4

13

4
1

1

2
2

2

7

2
2
1

9
1
2
5

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
1

4
1

1
1

1
1
1

2

3
2

24

2
1

6

1

4

4
2

3

1

3

1

1

28 10

9

21
2

2

19
30
8
1
175
30
7
10
103
133
107
30
6
14
68
94
95
55
8
12
25
12
16

1

218

10
24 15 42 27 17
0

3
3
1.38
0

2
9

TOTAL

25
5

1
3
2
2
10
6
19
8
2
4
10
37
51
13

1

LIST

2

LEAKING

1

STRANDING

2
1

6

COASTALRESCUE

FLOODING

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

1

CORPSE RECOVERY

3
4
1

1

OTHER SERVICES

1
14
1
1
1

FIRE /EXPLOSION

1

SINKING

MANOVER BOARD

DRAGING

4
15
1

MEDICAL EVACUATION

5
2
1

MEDICAL TRANSFER

MECHANICAL FAILIURE

5
5

DRIFTINGOBJECT

4
1

UNDERWATER ACT. ACC

21
22
23
24
25
26
31
32
33
34
35
36
41
42
43
44
45
46
51
52
53
54
55

RECREATIONAL ACT.ACC.

SECT
OR

COLLISION

Human Element

7

Source: GIBSAR database.
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TOTAL

TRANSFER

MONITORING

RESCUE

TOWING

REFLOATING

RECOVERY

OTHER

CLEANING

MEDICAL EVACUATION

MEDICAL TRANSFER

ESCORT

SEARCH

RADARASSISTANCE

ASSISTANCE

ACTIVATION

BAILOUT

SECTOR

Table 12. Geographical distribution of emergencies according to assistance provided.
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11
12
13
15
16
21
22
23
25
26
31
32
33
34
35
36
41
42
43
44
45
46
51
52
53
54
55
56
61
66
TOT
AL

6
2
1
1
3
5
5
7
5
1
50
34
10
4
1
6
9
3
1
2
1

1
1

2
1

1

1
1

2
4

6

17

1
1

6
4
6
1

1
1

1

1
2
1
4
1
2

2

2
2
7

1

2

168

16

2
2
1

56

1

2
2
1

3
7
3

1

2
2
11

5

1

2

1

4
1

18
1
1
1

26
4
1
1

2
2

3
5
10

1

178

1
1

59

180

41

1
3

6
5
3
2
5
9
2
10
1

2
1
1
2
1
1

1
2
2
1
1
3

6

1

1

1
6

1

2

92

12

13
4

8
9

3
1

7
10
5
10

2
3
5
5
3
27
5
2
2
26
38
21
9
3
4
11
38
52
17

2
2
1
1

54
11
3
4
18
43
48
10
3
5
38
27
20
9
2
6
5
4
19
1
3

4
14
2
3
14

382 327

8

2
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
1
1

1
3

2

38

2

Source: GIBSAR database.
Table 13. Geographical distribution of emergencies according to type of vessel.

SECTOR

LEAISURE
CRAFTS

11
12

FISHING
VESSELS

PATERA
S

LEAISURE
BOATS

TOTAL

3

1

5

20

29

2

1

17

20

1

7

18

13

1

15

2

VESSEL
S

1
8

16

2

21

2

1
1

128

14

17

7

10

30
103
3
8
95
1
6
3
33
133
14
176
30
22
107
30
68
23
19
7
240
39
14
10
10
8
10
19
25
94
1.38
0
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22

4

1

23

5

1

25

3

67

26

4

6

31

1

1

32

1

5

6
9
1

16

27

1

7

1

45

125

2

10

22

2

2

7

2

2

10

33

63

9

22

94

34

58

2

8

5

48

121

35

4

29

12

19

34

98

4

8

11

28

1

2

3

6

36

5

41
42
43

2

4

3

4

2

13

11

31

9

8

61

44

7

21

8

35

18

89

45

2

18

7

51

11

89

46

4

4

4

11

8

31

5

1

1

7

51
52

3

2

2

3

10

3

3

12

5

24

54

5

1

55

2

53

56

1

3

11

5

61

2

2

10

2

4

8

13

17

49

2

66
TOTAL

170

216

106

203

1

3

3

3

342

1.037

Source: GIBSAR database.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
Geographical distribution of the maritime emergencies documented is
based on the reference zoning model applied. As indicated, the study
area was subdivided into thirty-six sectors numbered from 1.1 to 6.6
(figure 5).
Tables 11, 12, and 13 present the information on the geographic
distribution of emergencies according to their subtype and the sector
where they have been detected.
Taking into account the given the conditions, the available data shows that sector 25
supports the largest number of emergencies, 175 cases accounting for 12.7% of the total.
These emergencies are related to 9.8% of all casualties.
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The results of the study show that sector 33, supports 7.5% of cases,
sector 34 supports 9.6%, 35 with 7.8%, industry 44, with 6.4% and 65 to
6.1%. All together account for 532 cases which account for 38.6% of
total operations performed which involve a total of 2.122 people, 41.5%
of the total number of casualties.
The incidence of maritime emergencies in the rest of the sectors is below
2.5%, except in sector 46, which supports index is 4% incidence.
It should be noted that although the sector 56 has a high incidence of emergencies, in this
case it is conditioned by the high number of medical transfers from the hospital located in
Ceuta to other located on the Spanish Mainland. These transfers represent 184 operations,
so the number of actual maritime emergencies located in this sector is limited to 34,
accounting for only 2.4% of the total.
Considering the geographical distribution of emergencies according to the type of
assistance provided, those operation that only involve the activation of SAR resources
without any further assistance are located mainly in sector 33, with 50 operations and
sector 34 with 34 cases. In sector 35 there were 10 cases.
Although the largest number of searches, 17 cases, were performed in the sector 25, they
have been performed in the sectors 33 and 35 with 6 interventions each one and in sectors
22, 34 and 45 with four interventions each one.
Escorts are mostly located in sectors 25, 35 and 45 with 7, 11 and 10 cases respectively.
Most of the medical evacuation of casualties from ships are performed in sectors 15 and
25, 5 and 18 cases respectively, accounting for over 50% of the total number of medical
evacuations.
Medical transfers are carried out almost exclusively on the sector 56, where it accounts
for 178 from a total number of 180 operations.
The towing of vessels and crafts to port were conducted mainly in sector 25, 54 cases,
sector 35, 48 cases, sector 34, 43 cases, sector 43, 38 and sector 44 cases, 27 cases,
accounting all together for 55% of total number of interventions of this type.
Related to rescue operations, 68% of interventions were performed in the sectors 45, 34,
44, 35, 25, 33 and 35, It should be highlighting sector 45 with 52 interventions and sector
34 and sector 44 both with 38 interventions each.
Regarding the type of ship involved in the emergency situations, table 13, shows that the
recreational crafts are involved in most of the cases supported by sectors 33 and 34,
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which account for a total of 121 cases involving the 71% of the events that affect this type
of vessels.
In the case of merchant ships, most of the events in which they are involved are located in
sectors 25, 35, 43, 44, 45 and 56, accounting all together for a total of 157 cases, 72% of
the total number of cases related to this type of vessel. These sectors correspond mainly to
zones close to major ports and anchorages areas in the eastern end of Gibraltar Strait.
The types of emergencies that involve fishing vessels occur mainly in sectors 25, 34, 35,
43 and 44, corresponding to the easternmost area of the Strait. These sectors accumulate
71% of the total number.
Regarding “pateras”, the available data show a high degree of dispersion of cases.
Nevertheless, sectors 35, 44, 45, 46, 53 and 56 accounts all together for more than 69%, it
is to say 141 cases. It should be noted that sectors 45 and 44 support 25.1% and 17.2%,
which accounts for a total of 86 cases.
The higher geographical dispersion is associated to operation carried out related to
recreational craft. In this case, sectors 25, 34 and 35 account for 37% of cases.

CONCLUSIONS
In terms of geographical distribution, two main areas support the highest rate of
emergencies both quantitatively and qualitatively. Those areas are the central zone of the
Strait of Gibraltar, sectors 33, 34, 35, 43, 44, 45 and Algeciras Bay, sectors 15 and 25.
The assistances provided in these sectors are mainly towing of vessels and crafts and
rescue of casualties.
Sector 25 together with sector 15 covers Algeciras Bay. Most of the assistances
performed in this sector are related to towing of leisure crafts and fishing vessels. Medical
evacuation from ship to shore, search operations rescue of casualties and recovering of
drifting objects range also important figures. Few vessel towing were also carried out. In
most of these cases the assistances could be performed by medium and light fast rescue
boats.
Sectors 33 and 34 could be defined as “semi coastal”, so most of the assistances provided
in these areas are related to recreational devices and leisure crafts. Most of them are towed
to port but there are also a high number of events related to casualty rescue, mainly
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persons involved in the use of recreational devices. Most of the cases associated to these
sectors could be solved by deploying medium and light fast rescue boats.
Regarding sectors 43, 44 and 45, although many of emergencies are related to illegal
immigration, that is to say, the rescue of an important number of persons on a boat with a
extremely or null safety level, there are also an important number of emergencies related
to towing not only fishing vessels and leisure crafts but also merchant ships. In addition
in some of the cases escort by a rescue vessel has been the assistance provided to
merchant and fishing vessels.
Taking into account the above mentioned conclusions it could be recommended the
following SAR resources deployment scheme.
Algeciras port:
A rescue vessel about 50/60 meters length, some 10.000 Hp
A medium fast rescue boat 30 meters length
A light fast rescue boat about 10 meters length
Tarifa port:
A medium fast rescue boat 20 meters length
A light fast rescue boat about 10 meters length
Barbate port:
A medium fast rescue boat 20 meters length
A light fast rescue boat about 10 meters length
Ceuta port:
A light fast rescue boat about 10 meters length
Jerez/Malaga
A Medium range Maritime Search and Rescue Helicopter.
In our opinion, this SAR resources deployment scheme reasonably
assures assistance to the most common maritime emergencies in the area
of study both with hard weather from west and east
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ABSTRACT
In this study, fire and explosion data registered in GISIS (Global
Integrated Shipping Information System) were investigated for oil
tanker. The GISIS database includes accidents and events in the text
format, that is hard to analyze systematically. Therefore, tables were
formed by the assessment of acquired data and the systematic
database was settled. The database includes the information of the
fire and explosion accidents during the period between 1998 and
2010 in oil tankers. Size, time, main causes (if registered),
environmental, economical and personal effects of accident and
operational situation, flag, tonnage and location of
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ship were taken into account. This study is prepared only for
recommendation purpose. The risk assessments were carried out
using FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) program for the incidents as fireexplosion occurred in oil tankers. During the analysis, the Formal
Safety Assessment of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) was used. Forty nine percent of the explosions have been
taken place at ports during operation. The main reason of the fire
and explosion accidents is human error. The main part of the
accidents is human error as a result of FTA examine which mainly
made up use of inappropriate equipment, lack of hot work
procedure, cumulation of explosive gases. Main reasons for human
error are lack of training, lack of experience. Fire and explosion in
oil tanker resulted in economical lost (%49) and death or injury
(%51).
KEYWORDS: Marine Accidents, Risk Analysis, Fire and Explosion,
FTA
INTRODUCTION
The focus of the safety regulation of sea transport has been the ship
rather than human actions aboard the ship (Talley, 1999). Fire aboard
has always been considered as one of the most relevant hazards to ships,
and it is one of the types of accidents that are most likely to occur while
at sea. Regardless of where on board a fire will start, it has the potential
to expand to different parts of the ship, and if not extinguished on time,
it might have a devastating effect on machinery, cargo and people on
board. In that regard, any fire on board a passenger ship with many
passengers and crew on board is a potential disaster (Salem, 2010).
Oil tanker means a vessel built or adopted in cargo compartments, for
purpose of transporting petroleum, and it contains combined carriers as
well. Also, chemical tankers defined in Annex-II of the MARPOL 73/78
convention are defined as oil tankers to the extent that they carry
petroleum in bulk with partial or full load (IMO, 2001).
Utilizing marine accidents data incorporated with fault tree analysis, this
study aims at revealing the primary events which cause fire explosion
accidents, their interrelations, occurrence scenarios of accidents, and the
significance degree of primary events which cause accidents to occur.
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TANKER ACCIDENTS
The modern world’s increasing demand for energy makes it essential to
transport petroleum by sea; as long as petroleum transported by sea, the
risks of tanker accidents, therefore of petroleum leakages shall continue
to increase. The first thing that oil tanker transportation connotes is the
hazards it may give rise to, due to the cargo it carries. It is a dangerous
type of transportation. Its results may be destructive, even fatal. Fire
explosion accidents in oil tankers are in one of the accident categories
with destructive results.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION
Three main conditions should occur for a fire to break out. These
conditions are;
Availability of a substance to burn
Availability of heat or spark resource which may cause the breakout of
fire
Availability of sufficient oxygen.
As the above 3 conditions come together, fire breaks out, and this is
called the fire triangle. The air contains oxygen by 20%, nitrogen by
79% and CO2 and other gases by the remainder (IMO, 2000). This
amount of oxygen in the air is enough for the combustion to realize.
Therefore, for the occurrence of fire in the ship, almost every
environment is suitable in respect of oxygen, other than inert cargo
tanks. That is why this study focuses on the 2 main factors causing fire.
A total number of 378 marine accidents have occurred in oil tankers
from 1998 to 2010. The accidents include marine accidents registered in
the GISIS system and the country reports (www.gisis.imo.org
04.04.2010). Table 1 indicates numerical data pertaining to fire
explosion accidents occurred in oil tankers. Thirty of these accidents
occurred in ports.31 of these accidents have resulted in death and injury,
and 30 of which with merely economical loss.
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Table 1. Numerical data pertaining to fire explosion accidents
(www.gisis.imo.org, 04.04.2010)
Type of Casualty

Location

Open Sea
Coast
Canal
Port
Anchor
Total

Consequences of the Casualty

Very Serious
Casualties

Serious
Casualties

2
6
1
21
6
36

9
3
3
9
1
25

Death

Economical

Injury

Lost

4
4
1
18
4
31

7
5
3
12
3
30

METHOD
Sixty one of 378 accidents occurred in oil tankers are related to fire
explosions. Eighteen of these fire explosion accidents have country
reports. Therefore, in the study 18 maritime accident reports have been
examined, regarding fire explosion accidents.
Utilizing marine accident data, risk analysis has been held for fire
explosion accidents which occurred in oil tankers. In the holding of risk
analysis, the Open FTA program, a fault tree analysis program, has been
used (www.openfta.com, 2010).
Fault tree analysis is a graphical demonstration of logical combinations
of the reasons pertaining to undesired incidents or circumstances. In
scope of risk analysis, the fault tree analysis method is used for
analysing the reasons of undesired incidents, as they may
occur (Kristiansen, 2005; Ringdahl, 2005). In particular, it is frequently
used for analysing undesired incidents in the accident analysis studies.
The occurrence of the accident is logically defined under the fault tree
analysis program (Tanaka, 1983).
While forming the fault tree, relation between the faults is shown with
logical doors and symbols.
The fundamental building symbols of fault trees are the AND gate and
OR gate Figure1. An AND operation requires that all the input faults
occur for the output fault to occur. The AND operation corresponds to
the intersection operation in set theory. An
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Figure 1. AND gate and OR gate (Amrozowicz, 1996)

OR operation requires that only one input fault occur for the output fault
to occur. The OR operation corresponds to the union operation in the set
theory. Additional notation used for fault trees are described in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Fault tree symbolism (Amrozowicz, 1996)

The fault tree although qualitative in nature, provides the framework for
a quantitative evaluation (Rasmussen, 1975). Evaluation of a fault tree
typically involves a top down successive substitution process invoking
Boolean identities. The goal is to represent the fault tree by a reduced
form Boolean expression. The reduced expression then represents the
minimal cut sets. Consider the fault tree in Figure 3. For the top event E,
there are:
-

Three intermediate events: E1, E2 and E3.
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-

Six basic events: A, B, C, D, E and F.
Figure 3. Example fault tree (Amrozowicz, 1996)

The expression for the top event E, is given by:

(Formula 1)
If all the basic events are independent of each other, then the probability
of the top event E is given as:

(Formula 2) (Amrozowicz, 1996)
It shall be appropriate to categorize causes of fire explosion accidents in
oil tankers under 2 main topics, being combustible material source and
fire-causing-factor. As each of one or more primary event(s) under such
main topics come together, fire explosion accidents occur. Figure 1
indicates occurrence of fire explosion accidents under the fault tree
analysis program. And Table 2 contains primary events causing fire
explosion accidents, as well as possibility values. The assumption of
Formula 3 has been used in the calculation of possibility values.
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Figure 1. Fault tree analysis for fire explosion accidents

Table 2. Primary events causing fire explosion accidents
Primary Events
Abbreviati Possibility
Causing Fire
on
Value
Explosion Accidents
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Inappropriate Equipment
Hot Work
Combustible Gas Accumulation
Spark
Cargo Leakage
Cargo Residue
Combustible Gas Leakage
Use of Appropriate Fuel
Tank Cleaning
Use of Inappropriate Fuel
Static Electricity
Fire

IE_F
HW_F
CGA_F
S_F
CL_F
CR_F
CGL_F
UAF_F
TC_F
UOIF_F
SE_F
F_F

6,11E-4
5,09E-4
5,09E-4
4,07E-4
4,07E-4
3,05E-4
2,04E-4
2,04E-4
1,02E-4
1,02E-4
1,02E-4
1,02E-4

(Formula 3) (Ugurlu, 2011)
In order to calculate rate of contribution to the accident of each primary
event, accidents related to that primary event are determined and the
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other reasons, which cause the sea accidents (primary events), are
determined. Total number of primary events of accidents is found for
each accident and effect of each primary event on occurrence of the
accident has been thought equally. Total of the effect value in those
accidents related to this primary event is taken and thus total value of
each primary event on occurrence of the accident is calculated. Total
number of accidents expresses number of accidents related to the oil
tankers occurred between certain years. The total ship year expression
expresses the subject period.
For example, number of fire explosion accidents resulting from hot work
primary event is 5. Other reasons of accidents causing these 5 accidents
are determined. For example, main reason of the M/T Gunsul accident,
which occurred in 2006, is hot work and combustible gas accumulation.
Effect of each element on the occurrence of the accident is thought
equally (0.5 = work hot, 0.5 = accumulation of inflammable gases).
Thus, in this study, share of hot work in MT Gunsul accident is 0.5
(50%). The same procedure is applied to other fire explosion accidents
caused by hot work and by adding all these values, rate of contribution
of the primary event to the accident is calculated.
Total number of accidents expresses 378 oil tanker accidents that
occurred between the years 1998-2010 and total ship year expresses the
13-year time period. The calculated value of 5,09 E-4 is the probability
of a maritime oil tanker accident being an accident resulting from hot
work. This is an assumption and a sensitivity analysis has been done to
minimize the error tolerance (Ugurlu, 2011).

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS FOR FIRE EXPLOSION ACCIDENTS
In the fault tree analysis of the fire explosion accidents, an analysis has
been held for determining minimum cut sets. At the end of the analysis,
36 cut sets which cause occurrence of the fire explosion accidents have
been found. The minimum cut sets are the minimum conditions
necessary for the occurrence of the accident. Table 3 contains the
primary events which constitute cut sets causing occurrence of the fire
explosion accidents, as well as the occurrence possibilities of cut sets.
Examination of the accident occurrence combinations pertaining to
minimum cut sets has revealed that fire explosion accidents occur as a
result of combination of human error with the conditions of the
transported cargo or of the fuel used. For assessing the effect of primary
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events causing fire explosion accidents on the occurrence of accidents, a
primary event analysis has been held in the FTA program. According to
the analysis results; Figure 2 indicates the role of primary events causing
fire explosion accidents in the occurrence of accidents. The primary
event analysis held in relation to fire explosion accidents reveals that the
primary events contributing to the occurrence of accidents
are
respectively: use of inappropriate equipment, by 23%; hot work, by
19,2%; combustible

Table 3. Minimum cut sets causing fire explosion accidents
Fire Explosion

Minimum Cut
Sets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

UAF_F F_F
UAF_F HW_F
UAF_F SE_F
UAF_F S_F
UAF_F TC_F
UAF_F IE_F
F_F UOIF_F
F_F CGA_F
F_F CGL_F
F_F CR_F
F_F CL_F
HW_F UOIF_F
HW_F CGA_F
HW_F CGL_F
HW_F CR_F
HW_F CL_F
SE_F UOIF_F
SE_F CGA_F

Probability
Value
2,08E-08
1,04E-07
2,08E-08
8,16E-08
2,08E-08
1,25E-07
1,04E-08
5,19E-08
2,08E-08
3,11E-08
4,15E-08
5,19E-08
2,59E-07
1,04E-07
1,55E-07
2,07E-07
1,04E-08
5,19E-08

Minimum Cut
Sets
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

SE_F CGL_F
SE_F CR_F
SE_F CL_F
S_F UOIF_F
S_F CGA_F
S_F CGL_F
S_F CR_F
S_F CL_F
TC_F UOIF_F
TC_F CGA_F
TC_F CGL_F
TC_F CR_F
TC_F CL_F
IE_F UOIF_F
IE_F CGA_F
IE_F CGL_F
IE_F CR_F
IE_F CL_F

Probability
Value
2,08E-08
3,11E-08
4,15E-08
4,08E-08
2,04E-07
8,16E-08
1,22E-07
1,63E-07
1,04E-08
5,19E-08
2,08E-08
3,11E-08
4,15E-08
6,23E-08
3,11E-07
1,25E-07
1,86E-07
2,49E-07

gas accumulation, by 15,4%; and, cargo leakage, by 15,8%. According
to the results of the primary event analysis, it is seen that the first 2
factors with the highest risk level in the occurrence of fire explosion
accidents originate from human error.
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Figure 2. Results of the primary event analysis

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR FIRE EXPLOSION ACCIDENTS
For assessing the sensitivity of the fault tree for fire explosion accidents,
a sensitivity analysis has been held. For this purpose, the possibility
values of primary event causing fire explosion accidents as contained by
the fault tree have been altered systematically. Such primary event
possibility values have been increased and decreased by 10 times, the
rate by which the primary events contribute to accident as well as the
changes in the significance degree being observed. Table 4 contains the
error contribution value of the primary event as well as the effect of
changes in the significance degree if primary event error values of event
clusters are increased and decreased by 10 times (maximum and
minimum).
As a result of sensitivity analysis, it has been seen that static
electricity may have a significant impact on the occurrence of fire
explosion accidents, in addition to the first 5 primary events shown in
Figure 2. When the primary event error values under fire-causing-factor
event clusters are decreased by 10 times, it is seen that static electricity
is of a significance degree of 25%.
Table 4.Variation to be obtained for fire accident events if primary event
error values
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are increased and decreased by 10 times

Nu
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Flammable
Material Source
(FMS)
+10x
Primary Possibil.
İmp.
Event
Value
(%)
UAF_F 7,59E-6
9,75
K_H
--HW_F
7,59E-6
9,75
SE_F
1,89E-6
2,38
S_F
7,59E-6
9,52
TC_F
1,89E-6
2,38
IE_F
2,08E-5
26,19
UOIF_F 1,89E-6
2,38
CGA_F 9,49E-6
11,90
CGL_F 7,59E-6
9,52
CR_F
5,69E-6
7,14
CL_F
9,49E-6
11,90

Fire Causing
Factors (FCF)
+10x

Possibil.
Value
3,96E-6
3,96E-6
1,38E-5
3,96E-6
9,91E-6
-7,93E-6
1,98E-6
1,38E-5
7,93E-6
3,96E-6
5,94E-6

İmp.
(%)
5,26
10,33
18,42
5,26
13,16
-10,52
2,63
18,42
10,52
5,26
7,89

flammable Material
Source (FMS)
-10x
Possibil.
Value
---1,99E-7
--1,99E-7
--1,99E-7
-1,99E-7

İmp.
(%)
---25,00
--25,00
--25,00
-25,00

Fire Causing
Factors (FCF)
-10X
Possibil.
Value
1,91E-7
--1,91E-7
1,91E-7
-1,91E-7
-3,82E-7
----

İmp.
(%)
16,66
--16,66
16,66
-16,66
-33,34
----

Figure 3 demonstrates graphically the effect of the 4 primary events with
the highest significance degree in the occurrence of fire explosion
accidents in maximum, minimum and nominal values.
The primary events with high significance degree in the occurrence of
fire explosion accidents are inappropriate equipment use and hot
working. When inappropriate equipment use error reaches the maximum
value, the occurrence possibility of fire explosion accidents shall
increase by 251%, with 1,62 E-5 possibility value; and when it reaches
the minimum value, the occurrence possibility of fire explosion
accidents shall decrease by 48%, with 2,40E-6 possibility value. When
hot working error reaches the maximum value, the occurrence possibility
of fire explosion accidents shall increase by 127%, with 1,05 E-5
possibility value; and when it reaches the minimum value, the
occurrence possibility of fire explosion accidents shall decrease by 74%,
with 1,23E-6 possibility value.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis for primary events

DISCUSSION
The error type with the highest contribution value to the occurrence of
fire explosion accidents is inappropriate equipment use. It is desirable
that the tools and equipment to be used in oil tankers be of the nature not
causing spark, and the deck equipment operating on electricity or battery
be of gas resistant nature, and for being able to use on board any
equipment operating on electricity or battery, it is mandatory to keep
available the approval certificate pertaining to the same, among vessel’s
documents (Shipping, 2006). Another important factor in the occurrence
of fire explosion accidents is hot working. Hot working in dangerous and
risky areas of oil tankers is possible only under ballasted position. When
the vessel is loaded, hot working is not allowed in such areas.
Furthermore, in tank wash, cargo and ballast operations, hot working is
not allowed during inert, purging and degassing processes. For
realization of hot working in any area on board, it is mandatory to obtain
working permit, to abide by the company’s safety management system,
to hold a meeting among master and officers prior to the work, and to
hold a pre-work risk analysis for determining whether or not to carry out
the work. It is the master who shall decide whether or not hot working
can be realized safely on board (IMO, 2003; Shipping, 2006). The main
reason why accidents associated with fire explosion occur in oil tankers
in spite of such means and precautions taken is the lack of awareness
and education. Other important factors in the occurrence of fire
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explosion accidents are combustible gas accumulation and cargo
leakage. Such factors alone would not cause accident; they would cause
fire when combined with a primary event of a burning nature. Locations
on board with the likelihood of cargo leakage and gas accumulation are
the deck, deck-head, pump room, steam monitoring room, and the
lockers. Therefore, it is conditional to carry out gas measurement before
working in such areas.

CONCLUSIONS
The most risky navigation type in respect of fire explosion
accidents is ports. 49% of the fire explosion accidents have occurred in
ports. 59% of the accidents are quite severe accidents, and 41% of the
accidents are severe accidents. In relation to fire explosion accidents,
quite severe accidents are those resulting in death. This shows that fire
explosion accidents may result in very serious consequences.
•
The error values whereby fire explosion accidents are of the
maximum possibility are combinations including inappropriate
equipment use or hot working error.
•
The main factors causing occurrence of fire explosion accidents
are respectively inappropriate equipment use, hot working, combustible
gas accumulation, and cargo leakage. Combustible gas accumulation and
cargo leakage are auxiliary factors in the occurrence of fire explosion
accidents. Because, fire explosion does not occur unless these two
factors combine with burning agent.
•
All of the main factors causing occurrence of fire explosion
accidents originate from human error. Therefore, the greatest factor in
the occurrence of fire explosion accidents is the human factor.
•
The basic factors causing primary events originating from human
error are lack of education, lack of experience, overconfidence, and the
breach of safety precautions.
•
In order to minimize occurrence of fire explosion accidents,
training of the seamen who will work in oil tankers should be given
importance. Multiplication of these accidents especially in the port are as
shows importance of tanker operations. New trainings such as operation
management, awareness and safety can prevent occurrence of accidents.
•
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ABSTRACT:
This paper aims to analyse and understand the current
characteristics of the Leadership of Seafarers, identifying
weaknesses and strengths and indicating changes that can improve
Shipping Business results and Seafarers life through a better
Leadership.
It draws on data collected for a doctoral work (Delgado, 2012).
Findings indicated that Seafarers had common group characteristics
related to their Leadership and most share the same issues and
shortcomings as leaders. They face a really difficult challenge
leading multinational and reduced crews who may work with
fatigue, stress, sleep problems, social isolation, and working
overload. These circumstances affect negatively their Leadership,
mainly the communication and the motivation aspects, which may
cause serious consequences as maritime accidents, and often trigger
conflicts on board, difficult to resolve by Officers who did not
receive a proper Leadership training to cope with that at their best.
A major contribution of this paper is to find out the areas where a
specific Leadership training for Sea Officers should be more
focused, so to get a significant win and reduce social costs of
Shipping Business.
KEYWORDS: Leadership, Communication, Motivation, Training

INTRODUCTION
An effective Leadership of the Merchant Marine Officers is essential
not to jeopardize maritime safety, thus preserving the environment and
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protecting sea workers, as keeping a healthy working atmosphere on
board, and also to increase the shipping business effectiveness nowadays
when a high competition prevails.
Merchant Marine Officers lead ships with a large economic and
environmental responsibility. They have acquired the technical expertise
to lead a ship, but most have not received any training to help the
development of good Leadership on board.
METHODS
The response rate was 14% out of 357 Officers contacted. 50 Officers
and their raters (lower level -subordinates-, same level –colleagues- and
higher level –Leaders) participated in this research. They were recruited
using social nets (LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter) and professional
contacts.
Data was collected by means of the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (MLQ) (by Bass and Avolio), a 360º multi-rater
questionnaire that can be used to assess perceptions of Leadership
effectiveness of leaders from many different levels of an organization.
This questionnaire is the benchmark measure of Transformational
Leadership, it has been extensively researched and validated, it is valid
across cultures and types of organizations, and it is the most used in
scientific researches.
The MLQ have evolved over the last 25 years based on numerous
investigations of leaders in public and private organizations, from Chief
Executive Officers (CEOs) of major corporations to non-supervisory
project leaders. The major Leadership constructs transformational
Leadership, transactional Leadership, and passive/avoidant Leadership
form a new paradigm for understanding both the lower and higher order
effects of Leadership style. This paradigm builds on earlier Leadership
paradigms such as those of autocratic versus democratic Leadership,
directive versus participative Leadership, and task- versus relationshiporiented Leadership, which have dominated selection, training,
development, and research in this field for the past half century (Avolio
& Bass, 2004).
Statistical analysis was run by Statistics Solutions, worldwide leader
in statistical consulting.
Fifty leaders took part in the study. Many of the participants were
either Spanish (46.0%) or Portuguese (41.0%). Most of the participants
had been sailing for more than 10 years (57.4%). The majority had
between 10 and 30 crew members (66.0%). A large number of the
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participants left on embarkation for between 3 and 6 months (44.7%).
The type of ship varied heavily, with the largest number of the
participants having a container type of ship (25.5%). Most of the
participants had Short Sea Shipping types of ships (70.2%). Most of the
participants had more than 2 cultures on board (51.1%). The flag the
participants sailed under varied heavily, with the largest number of
participants under the Panama flag (25.5%). Most of the participants
were deck participants (80.4%) and not engineers. A large number of
the participants were 1st Officers (43.5%). The majority of the
participants were male (90%). Most of the participants have not
received Leadership training (67.4%), Teamwork training (63.0%), or
Motivation training (76.1%). However, all of the participants would
appreciate training. Of those that did have training, most said the
training was very positive (68.2%) or positive (31.8%). Table 1 presents
percentages for participant characteristics.
Table 1. Percentages for Participant Characteristics
Characteristic

%

Nationality
Brazilian
Deutsch
Norwegian
Portuguese
Spanish
Years of sailing
Less than 2 years
Between 2 and 5 years
Between 5 and 10 years
More than 10 years
Crew members
Less than 10
Between 10 and 30
Between 30 and 100
More than 100
Periods of embarkation
Less than 3 months
Between 3 and 6 months
Between 6 and 12 months

6.0
2.0
4.0
42.0
46.0
6.4
10.6
25.5
57.4
2.1
66.0
25.5
6.4
36.2
44.7
19.1
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More than 12 months
Type of ship
Big sailing boat
Bulk
Chemical
Container
Dredge
Ferry
Oil
Passenger
Patrol
Research
RO-PAX
RO-RO
Type of sailing
Deep sea sailing
Short sea sailing
Tramp
Cultures on board
2 or less
3 or 4
5 or 6
7 or more
Flag
Bolivia
Brazil
Cyprus
Korea
Liberia
Malta
Marshall is.
Panama
Portuguese
Seychelles
Singapore
Spanish
Deck/ engineer
Deck
Engineer
Charge

0.0
2.1
8.5
4.3
25.5
2.1
6.4
23.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
10.6
27.7
70.2
2.1
48.9
12.8
23.4
14.9
2.1
2.1
4.3
4.3
4.3
2.1
2.1
25.5
17.0
2.1
2.1
31.9
80.4
19.6
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1st officer
2nd officer
3rd officer
Master

43.5
13.0
8.7
34.8

Sex
Female
Male
Leadership training
No
Yes
Teamwork training
No
Yes
Motivation training
No
Yes
Would appreciate training
Yes
The training was
Very positive
Positive

10.0
90.0
67.4
32.6
63.0
37.0
76.1
23.9
100.0
68.2
31.8

Age for the participants ranged from 26 years old to 60 years old.
The average participant was 40.26 years old (Standard Deviation (SD) =
8.48). Stress and happiness were measured on a scale of 1 to 4. On
average, the stress was at 2.67 (SD = 0.94) and happiness was at 2.37
(SD = 1.02). Means and standard deviations for continuous participant
characteristics (age, stress and happiness) are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations for Age, Stress and
Happiness.
Characteristic

M

SD

Age
Stress
Happiness

40.26
2.67
2.37

8.48
0.94
1.02

For the fifty leaders, there were 154 raters that were below the
leaders, 31 raters that were the same level of the leaders, and three raters
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that were above the leaders. Each leader had up to six raters for them. In
total 238 questionnaires were completed. Composite scores were created
for transformational, transactional, and passive avoidant subscales for
the leaders self-rating themselves and the raters rating the leaders.
CONTEXT
Transformational Leadership
“The best Leadership is both transformational and transactional.
Transformational Leadership augments the effectiveness of transactional
Leadership, it does not replace transactional Leadership” (Waldman,
Bass, & Yammarino, 1990). Now, 25 years of research and a number of
meta-analyses have shown that transformational and transactional
Leadership positively predicts a wide variety of performance outcomes
including individual, group and organizational level variables.
The concept of transforming Leadership was introduced first by
James MacGregor Burns, but this term is also now used in
organizational psychology. Transforming Leadership is a process in
which "leaders and followers help each other to advance to a higher level
of morale and motivation" (Burns, 1978). This process includes
connecting the follower's sense of identity and self to the mission and the
collective identity of the organization; being a role model for followers
that inspires them; challenging followers to take greater ownership for
their work, and understanding the strengths and weaknesses of
followers, so the leader can align followers with tasks that optimize their
performance.
Bernard M. Bass continued the work of Burns by explaining the
psychological mechanisms that underlie transforming and transactional
Leadership; He changed the term "transforming" for "transformational".
Bass helped to explain how transformational Leadership could be
measured, as well as how it impacts follower motivation and
performance. How much a Leader is transformational, is measured first,
in terms of his influence on the followers. The followers of such a leader
feel trust, admiration, loyalty and respect for the leader and because of
the qualities of the transformational leader are willing to work harder
than originally expected. These outcomes happen because the
transformational leader offers followers something more than just
working for self gain; they provide followers with an inspiring mission
and vision and give them an identity. The leader transforms and
motivates followers through his or her idealized influence (earlier
referred to as charisma), intellectual stimulation and individual
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consideration (see Appendix 1 for more detailed concept definitions).
This Leader also encourages followers to come up with new and unique
ways to challenge the status quo and to alter the environment to support
being successful. (Avolio & Bass, 2004)
Fatigue
Fatigue is an everyday experience common among the general
working population, with prevalence estimates as high as 22% (Bültman,
Kant, Kasl, Beurskens, & van den Brandt, 2002).
Fatigue is an impairment of mental and physical function manifested
by a cluster of debilitating symptoms, usually including excessive
sleepiness, reduced physical and mental performance ability, depressed
mood and loss of motivation, which may result from a variety of causes.
Unlike the engineering use of the word "fatigue" which is used to
describe irreversible failure of a material as a result of stresses over an
extended period of time, the medical definition of "fatigue" usually
refers to a loss of physiological and psychological function as a result of
extended wakefulness, heavy work, excessive stimulation, illness or
stress which can usually be reversed in whole or in part by rest, sleep,
treatment or recovery from the condition that caused it (Moore-Ede,
2009).
Working at sea certainly has the potential to be fatiguing, mainly
because of the following causes: 1) Sleep deprivation: Fatigue develops
as the result of an extended time awake (acute sleep deprivation), or
reduced time asleep, or disrupted or poor quality sleep (partial sleep
deprivation), or from the cumulative effect of multiple days with
shortened or disrupted sleep such as may occur in jobs with extended
work hours or with night shift work, and seafarers have demanding
(often split) shift systems. A study about fatigue, health and injury that
analysed 1855 questionnaires answered by British merchant shipping
industry seafarers points short tours of duty as one of the four main
causes for fatigue (Moore-Ede, 2009). 2) Work stress: working
conditions with fast port turnarounds contribute to fatigue. 3) Regular
sustained attention and physical exertion. 4) Harsh environmental
conditions.
In spite of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Guidance
on Fatigue Mitigation and Management (IMO, 2001), and amendments
to working time regulations, recent research among seafarers showed
that almost 50% felt their working hours had increased and that this
compromised health and safety (McNamara, Allen, Wellens, & Smith,
2005).
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Under the international convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW), it is acceptable for a seafarer
to work up to 98 hours a week. This is far longer than the limit of 72
hours a week, laid down in the International Labour Organisation
convention 180, and it is almost double the maximum of 48 hours per
week in the European Working Time Directive.
“Seafarers are routinely working excessively long hours, endangering
themselves and the marine environment. It’s time to stop putting
seafarers at risk and to learn from the examples of best practice in other
industries.” (Bainbridge, 2007).
Project Horizon was established in response to growing concern about
the increased evidence of the role of fatigue and sleepiness in maritime
accidents (i.e. Exxon Valdez, Jambo, Pasha Bulker, Cita, Thor Gitta,
Shen Neng 1). The increasingly intensive nature of shipping operations
means that seafarers frequently work long and irregular hours. And
factors such as noise, vibration, sailing patterns, port calls, cargo
handling and other activities can all reduce the ability of seafarers to
gain quality sleep during their rest periods. On February 2012 this
project released its findings about the impact of fatigue on the cognitive
performance and decision-making of watchkeeping officers, indicating
that the probability of danger at sea will be highest when night watches
are combined with prior reduction of sleep opportunities, combined with
passages through narrow or very densely travelled waters, or during
reduced visibility. In all of the watchkeeping sub-groups there was
evidence of full-blown sleep. The participants did not obtain enough
sleep, and their performance was negatively affected. The project
proposes the use of a fatigue management toolkit, MARTHA, based on
mathematical models which can be used to predict which portions of a
particular voyage may be critical from a fatigue point of view, allowing
mitigating action to be planned ahead of time. (ITF, 2012)
Stress
The stress concept has been formulated in different ways. It was first
named and described by Hans Selye (Selye, 1956). However it is
considered among the researchers that there is a failure to reach a
common and generally acceptable definition. Because there are so many
different situations and settings, it is said that no common definition is
possible (International Labour Organization, 2011).
However the Selye’s definition includes more than one component
and it is concerned with the physiological fight or flight reaction in
response to a threat or a challenge from the environment. The work by
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Holmes and Rahe demonstrated that an accumulation of life events was
harmful to health (Holmes & Rahe, 1967). Cassel proposed that social
support could act as a protective factor buffering an individual from the
effects of stress (Cassel, 1976). The fact that on board is more difficult
to get social support than onshore aggravates the problem of stress in the
case of seafarers.
Today’s definition has come to include considerably more than the
physiological “Selye stress” reactions. There are considered also both
social environmental effects as life events and the resistance or
vulnerability of the individual exposed to the life events are included.
The European Agency for Safety and Health at Work has defined it as
when people perceive that there is an imbalance between the demands
made of them and the resources they have available to cope with those
demands. Although the experience of stress is psychological, stress also
affects people’s physical health. (European Agency for Safety and
Health at Work)
It is considered that stress is caused by a poor match between us and
our work, poor relationships and presence of psychological or physical
violence at a workplace, and by conflicts between our roles at work and
outside it.
Short-term stress however, for instance when meeting a deadline,
isn’t usually a problem: indeed it can help people perform to the best of
their ability. Stress becomes a risk to safety and health when it is
protracted.
FINDINGS
Scores against global norm
Twelve one-sample t tests were conducted to assess if there were
differences in the leader and rater scores to the global norms obtained
from MLQ International Norms from Mind Garden. The raters were
divided into whether they were higher, the same level, or lower than the
leader. The leaders had significantly less transformational and passive
avoidant scores and significantly larger transactional scores than the
global norms. The raters that were above and at the same level as the
leader did not rate the leaders significantly different from the global
norms. The raters lower than the leaders rated the leaders with
significantly less transformational and transactional scores and
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significantly larger passive avoidant scores. Results for the twelve onesample t tests are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. One-Sample t Tests for Leader and Rater Scores
Against Global Norms
Rank

Score

t

df

p

M

SD

Test
value

Leader

Transformational

-4.33

49

.001

2.72

0.49

3.02

Leader

Transactional

4.17

49

.001

2.56

0.46

2.29

Leader

Passive Avoidant

-2.14

49

.037

0.71

0.43

0.84

Above

Transformational

0.09

2

.938

2.85

0.90

2.80

Above

Transactional

1.77

2

.219

2.79

0.51

2.28

Above

Passive Avoidant

1.73

2

.266

1.17

0.38

0.83

Same

Transformational

0.18

30

.860

2.85

0.54

2.83

Same

Transactional

-1.71

30

.098

2.17

0.42

2.30

Same

Passive Avoidant

0.09

30

.926

0.85

0.52

0.84

Lower

Transformational

-6.80

153

.001

2.53

0.56

2.83

Lower

Transactional

-2.14

153

.034

2.17

0.47

2.26

Lower

Passive Avoidant

4.82

153

.001

1.07

0.57

0.85

Comparing the standard deviation to the global norm, in the table 1 there
is more dispersion from the average. That means that we find leaders
with quite big differences among their scores. We find leaders in the two
extremes, either with high transformational/transactional scores and low
passive-avoidant
scores
or
leaders
with
quite
low
transformational/transactional scores and high passive-avoidant scores,
rather than leaders with an average score.
Pearson correlations were conducted to assess the relationship between
the leader’s scores and the rater’s scores. As the leaders’ scores
increase, the rater’s scores of the leader tended to also increase. Each of
the three leadership scores presented a strong (r > .70) relationship
between the leaders and the raters. Table 4 presents the correlation for
each of the leadership scores.
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Table 4. Pearson Correlations between Leader’s and Rater’s
Scores

Transformational
Transactional
Passive Avoidant

Correlation coefficient

p

.72
.75
.79

.001
.001
.001

A repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
conducted to assess if there was a difference in Leadership scores by
having Leadership training (yes vs. no). The results of the test showed a
significant main effect of rater, F (3, 30) = 34.63, p < .001, suggesting
that there were differences in the Leadership scores by who rated the
leader. Pairwise comparisons showed that the leader’s transformational
scores were significantly higher than the rater’s score and the leader’s
passive avoidant scores were significantly lower than the rater’s score.
The main effect of having Leadership training was significant, F (3, 30)
= 5.66, p = .003, suggesting that transformational, transactional, and
passive avoidant scores were different by having Leadership training.
Pairwise comparisons showed that those that had Leadership training
had significantly higher transactional scores and significantly lower
passive avoidant scores than those that did not have training.
The effect of the interaction of rater and having Leadership training was
significant, F (3, 30) = 5.36, p = .004, suggesting that transformational,
transactional, and passive avoidant scores were different by the
interaction of having Leadership training and rater.
Pairwise
comparisons showed that for those that had training, the leaders’
transformational scores were significantly higher than the raters’ and the
transactional scores were significantly lower than the raters. For those
that did not have training, the passive avoidant scores were significantly
lower for the leaders’ scores than the raters’ scores. For the leaders,
those that had training had significantly higher transformational scores
than those that did not have training. For the raters, those that rated
leaders that had received training had significantly higher transactional
scores and significantly lower passive avoidant scores than those that did
not have training. Results of the repeated measures MANOVA are
presented in Table 5. Means and standard deviations are presented in
Table 6. Figure 1 shows the means for the Leadership scores by having
Leadership training.
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Source

Table 5. Repeated Measures MANOVA for Leadership Scores
by Rater and by Having Leadership Training

Between subjects
Having leadership training
Within subjects
Rater
Rater*Having
leadership
training

F

df

p

Partial η2

5.66

3, 30

.003

.36

34.63
5.36

3, 30
3, 30

.001
.004

.78
.35

Table 6. Means and Standard Deviations for Leadership Scores
by Rater and by Having Leadership Training
Score

Having
leadership
training

Transformational

No
Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total

Transactional
Passive Avoidant

Leader
M

SD

Rater
M

SD

2.45
3.11
2.61
2.63
2.36
2.57
0.79
0.36
0.69

0.42
0.49
0.51
0.43
0.55
0.46
0.41
0.10
0.41

2.26
2.08
2.22
2.36
3.27
2.58
1.21
0.50
1.04

0.39
0.64
0.46
0.47
0.29
0.58
0.47
0.28
0.52

Figure 1. Transformational, Transactional, and Passive Avoidant Scores
by Rater and Leadership Training
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A repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
conducted to assess if there was a difference in Leadership scores by
having workteam training (yes vs. no). The results of the test showed a
significant main effect of rater, F (3, 30) = 29.48, p < .001, suggesting that
there were differences in the Leadership scores by who rated the leader.
Pairwise comparisons showed that the leaders’ transformational scores
were significantly higher than the raters’ score and the leaders’ passive
avoidant scores were significantly lower than the raters’ score. The main
effect of having workteam training was significant, F (3, 30) = 5.21, p =
.005, suggesting that transformational, transactional, and passive avoidant
scores were different by having workteam training. Pairwise comparisons
showed that those that had workteam training had significantly higher
transformational and transactional scores and significantly lower passive
avoidant scores than those that did not have training.
The effect of the interaction of rater and having workteam training was
significant, F (3, 30) = 3.57, p = .025, suggesting that transformational,
transactional, and passive avoidant scores were different by the
interaction of having workteam training and rater. Pairwise comparisons
showed that for those that had training, the leaders’ transformational
scores were significantly higher than the raters’ and the transactional and
passive avoidant scores were significantly lower than the raters’. For
those that did not have training, the transformational scores were
significantly higher for leaders and passive avoidant scores were
significantly lower for the leaders’ scores than the raters’ scores. For the
raters, those that rated leaders that had received training had
significantly higher transactional scores and significantly lower passive
avoidant scores than those that did not have training. Results of the
repeated measures MANOVA are presented in Table 7. Means and
standard deviations are presented in Table 8. Figure 2 shows the means
for the Leadership scores by having workteam training.

Source

Table 7. Repeated Measures MANOVA for Leadership Scores
by Rater and by Having Workteam training

Between subjects
Having workteam training
Within subjects
Rater
Rater*Having
workteam
training

F

df

p

Partial η2

5.21

3, 30

.005

.34

29.48
3.57

3, 30
3, 30

.001
.025

.75
.26
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Table 8. Means and Standard Deviations for Leadership Scores
by Rater and by Having Workteam Training
Score

Having
workteam
training

Transformational

No
Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total

Transactional
Passive Avoidant

Leader
M

SD

Rater
M

SD

2.51
2.88
2.61
2.58
2.54
2.57
0.75
0.51
0.69

0.52
0.38
0.51
0.45
0.54
0.46
0.44
0.20
0.41

2.18
2.33
2.22
2.37
3.15
2.58
1.17
0.71
1.04

0.40
0.60
0.46
0.52
0.29
0.58
0.55
0.23
0.52

Figure 2. Transformational, Transactional, and Passive Avoidant Scores
by Rater and Workteam Training
3,5
3
2,5
2

Leader (Received
Training)
Leader (No Training)

1,5
1
0,5

Rater (Received
Training)

0

A repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
conducted to assess if there was a difference in leadership scores by
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having motivation training (yes vs. no). The results of the test showed a
significant main effect of rater, F (3, 30) = 17.45, p < .001, suggesting
that there were differences in the Leadership scores by who rated the
leader. Pairwise comparisons showed that the leaders’ transformational
scores were significantly higher than the raters’ scores and the leaders’
passive avoidant scores were significantly lower than the raters’ scores.
The main effect of having motivation training was significant, F (3, 30)
= 3.31, p = .033, suggesting that transformational, transactional, and
passive avoidant scores were different by having motivation training.
Pairwise comparisons showed that those that did have motivation
training had significantly larger transactional scores than those that did
not have training. The effect of the interaction of rater and having
motivation training was not significant, F (3, 30) = 2.25, p = .103,
suggesting that transformational, transactional, and passive avoidant
scores were not different by the interaction of having motivation training
and rater. Results of the repeated measures MANOVA are presented in
Table 9. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 10.
Figure 3 shows the means for the Leadership scores by having
motivation training.
Table 9. Repeated Measures MANOVA for Leadership Scores
by Rater and by Having Motivation Training
Source
Between subjects
Having motivation training
Within subjects
Rater
Rater*Having
motivation
training

F

df

p

Partial η2

3.31

3, 30

.033

.25

17.45
2.25

3, 30
3, 30

.001
.103

.64
.18

Table 10. Means and Standard Deviations for Leadership
Scores by Rater and by Having motivation training
Score

Having
motivation
training

Transformational

No
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Leader
M

SD

Rater
M

SD

2.58

0.52

2.19

0.41
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Transactional
Passive Avoidant

Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total
No
Yes
Total

2.84
2.61
2.56
2.63
2.57
0.73
0.38
0.69

0.49
0.51
0.47
0.51
0.46
0.41
0.10
0.41

2.41
2.22
2.49
3.26
2.58
1.10
0.66
1.04

0.77
0.46
0.54
0.41
0.58
0.53
0.26
0.52

Figure 3. Transformational, Transactional, and Passive Avoidant Scores
by Rater and Motivation Training
3,5
3
2,5
2
Leader (Received
Training)
Leader (No Training)

1,5
1
0,5
0

Twelve Spearman rho correlations were conducted to assess if there
were relationships between the Leadership scores by the leaders and the
raters and stress and happiness. Results showed that stress was
positively significantly related to passive avoidant leader scores, rs = .39,
p = .007 and passive avoidant rater scores, rs = .54, p = .001, and was
negatively significantly related to transformational rater scores, rs = -.45,
p = .007.
Happiness was positively significantly related to
transformational leader scores, rs = .54, p < .001, transformational rater
scores, rs = .78, p < .001, and was negatively significantly related to
transactional leader scores, rs = -.32, p = .029, transactional rater scores,
rs = -.29, passive avoidant leader scores, rs = -.50, p < .001, and passive
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avoidant rater scores, rs = -.69, p < .001. For positive correlations, as
one score increased, the other score also tended to increase. For
negative correlations, as one score increased, the other score tended to
decrease. Results of the correlations are presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Results for Spearman Rho Correlations between
Leadership Scores, Stress, and Happiness
Leadership score

Stress

Happiness

Transformational (Leader)
Transactional (Leader)
Passive Avoidant (Leader)
Transformational (Rater)
Transactional (Rater)
Passive Avoidant (Rater)

-.19
.17
.39**
-.45**
.23
.54**

.54**
-.32*
-.50**
.78**
-.29
-.69**

Note. * p < .05. ** p < .01.

Table 12. Means and Standard Deviations for All MLQ
Subscales
Leader

Rater

Subscale

M

SD

M

SD

Idealized Attributes

2.77

0.62

3.00

0.46

Idealized Behaviors

2.72

0.56

2.90

0.57

Inspirational Motivation

2.60

0.88

2.08

0.85

Intellectual Stimulation

2.66

0.71

2.20

0.71

Individual Consideration

2.85

0.58

2.71

0.55

Contingent Reward

2.76

0.49

2.66

0.40

Management by Exception Active

2.35

0.78

1.78

0.78

Management by Exception Passive

0.92

0.53

1.23

0.61

Laissez Faire

0.51

0.46

0.86

0.54

Extra Effort

2.84

0.51

2.85

0.52

Effectiveness

3.00

0.48

2.69

0.44

Satisfaction

3.00

0.46

2.59

0.54
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CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results show that Sea Officers have common group
characteristics regarding their Leadership.
Sea Officers obtained lower transformational Leadership rates compared
to the global norm.
Main improvement areas of Sea Officers’ Leadership are Motivation,
Intellectual Stimulation and Communication.
To start with, low Motivation seems to be the main problem for
Leadership on board. We find several elements that may cause low
motivation on board: working away from family and friends in an
isolated and reduced place with a reduced crew, high fatigue levels,
working in a n unsafe environment (there is a lifecycle for every ship,
and beyond that, they are no longer seaworthy, but shipping companies
try to extend their life in order to increase the pay off, in spite of
becoming unsafe and being more likely to have an accident, moreover,
piracy threats and marine terrorism are increasing globally), discomfort,
seasickness, deficient leisure facilities and dealing with integration and
communication problems due to the multicultural reality on board with
several languages and cultural differences that sometimes lead to
misunderstandings and serious problems. Training proved to improve
the situation, as those leaders who had a training related to Motivation
achieved higher Inspirational Motivation scores.
Low levels of Intellectual Stimulation represent another improvement
area on board. Intellectual Stimulation is the ability of a leader to keep
those following him thinking about their tasks, questioning everything
looking for continuous improvement, and on board is strongly required
in order to keep crew motivated and involved. Boredom and isolation are
Seafarers worst enemies, and Intellectual Stimulation is a way to combat
them. But stimulating innovation and creativity requires time and
attention, and when the leaders are not motivated is difficult that they
pay attention to the others.
Communication issues are a key element in order not to jeopardize
security and to improve life quality on board. When analysing maritime
accidents we find communication issues quite often. “Burnout is more
prevalent among who felt insufficiently trained in communication and
management skills” (Ramírez, 1996) a poor Communication brings the
following consequences: it is more difficult to motivate the crew, it is
more difficult to stimulate them intellectually, (another Weakness as
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pointed above), and there is worse clarification of goals and objectives
and less recognition. Several factors may contribute to this issue, for
instance, the language and cultural differences that sometimes lead to
misunderstandings, and the social isolation that leads to a more
introverted attitude against the team members (Perry & Wilkie, 1974).
Standard deviation is higher than the global norm. The large dispersion
reveals that pretty good leaders are also possible on board.
Curiously, in spite of the low motivation and satisfaction, Sea Officers
scored higher than the global norm in terms of extra-effort, probably due
to Sea conditions, where often this extra-effort is required and everyone
is aware.
The higher the passive avoidant scores, the higher the stress scores, and
the higher the transformational scores, the less stress. As the
transformational scores increased, happiness scores also tended to
increase. Being a leader that scores higher transformational and less
passive avoidant a better leader, we could say that happier and less
stressed leaders translate into better leaders.
Passive-avoidant Leadership style tend to focus attention more on
irregularities, mistakes, exceptions and deviations from standards, and
this kind of Leadership, working more on a short term basis, is more
stressful and exhausting than a proactive one that looks for the
individual, group and organizational development in order to achieve
better performance than expected, and makes possible a high
responsibility from everyone, and therefore, satisfactory delegation.
Leadership, Motivation and Teamwork trainings proved to be effective
in order to improve Leadership results. Leadership training resulted in
less avoidant-passive and more transformational (according to leaders'
ratings) or more transactional (according to raters' ratings) scores,
therefore better leaders. Leadership training should be updated
(Leadership trainings in the past used to develop more transactional
skills) in order to get a more transformational rather than transactional
performance of leaders according to subordinates’ perception. Those that
had Teamwork trainings had significantly higher transformational and
transactional scores and significantly lower passive-avoidant scores,
therefore were better leaders than those that did not have training. Those
that had Motivation trainings had significantly higher transactional
scores. Most Motivation trainings are still more focused on transactions
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than on higher aspects as self-development, professional growth and
sense of identity to the mission.
Summarizing, current sea conditions make difficult to develop a
satisfactory Leadership, but new challenges demand everyday better
leaders in order to achieve higher transport efficiency and better
economic results. Therefore, improving Leadership skills today is a must
for Seafarers that cannot be ignored and should not be delayed. Investing
in Leadership training proved to be an effective way to improve
Leadership with a worthwhile pay off in terms of business results
optimization and human profits such as better Seafarers’ life in terms of
more happiness, less stress, less fatigue and better atmosphere on board,
what contributes again to achieve better economic business results
beyond reducing the social costs of this business and also reducing risks
of accidents. For the best results of Leadership on board, the
recommended training would include all transformational Leadership
and teamwork management aspects, it would encourage individual
development and professional growth through coaching, it would be
particularly focused on communication and motivation (from a more
updated approach than transactional theories) and it would also include
the knowledge of recommended toolkits (i.e. related to fatigue
management, task and workload management, etc.).
Improving leaders' performance through Leadership training should
help, but it would not be enough. It should be accompanied by the
obligation of improving working conditions on board, by reducing stress
levels and work overload, as well as paying more attention to human
resources structures.
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Abstract
Emergency Response, Crew Resource and Crisis Management are one of
the most important parts in maritime education and training of nautical
officers and engineers. The STCW Manila Amendments set into force
on 1st January 2012 reflect that there is a major priority to train ship’s
officers and crew with sufficient skills and appropriate procedures which
can provide adequate protection and ensure the safety of all passengers
and crew especially on ferries and cruise ships. The best way to achieve
experience and to gain corresponding skills are practice runs on specially
designed simulators which realistically represent the complex shipboard
conditions on such vessels after emergency alerts. This paper introduces
the basic concept of a safety and security training simulator and
describes research work related to the implementation of training
scenarios. . Selected results of a case study will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Emergency Response, Crew Resource and Crisis Management are one of
the most important parts in maritime education and training of nautical
officers and engineers. The STCW Manila Amendments coming into
force on 01st January 2012 (see [5]-[8]) reflect that there is a major
priority to train ship’s officers and crew with sufficient skills and
appropriate procedures which can provide adequate protection and
ensure the safety of all passengers and crew especially on ferries and
cruise ships. The best way to achieve experience and to gain
corresponding skills are practice runs on specially designed simulators
which realistically represent the complex shipboard conditions on such
vessels after emergency alerts.
Simulators are well recognized as beneficial for ship handling training in
real time on well equipped bridges. A new type of simulator was
developed for training and research specific aspects of Maritime Safety
and Security. Apart from existing regulations as e.g. SOLAS, STCW,
ISM, ISPS etc. it is essential to adopt a permanent process of change and
development with regard to new precautionary measures to ensure the
safety of ship operation and to be prepared in case a hazard occurs on
board vessels. Training of human mentality and motivation is vital to
create a permanent underlying safety culture.
In his research work World Maritime University's Maritime Risk and
System Safety (MaRiSa) research group on is dealing with the
development, implementation and integration of simulation-based
modules into training units and course schemes. With its new simulation
laboratory providing a combined Ship Handling and a Safety and
Security Simulator enhanced test facilities are available. The safety and
security training simulator allows for 3D visualization of ship spaces.
This simulator, certified by Det Norske Veritas, is a procedure trainer
and enables officers and crew to move around inside the vessel using
safety equipment and available emergency systems on board which can
be activated by interactive consoles on bridge or engine control room. In
cooperation with the Wismar University's Maritime Simulation Centre in
Rostock training concepts and scenarios are developed and tested for
training on basic, advance or management level. Functional tests of the
developed system are running successfully and first practice courses
have been carried out. Preliminary studies on user acceptance have
shown good results. The new and enhanced simulation laboratory allows
also for a wide range of scientific studies. The effects of safety and
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security plans and planned procedures on board can be tested in a
simulation environment and enable more detailed evaluation of their
effectiveness under varying conditions and during different courses of
events by a different series of simulation runs.
This paper will introduce the basic concept of the safety and security
training simulator and describe the research work related to the learning
objective oriented development of a training scenario. Selected results of
a case study will be presented.

Soft and hardware for INTegrated simulation based safety and
security training
Despite existing international regulations - SOLAS, STCW (including
the Manila Amendments), ISM, and ISPS, it is still essential to adopt a
permanent process of correction and development with regard to
improving safety and security precautionary measures both in port as
well as on board. A constant review of training methods is vital for
creating a permanent high level of safety and security awareness on
board to guard against human complacency on duty and to better
motivate ships’ crews.
A new type of simulator has been developed especially for training and
research specific aspects of Maritime Safety and Security. The
conceptual implementation of this simulation system is portrayed
through 3 D visualization design. This type of simulator is installed in
the Maritime Simulation Centre Warnemuende (MSCW) as well as in
the newly established Maritime Simulation Laboratory at World
Maritime University in Malmö (Sweden). The Safety-&-Security
Training simulator (SST) was developed for the "Enhancement of
passengers' safety on RoRo-Pax-ferries" and has been funded by the
Ministry of Education and Research.
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Figure 1: Complex simulation scenarios using combined full-mission
simulators in Maritime Simulation Centre Warnemuende (MSCW)

The simulator comprises an integrated decision support system. It has
been interfaced into the SST to assist officers coping with safety and
security challenges. Presently two types of vessels, a RoPax ferry and a
4500 TEU Container vessel are modelled and available for simulation
exercises.
The advanced level of sophisticated simulation training with combined
SST and Ship-handling simulation at WMU and with even three full
mission simulators (Ship-handling, Ship engine and VTS simulator) at
MSCW has reached a new standard. Such sophisticated simulator
configurations allow for more detailed in depth study of the
effectiveness of safety and security plans and procedures on board and
enables more profound evaluation of their efficiency under different
conditions and during varying courses of events produced in individually
created simulation runs.

Methodology for the learning objective related development of
simulation training scenarios
Even today, the most common method in use for the development of
simulation exercises is event driven. Often scenarios of real accidents or
near-misses (mostly experienced by one of the instructors) are
implemented in order to discuss what mistakenly has been done or just
gone wrong, which failures happened and should be trained to avoid by
trainees in such reconstructed scenarios. In the same way as sometimes
engineering is driven by the identification of a specific lack or failure
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that lead to the development of a new technical device or another
additional sophisticated safety system, it is expected that accidents of
such type will never happen again. But, despite new technical systems,
despite new rule and regulations and despite more and more realistic
simulation systems, unfortunately, accidents still occur. Having this in
mind it is assumed, that the approach of event-driven design of training
scenarios is not yet effective enough.
While having available more and more sophisticated simulators with
various facilities and its technical options it becomes more and more
important to have a look at the process of the accumulation of
knowledge in general. In this case when the learning environment is
mainly structured by means of multimedia which itself can be seen as a
different and challenging approach for learning, especially in
comparison with the rather conventional and “traditional” methods, it
might be useful and necessary, in order to define the design and control
functionalities of any simulation platform, to sum up the main aspects of
the substructure. The way of gaining knowledge, the way how to learn
and, on the other hand, the reason for learning restriction has been
discussed with specific consideration of the theoretical assumptions and
referring to the so called Three-Memory-Model, firstly been emerged by
ATKINSON & SHIFFRIN in 1968 [1]. It has been developed in its main
parts in the concrete context of e-learning-theories, e.g. Cognitive Load
Theory [10] and focuses on three phases of memory which might be
identified as the most important in the process of gaining and
accumulating information:
(a)

the Sensory-Memory and the Short-Term-Memory,

(b)

the Working Memory and

(c)

the Long-Term-Memory.

These models, their underlying theoretical underpinnings and the
development of simulation-based, virtual training platforms requires also
to discuss the question 'Why do we forget things?'.
One of the reasons why things are not kept in mind is the insufficient
and not deep and detailed enough processing of information. The fact,
that learning objectives do not reach the Working-Memory, e.g. as a
matter of non-motivation or less sense-making procedures, leads to their
loss in memory. One of the main aspects, which are responsible for an
ineffective recall of information, is stress. In this specific situation, stress
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hormones are discharged and are responsible e.g. for a partly blockade
of the synapses. As a matter of fact, many of the information and
especially expertise are more or less unreachable for the trainee. Another
reason why we forget lies in the so called "Interference" of the learning
objectives. In this case the given information is too similar and therefore
it might be confused when being processed. This confusion may also be
the reason that this information is not completely or sufficiently
integrated in useful and sensibly connected meaning-systems. Therefore
the change from the Short-Term Memory to the Working-Memory and
later the recall of information might be complicated or restrained. This
has to be taken into account for each simulation exercise run by a
stepwise increase of the training objectives.
One of the theoretical assumptions refers to the question of how the
information is transferred to memory. There is a difference between the
objective stimulation by information and the objectives which are
imprinted on someone´s memory. That is why they are an individual
construct and it includes existing findings and experiences. By
explanation and verbalization these structures are activated and new
information can be tied up to it. In order to support this complicated
process it can be helpful to recapitulate the already existing knowledge
and mental models. This can be done e.g. during the briefing process
preferable with the integrated use of the simulation platform already at
this phase.
It can be stated that the Working-Memory has only limited capacity.
Consequently, the learning approach should consider the basic idea of
“less is more”, which means that only a specific quantity of information
should be provided in a certain learning sequence presented in one
course unit. This approach in principle is also helpful to make sure that
information can be processed thoroughly. In order to reach this aim it is
recommended to have a look at a clear and concrete description as well
as a sufficient verbalization to support the process of creating “inert
pictures”. This process can further be developed when the information is
anchored by real action in the simulation-based training environment.
This is evident for abstraction and formal logical memory patterns which
make sure that the objectives become an inert knowledge quality and are
not learned only "mechanically".
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Basing on a comprehensive literature survey and further investigations
into principles of development of scenarios for simulator training carried
out in [3], a systematic approach for scenario development was
described. The core elements of this approach are visualized in the
following figure.
Figure 2: Principle layers and elements of scenario development process
(acc. to [3])

AIM
Training level

THEMES

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
& Assessment parameters
(catalogue of tr. objectives)

EVENTS

There are four principle layers given, representing the main phases of the
development process. Furthermore feedback arrows from the training
objectives to the general training aim and from the sequence of events to
the training objectives are depicted. Feedback between the different
layers is essential for the efficient development of well adjusted training
scenarios. The first feedback loop, covering AIM and THEMES, takes
place between the simulator operator and the 'customer'. The following
loops are the most important ones to be carried out by the training
institutions. These loops are foreseen for consideration of the
appropriateness of the sequence of events in relation to the training
objectives within a specifically selected theme. It is seen that the training
objective(s) should define the sequence and course of events of the
scenario.
Because every simulation exercise is dedicated to a reach a well defined
goal, there is a compelling need to clearly define the general objective
within a certain training program. They are dependent, among others,
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from the qualifications and skills of the trainees and the required
competencies to be reached. From the general objectives several detailed
objectives can be derived.
Consideration of STCW competence-based training objectives
for scenario Development
The exemplary application of the sketched method will be explained by
means of the STCW required learning objective "Crowd-management"
with its relevant actions in case of evacuation. Crowd management
training is listed in STCW A- V/2 as a „mandatory minimum
requirement for the training and qualification of masters, officers,
ratings and other personnel on passenger ships“. In the detailed
description of the required competence for this subject, the STCW –
Code firstly mentions „the awareness of life-saving appliance and
control plans, including:
1. knowledge of muster lists and emergency instructions,
2. knowledge of the emergency exits,
3. restrictions of the use of elevators.
As a competence of this STCW requirement the trainee should be able to
assist passengers en route to muster and embarkation stations. On a more
detailed level it is stated that the trainee should be able to:
1. "give clear reassuring orders,
2. control the passengers in corridors, staircases and
passageways, and
3. maintain escape routes clear of obstructions.“
The further description of the required competences of the trainee
mentions also the "methods available for evacuation of disabled persons
and needing special assistance“ and also the "search of accommodation
spaces".
Finally the STCW- Code requires the knowledge of mustering
procedures, which means more specifically that the trainee is able to
"use procedures for reducing and avoiding panic". Generally he should
be aware of the importance of keeping order and he should know how to
use passenger list for evacuation counts. Overall the trainee should be
able to ensure "that the passengers are suitable clothed and have donned
their lifejackets correctly."
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Draft sample exercise scenario
Identifying
number

Shipboard Emergency Situation - FIRE -

Training
objective

1.1.4.1 - 1.1.4.3 (actions to be taken relating to co-ordination ,
conduction of search and rescue, actions to be taken by a ship
in distress and by an assisting ship) 1.1.5.1.30 (distress
signals) 1.1.5.2.11 (log-book entries) 1.1.5.3 (action in the
event of fire) 3.1.4.3 (handle emergencies situations) 7.2.2.1
(radio distress traffic)

Simulator tool

(Preferably) Full mission simulator – with integrated Safety &
Security components

Standard of
competence

Master and chief mate (management level)

Configuration

Ferry ship (Loa > 200 m)

Traffic situation

Simple (e.g. only two ships are participated)

Environment

Coastal area, daylight, Wind: moderate, < 6 BFT; Sea state:
rough; no current, good visibility

Duration

Long, > 30 min

Event
description

• fire-alarm system on the bridge is indicating fire in the
main engine room (Advisory System Ship’s Safety indicates fire in main engine room by an acoustical alarm)

response actions after fire detection by fire-alarm system on
the bridge

• engine watch cannot get the fire under control
• watch-keeping engineer informs the bridge: engine watch
has left the main engine room
• use of CO2 fire extinguishing plant is necessary
• CO2 flooding of main engine room
• temperature indicator indicates normal temperature in the
main engine room
• fire has been extinguished
• failure: main propulsion is out of order for about 6 hours
• preparation of evacuation

Table 1: Draft framework for a suggested simulation training scenario
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The implementation of the exemplarily mentioned learning objectives in
a training scenario can be structured in different directions. With respect
to available options of a particular training-platform it can be stated that
the trainee e.g.
•
•
•

can show a certain response by „interaction“ with avatars
gives a spoken or written answer (alternatively reply to a
multiple choice question or similar option as integrated)
or any other option that might be helpful and suitable to
demonstrate knowledge and specific competence respectively.

In general the response of the trainee might be internal and implemented
in the scenario and then also modify the development and course of
following events of the training scenario or it might be external by given
answers as part of a direct assessment.
After clear definition of the objectives, they can be implemented into either a
dedicated scenario but also combined e.g. with a complex fire fighting scenario
to provide realistic situational background. A potential exercise is summarized
in the following table.

From Real emergency situation to simulation-based training

During the studies and investigations performed to develop a systematic
methodology for scenario design and control, comprehensive material
(i.a. [4]) of a real fire onboard accident has been reviewed and analysed.
From this material the basic event chart has been drafted (see figure
below).
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Figure 3: Event chart of a real fire-onboard crisis situation

Based on the elaborated diagram and additional material (as e.g. Danish
Maritime Authority (2010) and Marine Accident Investigation Board
(2011)) gathered during field studies on board including the participation
in real life fire-fighting drills, basic input was provided for the
development of the detailed reference scenario. According to the
learning objectives to be applied by the customer, decision points can be
integrated to further develop the event chart and the simulation scenario
accordingly.
As first step for drafting the reference scenario, an actors-and-action
graph for the initial situation was developed. This graph visualises the
specific events and conditions with the actors with an estimated timeline
for the scenario script.
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Figure 4: Actors- and -action graph of the reference scenario's initial
situation

Following this, the processes of action and communication were drafted
(see next figures) for the main chain of events. In order to create
foremost a general approach the potential activities as described in the
ISM procedural listings (House, 2004) are taken as the recommended
actions. The action steps ( for OOW on bridge) up to the point when the
Master takes command of the vessel are described as “Call the Master”,
“Bring bridge to alert status”, “Raise General alarm”, “Obtain charted
position” and at least “Proceed to fire station”. When the Master takes
the Command of the ship the following step is characterized by internal
and external communication.
Action and communication processes for the complete scenario needs to
be drafted and decision points, e.g., for fire-fighting tactics and crowd
management, have carefully and reasonably to be integrated. An
example is given in the figure below.
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Figure 5: Integration of "Decision points" into a training scenario

The exemplarily shown decisions, to be made at this point of the
sequence of events and actions, are foremost linked to fire fighting
tactics. The main aspect of this section therefore refers to gaining
information of the various parts of the ship involved (cargo information,
weather condition, ships plan, etc) and, according to these information
the question how to follow up with organising the fire fighting.
The leading questions in this learning break should be put with regard to
company specific rules and regulations of the ISM Code implemented in
the company, the further international regulations as e.g. SOLAS as
relevant for the training scenario and the individual situation awareness
of the trainee.
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Based on the decisions made in this section and especially the decision if
there is a need for evacuation and abandon ship, the scenario should be
followed up with the specific steps which are linked to the specific
tactics, chosen as an action alternative.
In principle, the working steps of the methodology can be applied to
every individual scenario that a shipping company wishes to be trained.
As already mentioned, one of the main aspects when determining the
general learning aims with its specific learning objective (according to
STCW 95), is the difficulty that every course of action generates an
adjusted response and in this meaning a different continuation of the
planned and constructed scenario. The difficulty is to measure the
appropriateness of the chosen course of action so it might be helpful to
create some kind of standard reply patterns for some different scenariooptions.
When considering the various aspects of the cognitive model of the
learning process it has become obvious that it is either a bottom-up and
top-down process of accumulating information and several steps are
developing in an unrealized way.

Summary and conclusion
In this paper, research work, dedicated to the development of modern
learning objective oriented simulation scenarios is described. The
implementation of a training scenario into a simulation platform is
discussed and necessary prerequisites for the development of a
corresponding methodology for crisis scenario design and its suitable
control are given.
Functional requirements and prerequisites have been identified and
described in the context of learning objective based design of simulation
exercises. A detailed description of the steps included in the systematic
approach is presented. The exemplary application of the methodology to
the chosen demonstration scenario of a fire onboard a RoRo-passenger
ferry, which leads to an evacuation as final terminating situation, is
given.
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ABSTRACT
Quick response to the urgent relief needs after a natural disaster
through a logistics distribution is vital to minimize the impact in the
affected areas. The distribution of the goods of the aﬀected areas has
to be the most quick and efficient as possible. In this study, we
consider a distribution model for humanitarian relief using the
method of the last mile delivery problem (LMDP).

KEYWORDS: humanitarian logistics, distribution model, logistics

INTRODUCTION

The numbers of natural disasters and people affected by disasters have
increased over recent years. In the last decade were 4,014 natural
disasters reported by the World Disasters Report 2010. These natural
disasters affected more than 1,009,377 people. Also, in Panama, in 2010
occurred floods in the areas of Bocas del Toro, Colon, Darien and in the
regions of EastPanama and WestPanama being reported a greater
number of 32.900 affected (EM-DAT). (See Figure 1)
The global demand for humanitarian assistance, including request for
assistance by national governments, continues to rise. This is triggered
and sustained by increased severity of natural hazard… (Christopher &
Tatham, 2011). The reality is that some 350 natural disasters occurs
annually (Rodriguez-Llanes, et al., 2008).
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Figure 1 Map of Panama

The objective of disaster response in the humanitarian relief chain is to
rapidly provide relief (emergency food, water, medicine, shelter, and
supplies) to areas affected by large-scale emergencies, so as to minimize
human suffering and death (Balcik & Beamon, 2008).
But why focus on logisticians? The answer is simple – be it in the
context of a rapid- or slow-onset disaster – the imperative is to procure
and move the required material (water, food, shelter, clothing,
medicines, etc) from point A to point B in the most efficient and
effective way possible. It is unsurprising therefore; that recent estimates
would suggest that as much as 80 per cent of the expenditure of aid
agencies is on logistics. Given that the overall annual expenditure of
such agencies is of the order of US $20 billion the resultant logistic
spend of some US $15 billion provides a huge potential area for
improvement, and consequential benefit to those affected by such
disasters. (Christopher & Tatham, 2011).
The 80 per cent of the effectiveness of disaster relief operations are
logistics (Trunick, 2005b) and sometimes are not efficient due to the
lack of it; which can cause loss of life and the supplies did not arrive in
time to the affected people.
Until relatively recently, the challenges of humanitarian logistics have
not attracted serious consideration by the academic community at large.
Certainly a number of important contributions have been made, with one
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of the earliest by Douglas Long and Donald Wood in 1995, however, it
is suggested that the South East Asia Tsunami of 2004 really provided
the catalyst for the current sustained level of interest (Christopher
&Tatham, 2011).
The distribution system used in humanitarian relief operations may
depend on each situation’s characteristics.Given that lives are at stake, it
is importantthat the relief supplies are delivered quickly in sufficient
amounts.However, given thelimitations to transportation resources and
relief supplies, and the often damaged transportationinfrastructure, it is
typically very challenging to plan last mile operations forrelief agencies
(Balcik & Beamon, 2008). Consequently, distribution decisions are often
madead-hoc, which may lead to inefficient use of resources, slow
response, and inadequate orinequitable relief deliveries.
Distribution decisions affect the performance of relief operations, since
the number and locations of the distribution centers directly affect the
response time and costs incurred throughout the relief chain.This paper
focuses on last-mile logistical operations in a humanitarian relief
chain,which refers to the local distribution of relief supplies from a
distribution center to thepeoplein affected areas(Balcik & Beamon,
2008).
We refer to this problem setting as thelast-mile delivery problem
(LMDP). The LMDP designs vehicle routes and distribution schedules
for a fleet of vehicles delivering supplies from a distribution center, yet
unlike(Balcik & Beamon, 2008), we focus on a single period problem
where each vehicle performs atmost one trip to deliver one type of
commodity(Huang, et al., 2010).We will develop a distribution model
with the purpose to create a capability to facilitate a rapid response to
events as they happened.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2where describing
the issue of the study. Section 3 reviews the relevant literature.Section 4
is a short description of the methodology. Finally, in section 5presentthe
expected results of the researchand discuss future work.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The focus of this study is local distribution system of relief supplies
from a distribution center to the people in affected areas
(Balcik&Beamon, 2008).The problem in this study is the distribution
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system of humanitarian assistance in Panama to the persons affected by
a disaster. With this statement we will try to find if in Panama uses the
right tools to give the appropriate distribution and delivery of
humanitarian relief to the communities affected. Through this study will
establish the variables to guaranty that decision that will be taken are the
best and feasible option in a disaster.
Given the relevance ofthis topic in the academic field it is important to
Panama; create a competitive advantage in the humanitarian logistics
sector. In consequence, this study will provide to the country, effective
tools to provide relief as needed. For the absence of representative
studies from the academicliterature in Panama that address this problem,
the need of develop this field appears.To start the base of the study, the
primary and specific research objectives forthis study are as follows:
Research objective:Our objective is to develop an efficient, quickresponse distribution model to humanitarian assistance for humanitarian
organization. Creating a decision support tool and develop an analytical
approach that will enable relief practitioners to make efficient and
effective distribution decisions.
Specific Objectives:
Identify the current distribution process for humanitarian
assistancein Panama.
• Design a distribution model for humanitarian assistance in
Panama using the method of the last-mile delivery problem
(LMDP).
• Apply the distribution model for humanitarian assistance in
Panama using the last-mile delivery problem (LMDP).
These objectives will be achieved by:
(1)Introducing an appropriate theoretical modeling framework
that approximatesrelevant real-world relief distribution system,
and
(2)Extending the basic theoretical model to illustrate how the
proposedframework can be generalized to reflect more realistic
scenarios.(Lodree, 2011)
(3)
By
the
methodologies
proposed
toaim
to
furtherunderstanding
of planning and
carrying out
logisticsoperations in disaster relief.
This study accentuates in delivering effective humanitarian relief to
communities threatened and/or affected by disastrous hazards, which is a
•
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perspective consistent with contemporary humanitarian logistics
literature (Van Wassenhove, 2006; Kovacs and Spens, 2007). In fact, the
private sector has been more responsive during times of crisis than
government organizations whose primary function is to provide
humanitarian relief (Anonymous, 2005; Horwitz, 2008).Ideally, effective
humanitarian relief requires coordination among private sector,
government, non-government, and community organizations (Van
Wassenhove, 2006; Kovacs and Spens, 2007; Balcik et al., 2010).

LITERATURE REVIEW

The word logistics for businessit is deﬁned as a planning framework for
the management ofmaterial, service, information, and capital ﬂows and
includesthe
increasingly
complex
information,
material,
communicationand
control
systems
required
in
today’s
businessenvironment(Van Wassenhove, 2006 ).
Humanitarian Logistics has been defined as “The process of planning,
implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-effective, flow and
storage of goods and materials, as well as related information, from
point of origin to point of consumption for the purpose of meeting the
end beneficiary´s requirements” (Thomas and Mizushima, 2005, p.60).
Essentially for humanitarians, logistics isthe processes and systems
involved in mobilizing people,resources, skills and knowledge to help
vulnerable peopleaffected by disaster (Van Wassenhove, 2006 ).
By a disaster we mean “a serious disruption of the functioning of a
community or a society involving widespread human, material,
economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the
ability of the affected community or society to cope using its own
resources”(UN/ISDR 2009). Adisaster can be natural or manmade.‘Natural disasters’comprise both ‘slow onset’ disasters such as
famine anddrought and ‘sudden onset’ such as the recent tsunami
orearthquakes. Collectively they account for only 3% of disaster
reliefoperations.From 1982–1994, an astounding97% of operations were
devoted to the relief of ‘man-madedisasters’ such as sudden onset
disasters, for example aterrorist attackor a coup d’e´tat or slow onset
disasters suchas political or refugee crises. (Van Wassenhove, 2006
).(See Figure 2: Explaining disasters)
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Figure 2 Explaining disasters.
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Humanitarian principles
While there are many interpretations of what is or could be considered to
be a humanitarian action, three widely accepted principles - humanity,
neutrality and impartiality – must be present to constitute a humanitarian
operation. These principles were developed by Henry Dunant after the
battle of Solferino (1859), initially to protect the rights of soldiers. In
1864 they became part of the Geneva Convention, and in 1875 were
seeds for the Red Cross Movement(Tomasini & Van Wassenhove,
2009).
Humanitarian organizations live by their principles of humanity,
neutrality and impartiality. In other words, they will help everyone in
need wherever found; will not inﬂuence the outcome of a conﬂict with
their intervention; and will not favor one group of beneﬁciaries over
another. These principles deﬁne the ‘space’, both physically and
virtually, in which they need to be able to operate to do their job
effectively. We like to think of it in terms of a triangular structure that is
ﬂexible and dynamic as in Figure 3(Van Wassenhove, 2006 ).
Figure 3: Humanitarian space.
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In the physical sense, humanitarian space represents a zone of tranquility
where civilians, non-combatants and aid workers are protected from
violence and attack and can move and operate freely. In the virtual
sense, humanitarian space represents the interaction between the
different members of the humanitarian ecosystem, and how they create
an environment where their mandates can be executed (Tomasini & Van
Wassenhove, 2009).
Humanitarian logistics(Kovács & Spens, 2007)
Humanitarian logistics encompasses very different operations at
different times, and as a response to various catastrophes. All these
operations have the common aim to aid people in their survival. Thus,
two main streams of humanitarian logistics can be distinguished,
continuous aid work, and disaster relief. While famine relief is
sometimes also covered under “disaster relief” (Long, 1997), usually, the
term disaster relief is reserved for sudden catastrophes such as natural
disasters (earthquakes, avalanches, hurricanes, ﬂoods, ﬁres, volcano
eruptions, etc.) and very few man-madedisasters such as terrorist acts or
nuclear accidents. Relief itself can be deﬁned as a“ foreign intervention
into a society with the intention of helping local citizens” (Longand
Wood, 1995, p. 213). The focus of disaster relief operations is to:
...design the transportation of ﬁrst aid material, food, equipment, and
rescue personnel from supply points to a large number of destination
nodes geographically scattered over the disaster region and the
evacuation and transfer of people affected by the disaster to the
healthcare centers safely and very rapidly (Barbarosoglu et al., 2002, p.
118).
So, disaster relief encompasses humanitarian activities in the phases of
disaster preparedness, immediate response and reconstruction
(Kovács&Spens, 2012).
Disaster management is often described as a process with several stages
(Long, 1997;
Nisha de Silva, 2001). Lee and Zbinden (2003) discuss three phases of
disaster relief operations, the phases of preparedness, during operations,
and post-operations. hus, different operations can be distinguished in the
times before a disaster strikes(the preparation phase), instantly after a
disaster (the immediate response phase) and in the aftermath of a natural
disaster (the reconstruction phase) (Figure 3). In Long’s(1997) terms, the
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ﬁrst two phases correspond to strategic planning to prepare for
emergency projects, and actual project planning when disaster
strikes(Kovács & Spens, 2007).
Figure 3 Phases of disaster relief operations

Humanitarian logistics, as well as business logistics, encompasses a
range of activities including preparedness, planning, procurement,
transport, warehousing, tracking and tracing and customs clearance
(Thomas & Kopczak, 2005).
Characteristics of humanitarian logistics(Kovács & Spens, 2007)
A set of characteristics that set business logistics apart from
humanitarian logistics can be identiﬁed. Business logistics usually deals
with a predetermined set of suppliers, manufacturing sites, and stable or
at least predictable demand – all of which factors are unknown in
humanitarian logistics (Cassidy, 2003). Humanitarian logistics again is
characterized by large-scale activities, irregular demand and unusual
constraints in large-scale emergencies (Beamon and Kotleba, 2006). In
terms of the end-result strived for, business logistics aims at increasing
proﬁts whereas humanitarian logistics aims at alleviating the suffering of
vulnerable people (Thomas and Kopczak, 2005). The supply network
structure of humanitarian logistics also differs from that of business
logistics due to the fact that it is comprised of so many actors with no
clear or stated linkages to each other. While operations and actors are
intertwined, different groups of actors and different phases of disaster
relief operations can be distinguished. All these operations have the
common aim to aid people in their survival. They often have to be
carried out in an environment with destabilized infrastructure (Cassidy,
2003; Long and Wood, 1995) ranging from a lack of electricity to
limited transport infrastructure. Furthermore, most natural disasters are
unpredictable, thus as a result the demand for goods in these disasters is
also unpredictable (Cassidy, 2003; Murray, 2005). The immediate
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response stage usually involves a large amount of supplies being pushed
to the disaster location. A summary of the characteristics of
humanitarian logistics that distinguish business logistics from
humanitarian logistics is presented in Table I.
Table 1. Characteristics of humanitarian logistics. Source: (Kovács &
Spens, 2007)
Humanitarian logistics
The main aim

Alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people

Actor structure

Stakeholder focus with no clear links to each other,
dominance of NGOs and governmental actors

3-phase setup

Preparation, immediate response, reconstruction

Basic features
Supply chain philosophy

Variability in supplies and suppliers, large-scale
activities, irregular demand, and unusual constraints in
large-scale emergencies
Supplies are “pushed” to the disaster location in the
immediate response phase. Pull philosophy applied in
reconstruction phase

Transportation and infrastructure

Infrastructure destabilized and lack of possibilities to
assurequality of food and medical supplies

Time effects

Time delays may result in loss of lives

Bounded knowledge actions

The nature of most disasters demands an immediate
response, hence supply chains need to be designed
and deployed at once even though the knowledge of

Supplier structure

Choice limited, sometimes even unwanted suppliers

Control aspects

Lack of control over operations due to emergency
situation

Distribution to relief disaster
Planning guidelines for relief goods distribution are typically designed at
the State level and implemented at the local level. This is the case in
Panama, where the government is legally bound to enact supply chain
strategies that distribute goods to people in need following a disaster. A
key consideration in designing such systems must be providing
accessible and efficient relief(Horner & Downs, 2010).
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The classical vehicle routing problem (VRP) minimizes total
transportation costs (total time or distance), whereas in humanitarian
relief, one is primarily concerned with whether the routes are able to
deliver the aid quickly. The speed of delivery may translate directly to
the number of lives saved. Focusing on relief response times,
Campbellet al. (2008) show that the choice of objective affects how the
aid is distributed. By considering the alternative objectives of
minimizing the last arrival time and minimizing the sum of arrival times,
the authors demonstrate that superior service times may be achieved than
those resulting from a traditional VRP objective (Huang, et al., 2010).
Additionally, equitable aid distribution among recipients is a critical
consideration in humanitarian relief (Balcik & Beamon, 2008). An
example of the last mile delivery problem(LMDP) routes is presented in
Figure 4. As shown in the figure, the demand of a site can be satisfied by
more than one vehicle in the LMDP, similar to the Split Delivery
Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP). First studied in Drorand Trudeau
(1989), the SDVRP is motivated by the potential savings in travel costs
and number of vehicles due to splitting demand among multiple vehicles
(Dror and Trudeau1989). Split deliveries in last mile relief distribution
can allow one to quickly serve large demands using limited resources.
Figure 4 A set of routes in LMDP
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Our problem setting allows us to explore and interpret the implications
of different objectives on route structures and the performance of aid
distribution, where the performance is evaluated in terms of (i)
efficiency (transportation costs), (ii) efficacy (quick and adequate
response), and (iii) equity (fairness as measured by deviations between
recipients in efficacy). The incorporation of equity in particular leads to
unique challenges (Huang, et al., 2010).
Studies that focus on relief supply distribution consider a number of
different objectives, including minimizing logistics costs (e.g., Haghani
and Oh (1996)), minimizing the amount of unsatisfied demand (e.g.,
Ozdamar et al. (2004)), and minimizing service completion or delays
(e.g., Barbarosoglu et al. (2002), Yi and Ozdamar (2007)). Equity,
although critical, is considered by only a few studies.
What makes a successful response?
‘A successful humanitarian operation mitigates the urgent needs of a
population with a sustainable reduction of their vulnerability in the
shortest amount of time and with the least amount of resources’
(Tomasini and Van Wassenhove, 2004c).
A successful response to a disaster is not improvised. The better one is
prepared the more effective the response. A successful response depends
heavily on local capabilities as well as collaboration with the host
government such as welcoming foreign help or even military resources
on their territories (Van Wassenhove, 2006 ).

METHODOLOGY

The last-mile delivery problem (LMDP) is the methodology for this
study. The LMDP designs vehicle routes and distribution schedules for a
fleet of vehicles delivering supplies from a distribution center, we focus
on a single period problem where each vehicle performs at most one trip
to deliver one type of commodity. (Huang, et al., 2010)
As mentioned earlier, the goal of this paper is to study a distribution
model version of the LMDPto gain insights into the underlying route
structures. The LMDP is defined on a graph
which we
assume is complete and symmetric. The node set
includes the depot
and the demand locations
.Travel costs (in
hours),
, are non-negative and satisfy the triangle
inequality. Demand is measured in units of full pallets of relief supplies.
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Pallets are modeled as a single commodity, but each pallet may be
composed of different types of supplies. The set
represents a fleet of vehicles operating from the depot to serve the aid
recipients and Cis the capacity of each vehicle measured in pallets.
Demand may be split across multiple vehicles; that is, the demand of a
node need not be satisfied at once and may instead be satisfied by
deliveries from multiple vehicles. We assume that the demand of any
recipient is less than the capacity of a vehicle;
. Further,
we assume that there are sufficient supplies accumulated at the depot
and sufficient vehicle capacity to deliver the aid
. Although an
aid recipient may be visited multiple times, we assume vehicles may
complete at most one trip and thus a vehicle visits a node at most once
and may not return to the depot to refill its capacity.
The LMDP involves two types of decisions. Routing decisions
determine for each vehicle a set of nodes and an order in which they are
visited (and hence the arrival times). Distribution decisions determine
the number of pallets delivered at each visit. Wedevelop performance
metrics to measure the effects of these decisions and use the metrics as
objective functions of different models of the LMDP. Specifically, we
consider three types of metrics to measure efficiency (Z1), efficacy (Z2),
and equity (Z3). Efficiency is measured by the total travel costs. Efficacy
is measured by the sum of the waiting times for each pallet delivered.
Equity is measured by several functions which capture the disparity in
efficacy among nodes.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

This study is currently in the first phase, and it is initiating discussions to
collaborate with the government agency in Panama to give humanitarian
assistance. Some impacts we want to reach with this study are: improve
the processes of relief distribution, fast and effective assistance to
affected populations, and optimize the relief supply chain in Panama.
Also, have in Panama the potential to mitigated situations of disaster
through the application of appropriate tools and techniques that have
proved beneficial in others situations. As well, achieve a logistical
planning to facilitate the distribution and transportation of relief goods to
populations in need. The beneficiaries of this study are the people
affected by an emergency or disaster, the Institutions or organizations
responsible for humanitarian assistance and the society in general. The
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next phase is to establish the collaboration and apply the methodology in
the relief distribution in Panama.
This paper has presented the overview of the study in humanitarian
logistics in Panama, giving a structured literature review that sustain the
importance of this research, and the growing interest for academics of
develop studies in this area. For Panama is the first step of create its own
state of the arts in this dynamic and uncertain field that growing every
day. Finally, it is expected that the proposed distribution model approach
can make beneﬁts available not only for improving the performance of
relief distribution, but also for clarifying the importance of the
coordination among the relief supply members, e.g., the distribution
centers and refuge centers, in quick response to the real needs of the
aﬀected areas in a relief supply network.
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ABSTRACT
Narrow waterways are critical regions for navigation due to their
characteristics such as congested traffic, geographical features,
strong currents, and also time limitation to important decision for
ship handling. As a result of these characteristics; they are subject to
maritime accidents resulting loss of life, and damage to environment
and property. Pilotage services and vessel traffic services are
provided in narrow waterways in order to reduce the possible risks
and assist vessels for a safe passage. So that, establishment of
effective communication among ship personnel, pilot and Vessel
Traffic Services (VTS) operator plays (on bridge, bridge to bridge,
and ship to shore) a critical role. Today English Language is the
common ground for communication amongst seafarers and other
parties originated from different background of cultures and
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language. The minimum communication requirements that
seafarers, pilots and VTS operators should meet are defined in
national and international regulations. However; according to
accident investigation reports, language problems still have major
or minor contributions to maritime accidents. In this study,
communication problems such as insufficient language usage and
occupational incompetency are discussed. Particularly focused on
the onboard communication between pilots and ship personnel and
a questionnaire are conducted to find out the main problems leading
communication breakdown.
KEYWORDS: Communication; Bridge Team; VTS; Narrow Waterways
INTRODUCTION
Maritime transportation has always been an international sector in
nature, having required communication of people from different
nationalities and cultures since the very early ages of international trade
and business. As an ultimate reality it is getting more international every
single day in our modern world. Along with this reality, the concept of
communication itself gains more and more importance. There are so
many aspects of communication require attention. However the most
important aspect is definitely related to safety issues such as preventing
accidents at sea. Investigation reports indicate that communication
breakdowns play significant role in ship accidents in which human errors
involve since they either be the main reason or trigger the process
leading to an accident (IMO, 1997). In addition, insufficient usage of
English language different accents, occupational incompetency and
technical failures are other elements contributing to maritime accidents
(Houtman et al., 2005).
Communication is the sum of messages sent and received by verbal and
non-verbal behaviours. Efficiency of it is very much relying on the both
variants. Environment that communication activity takes place decides
the use of these behaviours. So, to understand the communication
breakdowns leading accidents at sea, we need to understand the
prominent communication behaviour and environment. In terms of
environment, maritime communication can be classified as external an
on board communication (IMO, 2002). The external communication,
which is mostly established by radio equipment, should be sub-classified
considering range. In order to determine breakdowns leading to
accidents it is required to focus on short distance radiotelephony
transmissions in verbal communication behaviour. Another focal area is
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bridge team communication including maritime pilot and ship personnel
onboard the vessel. In this sense, non-verbal communication takes part
as well as verbal one.
Narrow waterways are critical regions for navigation due to the reasons
such as congested traffic, geographical features, strong tides and currents
(Akten, 2006). That is why these places are also the most fragile points
of communication breakdowns since the risk is higher than open sea due
to lack of time and space for recovering a mistake resulting from
communication problems. Taking all above into consideration, the main
stream of this study is to discuss the efficiency of the external oral radio
communication and communication on the bridge during a narrow
waterway passage. In order to support the discussion, a questionnaire
conducted to maritime pilots specialised on narrow waterway pilotage
service.
METHOD
Subjects: Turkish Pilots
Turkish Pilots, who have unlimited/ocean-going Ship Master Certificate
employed at the Strait of Istanbul, filled the questionnaire. They have
duty not only direct passage all the way through the Istanbul Strait but
also berthing and un-berthing operations for ports of Istanbul. The
number of pilots attend the questionnaire is 21.
Procedure: Questionnaire
A proposed survey was theoretically obtained after having focus group
meeting with the experts. This proposed survey implemented to the
questionnaire, then it was submitted to the Turkish Pilotage and VTS
Authority (Directorate General of Coastal Safety) for getting permission.
Authority has kindly accepted to implement the questionnaire without
interfere with any items.
The questionnaire included multiple aspects of communication such as;
-

Bridge Team Communication
Tug Service
Vessel Traffic Service
Pilotage
English Language Usage
SMCP Usage
Communication Elements Other Than Language
Radio Equipment Technical Performance
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The questionnaire consisted of; the demographic items (age, experience at
sea and in pilotage service) and questions cover the above aspects. It was
also finalised by comments, remarks and thanks to the participants.
Pilots were requested to evaluate all variables related to communication
based on their feeling, knowledge, experience for getting effective
communication (especially having well understandable while doing their
tasks) by using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “(1) Never” through
to “(5) Always”. The questionnaire was analysed by using SPSS v.13.0.
Results and Consideration
Reliability of the questionnaire items was tested by Cronbach's Alpha. In
the reliability analysis, “Cronbach's Alpha if item deleted” was used to
determine items’ effects and also to increase the reliability of the
questionnaire. Initial Cronbach's Alpha was determined as α = .547 and
after neglected some of questions by using “Cronbach's Alpha if item
deleted” final reliability of the questionnaire was determined as α = .790.
As a result of this, all remain items correlated with the total scale to a high
degree (over than 0.50), and the result of Friedman's ANOVA also
revealed the questionnaire scale was significant [χ2 (20,9) = 82.69, p
< .01].
1. Demographics of Participants (Turkish Pilots)
Figure 1 shows the total seafaring experience varies from 9 years
through 44 years, and pilotage experience varies from 2 years through 24
years as shown in Figure 2. Average seafaring experience of the
participants is 20.8 years while their average pilotage experience is 8.6
years. 71.4% of the participants have more than 15 years seafaring
experience and 9.5% of them have more than 155 years pilotage
experience. Mother tongue of all participants is Turkish.
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Number of Participants

Figure 1. Seafaring Experience of the Participants

Number of Participants

Figure 2. Pilotage Experience of the Participants

2. Statistical Analysis
After testing reliability of the questionnaire, 10 items remained for
further analyses within the total 25 items of the questionnaire. The
distribution of mean values was tested by One-sample Kolmogrov
Smirnov. The results revealed that all items (10 questions) had the
normal distribution (all p > .01), so there would be not any problem to
apply parametric techniques for the further analyses.
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Bridge as controlling unit of the ship handling in terms of navigational
activities, occupies bridge team members as master, officer of the watch
and support personnel forming part of navigational watch. Beside those
personnel, during the narrow waterway passage maritime pilots may also
be engaged. This engagement is either mandatory or optional according
to local regulations. Apart from other elements such as fatigue and
occupational competency, communication efficiency among bridge team
members is directly related to use of verbal language and cultural
differences. In today’s maritime business there is an international
seafarer market. This brings multi-national and multi-lingual personnel
structure along with the need of using a common language to
communicate on board. As a well known reality, English Language is
designated as common verbal communication ground for not only on
board but also external communications.
Figure 3. Do you have communication problems with foreign seafarers?

4,80%

Rarely
38,10%
57,10%

Sometimes
Never

Although, International Convention on Standards of Training and
Certification of Watchkeeping (STCW) sets the international standards
of English language usage for seafarers, there are still problems leading
to communication breakdowns on the bridge. According to data acquired
from the survey conducted to maritime pilots specialized in narrow
waterway passages as shown in Figure 3; 94.2% of them are having
communication difficulties with seafarers from different nationalities
while 38.1% of them experienced serious risks due to communication
problems. In addition, 9.5% of maritime pilots prefer to engage a
translator for helm orders since for many times they have to repeat the
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order more than two times whilst 66.7% of them sometimes repeat the
order as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Do you have to repeat the helm orders more than twice?
9,50%

Sometime
s

23,80%
66,70%

Rarely

In terms of communication breakdowns there are two fragile points on
the bridge. One is about helm orders and the other one is about pilotmaster information exchange. Helmsmen on the bridge are mostly
designated among able seamen barer of “Ratings Forming Part of
Navigational Watch Training”. However, due to the difficulties such as
accent problems or occupational stress on the bridge, they may
misunderstand the helm orders. Although helmsman confirms back the
order, it is necessary for officer of the watch or ship’s master to check
whether s/he takes the correct action. Another fragile point is about
master-pilot information exchange. Maritime pilots are engaged during
narrow waterways in order to provide safe passage for the vessels. When
pilot embarks the ship s/he gets information about ship’s characteristics
and deficiencies if there are any. Also pilot informs master about
hydrographical and topographic features of the region including
prevailing weather and sea conditions. The information exchange
process requires accurate use of English language to obtain sufficient
data and information which contributes safe passage of the vessel. On
the other hand, communication breakdowns or insufficient
communication in this process may result in accidents or near misses.
The results revealed that 38% of participants had more than “sometimes”
experiences for a risky situation due to communication breakdown as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Have you ever experienced risky situation due to
communication problems?
9,50%
Never
14,30%
23,80%

52,40%

Rarely
Sometim
es

According to relevant regulations, maritime pilot should conduct
external communications such as with VTS operators or tugboats by
radio equipment in English or other common language which can be
understood by ship’s personnel. However if s/he does speak in local
language that is not familiar to ship’s personnel, pilot should inform the
master about the content of the communication right away. In addition to
instant information exchange right after the pilot embarks, maritime pilot
should keep informing the master about the manoeuvres and radio
communications with external parties if s/he speaks in language is not
commonly understood by ship’s personnel. The results revealed that
95.2% of participant maritime pilots do not use English language or any
other common language during communicating with tugboats while
76.2% of them do not use English language for communication with
VTS. However, only 38.1% of them always inform the master about the
content of their communication (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Do you inform the master about communications with other
parties in local language?
9,5
38,1

23,8

Always
Sometim
es
Mostly

28,6
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The results also revealed that the information exchange has a non-verbal
challenge such as the misperception about the status of maritime pilot on
board a ship. Maritime pilots are engaged on board a ship as supervisors
that have experience and knowledge about a specific region. Even if
there is a pilot on the bridge the responsibility of the ship stays with the
master. But, the results revealed that majority of masters consider having
a pilot on board as an opportunity to deal with other issues like talking
on the phone. Figure 7 shows that 47.6% of masters “mostly” deal with
other issues during pilotage while 28.6% of them deal “always” and
4.8% of them deal “sometimes”. That is why pilots cannot inform them
about the manoeuvres and communications with external parties. So no
matter what the situation is masters should be involved in the pilotage
process and should be in a constant touch with pilot about the actions
taken by him or her.
Figure 7. Do masters deal with other issues during pilotage?
4,8 4,8
14,3

47,6

28,6

Mostl
y
Alway
s
Rarely

Verbal communication breakdowns also occur during ship to shore radio
communication between ship personnel and Vessel Traffic Service
Operators and ship to ship radio communication. In terms of these
breakdowns, along with accent problems and insufficient usage of
English language there is another aspect arises that the occupational
incompetency of radio communication equipment usage.
DISCUSSION
During pilotage operations in narrow water ways, maritime pilots should
use the English language specifically SMCP on the radio while
communicating with VTS operators even though they speak the same
local language. So that it would be possible for the ship personnel and
other ships in the vicinity to understand the content of the
communication.
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Having considered the insufficient usage of English language is among
the major factors leading to maritime accidents (Yercan et al., 2005),
communications between ships and VTS operators should be conducted
accordingly by usage of SMCP and relevant message markers as it is
indicated in IMO Resolution A.648(16). Usage of SMCP eventually
provides efficient information exchange between ship personnel and
VTS operator. Otherwise, VTS operators would not obtain necessary
information and they would have to advise ships based on insufficient
information (Wiersma and Maestenbroek, 1998).
Culture is the leading factor that should be taken into consideration to
understand communication. As inseparable elements, culture and
communication take significant part in establishing efficient interaction
among seafarers with different nationalities and origins. For instance
remaining silent against a request has different meanings in different
cultures (Pyne and Koester, 2005). Thus, cultural aspects of
communication are the key subjects in ship handling and human
resources management (Hetherington et al., 2006).
CONCLUSIONS
This study is the first attempt to investigate communication problem
throughout the subjective assessment, and the remarkable results are
basically gained in this study, as follows;
− Helmsmen are important actors of ship manoeuvring. Effective
communication between pilots and helmsmen is also another
important factor of safe manoeuvring. If pilot and helmsman do not
speak the same language, pilots use English language for giving their
helm orders. The ability of helmsman to understand these orders is
the crucial point. The master and officers on the bridge must make
sure that s/he takes the correct action accordingly. If it is needed
masters or officers should translate the helm orders. Besides, these
ratings forming part of navigational watch must be trained well
enough to communicate in English language on the bridge.
− Communication breakdowns mostly result from insufficient usage of
English language or accent problems. In order to eliminate these
problems Standard Maritime Communication Phrases were
introduced by IMO in 2001. However there are still problems
observed in usage of SMCP. Especially experienced seafarers and
maritime pilots have their old fashioned way of communication in
English language. So, there is resistance of them against using
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SMCP resulting from their existing radio communication habits.
This reality affects the wide spread usage of standard phrases. In this
respect it is very crucial to train cadets and junior seafarers. Since
they are free from any radio communication jargon, their
communication routines are needed to be formatted by training
institutions according to SMCP standards.
− In terms of radio communication and bridge team communication
VTS operators and maritime pilots are expected to take the initiative
to steer the communication flow. Their communication performance
contributes to effective communication with ship personnel. This
reality implies that maritime pilots and VTS operators should have
good command of English language as well as SMCP. Also they
need to be careful about usage of standard phrases. By means of their
efforts, SMCP usage would be widely preferred by seafarers.
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ABSTRACT
EGNOS as an example of SBAS concept should timely deliver to the user
correct pseudoranges measurements as well as information about the system integrity which leads to better accuracy of coordinates determination.
Despite the fact that the system was built for the aerial navigation declared
accuracy of the service seems be alternative for DGPS in maritime navigation and probably in many cases EGNOS could be a good alternative, especially in port operations.
In theory all the system is permanently monitored by RIMS stations, so it
is impossible to deliver the fault information to the user. However, the
quality of the system is guaranteed inside the borders of the system’s coverage. Unfortunately, the essential part of Europe is still out of the system’s coverage or near its borders. En example of this is the east part of
Poland where lower accuracy and availability of the system is still observed. This was the impulse to start an observation and analysis of real
accuracy and availability of EGNOS service in the context of the support
of some harbor operations as well as the supplementation in hydrographic
operations in the Polish Exclusive Zone.
Registrations have been conducted on three PANSA stations situated on
airports in Warsaw, Krakow and Rzeszow and on PNA station in Gdynia.
Measurements on PANSA stations have been completed permanently during each whole month up to end of September 2010. These stations are
established on Septentrio PolaRx2e receivers and have been incorporated
into EGNOS Data Collection Network performed by EUROCONTROL.
The advantage of these registrations is the uniformity of the receivers.
Apart from these registrations additional measurements in Gdynia have
been provided with different receivers, mainly dedicated to sea-navigation:
CSI Wireless 1, NOVATEL OEMV, Sperry Navistar, Crescent V-100,
Hemisphere R101 and Magellan FX420.
The main object of analyses was the accuracy and availability of EGNOS
service in each point and for different receivers. Accuracy has been analyzed separately for each coordinate. Finally the temporal and spatial cor-
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relations of coordinates, their availability and accuracy have been investigated.
The findings prove that present accuracy of EGNOS service is at the level
of about 1,5m (95%), but availability of the service is controversial. Additionally, it was noticed very random character of availability and no correlation of this parameter in the different points of observations. In spite of
the correct EGNOS work, the accuracy of the coordinates is not predictable in the local conditions. So in author’s opinion Local Monitoring stations should be deployed if EGNOS is to serve out of coverage of the
system.

KEYWORDS: EGNOS, integrity, accuracy
INTRODUCTION
In the pre-GPS era in navigation, especially in the marine navigation, the
main parameter of each system was the accuracy. Since the beginning of
XXI century the general accessibility and very good accuracy of GPS
supplemented by augmentation service changed this approach. At the
moment the most of users and the most of navigational needs are satisfied by GPS or GNSS in general. However, new possibilities generate
new needs. There are, for example, new fields of utilization of the PNT
services when more accurate positioning service is anticipated or operation has more critical character. Finally, in spite of very good accuracy
we still need more accurate systems and we require systems which are
more available. An example is the opportunity to use EGNOS service for
harbors operations. Author is involved into such project concerning the
operation of biggest containership on the Baltic Sea in Gdansk, as for
example Clementine Maersk or E-Class contenerships (see Fig. 1).
Figure 1. Clementine Maersk in Gdansk (photo: www.portgdansk.pl)
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These points are Kraków (KRK), Rzeszów (RZR) and Warsaw (WAW)
airfield posts equipped with Septentrio PolaRx2e receivers and Polish
Naval Academy laboratory in Gdynia. PANSA registrations have been
conducted permanently by means of identical receivers, whereas Gdynia
observations have been provided with different receivers, mainly dedicated to sea-navigation: CSI Wireless 1, NOVATEL OEMV, Sperry
Navistar, Crescent V-100, Hemisphere R110 and Magellan FX420.
For each point the registrations have been analyzed separately for each
coordinate with the idea of determination of the accuracy and availability. Finally the temporal and spatial correlations of coordinates, its availability and accuracy have been investigated.
ACCURACY
RECEIVERS

OF

THE

SERVICE

AND

QUALITY

OF

For the project needs it was supposed that EGNOS receivers’ accuracy is
not identical, and additional supposition has been made that the value of
corrections received from the augmentation system constitutes the main
part in the budget of errors. For these reasons tests of the accuracy of
different receivers have been executed. The numbers in table 1 present
some examples about the influence of the type of the receiver on the
accuracy of coordinates determined by means of EGNOS. The identical
receivers in Krakow and Warsaw have different accuracy, in fact KRK is
100% more accurate than WAW in spite of the fact that both are on the
border of the system coverage. In turn RZR, which is situated out of the
system coverage, has better accuracy than WAW.
Table 1. Horizontal error (95%) in Y2010
Period
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

SAT#
120
124
126
120
124
126
120
124
126
120
124
126

WAW
1,41
1,42
1,42
2,93
1,55
1,58
1,43
1,46
1,41
1,60
1,60
1,49

KRK
0,77
0,77
0,71
0,74
0,75
0,67

0,81
0,80
0,83
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RZR
0,92
0,91
0,80
0,96
0,96
0,82
0,95
0,95
0,76
1,08
1,07
0,8

GDY
1,56
1,6
1,2
1,24
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Aug

120
124
126

1,52
1,53
1,49

0,82
0,81
0,74

0,96
0,98
0,85

1,2

Despite the fact that the maritime receivers used in Gdynia have accuracy similar or sometimes better than Septentrio receiver in Warsaw, in the
opinion of many users Septentrio is considered better, and is surely more
expensive. It could be interpreted as an influence of the location and
leads to the conclusion that the accuracy is more dependant on the location than on the type of receiver. According to the theory the accuracy is
correlated with the distance to the RIMS station or to the border of the
EGNOS activity zone. However WAW point in Warsaw (when RIMS
station is situated) works evidently worse than RZR which is situated out
of the system coverage and far away from RIMS. It seems to be evident
that the collocation of the station has not as big influence on the quality
of measurements as it was supposed.
Summarizing the problem we can say, that EGNOS horizontal accuracy
is not worse than 1.5m (95%).

THE REPEATABILITY OF COORDINATES
The orbit of the GPS satellite is a twelve hours orbit, so similar values of
geometrical coefficients (DOPs) will periodically repeat. EGNOS, as all
augmentation systems, is a tool to correct the errors of the signal; however as EGNOS has no influence on the DOP, the geometrical coefficient does not change. The influence of geometrical factor on accuracy
of the service is perceptible and will be evident when variability of the
accuracy is analyzed in shorter sections than of twenty-four hours. For
example, when the accuracy is analyzed in one hour slots. Then changes
of the average position and its errors are perceptible.
On figure 4 there is presented an example how the longitude in Gdynia
changes during 11 hours observation in two following days . The picture
presents the mean values and standard deviation of longitude during one
hour cycles (each cycle is 3600 registrations) measured by means of
NAVATEL receiver. In each hour slot the mean value of longitude is
different, as well as its standard deviation. However, it is clearly visible
that the shift of the average position for the same time slots in the following days is very similar, as well as the standard deviation of coordi218
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nates in the same slots. From the Fig. 4 it can be read, for example, the
shift of the mean position easterly of true position for 0,5m during the
period between 0am and 1am. However, during the period since 2am to
3am the shift of mean longitude has been for 0,5m westerly. In addition,
different values of standard deviation should be noted, for example, in
first and seven hour period.
In author’s opinion this repeatability is a premise to forecasting of the
quality of coordinates, as in following days we can observe similar behavior of coordinates, or different behavior of coordinates can signal
different work of system in real time. If so, it is possible to monitor local
behavior of the service and predict it in some manner.
Figure 4. Mean value of longitude and its standard deviation in particular
hours in the two following days (own investigations).

Table 2. Examples of shift of mean value of longitude and variation (presented
in the Fig.4) (own investigations)
Hour of day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Shift of the mean value
Day 1
Day 2
+0,51
+049
+0,32
-0,11
-0,47
-0,49
-0,46
-0,48
-0,32
-0,24
+0,32
+0,18
-0,23
-0,32
+0,06
+0,27
-0,09
+0,14
+0,49
+0,50
+0,06
-0,09
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Variation
Day 1
0,53
0,41
0,47
0,48
0,32
0,31
0,24
0,24
0,29
0,50
0,25

Day 2
0,50
0,33
0,48
0,47
0,34
0,31
0,30
0,33
0,42
0,54
0,25
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In addition – investigation shows that accuracy and repeatability of
EGNOS service could be applicable for harbor operations, as monitoring
in the real time may lead to determining the additional shift of coordinates and improve the accuracy in essential meaning. Still the problem is
the availability of the signal with defined level of accuracy. Presented on
fig. 4 alteration of the mean value of longitude (the same for latitude)
shows changes at least ±0,5 meter (65%) when using the simple marine
receiver. So if the user need accuracy about 1 meter, it will be difficult to
reach it without additional operations. However, analysis similar to the
one presented on the fig. 4 shows that it is possible or on the basis of
these calculations it could be planned. For example, from this picture:
accuracy of the system during the first 5 hours of experiment is worse
than the one from 5 to 9. So local for some users monitoring of EGNOS
service is the interesting option for some users and promises them lots of
benefit.

CONCLUSIONS
The main object of presented investigations was the accuracy and availability of EGNOS service in four points on east part of Poland as well as
for different receivers. Finally, the temporal and spatial correlations of
coordinates, its availability and accuracy have been investigated.
The findings prove that present accuracy of EGNOS service is about
1,5m (95%) in long period, but in shorter periods it is more stable with
some systematic shifts. Unfortunately, the availability of the service is
still not satisfying and even controversial sometimes. The accuracy of
present EGNOS service meets the most of maritime needs, including the
hydrographic needs and concerning maneuvers in harbors. This accuracy
meets APV I and even APV II requirements as well. However, introducing this service into the practice demands better availability, because the
gaps in receiving the proper information from the system appear too often, are too long for critical operations and have very random character.
Investigations prove no correlation of this parameter in the different
points. In spite of the correct EGNOS work, the accuracy of the coordinates is frequently not predictable in the local conditions. So in author’s
opinion local monitoring service should be deployed if EGNOS is to
serve to the local, critical operations.
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ABSTRACT
As deep draft vessels are described as ships have restricted ability to
manoeuvre in narrow waterways, draft of a vessel is a significant
factor that has to be taken into account while navigating in such areas. Turkey has one of these narrow waterways and regulates marine traffic with the aid of ‘Maritime Traffic Regulations in the
Turkish Straits’ adopted in 1998. In this paper, the Strait of Istanbul is chosen for the case study due to its complicated nature. Rules
stated in the regulation that the deep draft vessels must comply with
are analysed and the parameters have effect on deep draft navigation and their impact values are examined. Additionally, the number
and the power of tugboats should be allocated to deep draft vessels
are investigated and the level of danger between these vessels is
specified with regard to track distance. Pilot captains of the Strait of
Istanbul and experienced masters are consulted and some future
works are suggested due to findings.
KEYWORDS: Maritime traffic management criteria, Deep draft navigation, the Strait of Istanbul
INTRODUCTİON
The Strait of Istanbul which is one of the most hazardous waterways in
the world connects the Black Sea to the Mediterranean and it has always
been of great commercial and strategic importance.
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Figure 1. The Strait of Istanbul

(Image Science and Analysis Laboratory, NASA, 2004)

The Montreux Convention relating to the regime of the Turkish Straits
establishes freedom of passage and navigation with certain formalities
for merchant vessels of any flag and with any kind of cargo, by day and
by night,and the Strait is kept open for shipping traffic (Akten, N.,
2003). When the convention was put in place, approximately 4700 ships
used to pass through the Strait annually (Koldemir, B., 2005).
The annual transit traffic has exceeded 50,000 vessels recently. The increase in traffic density and growth of ship dimensions have leaded to
rise in the number of marine casulties in the Strait of Istanbul (Kececi,
T., Yurtoren, C., 2010). In order to cope with this problem ‘Maritime
Traffic Regulations for the Turkish Straits and Marmara Region’ was
adopted in 1994. The rules were reviewed and new regulation ‘Maritime
Traffic Regulations in the Turkish Straits’ was adopted in 1998. The
regulation includes some provisions for safe navigation in the Straits.
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One of the changes in this regulation is the description of deep draft vessel. In the second article of definitions & abbreviations of new regulation, the description of a deep draft vessel is made as follows:
Deep Draft Vessel means a vessel having a deepest draft of 15 meters or
greater. (Maritime Traffic Regulations in the Turkish Straits,1998).
Deep draft vessels are described as vessels have restricted ability to manoeuvre in the traffic separation scheme and some of the provisions
states the rules the deep draft vessels must comply with. These provisions are stated below.
•

Other vessels while navigating in the Straits;



Shall avoid impeding the passage and take early action to allow
sufficient sea-room for the safe passage of a deep draft vessel,



When nearing a bend or a crossing point shall keep out of the
way of a deep draft vessel (Article 22).

•

Vessels having a draft



in between 10-15 meters shall submit SP 1 report in writing 24
hours before entering the Straits,



Vessels having a draft more than 15 meters will submit SP 1 report in writing at least 48 hours before entering to the Strait,

to the Traffic Control Center (Article 25a).
•

•

•

When the main surface current exceeds 4 knots or when southern
winds reverses the main current in Istanbul Strait, deep draft vessels with a speed of 10 knots or less shall not enter the Strait.
Such vessels shall wait, until speed of the current drops to 4 knots
or less or the reverse currents disappear (Article 35a).
When the main surface current exceeds 6 knots or strong northerly currents and eddies are caused by southerly winds, deep draft
vessels regardless of their speed shall not enter the Istanbul Strait
and wait until the current speed is less than 6 knots or strong reverse currents disappear (Article 35b).
When visibility in an area within the Istanbul Strait drops to 1
mile or less, vessel traffic shall be permitted in one direction only. During this time, deep draft vessels shall not enter to the Istanbul Strait (Article 36b).
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As seen from the above statements, draft of a vessel is a significant factor that should be considered while navigating through the Strait.
This study addressed the following issues:
• Analysis of parameters have effect on deep draft navigation
• Determination of the number of tugboats should be allocated to deep
draft vessels in the region
• Investigation of power of these tugboats
• Specification of danger level between deep draft vessels with regard
to track distance
• Impact value of parameters affecting deep draft navigation in the
Strait
• Suggestions for future works
DEEP DRAFT NAVİGATİON İN THE STRAİT OF ISTANBUL
Draft is the depth of water a ship displaces, or of a body of fluid necessary to float a vessel; hence a ship is said to draw so many feet of water
when she requires that depth to float her, which, to be more readily
known, are marked on the stem and stern-post from the keel upwards
(Smyth, W. H., 1867). Figure 2 shows the draft of a vessel.
Figure 2. Vessel draft

One of the main design dimensions in navigation channel construction is
depth. For safe navigation in artificial channels, it is necessary to consider the effects of winds, waves, tides, currents, visibility, and naviga225
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tional aids besides the density and type of traffic (one- or two way traffic), ship speed, turning basins and tug asssistance. (Demirbilek Z., Sargent F., 1999). Effects of these parameters on deep draft navigation is of
great importance in channel construction. Some of the factors mentioned
above have importance in narrow natural waterways as well. The Strait
of Istanbul is one of these natural waterways. Deep draft vessels are described as ships have restricted ability to manoeuvre in this region and
vessels navigate according to the rules stated in Maritime Traffic Regulations in the Turkish Straits.
One of the most important factors stated in the regulation is current.
Morphology, seasonal and atmospheric factors (water level changes,
precipitation, wind, pressure, fresh water entry) leading to the mixture of
surface current and undercurrent makes the oceanographic regime in the
region even more complicated (Turker, A., 2007). Artuz (2005), reviews
the oceanographic investigations of the Turkish Straits chronologically
in his study. According to Artuz’s study, G. B. Magnaghi made temperature readings in order to locate the position of the interface between the
two layers in 1884. He found the current interface at the northern end at
45m. and at the southern end at 15m. He observed also that the velocity
of the surface current was increasing from 30cm/sec. to 170cm/sec due
to shallowing of the upper current depth. Due to the complicated nature
of current, the current interface at where the two current systems meet
affects the part of a ship’s hull that is under water and this effect cause
changes in ship speed and ship maneuverability accordingly (Safety of
navigation in the Turkish Straits, 2000). Undercurrent creates a greater
effect for deep draft vessels. This interaction leads to speed reduction
effect for ships navigating from north to south while leading speed increase for ships navigating from south to north (Safety of navigation in
the Turkish Straits, 2000).
Wave is another parameter affects vessels motions and maneuvering
characteristics (Demirbilek Z., Sargent F., 1999). A ship can undergo
wave-induced motion in six degrees of freedom. Figure 3 shows six degrees of freedom of rigid body motion for ships.
Three of the degrees of freedom (DOFs) are in the vertical plane, while
the others are in the horizontal plane. Motions in the vertical plane contribute to the vessel underkeel clearance, defining the channel depth requirements because of waves.
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Figure 3. Six degrees of freedom of rigid boy motion for ships

Bathymetry is another factor that should be considered while navigating
through the Strait of Istanbul. If the distance between seabed and bottom
of the ship is too short (Saracoglu, M. S., 1999), the vessel faces the risk
of grounding. Average depth varies from 30 to 60m in the Strait (Birpinar, M. E. et al., 2006). Depth can fall to 10 metre near the shore in some
areas. This situation is obviously a problem for deep-draft vessels.
Furthermore, bank effect is another parameter pose danger to safe navigation for large vessels. For instance; water depth is between 1-10 metre
above Sarayburnu Banks, Ortakoy Banks extend along 80 metre from
Ortakoy cape and water depth above Buyukliman Banks is 3-5 metre at a
250 metre distance from shore (Safety of navigation in the Turkish
Straits, 2000).
The wind effect on the superstructure above water is another factor restricting the maneuvering ability of ships. Large ships are more vulnerable to danger because of increasing force affecting the maneuverability
(Kececi, T., Yurtoren, C., 2010). Related equations are presented below.

=
F 1/ 2( ρ × C y × V 2 ) × S

eq.(1)

where F is force (Newton), ρ is density (kg/m³), C y is drag coefficient,
V is wind speed (m/s) and S is surface(m²) (Bayle, N., 2010).
Direction and force of winds are able to increase the current strength in
the narrow parts of the Strait of Istanbul and the increase in current flow
speed is a negative factor for navigation in the area (Safety of navigation
in the Turkish Straits, 2000).
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Loading condition of ship is also an important element in terms of maneuvering ability. Above water superstructure of a deep draft vessel in
balast condition is larger than in full-load condition. Therefore, wind
effect on ship maneuverability in balast condition is more than in full
load condition.
In order to examine deep draft navigation in the area and the above mentioned data set’s effect on vessels passing through the Strait, a questionnaire is sent to experts. Thirty five questionnaires are sent to experts and
received twenty seven complete questionnaires. Among those participants, twenty three (85,2 %) are pilot captains currently working in the
area and four (14,8 %) are experienced masters who has passed the
Strait several times.
According to the questionnaire results, the number of tugboat should be
allocated to deep draft vessels navigating in the Strait is shown in Table
1. For each draft interval, averages of questionnaire answers are calculated to find the number of tugboats. In order to factor in the effects of
other parameters such as ship type, direction of route and visibility etc.,
these values are converted into integer values. According to the final
results and expert opinions, tugboat numbers are found as 1 tugboat for
12m-14m, 14m-16m and 16m-18m, 2 tugboats for 18m-20m and 20m22m, 3 tugboats for 22m and above.
Table 1. The number of tugboat should be allocated to deep draft vessels

The power (HP) of each tugboat is demonstrated in Table 2. Questionnaire results show that experts choose less powerful tugboats for
the 2nd and the 3rd tugboats if more than one tugboat are required.
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Table 2. Tugboat power

Danger levels between the deep draft vessels passing through the Strait
according to track distance are demonstrated in Table 3. Danger levels
are rated from 1 to 6, where 1 is very low and 6 is very high. Track distances are arranged between ‘500m’ and ‘5000m and above’.
Table 3. Danger level between deep draft vessels with regard to track distance

Table 4 shows the impact value of each parameter affecting navigation
of deep draft vessels in the Strait by using a scale from 1 (very low) to
10 (very high). Results show that current has the highest value and wave
has the lowest value among specified factors.
Table 4. Impact value of parameters affecting deep draft navigation in the Strait
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CONCLUSION
Deep draft vessels are described as ships have restricted ability to manoeuvre in narrow waterways. Therefore, draft of a vessel is an important factor that has to be pay attention while navigating in such areas.
Turkey has one of these narrow waterways. In this study, the Strait of
Istanbul is chosen for the case study due to its difficult nature. In order
to collect information, pilot captains of the Strait of Istanbul and experienced masters are consulted.
The present study contributes to literature on deep draft vessels in narrow waterways by (a) identifying and assessing the importance of factors
affecting deep draft navigation in the Strait of Istanbul, (b) specifying
the number of tugboats should be allocated to deep draft vessels in the
area, (c) determining the power of these tugboats, (d) identifying the
level of danger between vessels with regard to track distance. For the
further research, the present study should be improved for specific vessel
drafts by creating a model of the system in order to identify and understand the effects of factors controlling the system. Additionally, more
parameters affecting navigation could be used for future works.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a designing method to route a feeder container
ship within a hub-and-spoke network that incorporates empty containers repositioning among the ports that are called. This problem
consists of determining the calling sequence as well as the numbers
of full and empty containers transported between any two ports.
The method is based on a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) formulation for the optimization of transport routes of feeder container ships with the objective to maximize the profit of a
shipping company. The problem is modelled on a Knapsack problem basis and is reduced to a location routing problem. The MILP
model is tackled by the commercial CPLEX MIP solver. Based on
the obtained results, it can be concluded that the container shipping
process can be significantly improved by adequate modelling of the
feeder shipping container service. Proposed MILP models can be
adapted, by simple changes, to various practical cases.
KEYWORDS: feeder container service, ship routing, Mixed Integer
Linear Programming formulation, CPLEX MIP solver
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INTRODUCTION
Market orientation and competitive environment have always impacted
the business success of container shipping companies. These companies
constantly seek for the ways to improve the exploitation of their container ships. One of the strategies is related to the organisation of container
shipping services. New services are setup to improve the utilisation of
container ships and to enable better business results to the shipping
companies. Ever increasing capacity and dimensions of container ships
significantly impact these trends. Constant improvement of container
shipping services and networks represents one of the most important
tasks of ship operators, owners and researchers in this area.
On the other hand, the type of container shipping network applied in one region influences the level of container transport costs of
associated routes. Increased capacities of container ships in the routes
induce lower transport costs per load unit. However, due to the introduction of new, bigger container ships, containers are usually exchanged in
hub ports between mainline and feeder routes. This process brings out
additional costs (transport, handling and other port costs) related to feeder service. These additional feeder related costs can be sufficiently compensated by savings in transportation at the entire transport chain.
Feeder container service and business of shipping companies
engaged in this market is intensively connected (dependent) to the
worldwide container shipping flows. Therefore, container demand in one
region can be classified into the following categories:
•
•

•

direct container transport within one region – in this case origin
and destination ports are located within the borders of the region;
direct container transport outside the region or from any other region – origin port or destination port is located outside the region
in question, but container transport between these ports is organized as a direct service;
“transshipment” process – origin port and/or destination port
are/is located outside the considered region, but transshipment of
containers between mainline and feeder routes is taking place in
the hub port which is situated in this region.

It can be said that container demands for the feeder service mostly belong to the third category and therefore this service is expected to
supply containers to mainline container routes calling at a limited num233
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ber of hub ports. However, feeder services are not limited only to this
demand category and therefore the utilization of feeder container ships is
primarily dependent on ability to generate successful business and development strategies for shipping company. Having that in mind, it is
obvious that all container demand categories are potential markets for
employment of feeder container ships.
This paper presents a designing method to route a feeder container ship within a hub-and-spoke network that incorporates empty containers repositioning among the ports that are called. This problem consists
of determining the calling sequence as well as the numbers of full and
empty containers transported between any two ports. The method is
based on a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for
the optimization of transport routes of feeder container ships with the
objective to maximize the profit of a shipping company.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we present a brief literature review. The description of the considered
problem: optimization of transport routes of feeder container ships is
given in Section 3.Section 4 contains the proposed mathematical formulation and the discussion of the problem complexity. Experimental evaluations are described in Section 5, while Section 6 contains concluding
remarks.
Literature review
Ship routing problems have strongly triggered research, especially during last three or four decades. In most of the cases, the results are
related to deterministic cases of the ship routing problem, meaning that
all input data and assumptions needed to optimise routing of ships were
known in advance. On the other hand, relevant routing information (fuel
price, container flows, etc) may change after the route has been established and the ship has started the sailing process. Routing problems
involving such changes belong to the class of dynamic ship routing
problems and are solved by using dynamic programming techniques. We
briefly describe here some of the most relevant advances in this area.
Rana and Vickson (1988) proposed a mathematical programming
formulation to evaluate chartering options for container ships. The model is developed for the calculation of the optimal sequence of calling
ports, the number of containers transported between each pair of ports,
and the number of trips the ship makes in the chartered period. Rana and
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Vickson (1991) extended the model presented in Rana and Vickson
(1988) for routing multiple ships. Cho and Perakis (1996) presented
routing and fleet design models for a container shipping company. This
study deals with fleet size and mixture for liner routes problems. Bendall
and Stent (2001) developed a mixed integer program to determine the
optimal fleet size and the profitability of a short-haul hub and spoke
feeder operation based in Singapore.
Shintani at el. (2007) addressed the issue of designing service
networks for container liner shipping in the sea container industry, while
explicitly taking into account empty container repositioning. A genetic
algorithms (GA) based heuristic was proposed to ﬁnd a set of calling
ports, an associated port calling sequence, the number of ships (by ship
size category) and the resulting cruising speed to be deployed in the service networks, with the objective to maximise the profit of a liner shipping company. An application to the problem of container transportation
in Southeast Asia was presented.
Andersen (2010) considered the problem of designing the service
network and schedule for a liner container feeder operator with the objective of minimizing the cost of maintaining the resulting network. Two
key planning problems, faced by container feeder service providers,
were identified: 1) tactical service network design including fleet size
and mixture, together referred to “the master schedule problem” and 2)
definition of the operational schedule and the execution of this schedule.
Computational experiments showed that the presented algorithms were
capable of solving real-world problems of realistic size within a time
frame reasonable to the application of tactical and strategic planning.
Yang and Chen (2010) analyzed the structure of the existing container shipping network, which covers several areas located in two countries, and developed a new kind of shipping network that consists of
trunk and feeder lines. Through the test calculation, a feasible optimized
shipping network consisting of trunk and feeder lines was found for the
case study area.
Jetlund and Karimi (2004) addressed the scheduling of multiparcel chemical carriers engaged in the transportation of multiple chemicals. The authors developed a MILP formulation for one-ship and multiship problems, and implemented a good heuristic based on the one-ship
model. Similar work can be found in Hwang (2005) and Al-Khayyal i
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Hwang (2007). Erera et al. (2005) and Karimi et al. (2005) considered
the management problems faced by tank container operators.
Designing method to route a feeder container ship given in this
paper is a new approach in modelling feeder container service within a
hub-and-spoke network. It is a novel method intended to contribute to
the process of routing container ships in the sea transportation.
Problem description
Problem addressed here is a feeder container ship routing problem given as a problem of maximizing the shipping company profit
while picking up and delivering containers with taking into account
empty container repositioning. Feeder container services, as well as other liner container routes, are mostly organized as weekly services. These
services last for relatively long periods of time, i.e. from several months
to several years. Hence the decision to establish a feeder container service has to take into account different factors such as seasonal fluctuations of container flows throughout a year, market developments, etc.
Shipping companies estimate the container demands in any potential
port of call and these data heavily impact the decision on feeder container ships routing. These estimations are usually made on a weekly basis,
simultaneously with elaborating costs and revenues related to these demands in the same periods. In addition, a lot of other parameters such as
ship speed, ship size, and number of available ships influence the routing
decisions of feeder container ships, etc.
Containers loaded on the ship in one port are mostly carried out
to different destination ports, while the total number of containers (both
full and empty) onboard has to be less than or equal to the carrying capacity of the ship. Shipping companies assign their ships to specific
routes which include more than two ports of call. Transshipment or hub
ports are particularly important in this process. These ports are the links
between mainline and feeder container ship routes. Therefore, hub ports
are starting and ending ports of call in the feeder service. Regular feeder
route links the hub port with few smaller, feeder ports located in the hinterland region of that particular hub port. This means that a feeder ship
starts its route in the hub port, visits several feeder ports and ends the
route by coming back to the same hub port. Schedules of feeder container routes should be known in advance, with arrival and departure times
indicated for each port of call.
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The following assumptions are made in our model regarding the
routing of feeder container ships within container transport networks:
- the routing of feeder ships is considered for one geographical region
which includes a number of feeder container ports that are connected
to one transshipment or hub container port;
- it is not necessary for the feeder container ship to visit all ports in the
region; in some cases, calling at a particular port or loading all containers available at that port may not be profitable due to high port
fees, costs of handling containers, insufficient quantity of containers
for transportation to or from this port, etc.;
- the ship can call in one port more than once;
- the starting and ending point on the route should be the same, i.e. in
this case it is the hub port where the transshipment of containers
from mainline to feeder container ships and vice versa takes place;
- shipping company providing feeder service has to deal with transshipment costs, port fees and empty container repositioning costs, in
addition to the cost of container transport;
- the model assumes a weekly known cargo demand for each pair of
ports; this assumption is valid as the data regarding throughput from
previous periods and future prediction enable to obtain reliable values of these demands;
- container volume loaded at a port may be less than the number of
containers generated in that port; some containers may not be profitable for the feeder container company, primarily because of the
small number of containers, low freight rates, the destination port of
the containers not being included in the route and so on;
- total number of loaded and empty containers on-board may not exceed the ship carrying capacity at any link of the route;
- the demand for empty containers at a port is the difference between
the total traffic originating from the port and the total number of
loaded containers arriving at the port for the specified time period;
the assumption is valid since this study addresses the problem of determining the optimal route of a barge container ship for only one
ship operator (similar to the case studied by Shintani et al., 2007);
- if a sufficient container quantity is not available at a port, the shortage is made up by leasing containers with the assumption that there
are enough containers to be leased (for details see Shintani et al.,
2007).
The problem considered in this paper consists of finding the route
for a given feeder container ship and container distribution in such a way
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to maximize the profit of the shipping company. Therefore, decision
makers in the shipping company have to decide on the following:
1. the number of calling ports and calling sequence in the route,
2. container groups to be transported between any to ports in the
route.
Ports of call, calling sequence and container flows are direct determinants for the revenue and costs, and hence for the profitability of
the feeder container service.
The problem is characterized by the following input data (measurement units are given in square brackets if applicable):
L: number of ports;
v: container ship cruising speed, [kts];
R f and Rl : fuel and lubricant consumption, respectively [t/kWh];
C f and Cl : fuel and lubricant price, respectively [US$/t];
CTEU :
D:
A:
Pout:
dcc:
maxtt and
mintt:
zr(i , j ) :
rij :
lij:
ufci and lfci:
ueci and leci:
peci:
ufti and lfti:
ueti and leti:
pati and pdti:
sci:
lci:

carrying capacity of container ship [TEU];
ship displacement [t];
Admiralty coefficient;
engine output (propulsion) [kW];
daily time charter cost of container ship [US$/day];
maximum and minimum turnaround time on a route [days];
weekly expected number of loaded containers available to
be transported between ports i and j [TEU];
freight rate per container from port i to port j [US$/TEU];
cruising distance from ports i to j [NM];
unloading and loading cost, respectively per loaded container at port i [US$/TEU];
unloading and loading cost, respectively per empty container at port i [US$/TEU];
entry cost per call at port i [$];
average unloading and loading time, respectively, per loaded container at port i [h/TEU];
average unloading and loading time, respectively, per empty container at port i [h/TEU];
standby time for arrival and departure, respectively, at port
i [h];
storage cost at port i [US$/TEU/day];
short-term leasing cost at port i [$/TEU/day].
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Problem formulation
This section describes a mathematical programming formulation
for the problem of determining optimal feeder container route (i.e. the
selection of the optimal set of ports of call and sequence of calls).
To begin defining the problem, it is first necessary to introduce a
variable that refers to the number of segments on the container ship
route. Each segment refers to a sailing between two ports (i and j) on the
route. Since a feeder container ship at the end of its route should return
to the starting port, the minimal number of segments is 2. On the other
hand, the total number of segments that will be considered, K, is a variable whose values are determined by decision makers in the company that
provides the feeder service. More precisely, if K denotes the total number segments on the route, than K = 2, 3, ..., n. Each segment on the
route is denoted by k = 1, 2, ..., K. Moreover, the navigation on each
route segment is characterized by travel time and number of full and
empty containers carried onboard. Consequently, the following variables
are introduced:
xik :

qijk :
pl(i , j ),k :
pd (i , j ), k :
sb(i , j ), k :
y(i , j ) :

1 if ship arrives at port i at the end of segment k, 0 otherwise;
1 if ship moves from port i to j along segment k, 0 otherwise;
1 if ship loads cargo (i, j) at the end of segment k, 0 otherwise;
1 if ship unloads cargo (i, j) at the end of segment k, 0
otherwise;
1 if ship carries cargo (i, j) on-board during segment k, 0
otherwise;
1 if ship serves cargo (i, j), 0 otherwise;

tk : ship voyage time on a segment k;
ts: total turnaround time [h];
zk , wk : the number of loaded and empty containers, respectively,
transported along a segment k [TEU];
ak : starting port of segment k;
Y K : shipping company profit for the route consisting of K
segments.
Optimal feeder container route consisting of K segments is modelled as follows:
max imize Y K
(1) s.t.
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L

∑x

(2)

= xik ,

∀k , ∀i

(3)

= xik ,

∀k < K

(4)

∑q

ijk

= 1 , i = 1 and k =1

(5)

∑q

jik

= 1 , i = 1 and k =K

(6)

∑q
j

jik

∑q (

ij k +1)

j

j

j

K

∑ pl(

= 1,

∀k = 1,, K

ik

i =1

i , j ), k

= y(i , j ) ,

∀i, j

(7)

i , j ), k

= y(i , j ) ,

∀i, j

(8)

pl(i , j ), k ≤ xi , k ,

∀i, j and ∀k

(9)

pd (i , j ), k ≤ x j , k ,

∀i, j and ∀k

(10)

sb(i , j ), k +1 = sb(i , j ), k + pl(i , j ), k − pd (i , j ), k ,

∀i, j and ∀k

(11)

∀i, j and ∀k

(12)

k =1

K

∑ pd(
k =1

where: if k = K ⇒ k + 1 is replaced with k = 1
sb(i , j ), k ≤ y(i , j ) ,

zk + wk ≤ CTEU , ∀k

(13)

ts
≤ max tt ,
24

14)

min tt ≤

The round–trip time is calculated as the sum of total voyage time, handling time of loaded and empty containers in ports and time required for
entering and leaving ports (15).
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ts =

 ∑∑ lij qijk

L
L
L
L
L K

1  i j
+ ∑∑ zr(i , j ) y(i , j ) (lfti + uft j ) + ∑∑ wij (leti + uet j ) + ∑∑ xik ( pati + pdti )

v
24 
i =1 j =1
i =1 j =1
i =1 k =1




(15)

To determine the amount of the revenues and costs, it is necessary to
incorporate the appropriate parameters and variables describing the
feeder shipping service under consideration. So, on its route, feeder container ship can call at any port from the set of given ports L (i = 1, 2, ...,
L). It is assumed that the port i = 1 represents a transshipment port, while
all other ports, j = 2, 3, ..., L, are feeder container port in the surrounding
region. As the size of weekly traffic between every two ports can be assumed, once the ship has arrived in a port, all containers to be transported from that port may be loaded onboard the ship.
Constraints (2) force the ship to visit exactly one port during each segment. Constraints (3) – (6) are network constraints ensuring that the ship
starts and ends the route at the transshipment port making a connected
trip. The feeder container ship is left with a choice of calling or not calling at any port. If the ship is allocated to load a cargo (i, j) at the end of
segment k, it must meet two conditions. First, it must visit the loading
port and second, it must service cargo (i, j). Eqs. (7) and (8) enforces that
if the ship does not service a cargo (i.e. y(i , j ) = 0 ), then it cannot load
(unload) it at any port. However, if it does (i.e., y(i , j ) = 1 ), then it must
load (unload) it at exactly one segment. Constraints (9) and (10) are to
ensure that if the ship does not visit the pickup (discharge) port of a cargo (i, j) at the end of segment k, then it cannot pickup (deliver) cargo (i,
j) at the end of k. Eqs. (11) are applied to force the ship to carry a cargo
i,j from its pickup port to its discharge port.
Determining a transport route of feeder container ship belongs to class of
long-term problems. This means that established routes are expected to
be maintained in the period from several months to several years and
involve a large number of round trips. It is obvious that the transport
process should include containers loaded during one round trip and unloaded during the next one (constraints (11) and (12)).
Capacity constraint (13) guarantees that the total number of full and
empty containers on-board will not exceed the ship carrying capacity
during each sailing segment. Constraint (14) is related to the round–trip
time of the feeder container ship (denoted by ts[h]). This constraint has to
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prevent the feeder ship ending and calling at port 1 long before or after
the arrival of the mainline container ship in this port.
Methods of determining the total number of both full, zk, and empty, wk,
containers on-board at any voyage segment k, given in Eq. (13), require
further explanations. While calculation of full containers transported at
any segment is straightforward, determination of the number of empty
containers on-board is much more complex task. The differences come
from the fact that expected weekly number of full containers available to
be transported between ports i and j is known in advance. On the other
hand, quantity of empty containers that can be transported depends on
the available capacity of the ship for such kind of transport. Corresponding variables are defined by following these practical situations. Therefore, the total number of full containers transported at any voyage
segment is given as follows:
L

L

∑∑ zr(
i =1 j =1

i, j )

sb(i , j ),k = z k

∀k

(16)

Number of empty containers to be transported between ports i and j, wij,
the number of containers to be stored at each port i, sWi, and the number
of containers to be leased at each port i, lWi, can be defined as in Shintani et al., 2007. After the linearization we obtain constraints (17) – (24):
Si − M ⋅ g i ≤ 0

(17)

Di − Pi + Si ≥ 0

(18)

Di − Pi + Si − M (1 − g i ) ≤ 0

(19)

Qi − M ⋅ hi ≤ 0

(20)

Di − Pi + Qi ≥ 0

(21)

Di − Pi + Qi − M (1 − hi ) ≤ 0

(22)

L

lWi = Qi − ∑ w ji

∀i ∈1,..., L

(23)

∀i ∈1,..., L

(24)

j =1
L

sWi = Si − ∑ wij
j =1
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where:
gi, hi: auxiliary binary variables, ∀i ∈1,..., L.
Qi: the number of demanded containers at each port i [TEU];
Si: the number of excess containers at each port i [TEU];
Pi: the number of containers destined for port i [TEU];
Di: the number of containers departing from port i [TEU];
M: large enough constant.
As it can be seen, empty container flows are defined between any two
ports i and j, rather than for each voyage segment k. In order to change
that, it is necessary to determine the starting port of segment k, denoted
by ak:
n

n

∑∑ i ⋅ q

ijk

i =1 j =1

= ak ,

∀k

(25)

Now, the total number of empty containers (wk) transported along segment k can be calculated as:
n
k
n
i −1

w
k =1
+
∑
∑ ai , a j i =∑
∑ wai , a j ,

k + 2 j = k +1
i =1 j = k +1
 k i −1
k
n
n
i −1

w
w
+
+
∑
∑ ai , a j i =∑
∑ wai , a j , 1 < k < K − 1
ai , a j
∑∑
i = 2 j =1
i =1 j = k +1
k + 2 j = k +1
wk = 
k i −1
k
n

k = K −1
+
w
∑∑
∑
∑ wai , a j
ai , a j

i = 2 j =1
i =1 j = k +1
k i −1

wai , a j
k=K

∑∑

i = 2 j =1
(26)

The profit of the shipping company, YK, is calculated as the difference
between the revenue arising from the service of loaded containers (RK)
and the transport costs. These costs are related to shipping (CK) as well
as empty container handling (EK) (adopted from Shintani et al. (2007)).
More precisely:
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Y K = RK − C K − EK

(27)

where:
K

C K = (6,54 ⋅ CTEU + 1422,52 ) ⋅ t s + ∑

(C

2

3
3
f R f + Cl Rl ) ⋅ D ⋅ v ⋅ 0,7457

A

k =1

L

K

L

L

+ ∑∑ peci CTEU xik + ∑∑ zr(i , j ) y(i , j ) (lfci + ufc j )
i =1 k =1

i =1 j =1

n

n

n

E = ∑ (sci ⋅ sWi + lci ⋅ lW i ) + ∑∑ wij (ueci + lec j )
i =1

L

(28)

(29)

i =1 j =1

L

RK = ∑∑ zrij yij pij

(30)

i =1 j =1

The above described model determines the optimal feeder container
route for a given number of segments K. In order to determine the optimal number of segments, one should solve the related Knapsack problem, i.e.:
max imize

∑Y

K

pK

(31)

=1

(32)

K

s.t.

∑p
K

K

pK ∈ {0,1} ,

∀K = 2,3,

(33)

where pK takes value 1 if the route with K segments is selected, 0 otherwise.

Problem complexity and optimal solution
Our problem can be categorized as a combinatorial optimization problem. The part of our ship routing problem which selects the best set of
calling ports is reduced to the Knapsack problem, which is NP-complete
(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982).
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On the other hand, our model represents a mixture of several modifications of the standard ship routing problem. As container shipments are
smaller than feeder container ship capacity, our problem is a multicommodity ship routing problem. Container loading and unloading processes make it a ship routing problem with pick-ups and deliveries. This
problem is also a ship routing problem with time windows as we do have
limits about round trip time. Therefore, the ship routing problem considered here can be classified as a multi-commodity Pick up and Delivery
Problem with Time Windows. It is an extension of the Vehicle Routing
Problem, which in turn is a generalization of the NP-complete Travelling
Salesman Problem. Consequently, our problem is NP-complete. This
implies that the problem cannot be solved in polynomial time. However,
examples considered here are not too complex. Therefore, our mixed
integer programming formulation for this problem is used within
CPLEX MIP solver to obtain optimal solutions of the given instances.
Experimental evaluation
1. Input data
Due to the luck of publicly available test instances for the considered
problem, we generated random test examples. We assume the number of
ports equals 7, i.e. L = 7. The transport network that is analysed is given
in the Figure 1.
Transport distances, expected number of loaded containers weekly
available to be transported between any two ports and freight rates per
container from port i to port j are derived from practice and are available
upon request by the authors. This also applies to port related parameters
which are divided in two groups: cost and time related parameters.

Figure 1. Transport network for routing a feeder container ship
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Settings of other parameters are as follows: CTEU = 750 TEU; D = 13095
t; v = 15 kts; frequency: weekly; C f = 170 $/t; Cl : 1000 $/t; R f : 140
g/kW/h (0.00014 t/kW/h); Rl : 4 g/kW/h (0.000004 t/kW/h), max tt = 14
days, min tt = 13 days.
2. Numerical results
Our tests are performed on Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E6750 on 2.66GHz
with RAM=8GB under Linux Slackware 12, Kernel: 6.21.5. For exact
solving we used CPLEX 11.2 IP solver and AMPL (Fourer et al. (1990),
ILOG (2008)) for Linux operating system and compiled with gcc (version .1.2) and the option -o2.
In practice, the maximum number of segments in the feeder container
ship route is based on planners’ experience. This decision has to take
into account parameters like distances between ports, feeder container
ship speed, weekly container demands, etc. Therefore, we impose that
the maximal number of segments in the route equals 9. This means that
we have to elaborate the cases where the number of segments goes from
2 to 9, i.e. K = 2, 3, ..., 9. Profit, YK, is calculated for each K and the optimal number of segments in the route is determined as K corresponding
to the highest profit.
Results indicate that cases for K = 2 or K = 3 are not feasible. If K = 4
the optimal solution is negative. Results of all the other cases (K = 5,...,
9) are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results for 750 TEU ship and any number of segments
Ship Number of
speed segments
(knots)
(K)

15

Calling sequence

Profit
[$]

Total
revenue
[$]

Total
costs [$]

Fleet
size

18695,4

405420,0

386724,6

2

5

1–7–4–3–6–1

6

1–2–7–4–3–6–1

38673,1

462770,0

424096,9

2

7

1–3–2–7–4–3–5–1

36904,1

490885,0

453980,9

2

8

1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1

39867,7

526230,0

486362,3

2

9

1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

27087,4

487860,0

460772,6

2

By applying eqs. (31) – (33) the optimal solution is obtained for
K = 8. Achieved profit, Y8, in this case equals 39867,72 $/round trip.
Total round trip time for K = 8 is 13,981 days.
a. Sensitivity analysis
This sensitivity analysis examines the impacts of two types of factors on
feeder container ship routing decisions: container ship carrying capacity
and sailing speed. It should be applied in a case when a shipping company is faced with the decision to choose and charter a ship among several
at disposal.
The analysis evaluates the effects of chartering each of the three ships
whose characteristics are summarised in Table 2 (taken from Shintani et
al., 2007).
Table 2. Basic ships characteristics
Type of
ships

Carrying
capacity
[dwt]

Displacement[t]

Engine
power
[kW]

Speed intervals [knots]

Admiralty
coefficient

500 TEU

7050

9517,5

4050

9 – 15

250

750 TEU

9700

13095

5500

11 – 17

275

1000 TEU

13500

18225

7600

13 – 19

300

The optimal routes for each ship and speed are determined by changing
the number of segments from 4 to 9. As in Table 1 we omit the cases
with non-feasible or negative results. The results that are obtained for the
selected types of ships and corresponding speed intervals are given in
Tables 3, 4 and 5 (for 500, 750 and 1000 TEU ships, respectively).
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Table 3. Results for 500 TEU container ship
Ship
Number of
speed
segments (K)
(knots)
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Route

Profit
[$]

Revenue [$]

Total costs
[$]

4

1–7–2–5–1

16001,5

247765,0

231763,5

5

1–2–7–2–5–1

18292,2

271360,0

253067,8

6

1–3–2–7–3–2–1

9860,4

258910,0

249049,6

4

1–7–4–3–1

18216,9

259890,0

241673,1

5

1–5–7–4–3–1

19885,9

273615,0

253729,1

6

1–5–3–7–2–5–1

20134,0

311715,0

291581,0

7

1–5–3–7–2–3–5–1

16124,3

311715,0

295590,7

8

1–5–3–2–7–2–3–5–1

5197,1

271360,0

266162,9

4

1–2–4–6–1

11442,3

246060,0

234617,7

5

1–5–7–4–3–1

24709,2

304290,0

279580,8

6

1–5–3–7–4–3–1

30804,0

330005,0

299201,0

7

1–5–3–7–3–2–5–1

20658,2

339715,0

319056,8

8

1–5–3–2–7–2–3–5–1

16833,3

337525,0

320691,7

4

1–4–2–6–1

4725,6

246480,0

241754,4

5

1–5–2–4–6–1

24153,23

311550,0

287396,8

6

1–5–2–7–4–3–1

31797,91

343945,0

312147,1

7

1–5–3–2–7–4–3–1

31697,1

356010,0

324312,9

8

1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1

20223,8

330750,0

310526,2

9

1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

9763,8

339715,0

329961, 2

5

1–5–2–4–6–1

20583,7

311550,0

290966,3

6

1–5–2–7–4–6–1

30328,29

347780,0

317451,0

7

1–5–2–3–7–4–3–1

31680,9

372985,0

341304,1

8

1–5–2–3–7–4–3–5–1

31750,28

384410,0

352659,7

9

1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

17679,4

346150,0

328470,6

5

1–7–2–4–6–1

11113,14

298355,0

287241,9

6

1–5–2–7–4–6–1

26395,0

347780,0

321385,0

7

1–2–5–3–7–4–3–1

30252,7

376220,0

345967,3

8

1–5–2–3–7–4–3–5–1

30578,0

401385,0

370807,0

9

1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

26666,9

400920,0

374253,1

5

1–7–2–4–6–1

11521,0

312785,0

301264,0

6

1–5–7–4–2–6–1

21426,7

356915,0

335488,3

7

1–2–5–3–7–4–3–1

25857,1

376220,0

350362,9

8

1–5–2–3–7–4–3–5–1

26501,1

401385,0

374883,9

9

1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

24103,6

413715,0

389611,4
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Table 4. Results for 750 TEU container ship
Ship
speed
(knots)

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Number of
segments Route

(K)
4
5
6
7
8
4
5
6
7
8
4
5
6
7
8
9
5
6
7
8
9
5
6
7
8
9
5
6
7
8
9
6
7
8
9

1–7–2–6–1
1–2–7–4–3–1
1–5–2–7–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–2–3–5–1
1–7–4–6–1
1–2–7–4–3–1
1–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–7–2–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–2–3–5–1
1 – 4 – 7– 6 – 1
1–2–7–4–6–1
1–5–7–4–3–5–1
1–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–3–7–2–3–5–1
1–2–7–4–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–6–1
1–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–7–3–5–1
1–7–4–3–6–1
1–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1
1–7–2–4–6–1
1–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–3–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1
1–5–7–4–3–6–1
1–3–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1
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Profit
[$]

Revenue
[$]

12667,0
33178,1
32029,2
22229,6
6231,1
12241,2
31857,6
36681,3
28286,4
19085,9
6768,3
29170,1
37137,3
40173,4
24690,4
5246,32
24164,7
35545,0
41218,5
35286,2
18282,1
18695,4
38673,1
36904,1
39867,7
27087,4
8189,9
33373,4
39922,5
37961,4
34503,0
23980,3
37632,5
32973,9
32266,3

332775,0
382010,0
435640,0
417115,0
377975,0
331615,0
401865,0
432825,0
453710,0
444545,0
331615,0
389230,0
448435,0
463360,0
426195,0
430115,0
389230,0
440395,0
490885,0
479740,0
432810,0
405420,0
462770,0
490885,0
526230,0
487860,0
388450,0
462770,0
494845,0
540405,0
532840,0
468685,0
508915,0
540405,0
553245,0

Total
costs
[$]
320108,0
348831,9
403610,8
394885,4
371743,9
319373,8
370007,4
395963,7
425423,6
425459,1
324846,7
360059,9
411297,7
423186,6
401504,6
424868,7
365065,3
404850,0
449666,5
444453,8
414527,9
386724,6
424096,9
453980,9
486362,3
460772,6
380260,1
429396,6
454922,5
502443,6
498337,0
444704,7
471282,5
507431,1
520978,7
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As can be seen from Tables 3, 4 and 5, the shipping company should
charter a 750 TEU container ship with sailing speed of 14 knots to operate the route with 7 segments (K = 7). The optimal ship route consists of
calling at the following ports: Port 1 – Port 3 – Port 2 – Port 7 – Port 4 –
Port 3 – Port 5 – Port 1.
Table 5. Results for 1000 TEU container ship
Ship
speed
(knots)

Profit
[$]

Revenue
[$]

1–2–7–2–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–5–1

20488,0
30616,6
15976,8

480110,0
516100,0
485385,0

Total
costs
[$]
459622,0
485483,4
469408,2

14

5
6
7
8

1–2–7–4–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1

17004,2
32866,0
28312,7
13000,5

466230,0
540265,0
538775,0
510090,0

449225,8
507399,0
510462,3
497089,5

15

5
6
7
8
9

1–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

14425,8
28137,1
34268,1
21937,8
1308,9

482345,0
522785,0
580515,0
555480,0
512865,0

467919,2
494647,9
546246,9
533542,2
511556,1

16

5
6
7
8
9

1–7–4–3–6–1
1–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

8473,4
29223,7
30903,3
26960,5
8695,9

482345,0
540515,0
590465,0
598695,0
556035,0

473871,6
511291,3
559561,7
571734,5
547339,1

17

6
7
8
9

1–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

22777,2
25314,5
27114,8
13087,3

540515,0
590465,0
630210,0
595175,0

517737,8
565150,5
603095,2
582087,7

18

6
7
8
9

1–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

15939,9
26736,7
23849,2
14945,3

540515,0
598665,0
644385,0
628700,0

524575,1
571928,3
620535,8
613754,7

19

6
7
8
9

1–5–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–2–7–4–3–6–1
1–5–3–2–7–5–3–5–1
1–5–3–2–7–4–2–3–5–1

3590,8
24943,2
17459,5
13524,6

553390,0
621375,0
644385,0
646770,0

549799,2
596431,8
626925,5
633245,4

13

Number of
segments

(K)
5
6
7

Route
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CONCLUSION
As the number of containers transported worldwide continuously increase, the organisation of container transport services becomes more
and more complex and the need to improve the performance of services
is gaining importance. This paper deals with one aspect of the organisation of container transportation and these concerns the routing of feeder
container ships. We addressed the feeder container ship routing problem
as a problem of maximizing the shipping company profit while picking
up and delivering containers with empty container repositioning.
We propose a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for
the considered problem and show that it can simplify the decision making process in the shipping company engaged in the feeder service. In
particular, we resolve the chartering and routing decisions of feeder container ships. Our results indicate that the planning process in the container shipping company could be improved by applying the proposed
decision support system based on optimization routine, which would
significantly impact the shipping company business results. The model
given in this research could be a very useful practical tool for container
carriers to make long term strategic decisions about establishing feeder
container transport services. They can solve their practical problems, test
different solutions of the problems and choose those which are more
suitable for their own needs. Therefore, the proposed method provides a
quick insight into potential business results, the profitability of the feeder container ships in particular. In addition, it considerably facilitates the
decision making process in a shipping company engaged in feeder container service.
We treated this problem by applying CPLEX 11.2 MIP solver and
AMPL for Linux operating system. This solver was able to optimally
solve small size problem instances with maximum seven calling ports).
However, like in many other combinatorial optimization problems, reallife examples may be too complex to be solved to optimality within a
reasonable amount of time. Therefore, the use of meta-heuristic approaches which are the common way to tackle these kinds of problems is
obvious a further research direction.
Moreover, this study can be extended in several directions. The extension to a multi-ship problem is straightforward. Stochastic modelling of
some parameters (like container demands, service time) may also be
included, although it will significantly increase the complexity of the
problem. In addition, the luck of real data for the considered problem
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imposed us to generate random test examples. Therefore, verification of
the proposed formulation through some real situations could be of particular importance for the future research.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays economic operation of ships become more important for
ship owners, ship managers due to escalating oil prices, global economic situation and environmental awareness, therefore vessel operation times and bunker expenses should be analysed to reduce
time loss and expenses due to operation and bunker. These operational and bunker data should transfer from vessels, keep safely in a
database and has to be ready when an analysis needed. Then according to analyse results an appropriate vessel operation strategy and a
proper bunker management can be found.
In this paper, an application developed as a decision support for
vessel performance analysis especially for operational and bunker
performance. According to analyse results with application’s decision making support, reduced vessel operational times, operation
cost and running cost resulted. With improvement of this application and run more analyse for vessel voyage performance will effect
positive to costs and time loss, environmental awareness.
KEYWORDS: voyage performance, decision making, voyage efficiency, vessel port operations,

INTRODUCTION
Decision making is a cognitive process which is a direction of action
between several alternative scenarios that resulting in the selection of a
direction (Mclean et al., 2008). Every decision making process produces
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a final choice (Reason, 1997). The output can be an action or an opinion
of choice.
Considering the improvements in ship design and building, still vessel
operational costs are not stable as expected. One important issue is global economic situation, especially uncertain oil prices, current prices
wave between $735.00 and $740.00 per metric ton (pmt)
(http://www.bunkerworld.com/prices/) depends on port locations. This
situation affects vessels’ daily expenses for ship owners and charter rates
for charterer. At this point affective ship operation becomes more important matter for ship owners, ship managers moreover monitoring vessel under charter is important issue for charterer side. Charterer would
like to find appropriate vessel with reasonable price for his cargo. Mostly charterer’s broker offer the vessel then both sides agrees on terms
with a contract. This contract called charter party, which is an agreement
between the ship owner and the charter for the use of the vessel. The
charterer takes over the vessel for either a certain amount of time this
called Time Charter Party or for a certain point-to-point voyage called
Voyage Charter (Charter Party, Wikimedia Foundation Inc., 2012). In a
time charter, the vessel is hired for a stated time in the time charter party
agreement. The owner still manages the vessel but the employment of
the vessel, voyages and sub-chartering the vessel decision given by the
charterer. Vessel performance compare to time charter party is remarkable analysis if charterer hires the vessel or a fleet periodically because
owner assures vessel’s speed, fuel consumption and other operational
activities in the charter party therefore performance measurement of the
vessel to compare with charter party agreement would be remarkable
benefit for the charterer.
In this paper, voyage performance analysis studied from a charterer side
as operational and bunker cost. An application developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 C# programming language (Visual C#, 2012)
as a decision support for vessel performance analysis for operational and
bunker performance. According to analyse results, reduced vessel operational times, operation cost and running cost resulted. This paper organized in 5 sections. Section 2 presents methodology used for work flow,
database structure, inputs and outputs. Section 3 gives an introduction of
application interface and its sections, Section 4 shows analyse results
and conclusion presented in Section 5.
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METHODOLOGY
The main application has two modules one for vessel side and the other
is for office side use, Microsoft’s database technology entity framework
(Entity Framework, 2012) used to generate a database model. Application’s database structure presents in figure 1. and work flow of the application both for vessel and office side shown in figure 2. Firstly, vessel
should input all data, these data stored in a database then it is exported as
an excel document to use for official “stamped document” and analyse
input file for application at office side. When this file arrived into charterer office it imported into application as a voyage data set of the vessel,
then the application compares input data with charter party agreement
data and gives results and reports as an output so the responsible person
at the office can easily check this analyse results and make a decision
about the vessel performance and can negotiate further terms with the
owner or take action for possible voyage plans and make decision on
operational strategy.

Figure 1. Database Structure
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Figure 2. Application Work Flow

COMPUTER BASED APPLICATION
In this section screens of application sections presented. In figure 3. it is
shown main page of vessel side application. Vessel name, voyage number is defined at menu bar left top side also an export to excel button
exist to convert input data to excel sheet. Ports list for the voyage listed
under the menu bar, the ports which vessel load and discharge will be
input here. Work codes tab keep the list of works during voyage and port
operations. Captain enters voyage summary table which is below the
work codes tab, then Voyage Result shown on the right side of work
codes tab. After this step its saved and go to the next step to bunkering
page.
Figure 3. Vessel Voyage Input Tab
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Bunkering page has Bunker Consumption tab presented in figure 4. here
chief engineer enter the consumptions for main engine, auxiliary engine
and boiler then it is saved and stored in the application database, now it
is ready to export and deliver the data to office for analyse.
Figure 4. Vessel Bunker Input Tab

At the office side application has more tools such as creating ports, port
operations as work codes, entering charter party details. In figure 5. it
shows main page of the application at office side. In office application it
has vessel list menu to reach whole fleet data. When the exported file
from vessel arrived to the office it can be imported to application and it
will automatically put the data exactly into vessel’s voyage with reference number in this screen charterer have 2 different fleet one is called
black and other one is white fleet. It can be seen the vessel Ana’s 12/10
voyage data inputted and listed in the voyage summary tab. User in the
office can check easily entered data from this screen and see if any problems occurred during transfer or mistaken input of data.
Then user can pass to next tab, bunker supply consumption tab shown in
figure 6. in this tab, user see the details of bunker consumption inputs by vessel.
After that user pass to the next tab charter party details tab. This is one
of important part, in here user enter the terms of agreement with the ship
owner according to charter party time agreement. This data will be
stored in the application and will be used to compare the information
given by the vessel. In this part vessel’s speed, main engine and auxiliary engine consumptions, other technical information for vessel entered.
There is also a guidance inserted into the right side of the page. Office
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user will enter this data for one time and save it to use for all calculations for the vessel performance.
Figure 5. Office Voyage Check Tab

Figure 6. Office Bunker Check Tab

Figure 7. Office Charter Party Input Tab
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After checking that information at last, user goes to the next and final tab
voyage performance tab as shown in figure 8. all the entered information
will be stored and analysed with the application decision making approach and presented in this tab for user to see the results of the voyage
and get final reports. In this tab every operation group called work
groups have their own tabs and graphics.
Figure 8. Office Voyage Performance Result Tab

ANALYSE RESULTS
Application tested with past 10 voyage records of a 6900 DWT chemical/oil tanker in 2010. Analyse results and charts helped to see exceed
operation times, gaps between port operations and their reasons, outrun
bunker usage according to terms in charter party agreement. From this
point charterer can use these results as analyse report as a decision making support.

CONCLUSION
The analyse results presented as a voyage performance report to the
charterer of the vessel as a support document and discussed. Suggestions
from charterer will be considered for further studies.
The next step in this researched would be analyse various types of vessel’s voyages and improve analyse techniques. With improvement of this
analyse methods and run more analyse from different range of vessels
will improve application’s analyse capability which will affect positive
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to reduce operation costs, exceed bunker usage, time loss, operational
loss and negotiate terms by owner. It is planning to prepare further study
and make application available to use online and test analyse results on
www.voyageperformance.com in next year. This research contributes to
the knowledge base in voyage performance measurement from charterer
view by proposing a decision making approach with a software application.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents results of research on tracking of the ships
movement in Gulf of Gdansk carried out by Gdynia Maritime University in the years 2005 – 2011. In this sea area ships move along
seaways keeping constant course and speed and altering course in
the designated areas. Small ships and yachts sail around the sea area. Studies have been conducted in the radar laboratory of the Navigation Faculty.
The equipments which were used are: AIS SAAB R4, S-band radar
Decca Racal AC 1690, X-band radars Decca Racal AC 1690, Raytheon MK2 and NSC 34, devices ECDIS Transas type 3000 and
4000, and also a database of the VTS Gulf of Gdansk system. The
distance, bearing, course and speed of ships, and the bearing and
distance to the aids to navigation were recorded. Radars have antennas installed at a height of 25 metres above sea level. Because the
devices are immovable, the achieved accuracies were higher than
these achieved on the ship, where they are additionally affected by
errors coming from the log and gyrocompass.
After analyzing the obtained results it was concluded that, according
to the theory, the accuracy of ships echoes tracking using the S-band
radar is less than the accuracy of the X-band radar. The results of
the tracking of the same radar signal on the radar and ECDIS differ
from one another. The least accurate is the tracking of targets with
low speeds (less than 5 knots). Accuracies of the tracking in vessel
traffic control system are higher.
KEYWORDS: radar, ECDIS, tracking, accuracy
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of the study was to compare the accuracy of the radar observations with the AIS data received from ships. Described in this paper accuracy tests of data about tracked objects received from shore based
radar with ARPA function and ECDIS connected to this radar were conducted in the area of Gulf of Gdansk using equipment installed in the
radar laboratory of the Gdynia Maritime University.
Following navigational equipment installed in the above mentioned laboratory was used during measurements:


X-band radar delivered by Raytheon with two indicators with ARPA
function Mk 2 and NSC 34 connected to a common transceiver unit;



Radars Decca Racal AC 1669 operating in S band;



ECDIS Transas 3000 fitted with electronic charts issued by the
Polish national hydrographic service - Hydrographic Office of the
Polish Navy; and



AIS SAAB R4.



All radar antennas are located on the roof of Gdynia Maritime
University building nearby south entrance to the Gdynia Harbour at
the height of approximately 25 m above sea level.



The main goal of the tests was the comparison of:



Tracking accuracy of two different ARPAs of the same manufacturer
connected to one radar transceiver;



Tracking accuracy of radars of the same manufacturer working in X
and S band; and



Accuracy of data about tracked objects presented in ECDIS and
radar display unit connected to the same radar transceiver,
determined for moving and stationary floating objects (ships and
buoys) detected and tracked by radars in the area of the Gulf of
Gdansk presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Research reservoir

ANALYSIS OF DATA ABOUT NON-MOVING FLOATING OBJECTS
The study of non-moving floating objects included registration of distances and bearings to buoys marking fairways to Gdynia and Gdansk
Nowy Port and ships staying at Gdansk and Gdynia anchorages. The
ships at anchor only with onboard AIS switched on were chosen for registration. Observations were made in the morning in spring when propagation conditions for radar signal were normal. Meteorological
conditions during the measurements may be categorized as good. Sea
state was 2 to 5. There was good windy weather without rain or snowfall. All tests were performed on the radar range of 12 Nm. Distance (D)
and bearing (BRG) to tracked buoys and ships at anchor were registered
and compared with their values:
received for ships from AIS; and
calculated for the positions of tracked buoys published in the List
of Lights and Fog Signals issued by Hydrographic Office of the
Polish Navy.
Measurements were performed on Raytheon NSC 34, and Raytheon
Pathfinder MK2 and ECDIS Transas 3000 connected to the same Ray•
•
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theon radar transceiver. It means all three display units received the same
radar video signal.
The observed objects were:
•
buoys G2 and GD at Gdynia roadstead and buoy NP2 marked
fairway to Gdansk Nowy Port at distances from radar scanner
position 1.6, 3.2 and 5.5Nm;
•
ships with length overall 100-200m at Gdansk and Gdynia
anchorages at distances (adequately) 5-7Nm and 2.5-4Nm.
Following remarks are formulated on the base of analysis of conducted
measurements:
in NSC 34 values of distance to tracked buoys (between 1.6 and
5.5Nm) do not affect the accuracy of information about their
position presented by radar display unit;
•
in MK 2 and ECDIS Transas 3000 position accuracy is function of
distance to detected and tracked object.
The maximum values of errors do not exceed 1.0 degree for bearing and
0.07 Nm (approximately 130m) for distance for all tested display units.
According to IMO Resolution MSC.192(79) “Adoption of the Revised
Performance Standards for Radar Equipment”, radar shall enable bearing
and distance measurement with accuracies:
•

Range - within 30m or 1% of the screen range scale in use,
whichever is greater; and
Bearing - within 1°.
•
It means tested radar and display units fulfill IMO recommendation for
small targets (so called point objects) in real hydro meteorological conditions.
Bearings and distances to tracked ships at anchor were registered every
three minutes simultaneously with registration of data transmitted by
onboard AIS equipment. Maximum value of errors for particular series
of measurements reaches 3o for bearing and 0.1Nm for distance. It
should be stressed, that almost in all tests values of distances and bearings indicated by ARPA NSC 34 had higher accuracy in comparison
with data transmitted by AIS than values of the same parameters presented by ARPA Raytheon PathFinder MK2 and ECDIS Transas 3000.
Bigger errors were received for ships at Gdynia anchorage located in
smaller distance from radar scanner position (2.5-4Nm) than Gdansk
anchorage (5-7Nm). It is due to the influence of ships echo dimension on
accuracy of their tracking by radar equipment.
•
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ACCURACY OF DATA ABOUT SHIP TRACKED BY RADARS
WORKING IN S AND X BAND DETERMINED IN RELATION
TO DATA TRANSMITTED BY ONBOARD AIS
Measurements were conducted using radars: Racal Decca AC 1669
working in S band and Raytheon NSC 34 working in X band. They were
registered for the same moments of time values of bearing, distance,
speed and course of tracked ships indicated by both radar display unit
and transmitted by onboard AIS.
After analyzing the obtained results it was found that according to the
theory, the accuracy of data about tracked ships indicated by S-band radar was lower than the accuracy of the same data shown by X-band radar. However, it should be noted that maximum differences in data
presented by X and S band radar for particular series of measurement
were relatively small and as follow:
•
•
•
•

distance – 0.04 Nm;
bearing – 0.2º;
course – 0.3º; and
speed – 0.1 knot.

ACCURACY OF DATA PRESENTED BY ECDIS AND X BAND
RADAR DISPLAY UNITS
Display of the position
It was observed that the differences in the display of a distance and bearing were quite large. Ships moved at the distance from the radar antenna
from 1 to 8 Nm. The distance to the ship echo measured by radar tracked
systems and AIS did not exceed 0.15 Nm (shown on a figure 2). However, the bearings differed by 1-3°. The smaller differences occurred between the individual radar displays. The obtained results should be
considered as satisfactory.
The differences in the course indication by AIS and ARPA devices for
ships altering their courses sailing in Traffic Separation Schema in the
Gulf of Gdansk were between 0.0° and 22.0° (Figure 3). For large course
alteration (60 degree) errors achieved value of 38°. The accuracy of data
presented for ships proceeding with steady course and speed is the same
as for vessels tracked at anchorages.
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Figure 2. The distances to the echo.

ARPA1 - NCS34 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA2 - MK2 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA3 - ECDIS Transas 3000 connected to Decca Racal AC 1969.

The differences in values of speed shown by particular display units vary
between 0.0 and 3.7 knots. In this case it can also be stated that the AIS
device earlier informed about speed alteration than radar (Fig. 4).
Figure 3. Comparison of echo courses

ARPA1 - NCS34 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA2 - MK2 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA3 - ECDIS Transas 3000 connected to Decca Racal AC 1969.
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Based on the display of AIS receiver (a dark blue line shown on the figure 3) we concluded that the ship had maintained course 273 degrees,
then went on a course 263. From 08:30 the ship was performing maneuvers during the approach to the anchor. The differences generally do not
exceed two degrees. You can consider this as good results.
Figure 4. Target speed

ARPA1 - CS34 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA2 - MK2 system connected to Raytheon X-band radar transceiver
ARPA3 - ECDIS Transas 3000 connected to Decca Racal AC 1969.

The indicated speeds can also be regarded as sufficiently accurate.
In the fifth minute of the observation NSC34 radar showed the increase
of the echo speed. This was probably caused by radar interference, or the
accuracy of tracking during the alter of echo course.
CONCLUSION
Dynamic ship data transmitted in the automatic identification system are
less precise than expected. There are sometimes transmission delays and
distortion of data.
Based on the same radar signal, tracking radar systems may calculate
different values of the position and a motion vector. This is the result of
different tracking algorithms.
If the ship maintains a constant course and speed, results obtained from
radar and AIS are very similar. During the ship maneuver, AIS provides
the information immediately. However in such a situation information
from radar is delayed and burdened with large errors.
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ABSTRACT
Super slow steaming can make savings on fuel consumption and
bunker fuel cost while also releasing fewer greenhouse gas emissions. The sustainability of this speed is beneficial when the bunker
fuel price is high enough to offset the additional costs of operating
the vessel and the additional inventory costs. A Rule-based Bayesian
Reasoning model is therefore proposed for analysing the necessity of
super slow steaming speed under uncertainty. The outcomes can be
used by shipping companies to determine a suitable steaming speed
in a dynamic operational environment.
KEYWORDS: Containership, Super Slow Steaming, Bayesian Network
Method, Rule-Based Method
INTRODUCTION
From 2000 to 2008, most shipping companies enjoyed very high profit
margins in business operations on all routes. However, from the middle
of 2008, many shipping lines suffered a downturn in their vessels’ operation due to the global financial turmoil, the global economic recession
and sharp increases in bunker fuel prices. Consequently, the volume of
trade demand dramatically decreased on all major routes and ultimately
caused a surplus of containerships services. Also, the new regulation of
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air emissions introduced by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO, 2010) has put shipping companies under pressure. Such issues
have had an immense impact in determining the suitable speed of containerships on any specific route.
A super slow steaming speed is a speed between 14 and 16 knots (Bonney and Leach, 2010). This speed has been pioneered by Maersk Line
after it initiated a trial involving 110 vessels beginning in 2007 (Kontovas and Psaraftis, 2011). Furthermore, China Ocean Shipping Group and
its partners in the CKYH alliance (K Line, Yang Ming Marine and Hanjin Shipping) were also reported to introduce super slow steaming on
certain routes from November 2009 (Lloyd’s List, 2009). Such a speed
saves on fuel consumption and bunker fuel cost whilst also releasing
fewer greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, this paper intends to analyse
the necessity of having super slow steaming speed on containerships
under uncertainty using a combined methods called a Rule-based Bayesian Reasoning (RBR) method.
BACKGROUND OF METHODS
A) A Trapezoidal Membership Function
According to Pedrycz and Gomide (1998), a membership function associated with a fuzzy set Ã depends not only on the concept to be represented but also on the context in which it is used. The “Core” of a fuzzy
set
is the set of all elements of X that exhibit a unit level of membership functions in
and is denoted by Core ( ) (Kruse et al., 1994).
The core (m,n) of
can be shown using a trapezoidal membership
function as described in Fig. 1 where Core ( ) =
between m and n, while the lower and upper bounds are represented by a
and b.
Figure 1: Trapezoidal membership function
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A set of questionnaires will be sent to a number of experts for their evaluations. All feedbacks received from all experts will be aggregated and
an average value of expert judgement will be computed using Eq. 1.

(Eq. 1)
where
is the judgement rate given by the expert n, while N is the total number of experts. A is the average output value of the expert judgements.
If the average value of expert judgements for a particular node is within
the “Core” of the linguistic term, automatically the belief degree value of
that linguistic term is equal to 1.0. If the average value of expert judgements for a particular node is between the lower (a) and upper (b)
bounds of two linguistic terms, the belief degree value of each linguistic
term (u(Hi)) can be calculated using Eq. 2.
(Eq. 2)
is the preferred number of the linguistic term (HJ),
is the preferred number of the linguistic term (H1) and
is the
average value given by experts of the linguistic term (Hi). The utility of a
linguistic term Hi is denoted by u(Hi) and u(Hi+1) > u(Hi) if Hi+1 is preferred to Hi (Yang, 2001).
where

B) A Rule-Based Method
A rule-based method consists of if-then rules, a bunch of facts and an
interpreter controlling the application of the rules given the facts (Abraham, 2005). These if-then rule statements are used to formulate the conditional statements that comprise the complete knowledge base. A single
if-then rule assumes the form ‘if x is A then y is B’ and the if part of the
rule ‘x is A’ is called the antecedent or premise, while the then part of
the rule ‘y is B’ is called the consequent or conclusion (Abraham, 2005;
Yang et al., 2009). The modern style of a belief rule-base (BRB) consists
of a collection of belief rules and is defined as follows (Liu et al., 2005;
Yang et al., 2006):
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Then ,

with the rule weight
3) where

and attributes weights

(Eq.

, with L being the total number of the
rules in the rule base) is belief degree to which
is believed to be the
consequent if, in the kth packet rule, the input satisfies the packet antecedents
If , the

.
kth packet rule is said to be complete; otherwise, it is

incomplete. Note that
denotes total ignorance
about the output given the input in the kth packet rule.
is the relative
weight of the kth rule, and
are relative weights of the
antecedent attributes used in the kth rule.
C) A Bayesian Reasoning Method
The Bayesian Networks (BN) method was developed by Bayes in 1761
and Bayes’ Theorem was published in 1763 (Bernardo and Smith, 1994).
It has become an increasingly popular paradigm for reasoning under
uncertainty. Heckerman et al., (1995) provide a detailed list of applications of the BN method. A Hugin (Korb and Nicholson, 2003) software
tool will be used in this paper. The characteristics of the BN method are
described as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) consisting of nodes, arcs
and an associated set of probability tables (Eleye-Datuba et al., 2006). A
Conditional Probability Table (CPT) associated with each node denotes
the strength of such causal dependence. According to Wang and Trbojevic (2007), nodes (usually drawn as circles) represent random (i.e.
chance) variables such as events that take values from the given domains. Arcs are used to represent the direct probabilistic dependence
relations among the variables. There are three types of arcs, namely 1)
serial, 2) diverging and 3) converging connections. Each relationship is
described by an arc connecting an influencing (parent) node to an influenced (child) node and has its terminating arrowhead pointing to the
child node.
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Bayes’s theorem is a mathematical algorithm used for calculating posterior probabilities. The Bayesian reasoning method can be applied for combining
rules and

generating final conclusions such as the prior probability of
which can be computed as follows (Yang et al., 2008):

(Eq. 4)

where
is the referential value of the
ith antecedent attribute in the kth rule.
is the number of antecedent
attributes used in the kth rule and
is the total number of rules in the
rule base. p (.) denotes the probability.
MODELLING THE NECESSITY OF SUPER SLOW STEAMING
UNDER UNCERTAINTY
Step 1: Model development
A discussion technique with experts is used in this step. A BN model is
proposed for developing a scientific model for this study. As a result,
there are four parent nodes involved, namely 1) global warming, 2)
global economics and financial conditions, 3) bunker fuel prices and 4)
operating costs. The node “Global Warming (GW)” has one child node,
namely “Emissions (E)” (Fig. 2). Also, the node “Operating Costs (OC)”
has one child node which is “Cost Factors”. The node “Global Economics and Financial Conditions (EFC)” has four child nodes, namely
“Freight Rate (FR)”, “Vessel Supply (VS)”, “Ship Values (SV)” and
“Container Demand (CMD)”. The node “Bunker Fuel Prices (BFP)” has
two child nodes which are “Global Factors (GF)” and “Voyage Costs
(VC)”. All the nodes except the output node “Super Slow Steaming”
have been grouped into three groups of nodes namely “Vessel Factors
(VF)”, “Global Factors (GF)” and “Cost Factors (CF)”. Such nodes assist shipping companies to make a decision in analysing the necessity of
having super slow steaming.
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Figure 2: A proposed model for analysing the necessity of having super
slow steaming

Step 2: Data collection process
A qualitative dataset has been gathered through a set of questionnaires.
In the set of questionnaires, the rate of measurement uses the range value
between 1 and 10 (Table 1). If the node exists “VF=high”, it means that
there is a “worst condition” to shipping companies due to the status of its
parent nodes.
Table 1: The linguistic terms of the node “Vessel Factors”
Preference Number

State

Meaning

10, 9

high (H)

Worst condition

8, 7

reasonably high (RH)

Poor condition

6, 5

average (A)

Average condition

low (L)

Good condition

4, 3, 2, 1

Given Condition 1 in Table 2 as an example, IF “E=high” and
“FR=high” and “VS=over”, the experts A and C ticked number eight of
the linguistic term “reasonably high”, while the expert B ticked number
nine of the linguistic term “high”. By using Eq. 1, the average output
value of Condition 1 is known to be 8.333. The same calculation technique is applied to all the conditions listed in Table 2.
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Table 2: The partial evaluation of the node “Vessel Factors” given by
the experts
Condition
1
2
…
8

Antecedent Attributes
Vessel
Freight
Emissions
Rates
Supply
high
high
over
high
high
normal
…
…
…
low
low
normal

Vessel Factors (VF)
Expert
Expert
Expert
A
B
C
8
9
8
5
6
5
…
…
…
3
2
3

Average
8.3333
5.3333
…
2.6667

The membership functions of the node "Vessel Factors” is constructed
using the preference number and linguistic terms listed in Table 1. If the
average output value of a condition is within the “Core” of a particular
state, then the belief degree value of that state is known to be 1.0000,
while the belief degree values of the other states are equal to 0.0000. For
instance, the average output value of Condition 2 is 5.3333, within the
“Core” values between 5.0000 and 6.0000 (Fig. 3). Consequently, the
belief degree value of the state “average” is known to be 1.0000.
Figure 3: Membership function of the node "Vessel Factors”
Membership
L

A

Linguistic
Terms

H

R

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Preference

However, if the average output value of a condition is between two
states (lower and upper bounds), then the belief degree values of these
states are determined using Eq. 2. For example, the average output value
of Condition 1 is 8.3333 which is between 8.0000 (the lower bound of
the state “high”) and 9.0000 (the upper bound of the state “reasonably
high”). By using Eq. 2, the belief degree value of the state “reasonably
high” is known to be 0.6667, while the belief degree value of the state
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“high” is 1.0000 – 0.6667 = 0.3333. The belief degree values of the
states “average” and “low” are 0.0000. Accordingly, such output values
are transformed into the CPT of the node “Vessel Factors” (Table 3). In
a similar way, the CPTs of all other nodes are obtained.
Table 3: The conditional probability table of the node “Vessel Factors”
high

Emissions
Freight
Rates
Vessel
Supply
high
reasonably
high
average
low

low

high

low

high

low

over

normal

over

normal

over

normal

over

normal

0.3333

0.0000

1.0000

0.3333

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.6667

0.0000

0.0000

0.6667

0.0000

0.0000

0.6667

0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

1.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

1.0000
0.0000

0.0000
1.0000

0.3333
0.0000

0.0000
1.0000

Step 3: Establishment of Rule-based Bayesian Reasoning (RBR)
Three fundamental attributes 1) Vessel Factors (VF), 2) Global Factors
(GF) and 3) Cost Factors (CF) are considered as the antecedent attributes
in IF-THEN rules, while Super Slow Steaming (SSS) is expressed as the
conclusions attribute. The linguistic terms of the three antecedents and
conclusion attributes are defined as follows: “
{i = 1(high),
2(reasonably high), 3(average), 4(low)}”, “
{j = 1(good),
2(average), 3(fair), 4(poor)}”, “
{k = 1(high), 2(normal), 3(low)}”
and “
{l = 1(strongly recommended), 2(recommended),
3(moderately recommended), 4(not recommended), 5(strongly not recommended)}”. By using these linguistic terms and the calculation techniques described in Step 2, the RBR with a belief structure for the node
“Super Slow Steaming” is partially summarised in Table 4.
Table 4: The RBR with a belief structure for the node “Super Slow
Steaming”
Rul
es
No

1

Antecedent Attributes
Vessel
Factors
(VF)

high

Super Slow Steaming (SSS)

Global
Factors
(GF)

Cost
Factors
(CF)

strongly recommended

recommended

moderately
recommended

not recommended

strongly not
recommended

good

high

0.0000

1.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
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2
3
…
48

high
high
…
low

good
good
…
poor

normal
low
…
low

0.0000
0.0000
…
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
…
0.0000

1.0000
0.6667
…
1.0000

0.0000
0.3333
…
0.0000

By using Eq. 3, the RBR with a belief structure can be performed as follows:
R1: IF VF1=high and GF1=good and CF1=high,
THEN {(0.0000, strongly recommended (SSS1)), (1.0000, recommended
(SSS2)), (0.0000, moderately recommended (SSS3)), (0.0000, not recommended (SSS4)), (0.0000, strongly not recommended (SSS5))}.
Step 4: Bayesian reasoning
The necessity of having super slow steaming can be computed using Eq.
4. For example, given “GW1=serious”, “EFC3=recession” and
“BFP1=high”, the posterior probability values of
are computed as follows:

=
It explains that the necessity of having super slow steaming associated
with “GW1=serious”, “EFC3=recession” and “BFP1=high” is
{(0.9206, strongly recommended), (0.0794, recommended), (0.0000,
moderately recommended), (0.0000, not recommended), (0.0000, strongly not recommended)}. The above calculation can also be modelled using the Hugin software as shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4: The posterior probability value of the node “SSS” after giving
evidence to nodes “GW”, “EFC” and “BFC”
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In a similar way, the necessity of having super slow steaming associated
with “GWi {i = 1 (serious), 2 (not serious)}”, “EFCj {j = 1 (booming), 2
(stable), 3 (recession)}” and “BFPk {k = 1 (high), 2 (low)}” is obtained
as partially shown in Table 5.
Table 5: The outputs of necessity of having Super Slow Steaming
Rules

Antecedent Attributes

Super Slow Steaming (SSS)
strongly recommended
0.0000

recommended
0.0148

moderately
recommended
0.9409

not recommended
0.0443

strongly not
recommended
0.0000

0.0000

0.0796

0.4682

0.4522

0.4336
0.1258
0.0794
…

0.4758
0.3887
0.0000
…

0.0119
0.3944
0.0000
…

0.0000
0.0911
0.0000
…

0.5431

0.1616

0.0042

No

GW

EFC

BFC

1

serious

booming

high

2

serious

booming

low

0.0000

3
4
5
…

serious
serious
serious
…
not
serious

stable
stable
recession
…

high
low
high
…

0.0787
0.0000
0.9206
…

recession

low

0.0251

0.2659

12

Step 5: Results and discussions
Referring to each rule in Table 5, the posterior probability values of
more than 50% will be considered as the selected option of the test case.
Given Rule 1 as an example, the necessity of having super slow steaming associated with “GW1=serious”, “EFC1=booming” and
“BFC1=high” is (0.9409, moderately recommended (SSS3)). The result
is straight-forward and easy to understand by shipping companies. Rules
5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 can be explained in a similar way as Rule 1.
In Rule 2, the necessity of having super slow steaming associated with
“GW1=serious” and “EFC1=booming” and “BFC2=low” is {(0.4682,
not recommended (SSS4)), (0.4522, strongly not recommended (SSS5))}.
The posterior probability values of both states are almost similar. As a
result, the proposed BN model assists shipping companies in making a
decision not to adopt super slow steaming speed in operating their vessels. Rules 3 and 8 can be explained in a similar way as Rule 2.
In Rule 4, the necessity of having super slow steaming associated with
“GW1=serious” and “EFC2=stable” and “BFC2=low” is {(0.3887,
moderately recommended (SSS3)), (0.3944, not recommended (SSS4))}.
Further investigation of this rule is needed in determining a final decision. This is because the posterior probability values of both states are
comparatively large. Such two states are in different categories and
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shipping companies require more endeavour to decide a suitable steaming speed.
CONCLUSIONS
The research study carried out was fully conducted using a Rule-based
Bayesian Reasoning method associated with the brainstorming and fuzzy
set techniques. The qualitative dataset was obtained from the experts’
judgement. This method is useful for assisting shipping companies in
dealing with uncertain conditions. The outcomes produced can be used
by shipping companies to determine the necessity of a super slow steaming speed in a dynamic operational environment. The novelties of this
study are 1) the model development and 2) the application of all decision
making methods described. An issue related to the results that can be
used for future study is the uncertainty of the global situations. A process of identifying the most beneficial shipping business strategy in
terms of cost saving, profit and service performance perspectives is
needed.
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ABSTRACT
Results of initial research on air flow’s dynamic impact on a ship
model of 888 project type are presented in the elaboration. The research has been executed at a test stand located in the Polish Naval
Academy. The ship model of 888 project type has been an object of
the tests. Results of executed measurements have been compared
with theoretical calculations for an angle of dynamic heel. Input parameters for the tests and calculations have been defined in accordance with recommendations of Polish Register of Shipping (PRS)
and International Maritime Organization (IMO Instruments 1993,
2008, PRS 2007). Determination of a heeling moment by wind operation has been a key issue. The executed research has revealed that
the way the criteria of the ship’s dynamic stability are defined by
Polish Register of Shipping takes a certain safety margin into account.
KEYWORDS: stability, warship model, laboratory, dynamic heel

INTRODUCTION
During operation, a ship is open to dynamic effects resulting from specifics of marine environment. Among these effects, wind dynamic impact together with a wavy motion is especially hazardous for the ship.
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Therefore, there are applicable criteria, taking the above said situations
into consideration, in classification societies’ regulations. A way to calculate a heeling moment originated by the wind operation is given in
dynamic stability criteria. One may determine an angle of dynamic heel
based on a function of this moment and righting levers’ curve. But, assumptions and simplifications accepted by the classification societies
result in omission of some phenomena and the angle of dynamic heel,
determined based on theoretical calculations, differs from the real one.
Determination of a real value of the dynamic angle of heel is possible by
executing model tests performed with geometric and dynamic similarity
scale taken into consideration. Results of theoretical calculations and
measurements of dynamic angle of heel, executed with a ship model of
888 project type as an example, are given in this elaboration. Results of
the presented tests allow formulating practical conclusions which may
be used by the classification societies, among the others.

RESEARCH FACILITY AND OBJECT OF THE TEST
Tests on the wind dynamic impact on a ship have been executed at a
facility located in the Polish Naval Academy (Mironiuk, 2006). Main
elements of the stand are as the following:
− model basin for surface ships of internal dimensions of LxBxH
3x2x0,5 m,
− ship model of 888 project type,
− ship model of 660 project type,
− computer registering parameters of the ship model position,
− device generating air flow.
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Figure 1. Facility for tests on dynamic impact of wind (Mironiuk,
2006) .

There is a set of fans fixed in a casing making a jet of a changeable section on the basin’s shorter side. Dimensions of the jet’s outlet are sufficient to let the air flow operate on entire flank of the model, with a
suitable reserve. There are 10 fans in the jet’s housing – all together,
they are capable of generating air flow faster than 5 m/s.
A ship model of 888 project type has been the object of the study. It was
made in a scale 1:50 in respect to a real vessel. The scheme of the model
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is shown in the Figure 2. Its basic data have been as the following
(Mironiuk, W. 2006):
−
−
−
−
−

overall length of the model: Lc = 1,444 m;
length between perpendiculars: Lpp = 1,284 m;
displacement of the model: D = 13,15 kg;
average draught of the vessel: T = 0,078 m;
depth of the model's centre of gravity: ZG = 0,096 m.
Figure 2. Disposition of elements in the model of the ship type 888
(Mironiuk, 2006). 1,2 and 3 - Valves for a puncture simulation in the
compartments PIII, PV and PVII; 4,5,6,7 and 8 - Valves for flooding
the compartment PVI, PIV, PIII, PII and PI; 9,10,11
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- Water level indicators in the compartment PVII, PV and PI; 12. Indicator of ship draught; 13. List indicator.
At the level of flotation line, openings – horizontally arranged – are
made in the model’s stem and stern frame. Rods limiting the ship’s drift
caused by the air flow operation may be placed in the openings. Such an
arrangement results in defining a fixed axis of rotation of the ship model.
In fact, position of the ship model’s axis of rotation is not permanent
because, it depends – among the others – on dynamics of the wind effect. Location of the ship model’s axis of rotation is crucial to determine
the heeling moment. The IMO’s stability code (IMO Instruments, 1993,
2008,) provides with instructions that the heeling moment’s lever should
be calculated as a distance from a centre of the topside projected area to
the centre of the underwater part of the hull’s projection on the symmetry plane, or – approximately – to the vessel’s half draught depth. In
this connection, results of measurements of and calculations for the dy-
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namic angles of heel, executed in compliance with the IMO’s recommendations, shall differ.
A sensor of the heeling and trim angles registering the angles with an
accuracy of up to 0,01 of degree is installed on the model. Signals from
the sensor are transmitted by means of a cable to a computer. Influence
of the cables connected to the model has been omitted because of their
insignificant weight and section areas.
PROBLEM OF GEOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC SIMILARITY
SCALE
Solving the geometric and dynamic similarity scale problem has consisted in meeting given conditions. The ship model was made in the 1:50
scale - that is why all geometric quantities could have been easily calculated. Values of the righting levers curve of the ship model also have
been subject to the geometric similarity principle. The heeling moment
should effect in proportion to the vessel’s righting levers, i.e. ratio of the
ship’s righting levers maximum value and value of the wind affected
heeling moment’s lever should be the same for both the model and the
ship, as below:
(Equation1)
GZ max o GZ max m
=
= const
l wo
lw m
Where:
GZmax - maximum value of the righting lever [m];
lw- value of the wind affected heeling moment’s lever [m];
The „o” subscript refers to the vessel, while the „m” subscript refers to
the model.
Figure 3 makes a graphical mapping of the (Equation1) dependence.
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Figure 3. Determination of wind affected heeling moment lever’s value
for ship model (Lewandowski, 2010).

Wind pressure affecting the vessel depends on the wind affected heeling
moment. Therefore, the pressure should be defined in compliance with a
suitable dynamic scale in relation to the model. Value of the pressure
having dynamic impact on a real object, i.e. IMO and PRS regulations
(IMO Instruments 1993, 2008, PRS 2007). It is 504 Pa for ships of unrestricted operational water areas and wind operating statically. However,
a value 1,5 times bigger, i.e. 756 Pa is given for dynamic wind. A given
wind velocity corresponds with this pressure value, and the velocity may
be determined with many ways. Using dependence on the dynamic pressure is one of them, as the following:
(Equation 2)
p=

ρv 2
2

Where:
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p - wind pressure [Pa];
ρ - air density [kg/m3];
v - wind velocity [m/s].
The pressure value of 756 Pa gives the air speed of 35 m/s – at the density of 1,2 kg/m3. To determine the wind velocity in respect to the pressure, one may also use table values provided in published references
(Dudziak, J. 2006). It follows from them that the velocity should be
some 29 m/s for squall of 756 Pa pressure.
The air speed obtained for the ship should be recalculated for a speed for
the model. Suitable recalculations may be done with many ways. Using
Euler coordinate is one of them (Gryboś 1998), as below:
(Equation 3)
Eu =

p
ρv 2

Where:
Eu - Euler coordinate ;
p - air pressure [Pa];
ρ - air density [kg/m3];
v - air velocity [m/s].
The pressure of 756 Pa and the speed of 32 m/s both defined for the ship
gives the wind velocity of 4,52 m/s, i.e. the velocity that should have
impact on the model.
In case the following dependence on the wind affected heeling moment
is applied (PRS 2008):
(Equation 4)
M w = 2 ⋅10−5 ⋅ Fw ⋅ z w ⋅ v 2w ⋅ cos 2ϕ

Where:
Fw – topside projected area [m2],
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zw – distance from centre of wind projected area to waterline positioned
at height of T/2 above basic plane, at given load condition [m],
ϕ – angle of heel,
vw – wind velocity at height of wind projected flank’s geometric centre,
defined with the following formula (PRS 2008),
(Equation 5)
z 
v w = v10  w  [knots]
 10 

Where:
v10 – wind velocity at height of 10 metres above waterline, v10=80 knots
is accepted for the ships of unrestricted operational water areas.
The wind velocity is 4,51 m/s for the ship model.
The presented solutions for the problem of dynamic similarity scale
follow to similar results of the air flow speed. Therefore, it is probable
that the calculations for the wind velocity have been done correctly.
EXECUTION OF THE TESTS
The study’s programme has been executed in several stages. Determination of the air flow speed distribution has been one of the first activities
at the research stand. Measurements of the air flow speed have been executed in 18 points. Results of the measurements for the speed of the air
flow generated by fans are given in Table 1. Average value of the speed
of the air flow affecting the model has been 4,52 m/s.
Table 1. Results of measurements of air flow speed (Lewandowski, 2010).
Measurement Place of measurement and
height
value of speed
[m/s]

Average value
[m/s]

1

2

3

4

5

6

35,5 cm

4,57

4,68

4,69

4,16

4,10

4,53

4,46

18,5 cm

4,67

4,86

4,77

4,53

4,16

4,65

4,61

8,5 cm

4,33

4,63

4,60

4,65

4,65

4,10

4,49
4,52
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Next stage of the research has been to determine the dynamic angle of
heel. Tests at the stand have been executed, among the others, for the
following values of the angles of heel towards the windward shipboard:
6o, 15o, 18o. Values of these angles result from calculations of weather
criteria executed for the ship project of type 888 in accordance with the
regulations of IMO and PRS.
The fans have worked with constant velocity during registering the angles of heel what corresponds with constant characteristics of the heeling
moment. Results of the measurements of the registered angles of heels
are given in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Measurements of dynamic angle of heel after deflecting model
towards windward shipboard to angle of: a) 6o; b) 15o; c) 18o (Lewandowski, 2010).
a)

b)
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c)

Table 2 contains a listing of the results for the measurements executed at
the stand. The biggest values of the dynamic angle of heel have been
obtained when the model has been deflected to the angle of 18 degrees
towards the windward shipboard.

Table 2. Values of dynamic angles of heel (Lewandowski, 2010).
No
Angle of heel towards
windward shipboard [deg]
Dynamic angle of heel [deg]

1

2

3

-6

-15

-18

23

29

31

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
Calculations for the ship’s dynamic angle of heel have been executed for
the heeling moment defined in accordance with the IMO and PRS recommendations. Based on them, lever of the dynamically operating heeling moment has been determined assuming that the distance of the
topside projected area’s centre was measured from the half draught
depth. The prospected lever has been calculated with the following dependence (IMO Instruments, 1993, 2008, PRS 2007),
(Equation 6)

l w = 1,5

q v Fw Z v
[ m]
1000 g D

where:
qv = 504 Pa – wind pressure;
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Fw- topside projected area [m2];
Zv- measured perpendicularly, distance from centre of topside projected
area to centre of underwater part of hull’s projection on symmetry plane,
or – approximately – to vessel’s half draught depth [m];
D – ship’s displacement [t];
g – 9,81 m/s2;
and for the data:
Fw =533 m2;
Zv = 6.46 m;
D =1643.7 t,
to result in obtaining value of the wind affected heeling lever equal
0,162 m.
For this value, the dynamic angles of heel have been read on a graph
(Figure. 5) and placed in a Table 3.
Figure 5. Determination of dynamic angles of heel for ship of 888 project type – for Zv=6.46 m (Lewandowski, 2010).

Table 3. Values of dynamic angles of heel (Lewandowski, 2010).
No
Angle of heel towards
windward shipboard [deg]
Dynamic angle of heel [deg]
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1

2

3

-6

-15

-18

33

40

43
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The results show that the values of the dynamic angles of heel obtained
from the calculations are seriously bigger than the values obtained from
the measurements. The fact that lever on which force of the wind pressure operates was defined from the ship’s half draught depth, instead of
from the operative waterline, is one of the reasons. Should one take this
note into consideration, the wind affected dynamic lever lw shall equal
0.111 m. A next graph, given on Figure 6, allowing defining the dynamic angles of heel, has been executed for this case. Obtained values of
the angles are presented in a
Table 4. Moreover, a line with values of the dynamic stability angles
measured at the stand has been added - to enable to compare the results.
Figure 6. Determination of dynamic angles of heel for ship of 888 project type – for Zv=4.49 m (Lewandowski, 2010).
ld, lw

ld

ϕd1

ϕ1

ϕd2

ϕd3

lw

ϕ

1 rad

Table 4. Values of dynamic angles of heel (Lewandowski, 2010).
No
Angle of heel towards
windward shipboard [deg]
Dynamic angle of heeldetermined
for Zv=4.49 m [deg]
Dynamic angle of heel measured
at stand [deg]
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1

2

3

-6

-15

-18

25

32

36

23

29

31
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This time, the results of the dynamic angle of heel calculations and
measurements are very similar. Differences are from 10 to 16%. It is
possible to obtain more similar results after damping of movement and
size of the wind exposed area’s projection, which changes during the
heel, are taken into account.
SUMMARY
The executed initial research on the dynamic influence of the wind affected heeling moment shows high convergence of the theoretical calculations with the measured values. The obtained results prove that the
way the wind affected heeling lever is determined has significant impact
on the values of the dynamic angles of heel. The ship model has had the
fixed axis of rotation, positioned in not waving water plane. Therefore, it
has not been possible to compare the measurements results with the results of calculations for the dynamic angle of heel accurately, if determined based on the heeling moment imposed by IMO. Further research
on the described issue shall allow executing more accurate analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The recent study on world supply and demand of seafarers
“Manpower 2010 Update” published by BIMCO and ISF, shows
that in 2010 there was a shortfall on the number of available officers
to approximately 14.000. The report gives some evidence of gradual
recruitment and retention problems encountered in the world
maritime labour market.
Also the shortage of trained seafarers results in gradual lack of staff
with the expertise and experience at the professional level, and
qualified for cross ground activities related to the maritime domain,
such as inspection of ships, surveillance, management and routeing,
rescue and pilotage.
The International Maritime Organization has set in motion in 2008
the campaign named Go to Sea!, and has declared 2010 as the year
of seafarers, with the aim to enhance the image of the maritime
sector and to attract young people to the industry.
The present article presents the results obtained from a survey
conducted among the students of the Higher Technical University
College of Nautical Science and Marine Engineering of University of
A Coruña. The survey sheds some light on the students motivation
to follow the maritime career and shows their expectations in
relation to their future integration in the labour market. This paper
presents the various aspects of the maritime labour market that
affect the attractiveness of the seafarers profession, and influence
the decision of young people to follow the maritime career. A
thorough analysis of the results follows with a number of proposed
solutions to increase the attraction of students to the profession, and
achieve retention of seafarers on board.
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INTRODUCTION

The International Maritime Organization agreed the topic “Year of the
Seafarer "for the 2010 World Maritime Day with the aim of highlighting
the seafarers contribution to the society and in recognition of the risks to
which they are exposed in the fulfilment of their duties. The growing
problem of ship officers shortage was also stressed (Mitropoulos, 2010)
Already in January 2009 the European Commission (2009) adopted the
Communication on Maritime Transport Strategy, 2009-2018. The
Commission highlights the need to support EU world leadership in the
maritime transport (it controls 41% of the world fleet in DWT) and the
shortage of European seafarers which implies "the risk of losing the
critical mass of human resources that sustains the competitiveness for
the European maritime industries in General". For that reason there is a
genuine interest on the part of the EU to reinforce the attractiveness of
maritime professions for European citizens. This interest is nowadays
reflected in the set up of a task force entrusted to identify ways to strike
the right balance between the employment conditions of EU seafarers
and the competitiveness of the European fleet.
Also the European transport Worker's Federation (ETF) shows interest
in the difficulties experienced by Shipping industry to provide EU
nationals with job prospects and the downward trend in the number of
European seafarers. In this direction the ETF carried out during 2010 the
project Enhancing recruitment and training in the shipping industry in
Europe aimed to support the European Social Dialogue, and organised
around three thematic workshops in the area of seafarers training and
recruitment: how to address skills-gaps and the deficit in the number of
European seafarers, enhancing the image of the sector and promoting
quality working and living conditions at sea, and how to ensure a better
career path and long term prospects in the maritime cluster (European
transport workers federation, 2010).
Moreover the European Community Shipowners Association carried out
in 2010 a survey with the support of the European Commission (2010),
whose results are published under the title: ECSA workshop, Report On
The Project On Enhancing Recruitment And Training In The Maritime
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Sector In Europe. Such a study consisted of a questionnaire prepared and
sent to all ECSA members setting out a number of questions concerning
views on: the national manpower situation and recent trends, recruitment
trends, recruitment methods, maritime cluster job mobility, improved
training techniques, examples of good practice and EU co-operative
recruitment and training initiatives.
Nowadays the report on the evolution of maritime workforce (data of
supply and demand) on a worldwide basis published by BIMCO in 2010
(BIMCO/ISF 2010) places the officers’ current deficit in almost 14000,
and shows evidence of continuing recruitment and retention problems.
With regard to the Spanish on board workforce, there are not official,
public and accurate statistics of Spanish seagoing personnel, neither on
foreigners employed on Spanish flagged vessels, nor on how many
Spanish seafarers work in non-Spanish flagged ships. We can use as a
reference the data published in the project by Southampton Solent
University (2005) The Mapping of Career Paths in the Maritime
Industries. According to this study there are 15000 Spanish officers
working on board nowadays, placing Spain as the second ship officers
supplier in Europe. Given that the number of vessels controlled by
Spanish shipping companies is lightly higher than two hundred we can
suppose that most of Spanish officers are sailing in non-Spanish flagged
ships. However the Spanish shipping companies are reporting an
increasing difficulty to recruit Spanish experienced seafarers in the last
years, especially regarding graduates of engine room department, who
disappear of the labour market, in many cases, even before beginning a
professional maritime career (Basurko, 2007).
The shortage of seafarers in Spain is so problematic that Spanish
Government has declared some jobs on board (deck officer, engine room
officer, chief engineer and radio-communications engineer) as “jobs
with very difficult filling”, allowing shipping companies to employ
foreigners to fill these vacancies (Spanish Government, 2011)
Having all this in mind, this article presents the results obtained from a
survey conducted among the students of the Higher Technical University
College of Nautical Science and Marine Engineering of University of A
Coruña. The survey sheds some light on the students motivation to
follow the maritime career and shows their expectations in relation to
their future integration in the labour market. The various aspects of the
maritime labour market that affect the attractiveness of the seafarers
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profession, and influence the decision of young people to follow the
maritime career are discussed. A thorough analysis of the results follows
with a number of proposed solutions to increase the attraction of
students to the profession, and achieve retention of seafarers on board
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Key issues of ETF project Enhancing recruitment and training in the
shipping industry in Europe, and data of Kahaveci study on port based
welfare services for seafarers were taken into account to design the
questionnaire used in this study (Kahaveci, 2007). Such a questionnaire
elicited information related to the next four categories: Students
identification, Knowledge of the career and motivation for the study, Job
Prospects and Labour Market. The 32- item questionnaire used in this
research is shown in detail in Annex 1.
The questionnaire was distributed in the classrooms of all courses of
Nautical Sciences and Marine Engineering specialities during the
academic course 2010/2011. One hundred and ninety-six students of 500
enrolled students answered the questionnaire; this means a participation
of 39 % of the students enrolled. Taking into account a 95% confidence
level and variability of 0.5, it is obtained a 5% sample error, so sample is
considered representative of this University College. The confidence
interval is 95 ± 3%.
The responses from these questionnaires were coded numerically using
the SPSS software. Next statistical analytical procedures were performed
using this software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of participants
Approximately 80 % of respondents were men and 20 % were women.
38 % of the participants were between 21 and 25 years, and 90 % had
been born in shore side regions. With relation to the labour situation, 19
% of the students combined studies and work, being higher the
percentage of students of marine engineering speciality who were in this
situation (22 % opposite to 16 % of nautical sciences speciality). 27 % of
the students held another previous academic qualification (once again
the percentage is higher among the marine engineering students, being
33 % opposite to 19 % of the nautical sciences students).
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Career knowledge and motivation for the study
Asked on how they knew these maritime studies, the most usual sources
of information were family (35 %), friends (34 %), Internet (18 %) and
informative leaflets (17 %). The own College (11 %) and informative
talks (8 %) were the less well-known means of information.
64 % of the students said these studies were their first option, though 58
% of them said to have little or no knowledge on this professional field
before beginning the studies. Specifically, 55 % of the nautical sciences
students declared they knew the maritime profession quite a lot or very
much before beginning the studies, 69 % of marine engineering students
said they had little or no knowledge in this aspect.
As for the reasons of students to follow these maritime studies, 77 %
quoted the existing job opportunities, and 57 % put forward the liking
for all related to the sea. In this case it is interesting to compare the
results obtained between the students of both specialities, since the
students of marine engineering speciality were more motivated by job
opportunities (83 %) and the possibility of obtaining a high income (49
%) while the nautical sciences students chose these studies for the liking
to the sea (76 %) and the job opportunities (70 %). Also in this point 57
% of the nautical sciences students declared to feel motivated by the
desire to sail, whereas in the speciality of marine engineering only 21%
declared to be motivated in this respect. Likewise the possibility of
travelling was more valued amongst nautical sciences students (57 %)
than among those of marine engineering (30 %). Finally the less valued
points were the interest of the family in the maritime career (4 %) and
the impossibility to realize other studies because having not enough
admission mark (7 %). This information, shown in Figure 1, agree with
those published in the study The Mapping of Career Paths in the
Maritime Industries (Southampton Solent University, 2005), which cited
the next most significant reasons for going to sea: the location of home
or place of upbringing, family influence as source of information, good
career prospects, long- term interest in the sea, and travelling possibility.
Moreover 27 % of the students that combined studies and work declared
that one of the reasons for choosing this career was to promote in their
current work.
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Figure 1. Reasons to follow maritime studies
Complementing previous studies
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Likewise 38 % of the students who held another previous qualification
said that the possibility of complementing their previous studies was a
reason to choose these studies.
Asked in relation to the studies difficulty, 61 % said these studies were
as difficult as they expected, while 27 % said the career was more
difficult than expected. In this regard 75 % said to feel equal or more
motivated than at the beginning of the studies, while 19 % said to feel
less motivated. The percentage of students who find the career more
difficult than expected is higher amongst the students of marine
engineering (32 %) as well as the percentage of students who are less
motivated is higher also in such a speciality (22 %).
As for lecture attendance, 64 % of the students declared to attend the
lectures every day and only 6 % said to attend lectures some or a few
days. The whole participants declared to have the intention of finishing
their studies.
The University College has two tall ships aimed to train the cadets.
Training on board merchant ships is not compulsory to obtain the
academic qualifications, but students have the opportunity of sailing in
this kind of ships as part of the academic background.
With regard to the carrying out of ship training as cadets on board
merchant ships, 21 % of the participants said to have carried out this
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type of training on board. 88 % of them reported this was a positive
experience.
Asked on their experiences as students, with relation to the information
received, the contents of the educational programme and its usefulness
for the professional future, as it is shown in Figure 2, 57 % agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement “I receive enough information about
academic matters”, while only 40 % agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement “I receive enough information about professional matters”. As
for the usefulness of the academic programme subjects for the
professional life, 61 % of the participants agreed or strongly agreed with
the assertion “in a general basis, the contents of the academic
programme will be useful for my professional life”, and 49 % believed
that during the studies they would have the chance of knowing the
professional area. In this respect, 60 % of the students said to be clear
about their professional future.
Figure 2. Student’s experiences
I receive enough information about academic matters
I receive enough information about professional matters
The academic programme subjects will be useful for my
professional life
I have or I will have the chance of knowing the professional
area
I am clear about my professional future
The academic programme allows finishing the career in the
stipulated time
The technological resources used during the carrer are the
suitable ones
I am learning the necessary matters to be a good seafarer
0%
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Agree

20%

Strongly Agree

40%

60%

80%

100%

Don't know/ No answer

With reference to the academic programme, 61 % said to agree or
strongly agree with the statement “the academic programme allows
finishing the career in the stipulated time”, while only 47 % agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement “the technological resources used
during the career are the suitable ones”. In this respect the nautical
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sciences students are more in disagreement with this affirmation. Also
52 % of the participants believed that they were learning the necessary
matters to be good seafarers, agreeing or strongly agreeing with this
statement 60 % of the nautical science students, and only 46 % of the
marine engineering students.
Asked on what they would do if they had the opportunity to choose a
career again, 79 % of the students asserted that they would return to
choose the same studies, 14 % would choose other university studies, 3
% would choose other not university studies and 2 % would look for a
job.
Professional future
In this point the students intentions for the near future once finished the
studies, as for their professional future in the medium and long term
were requested.
As for the short-term academic and professional future, 32 % of the
students declared their intention of carrying out training periods on
board to obtain professional qualifications. In this case the percentage is
clearly higher among nautical sciences students, since 46 % of them had
this intention, while only 21 % of the marine engineering students
considered this option as a short-term one. Twenty-two per cent of the
participants had the intention of beginning to work, in this case the
marine engineering students were those who chose this option more
often (30 % opposite to 12% in the nautical sciences speciality). Also an
important percentage of students wanted to continue studying, since 21%
of marine engineering students and 11 % of nautical sciences ones
would study a post degree or would do other complementary studies.
As regards to the professional future in the medium and long term, to
sail as an officer a few years and then take a job in maritime sector
ashore was the option chosen for 52 % of the participants. This was the
option chosen for 71 % of nautical science students and only for 36 % of
marine engineering students. To sail as an officer a few years and then
take a job out of maritime sector ashore, and to take a job in other
sectors different from the maritime one ashore without previous sailing
were options chosen by 15 % of marine engineering students. It is
interesting to highlight that 16 % of the participants did not consider
working at sea as a professional future option, being the percentage of
students with this profile 26 % in marine engineering, and only 3 % in
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nautical sciences. It is also important to emphasize that only 5% of the
students had the intention of sailing during all their professional life.
This information is shown in Figure 3.
Requested the opinions of the students in relation to the importance of
on board professional experience to their professional future ashore, 94
% of the students agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “sailing
will be a positive experience to my professional future”, and equally 89
% asserted that working on board provides with an experience that is
difficult to attain working ashore. Likewise 87 % of the students agreed
or strongly agreed that the experience on board makes it more likely that
they could find a job in the ashore labour market.
Asked what they believed about their chance to work as captains or chief
engineers, 63 % of the students considered they would have this chance.
With regard to the status of the seafarer profession, only 42 % agreed or
strongly agreed that this profession has a high social status. 59 % agreed
or strongly agreed that seafarers have a high income, and 49 %
considered that seafarers have a position of authority by working on
board, statement held by 64 % of nautical sciences students and only 36
% of marine engineering students.
Finally 84 % of the participants stated that the seafarer profession allows
team working.
These results are shown in Figure 4.
.Figure 3. Professional future in the medium and long term
Work on board all professional life
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Figure 4. Opinions about seafarer profession
Sailing will be a positive experience to my professional future
Working on board provide with an experience that is difficult to
attain working ashore
On board experience will make it more likely that I could find a
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40%

60%

80%

100%

Don't Know/ No Answer

Labour market
In the last section of the survey the students were requested to give their
opinion on the most important conditions for working on board. The
presented questions refer to the conditions that a shipping company must
offer to the crew members, the ship and on board working conditions for
an adequate professional carry out, ship conditions to allow a suitable
social and personal life, crew conditions to allow a suitable labour and
social life and the current most problematic areas of maritime trade.
The most important working conditions that a shipping company must
offer to make the maritime career more attractive were, in the students
opinion, competitive wage, job stability and a 1/1 proportion between on
board working/vacation. The less important areas were the possibility of
embarking relatives, short-term promotion and continued training
providing.
As for the conditions of ship and on board work organization for an
adequate professional carry out, the students believed that hull and
engines are in good condition of maintenance is a priority, distribution of
working and rest hours must be appropriate, followed by a well
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established organization of working system. In this point the items
considered as less important were to have an ergonomic working place,
and to have a safe and secure commercial route.
The possibility of communication with home and to have individual
cabins with personal hygiene facilities were considered the most
important ship conditions to allow a suitable social and personal life.
Paradoxically in last place the students placed to have an adequate
number of crew members for the promotion of social relations and the
Internet availability.
In relation to crew conditions to allow a suitable labour and social life,
the right professional training and the adequate professional experience
were the most valued ones by the students, being the religious and
cultural common interests considered the less important conditions.
The areas of maritime trade considered more worrying nowadays were
piracy, personal and labour safety, ship safety, seafarer isolation, and the
lack of job stability. The students place in the last position mixed crews
spreading, ship detentions derived from inspections, excess of paper
work and minimum manning spreading.
The last item of this questionnaire refers to the knowledge that the
students have on the current labour market. Fifty-five per cent of the
students believed that it is difficult or very difficult to find a job on
board Spanish flagged ships or managed by Spanish companies, while
35 % said not to know the situation of this labour market.
As for the possibilities of employment in foreign flagged ships, 32 %
believed that it is difficult or very difficult, while 32 % believed that it is
easy or very easy, and 36 % said to have no knowledge on this matter.
Fifty-seven per cent of the students considered difficult or very difficult
to find a job in maritime sector ashore, and 28 % said to have no
information about the situation of this labour market. Equally 58 %
believed that it is difficult or very difficult to find a job in other sectors
ashore, and once again 27 % said to have no knowledge on the labour
demand out of maritime sector.
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CONCLUSIONS
Though merchant fleet with Spanish flag or managed by Spanish
shipping companies is clearly decreasing in the last years, the same thing
does not happen with worldwide fleet that it is experiencing a slow but
gradual growth. In the same way, both at national level as at European
one a shortage of skilled and qualified seafarers to hold management
positions on board is being registered, increasing, according to the
international researches in this regard, this kind of job vacancies.
Working on board merchant ships looks like, a priori, a job with good
prospects.
In Spain the number of qualified seafarers has radically decreased in the
last years. In the HTUC of Nautical Science and Marine Engineering of
University of A Coruña, one of the main training institutions at
university degree in Spain, it is wanted to look for strategies to
encourage young people to follow the maritime career and to increase
the demand of these studies. With such a purpose we analyzed in depth
the profile of the students, their motivations and future expectations.
The standard student at this University College is a man of less than 25
years, born in a shore side region, which in spite of having small or no
knowledge about the maritime profession has chosen these studies as the
first option. Approximately 1 out of 5 students combines studies and
work. This percentage is higher among marine engineering students.
One out of three students of marine engineering speciality has another
previous academic qualification. At an academic level it seems to be
interesting to reinforce the knowledge of these studies towards the
female sector and the students of other academic qualifications related to
the maritime sector.
Family and friends are the career most common source of knowledge
among the students. The institution should centre more efforts in make it
known to the possible future students by means of informative talks in
the secondary education centres. The lack of knowledge regarding this
profession is one of the main handicaps which is necessary to face up
and to overcome. With such a purpose more efforts by the part of the
official institutions and organizations for announcing this profession and
enhancing the importance of maritime trade to a wider social and
educational level are needed.
As for the students’ reasons to follow these studies there exists a great
difference between marine engineering students, motivated mainly by
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job opportunities and the economic income, and the nautical sciences
students, motivated mainly by the liking for the sea, the navigation and
travel possibilities. In this point we observe that maritime career
continues being vocational among nautical sciences students.
In relation to the studies difficulty, data show as a positive thinking of
students to the academic experiences. The carrying out of training on
board as cadets during the career period seems to be also very
motivating. From the academic point of view, it seems interesting to
offer the students with more opportunities for training on board
merchant ships by means of signing training agreements with shipping
companies.
The information received during the career is a topic that is necessary to
reinforce from the own training institution. On the other hand the
academic programme and training are considered to be suitable;
however the technological resources available are considered adequate
only by 47 % of the participants. It is necessary to analyse the training
possibilities offered by the technical tools available in the institution, to
update the older ones and to find alternative resources to make the
newest training tools accessible to the students.
Likewise, the majority of marine engineering students believed that their
training is not intended for working on board. It is necessary to revise
carefully the objectives proposed from the academic point of view, and
to analyse the professional information offered to the students, with the
aim of make known all prospects related to these studies.
To work at sea as an officer a few years and to take a job later ashore in
maritime sector was the medium and long term option chosen by 71 %
of nautical sciences students. This one is an option for 36 % of the
Marine Engineering students, while 26 % did not consider working on
board as a future option. In spite of it 94 % of the students agreed or
strongly agreed that sailing would be a positive experience for their
professional future, and 89 % asserted that working on board provides
with an experience that is difficult to attain working ashore. Likewise 87
% of the students agreed or strongly agreed that the experience on board
makes it more likely that they could find a work in the ashore labour
market.
In this respect, and in order to improve the choice of a professional
maritime career and the retention on board, it seems interesting to design
a suitable professional planning with the commitment of shipping
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companies, Government authorities and unions. Such a professional
planning could combine working on board and ashore with the aim to
take the maximum advantage of students’ motivation for sailing,
providing high quality experienced and competent professionals.
Wages, job stability, on board / vacation rate, a good ship maintenance
condition, an adequate distribution of working and rest hours, a clear
working system organization, the possibilities of communication with
home and appropriate spaces for rest and personal hygiene are the most
valued and motivating factors for working on board, as well as adequate
crew training and experience levels. The maritime companies must offer,
therefore, on board living and working conditions with a high standard
in order to attract youth towards navigation and to retain professionals
on board as long as possible.
The most worrying conditions to work on board and therefore the less
motivating ones are piracy, personal and labour safety, ship safety, the
seafarer isolation, and the lack of job stability.
Finally and in relation to maritime labour market situation it is surprising
the acute ignorance that the students demonstrate in this matter.
Therefore it is necessary to provide the students with more contact with
the professional area during their academic period. They need more
information about job opportunities and prospects, more information
about the work on board and on the actual situation of labour market and
working conditions. A good way to achieve these objectives is involving
the in service seafarers in the rapprochement of the profession to the
students, by means of, for example, talks or on board visits.
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ANNEX I
SURVEY ON MOTIVATION AND EXPECTATIONS OF NAUTICAL SCIENCES AND
MARINE ENGINEERING STUDENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF A CORUÑA
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION
1.

Speciality:
Science

 Marine Engineering

2.

Present course:

3.

Gender:

4.

Age:

5.

Place of birth:

6.

Year of first enrolment:

7.

Are you working nowadays?  no

8.

If you are working and studying at the same time, what kind of work are you doing?
 occasional work  part time work
 full time work

 Man

 Nautical

 Woman

 yes

9. Is there any connection between your work and studies?
 none
 a little
 a lot
 very much
10. Do you have another academic qualification?  no

 yes, …………………

CAREER KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY
11. How did you know these maritime studies?
 Family
 Internet
Friends
 Informative talks
 Own Collage/ University

 Informative leaflets



 Other ……………………………….

12. It was this career your first option?

 yes

 no

13. Did you have some knowledge on this professional field before beginning the studies?
none
a little
a lot very much
14. Why did you choose these maritime studies?
 Job opportunities


interesting
 I like all related to the sea

seemed

 Travelling possibilities

 High income

 Interest of the

family
 Collage is near to my home

Subjects

 I like sailing
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 To promote in my current job
studies

 It seemed easier than other engineering

 I had not enough admission mark to follow other studies
different



 The possibility of complementing my previous studies
………………………..

To

do


something
another

15. In relation to studies difficulty, this career is:
 More difficult than expected
 Easier than expected
 As difficult as I expected
16. In relation to the year of my first enrolment:
 I feel equal motivated as at the beginning of my studies
 I feel more motivated than at the beginning of my studies
 I feel less motivated than at the beginning of my studies
17. I attend the lectures:
 Every day

 Almost every day

 some days

18. Do you have the intention of finishing your studies?

 A few days

yes

no

19. If you don’t wish to complete your studies , do you wish to do another different ones?
Strongly
disagree

I receive enough information about academic matters
I receive enough information about professional
matters
In a general basis, the contents of the academic
programme will be useful for my professional life
I will have the chance of knowing the professional
area
I am clear about my professional future
The academic programme allows finishing the career
in the stipulated time
The technological resources used during the career
are the suitable ones
I am learning the necessary matters to be a good
aseafarer

no

yes …………………….
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agree

Strongly
agree

Don’t
know/
no
answer
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20. Did you carry out ship training as a cadet on board Merchant ships?
 no
yes, in such a case this was :
negative experience

a negative experience
a positive experience

nor

positive

neither

21. Give your opinion with regard to the next statements
22. What would you do if you had the opportunity to choose a career again?
 I would choose the same studies
 I would choose
another university studies
 I would do not university studies

 I would look for a work

 Other ………
PROFESSIONAL FUTURE
23. My intentions for the near future are:
 To continue studding

 Start working

 Be trained on board

 Don’t know

 Other …………….
24. My professional intentions in the long term are:
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

agree

Strongly
agree

Don’t know/
no answer

Sailing will be a positive experience to my
professional future
Working on board provides with an experience that
is difficult to attain working ashore
on board experience makes it more likely that I
could find a job ashore
I will have the chance of working as captain/ chief
engineer
Seafarer profession has a high social status
Seafarers have a high income
Seafarers have a position of authority by working on
board
Seafarer profession allows team working

 Work on board until obtain professional certificate
 Work on board and then work ashore in maritime sector
 Work on board and then work ashore out maritime sector
 No work on board. Work ashore in maritime sector
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 No work on board. Work ashore out of maritime sector
 Other …………………
25. Give your opinion with regard to the next statements
LABOUR MARKET
26. Arrange the conditions that a shipping company must offer to the crew members
according to the importance they have to you (1- the most important, 10- the less
important) :
 Competitive wages
 Paid holidays
 1/1 proportion between on board working/vacation
for Medical assistance
 Contribution for retirement



Contribution

 Contribution for unemployment

 Possibility of continued training
 Possibility of embarking relatives
 Job stability


promotions

Short-

27. Arrange the conditions of ship and on board work organization for an adequate
professional carry out (1 – the most important, 7 – the less important)
 Hull and engines are in good condition of maintenance
 Modern technological equipment
 Ergonomic workplace
 Well established labour risk prevention policies
 Well established working system organization
 Appropriate distribution of working and rest hours
 Safe and secure commercial route
28. Arrange ship conditions to allow a suitable social and personal life ( 1- the most
important, 5- the less important)
 The possibility of communication with home
 Internet availability
 Individual cabins with personal hygiene facilities
 Leisure places (library, gym, cinema, etc.)
 Adequate number of crew members for the promotion of social relations
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29. Arrange crew conditions to allow a suitable labour and social life ( 1- the most
important, 5- the less important)
 Crew right professional training
 Crew adequate professional experience
 Common language
 Cultural common interests
 Religious common interests
30. Arrange the most problematic areas of maritime transport (1- the most problematic, 14
– the less problematic)
 Piracy
 Personal and occupational Safety
 Ship safety

 Captain criminal offence

 Commercial pressure

 Lack of job stability

 Fatigue

 Seafarer isolation

 ship detentions derived from inspections
Dangerous goods transport risks
 Crew abandonment



 Excess of paperwork

 Mixed crews spreading
 Minimum manning spreading
31. Give your opinion with regard to the next statements:
Very
difficult

To find a job on board Spanish flagged ships or
managed by Spanish companies is …
To find a job on board foreign flagged ships or
managed by foreign companies is …
To find a job in maritime sector ashore …
To find a job out of maritime sector ashore
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Very
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ABSTRACT:
In 2009-10 the lecturing staff of the Higher Technical School of
Nautical Studies of the University of the Basque Country was
involved in the process of designing new syllabuses to adapt the
curricula to the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Trying
to understand the profile and expectations of enrolled students, our
research group designed a questionnaire and passed it during that
academic year, i.e. the last year that new students could enroll in the
old syllabuses. The new curricula adapted to the EHEA were
implemented during 2010-11. Continuing with the same survey, in
2011-12 we asked to complete the questionnaire to students taking
the first two years of the new degrees. Based on the information
derived from this study, in this paper we present the students’
profile in the old and the new degrees, and compare the results in
the light of the differentiating elements between them.

KEYWORDS: Nautical studies, Nautical School, Bilbao, EHEA
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INTRODUCTION
In 2009we began to study the incorporation of women in the Merchant
Navy, through the analysis of academic and professional aspects of those
who qualified inthe1977 syllabus at the Nautical School of Bilbao 1.One
of the conclusions we reached then was that students' expectations
regarding the development of their professional life had changed over
time. As far as the female students are concerned, there was a
significant56% of the graduates of the engine section and 11%of those
of the deck department, who had not succeeded in achieving any
professional qualification. Furthermore, considering that navigating a
minimum period of12 months as an officer is required in order to get the
second professional certificate, we observed that only a portion of
women who had obtained their degree, minimally developed her
professional career at sea:a58% in the deck department and 41.7% in the
engine section. At that time we were in the process of designing new
syllabuses and considered that it would be necessary to bear this trend in
mind if confirmed also among men. In order to understand the profile
and expectations of our students, we designed a questionnaire and
passed it during the 2009-10 academic year, the last one in which new
students could enroll in the old syllabuses. The new curricula adapted to
the EHEA were implemented during 2010-11. Enrollment figures
showed a larger number of new students than before (see Table 1). To
figure out what happened, we characterized the academic differences of
both systems, and the profile of new students by means of passing the
questionnaire to them.
Table 1.Enrollment of new students at the Higher Technical School of
Nautical Studies of the University of the Basque Country, by syllabus
and academic year.
2007-08

Diplomatura en
MáquinasNaval
es (*)

2008-09

2009-10

No
.

Var.
%

No
.

Var.
%

No
.

Var.
%

29

+7.4

31

+6.9

39

+25.8

1

2010-11
No
.

Var.
%

2011-12
No
.

Var.
%

This study was carried out within the context of the Research Project “The
incorporation of women to the Merchant Navy” sponsored by Emakunde- Instituto
Vasco de la Mujer (17/2009PRO).
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Diplomatura en
Navegac.
Marítima (**)
Grado en
Ingeniería
Marina (*)
Grado en Ing.
Náutica y
Transporte
Marítimo (**)
TOTAL

23

52

–23.3

–8.8

22

53

–4.3

+1.9

28

67

+27.3

+26.4

43

+10.3

48

+11.6

31

+10.7

47

+51.6

74

+10.4

95

+28.4

(*) TheDiplomatura en Máquinas NavaleswasreplacedbytheGrado en Ingeniería
Marina.
(**) TheDiplomatura en Navegación MarítimawasreplacedbytheGrado en Ingeniería
Náutica y Transporte Marítimo.
Source: Figures from 2007-08 until 2009-10 taken from UPV/EHU (2010, p. 89). The
remaining figures taken from the Administrative Secretariat of the Higher Technical
School of Nautical Studies of the University of the Basque Country 2.

As the survey results did not completely succeed to explain that
fact, attention was also paid to demographic aspects combined with the
enrollment tendencies at our University. At the same time, we tried to
refine these figures by contacting our Department of Research,
Documentation and Projects.
In this paper we present firstly the characterization of the syllabuses,
including enrollment and registration figures, and continue dealing with
the methodology employed for the surveys and the analysis of the
derived results.

2

The most readily available source of data relating to new students’ enrollment was
not the same for Diplomaturas and Grados and, therefore, figures could not be directly
compared, as we learnt later on. La Universidad del País Vasco en cifras do not include
transferred or adapted students so that the given figures purely referred to new enrolled
students at the University, whereas the figures at the College Secretariat referred to
new registered students in each degree.
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THE SYLLABUSES AT THE HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOL
OF NAUTICAL STUDIES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE
BASQUE COUNTRY
Since the beginning of its activity, in 1740, the Nautical School
of Bilbao has been operating almost without a break, under different
names, organic dependencies and locations (Ibáñez and Llombart, 2000).
Recognized as the first establishment devoted to the exclusive aim of
training officers for the Merchant Navy (Arroyo, 1989, p. 77), since
1968 it is located in Portugalete 3, since 1994 it is a center of the
University of the Basque Country 4, and since 1999 it is called Escuela
Técnica Superior de Náutica y Máquinas Navales 5.
In 1975, the nautical studies were put on a level with university
degrees 6. As a consequence, the Ministry of Education passed in 1977
what ended up being the last homogeneous syllabuses for all 7 Nautical
Schools of the country 7. Adapted to the university structure for the first
time, the period of study extended then up to five years. In 1988 the
instruction for the actual integration in the university was given and it took
place along the 1990s 8.
After that, each center designed its own curricula following the general
guidelines given in 1992 9 that allowed, at the same time, a clear,
3

The new building in Portugalete, next to the iron wharf, was inaugurated in 14
December 1968. So says the inscription on the rudder installed at the school’s north
entrance.
4
As stipulated by Royal Decree in 2 December 1988, the long-awaited transfer to the
Basque Autonomous Region and, consequently, the integration of the School into the
University of the Basque Country, took place in 1 July 1994, by means of the Royal
Decree 1546/1994 (BOE 22/07/1994) and Decrees 289/1994, 292/1994 and 300/1994
of 12 July (BOPV 10/08/1994, 22/07/1994 and 31/08/1994, respectively).
5
The Scholl took this name by Decree 101/1999 of 16 February (BOPV 02/03/1999).
6
Decree 1439/1975, of 26 June (BOE 03/07/1975).
7
Order of the Ministry of Education of 18 October 1977 (BOE 24/11/1977).
8
According to the Law 23/1988, of 28 July, the government was given a 6 month period to
undertake this integration in accordance with the Law 11/1983 for the university reform.
As a result, the integration was stipulated by Royal Decree of 2 December 1988. The last
one taking this way was the School of Bilbao, transferred to the Basque Autonomous
Region and therefore integrated in the University of the Basque Country, in 1 July 1994
(see note 9).
9
General guidelines for the design of all official university syllabuses were stipulated
by Royal Decree 1497/1987. This applied to the nautical studies in 1992 with the
approval of the Royal Decrees 924/1992, 925/1992, 917/1992 and 918/1992, of 17
July, which created the degrees: Diplomatura en Máquinas Navales, Diplomatura en
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unfamiliar, degree of autonomy: a 3 + 2 year structure with a 40% of
common main subjects was fixed. Our Nautical College passed its own
syllabuses in 1999 (the 3 year undergraduate degrees: Diplomatura en
Navegación Marítima and Diplomatura en Máquinas Navales) and in
2001 (the 2 year BSc degrees: Licenciatura en Náutica y Transporte
Marítimo and Licenciatura en Máquinas Navales) 10. Holding the latter is
an essential requirement for the expedition of the highest professional
certificate in the deck department (Capitán/a de la Marina Mercante)
and in the engine section (Jefe/a de Máquinas de la Marina Mercante),
respectively 11.
Figure 1.- General structure of old (phasing out) and new (phasing in)
syllabuses.

The new curricula adapted to the EHEA will have a 4+1 year
structure, when fully developed. Our college has only approved so far
the 4 year degrees, namely: Grado en Ingeniería Marina and Grado en
IngenieríaNáutica y TransporteMarítimo 12.They were phased-in the
2010-11 academic year, which meant the phasing-out of the former 3
year undergraduate degrees that had come to replace.
Navegación Marítima, Licenciatura en Máquinas Navales and Licenciatura en Náutica
y Transporte Marítimo, respectively.
10
These syllabuses were published in BOEs of 08/04/1999, 09/04/1999, 20/10/2001
and 13/09/2001, respectively.
11
The requirements for the expedition of Merchant Navy’s professional certificates
were fixed by Royal Decree 973/2009 (see BOE 02/07/2009).
12
In 29 September 2010 the proposed syllabuses were officially authorized but they
were not published until 2011. See BOE 31/01/2011 and 04/02/2011; or BOPV
03/03/2011.
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The inclusion of the word “Ingeniería” in the name of the degree
has been a traditional claim among the officers of the engine section and
a matter of controversy. This new denomination clearly locates the
nautical studies in the technical group and, for some College leaders, this
explains the increase in new students’ enrollment figures (believed to be
a 28.4% in 2011-12, as seen in Table 1).
However, the total number of students registered at the college in
the undergraduate degrees showed, by contrast, quite a moderate
increase (1.5% in 2010-11 and 2.2% in 2011-12) (see Table 2).
Table 2.- Total registered students at the Higher Technical School of
Nautical Studies of the UPV/EHU, by syllabus, sex and academic year.
2007-08
Diplomatura
en Máq.
Navales
Diplomatura
en Navegac.
Marítima
Grado en
Ingeniería
Marina
Grado en Ing.
Náutica y Tr.
Marít.
TOTAL
VARIATION
(%)

155

107

135
Male
20
Female
80
27

2008-09
152

107

131
21
76
31

2009-10
152

111

132
20
88
23

2010-11
113

80
43
31

262

215
47

259

207
52

263
+
1.5

- 1.1

220
43

267
+
1.5

101
12
62
18
39
4
26
5
228
39

2011-12
75

58
73
67

273

69
6
47
11
67
6
53
14
236
37

+
2.2

Source: ARTUS 13[Accessed 13 March 2012].
In our view, there are some facts that explain this apparent
spectacular increase in new students’ enrollment the last academic year.
On the one hand, there are some students of the old syllabuses who had
registered in the new degrees and, on the other hand, it has to be taken
13

ARTUS is the software used in the University of the Basque Country to provide
academic ratios and statistics. For authorized users it is available from:
https://gestion.ehu.es/artus/genvi/printable.htm.
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into account that few students have a high percent impact in small
figures. Correcting the figures in Table 1, for instance, the actual
increase in 2011-12 in new students’ enrollment at our College was
18.6% on average. However, surprisingly enough, enrollment of new
students in the engine section decreased a 2.4%.
Corrected Table 1.- Enrollment of new students at the Higher Technical
School of Nautical Studies of the UPV/EHU, by syllabus and academic
year.
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

No. Var.% No. Var.% No. Var.% No. Var.% No. Var.%
D. Máq.
Navales /
Grado
Ing.
Marina
D.Naveg.
Marítima
/ Grado
Ing.
Náutica y
Tr.
Marítimo
TOTAL

29

+7.4

31

+6.9

39

+25.8

42

+7.8%

41

–2.4

23

–23.3

22

–4.3

28

+27.3

28

0

42

+50%

52

–8.8

53

+1.9

67

+26.4

70

+4.5

83

+18.6

Source: ARTUS [Accessed 14 22 March 2012].
Looking at the amended figures, the most striking percent
variation took place in 2009-10, just before the implementation of the
new syllabuses. This can be explained examining the enrollment figures
at the university as a whole.
As seen in Figure 2, it appears that the usual relationship between
demography and university enrollment of new students has changed its
pace as a consequence of the current economy recession. In our college
the spectacular growth came about in 2009-10 (26.4%), that year
enrollment also grew in the university as a whole (1.4%), in spite of the
1% demographic fall. Meanwhile, enrollment of new students at
14

As explained in the previous note, only authorized users can access to this
application. The figures were provided by L. Juaristi, Head of the Research,
Documentation and Projects’ Department. The figures now are consistent for
comparison purposes.
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technical degrees experienced a 2.2% loss that year. It follows that our
degrees do not always track them closely.
Figure 2.- Enrollment of new students at the University of the Basque
Country, at its Technical degrees and at its Nautical College, in
comparison with demographic growth.
a) Basque Autonomous Regionpopulation who are 18 (normal age to
start college) the specified year.

b) Enrollment of new students at the University of the Basque Country,
total students and students enrolled only in technical degrees.

c) Enrollment of new students at the Higher Technical School of
Nautical Studies of the University of the Basque Country, by syllabus
and academic year.
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Source: a) EUSTAT; b) and c) UPV/EHU, 2009 and 2010; and ARTUS
[Accessed 22 March 2012].
Traditionally the deck department has been more attractive for
undergraduate students, but registration figures show that since 2003-4
the engine section turned out to be more appealing to them as it is widely
considered to entail better job opportunities 15. However, as seen in Table
2, this tendency is clearly to fall, as in the last five years the percentage
of undergraduate students registered in the engine section has decreased
from 59.2% in 2007-08, to 54.2% in 2011-12. In addition to that, new
students’ enrollment in the deck department degree has rocketed a 50%
in 2011-12.
It can be concluded that we should keep an eye on these figures
in the forthcoming years to ascertain the actual impact of the
implementation of the new curricula.
METHODOLOGY
The questionnaire was designed after reading some other studies
on similar topics, such as: Martínez de Osés, Camblor (2005) or ILO and
SIRC (2001). It consisted of 22 questions organized in 3 areas, namely:
15

Total students registered in the Diplomatura en MáquinasNavales
outnumbered the Diplomatura en NavegaciónMarítima from that academic
year (2003-4) onwards. See UPV/EHU, 2009, p. 64. As seen in Table 2, this
provision is not fulfilled if only women are considered.
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personal profile, studies and professional expectations, and opinion, and
was firstly passed in 2009-10 to the students in the three years of the old
syllabuses (Diplomaturas).
In 2011-12, we passed the questionnaire to the students
registered in the two implemented years of the new syllabuses (Grados).
The 22 former questions were preserved for the sake of comparison, but
7 were added to collect better information and have this knowledge
available for future use (see Appendix).
Figure 3.- Fulfilled questionnaires as a percentage of total students, by
sex and syllabus.
a) 2009-10 survey

b) 2011-12 survey
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In both occasions we tried to reach all the registered students: 263 in
2009-10 and 140 in 2011-12 (see Table 2). That is why we went to the
lecture-rooms where and when maximum attendance was expected. The
questionnaires were passed in February-May 2010 and in February 2012.
As shown in Figure 3, the sizes of the survey groups (36.9% and 52.1%,
respectively) guarantee the reliability of the results 16. These percentages
can also be seen as a sign of the new methodological approach that goes
with the implementation of the new syllabuses that demands greater
students’ attendance and continuous effort than before.
RESULTS
In this section some of the relevant outcomes of the comparison between
the answers of both survey groups shall be highlighted 17.
As shown in Figure 4, there were no significant differences in the
composition of the samples, neither by sex nor by section.
Figure 4.- Survey groups distribution, by sex and syllabus.
2009-10
2011-12

For statistics derived of both surveys, the confidence level is 95% with a confidence
interval of ±8%.
17
All Figures in this section derived from the analysis of the collected answers to the
questionnaires and were prepared by the own authors.
16
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Undergraduate students usually come from coastal areas (78.4% in
2009-10 and 82.2% in 2011-12) and live with their parents (74% in
2009-10 and 88% in 2011-12), whose jobs are by large not related to the
sea (81% in 2009-10 and 86% in 2011-12).
As far as their previous education is concerned, they are mainly High
School graduates (90% in 2009-10 and 93% in 2011-12) (see Figure 5).

Figure 5.- Previous education.

They knew about the nautical studies before they finished their
Secondary Education (60% in 2009-10 and 75% in 2011-12) through
their family or friends (72% in 2009-10 and 65% in 2011-12) and, for
the majority, this was their first choice at the moment of their preregistration at the University (62% in 2009-10 and 68% in 2011-12). In
2011-12, however, only a 57% (64% among women, 55% among men)
stated that they were vocational students.

Forty-eight percent of the survey group said in 2009-10 that the main
reason for their choice was to have better job opportunities in the future,
percentage that increased up to 51% in 2011-12. As seen in Figure 6,
this outstands as the main reason specially for students of the engine
section (62% and 61%), and that comes to confirm the fact that holding
an engine section degree is consider to entail better job opportunities
than those associated with the deck department degree.
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Figure 6.- Reasons for students’ choice.
a) Total students

b) Female students

c) Total students by syllabus.
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It is also worth pointing out that the romantic attitude towards the
professional life at sea, represented by the option “To see the world”, is
also on the increase mainly among students of the engine section (+ 18
percent points) and among women (+ 15 percent points). When it comes
to the family support, a clear increase is verified in the experienced
encouragement or back-up: 77% in 2009-10 and 90% in 2011-12,
although the increase pace is slower when considering only female
students: 75% and 79%, respectively (see Figure 7).
Figure 7.- Family support.
a) Total students

b) Female students
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The percentage of full-time students has risen from 44% in 2009-10 to
51% in 2011-12. In this regard, it is striking the high percentage of parttime working women (65% in 2009-10 and 57% in 2011-12).
As far as students’ career plans are concerned, most of them expect to
develop their professional career at sea, although there is a clear
decrease in this tendency (87% in 2009-10 and 80% in 2011-12).
It is also remarkable that the expected levels of professional certification
achievement have decreased (11% said in 2009-10 that their career goal
was to obtain the highest professional certificate, and only a 4% said so
in 2011-12), while students who do not want to navigate but to work in
the maritime sector ashore are on the increase (from 10% to 14%). As
shown in Figure 8, the former tendency is a prominent feature among
engine section’ students (from 17% to 2%) and the latter is more
noticeable among women (from 10% to 21%).
As for the students’ opinion about the presence of women in the
Merchant Navy, eighty percent of male students considered in 2009-10
that it is prepared for it, percentage that grew up to 86% in 2011-12. The
majority of women think the same but in a lesser proportion: 55% in
2009-10 and 64% in 2010-11, although they considered that the
tendency is to accept them (35% in 2009-10 and 36% in 2011-12).
Figure 8.- Students’ career expectations.
a) Total students.
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b) Female students

c) Total students by syllabus

Similarly, in men’s opinion the Merchant Navy is also prepared for the
presence of women holding the highest responsibility positions on board
–Captain or Chief Engineer–, (75% in 2009-10 and 83% in 2011-12). In
this regard, the movement in women’s opinion caught our attention as it
changed in the same direction from 25% in 2009-10 to 71.5% in 201112.
The answer to the questions about salary or promotion
inequalities towards women was predominantly “Don't Know/No
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Answer”, both in maritime transport and in the maritime sector ashore,
men and women alike (44% on average). The tendency to believe that
inequalities are disappearing is clearly accentuated among women:
21.5% in 2009-10 and 50% in 2011-12 supposed there was no
discrimination in maritime transport, and 26% in 2009-10 and 57% in
2011-12 believed that the same happened in the maritime sector ashore.
Finally, students admitted again their absolute ignorance in relation to
the existence of shipping companies more appropriate for acceptance
and equal treatment towards women than others (49% in 2009-10 and
57% in 2011-12). The percentage of women who think that there is not
such a sort of discrimination in the maritime transport raised from 10%
in 2009-10 up to 43% in 2011-12.

CONCLUSIONS
New syllabuses adapted to the EHEA were phased-in at our Nautical
College in 2010-11. Called “Engineering” degrees for the first time, they
are clearly located in the technical group and it is believed that, solely
due to this fact, their attraction will increase and, as a consequence,
registration figures will do the same.
However, figures show that in recent times the most spectacular growth
in new students’ enrollment had taken place just before new degrees
were implemented. In fact, the enrollment of new students in the engine
section degree fell a 2.4% in 2011-12.
An eye should be kept on the registration figures in the forthcoming
years to evaluate the actual impact of the implementation of the new
curricula, but it can be concluded so far that their main attraction should
be the quality in the provided education and training.
The analysis of the answers to the questionnaire shows that differences
between student’s profile enrolled in the old and new syllabuses are not
spectacular. It is worth mentioning though some observed tendencies.
Although the main reason for their degree choice -especially for students
of the engine section- has a professional character (future job
opportunities), the radical increase in students’ romantic attitude towards
the professional life at sea cannot be ignored. This is on the increase
mainly among students of the engine section and among women, and if
seen together with the rocketing growth in the enrollment of new
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students in the deck department degree, it can well be concluded that the
registration tendency is changing again.
It is also noteworthy that the tendency in students’ expectations in regard
with their professional life at sea heads the same course. The interest in
holding the highest professional certification continues falling and that
of working in the maritime sector ashore is on the increase.
It would be also desirable to follow with this kind of survey, passing
systematically the improved questionnaire to new students.
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APPENDIX:
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
HIGHER TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF NAUTICAL STUDIES
(UPV/EHU) 18
DATE....................

.LECTURE ROOM....................................

PERSONAL PROFILE
1.1.

 Male
 Female

1.2. Place of birth....................................................................................
Normal place of residence.......................................................................
Age...........................................................................................................
Observations.............................................................................................
1.3. Specialty /// Academic year in which you started your nautical
studies /// In which year are you at this moment?
a) Deck Section
I started in...................20__ - 20__
At the moment:





I am in the 1st. year
I am in the 2nd. year
I am in the 3rd. year
I gave up studying this specialty

b) Engine Section
I started in...................20__ - 20__
18

As said before, the questionnaire was firstly passed in 2009-10 to the students in the
three years of the old degrees (Diplomaturas). In 2011-12, it was passed to the students
registered in the two implemented years of the new degrees (Grados). The 7 questions
added on this last occasion are written in pale grey.
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At the moment:





I am in the 1st. year
I am in the 2nd. year
I am in the 3rd. year
I gave up studying this specialty

Observations................................................................................................
...................
1.4. The linguistic model in your Secondary Education was:
 A Model (only in Spanish language)
 B Model (in Spanish and Basque languages)
 D Model (only in Basque language)
 Trilingual
 I did not study in the Basque Country
 Other (Please,
specify)........................................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
...................
1.5. You registered to follow your nautical studies in:
 Basque language(when available)
 Spanish language
Observations...............................................................................................
1.6. Level of English language (certificated)
 A1
 A2
 B1
 B2
 C1
 C2
 Non certificated (Please, indicate the approximate
level)......................................
 Other (Please,
specify)...........................................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
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1.7. Would you take courses/subjects if lectured in English language?
 Yes
 No
Observations................................................................................................
...................
1.8. PreviousEducation


High School graduate
year…………….

 Yes  No



Occupational/Professional training  Yes
in the year.......



University degree  Yes
year..................................

 No

Achieved in the
 No

Achieved

Achieved in the

 Unfinished University degree  Yes  No
Degree denomination.............................................
I gave up the year...................................................
 Why did you give up?
 They did not meet my expectations
 I did not meet the continuance regulations
 Other (Please, specify)..................................
Observations................................................................................................
1.9. Family situation
 I live with my parents
 I live on my own
 I live with my partner
 Other
situations
(Please,
specify)............................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
1.10. Do you have any children?
 Yes
Howmany?.................
Ages......................................................................
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 No
Do you intend to have them in the future?

 Yes

 No

Observations................................................................................................
1.11. How did your family accept your decision to take a nautical degree
at the University?
 They encouraged me to take it.
 They did not encourage me, but I feel absolutely backed by them
 Generally speaking, they supported me, although they advised
me to take a different university course.
 They accepted it because it was my election, but they did not
want me to register in these studies
 No, they did not accept it
 Other (Please, specify)..................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
2. STUDIES AND PROFESSIONAL EXPECTATIONS
2.1. How did you get to know about the nautical studies?
 Family
 Friends
 Local workshops organized by the University
 Open day
 University web
 Other (Please, specify)....................................................................
Did you know them before you finished your Secondary Education?
 Yes
 No
Observations................................................................................................
2.2. Were they your first option when you pre-registered at the
University?
 Yes
 No
Observations................................................................................................
2.3. Why did you start this nautical degree?
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Professional reasons: better job opportunities
Deep rooted idea
Family tradition
To see the world
Other (Please, specify)...................................................................

Observations................................................................................................
2.4. Does your father or your mother have a job related to the sea?
 Yes
 No
What do they do?
My father works as.....................................................................................
My mother works as............................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
2.5. Had you gone to sea before you started taking this degree?
 Yes
Where?............................................................................................
 No
Observations
2.6. Did you know any professional aspects by means of your family,
friends, etc.?
 Yes
 No
Observations
..................................................................................................................
2.7. Do you consider yourself a vocational student?
 Yes
 No
Observations
..................................................................................................................
2.8. Do you think your career will be developed at sea?
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 Yes
 Yes, but only temporarily, during some years
 Yes, but only temporarily, until I obtain the highest professional
certificate
 No, my goal is to work in the maritime sector ashore
 No, I only want to hold a degree
 Other (Please, specify).................................................................
Observations
..................................................................................................................
2.9. In your view, the academic level of the degree you are taking is
 High
 Normal
 Low
Observations................................................................................................
..................
2.10. In your year, how many people usually attend the lectures?
Men..................

Women...................

2.11. Do you work?
 No, I am a full-time student
 Yes, but only during school vacations
In what kind of jobs?....................................................................
 Yes, but only if it is compatible with the course timetable
How many hours per week?........................................................
In what kind of jobs?...................................................................
 Yes, I work in what I find
In what kind of jobs?...........................................................
 Other (Please, specify)..............................................................
Observations................................................................................................
2.12. Which academic certification level do you expect to obtain at the
University?
 Bachelor`sDegree
 Master (specifically designed to give access to Merchant Navy’s
professional certification)
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 A different Master`s degree
 PhD
 Other (Please, specify)..................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
2.13. Which professional certification level do you expect to obtain at
the Merchant Navy?
 Oficial/a de Máquinas de Segunda de la Marina Mercante
 Oficial/a de Máquinas de Primera de la Marina Mercante
 Jefe/a de Máquinas de la Marina Mercante
 Piloto de Segunda de la Marina Mercante
 Piloto de Primera de la Marina Mercante
 Capitán/a de la Marina Mercante
 Other (Please, specify)................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
3. OPINION
3.1. Generally speaking, do you believe that the Merchant Navy is
prepared for the presence on board of women qualified as officers in
both sections: engine and deck?
 Yes
 No, although the tendency is to accept them
 No
 Other (Please, specify)...................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
3.2. Generally speaking, do you believe that the Merchant Navy is
prepared for the presence of women holding the highest responsibility
positions on board: Master or Chief Engineer?
 Yes
 No, although the tendency is to accept them
 No
 Other (Please, specify)...................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
3.3. Do you believe there are promotional or salary inequalities towards
women in the maritime transport?
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 Yes
 No
 Other (Please, specify)...................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
3.4. Do you believe there are promotional or salary inequalities towards
women in the maritime sector ashore?
 Yes
 No
 Other (Please, specify)...................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
3.5. Do you think that there are some shipping companies that are more
appropriate for acceptance and equal treatment towards women than
others? (It can be due to philosophy values, organizational culture or
trade they are involved in)
 Yes
Which?............................................................................................
 No
 Other (Please, specify)................................................................
Observations................................................................................................
THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR VALUABLE COLLABORATION
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ABSTRACT
The convergence and recognition of studies within the European
Higher Education Area (EHEA), has created the necessary inclusion
in the curricula of learning approaches based on generic and specific
skills, that will enable the student a for the exercise of the profession.
That is, the student has to devote much of their time at to personal
work to reinforce and complement the information collected on the
lectures, or participatory class, practical laboratory, problems
sessions, projects supported by the teacher, etc. Autonomous
learning in Grades Marine Engineering and Naval, where the
practical component of the learning process is important, requires
innovative ways to motivate and help students consolidate the result
of individual effort. This requires new tools that complement and
strengthen study and research activities based on books, notes,
queries in libraries or through. These tools facilitators of
autonomous learning should include experimentation through
hands-on labs and virtual labs (simulators), web-based or PCresident application. With this purpose, this paper presents the
OPENL@B project, and the use of open labs or classroom labs,
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simulation techniques and virtual labs, applied to the learning of
Electricity and the initial evaluation results obtained in Grades of
Marine and Naval Engineering, in a pilot program implemented in
Nautical School of Barcelona, Spain.
KEYWORDS: Electricity; learning; hands-on labs; virtual labs.
INTRODUCTION
The approval of studies within the European Higher Education Area
(EHEA), requires that syllabuses include learning criteria, based in
generic and specific skills, that will enable the student for the exercise of
the profession.
One of these skills is independent learning by solving exercises,
problems and the study of cases. That is, the student must devote a great
deal of time (approximately 50% of the ECTS credits) to personal work
to strengthen and complete the information collected in the lectures,
participatory, practical laboratory problem sessions projects with the
teachers support, etc..
Autonomous learning in engineering degrees, where practical
component the learning process is important, requires innovative ways to
motivate, assist and accompany the student to consolidate the result of
individual effort. In order to achieve this challenge new tools are needed
to complement and enhance the activities of theoretical study, based on
books, notes, queries in libraries, bibliographic databases, etc.., but also
emphasize the practical aspects of their training , based on
experimentation. These tools that enable experimental autonomous
learning, should provide a greater presence and use of real laboratory
practices like virtual labs (simulators) or remote labs, in web-based or a
resident application for PC’s.
With that purpose this work presents a project called OPENL@BS,
implanted in the Faculty of Nautical Studies of Barcelona, and applied in
the courses of Electrical, Electricity and Electrical Machines. The soul of
the project is to convert the classroom, into the laboratory, leading by
experience to the classroom, converting the laboratories in open places,
demystifying the use of them, and all combined with the support of
simulation techniques or virtual laboratories. The work also presents the
results of the first assessments, obtained by grade students of Naval and
Marine Engineering.
The basic aims of the project are:
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• To facilitate the learning and practical experimentation of subjects.
• Build and provide didactic modules of laboratory, portable, for its use
outside of the laboratory (the classroom).
• Introduce the use of simulation as a study tool.
TEACHING METHODOLOGY
The methodology to be applied is characterized by:
• Involving teachers during the process of student learning.
o Participate in the development of practical teaching materials
that accompany and facilitates the learning in the classroom /
laboratory and autonomous.
• Presentation and use of these tools in the theoretical content of the
courses of Electricity and Electrical Machines.
o
Enhance the teaching methodology, incorporating the
student's perspective
• Contribution of simulation models as supporting material, depending
on the progress of the agenda of the course.
o Applicable to transformers and asynchronous machines
o Have different analysis of cases, with regular updating
facility.
• Streamline the study of cases and active learning.
o Analysis of the cases by the teacher, collectively in the field
of class.
o Do more agile class presentations and use that as dynamic
for it.
• Stimulate team working.
o Analysis of the cases by the students, in small team’s linked
to laboratory groups, in the classroom scope.
• Promote autonomous learning.
o Analysis of the cases in an autonomous way by the student,
as individual work assignment.
• Linking and dynamic integration of theoretical knowledge with
practical.
• Strengthen laboratory practises.
o Previous preparation of individual pre-report, assessable, of
laboratory practices.
• Use multimedia audiovisual resources currently available in any
classroom.
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EXPERIMENTAL LEARNING WITH REAL PRACTISES
Seeks to promote and increase practical component, vital and necessary
itself to achieve levels of excellence in engineering degrees, but it
requires expensive material resources (equipment, space), and these
resources are generally limited. For that reason this project begins with
the actual construction of the practical modules, necessary to carry out
the experimental aspects required by the subjects, with the help of
students of the last courses of degree. This has enabled us to have:
6 didactic modules of DC/AC for the study of electric and electrical
engineering circuits. Fig.1 (a and b)
• 5 didactic modules of AC for the study of three-phase circuits,
transformers, and electric machines. Fig. 2 (a and b).
• Documentation or guide to accompany the autonomous realization
of practices, prepared by students, with students learning criteria.
• Adequacy of classrooms for its use as laboratories. 3 (a and b).
Modules DC / AC, are equipped with transformers, resistors, capacitors,
coils, rectifier, filter, led’s, DC motor, switches and protections. Threephase AC modules are equipped with three-phase bank of transformers,
three phase load resistors, capacitors and coils, and protections.
Additionally, other teams have prepared three-phase power, motors,
reactors, cables, etc.. All prepared to use in installations with galvanic
isolation and safety connectors to minimize the risk of electric shock.
•

Figure 1. Construction of the didactic modules of single-phase DC/AC.
a) Component details
modules

b) Single-phase

Source: own
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Figure 2. Construction of the didactic modules of three-phase AC.
a) Three-phase module

b) Three-phase reactor

Source: own
Figure 3. Practises and use of the didactic modules
a) At the classroom.

b) At the laboratory.

Source: own
Advantages to experiment with real practices:
The experimentation or practices in classroom laboratories, helps having
contact with the equipment and materials that a future engineer will have
to use, allowing to face unforeseen problems and uncontrolled variables
that provides real experimentation, in contrast are expensive equipment,
that requires space and have limited availability..
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LEARNING
WITH
LABORATORIES

VIRTUAL

OR

SIMULATED

Seeks empowerment of analysis, the study of electrical circuits and
models with different degrees of complexity, the behavior of variables in
multiple configurations, usually a boundless field of theoretical evidence
that facilitates calculating or estimating the actual or potential result. In
this project we have developed simulators for electrical machines, which
let us to have:
Virtual laboratories for autonomous learning of transformers and
A.C. motors. (Asynchronous).
• Documentation or guide to accompany the autonomous realization
of practices, prepared by students, with students learning criteria.
In Figures 4, 5 respectively are observed the main windows of the
simulators of transformers testing and load behavior of asynchronous
motors. Virtual labs allow study of the following operating conditions:
•

Transformers:
• No load Test (Empty)
• Short Circuit Test
Asynchronous motor:
Starting
Regime at maximum torque
Steady state under rated load
• Steady state under no load (empty)
• System with variable rotor resistance (Rr)
Variables of the motor, which have been considered, are:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

T: Torque developed (N • m)
I: Line current (rms and peak) (A)
Pe: electrical input power (W)
fp: Power Factor
s: slip
ωs: synchronous angular speed of the machine (rad /s)
nr: Rotor speed (rev/min)
Ps: Mechanical power output (W)
η: Efficiency (%)
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Figure 4. Window of the transformer virtual laboratory.
Short Circuit Test

Source: own
Figure 5. Main window of the Asynchronous motor virtual
laboratory.

Source: own
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Figure 6. Window of the curve torque / speed, virtual lab of the
asynchronous motor.
a) Maximum torque and acceleration to Rr

Maximum torque

Starting torque

b) Maximum torque and acceleration to RR1> Rr

Maximum torque

Starting torque

c) Maximum torque equal to boot to RR2> RR1
rated torque
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Maximum torque = Starting torque

Rated torque

Source: own

Advantages of Virtual Lab or Simulated
Virtual labs provide the ability to analyze a greater variety of cases, the
repetitive study of each situation is economical, do not present the risk
of electrical contact and have no time constraints for the user. The
development of technologies TICs (Technologies of information and
Communication) has stimulated a growing interest in the development
and standardization of e-learning platforms, as well as content associated
with virtual laboratories and its wide range of applications.

FEATURES OF DIRECT IMPACT ON LEARNING
• Increase the methodological resources.
• Increased experimental resources available to the student.
• Increased space for experimentation.
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• Optimization of resource usage "space laboratory"
• Increased security in the experimentation or practices to work at a
voltage of 24V.
• Monitoring and familiarization experiment.
• Reduced misuse of equipment.
• Use of computing tools.
• Comparison of the behavior of mathematical models versus real
equipment.
• Training in working methods.
• Repeatability of the experiment.
• Participation of students in the experimental design practices.
INNOVATIONS
• Modify the traditional concept that the experimental class is carried out
in a particular installation "the laboratory".
• Permanent availability of virtual labs (simulations) so that students can
use them freely in study rooms, library, classrooms, at home without
specialized software or licenses.
• Experimental modules available for students, on loan or review
sessions with the help of scholars.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS
This section presents the evaluation and the results obtained. Learning
models presented have been used by students of the subject Electricity
and Electrical Engineering, it is mandatory in degree studies of Naval
Systems Engineering and Marine Engineering is provided by the
Department of Electrical Engineering, of the Polytechnic University of
Catalonia (UPC) in Barcelona at the Nautical School. This course has
real laboratory classes.
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Table 1.Survey to Students
Real Laboratory Activity

1 2

3

The preparatory instructions are useful

0 1

5 11

5

3.9

72.4

Pre-reports help the understanding of the practices

0 1

3 11

7

4.1

81.8

Attendance practices help the learning of the subject
1 3
The practices improve skills in the use of measuring 0 0
equipment
The work modules are easy to use
0 1

5
4

6
6

7
11

3,7
4,4

59.177
.3

1

8

12

4.4

90.9

Practices encourage teamwork

0 3

4

5

8

3.9

59.1

They are easy to access and download academic Web 0 2
(ATENEA)
Does not require any special software (licensed)
1 0

1

5

14

4.4

86.4

5 11

5

3.9

72.7

Easy to use

0 3

5

6

8

3.9

63.6

Are of clear understanding commands / window 0 2
simulation
It helps to understand the practices associated
0 3

6

7

7

3.9

63.6

5 12

1

3.6

59.1

Aids to learn the subject

5

4

3.4

50.0

4

5 Average %>3

Virtual Lab Activity

0 6

7

Finished the course (January 2012), the students rated the laboratory
practical activity attendance and virtual laboratory, answering
anonymously and voluntarily, a previously explained, and a rating scale
of 1-5 (1 = Strongly Disagree , 5: strongly agree). The response rate was
51.1% (22 students of 43), the questionnaire and the results are shown in
Table I.
According to the results, actual practices have had an average rating in
the different questions, from 3.7 to 4.4 points, the virtual model an
average rating of 3.4 to 4.4 points out of a total of 5 in both cases. In
most aspects considered, the positive assessment is greater than 3, is
equal to or above 50%, to review the "learning support" reaching
59.15% and 50%, real virtual, respectively. Although the same does not
cease to be the lowest score of the study, which forces more widely to
consider in future assessments and project development.
Other results of note is the appraisal of these methodologies in relation
to the understanding itself, the valuation is higher here, reaching a 77.3%
improvement of skills in the use of measuring equipment. The results of
each item valued indicate a trend of improvement compared with those
obtained in the previous evaluation of the course of Electrical Machines
(May 2010).
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CONCLUSIONS
The ratings obtained from surveys of students indicate a positive outlook
on the potential of the project OPENL@BS, to support the student
accompany at the independent learning.
The evolution of this second assessment highlights the interest in these
methodologies, the need to improve aspects of its implementation and to
devote themselves to greater dedication and exploitation. This
encourages us to continue the effort to expand the supply of availability
of
real
and
virtual
laboratories
in
our
field.
The help and support for learning that provides instructions and
developing Pre-reports have a high valuation, which enables and
facilitates continuing the line of homework assignments, the study of
cases and preliminary work on the labs. Detected more interest in class
repeat or extend practices already made. In general the high and positive
assessment of the practical, real, more than the virtual, it confirms the
importance of these the subjects of the grades tested.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the recent development and changes to
Maritime Education and Training (MET) identifying the
deficiencies and best practices across Europe in order to create
common STCW compliant MET programmes as well as provide
seafarers with an online guidance tool to enable them to have
professional careers support.
This paper reports on the EU Transversal UniMET project which
intends to harmonise MET practices across Europe by identifying
the best practices. The UniMET partnership, working in
collaboration with major awarding, accrediting and licensing bodies
intends to cross-reference and include the international and
local/national requirements into the UniMET programme with the
aim of embedding the programme.

KEYWORDS: Maritime Education and Training harmonisation,
Maritime Education and Training, e-learning, Online tool, career,

INTRODUCTION
The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) developed the first
standard for Vocational Education and Training (VET) programmes for
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merchant navy officers (STCW) in 1978. A series of model courses for
these programmes was introduced in 1991 and were amended to include
specific requirements in 1995. The standard was reviewed in 2003 and
several significant changes were introduced recently and these changes
were announced in June this year in Manila.Despite these efforts there
are no mechanisms for monitoring how these standards are being
applied. The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has started to
monitor STCW compliance, however many VET providers have been
found not to follow many of the requirements.
UniMET is in line with and supports the priorities and objectives of the
Lisbon treaty and Bologna accord regarding the harmonisation and
standardisation of HE programmes in Europe (UniMET, 2010-12). Once
accepted, UniMET will ensure VETs in the 5 METs are STCW
compliant and meet the local and international requirements of the
industry for all ranks and types of seafarer. A quality assurance and
control practice based on a well respected system for the delivery of
UniMET will also be established to guarantee VET providers continue to
follow the requirements.
The UniMET programme will unify the MET of seafarers, including
ratings, throughout Europe and worldwide. The integrated model will
bring together all of the IMO's existing model courses and enable each
model to be changed piece by piece in a reactive manner when updates
to requirements are made. The integrated model will also allow for
greater cohesion between international and local requirements in MET in
member states providing a higher quality and more attractive long term
VET programme.
The UniMET partnership, working in collaboration with major
awarding, accrediting and licensing bodies such as Edexcel, IMarEST
and MCA will cross reference and include the international and
local/national requirements into the UniMET programme (SOS, 20052007; MarTEL (2007-09; EGMDSS, 2006-08; EGMDSS-VET, 200810; TRAIN 4Cs, 2007-09) with the aim of embedding the programme
initially into 5 partner maritime education and training (MET) systems
across Europe (Holland, Finland, Turkey, Spain and Lithuania).
ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT
IMO model programmes are not applied consistently in many countries
and implementation of international standards for training of seafarers
has not been monitored. Apart from unification of programmes this
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project will initiate a quality management model to ensure consistent
quality assurance and control for development and delivery of MET
issues.
The SOS project (2005-7) was very successful in developing a
harmonised programme for the training of merchant navy seafarers and
was implemented in Turkey in the TRAIN 4Cs I-II project (2007-09).
Since then, the programme has been strengthened with the addition of
materials and maritime English standards from the MarTEL (2007-9),
EGMDSS (2006-8) and EGMDSS-VET (2008- 10) projects.
There have been a few projects that have attempted to harmonise MET
in Europe such as MASSTER, METNET and METHAR. These projects
have led to good practice and development of some innovative
outcomes. As well as a final report, a summary of these three projects is
provided in METNET (2003). UniMET has learnt from these projects
and has the advantage of recent successes in acceptance of contents and
outcomes of the UniMET constituents’ projects. In order to be
successful UniMET will tackle the harmonisation of MET in stages and
will base this important undertaking on common denominators such as
STCW. The advent of EMSA inspecting national administrations
including MET institutions has led to enthusiasm for UniMET. Several
elements have been made STCW compliant through the SOS project and
this proposal seeks to incorporate the new requirements and elements
into the five partners MET institutions through cross-referencing and
promote UniMET in EU.
UniMET will support lifelong learning in vocational education and
training for all seafarers in the maritime sector across Europe. In
addition UniMET will meet STCW requirements thereby allowing
seafarers to be employed in any European country thus promoting the
Citizenship programme. UniMET will also incorporate the local and
national requirements of each country therefore promoting action 3 of
the EU Youth programme involving co-operation between neighbouring
and international countries (EACEA, 2007-13).

PROJECT AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The UniMET project will use existing networks with extensive
knowledge and experience of maritime education and training (MET)
institutions whose participants have a vast number of years experience in
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leading and participating in EU projects. The first aim is to embed the
UniMET programme within the partner countries through crossreferencing international and local/national requirements. This will
ensure that all seafarers are compliant with the international
requirements and will therefore increase their employability within the
international labour market as well as enabling the needs of local and
national maritime industries to be met.
The unified model to be employed in the delivery of UniMET will mean
that each aspect of the model can be changed one by one in a relative
manner should changes to local, national or international requirements
be made which will cause minimum disruption to the UniMET in
countries applying it. The second aim is to inform local, national and
international licensing and professional bodies about the programme,
including the Chambers of shipping. By exploiting the programme to
key decision makers within maritime and government bodies it is hoped
that they will accept and support the programme therefore enabling
changes to policies regarding MET to be made. The third aim is to
establish a quality assurance and control system for the delivery of
UniMET and other vocational programmes based on an existing
BTEC/Edexcel system. Having considerable ties and relationship with
BTEC/Edexcel system will provide valuable contacts and assistance in
enhancing the system for the use in the delivery of maritime vocational
programmes. No such system currently exists within the maritime sector.
The fourth aim is to spread UniMET further across Europe both during
and after the project's completion, raising awareness and transferring
good practices with the ultimate aim of improving the level of safety at
sea worldwide.

TRANSFER OF INNOVATION
The UniMET programme will be primarily based on STCW and the
IMO model courses will therefore transfer innovation from the IMO
(IMO, 2011). The new requirements revealed in the 2010 IMO meeting
in Manila (IMO, 2010) will also be incorporated into the programme so
that they are completely up-to-date with the international requirements.
The partnership’s major MET institutions are keen to streamline their
programmes by using cross-referencing techniques to fill gaps where
there are deficiencies and to identify good practice which includes
aspects relating to delivery of MET programmes. Partners want to
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ensure greater mobility particularly of the cadets between institutions
which can only be effectively realised by having a unified programme
for VET of seafarers.
The strategy to include key MET institutions to apply the UniMET
programmes in their institutions as well as the regions around them
should be considered innovative. The partnership's intention of involving
major awarding, accrediting and licensing bodies as well as the main
stake holders such as social partners including chambers of shipping,
ship operating companies, employer associations and so forth together
with involvement of cadets and officers in UniMET implementation is
considered to be a novel approach in ensuring the project success in
short, medium and long terms. UniMET will also establish at least one
transfer of innovation from BTEC/Edexcel through adapting and
developing their evaluation and quality control systems for the delivery
and quality assurance and control of UniMET.
Through developing a quality assurance and control system for the
delivery of VET programmes such as UniMET, it will be possible to
monitor the success of different systems and requirements. It will enable
more efficient and effective transfer of good practices between member
states and worldwide as well as ensuring high quality programmes. The
combination of five successful Leonardo programmes regarding MET
will enable transfer of innovation to take place to ensure UniMET is of a
high standard.
The UniMET programme will cross reference materials to provide a
higher quality system that is suited to each individual member state. It
will also enable MET programmes to be kept up to date with changes to
requirements locally and internationally with minimum disruption to
other core areas of the programme. The quality assurance system will
enable the good practices to be seen and transferred to other member
states as well as maintaining a high quality of education, training and
assessment.
As well as embedding UniMET into the partner countries, the
consortium will inform key policy and decision makers within local,
national, European and international maritime and government
authorities. IMarEST supported the SOS project and it is hoped they will
continue to provide support with UniMET. An existing BTEC/Edexcel
quality assurance and control system, which a UniMET project manager
helped to develop, will be adopted for assuring and controlling the
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quality of the delivery of UniMET. The partnership has been selected to
ensure that a large area of Europe is covered. Partners will not only
mainstream the UniMET programmes within their own institutions but
also promote, support and encourage their neighbouring countries to
adopt the programmes within their MET institutions through their
existing extensive MET networks. In the long term, partners will invite
stake holders and government bodies to attend international conferences
where the UniMET results will be showcased.
The UniMET programme is available to all merchant navy seafarers
regardless of their sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation. Anyone who is eligible for
vocational education and training within the maritime sector will be able
to follow the UniMET programme. Nobody will be discriminated
against. UniMET also promotes the sharing of good practices between
member states and across Europe. All materials will be available in the
languages of the member states as well as in English. All member states
local and national requirements will be incorporated into the UniMET
programme. The programme will be altered and enhanced accordingly to
meet the needs of the specific member state where it is to be
implemented, therefore supporting linguisticand cultural diversity across
Europe in pursuit of one common goal to improve safety at sea through
vocational learning.
UniMET supports the Lisbon Treaty through encouraging and promoting
solidarity within the maritime sector across Europe. UniMET will also
make the European shipping industry more competitive internationally
as well as enabling European seafarers increased employability within
the labour market. However UniMET is still respectful of the particular
interests of the European member states using a cross referencing
technique to ensure these interests are maintained.

EUROPEAN DIMENSION
The IMO established and revised the most important international treaty
dealing with crew standards – the International Convention of Standards
of Training, Certification and Watch-keeping for Seafarers (STCW). But
the IMO, according to Ziarati (2003, updated in 2005 and 2008), needs
governments and related industries to demonstrate the same
determination to implement these standards. An investigation approved
by the IMO (sub-committee minutes, 12th session, 2004) particularly
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focused on the causes of accidents revealed that the standards of
maritime education and training programmes are not being applied
correctly and in some cases vital elements of MET were being omitted.
UniMET will ensure that this is no longer the case. As well as being
STCW compliant the programmes will be cross-referenced with local
and national requirements to ensure all areas of MET are covered to a
high standard. Key policy makers will also be targeted in the
dissemination plan to influence changes in MET policy to be made.
The technique used in previous projects such as making presentations to
various IMO sub-committees and involvement of major awarding and
accreditation organizations and licensing bodies to help to promote the
development and unification of the maritime programmes will be
adopted in the dissemination and exploitation of UniMET. Each partner
is a major MET player in Europe and their extensive MET networks will
support the expansion of the UniMET programme across Europe.
The IMO does not take any part in the inspection, evaluation or delivery
of MET programmes (Ziarati, ibid). A good account of how these
programmes are assessed is given by Videotel in one of their
productions, The Importance of on Board Training and Assessments
under STCW, (2001). UniMET intends to change this by introducing an
international quality assurance and control system based on the existing
quality management systems in place at partner institutions and the
quality systems established by awarding bodies such as Edexcel.
Deficiencies in MET are an international issue. The approval and
mainstreaming of UniMET will have a tremendous impact on the VET
systems in Europe. UniMET will increase mobility in the international
labour market and the level of safety for all seafarers across Europe.
UniMET will also promote transfer of good practices between
institutions across Europe therefore addressing deficiencies at source and
enabling the supply and demand of seafarers (OECD, 2003) to finally be
met.

CONCLUSION
It has been made clear that safety at sea is a crucial topic that needs a lot
of consideration to maintain and improve. It has been noted on a large
number of occasions human errors have been to main reason for many
accidents at sea and this is mainly due to lack of education and training
of merchant navy officers.
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The UniMET is a major initiative for the harmonisation of maritime
education and training across Europe. Its implementation will help
provide safer lives, ships and seas by harmonising MET thus enabling
young people to have unified model in education and training of
seafarers. The programme will be up to date in order to meet local,
national and international requirements. Its introduction will help to
develop an environment at sea where navigational/engineer officer will
have a complete understanding and awareness to the international
conventions. The course will initially include the Officer of Watch (IMO
7.03 Model course) and Engineer of watch (IMO 7.04 model course)
programme. The consortium to undertake the development and
establishment of this programme have many years of experience in
maritime education, training and assessment. The e-learning platforms
EGMDSS (www.egmdss.com) and e-assessment platforms for
MarTEL (www.martel.pro) are novel systems and will be included in
the UniMET programme. The materials of SOS (www.maredu.co.uk)
and TRAIN 4Cs I, II and III will be included in the UniMET
programmes(SOS, 2005-2007; MarTEL (2007-09; EGMDSS, 2006-08;
EGMDSS-VET, 2008-10; TRAIN 4Cs I-II, 2007-09)
It is fairly apparent that a unified Maritime Education and Training
(MET) approach identifying the deficiencies and best practices across
Europe in order to create a common STCW compliant MET programmes
as well as provide seafarers with an online guidance tool to enable them
to have professional careers support will simplify the MET system and
empower and support maritime personnel with their career and
continuous professional development.
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ABSTRACT
The CEPYC, Centre of Harbours and Coastal Studies is an agency
of the Fomento Ministry (public works, transportation, etc.) that
works in some matters of civil engineering mainly focussed in port
design. Around 100 people work there in branches like plan design
of ports, main breakwaters, propagation and agitation, moored
ships, manoeuvrability, contamination, etc.
Tests, trials, experiments and research can be done in two different
ways: using mathematical models or scaled physical ones. The
Centre has very important specific equipment : a·3D waves tank, a
deep and very long tank, irregular waves generators and an
important surface available to create scaled physical models of ports
and beaches.
This paper deals with the role of manoeuvring ships simulator unit
in the process of port design, exploitation and safety. Firstly a very
brief description of the simulator unit is done, then some examples
of manoeuvring studies are described and finally the conclusions
derived from the experience of more than 25 years working are
presented.
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INTRODUCTION
CEDEX is the reference centre in civil Engineering in Spain. Multiple
studies concerning port design, shore protection, shore dynamics, etc.
were carried out there. The centre is divided in several departments as
follows:
• Maritime experimentation area
• Systems Engineering
• Full scale measurements
• Coastal Engineering
• Climate and environmental studies
The Centre has very important facilities to research in the physical
model field. The main ones are listed below:
A big channel whose main dimensions are 90.0 m by 3.6 m. It
has a depth of 4.5 m in the testing area and is provided of a wave
generator than can produce both regular and irregular waves with
a maximum height of 1.6 m.
•
A wind tunnel mounted over the big channel. It is 26.0 m long
and 3.6 m wide. It can operate from 2.5 m to 4.5 m in depth. Its
fan has a diameter of 1.5 m and can blow over 20 m/s due to its
315 kW power.
• A multidirectional wave tanker of 34.0 m x 3.0 m x 1.6 m which
has 72 flaps that can produce multidirectional waves of 0.58 high
as maximum in a depth of 1.15 m. Currents of 0.2 cubic meters
by second can by generated there as well.
Design of breakwaters, propagation and agitation studies, sediments
transportation and other matters can be done by means of both physical
and mathematical models.
•

Ship manoeuvring simulation unit belongs to a Maritime
Experimentation Area. Its database results and other specific studies can
be used to create simulation scenarios for ship manoeuvrability projects.
This is a very profitable advantage from the point of view of producing
realistic and accurate simulation conditions.
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Figure 1. Multidirectional wave tank

THE SHIP MANOEUVRING SIMULATION UNIT IN CEPYC
The Ship Manoeuvring Simulator Unit of CEPYC team is composed of
10 professionals: A Dr. Naval Architect who is the managing director of
the unit, two naval architects, two captains of the Spanish Army (both
retired), two masters in merchant navy and maritime transportation, one
programmer computer, one draughtsman and one technical assistant.
The unit has one full mission ship manoeuvring simulator (main bridge),
one secondary simulator that could be dedicated to tugs (conventional,
Voith Schneider, ASD etc.) and other special ships, 4 workstations
dedicated to others ships in general or even tugs and three instructor
stations.
The whole system can work using the bridges in the same project or
separately assisting different projects. Up to three different projects
could be serviced at the same time. Finally a 3 d.o.f. mathematical model
of ships is used like fast time manoeuvring simulator (no human-system
interaction happens during the process).
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Figure 2. General arrangement of ship manoeuvring simulation unit of
CEPYC

The work of the unit comprises topics as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channels and mouths design using probabilistic methods, risk
analysis of abandon sailing area, etc.
Exploitation: Need of tugs and their formations, evaluation of the
down time of entering or abandon the port depending on weather
conditions, etc.
Safety: Towing disabled ships at sea, study of emergency
situations using tugs, Assistance to port authorities to design
emergency planning programs, etc.
Anchoring: Stay of ships in an anchoring area depending on
weather conditions
Personnel Bridge training
Developing new tools for manoeuvres analysis not included in
debriefing (engineering point of view)
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Figure 3. Main bridge. Cubicle and 15.5m cylindrical screen

The simulator has been developed by Kongsberg Norcontrol Simulation
(Norway) and has been adapted by CEDEX for port design and
researching applications. It meets the different requirements of the
STCW95 convention and is classified Class A (NAV) Det Norske
Veritas. It is a full mission simulator capable of simulating a total
shipboard bridge operation situation, including the capability for
advanced manoeuvring in restricted waterways.
Sophisticated ship models are required to conduct effective engineering
and research. The simulation system has a large library containing more
than 100 advanced high fidelity models (navies and merchant). These
models include hydro and aerodynamics of the hull and also ships
equipment such as engines, steering gear, anchors and lines.
Among others, the following different effects influencing the ships
performance are taken into account:
Hydrodynamic effects:
• Hull hydrodynamics
• Propellers (fixed/variable pitch, pod, azimuthal, etc.)
Equipment dynamics:
• Rudders
• Thrusters (bow/stern)
• Steering gear
• Autopilot
External forces:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind including gusting
Waves (sea state)
Tide (variable with time)
Water currents (variable with time according with tide)
Shallow water
Squat
Banks and channels
Fenders and dolphins
Anchors and mooring lines
Tug boats (conventional, ASD, Voith Schneider, etc.)
Ship interaction
Grounding
Collision
Figure 4. Main bridge of the simulation unit

CEDEX can also successfully design their own models using a
sophisticated application of the simulation system based on accumulated
knowledge as a result of joint efforts of hydrodynamicists and
researchers of the most prestigious towing tanks in the world and the
staff of researchers and developers of Kongsberg Norcontrol Simulation.
CEDEX can create on its own the complete simulation exercises
incorporating current fields, wave patterns, wind distribution in the
simulation area and the scenery as a result of the cooperation of some of
its departments: For example Climate and Environmental Studies
Department can provide propagation and penetration-agitation modelling
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(mathematical or physical), statistical sorting of waves along the Spanish
coast during long time periods, etc.; Full Scale Measurements
Department can provide real current pattern and so on.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Two sorts of analysis are applied: “expert rating” and “statistical”. The
first consists of the evaluation of single runs based on the experience of
engineers and captains. This analysis focuses on specific aspects of the
manoeuvre, such as the speed in certain locations, the distance to the
channel limits or to the structures, the using of propulsion and rudder,
the using of tugs and bow thrusters, the control of the ship, etc. This is
the analysis which can be applied to both fast time models and studies
with the simulator.
Statistical analysis is also possible if a high number of runs are done.
Extreme values estimation allows the evaluation of the degree of safety
of a manoeuvre performed under certain conditions. For example, the
required wide of a channel can be established analyzing the 1% or 0.1%
exceedance curves for the swept path of a ship during the entrance
taking into account the frequency of weather conditions and the mean
number of ships passages during a certain period of time of the channel
operation.

DESCRIPTION OF SOME CASES
More than 170 studies concerning port extension projects and other
manoeuvring topics like towing disabled ships at sea or staying in the
anchoring area, among others, have been carried out by CEPYC using
fast time mathematical model or real time manoeuvring simulator. A
brief description for some cases is explained below.
Harbour extension at Isla Verde. Port of Algeciras (south of Spain)
The project involved the construction of a new quay ahead of the
northern quay to develop a big platform for containers and the
construction of a detached breakwater in front of it. Thus, a new basing
was made which allows to operate up to four 9,000 TEU containerships.
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Figure 5. Works in Isla Verde

The study analysed the inbound and outbound manoeuvres of 6,000 and
9,000 TEU containerships and the need of tugs. The study was carried
out using a fast time manoeuvring mathematical model.
Figure 6. Development of the Isla Verde New Basin. Detail of new
quays
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Several weather conditions were analysed: 15 and 25 knots ENE and
WSW winds combined with waves of 1.5 and 2.5 significant height,
corresponding with 89.7% and 98.3% non exceedance probability
respectively.
Two 54 tons bollard pull Voith Schneider tractor tugs were necessary for
the assistance of both containerships. They could access and abandon the
new quays of the Algeciras Harbour extension at Isla Verde in the
analysed weather conditions
Figure 7. Developing a simulation using fast time mathematical model

Manoeuvring simulation study for LNG terminal of Reganosa in Ferrol
Bay (northwest of Spain)
Inner port of Ferrol and Reganosa LNG Terminal are located in the
Ferrol Bay in the northwest of Spain. Ships accede to the port through a
one mile length channel. Its bends are not very pronounced but near each
others. The aim of the project consists of a safety analysis of the channel
navigation considering big LNG tankers.
Four types of LNG tankers were studied; their main particulars are
shown in table 1. Inbound and outbound manoeuvres were simulated in
day and night conditions.
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Table 1. Main particulars of ships under study
Main
Particulars
Load (m3)
Displacement
Length over
all
Beam
Draught
Propulsion
Power (kw)
Number
Diam./ r.p.m
Thrusters
(kw)

Moss Rosemberg type
“Energy Advance” “Norman Lady”
145,590
117,870
290,0

87,000
74,300
249,5

Membrane type
“AL Ruwais”
“Castillo de
Q-Flex type
Santisteban”
216,000
173,600
142,270
117,000
315,0
300,0

49,0
11,4/9,4
Steam turbine
26,900
1x conv f. p.
7,7m/ 80r.p.m.
1x2,500 (bow)

40,0
10,6/9,5
Steam turbine
22,000
1x conv f. p.
7,5m/80r.p.m.
no

50,0
12,0/9,7
2 x Diesel
22,500 each
2x conv f. p.
8,0m/85r.p.m
no

46,0
11,5/9,5
1 x DFDO
27,000
1x conv f. p.
7,8m/80r.p.m.
1x2,000 (bow)

The simulations were focused in the channel navigation with loaded
ships departing the pilot station one hour before high tide to avoid
extreme currents in the channel. Outbound manoeuvres were simulated
in ballast conditions with ships departing the terminal half an hour
before low tide.
Figure 8. Norman Lady inbound. 20 knots SW winds. Half an hour
before high tide

The simulations were carried out in two weather conditions consisting of
20 knots SW and NE winds combined with 3,5m significant height NW
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waves at sea. Currents in the channel were simulated as a basis of the
results from full scale measurements and mathematical models.
All of the ships were assisted by four tugs of 50 tons bollard pull except
the Norman Lady, witch was assisted by three. In any case, two Voith
Schneider tractor tugs worked at the stern.

Figure 9. Statistics of time series of the rate of turn vs. sections along
the track. Inbound of Q-Flex. 20 knots SW winds. Half an hour before
high tide

The simulation results were analysed from the point of view of both
“expert rating” and statistical. The main conclusions were as follows:
The channel navigation has a high level of systematization.
The major probability of touching a buoy of the channel limits in one
single passage had an order of magnitude of 10-5. Probabilities were
quite similar by day and night.
The risk indexes according with rules recommended by ROM 3.1.-99
Maritime Works Recommendations of Spain Civil Engineering were less
than the reference value of 15% proposed by these recommendations.
The risk index relative of the type Q-Flex was a bit less than the index
relative of the type Moss Rosemberg.
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Figure 10. Q-Flex inbound. 1% exceedance swept path with a 90% of
confidence

Study of weather conditions limits to allow ships stay in the anchoring
area of Las Palmas (Canary Islands)

Las Palmas port has two anchoring areas. The first is located in the north
in front of the main breakwater and the second is south the head. The
water depth there is between 25 and 100 meters.
Port and Maritime Authorities were interested to know the limit of
weather conditions to allow the ships to stay in the southern anchoring
area. Thus they can warn the ships to abandon the anchoring area when
rough weather was forecasted to prevent uncontrollable driftage. The
Authorities proposed to study different kind of ships which are shown in
table 2.
Table 2. Analyzed ships
Ship type
Bulkcarrier
loaded
Big Ro-Ro
ballasted
Container
loaded
Freezer
ballasted

Length

Draught

Shackles

depth

Latitude

Longitude

280m

16,5m

10

60m

N 28º06,169’

W 15º23,606’

260m

6,8m

10

40m

N 28º05,747’

W 15º23,416’

285m

12,7m

8

60m

N 28º06,169’

W15º23,606’

142m

6,0m

6

30m

N 28º05,610’

W 15º24,060’
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Gen.
Cargo
loaded
Small RoRo
ballasted
Fishery
ballasted
Big Yatch
loaded

55m

3,5m

5

30m

N 28º05,610’

W 15º24,060’

131m

3,7m

5

40m

N 28º05,747’

W 15º23,416’

30m

2,0m

4

25m

N 28º05,623´

W15º 24,160’

92m

4,2m

5

40m

N 28º05,747’

W 15º 23,416

Northeastern wind and waves were studied. The simulations start with
the ships anchored in their assigned locations oriented to the breeze
under moderate waves. Then wind and waves were growing step by step
according Beaufort and Douglas scales. Several variables were recorded
in every step: chain tension, vertical and horizontal angles of the chain,
ship motions, including roll, pitch and heave, number of engine starts,
etc.

Figure 11. Variation of chain tension in tons along simulation time in
minutes

The drag of the anchor was detected and the winch starts to work to
weigh the anchor. This operation is permitted depending of the chain
vertical angle, amplitude of ship vertical motions and ship speed.
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Figure 12. Variation of ship pitch in degrees along simulation time in
minutes

In the case of fail a new tray will be done starting in a previous Beaufort
step and so on until the anchor should get on board. Ship track would be
recorded and the capability to coin the ship to abandon the anchor area
would be analyzed.
Figure 13. Freezer track leaving the anchor area with heavy winds of 7
Beaufort

The simulation results confirmed that the biggest ships stayed in the
anchor area with higher Froude number conditions than the smallest.
Small ships could abandon the anchor area in the case of Froude
numbers between 5 and 6. The biggest could between 7 and 9.
The smallest ships underwent severe drifts since their anchor left the
bottom until it was on board. So, 8 lengths by 8 lengths area were
required for get the anchor on board.
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Simulation of manoeuvres of disabled ships assisted by tugs at sea.
Simulation of towing ships towards a shelter port
This study comprises two parts. The first consists of the analysis of the
capability of assisting a ship at sea with tugs depending on weather
conditions and the second was the simulation of a towed ship without
propulsion and steering means to reach a shelter port applying the results
obtained in the first part.
Two ships were studied assisted by one, two or three tugs. Their main
particulars are shown in table 3.
Table 3. Ships and tugs to be analyzed
Ships

L(m)

B(m)

T(m)

Desp.(ton)

Power

Propulsion

Tanker

230

32.2

16.1

98,800

1 dieselx10,800kw

1 x conv. f.p.

LNG

293

45.8

11.0

102,000

st. turb.26,000kw

1 x conv. f.p.

Tug1

31

11.1

3.6

615

2 dieselx2,245kw

azimuthal

Tug2

31

10.9

2.5

550

2 dieselx2,060kw

Voith
Schneider

Tug3

66

15.0

5.5

2,700

2 dieselx3,840kw

2xc.p. in nozzle

The first, two tests of ships assisted by tugs were carried out defined by
the following conditions:
•

Turning 180º under weather conditions described in table 4 using
different tug formations. The simulations starts with a zero speed
ship in head seas at the initial state.

•

Course keeping under weather conditions shown in table 4 using
different tug formations. The ships received waves from 180º,
135º, 90º 45º and 0º; 180º corresponds to head seas and 0º to
following seas.
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Table 4. Tests and weather conditions studied
Manoeuvre
Test
Turn
of 180

Relative
Direction

4 Force
(Douglas)
waves
wind
(m)
(knots)

5 Force
(Douglas)
waves
wind
(m)
(knots)

6 Force
(Douglas)
waves
wind
(m)
(knots)

180º
180º

Course
keeping

135º
90º

2,5

17-21

4,0

22-27

6,0

45º
0º

Figure 14. Disabled tanker. Simulation of the course keeping
manoeuvre using two bridges

Some of the results of the second test for a 98,800 tons disabled tanker
are shown in table 5. The first column indicates the number of tugs
working at the bow (b) and at the stern (s) both towing on a line.
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Table 5. Results of course keeping manoeuvre
98,000 tons displacement tanker. Course keeping manoeuvre
Number of tugs

Douglas 5 / Beaufort 6

Douglas 6 / Beaufort 7

Bollard pull
available

180º

135º

90º

45º

0º

180
º

135º

90º

45º

0º

1x50(b)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

1x50(b)+1x50(s)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

1x100(b)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

1x100(b)+1x50(s)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

1x100(b)+1x100(s)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Finally the ships were towed towards a shelter port in hard weather
conditions assisted by tugs according with the results derived from the
previous tests.
Several Spanish ports were studied, mainly the located near a separation
traffic device. One example is the simulation of the towed disabled
tanker in the area of La Coruña port in the northwest. The weather
conditions in this case are described in table 6.
One tug of 100 tons bollard pull was working at the bow towing on a
line and a second Voith Schneider tractor tug was operating at the stern
to steer the tanker. A third ASD tug was used to enter the port and get
the tanker moored in the main pier. Figure 15 shows a picture of the
final part of this manoeuvre in NNW25 condition.
Table 6. Weather conditions in the simulation of sailing towards to La
Coruña
Condition

wind

Waves at sea

Direction/speed

Direction/significant
high

NNW25

NNW+/-15º; 25+/-5
knots

NW 4.5m

SSW35

SSW+/-15º; 35+/-5 knots

NW 3.0m
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Sometimes the bow tug had to stop pulling and do some corrections to
prevent girthing. Among other parameters the line tension was registered
and tug vertical motions were too. Generally Voith Schneider tug
underwent less roll and pitch than ASD tug under the same working
conditions.
Figure 15. Simulation of the disabled tanker getting the main pier
assisted by three tugs

CONCLUSIONS
The use of ship manoeuvring simulators has demonstrated to have
several outstanding advantages: An interactive real-time model is used,
so perception and human behaviour factors can be included in the study.
Pilots and captains play an important role in the design process, so both
port engineers and mariners can elaborate a more complete overview of
the problems. Important factors (weather conditions, use of tugs, day and
night manoeuvres, etc.) can be accurate analyzed. Entrance and
departure rules for specific ports can be developed based on the results
of the simulation concerning environmental conditions. Downtime can
be evaluated. Risk analysis for the manoeuvres is possible using
statistical methods developed for this purpose.
The main feature of port studies performed using manoeuvring
simulators is the interactive process between men, ships and
environment. Other additional advantage is the cooperation between port
engineers on one side and pilots and captains on the other. High quality,
economical and efficient projects can then be developed.
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ABSTRACT
The maritime freight and passengers traffic is ever more increasing
and the estimation of the sea-side port capacity is an strategic factor
to guarantee a high level of ship services quality by means of the
optimisation of layout and the improvement of quay services in
terms of better time distribution of arrival and departure of ships in
port. In the past the authors developed a synthetic combinatorial
model capable to analyse sea-side port operation, characterised by
the overlap of many different ships traffic, and to evaluate the limit
of their capacity as number of ships movement. In the present
research the authors have developed a sea-side operation simulation
model, based on a flexible and powerful general-purpose platform,
structured for capacity estimation and traffic analysis and capable
to support both design and operational planning process and to
relate the terminal utilisation degree with the quality of the
concerned transport services. The paper describes the model and its
performances in the case study of the port of Messina, which
represents a nervous centre of Italian economy by joining Sicily with
the rest of country and allowing a considerable daily exchange of
freight and persons, with the daily experience of port congestion.

KEYWORDS: Modelling, Port capacity, Simulation, Messina Port
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INTRODUCTION
The study deals with analysis and simulation of ships traffic in a port,
with a specific focus on the capacity assessment under high traffic
conditions nearby congestion.
The traffic data are acquired from the dynamic web based database
MarineTraffic developed by the Aegean University in Chios [1].
In the present research it was built up a simulation model capable to
identify the conflicts between ships and sensible enough to assess the
effects of traffic increase till saturation, defined as the maximum amount
of daily movements in fixed regularity conditions.
Moreover, the model allows to quantify the effects of possible solutions
for conflicts resolutions and/or minimisation.
MODELING ENVIRONMENT
For the model implementation it was selected the software platform
Planimate®, which is well suited for the modeling of systems
characterized by a large amount of data and sub-processes, parallel and
synchronized cycles and allows an easy synchronic process control.
Planimate® is based on two typologies of key elements:
• objects: fixed entities (e.g. the quays), which have the capacity to
host other entities, that during the simulation cross them, or to
modify their state (figure 1);
• items: dynamic entities (e.g. the ships) moving inside the system
through objects and finally exiting; groups of items may be
organised in classes.
Figure 1: objects in Planimate®

Figure 2: items classes in Planimate®
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The model construction in Planimate® includes 4 phases for the
preparation of:
• objects;
• flows;
• objects-flows interactions;
• graphics.
The 4 phases determine finally a multiple graph representing the static
properties of the system, as well as the dynamics are expressed by the
graph execution rules, in particular:
• an event happens as soon as all the pre-conditions are activated;
• the event dis-activates the pre-conditions and activates the postconditions.
The state of the system is continuously represented by all the active
conditions and its evolution is traced by the items moving from an object
to the other along paths to be fixed.
Figure 3: example of path in Planimate®

For each class of items a sequence of steps, animated during the
simulation, must be defined and will be used by all the items of that
class.
The set of paths defined for a class is a flow and more items may run on
this flow (figure 4).
Figure 4: example of flow in Planimate®
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An interaction consists into an item meeting an object and passing
through it.
The interaction is simple when the object keeps the item for a certain
period (e.g. due to a delay in an action to be performed), after that the
item is released and free to move again within the graph or to exit.
The interaction is complex when it includes the possibility to act on the
item (e.g. loading/unloading), which can require a time depending upon
the item itself or the location of the object within the graph.
The graphics phases include the choice of icons, colours, disposition of
objects, items, paths, flows and other output representation images
(tables, diagrams, etc.).
MODEL STRUCTURE
The first step of model building up is the definition of two different
items representing ships paths according to their typologies in order to
take into account variety in dimensions, performances, operational rules,
etc.
The starting point of the ships’ paths is an Entry object, which will
represent the anchorage, where the ships are allowed to wait for entering
the port itself.
Sequentially the objects Queue and Switch represent the waiting process
due to previous on-going movements and the port mouth itself, where
the paths to the various quays are originated and, finally, some Multiserver objects, represent the quays themselves, capable to keep the ships
according to the timetable.
All the elements above have been linked by Multi-server and Change
elements dedicated to simulate the running time along the paths and the
operational rules to be respected by the ships within the port area.
The entering and the exiting paths have been divided into sections
characterised by a different speed of the ships, which is the key input
parameter of the running time to be calculated by a Multi-server.
Other Multi-server objects reproduce the evolution phases and calculate
the required time, variable by approached quay according to the rotation
angle.
A the same time the Change objects store, read and write information
concerning running time, stopping time, speeds and delays, which may
be selected by obtaining once more different outputs.
The last output is the complete timetable, including expected and real
time for arrival and departure at/from the anchorage and the quay and
the elaboration of stopping times and delays suffered in the port.
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The main differentiation in the model are due to the amount of
operational rules, which is varied by ships’ typology and by traffic
density and reflected by a set of specific objects Queue, which allow the
ships to enter when their specialized quay is free only.
A single queue would have created a delay to all ships waiting for the
the release of a quay suited for the first waiting ship.
When all the quays are free the First In First Out (FIFO) rule is applied.
For the management of release and occupation of the path’s sections has
been setup a dedicated Change object, while a Switch stops the ships
when the section ahead is not free.
The section has a minimum length of about 200 meters, minimum
stopping time for the most part of ships’ classes.
At the port mouth a Switch is dedicated to assign the entering ships to
the various paths by highlighting the conflicts between ships.
While a common queue is setup to let the exiting ships wait for starting
the manoeuvres according to the timetable order simulating the
concerned process based on human decisions, difficult to be modelled.
INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDY: THE PORT OF MESSINA
The port of Messina (figure 5) is a natural basin of about 820.000 m2,
fully rounded by quays, protected by a peninsula and with a 400 m wide
mouth at NW.
Figure 5: Messina port general map

Source: Port Master-plan
The water depth is variable between 6,5 and 13 m along the quays and
reaches 65 m in the middle of the basin.
The operated quays are 11, with a total length of about 1800 m,
including the quays for private ferries at W, in San Francesco area.
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The port is universally equipped and allows the load/unload of almost
any typology of goods, as well as a relevant passenger traffic between
Sicily and Italian Peninsula.
The most relevant traffic includes today:
• high frequency road and rail ferries services linking Sicily with
Italian peninsula;
• long distance Ro-Ro services;
• Lo-Lo services for solid bulk;
• high speed passenger services linking Sicily with Italian
peninsula;
• Cruises.
By means of MarineTraffic portal it has been analysed the traffic for 8
days (1-8 May 2011) (figure 6) with the clear evidence of a relevantly
lower traffic during weekends.
Figure 6: movements in Messina port during the period 1-8 May 2011
(arrivals in light grey, departures in dark grey, total movements in black)

As a reference day it has been selected Thursday 5th May, where the
maximum amount of 124 movements was recorded.
These movements are approximately distributed as follows:
• short distance ferries: 55 %,
• long distance Ro-Ro: 3%,
• high speed passenger services: 39%;
• Cruises: 3%,
and operated by the 16 ships fleet summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1: ships classification and movements
Ship
Alijumbo Eolie
Carnival Magic
Cartour Beta
Cartour Delta
Enotria
Fiammetta M
Iginia
Isola di Vulcano
Msc Fantasia
Reggio
Riace
Scilla
Selinunte jet
Snav Aldebaran
Tindari jet
Villa

Arrivals
3
1
1
1
3
6
5
0
1
10
5
2
6
0
8
9

Depar
tures

3
1
1
1
4
6
5
1
1
10
4
2
5
1
9
9

Quay
Rizzo 3
Vespri
Norimberga Ovest
Norimberga Est
Invasatura 1
Rizzo 3
Invasatura 2
Rizzo 1
Vespri
Invasatura 1
Invasatura 1 and 4
Invasatura 2 and 4
Rizzo 2
Rizzo 2
Rizzo 2
Invasatura 2 and 4

Typology
Hydrofoil
Cruise
Ro-Ro
Ro-Ro
Ferry
Hydrofoil
Ferry
Hydrofoil
Cruise
Ferry
Ferry
Ferry
Hydrofoil
Hydrofoil
Hydrofoil
Ferry

MODEL TUNING: PRESENT SCENARIO SIMULATION
The model has been developed taking into account the following
operational constraints imposed by the Port Captain:
• entering and exiting of cruise ships without simultaneous
movements;
• minimum separation of 200 m between entering and exiting
ships;
• paths from the evolution area to quay run by a single ship.
These conditions are imposed by Change objects specifically located
and structured.
Planned and real timetables for ships’ arrivals and departures are
reported in tables, where are also highlighted the conflicts between the
movements and the corresponding delays suffered by ships resulting
from the simulation.
For the arrivals the most critical periods are in the early morning (4:306:50) and in the evening (18:50-19:10) with a total amount of 4
conflicts/day.
For the departures the situation is more critical with a total of 19
conflicts/day and the delays more distributed along the day with peaks in
the morning (7:00-10:00) and in the evening (18:00-19:00).
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The comparison with the real data acquired by MarineTraffic has shown
minimum deviation.
For the timetable optimisation the following maximum delays tolerances
have been considered:
• ferries and Ro-Ro ships: 10 minutes;
• hydrofoils: 5 minutes;
• Cruise ships: 0 minutes.
This scenario has been considered the nearest to the real operational
conditions monitored by MarineTraffic.
Additional constraints deriving from existing additional operational rules
(particularly the full impossibility of simultaneous movements and the
maximum allowed speed of 7 knots) are rarely considered in the daily
operation.
EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC INCREASE
After having evaluated by the application of a consolidated
combinatorial method [2] [3] developed by the authors the capacity in
the present scenario, it has been modelled a traffic increase of about 20%
(25 additional movements) distributed among all the ships typologies (4
for cruise ships, 4 for RO-RO ships, 10 for ferries and 7 for hydrofoils).
For each typology the staying time has been estimated on the basis of the
present average values.
The additional movements generate a limited amount of new conflicts
(incompatible movements) along the whole day (figure 7), though the
conflicts result globally more equally distributed between arrivals and
departures in comparison with the existing situation.
Figure 7: conflicts resulting from the simulation of reference day
operation in Messina port
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The delays are acquired by 7 arriving ships (peak period: 19:00-20:00)
and 17 departing ships (peak periods 8:00-9:00 e 19:00-21:00).
SCENARIO COMPATIBLE WITH THE FULFILMENT OF ALL
OPERATIONAL RULES
The last analysed scenario derives by the research of a traffic amount
compatible:
• with the fulfilment of all operational rules;
• with the thresholds of delays tolerance fixed in chapter 4.
This speculation has been developed by the iterative application of the
combinatorial model, which allows the calculation of an Utilisation
Degree, which is estimated compatible with an uncongested operation
for a maximum value of 0.65.
In order to achieve such a value the total amount of movements should
be reduced of about 35%, getting down from 124 to 81 in the reference
day (figure 8).
The traffic decrease has been applied homogeneously across the
different ships’ classes by maintaining at least a couple of movements
for each of them.
The major residual conflicts are anyway located in the morning (7:009:00) and evening (18:00-21:00) peak periods.
CONCLUSIONS
The original simulation model developed in the present research
demonstrated its high potential to analyse different navigation regimes
with a possible wide generalisation of its performances.
With reference to the case study the application of the combinatorial
method does not show congestion in the present situation, mainly thanks
to the partial application of the operational rules (e.g. simultaneous
movements in different port areas have been considered liberalised).
Nevertheless, a full application of these rules would generate a relevant
congestion degree.
Moreover the simulation model allowed to estimate the effect of
scenarios with a 20% traffic increase and a 35% traffic decrease and to
compare the achieved results.
The progressive relaxation of the operational constraints and the traffic
reduction allow reaching almost high regularity standard: maximum
delays of 5 minutes for the hydrofoils and 10 minutes for the ferry-boats.
The best solution is to be selected on the basis of the right compromise
between operational safety and commercial offer of transport services.
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Figure 8: Utilization degree in various traffic scenario with partial (light
grey) and full (dark grey) fulfilment of operational rules
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to study how the intensity of competition in
the container liner shipping industry evolves over time. Therefore,
the Hymer-Pashigian index of market share instability has been
used to indicate the level of competitiveness at both industry and
trade level. In addition, the relationship between concentration and
the Hymer-Pashigian index of market share instability is examined.
The findings indicate the presence of an inverted U-shaped
relationship between concentration and market share instability at
industry level. At trade level, concentration is negatively related to
market share instability and evidence is provided that the variable
‘growth’ (in terms of volume) plays a major role in affecting the
dynamics of market share. In the policy context, regulators should
focus on trade level since the effects are more clearly identified when
working at the disaggregated level rather than at aggregated
industry level.

KEYWORDS: Container liner shipping industry, competition, market
share instability index, concentration

INTRODUCTION
When the European Commission banned liner conferences in October
2008 1, shippers hoped for a better service and lower freight rates as a
1

“…[T]he European Commission has granted a block exemption from the competition rules
for conference liner operators since 1986. A Block Exemption Regulation defines certain
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result of more competition. In contrast to service and freight rates,
competition is not directly perceptible. Therefore, an indirect
measurement, viz. the Hymer Pashigian index of market share instability
will be used to determine whether competition increased.
The aim of this paper is to explore the dynamics of competition in the
container liner shipping industry (hereafter abbreviated as CLSI). Since,
liner operators compete with each other not only within the total
container liner shipping market but rather within sub-markets (read trade
lanes), this paper focuses on the degree of competition both at industry
and trade level. It contributes to the CLSI competition literature in
applying the market instability index next to the static concentration
measures. Static measures include the four-firm concentration ratio and
the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index. The remainder of the paper is organized
in two main sections. Successively, the indicator of concentration and
the indicator of magnitude of market share instability are calculated and
discussed both at industry and trade level. Next to it, an empirical model
is presented to examine the determinants of market share instability
followed by the empirical results. Finally, conclusions will be drawn
about the competitiveness at both industry and trade level.

CONTAINER LINER SHIPPING INDUSTRY
This section firstly presents the used data. Subsequently, the indicators
of concentration and the intensity of competition are computed and
discussed. Finally, the relationship between concentration and the
market share instability is examined.

Data
To calculate the indicators of concentration and the indicator of
magnitude of market share instability, one needs individual data of the
categories of agreements which are compatible with EU competition rules provided that the
agreements meet the conditions laid down in the Regulation. In March 2003, the European
Commission’s Directorate General for Competition announced a review of Regulation 4056/86.
On September 25th, 2006, the Council agreed to repeal Regulation 4056/86. By consequence, it
puts an end to the coordination of prices, charges and surcharges as well as coordinated capacity
management in European Union trades as of October 2008. Since that date, liner operators have
to fix their own freight rates and any surcharge (European Commission, 1997 and 2007; ELAA,
2003)” ( Sys et al., 2011).
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top 4 liner operators, together with the data for the entire containerised
liner shipping industry. Therefore, the Top 100 of Alphaliner has been
annually surveyed (AXS-Alphaliner, various editions ).
Capacity data is the basis for calculating market shares at industry level
rather than turnover. According to Hymer and Pashigan (1962) and
Sakakibara and Porter (2001), a turnover measure is inappropriate as it is
responsive to the dispersion of firm sizes within a market. So, the n-firm
concentration ratio (CRn) is computed as the existing on board TEU
(twenty equivalent unit) capacities of n liner operators compared to the
fleet effectively deployed by each operator (see also Sys, 2009).
The value of the absolute changes in liner operators' market shares forms
the basis for the calculation of the instability index. When calculating the
instability index, it is sufficient to restrict attention to liner operators
with market shares of 0.01 or larger. As the contribution of liner
operators with smaller market shares do not affect the instability index
significantly. To study the determinants of market share instability, data
regarding industry growth, price of secondhand ships, etc. is collected
from Drewry Container market annual review and forecast (Drewry,
various editions).
Indicators of concentration
A reasonable accurate assessment of the likely nature of competition in a
market is to look whether the market is concentrated or not. Figure 1
gives an overview of the measures of concentration at industry level.
First, a common measure of market structure is the n-firm concentration
ratio. The n-firm concentration ratio is the cumulative share of the nlargest container liner operators to the market. The formula for the nfirm concentration ratio is as follows:
n

CRn = ∑ s i

(1)

i =1

Figure 1 shows that the largest liner operator (CR1) doubled its market
share over the period 1999-2012 (Figures refer to January 1st of each
year). This is the result of mergers. Since the takeover of Royal P&O
Nedlloyd by Maersk Sealand (since then known as Maersk Line), the
world biggest liner operator saw its share diminishing from 19.23 % in
2006 to 16.73 % in 2012. The top four liner operators (i.e. Maersk Line
(before takeover of Sea-land), Evergreen/Uniglory, P&O Nedlloyd and
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Hanjin/DSR-Senator) held 25.83 % of the market in 1999. By January
1st, 2012, the leaders (i.e. Maersk Line (after several mergers and
acquistions – e.g. Sealand, P&O Nedlloyd), MSC, CMA CGM group
and Hapag Lloyd) controlled 43.73 % of the containerised liner shipping
market. A CR4 of 40 % serves as a benchmark for an oligopolistic
market (Martin, 2002). Hence, the market structure in which the CLSI
operates would be an oligopolistic market since 2007 (in bold). The
market share of the top-ten liner operators (CR10) accounts for 65.73 %
in 2012, up from about 50 % in 1999. The results reveal that the CLSI is
becoming more concentrated (see also Sys, 2009).
Figure 1: Degree of concentration at industry level
Industry level
Kolom1

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

CR1

8,34%

12,88%

13,25%

12,63%

12,93%

13,13%

13,21%

19,23%

17,53%

16,84%

16,49%

16,44%

CR4

25,83%

30,37%

30,94%

31,03%

32,90%

33,21%

32,84%

39,67%

40,91%

41,27%

41,42%

41,18%

CR10

50,90%

52,68%

52,66%

53,54%

55,39%

55,67%

56,40%

63,26%

63,61%

63,48%

63,50%

63,41%

HHI

336,20

415,34

427,54

427,37

451,34

462,24

473,91

665,93

646,22

640,00

644,07

647,26

2011

15,18
41,18
64,1
643,03

2012

16,73
43,73
65,73
706,9

Secondly, another commonly used measure of market structure is the
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). The HHI takes into account both
the number of liner operators and the inequality of market shares. The
HHI is a concentration measure based on the sum of squares of all liner
operators’ percentage of market shares, according to the existing on
board TEU (twenty equivalent unit) capacities of liner operators, and
ranges from 0 (a perfectly competitive industry) to 10,000 (a monopoly).
The HHI is calculated as follows
HHI =

n

∑s
i =1

2
i

x 10,000

(2)

Over the studied period, the HHI clearly increases, also indicating a
growing concentration in the container shipping industry. However, HHI
never exceeds the 1,000 – 1,800 limits. Comparing with other industries,
the container liner shipping industry must still be considered to be
unconcentrated (Sys, 2009).
To sum up, one can conclude that the container shipping industry is
confronted with increased concentration. Even if theoretically increasing
concentration should result in decreased competition, in practise, fierce
competition may still exist among leading carriers. That is the index of
concentration ignores the shift of market shares among leading firms.
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Indicator of magnitude of market share instability
In general, fueled by liberalization/deregulation, many studies have been
conducted in an effort to understand competition. Many of these studies
regress profitability or price on concentration. The results of these
studies are similar but the interpretation of the results is very different.
Therefore, Bresnahan (1982) developed a test that involves estimating a
structural model incorporating demand and cost equations, linked with
the profit-maximizing condition that marginal revenue equals marginal
cost. The main drawback of this methodology is its data-intensive
requirements. An alternative measure of the degree of rivalry is the
market share instability.
Market share instability is a measure of the shift in the relative position
of firms within an industry and is considered an important indicator of
the intensity of the competition. A formal measure of the degree of
market share instability is the instability index. The instability index,
devised by Hymer and Pashigan (1962), sums up the absolute value of
the change between two points in time in the market share of each firm.
The index is calculated as follows:
II =

∑ (s
N

i =1

i ,t

− s i ,t −1

)

(3)

where si,t equals the market share of liner operator i at time t. The value
of the index ranges between zero and one.
This index is based on the variation in ranking or market shares
reflecting competitive pressure in the industry that is not observable in
indicators of concentration. In other words, this index provides an
indication of interfirm rivalry. The higher the value of this index, the less
stable market shares are, indicating more competitive pressure in the
industry (Hymer & Pashigan, 1962, p. 86 and Gutiérrez de Rozas, 2007).
According to Caves and Porter (1978), the instability index captures the
effects of both price and non-price competition. Like the airline industry
(Barla, 1999), liner operators also compete on other levels (i.e. quality of
the service, frequency,…) than price 2.
Figure 2: Evolution of the instability index at industry level
2

See Staiger and Wolak (1992) for the theoretical justification of using the instability index as
an indicator of intensity of competition.
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Industry level
Kolom1
II

1999

2000
0,2974

2001
0,1299

2002
0,1140

2003
0,1177

2004
0,1210

2005
0,1016

2006
0,2492

2007
0,1221

2008
0,0759

2009
0,0760

2010
0,1436

2011

2012

0,1607 0,1174

The evolution of the instability index (II) is reported in Figure 2. At
aggregated level, the value of the instability index is closer to zero than
to one, an indication that the CLSI is characterised by a relatively stable
competition.
Relationship concentration – instability index
Economic theory suggests that higher concentration leads to less
competition. To investigate this theoretical link, the analysis starts with a
visual plot of both indicators followed by a correlation analysis. Finally,
an empirical model is described to estimate the determinants of market
share instability.
First, Figure 3 plots the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (left-hand axis) and
the Instability Index (right-hand axis).
Figure 3: Relationship concentration and competition

Whereas a remarkable level of stability is achieved during the 20002005 period, a peak of instability was reached in 2006. This change in
intensity of competition coincides again with an acquisition, viz. the
takeover of Royal P&O Nedlloyd by the Danish A.P. Moller-Maersk
Group. Abrupt changes have traditionally been related to the presence of
competition, regardless of the concentration ratio (Hymer & Pashigan,
1962). The impact of the financial and economic downturn is also
observable in Figure 3. From 2009, the spread between the graphs
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II_top100 and II_top20 suggests a larger competitive pressure in the 21100 segment of the industry.
Secondly, the question arises how the different observed indicators
coincide mutually? Figure 4 summarises the correlation coefficients
between the used measures (t-statistics in parentheses).
Figure 4: Correlation matrix

Period
2000-2010

Indicator
CR4
HHI
II

Period
2000-2010
(excl. 2006)

CR4
HHI
II

CR 4
HHI
1
----0.986579
1
(18.12605)
-----0.111237
0.034494
(-0.335795) (0.103543)
1
----0.997156
1
(37.41982)
-----0.662976 -0.642539
(-2.504776) (-2.371767)

II

1
-----

1
-----

From Figure 4, it can be observed that the CR4 and HHI provide similar
indications of the competitiveness of the industry. The correlation
coefficient between the two approximates 1. Over the 2000-2010 period,
the correlation between CR4 and II is negatively while the correlation
between HHI and II is positive. However, both outcomes are
insignificant. Discarding the observation of 2006, the association
between both concentration measurements and the instability index turns
to inverse, meaning that concentration increases the intensity of
competition decreases. The intensity of this inverse association is
moderate and significant. Note, a correlation analyses cannot be
interpreted as establishing cause-and-effect relationships between
concentration and competition.
Last, from these simple correlation coefficients, one cannot infer
whether there may be a nonlinear relationship between concentration
and market share instability. In addition, other variables may also affect
market share instability. Following earlier studies (Caves & Porter,
1978; Barla, 1999; Kato & Honjo, 2006 and Masathoshi & Yuji, 2006),
a similar empirical model will be estimated to examine the determinants
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of market share instability. The empirical model takes the following
form:
II t = α 0 + α 1CR 4 t + α 2 CR 4 t2 + α j

m

∑ ISF
j =3

t

+ µt

(4)

The variables are defined as follows: IIt denotes the market share
instability. To identify whether concentration has a negative effect on
market share instability, the four-firm concentration index, CR4t is
used 3. This variable is introduced in a quadratic form to allow for a
nonlinear relationship between II and CR4. Caves and Porter (1978) and
Sakakibara and Porter (2001) suggested that the instability index initially
increases with the level of concentration, then declines as concentration
becomes more significant. Next, ISFt represents industry specific
exogenous factors and μt denotes an error term.
To control industry-specific factors, firstly, industry growth (IGRt) is
included in the model. Industry growth is expected to affect competition.
The impact is twofold: a growing industry is most attractive for new
entrants and is likely to trigger rivalries’ behaviour amongst industry’s
incumbents (e.g. uncertainty regarding scale of production: will liner
operator i put an extra/a larger ship into service?). Previous studies have
found that industry growth increases market share instability (Hymer
and Pashigian, 1962; Caves & Porter, 1978; Papadogonas &
Droucopoulos, 2006; Kato & Honjo, 2006). Here, industry growth is
defined as the differences between the value of world container traffic in
period t+1 and t, divided by the value of world container traffic in period
t (Drewry, various editions). Since, Davies & Geroski (1997) stated that
both positive and negative industry growth brings larger uncertainty to
leading firms, the squared term, IGRt2 is included in the model to verify a
nonlinear relationship between market share instability and industry
growth. It is expected that the effect of this squared term ( IGRt2 ) on
market share instability is positive.
Secondly, market shares are redistributed due to entry into a trade or exit
from it. Here, entry/exit is proxied by the variable SECONDHANDt. This
independent variable reflects the price of second hand ships. New
entrants weighing up opportunities in both the new building and second
hand markets as well as charter markets. Separate regressions were run
3

The alternative measure, HHI was also tested. The results were similar.
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using new build (R² = 0.79) and charter price (R² = 0.75) as independent
variables. In the case of second hand price, R-squared (0.81) was slightly
higher. A large fraction of the variation in the determinants of market
share instability can be explained.
Last, in 2005, Maersk Sealand acquired Royal P&O Nedlloyd. This
event lead to a redistribution of market shares and to a change in the
intensity of competition (see Figure 3). This effect will be controlled by
the dummy variable, MERGER in the regression. This dummy equals 1
in the year+1 of the merger, otherwise zero.
The parameters α0, α1,… are the parameters to be estimated. Equation 2
is estimated using least squares regression methods (OLS). Estimation is
carried out with EViews. The OLS estimates of Eq. 2 are reported in
Figure 5. Figure 5 summarises the determinants of the market share
instability of three regressions (RE1/2/3 – including t-values between
parentheses). In the last column, R-squared is reported.
Figure 5: Estimated results at industry level
CR4
CR4^2
IGR
IGR^2
SECONDHAND MERGER
C
RE1 0.709 (1.882)
0.5577 (2.101)
-0.002 (-1.427) 0.0509 (1.483) -0.053 (-0.485)
RE2 10.796 (2.401) -14.699 (-2.248) 0.2662 (1.097)
-0.002 (-1.335) 0.1012 (2.916) -1.762 (-2.304)
RE3 11.270 (2.459) -15.260 (-2.295) 0.4020 (1.407) -1,976 (-0.932) -0.002 (-1.536) 0.0968 (2.731) -1.826 (-2.346)

R-squared Adj. R-squared
0.54
0.23
0.77
0.54
0.81
0.53

In the first regression (RE1), the squared term of concentration (CR4^2)
and industry growth (IGR^2) are excluded from the model while in RE2
only the latter independent variable is excluded. The coefficients of
concentration (CR4) are positive and statistically significant in RE2 and
RE3. In addition, the coefficients of its squared term (CR4^2) are
significantly negative. The results suggest a nonlinear relationship
between concentration and market share instability, which is consistent
with the studies of Caves & Porter (1978) and Sakakibara & Porter
(2001). The inverted U-shaped curve appears to peak at about 36 % of
the four-firm concentration ratio and then declines.
With respect to the variable industry growth (IGR), the coefficient is
positive but only statistically significant in the first regression. The
effect of its squared term (IGR^2) is found to be negative while the
coefficient is not statistically significant. The results for the container
liner shipping industry differ from those of other industries (see Davies
and Geroski, 1997).
In all equations, the effect of second hand prices was found to be
negative but not significant.
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Turning now to the effect of the dummy variable merger, the regression
coefficient has a positive effect on market share instability conform to a
priori expectation. It clearly suggests a redistribution of market shares
and a change in the intensity of competition.
Liner operators compete with each other not only within the total
container liner shipping market but rather within sub-markets (read trade
lanes). The next section provides evidence of the degree of concentration
and the intensity of competition at trade level.

EVIDENCE AT TRADE LEVEL
What is the nature of the trade lanes in which the liner operator
competes and the nature of competitive interactions among liner
operators in these markets? These are the questions that will be
addressed in this section.

Data
To address the dynamics of competition at trade level, a newly
constructed panel data set has been constructed. This panel data set is the
result of combining the annual trade routes analyses of Dynamar
(various editions, 2007-10). These analyses contain rankings of top
carriers by volume measured in TEUs. Hence, these total TEUs carried
are the basis for calculating market shares at trade level. This unbalanced
panel covers the 2003-2009 period. It allows computing the four-firm
concentration ratio and the market share instability index as well as
testing the relationship between both indicators at disaggregated level.
Successively the results are commented.

Indicators of concentration
The four-firm concentration ratio and the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
are calculated to proxy the extent of concentration at trade level. Figure
6 reports the four-firm concentration ratio at trade level (in alphabetical
order). A distinction is being made between eastbound/westbound and
northbound/southbound legs respectively. For comparison reasons, the
four-firm concentration ratio at industry level is added.
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Figure 6: Four-firm concentration ratio at trade level
Trade level
Trade lane

Indicat or 2003

Black Sea - Far East
Central America - US
EU-Africa
EU-Indian Sub Continent
EU-Latin America
Far East -Africa
Far East to US East Coast/US Gulf ports
Indian Sub Continent to US (all coasts)
Mediterranean - North America (eastbound)
Mediterranean - North America (westbound)
Middle East to US (all coasts)
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (northbound)
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (southbound)
North America - Latin America (northbound)
North America - Latin America (southbound)
Transatlantic (eastbound)
Transatlantic (westbound)
Transpacific (eastbound)
Transpacific (westbound)
US - Central America
US (all coasts) to the Indian Sub Continent
US (all coasts) to the Middle East
US East Coast/US Gulf to the Far East
US Trade
Industry level

CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4
CR4

2004

45.24%

47.10%

48.45%
48.85%

57.88%
56.28%

44.69%
48.41%
44.89%
43.49%

69.08%
60.97%
53.11%
53.11%
40.85%
43.87%

2005

2006
2007
70.84%
52.46%

40.18%
75.88%
60.29%
61.13%
48.65%

39.92%
65.66%
57.14%
57.06%
76.67%

69.54%
65.10%
53.52%
53.03%
40.93%
45.83%

57.12%
58.46%
48.85%
49.63%
39.61%
43.96%

72.65%
69.23%
36.65% 43.17% 44.69%
40.14% 38.82% 38.31%
32.90% 33.21% 32.84%

56.42%
71.56%
38.85%
36.68%
39.67%

40.93%
63.11%
65.74%
56.91%
84.21%
84.84%
62.84%
58.28%
70.41%
60.97%
50.00%
37.97%
39.84%
37.43%
61.94%
69.41%
37.25%
36.85%
40.91%

2008

2009

50.56% 49.88%
76.56% 77.63%
79.49% 71.45%
93.12%
80.35% 82.19%
40.51% 36.14%
68.00% 64.59%
65.26% 80.91%
65.61% 50.49%
84.48% 85.86%
74.47% 63.16%
61.59% 62.13%

58.62%
50.80%
39.89%
36.72%
34.16%
66.45%
65.86%
33.16%
36.62%
41.27%

56.90%
52.01%
38.76%
36.97%
35.64%
67.16%
66.90%
38.38%
33.02%
41.42%

Given the lack of data, the HHI cannot be calculated for each trade lane.
However, minima and maxima values can be computed by using the
following formula of Sleuwaegen and Dehandschutter (1986) whom
proved that for a given m-firm concentration ratio the HHI must lie
between
H min =

(CR m )2 when CR m ≥ 1/m
(CR m )2
and H max = 
m
CR m /m when CR m ≤ 1/m

(3)

Figure 7 gives an overview of the decision rules of Benitez and Estache
(2005) which allows us to classify the different trade lanes.

Figure 7: HHI decision rule
HHImin
< 1,000
< 1,000
< 1,000
1,000 - 1,800
> 1,800

HHImax
< 1,000
1,000 - 1,800
> 1,800
> 1,800
> 1,800

decision
unconcentrated
inconclusive => presumption: unconcentrated
inconclusive
inconclusive => presumption: concentrated
highly concentrated
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The CR4 and the derived HHImin and HHImax for 2009 are reported in
Figure 8. The multiple sort conditions of Figure 9 are the degree of
concentration followed by alphabetical order.
Figure 8: Degree of concentration at trade level
Measurement of concentration at trade level (2009)
Trade lane
CR4
HHImin HHImax
EU-Latin America
93.12%
2,168
8,671
Middle East to US (all coasts)
85.86%
1,843
7,372
EU-Africa
77.63%
1,507
6,026
EU-Indian Sub Continent
71.45%
1,276
5,105
Far East -Africa
82.19%
1,689
6,756
Indian Sub Continent to US (all coasts)
64.59%
1,043
4,172
Mediterranean - North America (eastbound)
80.91%
1,637
6,546
US (all coasts) to the Indian Sub Continent
67.16%
1,128
4,510
US (all coasts) to the Middle East
66.90%
1,119
4,476
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (northbo
63.16%
997
3,990
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (southbo
62.13%
965
3,860
Transatlantic (eastbound)
56.90%
809
3,238
Mediterranean - North America (westbound)
50.49%
637
2,549
Transatlantic (westbound)
52.01%
676
2,705
Central America - US
49.88%
622
2,488
Far East to US East Coast/US Gulf ports
36.14%
327
1,306
Transpacific (eastbound)
38.76%
376
1,502
Transpacific (westbound)
36.97%
342
1,367
US - Central America
35.64%
318
1,270
US East Coast/US Gulf to the Far East
38.38%
368
1,473
US Trade
33.02%
273
1,090
Industry level
41.42%

highly concentrated
highly concentrated
concentrated
concentrated
concentrated
concentrated
concentrated
concentrated
concentrated

unconcentrated
unconcentrated
unconcentrated
unconcentrated
unconcentrated
unconcentrated

What conclusions can be derived from Figures 6 and 8? First, the
analysis of the four-firm concentration ratio shows that the degree of
concentration differs from trade lane to trade lane.
Secondly, some trade lanes (e.g. Transpacific eastbound/westbound, US
Trade) show a trend of decreasing concentration while other trade lanes
are characterised by a trend of increasing concentration.
Thirdly, the calculations allow us to link the degree of concentration
with the degree of oligopoly. A trade lane with a CR4 between 25 % and
60 % is labelled a loose oligopoly while a CR4 below 25 % is no
oligopoly at all. A CR4 of over 60 % is considered a tight oligopoly. The
term ‘tight oligopoly’ is understood to signify an oligopoly whose
market characteristics facilitate the realisation of supernormal profits for
a substantial period and where significant barriers to entry exist
(Shepherd, 1999). In Figure 6 and 8, a CR4 of over 60 % is marked in
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bold. Figure 9 catalogues the studied trade lanes. Clearly, the container
liner shipping industry appears to be a series of oligopolistic submarkets.
Figure 9: Degree of oligopoly
CR 4 < 25%
no oligopoly

Degree of oligopoly
25% < CR 4 < 60%
CR 4 > 60%
loose oligopoly
tight oligopoly
Transatlantic (eastbound)
EU-Africa
Transatlantic (westbound)
EU-Indian Sub Continent
Transpacific (eastbound)
EU-Latin America
Transpacific (westbound)
Far East -Africa
US - Central America
Indian Sub Continent to US (all coasts)
US East Coast/US Gulf to the Far East
Mediterranean - North America (eastbound)
US Trade
Middle East to US (all coasts)
Far East to US East Coast/US Gulf ports
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (northbound)
Mediterranean - North America (westbound) North America - Latin America (all coasts) (southbound)
US (all coasts) to the Indian Sub Continent
US (all coasts) to the Middle East

Analysing the associated volumes reveals that the loose oligopolistic
sub-markets are large trade lanes with a volume of + 1,000,000 TEU
while the tight oligopolistic sub-markets corresponds with < 1,000,000
TEU volume. Tight oligopoly corresponds with concentrated/highly
concentrated trade lanes. In addition, the nature of the submarkets could
also explain some differences (e.g. the Latin America trade lane: served
by regional carriers, the U.S. import trade: served by proprietary carriers
like Dole). Fourthly, Sleuwaegen and Dehandschutter (1986) indicate
the use of the HHI as a superior measure. Applying the formulae given
in (3) yields HHI ranges corresponding with CR4 for the studied trade
lanes (see Figure 7). From policy perspective, trade lanes labelled
‘unconcentrated’ generally do not require further analysis. Trade lanes in
which 1,000 < HHImin < 1,800 and HHImax exceeds 1,800 are considered
‘concentrated’. If both the lower and upper bound of the HHI exceeds
1,800, the trade lane is labelled ‘highly concentrated’. In the latter two
cases, antitrust authorities need to analyse whether competition is
threatened in the case of a new merger.
Finally, another question arises whether the top 4 liner operators do
dominate any sub-market and hence have greater monopolistic control
than might be evident from looking at their total market share? As a
benchmark, a dominant position corresponds with a CR1 > 40 %. A
close analysis reveals - not surprisingly - that the market shares of the
liner operators differ from trade lane to trade lane. Maersk Line is the
number one in the US-Indian Subcontinent trade (ISC) on the outward
and return leg, US Trade, North America-Middle East trade. Solely in
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the Mediterranean - North America trade (westbound) Maersk Line is a
dominant player (CR1 > 40 % since 2005). In contrast, this carrier was
never the number 1 liner operator in Transatlantic (eastbound), North
America – Los Angeles, South America – US on the outward and return
leg, Europe-Africa, Europe-Latin America and Far East-Africa during
the 2005-2009 period. CMA CGM is the leader in the latter three trade
lines while MSC leads the South America – US trade route. For the
remaining trade lanes, Maersk Line was the number 1 up to 2005 but lost
its position to MSC, Hapag-Lloyd, Evergreen, Hamburg Süd
respectively. For most of those trades, Maersk Line started in 2009
jostling for market share again and regained its statue of maritime
industry leader.
Indicator of magnitude of market share instability
The Hymer-Pashigan instability index was applied to each sub-market
and the results are given in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Instability Index at trade level
Trade lane
Central America - US
EU-Africa
EU-Indian Sub Continent
Far East -Africa
Far East to US East Coast/US Gulf ports
Indian Sub Continent to US (all coasts)
Mediterranean - North America (eastbound)
Mediterranean - North America (westbound)
Middle East to US (all coasts)
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (northbound)
North America - Latin America (all coasts) (southbound)
North America - Latin America (northbound)
North America - Latin America (southbound)
Transatlantic (eastbound)
Transatlantic (westbound)
Transpacific (eastbound)
Transpacific (westbound)
US - Central America
US (all coasts) to the Indian Sub Continent
US (all coasts) to the Middle East
US East Coast/US Gulf to the Far East
US Trade
Industry level

Trade level
2003
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
0.11745

Indicat o r

2004

2005

2006

2007

0.33598 0.14386 0.11031
0.30571
0.30335 0.13832 0.22516
0.27079 0.18445 0.23437
0.58018

0.09634
0.23824
0.25230
0.15315
0.18772

0.08868
0.24583
0.24642
0.06005
0.04208
0.19783

0.39426
0.33198
0.21451
0.16991
0.06447
0.09710

0.19892
0.31738
0.20410
0.21176
0.16758
0.36782

0.40069
0.30095
0.12184 0.11663 0.14079
0.07232 0.07412 0.08160
0.12103 0.10160 0.24923

0.32240
0.14904
0.12842
0.12075
0.12708

0.16833
0.23248
0.09592
0.21406

2008
2009
0.06124 0.09670
0.23119
0.68570
0.25573
0.19044 0.12305
0.30744 0.10337
0.21701 0.39904
0.24568 0.38682
0.23525 0.28282
0.18484 0.21676
0.08385 0.10923

0.29120
0.18838
0.24202
0.13012
0.09530
0.34983
0.23525
0.25589
0.06233
0.07487

0.28124
0.17892
0.15222
0.29359
0.05981
0.32143
0.28282
0.19682
0.24040
0.07596

Conforms a priori expectations, the instability index differs from trade
lane to trade lane and also from the leg studied. This indicator fluctuates
between 0.04 and 0.64 over the studied period. At disaggregated level,
the value of the instability index is also closer to zero than to one.
Combining Figure 6, 8 and 10 firstly reveals that the market share
instability index seems not to be lower in highly/concentrated trade
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lanes. Secondly, the presence of a dominant liner operator in the
Mediterranean-North America trade lane increases the market share
instability index. Thirdly, in trade lanes where Maersk Line lost its
leading position, the market share instability index increased
significantly between 2006 and 2007 (e.g. Transpacific, east/westbound; Transatlantic, east-/westbound). Last, the market share
instability index appears to fluctuate more in trade lanes labelled ‘loose
oligopoly’.

Relationship concentration – instability index
Although competitiveness of an industry cannot be measured by market
structure alone, such as Herfindahl-Hirschman Index and other
concentration ratios, it is interesting to look at the relationship between
concentration and market share instability at trade level.
To explain variations in the market share instability index (II) across
trade lanes (i) and time periods (t), Eq. 2 was re-estimated now including
trade specific factors (TFSi,t) in the empirical specification.
II i ,t = α 0 + α 1CR 4 i ,t + α 2 CR 4 i2,t + α j

m

∑ TSF
j =3

i ,t

+ µ i ,t

(5)

TFSi,t stands for a k-vector control variables that may affect market
share instability at trade level. Analogous to the estimated model at
industry level (see 2.4), trade growth (TGRi,t), its squared term ( TGRi,2t ),
second hand prices (SECONDHANDt) and the dummy variable
MERGER are included to control trade specific factors.
To account for trade specific elements, Eq. 4 is estimated by using
pooled least squares method corrected for fixed effects in the crosssection dimensions. The standard errors are corrected for
heteroskedasticity using the White procedure. Both the estimates of the
coefficients and the fixed effects are given in Figure 11. R-square equals
0.70. Eastbound and Westbound is abbreviated to EB and WB
respectively. NB and SB stands for Northbound and Southbound.
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Figure 11: Estimated results at trade level
CR 4
TGR
TGR ^2
SECONDHAND
MER GER
C

II
Coefficient t-statistic
-0,2628
-1,7074
-1,1969
3,7757
0,6331
7,8327
-0,0003
-0,4388
0,0068
0,6143
0,3567
4,3369

U S-Central America--C
U S-trade--C
Central America-U S--C
Transpacific (EB)--C
North America - Los Angeles, all coasts (SB)--C
U S, East coast - Far East--C
Far East - U S East coast--C
Transatlantic (WB)--C
Transpacific (WB)--C
North America - Los Angeles, all coasts (NB)--C
Transatlantic (EB)--C

fixed effects (cross)
-0,188005
-0,134911
-0,133018
-0,116089
-0,104081
-0,066609
-0,063735
-0,040466
-0,010274
0,007890
0,031041

North America - Los Angeles (NB)--C
Mediterrean-North America (WB)--C
Mediterrean-North America (EB)--C
Middle East - U S--C
Indian Subcontinent-U S--C
U S-Middle East--C
Far East - Africa--C
Europe-Africa--C
North America - Los Angeles (SB)--C
U S- Indian Subcontinent--C
Europe-Indian Subcontinent--C

0,036408
0,042617
0,060797
0,061315
0,061922
0,061941
0,078587
0,105072
0,137282
0,160004
0,534745

Firstly, in contrast to RE3 (see Figure 5), the squared term of
concentration (CR4^2) is no longer significant. So, a negative linear
relationship between concentration and market share instability is found
at trade level. Secondly, growth at trade level (TGR) is important in the
model due to its disturbance effect on competition (Kato & Honjo,
2006). In contrast to the estimated results at industry level, the
coefficient of trade lane growth (TGR) is significantly negative while its
squared term (TGR^2) shows a significant and positive growth. This
result indicates the presence of a U-shaped relationship between
instability index and trade lane growth. So, the instability index initially
decreases and then increases as growth increases from negative to
positive levels. The outcome of this quadratic effect for trade lane
growth concurs with the study of Davies and Geroski (1997). The
minimum occurs at a TGR value of 0.15545 %. Davies and Geroski
(1997) state that a value so close to zero implies that both positive and
negative growth bring greater uncertainty.
The question becomes whether this quadratic effect at trade level can be
explained. A first explanation might be found in the commonly used
volume (service) contracts with large shippers. Such volume (service)
contracts establish freight rates, assured space, service levels, etc. for a
predetermined period. A change in demand can be captured within the
terms of the contract. So, volume (service) contracts might delay the
destabilisation of market shares as long as the liner carrier is not brought
up against capacity constraints. This leads us towards the deployed
capacity (e.g. on the Transatlantic trade, Maersk Line deploys ships with
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a capacity varying between 2,890 – 5,040 TEUs, MSC runs this trade
with vessels of 3,876 up to 6,732 TEUs while CMA CGM put into
service vessels of about 2,556 TEUs). Given fixed liner shipping
capacity in the short-run and mostly a capacity utilisation of less than
100 %, market shares are expected to be stable at low levels of trade lane
growth. Stability should fall or instability should increase when some
competitors are brought up against capacity and add extra vessels and/or
upgrade scale. Next, according to Caves & Porter (1978), a fast growth
could destabilise shares by widening the errors in firms’ planned
capacities. Last, a growing trade lane is attractive for new entrants. Here,
the results suggest that entry is only attractive as from a certain level of
growth in the trade lane.
Thirdly, the regression coefficient of the SECONDHANDi,t variable
remains negative and insignificant.
Last, the impact of the dummy variable MERGER at trade level is
positive but not significant.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The objective of this paper was to study how the degree of concentration
and the degree of competition changes over time for the container liner
shipping industry, both at aggregated and disaggregated level. This study
contributes to the CLSI literature.
Two absolute indicators of concentration (i.e. the four-firm
concentration ratio and the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index) and one
relative concentration measure (i.e. numbers equivalent) were calculated
to assess the degree of concentration. The Hymer-Pashigan index of
market share instability was employed to determine the degree of
competition. Calculations were done both at industry and trade level.
The assessment of market share instability by means of time-series
method may contribute to the characterisation of trade lane rivalry.
This paper firstly presents evidence that the container liner shipping
industry is becoming as a whole more concentrated. Regarding the
degree of competition over time, the value of the instability index is
closer to zero than to one. This result indicates that the container liner
shipping industry is characterised by a relatively stable competition. This
index also allowed to measure rivals’ behaviour at the level of trade
lane. At disaggregated level, the degree of concentration and degree of
competition differs from trade route to trade route. Not surprisingly, the
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competition is in some trades stronger. From policy perspective,
regulators should analyse the impact of a further merger at trade level.
Secondly, linking the degree of concentration to the degree of oligopoly
allows to catalogue the different trade lanes in no, loose or tight
oligopolistic submarkets. This analysis is useful for policymakers who
want to enhance competition. In the case of a new merger, the trade lane
portfolio of the newly merged shipping company should be screened to
ascertain that the degree of competition does not diminish. This is
certainly the case if the involved trade lanes are labelled ‘concentrated’
or ‘highly concentrated’.
Finally, the relationship between concentration and market share
instability was analysed. Besides a graphical and correlation analysis, an
empirical model for the determinants of liner operators’ market share
instability was estimated. The findings indicate the presence of an
inverted U-shaped relationship between concentration and market share
instability at industry level. At trade level, concentration is negatively
related to market share instability and evidence is provided that the
variable ‘growth’ (in terms of volume) plays a major role in affecting the
dynamics of market share.
Future research is suggested in testing the relationships concentration –
instability index over a longer time period and in analysing the effect of
cooperation between liner operators by re-computing the market share
instability index using combined market shares.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORT OF KOPER AS THE
SOUTH EUROPEAN CAR GATEWAY
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Slovenia
ABSTRACT

The area of the Port has suffered from ecological degradation due to
the presence of the port facilities, which is the reason why the port
authorities are going to reduce the extent of coal and iron ore cargo
and dedicate themselves more to cars and containers. The vision of
the management of the Port of Koper is to become the main Car
Terminal in Mediterranean connecting Central, Eastern and
Western Europe with Mediterranean and Far East Countries.
Strategic orientation of the management of the Port of Koper is to
increase the quantity of handled cars to 1.000.000 till the year 2025.
This paper aims to: (I) review the current state of the development
of the car terminal of the Port of Koper, (II) introduce the
orientation of the management of the Port of Koper to dedicate
more to the car business, (III) introduce recent/new strategies to
enlarge car terminal and to build up a more efficient operation and
a higher competitiveness.

KEYWORDS: Port of Koper, NAPA, car terminal, goals, new services,
Central, Eastern European and Far East markets

INTRODUCTION
Car industry is undoubtedly one of the most important industries in
Europe. The European car market is by all means one of the most
developed as well as one of the most demanding markets on the global
scale. The car market in the NMS (New Member States of Europe) is
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small, but has great potential and can be expected to grow faster than in
the OMS (Other Member States) on average. The number of total cars in
use in the NMS has increased sharply over the last years.
The biggest car producers are the USA and Japan, the runner-up being
China with more than 5 mio cars produced only in 2004. The estimates
say that demand on cars should by the year 2015 up to 13.5 mio and by
the year 2020 there are supposed to be around 18.9 mio new cars driving
the roads of China. It is estimated that China will become the world’s
second exporter (immediately after the USA) by the year 2020, and its
purchasing power will outgrow that of the united Europe.
THE PORT OF KOPER
The Port of Koper is one of the most relevant generators of the
development of transport in Slovenia. The economic effects of port
activity are multiplicatively reflected in direct surroundings and wider
environment. These effects are most visible in the activities of maritime,
road and railway carriers, in freight forwarding, agencies, and in trade,
catering, tourist, financial and other services. Per one unit of generated
value in a direct port activity, eight additional value units are generated
in the whole Slovenian economy.
The Koper port is designed for the handling of various types of goods
such as general cargo (coffee, cacao, metals & non-metals, iron, paper,
wooden products, fruits and light-perishable goods, etc.) livestock,
containers, cars & Ro-Ro, timber, dry bulks, ores & coal, liquid cargo,
alumina, cereals. The basic activities are performed by twelve
specialised and highly efficient terminals, i.e.: Container and Ro-Ro
Terminal, Car Terminal, General Cargo Terminal, Livestock Terminal,
Fruit Terminal, Timber Terminal, Terminal for Minerals, Terminal for
Cereals and Fodder, European Energy Terminal, Alumina Terminal,
Liquid Cargoes Terminal and Passenger Terminal.
The Port of Koper is a member of NAPA (Nord Adriatic Ports
Association). The five NAPA seaports (ports of Koper, Trieste, Venice,
Ravenna (Italy) and Rijeka (Croatia)) are located at the northern tip of
Adriatic sea, a natural waterway that penetrates deep into the middle of
the European continent, thus providing the cheapest naval route from the
Far East via Suez to Europe.
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Figure 1: Main transport corridors important for the NAPA seaports

Source: NAPA (www.portsofnapa.com)

More than 100 million tonnes of water-borne cargo are handled in the
NAPA seaports every year. The cargo consists mainly of general cargo,
containers, cars, ores and minerals, fossil fuels, chemicals and others
types of cargo. Due to huge variety of logistic services and the extensive
traffic network, NAPA forms a perfect multimodal gateway to the key
European markets. The near-by fifth Pan-European transport corridor
provides a quick-link to 500 million European consumers. Large
commercial and industrial hubs like Vienna, Munich and Milan are just
few hours drive away. The five entities combine their strengths in order
to promote the Northern Adriatic route and present themselves as an
alternative to the North-European ports. In addition, the association
anticipates cooperation in the development of maritime and hinterland
connections, visits from cruise lines, environmental protection, safety
and information technology. In addition to pursuing the intensive
promotion of the southern gateway to the European continent, the
Association is also active in national and European institutions which
tailor European transport policy. Thanks to NAPA’s efforts, the
Adriatic-Baltic corridor (Figure 1) was finally included among the nine
high-priority corridors encompassed by the EU directive for the
development of railfreightwww.portsofnapa.com).
The Port of Koper is some 2000 nautical miles closer to destinations east
of Suez than the ports of Northern Europe. From Koper there are regular
and reliable shipping lines to all major world ports. Land transport from
Koper by road and by railway to the main industrial centres in Central
Europe is approximately 500 km shorter then from North European
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ports. Some two-thirds of cargo is transported by rail, which means that
more than 500 wagons arrive and leave the port on a daily basis.
Figure 2: The Port of Koper at the intersection of transport routes
Prague
816 km

Munich

509 km

Vienna

Bratislava
492 km

492 km

Budapest
570 km

Ljubljana
107 km

Zagreb

241 km

Koper

Milan

Belgrade
636 km

441 km

Sarajevo
708 km

Source: Port of Koper

The entire area of the Port of Koper including the development area
extends over 1600 hectares. In addition to investments in technological
modernisation, in connection with the further development of container
services, the preparations for the construction of a new container
terminal (Fig.3) on Pier III are accelerated (enabling total transhipment
of 1000000 TEUs).
Figure 3: Location of the Port of Koper
NEW PIER III

EXTENSION OF PIER II

NEW Container terminal

EXTENSON OF PIER I
NEW RoRo-Ro berth

PASSENGER
TERMINAL

NEW berth no. 12
166m length, 14m depth
+
2x railway tracks

Extension of Container terminal

CFS and Distribution Centre

Berth no. 1 and 2
Depth 10m

NEW Truck Terminal

NEW MAIN ENTRANCE

NEW MULTIMULTI-STOREY VEHICLE WAREHOUSE

Source: Port of Koper
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THE PORT OF KOPER CAR TERMINAL
The Port of Koper is qualified for import and export car-handling
operations. Besides quick and quality car handling performed by a
skilled group of drivers, the Car terminal offers the car storage on
controlled asphalted and fenced areas illuminated at night. The high
level of security is guaranteed 24 hours per day by an integrate videosystem. The operational work is supported by a fully computerised
system.
Table 1: Car terminal capacity figures
Operative shore
Berths
Sea depth
Ro-Ro ramps
Railway ramps
Open storage areas
Covered storage areas
Open air storage capacity
Covered storage capacity
Source: Port of Koper

800 m
7
12 m
4
6
750,000 m2
125,000 m2
44,000 units
6,000 units

Figure 4: The Port of Koper car terminal

Source: Port of Koper

Modern workshop is properly equipped for performance of
deconservation and conservation of vehicles, PDI service, optional
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equipment of vehicles upon the customers request, various repairing mechanical, paintwork car-body repairs - of damages occurred during
the transport. Close by the terminal are located roofed warehouses
offering the possibility of spare parts storage, disassembling and packing
of car parts. The transport of cars in the year 2008 was 571273 units
(new record), in the year 2009 – 311579 (decline because of the global
recession). Increase in car transport followed in the year 2010 - 378224
and in the year 2011 – 446266.The prognosis for the year 2012 is cca
600000 cars.
Table 2: Car traffic through the car terminal

Export: European production and transshipment (VW Group – VW,
Audi, Škoda, Seat) to: Albania, Greece, Turkey, Malta, Cyprus, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria)
Import: Far East and Turkish production (Hyundai, Kia, GM Daewoo,
SsangYong, Toyota, Honda, Suzuki, Nissan, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Toyota,
Hyundai, Ford, Renault) to: Slovenia, Austria, Germany, Italy, Hungary,
Czech Rep., Slovakia, Poland, Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro,
Macedonia, Ukraine
Connections of the car terminal
Hinterland connections:
• Rail (66 % of traffic): well developed rail network of 30 km within the
Port area, direct connection to the terminal storage facilities, direct
access to public rail infrastructure, efficient collaboration with all main
operators: ATG, ARS, Altman, Sitva, Transwagon, etc.
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• Road (34 % of traffic): motorway connection to all main target
markets.
Maritime connections:
Short-Sea Shipping (SSS): Good connections with various destinations
in Mediterranean, Regular lines offered by two major shipping lines –
Grimaldi and Neptune.
Figure 5: Short Sea Shipping
Ilychevsk
KOPER
Marseille
Barcelona
Sagunto
Valencia

Costanza

Livorno
Civitavechia

Durres

Gioia Tauro

Derince/Evyap
Yenikoy
Borusan
Mersin
Izmir

Piraeus
Algiers
Casablanca

Tunis

Limassol

Latakia
Tartous
Beirut
Haifa

Valletta

Ashdod

Aleksandria

Source: Port of Koper

Deep-Sea Shipping: All major deep-see shipping lines are calling Koper
on regular basis. Calls to Koper are on route to Northern Europe and /or
during the round trip in Mediterranean. Shipowners calling Koper are:
EUKOR Car Carriers, Mitsui OSK Lines, HUAL, Wallenius, NYK, KLine, Nissan, Pan Ocean and others.
On the Figure 6 a newly (from June 2010 on) implemented direct
service with the Far East intended for the car industry is shown, which
has been established together by the shipping companies MAERSK
LINE and CMA CGM. The container line between Asia and the north
Adriatic is supplying markets in Slovenia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic,
Austria, south Germany, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Hungary and
Croatia. The ships capacities are from 6200 to 7000 TEUs. The weekly
service is maintained with 9 ships between 16 ports - Shanghai, Pusan,
Hong Kong, Chiwan, Tanjug Pelepas, Port Kelang, Port Said, Trieste,
Koper, Rijeka, Trieste, Damietta, Port Said , Suez Canal, Jeddah, Port
Kelang, Singapore in Shanghai.
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Figure 6 Newly implemented direct service with the Far East intended
for the car industry

Source: http://www.cmacgm.com/eBusiness/Schedules/LineServices/ServiceSheet.aspx?ServiceCode=BEX2

For the container business on this line that is intended for the car
industry (JUST IN TIME) is typical that:
Freight comes from South Korea,
Freight presents car parts destined to the “Kia” and “Hyundai”
factory (Slovakia, the Czech Republic),
• It is approx. 140,000 TEUs on an annual level (approx.
1,250,000 tons of cargo),
• It is 2 ship services (2x a week),
• Containers have priority when unloading from ships holds,
• Freight “starts” from port in a few hours after unloading from the
ship – certain containers even in 30 minutes!!!
We can say that the Port of Koper car terminal is Korea's gateway to
Europe The first vessel with cars entered the port of Koper in April
1990. From that time the vessels have been arriving regularly. Vessels
built in Hyundai's shipbuilding yard in Ulsan, specialised in the
transportation of cars can accept around 4,000 and 6,000 cars. The
voyage from Ulsan to Koper lasts only 25 days. All the biggest Central
and Eastern European markets can be reached in 24 hours.
•
•

Competition and cooperation in Mediterranean
Monfalcone is nearest to the Koper terminal and even shares the same
interests. It only deals with the short range shipping. The terminal
manager is the well-know ship-owner Grimaldi.
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Barcelona is the biggest car terminal in the Mediterranean, undoubtedly
more a large synergy potential than a competition to the Koper based
terminal. Idea to connect the two fastest growing car terminals in
Mediterranean: Koper and Barcelona (KOBALINK Project) was born in
the year 2004. The Koper -Barcelona- Link was established in January
2006 thus making it another of the popular and lucrative trend in shifting
the goods flow from land to sea. Moreover, it joins both parts of the
Mediterranean- East meats West, two powerful fields of production as
well as consummation.
Figure 7: Direct shipping line between car terminals in South Europe:
Koper-Barcelona

Source: Port of Koper

FUTURE GROWTH OF THE CAR BUSINESS
Factors due to influence the growth of the car business are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The steady growth of the economy and the buying power of
countries of the Central and Eastern Europe as well as in the
Balkans: the south-Korean trade marks (GM Daewoo, Kia,
Hyundai, SsangYong), Subaru, Honda.
The increase of cars import made in China and bound for the
eastern European markets and those of the Balkans.
Favourable economic situation in Turkey and Greece.
The increase in car production in the Turkish settlements.
EU regulations concerning the transport of goods: the shift from
land to sea.
New regular SSS lines for an efficient distribution in all
destinations in Mediterranean.
The establishment of a connection Koper-Barcelona concerning
Opel, Škoda, Seat, Renault, Suzuki. Toyota, Chrysler, Audi, VW,
BMW, Mercedes.
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New production facilities in Slovakia: Kia, PSA Group
The increase of production in the Czech Republic: Toyota,
Hyundai.
• The increase of production in the Republic of Slovenia: Renault,
Adriamobil – Fiat
Today, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) have
developed into growing and promising part of Europe. All major car and
also car parts producers, but also many smaller ones as well have
invested in the NMS, partly following their main customers but also to
take advantage of the qualified and cheap labour force for export
production. The vision of the NAPA seaports is to form a European
logistics platform with regard to servicing these markets as well as the
markets of the Far East.To obtain better service the ports of NAPA are
going to invest efforts into the coordinated planning of road, rail and
maritime infrastructure, as well as the harmonisation of regulations and
procedures in the field of port service provision.
•
•

CONCLUSION
We can estimate a positive development of the car market and thus its
increased marketing potential which could in the future lead to a much
bigger car flow via the Port of Koper. A part of it ought to be cargo flow
on direct shipping line in both ways connecting Koper in Barcelona. The
increase in car shipping calls for a larger car terminal with bigger storage
capacities (Fig. 3) that the terminal is bound to gain with the
construction of the third pier. New projects (extension of the pier I and
pier II, the new pier III, new warehouse facilities) and potential
investments are important steps within the development of the Port of
Koper enhancing it′s performance and increasing the market share.
It is clear that good opportunities as: 1) political and market
development in Europe (chiefly East European Countries) and also in
global environment, 2) development of infrastructure and connections to
the important markets in the hinterland and foreland, 3) scenario of
maritime transport as well as 4) supporting factors, stand for the
predominant developmental impulse to the development of the Port of
Koper car terminal as the south-european gateway connecting Central,
Eastern and Western Europe with Mediterranean and Far East Countries.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of globalization has had a significant impact on the
all aspects of sea transport, especially container transport, which
now constitutes almost 90% of all maritime transportation.
Container terminals have become key parts of ports, tasked with
providing efficient, rapid, and reliable manipulation of container
cargo units.
On the other hand, rapidly increasing international trade has led to
the construction of ever larger container ships – within the next few
years expected to reach a capacity of 18,000 TEUs. This directly
leads to capacity problems for some existing container terminals, yet
at the same time the need to facilitate rapid transhipment of ships
and reduce costs are constantly increasing.
Therefore, in the marketplace terminals able to match these
expected requirements, to accept the largest ships and have the
capacity for efficient transhipment, will have an absolute advantage.
Small ports will be under the most pressure to increase the capacity
of their existing facilities, and focus most of their business on smaller
container vessels by implementation of feeder services.
The paper illustrates the problem faced by smaller ports - in our
case the northern Adriatic ports - which cannot accept larger
container vessels due to their limited terminal facilities. The current
state of traffic in individual ports and growth trends worldwide,
have made it necessary to create a model which will define the
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optimal size of container vessels in the feeder system that can have a
beneficial impact on terminal optimization.

KEYWORDS: Maritime container terminals, container ship capacity,
feeder system, port optimisation.

INTRODUCTION
As the primary means of maritime transport, the container industry has
been the most affected by globalization. The average annual growth rate
of container use from 1990 to 2010 was 8.2%. This led to an increase in
global port throughput, which in 2010 reached 531.4 million TEUs, with
an increase of about 526% over the last twenty years [10]. Container
terminals have therefore become a more important part of the port
system; and they must be specially built and equipped facilities for
transhipment of containers between sea and land (or vice versa) transport
providing efficient, rapid, and reliable manipulation of cargo container
units.
Meanwhile, rapidly increasing international trade and increasing demand
for maritime container transport has led to the construction of ever larger
container ships. Today, the largest ship on the marker reaches 14,770
TEUs; in the next few years the ships are expected to reach capacities of
18,000 TEUs. This will lead to capacity problems for container
terminals, which will not have adequate equipment for the reception of
such ships; yet at the same time ship-owners will demand facilitation of
rapid transhipment and reduced costs.
As the biggest ships can only operate between a few major ports in the
world, which have appropriate conditions for receiving such capacities,
ship-owners will operate on the 'hub and spoke' principle. Hub ports are
the biggest container ports, capable of receiving the largest container
ships, while spoke ports are medium and small ports, which due to their
limited port facilities are often included in the feeder system [4]. To
achieve the optimal port productivity these ports are obligated to
increase the capacity of their existing facilities, since the construction of
new terminals represents such a large financial investment that most
ports cannot afford it.
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CONTAINER TERMINAL PRODUCTIVITY
For increased market competitiveness and optimal functioning of the
container terminal, constant measuring of terminal productivity is of
crucial importance. Container terminals can be divided into three
subsystems: the berth subsystem, storage subsystem and subsystem of
the handover area. Though each has its own purpose, to function as an
efficient whole a high level of interaction and consistency between them
is necessary.
In defining the efficiency of a container terminal and its subsystems
different productivity indicators can be used. The indicators clearly show
the productivity of each subsystem and the efficient use of existing
infrastructure, off-loading capacity of mechanisation and labour force.
[2].
Today, one of the greatest challenges for smaller container ports is the
constant increase of container vessel size, as many terminals do not have
adequate facilities to follow those trends.
Figure 12: The container terminals subsystems

Source: authors
Since the essential elements in determining the size of ship which can
enter the container terminal are sea depth, berth length, number of berths
and container gantry cranes, the most important parameters of container
terminal productivity (in the function of ship capacity) are the following
[3]:
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-

Number of TEU per berth length,

-

Number of TEU per berth container crane,

-

Number of TEU per hour of each berth container crane,

-

Number of TEU per 1,000 m2 of container yard.

The parameters are therefore used for monitoring terminal efficiency and
determine whether the extension of terminal facilities is needed. [3]
CONTAINER SHIP CAPACITY AS A KEY FACTOR IN
CONTAINER TERMINAL OPTIMIZATION
For economic reasons, or, more precisely, for the achievement of an
economy of scale, ship-owners today prefer to use large container
vessels with a capacity of 10,000 TEUs or more on their routes around
the world. According to Sys et al., (2008) with the increase of ship
capacity, the amount of freight carried increases, resulting in lower costs
per unit of cargo. Unit costs are thus the main factor influencing the
choice made by ship-owners regarding the size of container vessels used
on a given route [5]. Various analyses have shown that big container
ships have more advantages for ship-owners than disadvantages; the
construction of even larger and more efficient container ships in the
future is therefore to be expected.
New ship orders
The container ship fleet is the fastest growing maritime fleet. Until the
economic crisis, the annual growth of the fleet was 13%, and in 2011
reached 184 million dwt. Today the container fleet covers approximately
13% of the world shipping fleet. The orders for new container ships in
recent years have risen despite the recession, although with a lower
growth rate. These orders were made for larger and also for smaller
container ships. Of all the ships delivered in 2010, 29 of them had a
capacity over 10,000 TEUs. The average ship size in 2010 amounted to
4,810 TEUs, which means an increase of 20% over the year 2009 [10].
According to the forecasts of Williams (2011), the container fleet is
expected to reach approximately 19 million TEUs in 2014, while in 2010
the fleet amounted to 14 million TEUs. The largest container ships, with
a capacity of 14,000 TEUs or more, are now mostly employed between
Europe and the Far East, where the largest cargo exchange is made and
where the ports have adequate facilities to accept them. The construction
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of ever larger container ships, called also mother vessels, led to a
growing demand for feeder vessels, which are of vital importance for the
efficient implementation of ‘hub & spoke’ operations. Today, due to
growing trends in the container ship fleet, the size of feeder ships is also
increasing, which for many smaller container ports represents a problem
[10]. The definition of the optimal feeder ship size is in some occasions,
like in the northern Adriatic ports, crucial.
To determine the optimal size of the feeder ship it is necessary to
consider several factors, including the number of ports, time spent in
port and distance between ports. Tally (1990) defines optimal ship size
as the containership size that minimises the cost per TEU moved per
voyage leg (between two port calls) on a given route. [7]
THE TREND OF INCREASING CONTAINER TRAFFIC IN THE
NORTHERN ADRIATIC PORTS
Northern Adriatic ports, given their geographical location, have the
possibility to become an important factor in the maritime trade between
central and eastern Europe and overseas countries. The Mediterranean
has taken on a new strategic importance, which is reflected in the
revitalization of her port operations. Large container ships are not only
sailing through the Mediterranean Sea, they also connect international
ports to a major trading hub. The route through the northern Adriatic
represents the shortest and most economical link between Europe and
the Mediterranean, and through the Suez Canal to the countries of Asia.
In the immediate hinterland of the northern Adriatic ports there are new
potentials for Europe, which further increase the importance of the ports.
The hinterland of northern Adriatic ports consists of the following
markets: Slovenia, Italy, Croatia, Austria, Hungary, Switzerland,
Germany, Czech Republic and Slovakia. This is an area of exceptional
economic potential. The northern Adriatic ports control a significant
share of total overseas services for those countries, and their
competitiveness could be enhanced through cooperation and promotion
of their own role in the transit flows. To promote the northern Adriatic
transport routes the Association of North Adriatic ports (North Adriatic
Ports Association - NAPA) was founded in March 2010, which represent
the northern Adriatic route as an alternative to the northern European
routes, especially in saving costs and time.
In accordance with EU guidelines, which promote the realization of the
"hub" port system, it promotes the objectives of stronger and more
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determined performance in international markets for the establishment of
the northern Adriatic as a European logistics platform. (North Adriatic
Ports Association, A new gateway to Europe, 2011).
It seems that containers will remain one of the most efficient means of
transport in the future despite all types of crises in the world [9].
The increase of container traffic in the northern Adriatic ports can be
estimated by means of exponential trend extrapolation. In 2010 container
traffic in the northern Adriatic ports amounted to 1,471,908 TEU, a 61%
increase over that of the year 2005, which, compared with the increase
between the years 2001 and 2005 (+24%), is significant.
Figure 13: Exponential trend of increasing container traffic in the
northern Adriatic ports

Source: authors
The trend is expected to continue, with total container traffic reaching
1,845,408 TEU in 2012, and 2,405,121 TEU in 2015.
Today the potential of the gravitational hinterland of northern Adriatic
ports is rapidly increasing, which is reflected in port optimisation and the
improvement of terminal capacities in order to be able to accept ever
larger container vessels.
In 2010 the ports of Luka Koper, Rijeka and Trieste handled 894,954
TEU, which is 61% of the total cargo handled in northern Adriatic ports.
The biggest share of throughput among the northern Adriatic ports was
reached by the port of Luka Koper (476,731 TEU), which is mainly due
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to the expansion of terminal capacities in 2009. In 2011 the port of Luka
Koper reached its record in container throughput – 589,314 TEUs (a
24% increase over the previous year).
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL OF SERVICING THE
NORTHERN ADRIATIC PORTS
The maritime container market dictates the construction of vessels of
constantly increasing capacity. Because of their technical-technological
properties and economic limitations, these vessels will call at only a few
ports along their route.
For the northern Adriatic ports, the increasing size of container vessels is
a crucial problem. The Adriatic Sea lacks the fundamental maritime and
market conditions that would allow ports to accept Malacca-max vessels
(for instance). Therefore, the implementation of an optimal feeder
service is vital for the development and subsistence of ports in this part
of the Mediterranean.
The index of the container traffic growth in the northern Adriatic ports is
too low to make the introduction of several direct liner services feasible.
As a result, one of these two alternatives will have to be chosen [8]:
o the implementation of feeder services to certain ports several
times a week or
o the establishment of a regional hub, collecting all containers in
the area to transport to a mega hub port in the Mediterranean
with larger vessels.
The optimal size of container vessels is conditioned by the following
factors [8]:
o forecasts anticipate that in the next ten years 30% of all cargo
will be transported by feeder vessels. This represents the
maximum recommendable share because of the aspirations of
ship-owners and ports to maintain the share of direct entries of at
least 70%. In addition, new generations of super vessels with a
larger TEU capacity are in the beginning stages of construction,
o in order to define the optimal number of vessels for the entire
area, each time only one service is considered (excluding the
existing feeder services),
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o the journey time between ports summarises information available
on the internet 4 and is calculated on the basis of distances
between ports.
The calculation of the optimal size of container vessels to service the
northern Adriatic ports is based on the following equation:

NL =

Qk yn
OL K

[Equation 1]: Basic equation for the calculation of optimal size of
container vessel
The equation includes the following variables:
Qk = yearly number of containers to transport [TEU]
Yn = coefficient of the asymmetrical container influx
K = vessel capacity [TEU]
OL = number of turn-arounds made by a vessel in one year
T
OL =
To
[Equation 2]: Number of turn-arounds made by a vessel in one year
To = turn-around time needed by a vessel that consists of the:
o journey time – pi
o waiting time for loading or unloading containers in a port – či
o manoeuvring time (entry and exit of the vessel) – mi
To č=

n −1

n

∑ pim+ ∑

n

i +∑

=i 1 =i 1 =i 1

i

[Equation 3]: Turn-around time needed by vessel
T = analysed time
OL =

T
n −1

n

∑ pč+ ∑

n

m+ ∑

i
i
=i 1 =i 1 =i 1

4

i

http://www.searates.com/reference/portdistance/
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[Equation 4]: Derivation of equation 2
These equations provide the basis for the derivation of the model for the
definition of the optimal size of container vessels to service the northern
Adriatic ports:

Qk yn
T

NL =
n −1

n

∑ pč+ ∑

K

n

m+ ∑

i
i
=i 1 =i 1 =i 1

i

[Equation 5]: The final equation for the calculation of the optimal ship
size
CONCLUSION
In the near and distant future world container traffic will continue to
increase, with consequences for all ports. The problems that smaller
container ports will have to face will be related mostly to the vessel size,
as this will affect their productivity. How those ports will be included in
the feeder system that will provide them a sufficient rate of ship arrivals
and competitiveness will be important.
Container traffic through the northern Adriatic ports is too low to make
them attractive as hub ports to major ship-owners; that is why feeder
connections with the main Mediterranean ports bear vital importance for
the development and subsistence of these Italian, Croatian and Slovene
ports. In addition, the northern Adriatic ports are at a disadvantage
because of the length of the traffic route – 1500 nautical miles longer
than the ideal. And finally, their maritime conditions do not allow for the
acceptance of vessels exceeding certain dimensions.
The major problem facing the northern Adriatic ports is the increasing
dimensions of container vessels. The first problem is represented by the
draft itself. A second significant problem is the unsatisfactory technical
and technological equipment for the reception of large ships, while the
third problem is the insufficient terminal capacity.
Hence, even though the existing cargo handling gear allows for higher
traffic, investments into its modernization will be necessary to enhance
transhipment potentials and new feeder connections with the main
transhipment ports in the Mediterranean. A well-organized feeder
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service can guarantee an increase in the container traffic in the entire
area. The success of the feeder service is not predetermined by very
high quantities of containers - it vitally depends on its organization and
strategic connections between ports and ship-owners. To meet the
needs of port customers it is necessary to ensure fast, efficient and
economical service. Optimization of work methods at the container
terminals allows the service provider - the port - more efficient
operations. Therefore, for the smaller ports such as in our case the port
of Luka Koper, the best solution is integration into the feeder system,
which does not require the arrival of the largest container vessels, but
may with the larger number of smaller ships and even larger feeder
vessels, operate effectively.
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ABSTRACT
It is undeniable the need for the existence of a comprehensive study
regarding the competitiveness of Panamanian ports, it is quite
important because of the changes that the Panama Canal will create
with the third set of locks, these changes will directly affect our
ports.
In the Pacific Ocean sector of the American continent, ports are now
adjusting their equipment and infrastructure to cope with the
future, creating a highly competitive environment. The Port of
Balboa is one of the main ports in the Pacific sector of Panama, thus
the need to evaluate it in its current condition, analyzing their
supply chain in order to maintain or increase its traffic. That is why
we aim to evaluate the competitive characteristics of the port
logistics by creating a model that suits its transport chain, supported
on the principles of port competitiveness and added value concepts,
using models made by Haezendonck, Winkelmans and
Notteboom(2002) on added value and competitiveness matrix. This
framework motivates our study on the competitiveness of the Port of
Balboa.

INTRODUCTION
The Port of Balboa is under the administration of the Panama
Ports Company which is member of the Hutchinson Port Holding group
(HPH) subsidiary of the multinational Hutchinson Whampoa Limited
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(HWL) which is leader in ports by investing, developing and operating.
The Port of Balboaranks as one of the best ports in the Pacific region of
America because of its heavy transshipment movement. Since the
concession agreement granted in 1997, this port has being continuously
growing.
The main objective of this research is to determine the
competitive advantages of the Port of Balboa by analyzing the
determinant factors of port competitiveness and the concepts of added
value. We have to analyze the different competitive and logistic
characteristics; we have to take in consideration the logistic chain of the
port such as the weaknesses and strengths. We plan to use the
Haezendonck, Winkelmans y Notteboom (2002) model about add value
and the competitiveness matrix.
There is also a big expectation regarding the competitiveness of the
mentioned port because of the expansion of the Panama Canal, therefore
the urgency of this research study.

Port of Balboa transformation into a transshipment hub of
containerized cargo.
The port of La Boca, which is known nowadays as the Port of
Balboa in Panama, was started in 1851 to transport people and materials,
and mainly to build the inter-oceanic-railroad. Then in 1909 it was
inaugurated by the Americansthat refurbished this old port to be used in
the development of the Panama Canal, they named it Ancon, eventually
they started to name it Balboa.The port was under the administration of
the Americans until 1979 with the abolition of the Canal Zone.During
this time until 1997 the port was in deterioration. In 1997 Panama Ports
Company (PPC), which is member of the Hutchinson Port Holding
group (HPH) subsidiary of the multinational Hutchinson Whampoa
Limited (HWL),granted a concession to invest, develop and operate the
Port of Balboa;with time the expectations of the port had exceeded, it
ended up turning into a mega transshipment-port. Today it is one of the
fifty busiest ports worldwide for the high amount of traffic recorded
annually.
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Port of Balboa Characteristics
The port of Balboa is strategically located in the Pacific entrance
to the Panama Canal. The decision to request this port by Hutchinson
Port Holding group was very wise since it had several geographical
advantages, also in infrastructure in which the enterprise does not has to
spend too much in investment; such is the case of a breakwater, since the
area is already protected by the“Coastway” of Amador. The Coastway is
a piece of land that connects the continental land of the country to the
Naos, Perico and Flamenco Islands, that are also at the entrance of the
Panama Canal. Another advantage that is also related to the geographical
position of the port is the fact that the access channel to the port is the
same to the Canal; it means that the dredging activity is done by the
Panama Canal Authority making this maintenance less expensive than
other ports may have.
Figure1. Port of Balboa geographical position

Source:http://www.canalmuseum.com/stories/history_of_panama_0
02.htm

The Port of Balboa has one terminal. The administration of the
port states that their facilities have a total area of 182 hectares, 5
container berths, and 2 multipurpose berths. The total length of the
berths is 2,270 meters and a 17 meters draft.Its running capacity per
quay crane (QC) = 30 movements per hour (positive scenario), service
hours of a quay crane (QC) = 19.2 hours per day (minus 2 idle time
hours for lunch and team shift change and 24 hours per each quay crane
for maintenance and repair), number of quay cranes in 2006 = 18,
average movements per day by 2006 = 578,713 units.
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In equipment they have: 22 quay cranes for the handling of panamax and
super post panamax, 51 rubber tired granty cranes (RTG), 3
reachstackers, 19 empty container handlers, 203 tractor trailer units, 4
top-loaders (to handle full containers) and 21 forklifts.The port also is
applying a new technology named Vehicle Mounted Terminal (VMT)
which is a technology that enhances the usesof the RTG, sideloader and
reachstackers in the yard, by allowing the operator to see and confirm
the movements of the equipment.
Table 1. Port of Balboa handling equipment
Equipment

Quantity

Quay Cranes

22

Granty Cranes

51

Empty Container Handlers

19

Top-Loaders

4

Forklifts

21

Tractor Trailers

203

Source http://www.ppc.com.pa/port.php

The port of Balboa had grown in order to handle the high density
of cargo movement that with time it started to flow. It reported a
movement of 1,908,741 million containers which is a growth of 16.5%
and 3,232,256 million TEU; this is an improvement of 17.2%, all this
reported at the close of the 2011.
Table 2. Port of Balboa movements and growth in TEU´s
Years

%
Movementsgrowth

TEU´s

%
TEU´sgrowth

2011

Container
Movements in
Port of Balboa
1,908,741

16.50

3,232,265

14.66

2010

1,593,798

25.08

2,758,506

27.07

2009

1,194,100

-5.17

2,011,778

-7.76

2008

1,255,802

16.22

2,167,977

15.42

2007

1,052,145

45.00

1,833,778

46.09

2006

578,713

32.49

988,583

32.86

2005

390,689

663,781

Source: Impact of the Panama Canal expansion on freight handling equipment
at the Port of Balboa. Caceres, Córdoba and Downer (2012)
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Port of Balboa Services
The port businessis to provide services to their customers;the Port of
Balboa offers the following:
1. Labour service
o Stevedores; who help to tie, tight or release the cargo.
o Move cargo to secure proper working or shift cargo from one
hatch to another.
2. Power and water supply
o Fresh drinking water is supplied, to the vessels that are
docked, or to floating equipment. There’s a power plant that
supply electricity to the vessels.
3. Vehicles
o Transfer or movement of vehicles from storage area in the
port to the vessel and vice versa.
o Storage of vehicles.
o Mechanical assistance in vehicles, also towing service.
o Transportation of passengers which are in transit from the
vessel to the pier and vice versa.
o General cargo movement: grains, solid bulk grains, liquid
bulk, storage of logs, etc.
o Rental of equipment: 50-Ton Crane, 80-Ton Crane, Gantry
Crane (in a non-container operation), Slings, Fork-Lifts,
Tractor, Chassis / Platforms.
o Reception and delivery of loose cargo (wood, rolls of paper,
stainless steel sheets, heavy equipment, vehicles, trucks,
machinery, wooden poles for power lines, etc.), consolidation
of containers with loose cargo.
4. Buildings and spaces at the port (concessions and rentals): 6,110
square meter for general cargo storage.

Port of Balboa Competitiveness
There are several ports that compete with Port of Balboa, such as
Port of Manzanillo and Lázaro Cárdenas in Mexico, Puerto Quetzal in
Guatemala, Port of Buenaventura in Colombia and Port Callao in Peru.
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Figure2. Ports in the Pacific Ocean with potential competitiveness among
them

Manzanillo

Buenaventura

Callao
Source: map from Social Studies for Kids
http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/mapsofcontinents.htm

We want to use for this research the information of the different
competitive ports in the Pacific, those are the following:Port of
Manzanillo in Mexico, Port of Buenaventura in Colombia, Port Callao in
Peru and Port of San Antonio, in Chile.
1. Port of Manzanillo, Mexico.
The Port of Manzanillo is a port enriched by history. It is located in the
Village of Tzalahua which was the name of the place in pre-Columbian
time. By 1527 the colonist Alvaro de Saavedra arrived to the place
naming it Santiago de la Buena Esperanza, this village was used to build
ships, most of the ships used to conquer the Philippines where built in
this place.
Nowadays, the Village of Tzalahua is named Manzanillo (since 1825)
and it is located inthe State of Colima. The name Manzanillo was
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addressed to the port because of the many manzanillo trees that grow in
the place that were used to build ships.
General facts: The port area consists of 437 hectares, which include
water areas, docks and storage. Currently it has 19 berths (14 for
Commercial, 3 for hydrocarbons and 2 for cruises) divided into two
polygons, the polygon 2 is the most developed of both.
To move the goods through the port, Manzanillo has 6.20 miles of roads
and 24.70 miles of internal railway tracks, allowing the proper and safe
evacuation of cargo passing through those areas. The specialized
Container terminal is SSA de México, S.A. de C.V. with 259,422 cubic
meters. The whole area is distributed as follows: covered with roof
26,547m2, yard 566,448m2, shed 1,514 m2, Silos 95,000 Tons.
In cargo movement in January 2011 it moved 126,300 TEU´s, by
January 2012 it moved 142,613 TEU´s (Quintero, 2012).
2. Port of Buenaventura, Colombia.
General facts: Low tide: 9.8 meters, High tide: 13.2 meters, pier sites
depth: Low tide: 10 meters, high tide: 13.5 meters. In containers
management, the terminal counts on a 2,000 meters.
In equipment it has 2 quay cranes to handle post panamaxships and a
moving multipurpose crane with a capacity for lifting up to 100
tons.Quay cranes: 28 containers/hour, RTG crane: 18 containers/hour,
storage capacity up to 10,500 containers daily,384 outlets forreefer
containers and six granty cranes over RTC'S pneumatics for movement,
piling and containers delivery. The port states that it has reach stackers
but we don´t have the quantity of this equipment.
3. Port of Callao, Peru.
General Facts: It has a 473,080 meters, draft: 36 feet, storage area:
264,473.
By 2011the total of cargo moved by the Port of Callao is 238,710
TEU´s, by January 2012, just 458 TEU´s.
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METHODOLOY
Generally to analyze the structure of port traffic aStrategic Positioning
Analysis (SPA) is used, according to Haezendonck, Winkelmans and
Noteboom (2002) which allow comparing two ports traffic components
in a specific range.
A. Strategic Positioning Analysis (SPA) has a drawback, despite it
offers the advantage of a well-known method to determine the
competitiveness position in front of the other competitor ports, it
neglects the wide range of traffic categories which influences in the
added value creation.
To make an effective SPA, there are three other sub-methods, which
have to be cleared in order to determine the competitive position of a
seaport. The methods are:
1. Product Portfolio Analysis (PPA)
2. Shift Share Analysis (SSA)
3. Product Diversification Analysis (PDA)
1. Product Portfolio Analysis (PPA)
It was created in 1968 by the Boston Consulting Group for strategic
corporate planning, but it can be applied to the port industry. It can help
to determine the potential of the port by the interpretation of the market
share and the growth rate. In the case of the Port of Balboa, this method
consists, in taking the different businesses of the port and set them in a
decision matrix based on its growth and market share (in dry bulk,
containers, roll on-roll off, general cargo, liquid bulk, etc.) . With this
Analysis it showswhich segment of the business is growing or not and
make a correlation between the ports participation in the market and see
the traffic growth.
2. Shift Share Analysis (SSA)
The SSA as atool analyzes the structure and evolution of the goods
traffic within the ports in the international competition. It helps to
determine the type of cargo which is more attractive for the port or to
decline certain type.
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This method tells the growth of the Port of Balboa or changes on its
traffic by 3 reasons: the share effect, the commodity effect and the
competitiveness effect.
•

•
•

The share effect it´s a hypothetical growth of a specific type of
traffic, in the case of the Port of Balboa it will be the container
traffic. This effect details the changes of the flow of the traffic.
The Difference of the actual growth and the share effect shows the
increases or decreases of this particular business in the market
share.
The commodity effect describes the specialization level of the Port
of Balboa in the area of best development.
The competitiveness effect will show the port in the market, its
weaknesses or strengths based of its market share in different
traffic categories.

3. Product Diversification Analysis (PDA)
The traffic of the port, mostly the diversification, has to be analyzed for
a certain period of time. It determines the weight of several traffic
categories and then defines a composition of it.
B. Added Value
To determine the importance and competitiveness of a port, there
are other important edges such asits virtual value chain.
Added value in ports, according to Tuñon (2011), it´s a wealth creator
and an economic driving force. Generally this terminology is used in
ports to determine the contribution of the ports activities to the national
GDP.
There are different methods to determine the added value of a port, in
this research we will use the Amberes method.
This method considers key factors; the labor costs and the depreciation,
all related to the flow of the cargo management.
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Figure3. Competition in Ports and Port Services

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
(2011)http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/23/21/48837794.pdf

Development

(OECD)

C. Competitiveness matrix
In order to structure the research of the port of Balboa competitiveness,
we follow the use of the Porter´s diamond in ports as the Haezendonck,
Winkelmans andNotteboom (2002)
Figure 4. Michael E. Porter´s Diamond Model
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Source: Business mate.org
http://www.businessmate.org/Article.php?ArtikelId=49

It considers thirty potential factors to determine the competitiveness of
the port, but since there are too many and can be very difficult to handle
it´s being suggested to reduce this number by considering just the most
critical or important.
The above mentioned factors are about everything that the ports use to
provide service, such as the maritime access or the know-how.

CONCLUSIONS
The natural behavior of the maritime business is to be in constant
change, and the opening of the third locks of the Panama Canal increases
the regular and common changes of the sector.
The Port of Balboa is the port with the most growing activity in Panama,
turning into an important source of economic and social development
which justifies the importance of this research.
With the results of this research, we can grasp the changes in the ports
market and operations, these changes can impact directly in costs
anddemand.
We want to provide better understanding of how to approach the
upcoming changes that cannot be avoided, and provide beneficial
considerations that can help to shift the ports business in the best way.
This research will benefit the Port of Balboa and ports of the region in
different approaches such as their own infrastructure, handling
equipment and competitiveness.This will have significant economic
growth not just for the Port of Balboa, but also to the country and the
Latin-American region.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with the study of non-Markovian queuing
systems in container terminals. The methodology presented has been
applied to analyze the ship traffic in the port of Valencia located in
the Western Mediterranean. Two container terminals have been
studied: the public container terminal of NOATUM and the
dedicated container terminal of MSC. This paper contains the
results of a simulation model based on queuing theory. The
methodology presented is found to be effective in replicating
realistic ship traffic operations in port as well as in conducting
capacity evaluations. Thus the methodology can be used for capacity
planning (long term), tactical planning (medium term) and even for
the container terminal design (port enlargement purposes).

KEY WORDS: simulation, modelling, berths, container terminals
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of the container traffic is a key factor in making the Port
of Valencia one of the first logistics platform in Southern Europe. The
port of Valencia has a mixed hub management model (import, export
and transhipment), as the strategy which best ensures connectivity with
the world's markets and emphasises the crucial service that the port
provides. The strategy of the port is focused on building customer
loyalty among the major shipping companies by increasing their
international container transhipments, coupled with continuous efforts to
grow productivity and with it, efficiency and service quality.
Optimization of the facilities is an extremely important goal in the
container terminal planning process, in which analytical method and
simulation are two primary methods used in the majority of literature.
This paper presents a ship-berth link modelling methodology based on
statistical analysis of container ship traffic data obtained from Container
Terminals located in the port of Valencia. The efficiency of operations
and processes on the ship-berth link has been analyzed through the basic
operating parameters such as berth utilization, average number of ships
in port, average service time, average total time that ship spend in port,
etc. The Port of Valencia aerial view is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.- Port of Valencia aerial view

NOATUM Container Terminal

MSC Container Terminal

Source: Google earth
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The two container terminals studied have been the public container
terminal of NOATUM and the dedicated container terminal of MSC.
The public container terminal has two quays: Principe Felipe and East,
with 1,500 and 330 metres long respectively, the available storage area
is 914,613 m2 on the Principe Felipe Quay. The dedicated MSC
Container Terminal has one quay: Transversal de Costa Quay, with a
length of 686 metres and an available storage area of 332,077 m2. Both
container terminals have a 16 metre-deep berthing face. The Traffic
evolution is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Traffic evolution
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

1,189

1,320

1,335

1,262

1,207

1,743,885

1,903,720

1,934,699

2,109,663

2,320,629

Ship calls NOATUM CT

1,467

1,442

1,449

1,671

1,921

TEUS / vessel MSC CT

1,304

1,323

1,314

1,369

1,505

629,854

910,000

1,152,000

1,410,138

1,520,000

483

688

877

1,030

1,010

TEUS / vessel NOATUM
CT
TEUS NOATUM CT

TEUS MSC CT
Ship calls MSC CT

Source: Own elaboration

RELATED LITERATURE
According to the literature review, queuing models are widely used for
container terminal modelling and planning. The models provide the
possibility to assume and solve realistic problems incorporating real data
from ports. These models, in most cases, are used for strategic or tactical
decisions using the common nomenclature of queuing theory A/B/C 5
(Kendall´s notation). The determination of optimum number and
capacity of berths at the terminal has been treated by many studies with
both theoretical and practical sides. Some of the studies are:

5

“A” symbolizes the ship inter-arrival distribution, “B” symbolizes the service time
distribution, and “C” the number of berths.
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Kozan E. (1997) analyzed port operation by means of queuing theory,
and compared the results of queuing theory with simulation. Huang W.
C. et al. (2007) proposed a methodology to determine the optimum
number of berths and facilities for a container terminal. The author
referred to the suggestions of Noritake M. (1978) and Noritake M. and
Kimura S. (1983) and adopted the M/Ek/N queuing model, with k =3.
Shabayek A. A. and Yeung W. W. (2000) incorporated the Witness
simulation software to develop a simulation model for the Kwai Chung
container terminals in Hong Kong. Kuo T. C. et al. (2006) studied the
evolution of the ship arrival and service time distribution in public and
dedicated container berths in the port of Kaohsiung (Taiwan) by
comparing the variance in the patterns of 1,400 ships in the container
terminal and 7,700 ships in the entire port.
Huang W. C. and Wu S.C. (2005) estimated the initial number of berths
in relation between “traffic density” and “the parameter of the initial
facilities”. Dragović B. et al. (2005) and Dragović B. et al. (2006)
developed and described simulation and analytical methodology to study
the performance evaluation of ship-berth link at container terminals
using queuing models to formulate average container ship cost function,
computational experiments are reported to evaluate the efficiency of
Pusan East Container Terminal (PECT) in Korea.
Recently in Novaes et al. (2010) a short survey on mathematical
approach of queuing models applied to container terminals planning has
been presented. In addition, they described some approximate methods
for more complex queuing models based on approximate formulas to
estimate mean waiting times. Finally Dragović B. et al. (2011) has
compared new and old queuing theory results for container terminal
performance evaluation.

METHODOLOGY
Container Terminal developments clearly show that the integration of
shipping and transhipment operations are providing efficiency benefits
that can only be obtained with more interaction between shipping lines
and terminal operators than just information exchange. Examples are
adjustment of arrival times, sailing scheme based service levels rather
than fixed service levels, and flexibility with regard to the load plan.
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The arrival time of vessels and the service time in port are difficult to
control due to disturbing circumstances, such as weather conditions,
delays at port, administrative procedures, etc. Thus, actual arrival and
departure times may deviate from scheduled times. Furthermore, usually
they are also are difficult to change because they affect global sailing
schemes.
As the success of Valencia container terminals is significant, in this
paper, an application of a simulation model (using MATLAB® software)
to simulate Valencia container terminals is developed and described. The
objective was to investigate to what extent a simulation model could
predict the actual container terminal operations in NOATUM container
terminal and MSC container terminal with a high order of accuracy. Port
congestion can be precisely assessed by using the simulation model
taking into account each significant step of the process. The stages of the
research process are shown on Figure 2.
Figure 2.- Stages of the research process
1.- Data
collection and
statistical study

2.- Modelling and
Simulation

3.- Results and
analysis

CONCLUSIONS

Source: Own elaboration

1.- Data collection and statistical study
In container ports, expressions of port performance are based on data
recorded by port authorities, which traditionally tend to focus on traffic
recordings and parameters used in tariffing of port services. Most
available and reliable data are related to the maritime interface where
information is more easily collected than on the land interface. Port
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Authorities usually monitor berth occupancy and dwelling time of ships,
characteristics of calls, and availability and performance of ship-to-shore
cargo handling.
Most of the time, developing a relevant set of indicators would require
more information; a survey is the only way to identify whether existing
data are reliable, the cause and extent of existing problems and the way
they could be monitored.
The ship arrival distribution test and the ship service time distribution
test are vital pieces of basic research for port planning, and also a basis
for theoretical queuing models in port capacity analysis. The test result
of the ship arrival distribution and service time distribution will
influence the choice of the queuing model, which subsequently
influences relevant variables measured from such model.
Arrival patterns and service time patterns are basic input parameters that
have to be assumed or inferred from observed data collected in the data
base of the port. Both patterns are approximated by a statistical law
(Erlang distribution), ranging from the random distribution (Erlang 1)
for inter-arrival time of arrivals to increasingly regular ones (Erlang 2,
3...) for the service-time pattern. Due to the difficulties of measure the
real service time (period of time spend in ship to shore handling), a
simplification has been done considering service time as time in port.
Statistical data show that during our study period (2007 – 2010), there
were altogether 10,000 ship calls at NOATUM and MSC container
terminals. Two examples of arrival and service time patterns are shown
in Figure 3.
Figure 3.- NOATUM Container Terminal performance. Year 2008
Inter-arrival time. Marítima Valenciana 2008.

Service time. Marítima Valenciana 2008.
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2.- Modelling and simulation
The choice of queuing model is based on the characteristics of the
arriving ship the container terminal ship service and the container
terminal characteristics (number of berths available, draught, number of
quay cranes, etc.).
In the previous section the required parameters for each element in the
simulation model have all been calculated on the basis of their own
distributions. Then the simulations were carried out using a MATLAB®
queuing program. For 10,000 incoming and outgoing container ships
simulation testing, the model gives a simulated system time and shows
the determining variables like berth utilization, efficiency, average
number of ships, waiting time, etc. with the usual symbols of stochastic
queuing systems nomenclature. The simulation model has the following
three categories of input factors:
- Inter-arrival ship arrival distribution and λ (mean arrival rate of ships).
- Service time distribution and μ (mean service time rate of berths).
- Number of berths n, (a set of identical berths where an homogenous
fleet of ships call on a “first come first save” basis).
The output of the simulation model includes:
- L is the average number of ships in container terminal, or in other
words, the expected number of ships in the container terminal queuing
system within the period T.
- Lq is the average number of ships in queue, or in other words, the
expected number of ships that are waiting for service in the container
terminal system.
- W is the average waiting time in the container terminal system
(includes service time).
- Wq is the average waiting time a ship is waiting for an available berth,
or in other words, the mean time a ship spends in line waiting for
service.
- Ws (Service Time) The vessel service time is the total time the vessel
stayed at the quay, also called the berth time. The service time includes
the working and non working periods. The time-in-port is especially
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important for deep-sea vessels, because the excess of an agreed time
window may result in a disturbance in the sailing scheme. This indicator
is a measure for the speed with which a vessel is handled.
- ρ Utilization factor of the facility (or berth occupancy) is the actual
berth utilization time to the gross berth time available. The longer the
quay, the higher the berth occupancy can be, without increasing the
vessel service time due to a full quay.
- Efficiency ratio =

W
W
=
W − Wq W S

- Pn = Prob. of exactly n vessels are in queuing system.
All these indicators may be used to forecast port productivity and assess
future capacity. The following section presents and analyzes the results
of the simulations.
3.- Results and analysis
The simulation refers to the establishment of a model similar to the
actual system, for running various scenarios (which represent 2007-2010
period) and understand the system behaviours in order to evaluate the
berth activity in each container terminal. The results obtained help in
visualising the deployment of quays.
The first parameter to be considered is the number of berths available,
which depend mainly on:
- The available space and other constraints as number and location
of bollards, depth constraints etc.
- The annual cargo throughput of the terminal.
- The predetermined level of vessel servicing to be offered by the
terminal (which depends on the corresponding waiting periods
discussed previously).
For example, a 1,000 metre quay can theoretically receive three POSTPANAMAX type ships at the same time. Only simulation systems could
take these details into account. Analytical approaches require that a
number of berths be specified in advance. It must be done by
considering the length of ships commonly operated. Thus, if a terminal
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actually accommodates ships with various sizes and berthing space can
be optimized, its real capacity may be slightly underestimated.
The most important issue in port operations is the availability of
adequate berth capacity. A quay too small with few berths will give rise
to queues for ships and delays in cargo delivery. Berths that are too
small, limit the maximum vessel size, which in turn limits the
throughput capacity. Sufficient quay length needs to be provided to
enable the anticipated number of vessels to berth with an acceptable
level of vessel queuing and berth occupancy. The average number of
vessels with a fixed length that are served daily is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4.- Average number of vessels with a fixed length that are served
daily
Average number of vessels with a fixed length that are served daily
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An optimal use of space and resources will have a significant impact on
operational cost and level of service. The occupancy rate of a group of
berths expresses the percentage of time that berth positions are occupied
by ships being serviced. The effect of berth occupancy on waiting time
depends on the probability distributions of arrivals and of servicing
times as well as on the number of berths available at the terminal that is
being examined. Taking a closer look at the results concerning the total
berth occupancy, it is quite obvious that the number of quay cranes has a
great impact on the duration of the servicing process. The average
occupancy factor for each container terminal is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.- Average occupancy factor
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The simulated scenarios of each container terminal represent an
important management tool for tracking progress against strategic goals,
helping the management teams to know whether they are succeeding in
their mission. These simulation results could help the terminal operators
to maximize the number of ships serviced with a satisfactory service
level. The number of container vessels per day in NOATUM and MSC
container terminals are shown in figures 6 and figure 7 respectively.
Figure 6.- Number of container vessels per day. NOATUM Container
Terminal
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Figure 7.- Number of container vessels per day. MSC Container
Terminal
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Each terminal must examine the various arrival times at port and the
allocation of the respective service time in accordance with the number
of berths offered, before making the most appropriate strategy.
To optimize the number of ships/day in NOATUM and MSC container
terminals, the only feasible alternative is to increase the average number
of vessels with a fixed length that are served daily, the quay length
and/or increase the waterside handling capacity, (which is mainly
determined by the number of quay cranes, in combination with their
gross productivity). Other alternatives are either to alter the contractual
service time or the call pattern of the vessels.
CONCLUSIONS
The most important factor in providing a high quality berth service in
container terminals is to ensure on-time services for customer liners by
minimizing vessel delay and increasing gross berth productivity.
Queuing theory has been very useful for understanding (modelling) and
analyzing operations in order to improve the performance of container
terminal berth system. Based on the scenarios proposed, the main
terminal parameters have been studied and determined, by means of
simulation.
This article shows the results of a proposed simulation model of
NOATUM container terminal and MSC container terminal, enabling
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container terminal operators to find optimization possibilities. The
following applications on the usage of the present model are proposed:
1st) The model can be used in long term planning for the need of
additional berths or reducing workforce that may be necessarily, through
the use of forecasted average inter-arrival time of container vessels.
Obviously, high average waiting times (or exceedingly high degree of
utilization of container terminals) would signal the need for additional
berths.
2nd) The model can be used for cost analysis, as the simulation provides
two important parameters, i.e. the average system ratios and the degree
of utilization of container terminals, which are essential to establish costeffective system. The optimum berth use depends on the cost ratio
between berths and vessels.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of air pollution in ports and approaches to ports is
important insomuch as ports are usually located close to or in the
area of large cities, and their restricted space is the cause of large
concentration of vessels in a small area. Widely conceived
operational conditions are not without significance either. Among
the latter there can be counted the way of operating the engines,
frequency and character of steady and transient conditions, and
external conditions affecting engine work. Exhausts toxicity is also
affected by the kind of fuel and lubricating oil applied
Research conducted currently throughout the world concerning
atmosphere pollution caused by emission of toxic compounds from
ship engines, conceived both globally and regionally, as also locally,
e.g. in areas of large sea ports is based on simplified input data. The
existing data bases of harmful compounds emission from exhausts of
ships sailing in various regions of the world cannot be used,
however, for the estimation of emission in mezzo- and micro scale,
e.g. The Baltic Sea or the Gulf of Gdansk, as they lead to
considerable underestimation of emission indexes, mainly due to too
few details of vessel movement characteristics.
The work presents the possibility of obtaining data from AIS, such
as name of vessel, length and breadth, type of vessel, universal time
bound with the vessel passing through the “gate”, course and speed
over the ground (COG, VTG) and the vessel’s draft, which permit
the creation of innovative models describing the vessels’ movement
in the area examined and the emission of harmful compounds in
exhausts both for a single vessel and the whole area examined.
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INTRODUCTION
The research currently conduct throughout the world concerning
pollution of atmosphere caused by emission of toxic compounds from
ships’ engines, both in global (Corbett et al.,1999), (Endresen et al.,
2007), regional (Davis et al., 2001), (Kniaziewicz et al., 2008) and local
depiction, like in areas of large sea ports (Dong et al., 2002) is based on
simplified input data (Endresen et al., 2003), (Endresen et al., 2005),
(Endresen et al., 2007). The existing data bases of harmful compounds
emission in the exhausts from ships sailing in various areas of the world
(Endresen et al., 2003) cannot be used, however, for estimating emission
in the mezzo- and microscale, like the Baltic Sea of Gulf of Gdansk, as
they lead to considerable underestimation of emission indexes, mainly
due to vessel traffic characteristics being too imprecise (Wang et al.,
2008).
The structure of vessels plays a particular role in models of global
emission. On the one hand, the stage of developing the structure
determines the accuracy of modelling global emission, on the other
hand, it restricts the possibility of effectively using models due to
problems with supplying reliable data about the number of vessels and
intensity of their operation. The latter restriction constitutes the most
serious criterion of accepting the structure of vessels. It is purposeful to
take into account the following factors in modelling global emission:
1. Intended use of vessels;
2. Size of vessel or engine;
3. Kind of propulsion system applied;
4. Number of engines and devices producing exhausts;
5. Technical level of vessel with regard to ecological properties.
The large number of sailing vessels and the intensity of their operation
are extensive values in global emission models. The problem of routes
covered by the ship is a complex one, the complexity resulting from the
fact that part of the vessels like tugs, trawlers, minesweepers or
patrolling vessels often over quite long routes, yet their true covered
distance is insignificant. In this case, global emission sailing for a long
time in a small sea area should be referred to the unit of the sailing area.
This problem is of particular significance in port and strongly urbanised
areas.
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Emission models from inland transport means created in Europe, like
HBEFA, COPERT, DVG, DRIVE-MODEM, due to their being different
both with regard to hydrometeorological conditions and to the specificity
of vessel operation, cannot be applied to estimation of emission from
sea-going vessels.
The STEAM (Ship Traffic Emission Assessment Model) emission model
of toxic compounds in marine engine exhausts, , presented in (Jalkanen
et al., 2009), is based on data sent by AIS and calculations of emissions
of toxic compounds in exhausts are made on them. Yet even in this
model simplified assumptions were not avoided (e.g. when enginerelevant data were unavailable it was assumed that it was a mediumspeed engine of spontaneous ignition of rated speed = 500 rpm) which
can cause the determined emission indexes not to reflect the real
emission values.
There exists thus the need to apply methods permitting to determine
more accurately the movement characteristics of vessels as also emission
indexes.
General characteristics of AIS system
Automatic Identification System - AIS – is a system permitting
automatic exchange of information for identifying the ship. According to
IMO recommendations, AIS installed on a ship should automatically
transmit and receive, inter alia data like the following:
• static:
– IMO number and name of vessel,
– length and breadth of vessel,
– type of vessel,
• dynamic:
– geographic coordinates of position
– UTC - Universal Time,
– course over ground and speed (velocity) over the ground (COG,
VTG),
– angular speed of turn, rate of turn (ROT),
• voyage-related:
– ship’s draft,
– port of destination and expected time of arrival in that port
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– optionally – planned route of transition (positions of successive
turning points).
The vessel’s device should transmit autonomously in regular time
intervals:
• static information – every 6 minutes and on demand,
• dynamic information – in time intervals from to 12 seconds
depending on the vessel’s speed,
• data on the voyage – every 6 minutes, after each change of any data.
The AIS station may be made up of inter alia: receiver of Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) serving the determination of time,
monitor equipped with keyboard permitting manual input of data,
processor controlling the work of the device and testing the correctness
of its functioning and permitting control of data transmitted and
received, connection systems of external navigational devices, i.e.:
radionavigational system receiver for plotting position, log, compass
(gyrocompass or electronic compass), rate-of-turn meters and optionally
of longitudinal and transverse angle of heel, connection systems to
ECDIS/ECS, radar and ARPA.
Therefore, coastal stations with AIS have become convenient tools
permitting constant monitoring of vessel traffic. Thanks to their
connection to the pan-European network of data exchange, it is possible
to collect and transmit information concerning hazardous cargoes carried
and passengers. Such data are transmitted in turn to VTS centres and
will permit inter alia in (Wawruch, 2007):
• presenting information on vessel positions and vectors of their
movement with the same accuracy it is available on those
vessels, higher than is attainable from coast radars equipped with
tracking systems;
• presenting the above-mentioned information with minimum time
delay, less than 1 second;
• presenting information on manoeuvring vessels unavailable in
the case of using radar devices, for instance the current values of
their gyrocompass courses and ROT values;
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Theoretical bases of modelling exhausts components from vessel
engines
Emission of any pollution is expressed by mass m, which can be
represented as the function of time m(t) or distance m(s). Way emission
is defined as emission derivative, being a function of the distance ms(s)
from a source, which is the vessel, in relation to distance s covered by
her [Chłopek, 1999]:
bs =

dms(s)
ds

(1)

On the basis of equation (1) it can be written down that emission on
distance S will equal
ms(S) =

S

∫ b (s)ds
s

(2)

0

Intensity of emission as the function of time equals

E (t ) =

dm(t )
dt

(3)

Way emission of a vessel in marine operation condition is the
function of the vessel’s momentary speed ν, vector A , containing
information on changeable resistances of the vessel’s movement,
connected with the water area (vessel resistance in shallow waters,
vessel resistance during movement in a canal etc.), vector G , describing
surrounding conditions (e.g. temperature of surroundings, atmospheric
pressure, air humidity) and vector O, describing sailing conditions (
force and direction of the wind, height of waves) which can be presented
as the operator dependence
bt(t) = Bν [ ν(t),A(t), G(t),O(t)]

(4)

In connection with dependences (3) and (4) emission from vessel
mokr in time T equals
(5)
and the mean road emission from vessel can be written down as
(6)
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Simulation model of toxic compounds emission in exhausts from seagoing vessels based on statistical data obtained from AIS system
In order to build a simulation model of toxic compounds emission in
exhausts from sea-going vessels sailing in a particular area, the
movement trajectory of a vessel was considered as the realisation of o
two-dimensional stochastic process, with the assumption that the process
is one of multidimensional distribution of continuous type and
continuous realisations (Kniaziewicz and Piaseczny, 2009a).
The mass of exhausts emitted in particular area A in time interval [ti-1, ti]
is the sum of masses emitted by all vessels present in this are in this time
interval. If W ( k ) , k = 1,..., K signifies the mass of emitted exhausts by the
k-th vessel, then the total mass of emitted exhausts in area A in time
interval [ti-1, ti] is a random variable
K

WK = ∑ W ( k )

(7)

k =1

Random variable WK as the sum of independent random variables of
normal distribution has a normal distribution of expected value
K

K

K

N

k =1

k =1

k =1

i =1

E( WK ) = ∑W ( k ) = ∑ [ E( ∆M ( k ) ) + M ( k ) ] = ∑ [ M ( k ) + ε ( k ) ∑ γ i( k ) ∆si( k ) ] (8)

In order to acquire data indispensable to build the emission model,
algorithms were implemented to determine the number of vessels sailing
in a particular section and to convert archival AIS data, encoded
according to ITU-R M.1371, into files of “.xls” type. The functioning of
the first algorithm is based on analysis of the mutual relative position of
sections along which the sea-going vessels move and the test section
(Fig.1).
The determination of coordinates of intersection point of sections is
effected by means of parametric simple equations passing through two
points:
X c = X 1 + t 1 ⋅ ( X 2 − X 1 ) lub X c = X 3 + t 2 ⋅ ( X 4 − X 3 ) ,
Yc = Y1 + t 1 ⋅ (Y2 −Y 1 ) lub Yc = Y3 + t 2 ⋅ (Y4 −Y 3 ) ,(9)
where parameters t 1 and t 2 are described by the dependences:
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(Y2 − Y1 ) ⋅ ( X 4 − X 3 ) − ( X 1 − X 3 ) ⋅ (Y4 − Y3 ) ,
( X 2 − X 1 ) ⋅ (Y4 − Y3 ) − (Y2 − Y1 ) ⋅ ( X 4 − X 3 )
(Y − Y1 ) ⋅ ( X 2 − X 1 ) − ( X 3 − X 1 ) ⋅ (Y2 − Y1 ) ,
t2 = 3
( X 4 − X 3 ) ⋅ (Y2 − Y1 ) − (Y4 − Y3 ) ⋅ ( X 2 − X 1 )
t1 =

and they are the result of solving the following equation system with two
unknowns:

 X 1 + t1 ⋅ ( X 2 − X 1 ) = X 3 + t 2 ⋅ ( X 4 − X 3 )

Y1 + t 1 ⋅ (Y2 −Y 1 ) = Y3 + t 2 ⋅ (Y4 −Y 3 )

(10)

Figure 1. Intersection of test section with the section where the seagoing vessel moves
P1(X1,Y1)

P4(X4,Y4)

C (Xc,Yc)

P3(X3,Y3)
P2(X2,Y2)

Source: author
Insofar for the determination of intersection point of straight lines the
above dependences could be applied directly, then to determine the
intersection point of sections it should additionally be checked if the
determined intersection point belongs to both sections, which is
necessary for it to be considered as solution.
Parameters t1 and t2∈(-∞,+∞), while in points P1 and P3 parameters t1
and t2=0, whereas in points P2 and P4 parameters t1 and t2=1, therefore
in the algorithm the calculation of intersection point coordinates is
preceded by checking whether 0≤ t1 ≤ 1 and 0≤ t2 ≤1.
The functioning of the second algorithm consists in effecting the process
of decoding and interpreting a closed chain of information (messages)
encoded according to ITU-R M.1371, sent from the vessel passing
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through the test section. As a result of conducting this process, a result
file of “xls” type emerges, dedicated to Microsoft Office Excel program.
For the statistical treatment of vessel traffic streams there were assumed
the routes of approach fairways to the ports of Gdynia and Gdańsk and
the fairway bifurcating into these two fairways, for which three test
sections were established, perpendicular to the fairways selected (Fig. 2)
and a statistical assessment was made of vessels entering and leaving in
a period of 11 months.
Figure 2. Chart of Gdansk Gulf with marked test sections

Source: author
For the realisation of the simulation model of toxic compounds emission
in exhausts from sea-going vessels sailing in particular area described in
(Kniaziewicz and Piaseczny, 2009b), it was indispensable to know the
distribution of such parameters as inter alia (Kniaziewicz and Piaseczny,
2011a): percentage distribution of particular vessel categories (Fig. 3),
number of vessels entering and leaving a particular port (Fig. 4) and
average speed of vessels sailing on the fairway (Fig. 5).

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of vessels in particular categories
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Source: (Pawlak and Piaseczny, 2008)
Figure 5. Histogram of momentary speed v* for vessels sailing through
gate CD
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Source: author
Based on the above distributions it is possible, on the basis of statistical
models worked out, to estimate the emission of toxic compounds in
exhausts. These values permit the assessment of emission intensity
values ENOx at this point on the level of (0.6 – 576) kg/h (Fig.6).
The considerable share of vessels with emission intensity value ENOx
above 115 kg/h results from the fact that the above range of emission
intensity is bound with engines developing momentary power Pe*
above 8.3 MW. It should be observed here, however, that the time of the
vessel staying in the gate area equals only a few minutes, whereas the
total time of a vessel remaining in the approach area Hel – Gdynia
(gates AB - CD ) equals from 20 to 144 minutes, depending on vessel
speed. Therefore it seems more appropriate to determine the values of
emission intensity ENOx in kilograms per nautical mile [kg/Mm] (Fig.7).

Figure 6. Distribution of assessed emission intensity value ENOx [kg/h]
for vessels sailing through gate CD
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Figure 7. Distribution of assessed average emission intensity ENOx
[kg/nm] for vessels staying in the Hel – Gdynia approach area (gates
AB - CD )

Source: author
Information obtained from AIS permits not only the estimation of toxic
compounds emission in exhausts from marine engines in static
conditions but also the preparation of dynamic vessel movement
parameters (Kniaziewicz and Piaseczny, 2011b).
On the basis of acquired statistical data on vessel movement and traffic,
there have been worked out typical characteristics of changes in vessel
speed as function of time for vessels of regular shipping. Such
characteristic is exemplified by Fig. 8, which shows an averaged
characteristic of vessel speed of Stena ferries when entering the port of
Gdynia.
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Figure 8. Speed time course of ferries entering the port of Gdynia
obtained from AIS

Source: author

SUMMARY
The possibility to obtain data from AIS like name of ship, length and
breadth of ship, type of ship, universal time related to passing through
“gate”, course and speed over the ground (COG and VTG) and the
ship’s draft, permits the creation of innovative models describing vessel
traffic in the area researched and toxic compounds emission from
exhausts both of a given vessel and for the whole area.
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APPLICATION OF PHISICAL TREATMENTS FOR
BIOFOULING GROWTH CONTROL IN SEAWATER
COOLING TO TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGERS
Trueba Ruiz, A.; Eguía López, E.; García Gómez, S.; González Celis,
J.A.; Sánchez Abelleira, A.
Department of Sciences and Techniques of Navigation and Shipbuilding.
Cantabria University. Tel. 942201327, Fax. 942201327

ABSTRACT
Biofouling is one of the more important problems of different
industries on wide world, which they use to seawater system for
your process or they are in contact with seawater. When we’re not
prevented or treated of water on-line, biofouling can cause a lot of
problems of loss efficiency. To avoid spending a lot of money on
stops to production for cleaning of biofouling, we must to use some
procedures in the fighting and control against biofouling on
industrial equipment without damage to environment.
To goal to control and eliminate of biofouling , two main strategies
to fight against biofouling have been developed in last decades;
physical treatment and chemical treatment, but
impact
environment of biocides have lead researching to other ways to
reduce of biofouling, as physicals treatments of Electromagnetic
Fields (EMF), ultraviolet, ultrasonic’s, etc.
The physical treatment of EMF has been researched for prevent and
reduce the adhesion of biofouling on seawater cooling at heat
exchangers this unmatched before. The experiment was carried in a
pilot plant located at the Technical School Nautical of Cantabria
University (Spain) with cooling seawater from Santander bay, and
this research has been reviewed by the Department of Sciences and
Techniques of Navigation and Shipbuilding
Results show that the application of the EMF on the cooling
seawater with different variables: between 1 to 1.6 ms-1 flow
velocity, different tube materials (AISI 316L and AISI 316Ti) and
starting trial from clean or dirty tubes. All parameters have
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decreased biofouling effective in the heat exchanger around at 30 to
10% compared to the tube test (untreated).
On the other hand, the seawater ionic calcium (Ca2+) measurements
showed a significant decrease as a result of the EMF treatment.
Finally, the EMF design parameters along with the responsible
mechanism for the observed results have been discussed.
KEYWORDS: Biofouling, Electromagnetic Fields (EMF), HeatExchanger, seawater.
INTRODUCTION
Biofuling is a problem in industrial process in which water is involved is
an inherent part of the industry. Sea water is a readily available resource,
the main drawback is that biological organisms contained in seawater
that under certain working conditions cause biological layers (biofilm) in
working areas of the heat exchanger. The cost of this occurrence is
mainly reflected in losses of thermal performance of facilities, economic
losses, the inability to carry out proper maintenance practices, etc.
Biofouling is defined as an undesirable phenomenon of adhesion and
accumulation of biotic deposits on a submerged artificial surface or a
surface that is in contact with seawater. This build-up or fouling is an
organic film composed of microorganisms embedded in a polymer
matrix formed by the biofilm, where inorganic particles can appear and
remain (salts and/or corrosion products) resulting from other types of
fouling developed in the process. This biofilm, consisting of
microorganisms, microbial microfouling or biofouling can lead to the
accumulation of macro-organisms, biofouling or macro fouling (Eguia et
al, 2000).
There are two main ways to fight against biofouling, by physical means
(mechanical cleaning devices, flow velocity variation, electromagnetic
fields, ultrasound technology) and by chemical means, which consist of
different chemical formulations which are able to interact with the
organism contained in the biofilm to allow the dissolution and
disappearance of the biological colony attached to a given surface.
This research has studied the effect of EMF against biofouling applied
on the tubes of a heat exchanger - condenser in contact with sea water
under real working conditions.
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The researching of the application of the EMF on the cooling seawater
has showed until 30% of efficiency on some conditions of researching.
We´ve reviewed all different variables to try to improve the process, but
we´ve only found that some parameters may change the influence of
biofouling inside a tube of heat exchangers
In addition, the seawater ionic calcium (Ca2+) was measured and showed
a significant decrease as a result of the EMF treatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Area of Study
The research have been developed in the Bay of Santander which is
located in Cantabria (Spain) and is the major estuary of the Spanish
northern coast covering a total extension of 22.42 km2, its length is 9 km
and its width is 5 km.
Refrigeration sea water was pumped from the Bay of Santander to the
pilot plant located in the Technical School of Nautical Studies of
Santander. Due to the proximity of the pilot plant to the bay, the
physical-chemical properties of the water pumped remain the same
during the entire length of the investigation.
Figure 1: Diagram of pilot plant in E.T.S. of
N ti (U i
it f C t b i )

Pilot Plant
After sea water is carried to the decantation tank and it´s then pumped
from the service tank to each of the eight heat exchangers - capacitors
tubes.
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The laboratory pilot plant have installed two heat exchanger-condensers,
with a length of 3163 mm and its inner and outer diameters were 10 mm
and 12 mm respectively, four tubes were made of AISI 316L steel and
the remaining four tubes AISI 316Ti steel.
To simulate effectively a heat exchange process that occurs in a real
industrial or marine context, fresh water circulating heat was taken from
the installation of boilers of thermal power of the University building.
Instrumentation, Acquisition and Data Management
The monitoring of the plant was installed to control and measure all the
variables involved in the creation of the biofilm in each one of tubes
subjected to experimentation, for its part, the acquisition module and
data management made the storage of all information taken for further
analysis possible. The facility had flow meters programmed to measure
the flow of refrigeration sea water, it was manufactured by Badger Meter
®, model M25 PFT-420, which carried out the measurement of volume
flow integrating separate volumes of liquid. It supports a maximum flow
rate of 5•10-4 m3s -1 and a maximum pressure of 16•105 Pa, with an
accuracy of 0.5% and a maximum operating temperature of 323 K.
The flow of fresh water coming into the heat exchanger was measured
by rotameters, which are flow transducers whose function is based on
the drag force experienced by an object placed in a fluid moving at a
certain speed. The flow meters for researching had an useful working
range from 0.1 to 40 m3h-1 and provide an accuracy of ± 1%. To measure
the pressure differential between inlet and outlet of each heat exchanger
tube, pressure transmitters were used, type PTX 2170-1656 with a
measuring range from 0 to 3.5•104 Pa and an accuracy of 0.1%. Pilot
plant temperatures were measured by means of platinum thermal
resistors Pt100 resistive type with a typical error margin of ± 0.1%. A
PID controller was responsible for maintaining fresh water temperatures
at a fixed value of 309 K. Four configurable multi function modules
conformed the data management device, the module’s package was
supplied by STEP® model DL01-CPU, a widely used technology in
industrial fields such as wind power generation, environmental
applications and marine industries. All data taken is transmitted by
means of a RS232 communication channel to a software application
named TCS-01 version 3.0.3 which is able to store and manage all data
involved on the pilot plant.
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Measurement of Experimental Variables
Direct Measurements. They´re refer to the thickness and mass of the
biofilm attached to the material surface. Both of them are of critical
importance in determining the quantity of biofouling attached to the heat
transfer surface of the equipment. The measurement of the mass and
thickness was carried out using several test tubes (8 in total) fitted to
each heat exchanger condenser tubes. The thickness is defined as (Eguia
et al, 2007):
Δm
(Equation 1)
ε=
⋅10 4
2⋅π⋅r ⋅l⋅∂
Where ε is the thickness that is intended to be obtained (μm), Δm is the
biofouling mass (g), r is the test tube’s inner diameter, 0.5 cm, l is the
length of the test tube (cm) and δ is the biofouling density assumed as
1.025 g cm-3.
Indirect Measurements. The data acquired through the instrumentation
system enabled the analysis of the evolution of the biofilm using a
method based on monitoring the fluid transport properties and carrying
out mathematical calculations to discover the values of two parameters
that indirectly define biofouling deposited on the inside of the tubes
(Characklis et al. 1990). The frictional resistance to a fluid (f;
dimensionless) is defined as:
2 ⋅ d ⋅ ΔP
L⋅δ⋅V2
Where d is the inner diameter of the tube (m), ΔP is the pressure increase
between the tube inlet and outlet (Pa), L is the length of the tube (m), δ
is the seawater density (1025 kg m-3) and V is the velocity of the water
coolant (m s-1).

(Equation 2)

f=

The heat transfer resistance (Rf; m2 K kW-1) indicates the sum of the
resistance to heat transfer due to the combined effect of convection and
conduction (Characklis et al. 1990), it is defined as:
(Equation 3)

Rf =

At
T
− TentA/R
Q ⋅ δ ⋅ c p ⋅ ln cond
 Tcond − TsalA/R





Where At is the total surface area covered by biofouling deposits in the
tube (m2), Q is the water coolant flow rate (l min-1), δ is the sea water
density (1.025 kg m-3), cp is the specific heat at constant pressure (4.18
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kJ kg-1 K-1), Tcond is the casing temperature (K), Tent.A/R is the water
coolant input temperature (K) and Tsal.A/R is the water coolant output
temperature (K).
EMF device
The equipment is made with two coils around in one tube of 82.8 mm in
diameter and 804 mm in length. The coils generate electromagnetic
fields of 15 mT (teslas) of power and a square wave pulsing current at
constant frequency of 1 kHz, creating a time varying magnetic field
inside the pipe has been employed. In addition, device has been designed
with a baffle inside to increase turbulence of water through tube to
improve efficiency of treatment.
Analysis and Instruments
In our research, we´ve taken daily samples of sea water to chemical
control of biofilm with and without treatment where we analyzed the
following parameters;
•
•

•

PH and conductivity. The instrument used to measure pH and
conductivity of water was supplied by Crison® model MM41,
which is a high precision tool to measure pH and conductivity.
Dissolved oxygen. The instrument used to measure dissolved
oxygen was supplied by Hach® model LDO101-01. The
methodology used by this kind of tool to carry out the
measurement was an adaptation of DPD360.3 method
recommended by EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
which consisted of using a luminescent technology for the
determination of dissolved oxygen.
EADT analysis: The quantity of Ca+2 will be determined by
titration. EDTA, a weak acid, will be used as the titrant. In its
ionized form, it is able to form soluble complexes with calcium.
The indicator added to the sample is Eriochrome Black T.
Initially, the indicator will form a complex with the cations when
complexed it is red in color. As the EDTA is added drop wise to
the sample, it replaces the Erio T and forms more stable
complexes with calcium and magnesium. When the indicator is
released by the metal ions, it has a distinct blue color. Therefore,
the endpoint of the titration is marked by the color change from
red to blue.
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•

Borescope. An industrial borescope tool was used to survey and
capture photos in areas that were difficult to gain access to. This
tool was supplied by Moritex® model MSVI- 4.5-1500.

Experimental Method
The researching carried out consisted of the behavior evaluation of
electromagnetic fields used to mitigate and control biofilms on the inner
surfaces of the heat exchanger – condenser tubes Initial conditions for
both experiments were the same; fresh water temperature 309 K, fresh
water pressure 180 kPa, sea water temperature around 293 K, sea water
pressure 160 kPa, sea water flow 2.6•10-5 m3s-1. The experimental plan
ran from May to October 2011.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tests have been studied for 60 days in both experiments, showing
the formation of the biofilm through the measurement of the indirect
variables of experiment to 1 ms-1 and 1.6 ms-1 flow speed. In order to
have a better understanding of the physicochemical processes, which
occur in water during the EMF treatment, the ionic content of Ca2+ was
frequently recorded.
The first experiment was starting of dirty tubes after 40 days for growing
of biofouling. After 20 days of treatment period shows a difference of
19.7% of heat transfer coefficient (See figure 2) and 33% of frictional
resistance (See figure 3) between untreated and treated tubes.
Figure 2: Graphic of Heat Transfer Resistance to 1 m/s flow speed for 60 days
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Figure 3: Graphic of Frictional Resistance to 1 m/s flow speed for 60 days
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In the figures 4 and 5 we can observe the thickness of biofouling in the
untreated and treated samples. These samples were measured with
results of 188 µm and 129 µm thickness.
Figure
sample.

4:

Untreated

Figure 5: Treated sample.

The second experiment began from clean tubes and 1 m/s flow speed,
besides tubes are treated since 0 day for researching the growing of
biofouling. After 60 days of treatment period shows a difference of 18.9
% of heat transfer coefficient (See figure 6) and 37.4 % of frictional
resistance (See figure 7) between untreated and treated tubes.
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Figure 6: Graphic of Heat Transfer Resistance to 1 m/s
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Figure 7: Graphic of Friction Resistance to 1 m/s flow speed for 60 days
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The figure 8 shows the variation of the Ca2+ to the water velocity of 1
ms−1, where samples no treatment show us more amount of soluble Ca in
seawater than with treatment, because electromagnetic fields produce
precipitation of calcium in seawater.
Figure 8: Graphic of Ca2+ to 1 m/s flow velocity for
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The third experiment was starting of clean tubes and 1.6 m/s flow speed,
besides tube is treated since 0 day, for researching the growing of
biofouling. After 60 days of treatment period shows a difference of 10.3
% of heat transfer (See figure 9) and 7.1 % of frictional resistance (See
figure 10) between untreated and treated tubes.
Figure 9: Graphic of Heat Transfer Resistance to 1.6 m/s flow velocity for 60 days
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Figure 10: Graphic of Friction Resistance to 1.6 m/s flow speed for
60 days
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Figure 11 shows the variation of the Ca2+ to the water velocity of 1.6
ms−1. The Ca2+ of the untreated and treated cooling seawater has a small
difference between theirs, because efficiency of treatment goes down
when flow velocity increase.
Figure 11: Graphic of Ca 2+ to 1.6
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CONCLUSIONS
Finally, we can reach the following; a) flow speed is an important
parameter that it may change the efficiency of EMF on seawater when
compare with and without treatment. b) the performance of EMF may to
be watched through measure of calcium outside of the tubes of the heat
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exchangers, c) point to start the pilot plant from clean or dirty tubes is
strongly linked to efficiency of treatment and d) the research didn't find
any relation between different roughness of AISI 316L and AISI 316Ti
of the tubes materials with efficiency of EMF treatment. These results
have been contrasted with the research by AlQahtani, H 1996, Busch,
KW et al. 1997, Coey and Cass J 2001, Kobe, S et al 2001, Shahryari
Abdullah et al 2008, and Xing Xiaokai 2008, are in keeping with their
results. The method of EMF against biofouling has gotten around of 10
to 30% of efficiency. In the future, we could change more variables to
achieve better results.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents formal determinants of modelling work states
and conditions of ship’s main propulsion diesel engines. It
formulates an approach to modelling static and dynamic work states
of the engine dependent inter alia on changes in the external
conditions of the ship’s sailing. A method has been described of
identifying the load of marine engines aimed at using it for assessing
the emission of toxic compounds contained in exhausts and there
have been presented generalised resistance characteristics of ships
and the results of engine simulation research conducted on their
basis. Concentrations and brake specific emissions of pollutants
contained in exhausts have been given here. There has also been
described own dynamic research on changes in engine load and
changes of exhaust emission characteristics caused by them.

KEYWORDS: Exhausts emission, marine engines, real work conditions
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INTRODUCTION
The work of a marine diesel engine is determined by the work state and
the work condition (Chłopek, 2010). The work state of a diesel engine
can be described by the set of physical values S, characterising this work
in conditions of typical engine operation:

S = {S1, S2 ,SiS}

(1)

ELEMENTS OF THIS SET ARE CHARACTERISED BY INTER ALIA BY ENERGETIC
PROPERTIES (E.G. TORQUE, EFFECTIVE POWER, ENGINE SPEED ETC.),
ECONOMIC PROPERTIES WITH RESPECT TO POWER CONSUMPTION,
PROPERTIES CHARACTERISING PROCESSES ACCOMPANYING ENGINE WORK
(CONCENTRATION OF EXHAUSTS COMPONENTS, UNIT EMISSION OF
POLLUTION ETC.).
ENGINE WORK CONDITIONS ARE DETERMINED BY:

–

environment conditions, affecting the vessel movement resistance
(external conditions, including hydrometeorological ones) – H,
– anti–torque required by the screw – Tp,
– steering the engine by the operator or multi–range engine speed
governor, determined by e.g. by the position of the organ controlling
the fuel charge – Y.
Engine work conditions can thus be determined by the set of
physical values W.

{

}

W = W1 (H, Tp , Y), W2 (H, Tp , Y),, WiW (H, Tp , Y)

(2)

Engine work is thus characterised by the set M, which is the sum
of sets of engine work conditions and engine work state

M = W  S = {M1 , M 2 , M iM }

(3)

where: iM ≤ iW + iS
Modelling marine diesel engine work in the aspect of finding
mutual interrelationships is an important task for, among other things,
the determination of indexes and characteristics of pollution emissions in
exhausts, as the emergence properties of these pollutions are strongly
dependent on work conditions and work state of these engines, both for
various static and dynamic states.
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GENERAL CRITERIA OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC ENGINE
WORK
Formally, the work of a marine diesel engine is of static character, if all
the values describing engine work are independent of time t, i.e.

∂M i (t )
=0
∂t

(4)

for i = 1,, iM .
If for any value describing engine work this condition is not fulfilled,
engine work is of dynamic character.
The above criterion of categorising engine work as static or dynamic is
purely theoretic, as it can only refer to cases of analytic description of
function M i (t ) . If functions M i (t ) are presented in the empirical form
of signals, which always takes place in practice, then fulfilling
conditions (4) depends on frequency properties of the analysed signals.
It is therefore purposeful to limit the upper frequency range of signals
analysed to the arbitrarily assumed value fg. Accordingly, signals Pi (t )
are subjected to filtration with an ideal low–pass filter of barrier
frequency equal to fg, and so of amplitude–frequency characteristic:


1 dla f ≤ f g
F(f ) = 

0 dla f > f g

(5)

The filtered signals are marked as M i (t ) . Therefore, the criterion of
qualifying engine work in the static or dynamic category assumes the
form:

∂M i (t )
=0
∂t

(6)

for i = 1,, iM .
In real engine work conditions it is purposeful to assume a milder
condition of categorising engine work as static or dynamic. Let us
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assume a set of physical values ε, which are derivatives of values
characterising engine work in relation to time, whose values are positive:

ε = {ε1 , ε 2 , ε iP }

(7)

If for all signals describing engine work, transformed with the
application of low–pass filter of barrier frequency fd, conditions are
fulfilled

∂ M i (t )
< εi
∂t

(8)

for i = 1,, iM , then engine work is of static character with accuracy
determined by set ε. In all other cases engine work is of dynamic
character. The selection of values of set ε is determined by goals set
before the research anticipated.
WORK BALANCE OF MAIN PROPULSION MARINE DIESEL
ENGINE
Work balance of the marine diesel engine propelling the screw, in
accordance with the d’Alambert principle, can be described with the
differential equation

d
[J(t ) ⋅ ω(t )] = Ttq (t ) − Tp (t )
dt

(9)

where: Ttq – engine torque,
Tp – screw torque,
J – moment of inertia of movable engine parts brought to
crankshaft axis,
ω – angular speed of engine crankshaft.
The static work state of the system engine–propeller screw will be
disturbed when Ttq(t) ≠ Tp(t) which is quite often caused by the change
of external conditions W determined by formula (2).
Equation (9) can be written down in the form of torque accretions,
knowing that for static conditions Ttqs(t) = Tps(t):
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[

] [

]

d
[J(t ) ⋅ ω(t )] = Ttqs ( t ) + ∆Ttq ( t ) − Tps ( t ) + ∆Tp ( t ) = ∆Ttq (t ) − ∆Tp (t )
dt
(10)

The engine torque Ttq is the function of fuel charge (position of fuel
linkage) – Y and angular speed of the engine’s crankshaft ω. The
moment taken by screw Tp is the function of its angular speed ω and
load dependent on external conditions H (state of sea, wind force, hull
state, loading state, water depth etc.). Developing expression Ttqs(t) +
ΔTtq(t) and Tps(t) + ΔTp(t) into Taylor series and rejecting higher order
series members one obtains dependencies of the changes of these
moments:

∆Ttq ( t ) ≅
∆Tp ( t ) ≅

∂Tp ( t )
∂ω

∂Ttq ( t )
∂ω

∆ω +

∆ω +

∂Tp ( t )
∂H

∂Ttq ( t )

∆H

∂Y

∆Y

(11)
(12)

Partial derivatives of expressions (11) and (12) can be determined from
static characteristics of a particular engine, e.g. Ttq = f(Y) for ω = idem,
in conditions of equilibrium of its Ttq with moment of screw Tp.
By inserting expressions (11) and (12) into equation (10) an equation of
dynamics in energy depiction is obtained, where each element of the
equation has the dimension of a moment.

∂Tp ( t )
∂Ttq ( t )
 ∂Tp ( t ) ∂Ttq ( t ) 
d
−
∆ω =
[J ( t ) ⋅ ω( t )] + 
∆H
∆Y −

∂ω 
dt
∂H
∂Y
 ∂ω
(13)
The engine torque can thus be described by the operator dependence of
angular speed courses ω(t), the setting of the steering organ with a fuel
charge by the engine speed governor or operator Y and external
conditions H:

Ttq = FTtq [ω( t ), Y( t ), H( t )]

(14)

Fig. 1 presents a chart depicting the dependence of the diesel engine
work state on enforcements in the mathematical model of engine work.
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Figure 1. Chart depicting the dependence of the diesel engine work state
on enforcements in the mathematical model of engine work

Y(t)
H(t)
Tp(t)

J(t)

n(t)
Ttq(t)

Source: authors
The most important problem in researching a diesel engine work model
is the unknown characteristic FTtq [ω( t ), Y( t ), H( t )] , which can be
interpreted as a dynamic characteristic of engine torque. One of the most
frequently applied possibilities of researching diesel engines in dynamic
state is the previously mentioned determination of averaged values for
the engine state, determined by assumed value courses, described by
particular research tests.
SHIP’S RESISTANCES AND POWER REQUIREMENT OF THE
PROPULSION ENGINE
The need of objective assessment of diesel engines’ operational
properties requires the application of research methods responding to
real conditions of engine operation. For this reason, methods are being
worked out reflecting real engine work conditions and its operational
properties.
One of the basic indexes of pollution emission in exhausts, emitted
by the engine into the atmosphere is j–th brake specific emission of
exhausts toxic compound ej [g/(kW∙h)]. With known screw characteristic
of brake specific emission of toxic compound ej = f(n), the emission
intensity value of j–th compound into atmosphere Ej is determined by
the power value corresponding to the current load of the propulsion
system, with particular engine speed, according to the dependence

E j = e j ⋅ Pe i

(15)

where: ej = f(n, Hi = idem) – brake specific emission of j–th toxic
compound,
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Pei = f(n, Hi = idem) – engine effective power,

n – engine speed.

The most essential task in determining toxicity characteristics of diesel
engines is thus the description of the real process of their loads.
Commonly applied methods of determining emission characteristics of
toxic compounds by diesel engines are based on toxicity tests
determined on the basis of empirical research in real operational
conditions. The accuracy of emission assessment depends thus on the
accuracy of representing by applied tests the real operational conditions
of engines usually described by their load parameters. In relation to
marine main engines, according to ISO 8178 standard, tests of this type
are based on the theoretical crew characteristic (Pe = a·n3) and basically
serve the purpose of determining brake specific emission of toxic
compounds during factory test bench research. Toxic compounds
emission in real operational conditions cannot be determined, however,
on the basis of these tests.
Changes in the emission of toxic compounds caused by changed external
work conditions of the ship’s movement system are in each case due to
change of effective power required by the changed hull resistance, which
means that they can be determined approximately on the basis of known
dependencies and formulas:
–

the hull’s resistance characteristic taking into account:
• effect of waterway depth on hull resistance,
• additional resistances in storm from wind and wave,
• change in hull draft,
• change in hull roughness,
– power characteristic depending on vessel speed;
– load characteristic,
– screw characteristic of main propulsion engine power,
– movement system parameters in nominal and transitory conditions of
load (during ship’s start, acceleration and braking – time t and way S).
In order to determine the characteristics of ship’s resistance
depending on parameters of hull and vessel movement, and consequently
also of emission characteristics, one should have the following data in
given external sailing conditions:
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− dependence of wave height and shift on wind speed,
− dependence of resistance components on wind and wave,
− relative resistance of above–water hull,
− wave characteristic in deep and restricted water,
− data on hull and propulsion system parameters and current data
concerning traffic and changes in sailing vessels’ parameters,
− current meteorological data.
The most convenient parameter characterising the load state of main
propulsion engines is their power corresponding to the vessel’s speed Pe
= f(v) in particular external operational conditions, whose occurrence is
frequently accidental (e.g. change in wind force and state of the sea, and
therefore change of wind direction or ship’s course). Consequently,
change in external sailing conditions affects the work of the propulsion
system both of static and dynamic character.
In practice, many calculation methods are used for resistance
characteristics prepared on the basis of available data for a particular
vessel (Dudziak, 2008), (Pawłowski, 1999), (Wojnowski, 1991),
(Michalski, 2002), (Michalski, 2007), (Kulczyk, 2003). In order to
determine the total resistance of vessels with displacement hulls
operated in normal conditions, a method is frequently applied described
in work (Wroblewskaja et al., 1975). In this method the total resistance
of the vessel’s hull R [N] is described by the dependence of the form
5

L  2 D 4

1.825
R = g 0.17 ⋅ Ω ⋅ v
+ 1.45 24 − δ 2 v 
B L 



(16)

where: g [m/s2] – earth’s acceleration,
𝛺 [m2] – hull’s wetted area,
v [m/s] – vessel’s speed,
B, L [m] –hull breadth and length of designed water line,
– hull’s block coefficient,
D [Mg] – ship’s displacement.
The resistance characteristic thus determined permits the calculation of
the vessel’s towrope power characteristic and the required effective power of
the propulsion engine from the dependence of general shape:

Ph = R ⋅ v
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Pe =

R⋅v
ξo ⋅ ηLW ⋅ ηr

(18)

where: Ph [kW] – towrope horsepower,

Pe [kW] – effective power of main engine (main engines),
R [kN] – ship’s total resistance in deep water (R),
ξo [–]
– system’s propulsion efficiency,
ηLW [–] – shafting efficiency,
ηr [–] – reduction gear efficiency.

Standard (normal) conditions of operating ships with displacement hulls
are described by characteristics presented in Fig. 2. They have been
determined in research conducted at the Polish Naval Academy based on
data collected for a number of years by the AIS system. For the
determination of generalised characteristics data were used selected from
among 3500 registered voyages and presented in the form of regression
functions of sets with strong correlation. In the selection of data the
criterion of their assumption for calculation, the changeability range of
the vessel’s real speed was registered. On the basis of mathematical
models worked out (Merkisz et al., 2010), (Kniaziewicz et al., 2011)
general resistance characteristics of ships were worked out R = f(v) for
various external conditions: depth of water area, state of sea (wave
height), wind direction, hull roughness etc.
Resistance characteristic in small depth of water area and dependence of
relative effective power of main engine on relative vessel speed and
depth of water area are presented in Fig. 3.
Figure 2. Characteristics: a) standard resistance characteristic of ship with
displacement hull; b) dependence of relative effective power of main engine on relative
vessel speed, R* – relative resistance, Pe* – relative effective power, v – relative speed;
a)

b)
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Source: authors

a)

Figure 3. Characteristics: a) resistance characteristic in small depth of water
area – h; b) dependence of relative effective power of main engine on relative
vessel speed and depth of water area: h = (6 ÷32) m and g ˃ 32 m
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OWN RESEARCH ON POLLUTION EMISSION FROM MARINE
ENGINE IN STATIC AND DYNAMIC STATES
The research was conducted on the position of Sulzer engine type 6AL
20/24 ( Pen = 420 kW, nn = 750 min–1). Engine load was effected by
means of a water brake in accordance with screw characteristics (Fig. 3)
corresponding to the ship’s sailing in waters with various depths. Fig. 4
shows the screw characteristics of concentrations and brake specific
emissions of carbon oxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides obtained in
this research for various simulated engine loads resulting from variable
depth of the water area: h > 14 m (normal), h = 14 m, h = 10 m and h = 6
m.
Research was also conducted on dynamic states of the engine’s work, by
simulating various external conditions. Fig. 5 shows the time courses of
torque Ttq, engine speed – n, pressure of supercharging air – pd,
concentrations. of carbon oxide – CCO, hydrocarbons – CHC, nitrogen
oxides – CNOx and excess air number – λ during simulation of the vessel
starting with n = 400 min–1 and increase of load in time to = 3 s.
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Figure 4. Simulated screw characteristics of concentrations and brake
specific emissions of harmful exhausts compounds for various
conditions of load caused by changes in depth of water area – h
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Figure 5. Changes of basic work parameters and indexes of exhausts
pollution from Sulzer engine type 6AL20/24 during the vessel’s starting
to move at n = 400 min–1 and load increase in time to = 3.0 s;
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SUMMARY
The characteristics describing work conditions of marine piston diesel
engines given in this work have features of universal dependencies,
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capable of being applied in the process of preparing tests and
characteristics of pollution emission of similar vessels. As can be
concluded from analysis conducted, resistance characteristic is the basic
dependence in the description of operating conditions of main
propulsion marine engines. The mathematical models determining the
changes of this characteristic can be applied for programming empirical
engine research. They can also be applied for assessment of harmful
compounds emission from exhausts on the basis of generalised screw
characteristics of indexes of this emission.
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ABSTRACT
By virtue of its coastal and insular character, Greece undoubtedly
holds a leading position in Europe with regard to domestic
passenger shipping. In the quest to improve economic competiveness
and curb carbon emissions in Greece, the energy efficiency and
carbon footprint assessment of domestic passenger shipping has so
far attracted little attention in comparison to other energy
consumers, inc. other modes of transport.
In the current work, energy and carbon efficiency of domestic
passenger shipping in Greece during the decade 2001-2010 is
expressed and estimated through the associated intensity terms, i.e.
the consumed energy and carbon dioxide emissions per unit of
transport work performed. The energy and carbon efficiency
assessment is facilitated through comparisons with relevant shipping
operations in other regions of the world and Europe. Furthermore,
the influence of the market ‘s seasonal and spatial characteristics is
also examined. Finally, the analysis of energy efficiency provides the
means for assessing the influence of fuel expenditure upon the
overall cost of the supplied services.
The results show that, during 2001-2010, the energy and carbon
efficiency of domestic passenger shipping in Greece was on average
equal to 0.24 p-km/MJ and 3.125 p-km/kg CO2, respectively.
Although these values are in close agreement with similar operations
elsewhere, the potential for further improvement exists and depends
upon the increase of the capacity utilisation factors. Furthermore, it
was found that the average fuel consumption per unit of transport
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work performed at times of persisting high bunker prices leads to
economic results capable of threatening market sustainability.

KEYWORDS: Greek coastal shipping, shipping energy efficiency,
carbon footprint.

INTRODUCTION
Domestic passenger shipping in Greece constitutes a complex network
of mainland-to-island, island-to-island and mainland-to-mainland
connections, along a combined mainland and island coastline which
stretches over a length of nearly 15000 km (being 2nd to Norway in
Europe and 11th worldwide) and distributed at a ratio of 60:40,
respectively 1. Furthermore, 33% of Greece’s population resides within
1-2 km from the coastline, whereas the population living at maximum 50
km from the shore is estimated at 85% 2. Amongst the 3500 Greek
islands and islets, 131 are inhabited and accommodate about 15% of the
country’s population 13, although only about half of them are officially
considered economically important.
It is evident that Greek domestic shipping has been historically
instrumental in the effort to maintain national cohesion and ensure
balanced economic growth and social prosperity (Lekakou and Fafaliou,
2003). However, well documented problems and difficulties have over
the years hindered its potential in meeting this objective fully
(Chlomoudis et al, 2007; Lekakou, 2007; Giannopoulos and
Aifandopoulou-Klimis, 2004; Sturmey et al, 1994; Psaraftis and
Papanikolaou, 1992).

Amongst them, the seasonality of transport demand in conjunction with
a state-dictated obligation for operators to provide an almost inflexible
1 Eurosion Study: Calculation of coast length based on cartography of all continental
and insular coasts excluding islands less than 1 km2 and with a population less than 50
persons, inland shores, fjords etc where the mouth is less than 1 km wide.
2 Ministry for the Environment, Physical planning and Public Works, 2006, Report of
Greece on coastal zonemanagement.
3 EU Maritime Policy, Facts and Figures e Greece, European Commission DG
Fisheries and Maritime
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supply of services throughout the year and/or to combine destinations of
low and high commercial interest on a specified line.
Therefore, the overall capacity utilisation is low, ranging between 5060% for long distance lines, to 30-35% for medium distance 4 and even
lower load factors for shorter
or very low demand lines. Furthermore, lines or connections of no
commercial interest fall under the PSO/PSC scheme and are awarded
through a public tender to the lowest bidder (Chlomoudis et al, 2007).
Whether commercial or subsidised lines, a maximum fare for economy
class passengers is set by the state, taking into account anticipated fuel
expenditure for any given distance of travel. Following this approach,
the influence of high fuel prices has often rendered some routes as lossmaking, whereas most recently the combination of dropping transport
demand and rocketing fuel expenditure has led to market losses totalling
almost half a billion euro in 2011 5.
Today, domestic passenger shipping is provided by around 300
passenger and Ro-Pax vessels of various types, different sizes and
service speeds as well as of ranging ages (from newbuildings to 35 years
old) which operate in numerous coastal and ferry lines (Tzannatos,
2005). The former lines offer successive calls to different ports per
itinerary and the latter provide a single connection between two ports
only (F 2igure 1).
In total, all lines provide around 1500 connections between 42 and 96
mainland and island ports, respectively (Chlomoudis et al, 2007;
Tzannatos, 2005; Psaraftis, 1992).
During the last decade (2001-2010), the overall annual transport demand
peaked with nearly 50 million passengers in 2003 and 13 million
vehicles 6 in 2004. With this performance, domestic passenger shipping
in Greece ranks as the highest in Europe and as one of the highest in the
world (EUROSTAT, 2009).

4

Where most high-speed vessels operate.
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_wsite2_1_14/12/2011_418565
6
Lorries/trucks, buses/coaches, cars and motorbikes.
5
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Figure 1. Domestic passenger shipping network in Greece.

Source: Tzannatos, 2005.
With regard to energy consumption, in 2008, domestic shipping in
Greece averaged 7% of the overall energy used (in Mtoe) for all
domestic transport, against an EU-27 average of 2% 7.
With this share, Greece held the top position by far amongst the EU-27
member states, followed by Finland, Spain and Italy with 4%, 3.3% and
3.2%, respectively. With regard to Europe, energy consumption of
domestic shipping in Greece is only second to that of Norway with a
share of 15.5% of all domestic transport. In absolute terms, in 2008,
Greek domestic shipping presented the fourth highest consumption in
the EU-27 with 0.6 Mtoe, the highest being that of the UK with 1.6
Mtoe, followed by Italy and Spain with 1.4 and 1.3 Mtoe, respectively.
Furthermore, in 2008, carbon emissions of domestic shipping in Greece
reached 1.9 MtCO2e occupying fifth position amongst EU-27, after the
UK, Italy, Spain and France with 5.4, 5.2, 3.3 and 2.8 MtCO2e,
respectively. However, its share in total domestic transport is again the
highest with 8% against an EU-27 average of 2%, followed by Italy,
Finland and the UK with 4%. Apart from the importance of energy
consumption in transport in terms of defining the transport cost
structure, it should be noted that within the framework of UNFCCC
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Greece as an Annex I country mandated to meet the Kyoto Protocol
binding targets for reduction of domestic (national) CO2 emissions. To
this extent, it is important to be able to control carbon emissions
produced by domestic shipping along the lines of action usually adopted
for other energy consumers, i.e. primarily through analytical monitoring
of emissions as an essential prerequisite of their control (Tzannatos,
2010).
In view of aforementioned significance of domestic shipping in Greece,
the current research acknowledges the fact that in order to arrive at a
concrete assessment of energy and carbon efficiency for economy and
climate change purposes, it is necessary to proceed with the temporal
and spatial analysis of transport work performed and the associated
energy consumption over a time span capable of capturing the influence
of significant factors.
Similar research focussing on a combined analysis of transport work of
passenger shipping and associated energy consumption and carbon
emissions at a national-wide scale for a lengthy time period is not
available. However, previous related research provides valuable
information towards drawing indirect and direct comparisons of energy
and carbon efficiency for domestic passenger shipping in Greece and
elsewhere. More specifically, according to the study conducted by BFF
for the Passenger Shipping Association (PSA-UK) carried out in 2007/8,
an average emission intensity of 0.115 kgCO2 per p-km was quoted for a
large Ro-Pax, based on ferry service operator’s experience (BFF, 2007).
This figure is included in the 2011 Guidelines to Defra/DECC's GHG
Conversion Factors for Company Reporting 8, with the note that it does
not include any data for passenger only ferry services which would be
expected to have significantly higher emission. Also, M.J. Bradley &
Associat 3es carried out a study on behalf of the American Bus
Association comparing energy use and carbon emission of different
passenger transportation modes (Bradley, M.J. & Associates, 2007). The
results indicate an average energy intensity figure of 10987 Btu/pasmile 9 (7.2 MJ/p-km) and an average emission intensity of 815 gCO2/pasmile (0.51 kgCO2/p-km), for 57 passenger and Ro-Pax ferries (exc.
intercity vessels) operated by 7 transport agencies. Furthermore,
7

EU Transport in figures, Statistical pocketbook 2011, ISBN 978-92-79-19508-2,
European Union 2011. http://ec.europa.eu/transport/publications/statistics/pocketbook2011_en.htm
8
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2011/09/01/ghg-conversion-factors-reporting/,
Annex 6, Table 6k, page 23.
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according to EEA, in 2010, the average emission intensity of the
passenger maritime mode for EU-30 (EU-27 plus Norway, Switzerland
and Turkey) was found to be equal to 0.043 kgCO2/p-km (EEA, 2011).
Most relevant to the current work are the results of the
LIPASTO/MEERI system, developed by VTT and used for the
calculation of waterborne traffic emissions and energy consumption in
Finland. This system makes reference to a number of specific cases of
ferry and Ro-Pax connections between Finland and neighbouring
countries (Makela, 2009). The energy intensity ranges between 5.9 and
2.7 MJ/p-km, whereas carbon intensity varies between 0.452 and 0.205
kgCO2/p-km, for high and low speed vessels and a passenger load factor
of 35-50%.
Finally, the COMPASS EU project (TML and NECL, 2010) within its
framework of research on the overall competitiveness of waterborne
transport in Europe included the analysis of the cost structure of Ro-Pax
vessels operating in selected routes around Europe. For small and large
vessels, the fuel share was found to be equal to 10% and 22% of the total
cost, respectively (in 2005 prices). For this year, this result provides the
basis for a comparative assessment of available profit margins of
domestic passenger shipping in Greece.

METHODOLOGY
The proposed assessment of energy and carbon efficiency of domestic
passenger shipping in Greece was based upon the estimation of transport
work and the fuel used by the passenger and Ro-Pax fleet in performing
this work, during the last decade (2001-2010).
The transport work performed is meant to be the product of the number
of transported passengers and vehicles times their distance of travel. In
order to describe the applied methodology for estimating the transport
work performed, it is considered appropriate to present the basic
structure 4of the domestic passenger shipping network, because it
corresponds to the way the data of transport demand is provided by the
Hellenic Statistical Authority 10 and subsequently adapted to suit the
needs of the current work. The network is currently arranged into 12
main coastal and 15 main ferry service lines according to distinct
9

Land mile.
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geographical regions, which present up to 90% and 95% of the total
transport demand in passengers and vehicles, respectively. The
remaining demand involves ‘secondary’ lines (local and/or subsidised)
which provide life-line services to numerous destinations.
The Aegean Sea hosts the overwhelming majority of services, i.e. 11 out
of the 12 main coastal and 15 main ferry lines, respectively. The Aegean
network has a mono-hub structure centred at the Port of Piraeus, from
where 10 (out of the 12) main coastal lines radiate towards the various
island regions of the Aegean (Figure2).
Figure 2. Main regional lines of coastal passenger shipping in Greece.

The Hellenic Statistical Authority reports the overall number of
transported passengers and vehicles in each of the main ferry and coastal
lines as well as that in all ‘secondary‘ lines grouped together, on a
quarterly and annual basis. Furthermore, for every port in Greece the
quarterly and annual movements (embarkation/disembarkation) of
passengers and vehicles are also reported.
With regard to the ferry lines, the distance over which passengers and
vehicles were transported coincides with the sailing distance between the
two connecting ports, whereas the distance applicable to the group of the
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‘secondary’ ferry lines (of unknown connections) was assumed to be
equal to the average distance of the main lines. The distances of the main
ferry lines ranged between 1 and 19 n.m., whereas that assigned to the
group of ‘secondary’ lines averaged a distance of 7.2 n.m. Therefore, the
performed transport work along each ferry line is a straight forward
multiplication of transport demand and the travel distance per line.
On the contrary, with regard to coastal lines (involving successive port
calls), there is no O/D information available for the internal movements
of passengers and vehicles along any given line. Therefore, a demandweighed trip distance for passengers or vehicles was estimated for each
of the 12 main coastal lines according to the following expression:
(Equation 1)

 n
 ∑ (m × s)i
S = (1 − f ) ×  i =1 n

si
∑

i =1









where, 5
S = passenger or vehicles trip distance
f = internal distance coefficient
i = destination identification number (i = 1 to n)
m = embarked and disembarked passengers or vehicles at port i
s = sailing distance between start of line and port i
The internal distance coefficient accounts for the distance travelled by
passengers and vehicles embarking or disembarking from or to
intermediate ports along a coastal line. Invariably, coastal shipping in
Greece rarely involves the internal movement of passengers and
vehicles, since transport demand is dominantly derived from the
islanders’ socio-economic needs to move back-and-from an urban centre
(such as Piraeus) and the tourists’ needs to visit a single island resort
over a short period of time. Although island hopping is popular amongst
some (particular foreign) tourists, its influence on the overall picture is
10

The Hellenic Statistical Authority (EL.STAT.) reports relevant statistical data at:
http://www.statistics.gr/portal/page/portal/ESYE/PAGEthemes?p_param=A1103&r_param=SMA06&y_param=2007_00&mytabs=0
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very limited. On the basis of these arguments, an internal distance
coefficient of 0.05 equally applicable to passengers and vehicles is
considered to be a reliable figure for the purposes of the current analysis.
Furthermore, the trip distance applicable to the group of ‘secondary’
coastal lines was assumed to be equal to the average distance of the main
lines. Therefore, depending on the line and its annual demand year, the
trip distance (S) of the main coastal lines ranged between 25 and 325
n.m., whereas that of the ‘secondary’ line group averaged a length
between 134 and 148 n.m.
The figures of energy consumption of domestic passenger and Ro-Pax
ships were based upon records of relevant bunker sales of heavy fuel and
diesel oil for domestic shipping in Greece, as reported in the UNFCCC
national submissions. It is, however, important to note that the reported
fuel consumption figures relate to the overall domestic shipping in
Greece, which besides passenger and Ro-Pax operations includes those
of domestic cargo vessels (coasters) and Ro-Ro, as well as fishing and
leisure boats. Therefore, in order to isolate the fuel consumption of
passenger shipping over the period 2001-2010, it was necessary to utilise
the sales records of three major bunkering companies in Greece 11, in
order to arrive at a fuel sales factor (FSF) for passenger shipping alone.
During 2001-2010, domestic passenger shipping accounted on average
for 69% of the overall domestic bunker sales, although its share
increased with time from 61 to 82%. The quoted fuel safes factors were
also found to apply almost equally for both types of fuels, namely heavy
fuel and diesel oil. This was mainly due to the introduction of a few
sizeable high speed Ro-Pax vessels in replacement to a number of
conventional ageing ones which were withdrawn from service during the
course of the last decade.
Furthermore, the average unit cost of heavy fuel and diesel oil (UFP) for
the period 2001-2010 in Piraeus were compiled using the Bunkerworld
database 12 (with the adoption of appropriate currency exchange rates 13).
Finally, with regard to the energy content (Net Calorific Value, NCV)
and carbon emission factors (CEF) for marine heavy fuel and diesel oil,
the figures as reported to UNFCCC by Greece were employed. The
above mentioned fuel consumption and price related information is
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Energy related information for domestic passenger shipping in
Greece.
Fuel Sales Factor and Fuel Prices
Year

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

FSF
$/€

0.61
1.12

0.62
1.06

0.62
0.89

0.62
0.8

0.65
0.8

0.67
0.8

0.68
0.73

0.75
0.68

0.81
0.72

0.82
0.75

134

143

116

104

184

264

256

340

202

345

235

191

187

168

408

520

456

734

288
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UFP
(€/ton)

HF
O
M
DO

Fuel Type
HFO
MDO

Energy Content and Carbon Emission Factor
NCV (TJ/fuel ton)
CEF (CO2 ton/fuel ton)
40190
3.15
43000
3.08

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Transport Demand
During 2001-2010, the total annual passenger and vehicle demand was
on average equal to 46.7 and 12.4 million, respectively. In general, the
strong correlation between passenger and vehicle transport demand first
reported as early as in 1992 by Psaraftis and Papanikolaou is maintained
up to date (Figure 3).
On average, the movement of passengers and vehicles via ferry lines
represented 64.6% and 77.4% of the overall transport demand
respectively. This is mainly attributed to the high-demand commuting
services offered by some ferries (e.g. the connection of Paloukia-Perama
with an annual average of 12.3 and 4.2 million passengers and vehicles,
respectively). Prior to 2004, demand of ferry services was also high due
to the connection offered by open-deck ferries at Rio-Antirrio. In 2005,
the bridge connection brought a sudden drop in the demand of ferry
passengers and vehicles of around 8 and 1.5 million respectively, which
was partially recovered by an increase in demand during 2006-07. On
the contrary, coastal line services followed an overall trend of increasing
transport demand of passengers and vehicles up to 2007. Finally, during
the post-2007 period, the impact of the recent economic crisis brought a
noticeable decline of transport demand in both types of lines and
transportable.
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Figure 3. Passenger and vehicle annual transport demand in coastal and
ferry lines.

During 2001-2010, the main coastal lines accounted for 85-90% of the
total coastal passenger movements, whereas the main ferry ones covered
90-95% of the total ferry passenger demand. Over the same period,
around 88% of the overall passenger or vehicle transport demand was
served through the Aegean network. More analytically, the Aegean
accommodated an average of 97.3% and 96.0% of the coastal transport
of passengers and vehicles respectively, whereas the corresponding
figures for ferries in this region were 78.7% and 80.4%. Coastal
passenger transport demand within the Aegean is further split to
Cyclades by 33.3%, to Argosaronic by 16.5%, to Crete by 15.2%, to
Dodecanese by 5.8%, and to the north Aegean by 4.4%.
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Furthermore, transport demand was found to be highly seasonal with the
ratio of high (2nd and 3rd quarter) to low (1st and 4th quarter) season being
on average equal to 2.31:1 and 2.13:1 for passengers and vehicles,
respectively. The seasonality of transport demand is higher in the coastal
lines than their ferry counterparts, namely 2.8:1 vs 1.6:1, respectively.
This is mainly due to the fact that the coastal lines serve the numerous
island destinations of the Aegean which are most popular for summer
holidays. Besides the above mentioned comparison between coastal and
ferry services, a similar argument is valid within the coastal shipping
market as destinations of tourist interest (e.g. Cyclades) present a higher
seasonality in comparison to others which combine business and leisure
(e.g. Crete). In conclusion, there is significant spatial variation in the
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of transport demand,
depending upon the characteristics of the destination (e.g. urbanised
islands versus rural island communities). Finally, it is important to
mention that the seasonality of demand has been recently reduced at an
annual rate of 17.4% mainly due to the decline of transport demand for
tourist purposes as a consequence of the post-2007 economic crisis.
Transport Work
The total passenger and vehicle transport work peaked in 2006, reaching
4.88 billion p-km and 0.86 billion v-km, respectively (Table 2). As
expected, the major contribution to transport work came from the coastal
lines, because despite their comparatively lower transport demand they
involve the movement of passengers and vehicles over significantly
longer distances. As a matter of fact, the transport work of the ferry lines
was found to constitute on average only 5% and 8% of the total
passenger and vehicle transport work performed, respectively.
Table 2. Transport work performance by domestic passenger shipping in
Greece.
Transport Work
(x 106)
Ferry p-km
Ferry v-km
Coastal p-km
Coastal v-km
Total p-km
Total v-km

2001
247
69
3462
608
3709
677

2002
256
72
3374
614
3631
686

2003
250
82
3410
608
3659
690

2004
246
76
4088
750
4334
825
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Year
2005 2006
216
223
72
73
4317 4654
746
787
4533 4877
818
860

2007
241
79
4300
778
4541
858

2008
235
77
4244
769
4479
846

2009
230
77
4056
743
4286
820

2010
222
70
4042
726
4263
796
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During 2001-2010, the distance covered by transported passengers and
vehicles through the coastal lines averaged 129.9 and 135.1 n.m (240.5
and 250.2 km), respectively. For the ferry lines, the corresponding
distance was found to be 4.5 and 4.3 n.m. (8.4 and 8.0 km), respectively.
Also, comparing Figures 3 and 4, it is interesting to note the increase of
the passenger transport work performed by the coastal lines during 20032006 is disproportionally higher than the increase in the passenger
transport demand over this period. This is attributed to the simultaneous
increase in the distance covered by the transported passengers. More
specifically, the annual average distance travelled by coastal passengers
increased from 228.8 km in 2003 to 247.1 km in 2006.

Figure 4. Passenger and vehicle transport work performed by coastal
and ferry lines.

Again, due to the limited influence of ferry services, the overall transport
work in the post-2007 period follows the pattern of the drop in overall
transport demand and mainly that associated with the coastal shipping
services.
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Energy Consumption and Carbon Emissions
Fuel consumed by domestic passenger shipping is made up of heavy fuel
and diesel oil according to the data presented in Table 3. During 20012010, both fuel types were used in almost equal quantities adding on
average to an overall annual consumption of 429 thousand tons and a
highest of 480 thousand tons in 2006.
Table 3. Consumed fuel by domestic passenger shipping in Greece.
Fuel
Consumption
(tons x 103)

Year
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Heavy Fuel Oil

210

205

187

191

213

240

218

232

222

224

Diesel Oil

204

175

190

233

212

241

238

219

217

221

Total

415

380

376

423

425

480

456

451

439

444

Utilising the data presented in Table 2, with regard to the energy content
(NCV) and carbon emission factors of heavy fuel and diesel oil, the
annual energy consumption and the carbon footprint (emitted CO2) of
domestic passenger shipping for the period 2001-2010 is shown in
Figure 5. During 2001-2010, the annual consumed energy and CO2
emissions were found to be on average equal to 17843 TJ and 1.34
million tons, respectively. As a general trend, during the 2001-2010
decade, the energy consumed and carbon emitted by domestic passenger
shipping in Greece are on the rise. The observed correlation between
energy and emissions is very strong because the consumed quantities of
heavy fuel and diesel oil are very close and the differences in energy
content and emission factors for the two types of fuel are limited. Both
energy consumption and carbon emissions peaked in 2006, with 19981
TJ and 1.5 million tons of CO2, respectively.
For 2008, the emitted CO2 was estimated at 1.4 million tons which
represents 73.7% of the 1.9 million tons presented in EU Transport in
Figures 2011 (see footnote 6) for domestic navigation in Greece.
Therefore, the remaining 26.3% is associated with all the other domestic
operations.
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Figure 5. Consumed energy and emitted carbon by domestic passenger
shipping.

Energy and Carbon Intensity and Efficiency
During 2001-2010, the annual energy intensity averaged 4.2 MJ/p-km
and 22.7 MJ/v-km, whereas the annual carbon intensity averaged 0.32
kg of CO2/p-km and 1.70 kg of CO2/v-km. As expected, the strong
correlation between energy and carbon intensities follows that of energy
consumption and carbon emission, as mentioned in the previous section
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Energy and carbon intensity associated with passenger
transport.

For the purposes of the current work, the lower energy and carbon
intensity values indicate more efficient operation. The minimum energy
and carbon intensities occurred in 2005 and were estimated to be equal
to 3.9 MJ/p-km and 0.29 kg of CO2/p-km, respectively. This was, also, a
clear turning point over the 2001-2010 decade, because the continuous
rapid drop of energy and carbon intensities observed prior to 2005
period was followed by a continuous steady increase during the post2005 period. The low energy (and carbon) intensity values for 2004 and
2005 reflect improved utilisation of the supplied capacity, because (with
reference to Figures 4 and 5) it is evident that the increase in transport
work was higher than the increase of the energy consumed during this
period. The assessment of energy and carbon efficiency is based upon
comparison with relevant data available by other similar studies, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparative assessment of energy & carbon efficiency for
passenger transport.
Source of Study

MJ/p-km
3.9 – 4.7
This study
(4.2)*
BFF, 2007.
--Bradley, M.J. & Associates, 2007.
7.2
EEA, 2011.
--Makela, 2009.
2.7 - 5.9
*Time averaged values are shown in brackets

Kg of CO2/p-km
0.29 – 0.35 (0.32)*
0.115
0.51
0.043
0.205 - 0.452

The results of the current analysis are closest to those by Makela (2009)
which are associated with the services of specific Ro-Pax and ferries
operating in the Gulf of Finland. These ships are similar to a number of
ships operating in the Greek seas under comparable utilisation (load)
factors. The lower and upper values of energy and carbon efficiency of
the Greek ships fall well within the range of their Finish counterparts.
The case studied by Bradley, M.J. & Associates (2007) presents a highly
inefficient operation in both energy and carbon terms, due to the
presence of many high speed crafts, such as hovercrafts and hydrofoils.
Finally, the very low carbon intensity quoted by BFF (2007) is attributed
to the absence of passenger only ferries, whereas the extremely low
value presented by EEA (2011) is considered to be the least suitable for
comparison because it refers to maritime operations in general.
Figure 7. Fuel cost intensity for passenger transport.
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With regard to the annually averaged fuel cost intensity, the lowest and
highest values occurred in 2004 and 2008 with 0.014 and 0.053 euro/pkm, respectively (Figure 7). This represents a fuel cost fluctuation of
nearly 4:1, which in the absence of comparable changes in energy
intensity 14 (Figure 6) reflects the overwhelming influence of changes in
bunker prices.
Indeed, extended periods of high bunker prices have often led to the
accumulation of significant economic losses for the shipping operators,
as fare pricing cannot follow the sharp changes in bunker prices. As an
example, in 2008, the economy class passenger fare along the Piraeus to
Iraklio (Crete) line was priced at 34 euro, when on the basis of the
estimated fuel cost intensity value for 2008 the associated fuel cost for
this trip of 175 n.m. (324 km) is 17.2 euro, i.e. around 50% of the fare’s
price. Although operators’ revenues rely also on income from higher
class passenger fares and cabins as well as that from vehicles, there can
be little doubt that such a high share of fuel cost in the overall cost
structure may easily put the operators’ balance sheets in danger.
CONCLUSIONS
Domestic passenger shipping in Greece is organised through an
extensive network of coastal and ferry lines, which supports a significant
transport demand of passengers and vehicles through the employment of
numerous Ro-Pax and passenger vessels. It was found that the estimated
carbon footprint of the sector constitutes a reliable analysis towards the
national submission to UNFCCC for all domestic shipping operations.
Against the background of a state-dictated adherence to an almost
inflexible supply of services throughout the year, the high seasonality in
demand is the main contributor to low capacity utilisation (load factors).
Nevertheless, the sector’s estimated energy and carbon efficiencies for
the decade 2001-2010 are comparable to those quoted by other relevant
studies for similar operations elsewhere in Europe and internationally.
Since low capacity utilisation in conjunction with high bunker prices is
already threatening the sustainability of services, a shift towards a policy
which promotes the social cohesion doctrine with more due
consideration to market issues, such as allowing flexibility in supply to
match transport demand and relaxing fare pricing policies to match
bunkering costs, may prove to be a necessary move for the future.
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STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION OF THE RIVER DANUBE
Natasa Tomic-Petrovic
University of Belgrade, Serbia

ABSTRACT
The river Danube is an important transportation corridor and an
interesting touristic attraction. This study is an effort to set and
secure environmental surroundings of the river and the aim of the
work is to contribute to the environmental protection of Danube.
From the past till today big rivers have always determined destinies.
River Danube is identified as the Pan/European transport corridor 7
and vital connection between Western Europe and the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, the second river by size in Europe,
very important traffic flow and environmental artery. Danube has
the great strategic importance and after the river Volga it is the
biggest European river that flows through and connects countries of
the Danube region.

KEYWORDS: Danube, environment, protection, transport.
INTRODUCTION
When the well dries up we comprehend
the value of water.
Danube’s river basin is the biggest. By the quantity of water Danube is
on the third place, after Volga and Neva. In the seventh century B. C.
Greek writers mentioned Danube by the name “Istros”, while Romans
called it “Danuvius” (for the first time it was mentioned in Caesar’ s
work “Dе bello Galico”, VI, 25).
River transport in ex Yugoslavia was not sufficiently developed
although in our country there are exceptionally favorable conditions for
the development of this form of traffic. Of the most importance for
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inland navigation in our country is the construction of canal RhineМаin-Danube, finished in 1981, as well as construction of Danube-ТisaDanube canal.
Because of its geographic position today Danube has great economic,
transportation and strategic importance.
River traffic and pollution as a nowadays great problem
The Danube region of Serbia includes the northern, the most developed,
predominantly plain part of the country, with the population somewhat
denser than the average for the Republic. The Danube's course through
Serbia is 588-km long and is completely navigable, Dinić J (1997,
pp.142). However, November and December 2011 draught in Serbia
resulted in low water level and, consequentially, electricity production
by water power plants has been compromised. The Danube level reached
its historical minimum and the low water level of this river forced
around 80 ships to anchor near Apatin and Bezdan, which blocked the
passage to Bulgaria. The drop of grain prices is the direct consequence
of that transport blockade.
In comparison to other forms of land traffic, river traffic participates
with around 9,20% in tons and 16% in station kilometers and in the
average its participation grows for around 1% annually, Jovanović D,
Petrović Lj, Brčić I, (2005). That is insufficient if we take into
consideration that river traffic in total shipping bulk in 1939.
Participated with 30%, and today with only 16%, while in the Federal
Republic of Germany river traffic participates with 33% in total shipping
bulk.
In the European Charter on water is written that water does not
recognize borders and that it is one common source that asks for
international collaboration. However, Europe's inland waterways are an
underused resource.
In the EU, 44% of goods go by road, against 39% for short-sea shipping
routes, 10% for rail and 3% for inland waterways. Shifting goods and
passengers from roads to less polluting forms of transport is at the heart
of any sustainable transport policy. We should mention that the Water
Frame Directive 2000/60/EC as a basic document in the field of water
policy in the European Union brings new quality for water management,
combined approach to water pollution control, users- awareness on the
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expenses needed to provide the supplies of water of the required quality,
and of course, river basins management.
In Serbia by the new Law on waters from year 2010. the legal status of
waters, integral water management, water objects and water land
management, wells and the manner of financing of water activity, as
well as other questions significant for water management are regulated.
When we speak about Danube, the Convention on cooperation for the
protection and sustainable use of the river Danube was signed in Sofia
back in June 1994.
After bombing of our country and tearing down of three bridges near
Novi Sad, the normal navigation was established not until 2005, when
the riverbed was cleaned from steel constructions. However, during the
last two decades there were no conditions for bigger investments in
water transport, what reflected on the Serbian fleet and containers for
goods transportation, as well as on Serbian ports.
The problem of pollution was not reduced these days. At the beginning
of December in 2011 year, an oil stain 12-km long and wide from one
bank to the other was noticed on the Danube near the Vukovar port.
Croatia was asked to provide the formal information on that stain.
It is evident why environmental protection in the Danube region is one
of the crucial ecological issues in our country. The increase of pollution
and threats that are constantly growing demand for fast and continuous
action, Tomić N (2009).
The Convention on cooperation for the protection and sustainable use of
the river Danube (Convention for the protection of the Danube) - Final
act (“Official Journal” L 342, 12/12/1997, p. 0019 – 0043.) in the article
2. gives the objectives and principles of cooperation:
“1. The Contracting Parties shall strive at achieving the goals of a
sustainable and equitable water management, including the conservation,
improvement and the rational use of surface waters and ground water in
the catchment area as far as possible. Moreover the Contracting Parties
shall make all efforts to control the hazards originating from accidents
involving substances hazardous to water, floods and ice-hazards of the
river Danube. Moreover they shall endeavour to contribute to reducing
the pollution loads of the Black Sea from sources in the catchment area.
2. The Contracting Parties pursuant to the provisions of this Convention
shall cooperate on fundamental water management issues and take all
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appropriate legal, administrative and technical measures, to at least
maintain and improve the current environmental and water quality
conditions of the river Danube and of the waters in its catchment area
and to prevent and reduce as far as possible adverse impacts and changes
occurring or likely to be caused.
3. To this end the Contracting Parties, taking into account the urgency of
water pollution abatement measures and of rational, sustainable water
use, shall set priorities as appropriate and shall strengthen, harmonize
and coordinate measures taken and planned to be taken at the domestic
and international level throughout the Danube basin aiming at
sustainable development and environmental protection of the river
Danube. This objective in particular is directed to ensure the sustainable
use of water resources for municipal, industrial and agricultural purposes
as well as the conservation and restoration of ecosystems and to cover
also other requirements occurring as to public health.
4. The polluter pays principle and the precautionary principle constitute
a basis for all measures aiming at the protection of the river Danube and
of the waters within its catchment area.
5. Water management cooperation shall be oriented on sustainable water
management, that means on the criteria of a stable, environmentally
sound development, which are at the same time directed to:
- maintain the overall quality of life,
- maintain continuing access to natural resources,
- avoid lasting environmental damage and protect ecosystems,
- exercise preventive approach.
6. The application of this Convention by no means shall cause any
significant direct or indirect increase of impacts to the riverine
environment.
7. Each Contracting Party has the right to adopt and implement measures
being more stringent than those resulting from the provisions of this
Convention.”
As we can see, this Convention gives good international basis for the
protection of Danube.
Quality of environment in Serbia is monitored by systematic and
periodical measuring and analysis of pollutant substances in the
environment and demonstrated by the estimate of their effect on human
health and environment.
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Comparative study demonstrated the augmentation of Danube pollution,
in comparison to the year 2001 the quality of water has deteriorated,
especially in the middle and lower course. At the same time, in Serbia
environmentalists fight against the construction of the shipyard in the
direct proximity of the nature reservation Carska bara because of the
influence on the population of birds staying in this area.
In 2004, in Serbia four laws in the field of environmental protection
were adopted: Law on Environmental Protection, Law on Environmental
Impact Assessment, Law on Integrated Protection and Control of
Environmental Pollution and Law on Strategic Evaluation of Impact on
Environment. (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia“, no. 135/04.)
These laws meant a lot in the sphere of protection of environment in
Serbia.
According to the Law on Environmental Protection natural values are
natural wealth which include air, water, land, forests, geological
resources, flora and fauna. (See: article 3. of the Law on Environmental
Protection, “Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia“, no. 135/04.)
Management of natural values is achieved by planning of sustainable
utilization and preservation of their quality and diversity, in accordance
with conditions and environmental protection measures established by
this and special law. (Article 11, paragraph 1. of the Law on
Environmental Protection.) Natural values can be given for utilization in
accordance with conditions and on the manner established by Law on
environmental protection and special law.
State bodies, scientific institutions, institutions in the area of education,
health, information, culture and other institutions, as well as other forms
of associations, in the scope of its activities, urge, direct and provide for
strengthening of conscience on importance of environmental protection.
Strengthening of conscience on importance of environmental protection
is provided for through system of education and upbringing, scientificresearch work and technological development, advancement in the
process of work, public informing and popularization of environmental
protection. (See: article 6 of the Law on Environmental Protection,
“Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia“, no. 135/04.)
Associations of citizens in the area of environmental protection prepare,
propagandize and realize their programs of protection, protect their
rights and interests in the area of environmental protection, propose
activities and protective measures, participate in the decision making
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procedure in accordance with law, contribute or work directly on
informing about environmental protection. (Article 7. of the Law on
Environmental Protection.)
Nowdays many Bulgarian and Serbian ecologists are contrary to the
construction of the nuclear power plant “Belene“ citing that Bulgaria has
no strategy for putting aside nuclear waste, and that the area on which
the power plant is to be built, on the north of the country, nearby
Danube, is often hit by earthquakes, so that Serbia also would be obliged
to accept part of the nuclear waste according to the participation degree
15% in this expensive project.
Shipping of hazardous loads bears risk of potencial environmental
endangerment, so from there the need to recognize the environmental
aspects in the considerations of inland water transportation,Ecological
Bulletin (March 2009).
The EU also promotes major transport infrastructure projects, the socalled Trans-European Networks (TENs). Among priority projects is the
removal of bottlenecks on the main east-west inland waterway linking
the Rhine, Main and Danube.
In the picture below, with the intention of promoting tourism, the
Danube cycling route through Serbia is shown by Tourist organization of
Serbia.
Figure 1. Guide for the Danube’s route in Serbia. Source: Nature of Serbia,
Tourist organization of Serbia, Belgrade, “Official Gazette”, Second edition,
Beograd, 2010.
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The Danube region of Serbia, as the economically most developed
region in the Republic has very good physic-geographical prerequisites
for traffic and tourism development, Petrović D, Tomić-Petrović N
(2011). which could, with adequate investment, provide a long-term
economic value.

CONCLUSION
Navigation in our country has a long tradition. The relief of Serbian
Danube region is very suitable for traffic development keeping in mind
that it is primarily the lowlands, and only in its Eastern part foothills and
lower highlands.
But nitrogen is accumulating in the rivers. The bigest cities in Serbia
(Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš) still emit not refined waste waters in rivers,
because filters cost millions. The pollution of the Danube and other
waters in the region is evident (recent Croatian example) although not at
the level that would affect recreational tourism.
It is, therefore, a must to improve the quality of the Danube and Djerdap
lake water, as well as the waters in all Danube countries. That need
resulted in the conclusion of a set of bilateral and multilateral
agreements although a lot could be done on the national level itself. The
rich flora and fauna represent incentive for the tourism development,
while in the area of environmental protection a lot must be done and
continuous work on the prevention of the further pollution of the region
is necessary.
River Danube, as well as Danube region in totality will just gain
importance in the future, because their potential has not been even from
afar exhausted. We should not forget also the strength of our remaining
courses of rivers, because for example the rivers of “Stara Planina” are
suitable for the construction of mini power stations.
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ABSTRACT
Identification, tracing and monitoring of ships have been widely
exploited by means of the Automatic Identification System (AIS).
Considerable improvements in safety, collision avoidance and vessel
traffic services operations (VTS) have been reached since the system
was mandatory in 2002 and applied to ships built on or after 1 July
2002 and to ships engaged on international voyages constructed
before 1 July 2002 6. Nevertheless, the possibility to storage,
exchange and exploit dynamic and static information, for other
reasons different to those mentioned above, can result in
complementary associated phenomena analysis in shipping industry.
Because of the possibility to observe and identify a vessel in a
specific place and time, dynamic parameters like speed and position
can be linked to the identification vessel data services in order to
compute real time fuel consumption and therefore, the volume of
pollutant gases emissions, providing more precise air pollutants
emissions accounting different than the fuel consumption
declarations. With this assumption, we have proposed a model
which applies identification and speed information from AIS, and in
consequence, the type of engines operating during the voyage,
extracting data from public EQUASIS databases. With the help of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), real time and dynamic air
pollution data can be computed and mapped in congested waters.
Critical infrastructures like ports and its surroundings need other
6

IMO Resolution A.917(22) Guidelines for the onboard operational use of shipborne automatic
identification systems (AIS)
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kind of data treatment because of the maneuvering operations
during berthing or piloting, most of them under different
consumption conditions in the main engines. The present paper
shows our first steps in analyzing a suitable mathematical model
which fits the three components (earth observation, communications
and navigation satellite, airborne and land data acquisition) in air
pollution from shipping dynamic mapping. This is our first step to
approach to an Automatic Green House Effect Gases Tracing and
Accounting System.
KEY WORDS: GHGs, AIS, GIS, Data Base, LRIT, Global Warming,
Wireless Sensors
INTRODUCTION
Considering the current global freight and the international carriage of
goods growths, maritime transport continues being the main option to
carry cargo, considering its cost effectiveness, fuel consumption
efficiency and low contribution to the greenhouse effect (GHG)
emissions within the transport field. Nevertheless, Bunker fuel emissions
from international shipping are not covered by the international
regulatory framework under the Kyoto protocol [1]. To this respect the
authors have been analyzing this gap in the local, national and
international frameworks regarding the global warming and the maritime
transport contribution to the full picture of anthropogenic GHG
emissions. Even the amounts of pollutant emissions can be well
computed from the volume of fuels consumption during a voyage, and
post evaluated declarations, the true effects on the vessel corridors, ports
and influenced maritime traffic environments are not well studied,
evaluated or declared. According to the Second IMO GHG Study 2009
[2], “emissions of exhaust gases from international shipping are
estimated in that study, based on a methodology where the total fuel
consumption of international shipping was firstly defined. Emissions are
subsequently calculated by multiplying fuel consumption with an
emission factor for the pollutant in question. Fuel consumption for the
year 2007 was estimated by an activity-based methodology. This is a
change in methodology compared to the first IMO study on greenhouse
gas emissions from ships, published in 2000, which relied on fuel
statistics. The investigations that are presented in that study suggest that
international fuel statistics would under-report fuel consumption. The
difference between the fuel statistics and the activity-based estimate is
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about 30%. Guidebook emission factors from CORINAIR and IPCC
were used for all emissions except for NOx, where adjustments were
made to accommodate the effect of the NOx regulations in MARPOL
Annex VI. Estimates of emissions of refrigerants were retrieved from the
2006 United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) assessment of
refrigerant emissions from transport. The emissions of VOC from crude
oil were assessed on the basis of several data sources”.
This situation contributed to reinforce our idea of using a more precise
and quasi real time balance of shipping GHGs emissions, in harbor areas
mainly, by means of AIS data combined with in situ data acquisition
techniques and Earth Observation information.
STATE OF THE ART
The US. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) initiated a review of
its guidance on developing emission inventories for ocean-going and
harbor vessels operating at port areas. This methodology was based on a
three step calculation. The first step apportions the time spent by a vessel
in a port area to different operating modes. The second calculates fuel
consumption in each operating mode. The third step calculates emissions
using fuel consumption specific emission factors, which is how marine
engine emission factors have been historically specified. All of these
calculations are by vessel type and class, with the type specifying
whether the vessel is a tanker, passenger liner, etc., and the class
specifying either the weight or horsepower range.
Operating mode data on non-oceangoing vessels is not easy to
characterize. Typical estimates have been based on power factors of 80
percent, 40 percent, 20 percent and idle, for cruise, slow cruise,
manoeuvring, and trawling or waiting. No estimates of auxiliary loads
for such vessels are available.
The operating mode data on both oceangoing and non-oceangoing
vessels appears to be derived from numerous assumptions that have not
been subjected to any validation by European Environmental Agency
(EEA). However, this is the best available data within the time and
resource constraints of this project 7.
7

Analysis of Commercial Marine Vessels Emissions and Fuel Consumption Data. Office of Transportation
and Air Quality U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. EPA420-R-00-002; February 2000
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Emissions from the maritime transport sector account for a significant
portion of total emissions, affecting air quality and contributing to
climate change and human health problems. The estimation and
geographical characterization of maritime transport emissions are
therefore important to the work of, for instance, atmospheric scientists or
policy makers who try to analyze and address the problems associated
with them.
In general, the level of detail achieved and achievable within a certain
study depends on the approach followed (bottom-up or top down) and
the specific purpose of the analysis itself.
For example, emissions of CO2 may be analyzed at a global scale,
whereas NOx and SOx emissions should be analyzed at a more local
scale since their greatest effects are produced on the environment in
which they are released.
In a bottom-up approach, each single element involved in a certain
phenomenon is modeled and then the global impact is evaluated by
aggregating the impacts of the different elements.
For the evaluation of emissions arising from maritime transport, two
dimensions have to be considered: the quantity of emissions produced
and where they are emitted.
Due to data availability, nearly all the studies evaluate emissions
attributable to vessels whose gross tonnage is greater than 100.
Several inventories have been established over the past two decades. The
debate on the evaluation of maritime emissions is still open and has
resulted in several different estimations being made over the past
decade. These are not all that easy to compare, since different contexts
are analysed and different assumptions are made.
In our case, some assumptions on the convenience of using AIS data to
estimate air pollution from shipping industry some considerations must
be taken into account.
Further to the definition of the ships’ activities, AIS data may be
usefully applied for the evaluation of the vessels’ speed. The service
speed provided by the ships’ databases is an average value declared by
the ships’ operators. In order to calculate ships’ fuel consumption and
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emissions, the operational speed of a ship would be required in addition
to its service speed (as detailed in Corbett et al., 2009).
In particular, the relationship between fuel consumption and the ratio
between operating speed and service speed is a cubic function (Corbett
et al., 2009), meaning that an estimation of the operating speed can be
used to calculate an estimate of the fuel consumption and emissions. AIS
data could therefore substantially improve the global estimation of
emissions from maritime traffic.
However, some risks exist with AIS data. These are mainly connected to:
•

•

•

Incomplete spatial coverage of maritime traffic. In Figure 1 this
is pointed out. In addition, exceptions to the use of AIS data are
given in the clause established in the IMO 22nd meeting of the
General Assembly, resolution A.917(22);
Penetration of the AIS technology in the fleet working in the area
which is being considered. At the global level, approximately
50% of ships have this system on board (Ou and Zhu, 2008), but
at the local scale the picture may be very different (for instance,
according to a recent study, MARIN, 2008, the coverage rises to
90% in the Baltic Sea, meaning that in other areas the percentage
of coverage will be much lower).
Incomplete coverage for the entire route. For instance, the data
available for the entire route may potentially only be connected
with the departure and the arrival of the vessel. It is possible to
have an estimate of the average cruise speed, but this is of course
only an approximation. This problem can be overcome by using
another data source, the Long Range Identification and Tracking
(LRIT) of ships. Although the LRIT contains less frequent
information (collected only four times per day) it is available
everywhere. It was established as an international system in 2006
by the IMO and applies to ships engaged on international
voyages (in particular to all passenger ships, cargo ships of 300
GT and above, and mobile offshore drilling units).

All these problems could be reduced if a single entity were to take
responsibility for accurate data collection and distribution. In Europe this
role will be filled by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA),
which will take care of both AIS and LRIT data. This would lead to a
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considerable improvement in the data accuracy for European researchers
in the maritime transport field 8.
Figure 1. MarineTraffic.com AIS data coverage

Nevertheless, local AIS web services at local level make possible to
reduce our study to the harbour areas. Within this context, an isolated
control boundary can be selected and several sources of information can
be used. In the case of AIS information, ships, aircrafts and even trucks
may be located and traced by means of localizadotodo.com, Figure 2. In
the Barcelona harbour, some environment stations are deployed, both
static and mobile, and the Catalan environmental service has other
stations near to the airport and the port of Barcelona and all of those data
are available for the public use and consultation. A combined data
management method can produce satisfactory models which can be
scaled to wider control boundaries as soon as LRIT and Satellite AIS are
wholly operating.
Figure 2. Spanish AIS webservice localizatodo.com; (a) Coverage, (b) ships’
location and identification and (c) aircrafts’ location and identification

(b)

(a)
8

(c)

Regulating air emissions from ships: the state of the arte on methodologies, technologies and policy
options. Joint Research Centre. Institute for Environment and Sustainability. European Commission 2010.
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1. The Port as a first candidate to apply an Automatic GHGs
emissions monitoring system
Ports are very complex and heterogeneous entities. There are ports that
are even larger than their host cities, sometimes hosting important
industrial assets, while others are just a part of an industrial plant or
serve just a local community. The port is a context where a number of
actors develop a wide spectrum of activities sharing the same facilities
such as, berths, docks, terminals, cranes, piloting, towing, and safety and
security operations regarding SAR, VTS and ISPS.
The main activities related to our research are listed in Table 1. It is also
proposed to scale our research to a wider area including an Emission
Control Area (ECA). The next Transeuropean Transport Network Policy
promoted by the European Commission for the next 20 years require a
deep analysis on the real impact on environment from the different
modes of transport and the logistics networks. In Figure 3 a control
boundary has been defined to apply our research activity. The port
Authorities support is an essential key to establish and consolidate the
data sources from official entities. The access to the public SafeSeaNet
databases in order to obtain ships’ information and engine data is a
paramount issue too.
The port as main user will be the data source and scenario for the
application of the proposed architecture. The related tasks will list the air
pollution data acquired into the port facilities and its surroundings.
Users like local and national environment authorities need to improve
environmental management tools in order to quantify, qualify and rule
pollution from all the active and potential sources. Current climate
change, global warming and pollution are on the first line agendas at
political, scientific and technological level. From Kyoto to Copenhagen
United Nations initiatives, the launching of satellite platforms like
SMOS and GOSAT and finally, worldwide campaigns to standardize
methods and data into networks like GMES are clear arguments to
promote such architecture as explained in this proposal.
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Table 1. Impacts on air due to maritime transport and port activities,
including illegal activities. Source: own elaboration from A. Miola et al.
(2009: 23)

Maneuvering
Loading/unloading operations on terminals
Hoteling (lighting, heating, refrigeration,
ventilation, etc.)
Dredging

In Ports

Land Traffic (heavy vehicle, railways, near
highways, etc.)
Waste disposal/illegal dumping
Port expansion/infrastructures construction
and maintenance
Fuels deposits
Air traffic (neighboring airports)
Bulk handling and goods movement
Industrial activities
Spills

At Sea

Cruise
Spills
Heavy fuels consumption
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Global Air
Pollution

Odor

Vibration

Activities –
events/Impacts

Local Air
Pollution (NOx,
SO2, CO2, CO,
VOC, PM
Noise

IMPACTS OF SHIPPING
ON AIR
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Because of the definition of the port, the local government and
international decision makers as end users the following table
summarizes some problems or gaps within the current scenario of
shipping and port industry.

Table 2. Gaps in the air pollution management from shipping industry
and potential improvements from SHIPPOL research. Source: own
elaboration

Users

Role

Current
situation

Problem

Port
End
communi
user
ties

In situ
measurements are
not enough to
manage all the
parameters
involved in air
pollution
monitoring.

Air pollutants
dynamics (wind, sea
sorption,
decomposition,
accumulation)

Local
End
administr
user
ation

Lack of integrated
systems to
implement and
apply
environmental
measures

Apart of its own tools,
the authorities depend
on the pollution
declarations from all
the industrial and
transport actors to
manage environmental
indicators

Lack of integrated
systems to
implement and
apply
environmental
measures

Apart of its own tools,
the authorities depend
on the pollution
declarations from all
the industrial and
transport actors to
manage environmental
indicators

State
administr
End
ation,
user
IMO and
EMSA
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SHIPPOL
Improvement
A suitable
information
service. Data
sources and
Dynamics and
Prediction Models

To become much
more operative
and effective
applying
environmental
actions

To become much
more operative
and effective
applying
environmental
actions. Correct
emissions
declarations and
real reports
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Figure 3. The Harbor area and the potential fields of knowledge applied
to the Automatic GHGs Emissions monitoring model. Source: own
elaboration

LEGAL ASPECTS AND BASIS
The first IMO study on emission of greenhouse gases from international
shipping was commissioned following a request by the Diplomatic
Conference on Air Pollution that was held at the IMO Headquarters in
September 1997. The conference was convened by the Organization to
consider air pollution issues related to international shipping and, more
specifically, to adopt the 1997 Protocol to the MARPOL Convention
(Annex VI − Regulations for the prevention of air pollution from ships).
The first IMO study of greenhouse gas emissions from ships used
figures for 1996 and was published in the year 2000 as document MEPC
45/8.
The 1997 MARPOL Conference (September 1997) convened by the
IMO adopted resolution 8 on “CO2 emissions from ships”. This
resolution invited, inter alia, the IMO to undertake a study of emissions
of GHG from ships for the purpose of establishing the amount and
relative percentage of GHG emissions from ships as part of the global
inventory of GHG emissions. As a follow-up to the above resolution, the
IMO Study of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Ships was completed
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and presented to the forty-fifth session of the MEPC (MEPC 45) in June
2000, as document MEPC 45/8.
MEPC 55 (October 2006) agreed to update the “IMO Study of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Ships” from 2000 to provide a better
foundation for future decisions and to assist in the follow-up to
resolution A.963(23). MEPC 56 (July 2007) adopted the Terms of
Reference for the updating of the study, which has been given the title
“Second IMO GHG Study 2009”.
A significant potential for reduction of GHG through technical and
operational measures has been identified from the report. Together, if
implemented, these measures could increase efficiency and reduce the
emissions rate by 25% to 75% below the current levels. Many of these
measures appear to be cost-effective, although non-financial barriers
may discourage their implementation 9.
From the port point of view, the regulatory basis must be applied
according to each state harbour/port area definition. This feasibility
study will include a deep analysis on the way how each member state
can apply proposed architecture from a legal basis.
Table 3. Regulatory basis and SHIPPOL Competency. Source: own
elaboration
Regulation
and Date

Issued by

Contents

Scope

Policies and
Practices Related
to the Reduction of
Green House
Emissions from
ships

IMO’s Marine Environment
Protection Committee
(MPEC) will identify and
develop mechanisms needed
to achieve limitation or
reduction of GHGs
emissions from international
shipping

IMO
Assembly
Resolution
A.963(23)
Adopted on 5
December
2003

International
Maritime
Organization
(IMO)

Decision
2/CP.3
Conference of
the Parties to
the UNFCCC
December
1997

The UNFCCC has
adopted reporting
requirements and
agreed on
United
guidelines and
Nations
good practice
Framework
Convention on guidance
concerning
Climate
methodologies for
Change
calculating the
(UNFCCC)
emissions from
international

9

• the establishment of a
GHG emission baseline;
• the development of a
methodology to describe
the GHG efficiency of a
ship in terms of a GHG
emission index for that
ship;
• the development of
Guidelines by which the

SHIPPOL
Competency
SHIPPOL tools
would contribute to
the mechanisms
required by IMO

The information
and data acquired
by SHIPPOL tools
would complement
GHG indexes from
real traffic
information apart
from the
declarations

PREVENTION OF AIR POLLUTION FROM SHIPS, Second IMO GHG Study 2009, Update of the
2000 IMO GHG Study Final report covering Phase 1 and Phase 2. MEPC 59/INF.10, 9 April 2009
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Regulation
and Date

Issued by

Contents

Scope

bunker fuels

GHG emission indexing
scheme may be applied in
practice. The guidelines
are to address issues such
as verification;

SHIPPOL
Competency

• the evaluation of technical,
operational and marketbased solutions

IMO,
MARPOL
73/78, Annex
VI, adopted in
1997
and
Revised
Annex
VI
adopted
October 2008

International
Maritime
Organization,
Maritime
Pollution
Convention
(MARPOL)

MARPOL Annex
VI sets limits on
sulphur oxide and
nitrogen
oxide
emissions
from
ship exhausts and
prohibits deliberate
emissions of ozone
depleting
substances.
The MPEC
recognized that
IMO guidelines on
greenhouse gas
emissions have to
address all six
greenhouse gases
covered by the
Kyoto Protocol
(Carbon dioxide
(CO2); Methane
(CH4); Nitrous
oxide (N2O);
Hydrofluorocarbon
s (HFCs);
Perfluorocarbons
(PFCs); and
Sulphur
hexafluoride (SF6).

At IMO, MEPC in the mid1980s had been reviewing
the quality of fuel oils in
relation to discharge
requirements in MARPOL
Annex I and the issue of air
pollution had been
discussed.
In 1988, the MEPC agreed
to include the issue of air
pollution in its work
programme following a
submission from Norway on
the scale of the problem.
At the next MEPC session,
in March 1989, various
countries submitted papers
referring to fuel oil quality
and atmospheric pollution,
and it was agreed to look at
the prevention of air
pollution from ships - as
well as fuel oil quality - as
part of the committee's longterm work programme,
starting in March 1990.

SHIPOL, A PROPOSAL FOR THE
AGENCY

SHIPPOL tools
would update
expected air
pollutants
emissions from the
declared fuel oil
amounts against
those monitored
and observed

EUROPEAN SPACE

In December 2010 the SHIPPOL proposal was submitted to the
European Space Agency within its Integrated Applications Promotion
Program. The outline proposal has been received and iterated. The
involved users leaded by the Spanish Institute of Navigation and the
cooperation of Barcelona Regional Agency, Gijon Port Authority in
Spain, the International Centre for Applied Numerical Methods in
Engineering (CIMNE), GMV, Infoterra and the Cartographic Institute of
Catalonia expressed their interest to participate in the activity.
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Following the approval of the activity by the Joint Board on
Communications Satellite Program (JCB) of European Space Agency,
the consortium was invited to submit a full proposal according to the
requirements of AO 6124 (IAP Open Call for Proposals for Feasibility
Studies).
The team was ready to submit a full proposal within Q1/2011,
nevertheless, the economic crisis in Spain cuts some crucial resources to
start this project and the SHIPPOL research is carried out under some
financial limitations. It is expected to present the final results to the
European Space Agency with the aim of obtain its support again for
launching the service proposed in the way of a web service to improve
existing decision making tools at European level.
Figure 4. Coastal edge of Barcelona harbour. Source: own elaboration

Our approach within this research is that the information which would
be provided by the SHIPPOL services will be the sensed and measured
data of the real-time situations (not only modelled data but very high
spatial resolution sampling information) and the quality, density and
distribution of such data would improve the current air pollution services
that uses Earth Observation (EO)-data, reinforced with the tracking of
ships coming/leaving the port using communication channels and
navigation assets, ship to shore, shore to ship, like Automatic
Identification System (AIS), LRIT, GMDSS, NAVTEX and finally,
using communication satellite services to generate real time data
collections accessible by environmental agencies and emergency
missions within the harbour context. This approach has been of the
interest of the European Space Agency because of its integration of
several Space Assets.
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THE TECHNICAL APPROACH AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
The service
The proposed service architecture is based on three main elements:
navigation, earth observation and communication facilities. The
overall concept is to correlate space and ground segment information for
vessel traffic management and for air pollution monitoring and alert
purposes.
Ground information would be derived from the navigation segments
(AIS-VTS coastal stations) as well as from the network of air pollution
sensors deployed along the port and the metropolitan area, to this
respect, Barcelona Pilots has a modern and powerful VTS service, the
Barcelona Port Authority has local sensors for pollutants measurements
and the Catalonian Environment Agency provides air pollutions
measurements too.
Space based information would be derived from NAV-COMM satellites
as well as from EO platforms that would provide regional scale vision on
air pollution scenarios. Projects for specific monitoring/measurement of
CO2, NOx, SOx, VOCs, etc, like next coming GOSAT (The Greenhouse
Gases Observing Satellite) as well as current Sciamachy sensor onboard
ENVISAT and the next replacement payloads, will provide valuable
information to be contrasted in Now-cast/Forecast reports.
Satellite technology can complement terrestrial research and monitoring
networks data, allowing a fast deployment of sensors and
communications channels globally to uncovered services apart from
search and rescue operations, tracing and tracking to facilitate transport
flows, forest and agriculture management, etc. To this respect the
regional and worldwide coverage of satellites offers important solutions
to the growing scope of the European Union policies regarding security
and defence, transportation and mobility, transport safety, research and
development, environment monitoring, etc.
Sampling techniques and periodic inspections to the port emissions are
not enough to generate a dynamic pollution index. Most of the measures
are under the responsibility of unchained actors and integration of
information is required.
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Table 4. Identification of space assets
Element

Infrastructure

Sensors

Data

Fourier Transform
Spectrometer,
Cloud and
Aerosol Imager,
and X-band
Antenna,
Thermal, SWIR
sensors

CO2, Methane,
Aerosols

Navigation

AIS transponders
and receivers

Ships
identification,
speed, ETA,
ETD, other
useful
navigation
data

Communications

Rx: 137 – 138
MHz, 4800 bps,
Tx: 148 – 150.05
MHz, 2400 bps
Minimum
Detectable Signal:
-120 dBm,
Transmit Power:
5 Watts

GSM/GPRS/E
DGE cellular
wireless
services with
LEO Satellite
network,
providing
complete
M2M network
service. LRIT
functions

Earth
Observation

The step forward regarding environmental information on climate change and
environmental monitoring systems means that a new paradigm in real time
information production will reinforce the making decisions tools and policies
involving all the main actors (port, local, state and European environmental
authorities).

The principle
In terms of the operational aspects regarding this research, the proposed
model which fits the above mentioned technologies is based on the Mass
Conservation Law.
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The law of conservation of mass/matter, also known as principle of
mass/matter conservation is that the mass of a closed system will remain
constant over time, regardless of the processes acting inside the system.
A similar statement is that mass cannot be created/destroyed, although it
may be rearranged in space, and changed into different types of
particles. As the earth’s atmosphere being a closed system in material
terms, this principle must be applied.
The formal mathematical way of describing the black-box approach is
with conservation equations which explicitly state that what goes into
the system at specific time must either come out of the system
somewhere else, get used up or generated by the system, or remain in the
system and accumulate, the Figure 3 shows the streams mentioned in the
mass balance applied to this research. The relationship is as follows:
•
•
•

•

The streams entering the system cause an increase of the
substance (mass, energy, momentum, etc.) in the system, (A, C
in this case)
The streams leaving the system decrease the amount of the
substance in the system (Aout or the amount of mass leaving the
system by the effects of wind)
Generation or consumption mechanisms (such as chemical
reactions, combustion processes in the case of shipping) can
either increase or decrease the stuff in the system (B, Bout
referred as the amount of pollutants absorbed by sea)
What's left over is the amount of stuff in the system (D)

From the energy and mass balance principles applied to the harbor area,
the system must be reduced to the so called “Control Volume” or blackbox in order to take into account all the mass and heat fluxes within the
borders of the system and with these four statements we can state the
following very important general principle:




 
 

D
 =  A + 
B
 + C  −

{



 Aout  +  Bout 


 

}

Equation 1. General Mass Balance in the Harbour Area
Figure 5. SHIPOL service architecture concept. Source: own
elaboration
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The tolos
•Green House effect Gases Mapping tool (Quasi real time pollutants
location, discrimination and concentrations), now-casting and
forecasting functions.
•Episodes Alert Tool, this option will provide emergency or
contingency messages according to the risky situations from
extraordinary pollutant concentrations in the harbour surrounding areas.
Decisions and contingency actions will be suggested too to the Port
Authorities and the Local Environmental Agencies.
•Traffic and Surveillance control tool, from Automatic Identification
Systems (VHF and satellite), this decision support option shall regulate
traffic in congested and over-polluted areas if it’s the case. When an
episode alert has been reported, valid and regulated mechanisms shall
be activated.
•Maritime transport air pollution data provider tool, this solution
shall provide an active and dynamic air pollution data provider which
will make possible to validate GHGs declarations from shipping
industry, reinforce environmental statistics and forecast air pollution
behaviour and its impact on air quality and sea and human health, near
to congested waters (due to traffic and port operations). Short, medium
and large scale measures and rules shall be also considered according to
the users role (environmental, transport and government authorities) at
local or international level. Future market based instruments as carbon
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credits for instance, shall be supported from the information provided
by this tool.
CURRENT AND FUTURE STEPS
During the research phase, a few reasonable implementation scenarios
have been analysed against technical and system operational/exploitation
considerations. The purpose of this approach is to ensure that the final
architecture proposed is tailored to the technical, environmental and
operational needs. The work is being carried out according to the
following work packages and tasks.
Evaluation of the User Needs and Requirements based on
national/international environmental laws
• The port as main user is the data source and scenario for the
application of the proposed architecture. This task lists the air
pollution data acquired into the port facilities
• National, European and International environmental stakeholders
requirements analysis
• International pollution networks integration. Analysis of GMES
(Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) case and other
environmental initiatives worldwide.
The methods employed include:
• Personal interviews with some Spanish port authorities and their
environmental agents
• Local environmental administration interviews
• Databases, image collections and GIS software tools acquisition
Technical architecture proposal
• Inventory of current payloads and sensors for air pollution
monitoring in ports and harbour areas
• Now-cast and land stations for pollution monitoring in port
surroundings and neighbourhoods inventory
• Satellite forecasting and simulation technologies currently
employed for global pollution monitoring
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• Analysis of the navigation data, mainly from VTS, as traffic data
source and pollutants calculations from maritime field (AIS)
• Inventory and analysis of current communication satellite
facilities to alert environmental episodes and decision making
tools.
The methods employed include:
• Internet searching of data providers
• Online pollution forecasting systems analysis
• Interview with other ports which apply similar services (Bremen
port Authority is a clear candidate to be visited)
• Visit to Barcelona Pilots as VTS service provider
• Manoeuvring information within the port waters
• Algorithms reported to compare or improve own assumptions
• Free download data to verify algorithms
EXPECTED RESULTS
Even SHIPPOL research is conceived at harbour area scale, a wider
future vision is possible to be implemented understanding the overall
scenario of air pollution monitoring and the impact evaluation of GHGs.
For that reason, SHIPPOL proponents have agreed to promote the
impact and the future project results among them in the three level
actor’s scenario (Developers, end users and Stakeholders/Policy
Makers). When the service feasibility has been demonstrated, the project
can be promoted to (ESA) and GEMS (EU) in order to become user of
their medium scale products already delivered on a regular basis through
their dedicated regional services. Apart of helping to make the
connection between the local and the regional scenarios, these products
will give support to the interpretation and detection of potential risk
events.
The bidders expect that this collaboration will reinforce the key role of
the air pollution services already developed in the frame of PROMOTE
and GMES networks as well as it will generate the convenient
environment for improving the services already existing by the specific
added value of SHIPOL at European level.
In particular the results and recommendations of the SHIPPOL work,
will most likely contribute to the achievement of the following aspects
of the European Maritime Transport and its impact on environment:
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•
•
•
•

•

To propose a suitable architecture which will make possible to
obtain remote information from ships outside controlled borders
worldwide.
To quantify and qualify how much ships pollute in a more
precise way, this capability may be used to apply right taxations
from emissions to the right flagged ships.
IMO and Environmental Organisms will benefit from these
future developments in order to improve international regulations
and policies.
Shipping companies and ship constructors will improve their
productive activities more efficiently and will improve energy
consumption making maritime transport greener and cleaner, in
other words, a more sustainable transport mode.
Now-casting and Forecasting technologies will improve their
models of global warming and climate changes because they will
be able to include more parameters which actually are not
considered.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The execution of our research is considering all the actions needed to
demonstrate the principles and prove the added value of the concepts
that are developed under the SHIPPOL concept. The feasibility of the
concept might consider different aspects from different groups, but in
the case of SHIPPOL, the European Space Agency, the competent
authorities of the Member States and the port authorities, environmental
authorities and ship owners are the most important stakeholders.
The SHIPPOL concept also strives to minimize errors from the pollution
declarations and monitoring information and the effects on the
environment and climate change phenomena. The information that is
collected through the public systems can be shared with commercial
stakeholders, if they have an interactive system that can be considered of
the public interest. This is part of the public authorities’ wishes to
improve and facilitate maritime transport pollution monitoring and
control. Connection with Port Authorities Environmental Systems and
other networks through the global environmental monitoring services is
expected to be demonstrated.
The scenarios and processes in relation to the functional architecture in a
wider approach will be used to describe in process diagrams and swim
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lanes the scenarios for the demonstrations. When the modelling is
completed, it is possible to define the equipment and software that is
required to carry out a demonstration. The test bed is used to assess and
test the different components that are needed to show the SHIPPOLconcept. The initial tests will be made by means of current in-situ
measurements and satellite data available on the market/public providers
such as ENVISAT/GOSAT/AIS, but in other cases it is necessary to
emulate functions without the use of next generation facilities like long
range identification and tracking systems. Special equipment that will be
tested should fulfil the requirement of portability so that tested elements
can be used in the demonstrations.
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ABSTRACT
Production and transport of oil and natural gas are the core
business of energy companies. The paper analyses the great project
for Europe supplying by offshore plant in northern Caspian sea. In
this area gas flumes and difficult weather condition are present. The
strategy of an oil energy company is to maintain an efficient system
of process management control in order to avoid incident risks
during installation facilities and production. It is strategic to
maintain a leader position in the research and development of
technological know–how in offshore building, drilling and
exploration. The leadership for a company requires great
investments to expand the offshore plant exploration licences in all
over the world and specially in shallow sea.
Technologies of maritime transport are part of oil and natural gas
supply chain management. They are a strategic resource for
countries representing an alternative to pipeline transport, even if
they need to acquire infrastructures to carry out the
gasification/liquefaction process. In this context, in the long distance
ocean field exploration the maritime transport is economically
indispensable. This paper focuses on short sea maritime traffic
management inside an artificial lagoon in the Caspian sea where an
offshore process facility is located. This plant is sited approximately
70 km from the coast. The Caspian sea is subject to seasonal (ice
presence in the winter) and annual water level changes and
represents an environmentally sensitive area.
1

The paper reports just the thought of the authors
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INTRODUCTION
This paper analyzes the possible strategies of an oil energy company
operating in the Balkan area. This area is strategic for Europe both for
the oil and gas supplies management.
In particular, there are risks associated with the relevant transit of
tankers in the Black Sea and in the Caspian Sea for great oil plants under
building. In the latter case, there is a great concentration of supply
vessels operating inside artificial lagoon, in the presence of gas
exploration field, with an offshore plant under construction. The
installation is located inside the artificial island and creates a high risk of
collisions between vessels and fixed structures. The site is environmental
friendly for the presence of a great extension of the mouth of the Volga
River. The paper considers a scenario of vessels movements from
onshore to offshore plants and vice versa in the Kashagan oil field
during drilling, production/work-over activities. The complex is
protected by cliffs and is built on an artificial island. The critical area
can be found on mooring point of drilling structures and gas rejection
barges. A collision is potential dangerous with high risk to the personnel.
GAS AND OIL PIPELINE NETWORK IN THE CASPIAN
REGION
The Caspian and Black Sea are the most important areas of the world for
the production of gas and oil. The movement of oil and gas tankers
transiting in this area, through the Bosporus Strait, is very high.
The main ports from which the oil passes are Baku and Aktau in the
Caspian Sea and Novorossiysk in the Black Sea. The Novorrosik port is
also connected by the largest CPC pipeline (Caspian Pipeline
Consortium) with Atyrau in Kazakhstan. Actually, there is a great
pipeline under construction that will connect Caspian Sea and
Mediterranean Sea starting from Baku, Tbilisi Erzurum up to Ceyhan, in
Turkey. This pipeline will be able to supply continuously by oil tankers
the Mediterranean countries. But in the Caspian region pipeline system
the more relevant as regard length of transport is that from Baku, Russia,
to northern Black sea area, Ukraine ( Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Caspian and Black Sea oil pipelines

Source: www.marcon.com

As regards the system of European supply of gas, figure 2 below shows
the framework of supply with the location of the main gas terminals. The
pipelines that form the network system of the North Sea are the Temp
and the Interconnector, the latter specifically serving England. Another
important pipeline, of the European supply network, is the Transitgas
which transit from Germany to Italy through Switzerland also having a
branch to France. The Tag pipeline also serves Europe; it starts from the
Siberian border and runs through Austria to Slovenia and Italy. Another
pipeline is the Transmaghreb passes from Morocco, Spain and France.
The TTPC and Greenstream pipeline system supplies Italia starting from
Tunisia and Libya respectively. The BluStream pipeline stretches from
Russia to the Black Sea through the Turkey. At last there is the
Southstream project, which will supply the Balkans and Central Europe
including Italy but at the moment it is only a hypothesis.
Figure 2. Gas pipeline network in Europe

Source: http://www.eni.com/it
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Figure 3 reports the Southstream gas pipeline design as sponsored by
Russia and bypassing Ukraine. This is a generic configuration with ENI
and Gazprom as main contractors.
Figure 3. Southstream gas pipeline

Source: http://etleboro.blogspot.it

STRATEGY AND LOGISTIC MANAGEMENT
This area is interested by a high number of oil and gas infields. In
particular, in the northern area of Caspian Sea many fields have been
discovered each of them potentially operative. ENI, from many years, is
present in this area and was the first company that has developed a wide
range of exploratory research that led to the identification of all the oil
wells shown in figure 4 below. It outlines the current situation of the oil
fields in northern Caspian Sea with the main Kashagan oil field in
production at the end of 2012. During the construction phase, the
complex is upgraded with facilities coming from Italy and other
European countries by a logistic transport to support the operability of
installations.
Figure 4. Oil fields in the northern Caspian sea

Source: www.energy-pedia.com
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The offshore fluids will be sent, through multiphase infield flow lines,
from D Island to onshore for treatment 2.The planning and realization of
the installations have been previewed over a period of several years.
Initially, it will consist of offshore facilities according to the design
capacities: oil production150,000 bopd, gas sales 75,000 bopdeq, gas
injection 75,000 bopdeq. Successively, oil production facility will be
increased of an upper limit of production 450,000 bopd. This will be
done with new gas injection trains offshore. Actually, the lagoon is in
proximity to finish.
Figure 5 below reports the barriers positioning, the drilling area and the
barges localisation.
Figure 5. Island D on Kashagan oil field

Source: www.eni.com

Activities of drilling and production in complex D are presently
managed by a consortium of companies named as AGIPKCO. This
consortium operates in the Caspian Sea lagoon with other oil companies.
Their participation in terms of shares is:
KAZMUNAIGAS
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL
EXXON MOBIL
TOTAL
ENI
CONOCO PHILIPS
IMPEX

16.8%
16.8%
16.8%
16.8%
16.8%
8.4%
7.6%

Source: ENI
2

In this paper, D Island is also called the block D, or complex, lagoon, plant.
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AGIP KCO facilities must be carefully protected. The Kashagan field is
one of the biggest discovery in an area that is particularly susceptible to
terrorist attack. It extends over a surface of 75 x 45 kilometres with a
production capacity of approximately 35 billion barrels, reserves of 10
billion barrels.
Competitive strategies
On a global scale, the following strategies have identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

development of research and know-how of the offshore
plants;
development of large-scale exploration activities in the
strategic areas such as Eastern Europe, Africa and South
America;
development of research in shallow water and consequent
gradual abandonment of drilling activities in deep water;
R&D of unconventional oil in Europe and Australia;
investments in R&D for environmental friendly technologies;
production integration with refinery plant;
development of new chemicals product from oil distillation.

Strategies for Kashagan oil field
As regards the offshore plant on D Island, the planned strategies are:
• gas sale to Russia (market development);
• installation of offshore facility to stabilize oil and dehydrate
gas (process development);
• beginning of drilling in the wells of Kairan, Aktote,
Kalamkas, Kashagan SW(product development);
Short, mid and long term general objectives
The above mentioned objectives can be resumed as follows;
• increase in revenues from sales of oil and gas;
• commercialization of CNG (Compressed Natural Gas)
technology for transport of gas on long distance;
• patents sales for the production of fertilizer from gas.
Specific objectives for Kashagan oil field
The specific objectives for plant on D Island are:
• complex set-up in 2012;
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•
•
•

operability of safety life support system;
reduction of working personnel from actual 4,000 to 300;
turnover of plant management to Shell for the next two
years.

TRAFFIC ACTIVITY INVOLVED IN THE COMPLEX D
The maritime traffic around and inside an offshore installation operating
in presence of gas has a strong influence on the safety of personnel
working on plants, the environment and the asset. In this paper, ship
traffic approaching and inside the island represents risk of collision to
the installation (Catalani, 2009).
The infield vessel includes all supplies vessels to support offshore
exploration and production (Det Norske Veritas, 2003).
Figure 6 reports the vessels situation at mooring point in the D Island at
a certain day inside the complex.
Figure 6. Traffic situation at mooring points on certain day

Source: ENI

The vessels navigation can cause incident also if the plant is well
protected.
The numbers of different types of vessels present in the installation are
continuously increasing under construction with a sensible reduction to
regime (Shell, 1993 ).
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For complex the main goods transported from/to onshore essentially are:
food, chemicals, wastes, drilling materials and spares.
LOGISTIC VESSELL ACTIVITY INSIDE THE COMPLEX
Actually, we are in presence of about one hundred floating means with
four holder logistic vessel .
The main operator is Civils logistic holder.
In general, the main typology of vessels operating in the lagoon are Tug
boat, LQ, Supply vessel, Multicat, Crew boat, Aht, Barge (different
types an size), Sewage tanker, Work boat, Ice breaker, ArcticaBoarg
vessell.
The main activity for holder, in different condition as sewage,
maintenance and logistic in summer and winter, have been plotted in the
following figures 7a,b,c,d. and described above.
Figure 7a,b,c,d. Vessel type for holder

a)
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b)

c)

d)

Source: our elaboration on ENI database
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It is now necessary to define, for a certain risk, the mooring point
situation in different zones of installation. On the basis of the complex
layout docking sites the hazardous zones have been found (Risknology
inc, 2006). Figure 8 above shows the barriers, the main utility zones Z,
mooring points, equipments and routing.
Figure 8. Island D dangerous zones and mooring points

Source: ENI

Between main causes of vessel impact there are the human error,
mechanical failure and external factors as weather condition in the infield vessel collisions, as so reported (UKOOA, 2003):
 40% human error,
 40% equipment failure,
 20% external factors (weather, etc.).
As can be see, misjudgement, equipment failure and bad weather
represent the most critical aspects for collisions of a supply vessel
(MAIB, 2008). When vessel enter the complex inside the installation the
speed will be 0.5 m/s and the same when leave complex (Lees, 1999). In
bad weather condition there is no navigation.
COLLISION ENERGY
The energy released during a collision between a vessel and a fixed
structure depends on the vessel’s speed and displacement. In particular
the kinetic energy is proportional to the square of the speed (Kenny,
1988 and MEP, 2006).The energy due to collision can be calculated as
follows:
E = 0.5 x (M+MA) x V2
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where MA is the added mass.
For this purpose MA = 0.1 x M for bow collisions and MA = 0.4 x M for
lateral collisions (Spounge and Smith, 1995). In low speed condition,
the energy impact E is negligible for powered collision bow and lateral.
This situation can be reasonable acceptable (MEP, 2006). In this
condition the risk can be considered not very probable (Spounge, 1999).
Figure 9 shows a relevant part of the D Island with some installations for
gas and oil transport. It is possible to see the cliffs, the entrance to
island, the wide dock for positioning LQ (living quarters) and the jacket
installation for gas transfer.
Figure 9. D Island under construction

Source: www.eni.com

CONCLUSION
The presence in Caspian sea of energy companies is relevant. In this area
there is one of the greatest oil filed in the world. The problem of
collision risk by generic vessel with offshore installation is very low for
all zones of the D island of Kashagan oil field with a risk in the
proximity of process utility area, row gas injection and row gas injection
barges. Generally there is a direct link between the number of trips and
estimated frequency of collision. When analysing the risk of this type,
the primary goal should be to set risk to zero.
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However, the greater the number of frequency to the berthing point
installation, the greater the likelihood of a collision. Therefore, a
possible means to reduce the frequency of the supply vessels approach to
the installation is represented by an efficient logistic planning of
activities (TNO,1989) .
A reduction of the risk can be achieved by reducing the frequency by
increasing the size of supply vessel. A critical role in the offshore
installation with high gas fumes is the positioning of the mooring
system, the correct reduction of speed, a sufficient number of protections
(tender) with a right distance between vessel and installation. All that
will reduce the risk of the accidents.
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ABSTRACT
Planning a port terminal to meet the maritime traffic that will
generate in the future its hinterland is of paramount importance in
the economy of a country, it has to do with its development and
trends in production and consumption. This requires that their daily
activities generate statistical information reaches those responsible
for planning and administration, as part of its management
information system.
Port activity was strong in 2010, nearly 5,600,000 container
movements were recorded for 2010, or about 32% compared
augmentation 2009. The number of vehicles traveled through ports
significantly increased to reach 169.000 units, representing a
progression of more than 80% compared to 2009.
Ports that counted the number of major movements were: Panama
Ports Co., Cristobal, Manzanillo International Terminal, and Colon
Container Terminal.
According to the 2010 ranking ECLAC (United Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean), the port
complexes of Colon and Balboa are the two most important in Latin
America and the Caribbean for the movement of containers,
respectively, 2.2 MM TEU * (+27.1% / 2009) and 2mm TEU *
(+37.1% / 2009). In comparison, the largest European port,
Rotterdam, had a volume of movements * 11MM TEUs (+14%
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compared to 2009) and Long Beach (USA) had a volume of TEUs
6.26MM * (+23.6% compared with 2009).
The increase in volume handled by the Panamanian ports should
increase in the future since ECLAC estimates that exports from
Latin America and the Caribbean could increase +27% in 2011.
This research project seeks to use stochastic optimization tools,
simulation and response surface methodology in an actual case of
port logistics field. The problem is size the container transfer area of
the piers, would define the equipment requirements necessary to
allow implementation of standards of use and efficiency of loading
and unloading containers at the lowest possible investment cost.
The methodology used to solve the problem is to create a model of
discrete event simulation, which mimics the behavior of the
container transfer area. The simulation model can raise sufficient
information for the application of experimental design techniques
that ultimately serve to estimate a response surface that
approximates the behavior of the process under study.
The objectives are discover what are the scenarios to investigate, for
making decisions, just as maintaining low levels of occupancy of the
docking ports to meet customer expectations. Therefore, the
container yard must have the necessary amount of machinery and
equipment to enable proper operation, maintaining investment in
these items to a minimum and finally apply optimization techniques
through simulation and discrete simulation models response surface.
The benefit of this project is to minimize investment costs while
complying with the standards proposed by the company use.

KEYWORDS: Port planning, efficiency, optimization, simulation, port
terminal, Port of Cristobal.

INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest physical challenges of the ports has been to respond
to the rapid growth of container traffic and the capacity of vessels that
transport them. The global traffic in 2000 was 230 million TEUs, more
than 2.5 times the traffic of 1990, half the forecast for the year 2010 and
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a third planned for the year 2015. The operational efficiency of a
terminal is to create an original design that incorporates the most
important operational aspects of the area. That is why I consider it
essential to optimize the terminal in order to have constant
productivity.(Panamá, 2006).
The Panamanian port in 2011 with improvements in their own numbers
was Christopher, in September 2011 managed to handle 451,000
containers in 2010 for the same period handled 337,000 containers, this
leaves per unit growth of 33.7%. It is impressive to see the development
that has taken this port in recent months (Port, 2011).
The Port of Cristobal is located on the Atlantic side of Panama Canal.
Include over 3.5 kilometers of quay, near at a depth of 13 meters, six
quay cranes and mobile harbor crane. The port also has 10 gantry cranes
on tires, reach stackers eight six for empty containers.
This company starts modernization programs since 1997. This included
refurbishment of two panamax dock cranes and acquisition of new 100t
port crane and four RTGs. Port has 2,936m of wharf for general cargo.
This port is operated by Panama Ports Company (PPC), the Panamabased subsidiaries of Hutchison Whampao, manages port on basis of a
government concession for an extendable 25-year term to manage Port
of Cristobal and Port of Balboa on Pacific coast. The Port, along with his
brother at the Port of Balboa, shipping lines offer one-stop shop with
world class efficiency and comprehensive services.
This port is the unique linked directly to Pacific coast and Panama City
by rail service of Panama Canal Railway Company. By road via
Transisthmian Highway and modern freeway.
According to (D.J. Medeiros, 1998), simulation is necessary when the
system of interest is quite complex and is required to evaluate their
performance for each set of parameter values to be entered.
The tasks performed in maritime container terminal decisions involve
many subsystems. The discrete event simulation provides an excellent
tool for evaluating different policies of location of containers, physical
configurations of the terminal positioning of machines and to help
decision-making to the subsystems involved.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A port terminal must be allowed to perform three basic functions:
1) Loading and unloading goods from ships to efficiently and diligence
2) Provide adequate space for temporary storage and long-term goods
entering and leaving the port
3) Provide road and rail connections to the movement of goods to and
from the port and port capacity problems if present cannot meet some of
these functions properly. The capacity problem can occur by:
• In the spring system - ship
• The ability to deposit
• In the inner movement in the spring
• In the anchorage
• In land access
The capacity of the pier - ship depends basically on the number of
berths available and the capacity ratio of loading and unloading freight
dock, a ratio that is based on:
• Type of goods
• Ship Type and number of hatches
• Availability and size of the crews of longshoremen
• Degree of mechanization and handling methods goods
The set of operations carried out in the terminal is very extensive, but all
approaches identified the same common systems (Holguín-Veras & JaraDíaz, 1999):
•
•

Maritime interface: this system is responsible for loading /
unloading containers to / from the ship. Usually use two or three
cranes for each vessel.
Transfer system: takes care of transferring containers from the
loading dock floor and vice versa. The method used in the
terminal is used for internal trucks transport. To take or place a
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container on the ground are used transtainers. Transtainer are
equipment used in the storage area, having as frames or railway
cars, in case those are mounted on railway lines, as well as piling
containers to the maximum high of four units. In case there is not
enough room for storage, transtainer is advisable, once it enables a
better use of available area, aiming at guiding to unloading or
storage( CSOFT International, Inc., 2009).
Container storage system: Its purpose is the location and control
of containers at the terminal. These are organized into piles in
areas reserved for that purpose.
Terrestrial interface: It focuses on interactions with land
transport.

•
•

Actually the Port of Cristobal is working with to major customers who
are Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) and Seaboard Marine, the
amount of containers that they area manipulating is a 60% of MSC and
40% from Seaboard Marine
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To design the system architecture has been divided according to their
main tasks. Therefore, it was decided to develop an agent for each
systems specified in the previous section. These agents are characterized
primarily by carrying out his tasks independently of the other elements
of the system, but this should coordinate and communicate certain
decisions to the rest of the system. Communication between agents is
done through messages asynchronously, based on standard FIPA-ACL,
radio frequency (RF).
This design, oriented along the paradigm of agents, to divide the
problem into sub problems and each sub problem is solved by a specific
agent. This will simplifies the design and development is allowed a
highly robust going beyond the subroutines or traditional object-oriented
designs.In this case, each agent is considered as an independent
thinker (Shoham, 1991).
In the system can find four global agents, as shown in Figure 1:
•
•

Maritime Interface Agent: responsible
for
managing the
loading and unloading of all vessels, docking at the port.
transfer agent: in charge of controlling the process of planning
sequence of loading and unloading ships.
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•
•

The storage agent: in charge of the distribution of containers in
the port terminal.
The Terrestrial Interface agent:
which interact with
land
transport.
Figure 1. Global Agent

Within the Maritime Interface agent will have a subagent for load
management and discharge from each ship. Therefore many exist
dynamically loading or subagents download as ships in the harbor there
at any given time. Furthermore, each transtainers available at the
terminal in the system is modeled as an agent, which controls the
management transtainers of and interaction with their environment. In
the below points you will find the characteristics of the agents presented
in this aquitecture.
Maritime Agent Interface.
This agent should be responsible for the planning of all cranes in the
area of loading / unloading terminal. The main objective is to minimize
blockages between cranes assigned to a ship, so that all cranes are active
as long as possible and reduce the time of loading / unloading of each
ship.
For the dynamic management of this work the agent will create a
subagent Maritime Interface for each vessel to be loaded or unloaded.
Thus, I could say that delegates the management of individual boat to a
particular subagent. Thus, compared to the next arrival or departure of a
ship (events creating an agent loading / unloading) Maritime Interface
agent must create a new subagent to which assigned a particular boat and
a number of cranes and of course the ship's load profile assignment.
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Transfer Agent.
The transfer agent is responsible for obtaining the most appropriate
planning to manage the stowage of containers in the sequences of
loading and unloading of ships. At this point the agent will employ
informed search techniques such as heuristic search algorithms (A *,
IDA *, RBFs) (Nilsson & Raphael, 1972)(Korf, 1995), which reduce the
solution space of the problem. In addition, the conditioning that suffers
from the need to adapt to the planning of the loading / unloading cranes,
makes heavy pruning can be applied and make the search process
converges quickly to the optimal solution. The official may disclose the
following information to develop their work: the loading sequence of
different cranes involved, transtainers assigned to each ship, the trucks
assigned to each crane and position the container in the terminal.
The objectives of the techniques used in the transfer system are to
minimize the displacement-load of the machines used, avoid where
possible the accumulation of trucks in a transtainers and minimize the
number of machines needed for transport.
To develop these goals the agent should be coordinated with the
subagents of loading / unloading of ships with which it is operating and
the storage agent.
Storage Agent.
Its function is to determine the ideal location on the campus of the
containers as they arrive (location problem) and the appropriate
configuration of the plant.
To develop its role as location, the agent should focus the search process
to obtain an approximate solution can be refined progressively (applying
the algorithm A * for levels deep) (Onaindia, et al., 1998), trying to get
response times short for the location of a container and get satisfactory
answers, close to the optimum values. To perform these functions, the
agent must have knowledge of the map of the floor of the terminal, the
data container to locate and the stacking factor.
This agent reacts to the following events concerning the problem of
location of containers:
1. Update the list of containers expected on the day: the Terrestrial
Interface agent, compared to an EDI message, informing the agent
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possible storage container arrivals or cancellations on the day. With this
information, the storage agent keeps your list of containers expected.
2. Arrival of a container truck: This event is issued by the Terrestrial
Interface agent, communicating all container to store data. With this
information and using a greedy strategy, the agent determines the best
location for the container available at that moment, considering the
containers that are already located in the plant. The agent can refine this
first solution, if there is time available, taking into account the expected
influx of containers throughout the day, according to the information
held in the list.
3. Arrival of containers by ship: Transfer Agent shall notify the arrival
of a whole container of a particular ship, providing a sequence of
discharge. Faced with this event, the agent must obtain the best possible
location of this set of containers. As in the previous case, also take into
account the list of containers expected to refine the possible solution
(provided there is sufficient time).
4. Removing a container: this event can be generated either by the
transfer agent (requesting a container for loading on a ship), or by the
agent Terrestrial Interface (requesting a container for loading into a
truck). Faced with this event, the agent updates its internal state of the
plant.
The aim of the techniques used in the container storage system with
respect to the configuration problem is to maximize the density of
stacking in the plant. To obtain this objective, the agent uses
unsupervised learning techniques (Kung, 1993)which allow you to
adjust the goodness of the plant layout automatically through the system
results obtained with increasing time of use.
The agent process storage launch automatically when necessary
(proactive), based on criteria such as time, conflicts in the allocation of
blocks-unused positions or ships-deplete their reserved areas, density of
stacking too low, etc. Coordination of this agent is necessary interface
with the agents and the Land of Transfer.
Terrestrial Interface Agent.
This agent is responsible for the interaction with the outside, ie, the
entrance or exit of containers on the ground. This will manage the
terminal gates and report to the storage agent when necessary, thus
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indicating the arrival of new containers to be stored as the arrival of
trucks to remove containers from the premises.
When a container arrives at the terminal should check whether your
details are correct. If so, will ask the agent storage location for the
container.
Once you know the position, is communicated to the truck for you to
contact the corresponding block and requested the transfer agent to
assign the container to one of the transtainers terminal to the stack in the
proper place.
Agents Transtainer
Each transtainers the problem is modeled as an agent whose objective
will be to minimize movement in vacuo to the most appropriate
sequence for stacking and retrieval of containers in the block you are.
Each of these agents will report to the transfer agent, which we will
indicate:
•
•

What should unstock containers and where to load
external ships or trucks.
What containers should be stacked and where to
download foreign ships or trucks.

Freight and Download
These agents are dynamically created by the Maritime Interface agent.
Its objectives are to minimize downtime of the crane, maximize
utilization, minimize the time for loading and unloading of ships, and
minimize the costs of stowage. Each agent faces a scheduling problem,
which should be allocated a number of resources (cranes) to the various
operations (loading a container), establishing a time of resource use
(container loading time). The method of solution for this problem will
arise as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) (Baptiste & Le Pape,
1995)(Kumar, 1992).
The information must have this agent is as follows: the number of cranes
assigned to ship, the load profile of the same characteristics of the
vessel, the number of containers to be loaded, the port of unloading of
each container, the type , size and weight of each, and finally the
operating time of the cranes.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper I have presented system architecture for multi-agent
problem automatic placement of containers in a terminal. Besides the
benefits specific to a multi-agent included the independence obtained in
each of the systems modeled, maintaining the necessary cooperation to
minimize the time spent by ships at a container terminal.
It is currently implementing a first version of the system that models the
operation of the container terminal of Port Royal. In the medium term
this prototype must be integrated with the terminal simulator being
developed so parallel to the rest of the system.
The National Strategic Plan for Science, Technology and Innovation
(PENCYT), within its research seeks to make science and technology in
sustainable development tools for Panama, line 3 "Generation and
dissemination of new knowledge with high potential for application to
the development of Panama "and Line 4" Strengthening and promoting
business innovation activities ", where the approach is the need to
develop research programs and scientific studies of Panamanian ports,
their environments and their attributes in terms of functional design,
strategic priorities and logistics business area.
Regarding the Plan of Government, then meets this research project with
the search for improvements in internal connectivity of port
infrastructure using technologies taking into account the ecological
impact of the implementation.
By implementing these tools to improve efficiency, the Port of Cristobal
will be an attractive alternative for customers, given the good level of
service expected to deliver in such a way that maximizes productivity in
the planning, control and time. Increase also the availability of the
equipment.
The ultimate goal of this project is its use for integrated terminal
containers in the port under study.
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ABSTRACT
The reliability of loading and unloading operations in car-carriers
has a major concern for both terminal operators and shipping
companies due to its impact on costs and productivity. This paper
identifies and classifies the most frequent operative disruptions and
its effects on vessel turnaround time by providing an empirical
approach supported by a field work and a stakeholders’ survey.
Results show, first, there exist a relationship between time
variability and internal ship layout; and secondly, that the most
likely disruptions are related to operational planning mistakes.
Disruptions with access ramps might have severe consequences, but
its occurrence probability is lower.
KEYWORDS: Car-carriers, terminal operations, disruptions, ship
design
INTRODUCTION
The new vehicle trade is principally from Japan and South Korea to the
United States and Europe, and has been growing rapidly since 1995
(Stopford, 2009). Despite the recent recession, over 20%–25% of the 64
million vehicles currently manufactured are exported by ship (Drewry,
2006).
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The automotive sector has integrated maritime terminals in their global
supply chain, which gives it new opportunities to minimize logistics
costs and to offer stock and value added activities to the final customers
for the new vehicles (Carbone and De Martino, 2003).The efficiency and
productivity of the port terminals play a key role in the supply chain of
the automobile sector.
In addition, the ocean carriage of vehicles is dominated by just a few
lines, namely the Japanese K Line, NYK and Mitsui-OSK Line, and the
Norwegian-Swedish Wallenius-Wilhelmsen Line (WWL). There is thus a
clear trend towards corporate concentration in the car carrier industry
(Hall et al., 2005) and as a consequence, large terminals with hub
functionality are required.
Therefore, efficient operations at port terminals are crucial for both
terminal operators and shipping companies. Reducing costs at port and
improving ship productivity are necessary. However, both aspects are
often affected by disruptions in the loading and unloading operations,
which affect the reliability and quality of the terminal’s service.
In light of this, the goal of this paper is to study the reliability of loading
and unloading operations of car-carriers at a port by identifying the most
frequent disruptive events and incidents that might occur within cardecks, side doors, or ramps. This will allow identifying the key factors
for improving car-carrier operations’ reliability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first, a literature
review about terminal processes, ship design, and disruptions in
operational processes will be carried out. Section 3 introduces the main
characteristics of a vehicle terminal and a car-carrier. Moreover, the
operational processes are described. Section 4 establishes the problem
statement and the methodology, which is then analyzed in Section 5. In
particular, this section provides an empirical approach comprising a data
analysis of loading times and an analysis of the main disruptions
characterized in the field work. Finally, some conclusions are made in
Section 6.
LITERATURE REVIEW
On the subject of automobile port terminals, not many studies related to
disruptions of port operations in particular can be found. The few
contributions to the topics treated in this paper are focused on:
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identifying disruption at supply chains, operations of vehicle port
terminals, and car-carrier design.
Regarding the identification of disruptions at the supply chain level, one
contribution that should be pointed out is Jones and Clark (1990), where
the main supply chain problems arising among the different players were
analyzed. Other authors have studied the vulnerability of complex
industrial systems, as Sheffi and Rice, 2005 and Einarsson and Rausand,
1998, who classified and discussed the various risk factors influencing
an industrial system’s vulnerability.
In case of ship breakdowns, the literature is much larger. However, from
the point of view of this paper, an accident (or breakdown) to the ship
while at sea is only considered in terms of its affecting the performance
of the terminal: either causing a delay in the beginning of the loading
and unloading processes or even cancelling some of the ship’s
departures. In terms of breakdowns and how they affect the port
terminal, the article of Tzannatos et al., (2005) stands out. The author
stresses that ship failures, when inside the port, usually happen in the
engine room, and to a lower degree, with the maneuvering-propelling
equipment and the deck equipment (ramps, anchor winches, and
mooring capstans).
As regards the studies focusing on vehicle terminals and more
particularly on the organization of trans-shipment operations in a seaport
terminal, the studies of Mattfeld and Kopfer (2003) and Fischer and
Gehring (2004) should be highlighted. The target of those papers is to
minimize the number of driver-time cycles for trans-shipping a set of
vehicle groups, in order to improve the efficiency of terminal operations.
The contribution of Mattfeld (2006) deserves special attention as he
analyzed vehicle terminals using a strategic and tactical approach, giving
some suggestions for the storage yard layout.
However, none of these authors studied the effects of disruptions of
operations on the terminal performance or reliability of car terminals.
Finally, and regarding the design of car-carriers and its relationship with
loading and unloading operations, in Hall and Olivier (2005) we can find
a short overview of the different types of car-carriers and their main
characteristics. That paper presents an exploration of inter-industry
relationships and linkages in the context of automobile imports to the
United States.
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Additionally, the study of Lopez Piñeiro et al., (2006) should be
considered. The aim of that paper was to develop a methodology useful
in selecting the number of ramps, their geometry, and their positions. A
simulation model was formulated to test the different ramp design
proposals. The author concluded that it is possible to make use of
simulation models to analyze loading and unloading vehicle processes
on board. Therefore, decisions about the internal design of ships could
be made more easily.
Unlike other studies, the present paper analyses specifically disruptions
in the operations—more specifically, car-carrier loading and unloading,
with an empirical analysis. The most usual disruptions will be identified,
together with the associated variability of the time lost in loading and
unloading.
MANAGEMENT OF VEHICLE
CARRIER OPERATIONS

TERMINAL

AND

CAR-

Vehicle Marine Terminals
Car terminals are characterized by having huge areas for temporary car
storage. The storage area is organized in blocks. Generally, in vehicle
terminals, import and export flows are separated and the area devoted to
temporary storage can be divided into three areas: First Point of Rest
(FPR), Buffer or Storage yard, and Last Point of Rest (LPR), for both
import and export areas.
Often car terminal services include value-added activities such as
cleaning, painting, accessories for final customers, fixing damages from
the logistic operations, and so on.
Car Carriers
Car carrier ships are a particular case of Roll-on/Roll-off ships and are
used for car and/or truck transportation. They are characterized by a
rectangular design, in order to get the largest possible capacity. Usually
they have a large length and breadth around 25 and 30 meters, which
makes for easier car accessibility to the ships by using one or two ramps.
Additionally, they have large draughts and heights, factors that help to
obtain a large ship capacity.
The number of car decks can be greater than ten, and almost half of them
are usually mobile (known as hoistable decks) in order to fit different
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types of vehicles. Particularly, in Pure Car Carriers and the Pure
Car/Truck Carriers almost all car-decks are hoistable.
Import/Export Operations in Vehicle Terminals
The terminal operations can be divided into import, export, and transshipment operations. When analyzing these operations there are a large
number of inter-related variables to be considered, which makes it
advisable to consider terminals as continuous production systems, made
up of a succession of separate stages or subsystems where each must be
optimized in order to increase the global performance and avoid any
possible bottleneck.
In vehicle terminals (specific case of RoRo terminal) the subdivision
suggested by Morales-Fusco et al., (2010) can be applied, that is:
berthing and stevedoring, storage, and delivery and receipt (see Figure
1).
Figure 1. Pure RoRo divided into three subsystems suggested by
Morales-Fusco et al. (2010).
tv
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This paper will focus on the subsystem berthing and stevedoring, and
more particularly in loading and unloading operations which take place
in car-decks and vessel ramps, that is, within the car-carrier.
Loading Process
Cars are loaded through side doors and internal ramps connecting the
decks, according to the so-called “Stowage Plan”, which includes a list
of vehicles and a vessel plan showing which decks and areas are to be
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used. This plan is drawn up depending on the cargo, destination, and the
ports at which the vessel is scheduled to call.
Stevedores, transported by taxi-van through the terminal, stow the
vehicles in advance to speed up the loading process from the buffer area
to the berth line (LPR area). Vehicles in these cases are stored in blocks,
because their loading order does not matter, since all of them belong to
the same vessel destination. So, when stevedores park the cars in the
corresponding deck, they get into the van and leave the vessel towards
the yard, where they get off and stow another group of cars, and so on.
There are three ways of stowing vehicles:
•

Flow Stow: vehicles are loaded perpendicularly to access ramps,
aiming at reducing the required movements; however, space is
wasted.

•

Head In: It consists in loading vehicles forward for optimizing
the available space and speeding up the loading process; on the
other hand, unloading is slower.

•

Head Out: vehicles are loaded in reverse; therefore the unloading
process is sped up.

Regardless of the stowing process applied, the terminal operator sends a
document listing incidents and the onboard definitive cargo once
stevedoring ends.
Unloading Process
Once the vessel calls at the assigned berth, loading and unloading
operations start. But before unloading starts the terminal must have first
received the following documents: unloading forecast, provisional
unloading list, summary declaration, and unloading plan.
Once the documents are received, unloading starts according to the bay
plan, which specifies the characteristics of the freight to unload and the
place where it has to be allocated.
First, floodgates open and ramps are placed, creating a safe path to move
freight from the vessel to the platform. Once the ramp is in place, the
van with a group of stevedores (drivers) gets into the hold through the
ramp. Each stevedore drives a vehicle, usually starting by unloading the
vehicles closer to the exit door.
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Once the vehicles are unloaded they are stored in the yard. There,
vehicles have to undergo control processes, in order to identify possible
defects and to confirm that freight has been unloaded. Once these
procedures are complete, vehicles are ready to leave the terminal.
METHODOLOGY
The time required for loading and unloading a vehicle can be divided
into two steps: operational time in the terminal and operational time
spent inside the ship. Our work is focused on unloading and loading time
inside the ship, due to the fact that the majority of operative disruptions
occur inside the ship.
An empirical approach has been taken. Three types of surveys were
administered:
1) Interviews with the staff closely involved in the operations
(Captain and First Deck officer, stevedores, terminal customers,
and the terminal operations chief). The objective was to identify
the most important disruptions during the operations inside the
ship and how often they occur (frequency). In all, 40 people were
interviewed: five captains, five first deck officers, ten deck
officers, five consignees, five operation chiefs and managers, and
ten of the terminal’s customers. Section 4.1 explains in detail
which ships were used.
2) The results from the interviews were complemented and checked
by field work to the operations of the studied ships.
3) During the field work, the data of loading and unloading times
(time used by a team of stevedores for loading or unloading
vehicles) were measured. Ships representative of the current car
carrier fleet were used. Afterwards, this data was analyzed
(average time and variability) and compared with the disruptions
and those ship design aspects that affect the loading and
unloading operations inside the ship.
The Ships
The vessels studied in situ are representative of the global car carrier
fleet, chosen after the analysis of a sample of 706 car carriers, whose
technical data is included in the 2007 edition of Lloyd’s Register of
Ships, which is considered as the main source of reference data on
vessels. It publishes all the information related to the world fleet of self-
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propelled merchant vessels of more than 100GT, regardless of the
classification they belong to.
From the data obtained, some conclusions can be made regarding the
main dimensions of this type of vessel and their general arrangement,
both their interior configuration and access points, that is:
•

They are usually long vessels: 75% of the sample ranges from
150 to 200 meters, the longest being 262 meters (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Overall length histogram of car-carriers (sample data:
706 ships).
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•

Regarding the dimensions, 20% of the sample has between 6,000
and 25,000 GT; however, 50% of the vessels range from 40,000
to 60,000 GT.

•

The relation Length/Beam (L/B) is almost constant and is around
6.0. Beams have increased regarding length, especially from the
90s on.

•

They usually have between 8 and 12 loading decks, and usually
one fourth of these are hoistable.

•

The most common access points to the vessel are: starboard
quarter ramp, stern ramp, and side ramp.

•

Internal ramps might be set against the bulkhead, running straight
up and down the vessel (European vessels), or might be in a
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circular ramp configuration in the centre of the vessel, as is found
on Japanese PCCs (Hall et al., 2005).
•

In general terms, internal ramps slope is around 7%, therefore the
height between car-decks will define the ramp length (López
Piñeiro et al., 2006).

•

Ramps were usually fixed, even though in the newest vessels are
usually hoistable.

The main characteristics of the vessels chosen for the sample (Table 1)
are compared with those basic standards in the world fleet that may
affect the loading and unloading processes obtained from Lloyd’s
registry, such as length, GT, number of access points, and number of
decks.
Table 1. List of analyzed car-carriers ships

Shippi
ng
Compa
ny
Neptun
e
Manx
Höegh
Neptun
e
Neptun
e
Suardía
z
Neptun
e
Grimal
di
Group
Höegh
NYK

Vessel
name

Length
(m)

Kefalonia

169.6

City
Rome

of

100.0

Trove

200.0

Dynamis

158.5

La Surprise

141.2

Galicia

149.4

Avra

155.0

Grande
Italia

176.0

Transit

190.0

Guardian
Leader

200.0

GT
36,8
25
9,95
0
56,6
84
21,5
54
15,2
22
16,3
61
19,2
20
37,7
26
45,5
96
57,6
92

584

Dec
ks

Capacity
(vehicles)

Acce
ss

10

3,200

2

4

800

1

12

6,100

2

7

1,500

2

6

1,253

1

5

1,253

1

4

1,400

1

10

4,623

2

13

5,550

3

8

6,500

2
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Mitsui
OSK

Frontier Ace 189.5

52,2
76

-

4,518

2

It can be suggested that vessels in Table 1 can be considered as
representative of a big part of the current car carrier fleet, to analyze
loading and unloading operations, as shown by the following
conclusions:
•

The overall length of 73% of the vessels chosen ranges from 150
to 200 meters

•

The gross tonnage (GT) ranges from 9,950 to 57,692 GT

•

All of them have the most common accesses (described above)
and their number of decks is directly related to their capacity and
length.

•

Internal ramps run straight up and down in most of them, with
the remainder having a circular ramp configuration.

EMPIRICAL STUDY
As indicated above, the variability of loading and unloading time (and,
as a consequence, the time spent in the port) differs by ship. In such
way, the main operative disruptions inside the vessel and its relationship
with loading and unloading time are analyzed. Afterwards, we will try to
obtain a relationship between the internal ship layout and time
variability.
Hence, this section is structured in two parts: a statistical analysis of the
operational time data and the identification of main operative disruption
inside the ships. This will be achieved by a field work and by the
aforementioned survey.
Data Analysis
Methodology
This section develops a statistical analysis aiming to determine which
probability distribution fits the empirical data on the time the
stevedoring vans stay within the cargo decks, obtained during the field
work in the Car Carrier terminals.
A non-parametric goodness-of-fit test will be used to measure the level
of agreement between the distribution of a set of values obtained during
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the field work and some specific theoretical distribution. This is due to
the fact that probability distribution cannot be defined a priori since the
data observed are the one determining it. In those cases where a specific
distribution is assumed as for instance a normal distribution, a
parametric test characterized by its precision will be done, making it
more difficult to refuse the null hypothesis
The Anderson–Darling (hereafter A–D) test has been chosen. Deriving
from Komogorov–Smirnov (hereafter K–S), A–D test gives more weight
to the tails of the distribution, enhancing its sensitivity to deviations.
Critical values in K–S tests, on the other hand, do not depend on the
theoretical distribution to analyze, whereas critical values in A–D tests
do depend on it and, therefore, it will be necessary to calculate these
values for each distribution. This allows a more sensitive test but critical
values must be calculated for each distribution. Currently, tables of
critical values are available for the normal, lognormal, exponential,
Weibull, and logistic distributions in Stephens (1974, 1976, 1977, 1979)
One of the special features of A–D test is that it does not show whether a
sample of data is distributed depending on a specific probability
distribution since the results obtained only show when empirical data
does not follow a specific distribution (i.e. the starting hypothesis is
rejected). Thus, this type of test usually rejects the null hypothesis when
the statistic is higher than the appropriate critical value, related to a
significance level.
The statistic for this goodness-of-fit test is obtained from the following
expressions:
(1)
(2)
where:
n: Amount of data in the sample
F: Probability distribution function to appraise
(Standardization of the values of the sample)
where:
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: Mean of the empirical data sample
s: Standard deviation of the empirical data sample
For the particular case of a normal or lognormal distribution, the
expression of statistic A2 is obtained from the following expression:
(3
)
where:
: Normal probability distribution function
Therefore, when the value of statistic (A2) is lower than the critical
values (from Table 2), we cannot reject the hypothesis that the field data
fits a theoretical distribution, whether normal or lognormal, for a specific
significance level. The higher the significance level (α) is, the fittest the
data of the sample will be for the corresponding theoretical distribution.
Table 2. Critical values for normal, lognormal and Weibull distribution.
Source: Agostino and Stephens (1986)
0.10 0.05 0.025 0.01
Significance level (α)
2
A (normal and lognormal) 0.637 0.757 0.877 1.038
A2 (Weibull)
0.631 0.752 0.873 1.035
On the other hand, for the Weibull and Gumbel distributions, the
expression to calculate the statistic A2 will be:
(4
)
where:

function

: Weibull probability distribution

The critical values for the distributions analyzed (normal, lognormal and
Weibull), which will be compared to the statistics obtained in the
analysis of each sampling series, are indentified in Table 2 depending on
the significance level (α) chosen:
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For this goodness-of-fit test, and considering the critical values
associated to each significance level, we can conclude that the lower the
statistic is, the better will the empirical data fit the analyzed theoretical
distribution.
Results
The series of empirical data obtained in the aforementioned vessels will
be evaluated by applying the methodology developed in the previous
section, and the probability distributions will be determined.
Table 3 shows the theoretical distribution that better fits the obtained
data in each operational process, including the average time vans spend
while stevedores load or unload vehicles (µ) and the standard deviation
(σ).
Table 3. Summary of the results. Empirical data fitting theoretical
probability distributions for loading and unloading operations.
Shipping
Compan
y

Vessel
name

Numbe
r
of
data

Probabilit
y
distributio
n

R2/A2

µ

σ

σ/µ

Export flow
(1)

Neptune

Kefaloni
a

77

Lognormal

0.990/0.60
1

2.4
8

0.6
8

0.2
7

(2)

Manx

City of
Rome

56

Lognormal

0.986/0.66
3

3.3
0

1.0
9

0.3
3

(3)

Höegh

Trove

96

Lognormal

0.993/0.51
2

3.3
2

1.1
4

0.3
4

(4)

Neptune

Dynamis

28

Lognormal

0.985/0.74
3

1.4
7

0.4
9

0.3
3

(5)

Suardíaz

La
Surprise

143

Lognormal

0.992/0.70
6

2.9
8

1.2
7

0.4
2

(6)

Suardíaz

M/V
Galicia

42

Normal

0.988/0.39
9

2.9
4

1.0
8

0.3
6

(7)

Neptune

Avra

47

Lognormal

0.986/0.84

1.8

0.7

0.4
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Grimaldi
Group

(8)

1

8

6

0

Grande
Italia

146

Normal

0.997/0.21
6

4.2
2

1.1
9

0.2
8

Import flow
(9)

Höegh

Transit

90

Normal

0.982/0.97
7

2.3
2

0.6
8

0.2
9

(10
)

NYK

Guardian
Leader

59

Loglogistic

0.972/0.92
8

2.5
2

0.4
5

0.1
8

(11
)

Mitsui
OSK

Frontier
Ace

30

Logistic

0.976/0.68
6

2.8
0

0.3
1

0.1
1

(12
)

Grimaldi
Group

Grande
Italia

108

Normal

0.996/0.32
1

3.9
0

1.0
5

0.2
6

The results from Table 3 show that we cannot reject the hypothesis with
a significance level of 0.1 for operational processes (1), (2) and (3),
since the statistic value is lower than the critical value associated to this
significance level. Therefore, it can be stated that these samples of time
are distributed following a lognormal distribution.
As an example, Figure 3 graphically illustrates the results of the analysis
of the sample data from operational process (3). This figure depicts the
histogram and the accumulated (empirical and theoretical) distribution
function.
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Figure 3. Histogram and empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDFs) of internal operational process time in “Höegh Trove”.
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The time series of operational processes (4) and (5) fit the lognormal
distributions, but in this case the significance level is lower (0.05).
On the other hand, the time registered in operational processes (6) and
(8), of Table 3, are normally distributed. In such particular case, we have
developed a normality test (parametric goodness-of-fit test), as the initial
or null hypothesis pointed to such distribution. This test allows for
obtaining the p-value associated to the Anderson-Darling test.
The p-value is a probability value, so that it ranges between 0 and 1 and
helps to decide whether to accept the null hypothesis or not. When the pvalue is equal to or lower than the established significance level (α), the
null hypothesis is rejected.
The results from the normality test are:
•

M/V Galicia with A2=0.399 and p-value of 0.350

•

Grande Italia with A2=0.216 and p-value of 0.844

As shown, the p-value is higher than the acceptable significance levels;
thus, we cannot reject the null hypothesis in these cases. There is a really
good correlation between the time series data and the normal distribution
(Figure 4).
Figure 4. Histogram and probability plot of internal operating time in
“Grande Italia”.
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Regarding unloading times within the vessel, the results related to the
unloading process are as follows: the time series of operational processes
(9) and (12) fit the normal distribution and the unloading operational
processes of (10) and (11) fit the logistic and loglogistic distribution,
with a significance level of 0.1, respectively.
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Figure 5. Average time (minutes) in car decks per van and deviations
for each vessel (identified according to the numeration from Table 3).
Time deviations/Average time (σ/μ)
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Loading and unloading processes of Ships f rom Table 3 (1-12)

Figure 5 the results of empirical analysis (average time of
loading/unloading and the standard deviations) are shown. Moreover, the
ratio between the average time and deviation (σ/μ) of each of the 12
loading/unloading operations is also introduced in the Table 3.
From the results, the following statements can be pointed out:
•

The loading time distribution (export flow) within car-decks can
be considered as a lognormal or normal distribution function
which distribution parameters might be the ones represented in
Table 3. Average loading time values range between 2.32 and
3.90 and time variability is covered by interval [0.31, 1.05].

•

Unloading time distribution fits normal distribution, as well, and
in the rest of analyzed cases a logistic or loglogistic distribution.
It should be highlighted that lognormal, logistic and loglogistic
are distribution function which belongs to the same pattern.
Average unloading time values range between 1.47 and 4.22
minutes and time variability (standard deviation) is covered by
interval [0.49, 1.27].

•

As can be observed from the above points, there does not exist
too much difference, regarding time duration, between loading
and unloading operations.
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•

The relationship between time deviations and average time (σ/µ),
as shown in Table 3, is close to 0.33 in all cases except in those
where the empirical data fits a logistic and loglogistic
distribution. In those former case, the ratio is lower than 0.2.

•

The lowest time deviations are registered in vessels Neptune
Dynamis and NYK-Guardian Leader, as can be seen in Figure 3.
Both values are close to 0.5 and in the last case, the ratio σ/µ is
0.18.

López Piñeiro et al. (2006) indicated that the main elements of ship
design that affects the loading and unloading operations are the ramps to
access to the ship and the internal ramps. Due to the opened spaces of
car carrier decks, the configuration of the internal ramps is the only
possible element of the ship design that makes possible different loading
and unloading times among car carrier ships. The internal ramps mainly
determine the internal traffic flow.
The ships operation for European shipping companies are usually
characterized by an internal ramp configuration such that the vehicle
flow goes from the principal deck to the higher or lower levels
lengthwise. Contrary, the ships with Japanese design have an internal
ramp configuration that centralizes the accessibility point between decks
in the same vertical plane. The vehicles have to drive clock wise and
counterclockwise to access to the several decks.
In Figure 6 it is shown a correlation between the ships design aspects
with more influence on operations (internal and external configuration of
ramps) and the ratio from the loading and unloading time (σ/μ).
Regarding the time variability (measured as σ/µ), the ship design with
less time variability is the one having the basic characteristics of the
Japanese design (see Figure 6: upper-right part). However, there are
other ships with similar design, but having large values of σ/µ. (City of
Rome). A feasible reason is that external access to the ship are less
efficient than those with Japanese design.
Additionally, ships with only one external access (stern ramp) and
longitudinal internal vehicle flow are, in general, the ones with more
time variability.
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Figure 6. Relationship between internal ramp layout and access and
between car-carrier design and time variability ratio.

NYK Guardian
Leader
(0.18)-(Japanese)
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(0.33)-(Japanese)
(σ/μ)-(Design and
assembly)

Internal ramps layout

Stern-quarter and
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(0.11)-(Japanese)

Neptune Avra
(0.40)-(European)
Neptune La Surprise
(0.42)-(European)

Neptune Dynamis
(0.33)-(European)

Suardíaz-Galicia
(0.36)-(European)

Neptune Kefalonia
(0.27)-(European)

Höegh Trove
(0.34)-(European)
Höegh Transit
(0.29)-(European)
Grande Italia
(0.28)-(European)

Circular

Stern and stern
quarter ramp

Straight up and down

Stern ramp

Access ramps layout

Disruptions in the Loading and Unloading Process within the Ship
Disturbance is understood according to the definition of Barroso et al.,
(2008): A disturbance is any event, predictable or not, which has a
negative effect on the normal performance of the system. As established
in the frameworks of Einarsson et al. (1998) and Sheffi et al. (2005), this
kind of event happens because of certain threats or disruption factors
and has certain consequences that may affect normal performance to a
greater or lesser degree, depending on the event and the capabilities of
the terminal (e.g., its resiliency).
In such case, we are going to characterize those disruptions which affect
the loading and unloading operations, which lead to an increase of ship’s
turnaround time. To achieve this aim, a complete survey was
administered to the main agents and terminal staff involved. The main
characteristics of the survey are presented in Table 4. The interviews
were made in the two car terminals of the Port of Barcelona and Port of
Valencia.
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Topics and main incidents
in
terminal
processes
(WHAT)

Staff and agents
surveyed (WHO)

Type of Questions and
Answers (HOW)

Table 4. Main characteristics and definitions of the survey
•
•

Closed questions: The answer should be quantified
between 1 (lowest value) and 5 (greatest value).
Open questions: The agents surveyed should answer
in short but should mention the main problems and
specify their point of view regarding the service
quality received.

Almost 80% of the surveys were done in situ (in vehicles
terminals and car-carriers) and the rest was by internet or
phone.
• Captain
• First Deck Officer /Chief Engineer
• Terminal’s customers and clients
• Truckers
• Consignee
• Stevedores
• Operations chief and managers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terminal accesses and inland connections
Storage yard: layout and capacity
Design of car-carriers: car-decks, ramps, and internal
configuration
Quality, efficiency, and productivity of stevedores
Main incidents and their consequences (frequency
and probability).
Main variables and parameters that could be
improved.

The most common operative incidents which take place inside car-decks
and ramps, according to the staff surveyed (Table 4) can be organized in
different categories. That is:
-

Design aspects and car-carriers characteristics:
1) The lower car-decks are not high enough to allow taxisvans (used to transport drivers through the terminal)
access the vessel, and consequently the process is
delayed, increasing the required time to load or unload
vehicles from to car-decks.
2) In case there are no flush decks, and in case decks are
divided into watertight holds, vehicles have reduced
mobility, which slows down the operations.
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3) Ramps are narrow and so they do not allow running two
vehicles at the same time and in opposite directions. In
other cases, the ramps slope too much and vehicles need
to stop before getting on the ramp.
4) Access ramps have smooth floors, are not adhesive
enough, and so the loading process is slowed down.
5) There are few access ramps in comparison to the amount
of cargo.
-

Planning of loading and unloading operations
6) The loading plan does not match the arrangement of the
internal ramps, so the operating plan has to be modified.
7) Internal rehandles due to changes in the route.
8) Loading plan does not match the arrangement of cardecks

-

External factors and accidents (stochastic events)
9) Breakdowns in ramps due to cracks or low water
tightness.
10) Vehicle accidents because of reduced expertise of drivers
and high speeds
11) Incidents and ship breakdowns

-

Other factors
12) Interactions between loading and unloading processes
from different ships in mooring lane and terminal storage
area.
13) Congestion problems in terminals because of the increase
of factory production of vehicles.
14) Low maintenance of the equipments and lashing points.

If some of the aforementioned incidents occur, the loading and
unloading process takes longer, and thus the vessel stays longer in the
port (turnaround time increase). As a consequence, an extra cost for the
terminal operator, ship owner and terminal’s customer is introduced. In
short, Figure 7 shows the main incidents which can entail an increase in
the loading time.
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Internal factors

Figure 7. Cause–effect diagram illustrating the main disruptions which
affect loading and unloading time. Source: Own elaboration from
Einarsson et al. (1998).

Design of car-decks, internal
ramps and accesses

Main Disruption

External factors

Increase of loading/
unloading time

Once the most common incidents are mentioned, the next step is to
evaluate, according to the data obtained from the surveys, the associated
probability that each of the disruptions considered occur and the severity
level of the consequences generated. For that, each question has five
possible answers, where the maximum qualification was 5 (this means
excellent service, always or several times) and the minimum was 1 (this
means bad service or never).
According to these evaluations and how often each disruption was
indicated during the interviews and the field work, the frequency and the
severity of each disruptions has been evaluated. The results are shown in
Figure 8. It should be pointed out that the evaluations are made
according to the experience and perceptions of the staff directly involved
in the operations. They are, then, a first approximation. The
vulnerabilities are the disruptions with greater probability of happening
and more severe consequences for loading and unloading operations.
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Probability of occurrence

High

Figure 8. Disruptions chart: severity level versus probability of
occurrence. The numbers of each disruption are indicated in pp.23 and
24.
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(1)

Low

(2)
(3)

Stochastic events

(13)
(12)

(10)

(14)

(5)
(4)

Light

(11)
(9)
Severe

Severity Level

From the results shown in Figure 8, the disruptions (identified according
to the numeration of section 5.2) of loading and unloading operations
inside the ship can be classified in three main categories:
1) Disruptions related to the internal ship design. They are

characterized by a low probability of happening, but the severity
level could be high.

2) Disruptions caused by random events. As in number 1, there is a

high level of severity, but low frequency.

3) Disruptions due to mistakes of planning of operations. More

frequency than the others and the level of severity is distributed
between high and low.
In this category, rehandling movements from mistakes in the
planning process (number 7) can be pointed out, which can be
reduced by hiring more stevedores. So, the severity level can be
diminished, although with additional cost.

4) Regarding the vulnerabilities (Figure 8), none major disruptions

have been detected. The consequence of vulnerabilities are
severe and its probability of occurrence quite high.

Since the aforesaid disruptions have been identified through interviews
and field work, it is expected that the surveyed staff are just considering
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their daily operative scenarios, that is, problems they experience pretty
often in their daily work.
If longer temporal scenarios were considered, one should introduce
possible disruptions that are possible, even though they have never
happened so far. Most of these problems would have a little probability
but high severity (disruptions), as, for instance, when a ship sinks in the
berth.
To sum up, we can concluded that the identified disruptions are based on
the daily experience of the terminal and ship staff, according to the
methodology used. As a consequence, major disruptions (high severity
level), as vulnerabilities, were not detected, although its probability of
occurrence is high.
CONCLUSIONS
An empirical analysis about disruptions in car carriers operations has
been performed by gathering time data of loading and unloading
processes and by interviewing the staff directly involved in the
operations inside the ship. All of which made it possible to identify
operative disruptions during loading and unloading processes and its
respective turnaround time delayed.
Regarding the data from operations’ time measurement, it can be pointed
out that. First, the distribution function that better fits the loading times
is the normal or lognormal, whereas for the unloading times the normal
distribution is also common. Good results are achieved also using a
logistic distribution for the unloading times. Secondly, and more
important, the variability of loading and unloading times (in terms of
σ/μ) depends on the ship design. Important differences were found
between ships with longitudinal (σ/μ ≈0.40) and circular (σ/μ ≈0.15)
internal traffic flow among decks, European and Japanese design,
respectively.
On the other hand, the disruptions identified from the interviews and
field work can be put into three main categories.
First, disruptions related to the internal ship design, such as a bad ramp
design (narrow or sloped ramps) and bad surface adherence (smooth
floors). For instance, a lack of access ramps may lead to an increase of
the loading and unloading time and secondary driving interferences.
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Second, disruptions caused by mistakes in the operational planning.
This type of disruption (rehandling cars, for instance) can have an
important level of severity which can be reduced by hiring more
stevedores, although this increases the operating costs. Sometimes, the
loading plan does not match with the internal ship distribution or
changes in the route can lead to some delays, as well.
Finally, those disruptions related to stochastic events. For instance, the
breakdown of important structural deck elements belongs to this
category.
Disruptions related to stochastic events own the most severe level,
whereas disruptions related to ship design generate minor problems. On
the other hand, regarding the probability of occurrence, disruptions on
planning operations are quite often.
As a further research, the identification of solutions to improve the
reliability of loading and unloading operations should be studied. Two
types of solutions can be identified: the corrective ones (for light
disruptions effects), like better synchronization between terminal and
ship agents for operational planning mistakes, and the preventive ones
(for severe disruptions effects), like a contingency plan.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper analysis of Adriatic sustainable transport of people
between the shores of the Adriatic and along the coast, through the
improvement of maritime transport, combined with other means of
transport will be presented. This paper includes a passenger traffic
and vehicle survey on state lines for the last two years (2010 and
2011). Entire Croatian port's and tourist's infrastructure in those
ports, in accordance to potential of co-intermodality, had been
identified and analyzed. For that activity the questionnaire was used
enabling the assessment of the: existing service situation: train, bus,
plain, bike, bike-sharing and car-sharing services, ships, quality
level of existing service for navigation; existing administrative and
law obstacles both at local and at cross-level to overcome in order to
develop a proper sustainable transport system in the Adriatic area;
existing tourist services offer in key areas (hotels, restaurants,
services) to properly welcome tourists and travellers.
Data have been collected from following sources: Ministry of
Maritime Affairs, Transport and Infrastructure, Port authorities,
Ports it selves, Master offices, Tourist Boards and Croatian National
Tourist Board. Criteria for ports identifying: minimum one
passenger maritime connection. That makes 94 ports in total. This
paper also presents the results of EU funded project.
KEYWORDS: Adriatic region, passenger liner shipping
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INTRODUCTION
People travel for very different reasons either for business or pleasure
(sport, adventure, tourism, etc.). In the time of globalisation the mobility
of people is increasing and it is important to provide “greener” and safer
transport of people using acceptable alternative modes of transport, such
as maritime transport and intermodal transport. Offering better maritime
connections and service to passengers in the port and on the ship
together with better hinterland connections has the objective to increase
the number of people travelling using alternative means of transport to
the car. Maritime position of the Adriatic Sea is important for
development of such alternative transport systems. One of the ways is by
restructuring port in multimodal and multipurpose platforms designed to
play variety of roles.
Project ADRIMOB (Sustainable coast MOBility in the ADRIatic area),
co-financed by IPA Adriatic CBC Programme, aims at strengthening
maritime connections along and between the coast as well as their
connection with inlands of the Adriatic area, defining a common crossborder mobility strategy and intervention plan. The main objective of the
project is to increase competitiveness of maritime transport in the
Adriatic Sea by increasing, optimizing and introducing new multimodal
circuits in the area and consequently decreasing the use of the car and
CO2 emission. The main problems that have to be overcome are
infrastructural gaps of transport offer and mismatch between old and
new technologies, as well as an increase of awareness of citizens and
public authorities on the advantages of sustainable mobility while
ensuring adequate protection of the coastal and marine environment.
Project ADRIMOB involves different partners along Adriatic coast,
eight project partners and one associated partner from Italy, three project
partners and two associated partner from Croatia and one project partner
form countries Slovenia, Montenegro, Albania and Greece. Main ports
of cross-border area that are involved in the project are: Venice,
Ravenna, Cesenatico, Rimini, Pesaro (Urbino Pescara), Bari, Brindisi,
Slovenian area, Rovinj, Rab, Split, Bar, Durres and port of Igoumenitsa
(Figure 1). (Project ADRIMOB, 2012)
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Figure 1. Main ports involved in the project ADRIMOB

Source: Port location inserted by authors. Background source: Project
ADRIMOB, 2012
Project ADRIAMOB aim is to give concrete solutions to the problems
through defining a strategic plan to implement multimodality (integrated
use of means of transport) in the Adriatic area. The involved partners
gathered their efforts with the purpose to exchange know-how throw
thematic meetings (organizing discussion roundtables - gathering public
and private actors is the basic for the definition of intervention plans and
identification of multimodal circuits). Associates will bring added value
thanks to the information, expertise and networks they can provide. The
mains output are: setting up new services and new connection between
the Adriatic sides (new maritime links, network of ground services), 15
local analysis reports, one global analysis report, one strategic plan on
the sustainable multimodal mobility, 15 new touristic packages created
as well as 15 transnational events organised to promote the intermodal
offer.
The specific objectives of ADRIMOB are (Project ADRIMOB, 2012):
•
encourage the use of sea transport for passengers both between
and along the coasts;
•
improve the transport quality in the Adriatic area;
•
to strengthen and integrate the existing infrastructure networks;
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define a strategy for cross-border Adriatic sea transport,
combined with other means of transport;
•
increase the use of alternatives transportation to the car through
the completion of cross-modal circuits (pilot demonstration and
contact details);
•
marketing actions of existing activities.
Partnership composed of subjects (public subjects and local authorities)
directly responsible of interventions (political and operative) has a
strategic importance for political, financial and economic support of the
project as well as institutional sustainability (continuation of the realized
actions and interventions after the conclusion of the project). The project
goal is to create a permanent cross-border network of public and private
bodies supporting, promoting and increasing maritime structures and the
multimodal circuits at national and at European level through a joint
strategy that will influence national policies for maritime and
multimodal transports.
•

PASSENGER LINER SHIPPING IN THE CROATIA
Croatian coast is 1,777.7 km long, and the total length including island
coast is 4,012.4 kilometres with some 350 ports and small harbours.
(Croatian chamber of economy, 2010). Ports open to public transport,
according to the size and importance for the Republic of Croatia, are
classified into the three classes: main ports (port of special, i.e.
international economic interest for the Republic of Croatia), secondary
ports, i.e. ports of county importance and ports of local importance. In
Croatia there are 94 ports in total that has minimum one passenger liner
maritime connection.
There are seven main public ports which are located along the mainland
coast (from north to south): Pula, Rijeka, Zadar, Šibenik, Split, Ploče
and Dubrovnik. Two of them are situated on the Northern Adriatic (Pula
and Rijeka), three on the Central Adriatic (Zadar, Šibenik and Split), and
two on the South Adriatic (Ploče and Dubrovnik). (Croatian chamber of
economy, 2010).
Passenger state liner transport service in the Republic of Croatia,
according to the passenger state liner sailing schedule for year 2012
(Agency for coastline maritime transport, 2012), is carried out by 12
different shipping companies: Jadrolinija (Rijeka), National Line
Voyage Inc. (Split), Mediteranska plovidba Inc. (Korčula), Rapska
Plovidba Inc. (Rab), G&V Line Ltd. (Dubrovnik), U.T.O. Kapetan Luka
(Krilo Jesenice), Miatrade Ltd. (Zadar), T.U.O. Mankul (Zadar), PRZ
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"Vrgada" (Vrgada), Bura line & Offshore (Slatine), Agricultural
Cooperative Komiža and City of Šibenik. Port with most connections
(17 different lines), according to the same sailing schedule, is port of
Split (City port). Split is connected with most of the island on the
Central Adriatic (Brač, Čiovo, Drvenik Mali, Drvenik Veli, Hvar,
Korčula, Lastovo, Šolta and Vis), island of Mljet (South Adriatic) and
with harbours along the Croatian coast (Rijeka, Trogir, Makarska and
Dubrovnik). In 2010 in Croatia there were 139 (Croatian bureau of
statistics, 2011) registered passenger vessels (109 passenger ships, 4
passenger sailboats and 26 ferries).
In the project ADRIMOB 94 passenger ports, with minimum one
passenger liner maritime connection, were identified in Croatia. (Figure
2)
Figure 2. Croatian liner passenger ports with minimum one passenger
liner maritime connection

Source: Author. Background (C-map, 2012)
In 2010 through Croatian sea ports, according to Eurostat data (Eurostat,
2012), passed 12,569 mill of passengers (excluding cruise passengers).
The busiest liner passenger sea port in 2010 in Croatia was the port of
Split with annual turnover of 3.496 mill of passengers or 27.81% of total
Croatian passenger maritime transport (excluding cruise passengers).The
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second busiest port was port of Zadar (passenger port) with 2010 annual
turnover of 2.136 mill of passengers or 16.99%, the ports that followed
were passenger port of Preko on the island of Ugljan (11.89%), Cres
(11.23%), Jablanac (11.16%) and Supetar on the Brač island (11%).
With its annual turnover of three million passengers and half a million
vehicles, the port of Split is in this regard the third port on the
Mediterranean (after Naples and Piraeus). (Split Port Authority, 2012).
Split Port Authority has jurisdiction under passenger port of Split which
is situated in the City Port basin. There are 10 passengers’ terminals with
28 berths in the port that are able to support daily traffic of 500 to 5,000
of passengers. Maximum length of the ship for berth is 250 m, while the
depth of a basin is 8 meters. Passenger can buy their ticket on one of the
3 gates available, for the passengers travelling with the car pre-boarding
parking area of 2,200 m2 is available. Most of the passengers in the port
are transit passengers. The port Split provides ferry, catamaran and HSC
services throughout the whole year while cruise service is available only
during the summer. Port is situated in the heart of the city centre (the
second most populated city in Croatia) which provides a variety of
different services available to a passenger while waiting for the
connection as well as to passenger visiting the city (hotels, restaurants,
bars, shopping centres, banks, waiting room, travel agency, internet
facilities, luggage service, separated waste collection, toilets, first aid
and so on.). Within walking distance from the port (max. 10 minute walk
from the outermost berth) main railway and bus station are situated with
daily connections to national and international destinations (Hungary,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Germany). Also, port is well connected
to an international airport (Split Airport), which is situated about 18 km
from the port, with direct airport bus service from the port (within 500
m), as well as public bus service and taxi. Within less than a 500 m form
the port passengers are able to rent a car, bike or boat, as well as to take
a taxi and take a local coastal boat service (available only during the
summer). Except national passenger lines port Split is connected
throughout the whole year with daily lines to Italy, i.e. with port of
Ancona and port of Pescara (only during the summer). (Project
ADRIMOB, 2012)
Zadar Port Authority has jurisdiction under passenger port of Zadar.
There is 1 passenger terminal with 11 berths in the port that are able to
support daily traffic of 500 to 15,000 of passengers. Maximum length of
the ship for berth is 250 m, while the depth of a basin is from 4 to 7.7
meters. Passenger can buy their ticket on one of the 11 gates available,
for the passengers travelling with the car pre-boarding parking area of
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3,500 m2 is available. Most of the arriving passengers move to the town
centre. The port Zadar provides ferry, catamaran and HSC services
throughout the whole year while cruise service is available only during
the summer. There is a variety of different services available to a
passenger while waiting for the connection as well as to passenger
visiting the city (hotels, restaurants, bars, shopping centres, banks, travel
agency, internet facilities, separated waste collection, toilets, first aid
and so on.). Less than 1 km from the port there is a bus station (only
national lines) and railway station (only national lines) as well as rent a
boat, but taxi service is available within walking distance from the port.
Rent-a-bike and rent-a-car are available close to the port, about 500 m to
1 km from the port. Also, port is well connected to an international
airport (Zadar Airport), which is situated about 16 km from the port.
County Port Authority of Zadar has jurisdiction under passenger port of
Preko. There are 3 passengers’ terminals with 2 berths in the port that
are able to support daily traffic of 500 to 5,000 of passengers. Maximum
dimension of the ship for berth is 100 m (length) and 20 m (width),
while the depth of a basin is 5 meters. There is 1 gate available for
passenger to buy their ticket. Most of the arriving passengers move to
the town centre. The port Preko provides only ferry and in the port there
is no pre-boarding parking area, but in the port there is parking area
available with the capacity of 130 cars. There is a variety of different
services available to a passenger while waiting for the connection as
well as to passenger visiting the city (restaurants, bars, shopping centres,
banks, travel agency, internet facilities, first aid and so on.). Port of
Preko is situated on the island of Ugljan where passenger can rent-a-boat
or bike or rent a taxi, while bus or railway service is not available.
County Port Authority of Splitsko-Dalmatinska has jurisdiction under
passenger port of Supetar. There is one passenger terminal with 2 berths
in the port that are able to support daily traffic of 500 to 5,000 of
passengers. Maximum dimension of the ship for berth is 100 m (length)
and 15 m (width), while the depth of a basin is 7 meters. There is 1 gate
available for passenger where they can buy their ticket. Most of the
arriving passengers are transit. Only ferry service is provided in the port
of Supetar. There is a variety of different services available to a
passenger while waiting for the connection as well as to passenger
visiting the city (restaurants, bars, shopping centres, banks, travel
agency, tourism info point, hotels, internet facilities, separated waste
collection, toilets first aid and so on.). Port of Supetar is situated on the
island of Brač where passenger can rent-a-boat or bike, rent a taxi or
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take a bus. On the island of Brač there is also an international airport
(Brač Airport) situated about 15 km from the port.
County Port Authority of Cres has jurisdiction under passenger port of
Cres. Port is able to support daily traffic of 500 to 5,000 of passengers.
Maximum dimension of the ship for berth is 120 m (length) and 30 m
(width), while the depth of a basin is 4 meters. There is 1 gate available
for passenger where they can buy their ticket. Most of the arriving
passengers move to the town centre. Only catamaran service is provided
in the port of Cres. There is a variety of different services available to a
passenger while waiting for the connection as well as to passenger
visiting the city (restaurants, bars, shopping centres, banks, travel
agency, tourism info point, hotels, internet facilities, toilets first aid and
so on.). Port of Cres is situated on the island of Cres where passenger
can rent-a-boat or bike, rent a taxi or take a bus. (Project ADRIMOB,
2012)
County Port Authority of Senj has jurisdiction under passenger port of
Jablanac. Port is able to support daily traffic of 500 to 5,000 of
passengers. Maximum dimension of the ship for berth is 77 m (length)
and 16 m (width), while the depth of a basin is 3 meters. There is 1 gate
available for passenger where they can buy their ticket. Most of the
arriving passengers are transit. The port Jablanac provides only ferry
service. There is a variety of different services available to a passenger
while waiting for the connection as well as to passenger visiting the city
(bars, shopping centres, hotels, toilets, drinkable water).
Passenger transport within passenger liner shipping in the Croatian coast
of the Adriatic in 2011 increased by 1.8%, as well as the number of
vehicles transported between the Croatian mainland and the island, than
in 2010 (Table 1). Analysing passenger traffic and vehicle on state lines
it can be perceive than in 2011 there was registered the recovery of the
ferry traffic unlike in 2010 when decrease of traffic on almost all ferries
was registered. On 26 ferries lines in 2011 there was registered transport
of 9,141,536 passengers and 2,796,999 vehicles, i.e. there was registered
increase of 1.7% more passengers and 1.8% more vehicles. The busiest
line, considering the number of transported vehicle, was line ValbiskaMerag (371,109), followed by Jablanac-Mišnjak (329,780) and SplitSupetar (316,024). Considering the number of passengers, the busiest
line was Zadar-Preko with 1,617,167 transported passengers. For the
second year in a row, the biggest increase in traffic was recorded on the
ferry line Ploče-Trpanj where, after growth of 13.4% in 2010, in 2011
there was recorded new growth of 15.4% in the number of vehicles. On
passenger line Zadar-Rivanj-Sestrunj-Zverinac-Molat-Ist growth is even
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higher (17.6%), but this is one of the far most modest ferry transport link
to the Adriatic. Meanwhile, the biggest decrease of 15.1% in 2011 was
recorded on the line Dubrovnik-Suđurađ-Lopud, following the decrease
of 11% on the line Makarska-Sumartin. Transport decrease was also
registered on the ferry lines Zadar-Preko, Biograd-Tkon and ZadarBršanj-Rava, although significantly less than in 2010. On the high speed
lines a trend of steady growth of traffic was continued with increase of
5.6% in 2011 in regards to 2010. The busiest lines were KorčulaPrigradica-Hvar-Split (143,178 passengers) and Lastovo-Vela LukaHvar-Split (137,461 passengers). On the conventional passenger ship
(classic) line in 2011 there was decrease of 0.9% in regards to 2010. The
busiest line was still Vodice-Prvić-Zlarin-Šibenik even there was a
decerase of 3.9% on this line in 2011. With the increase of 7,6% the
second busiest line in 2011 was Šipan-Lopud-Koločep-Dubrovnik with
1,312 passengers less. (Agency for coastline maritime transport, 2011
and 2010)
Table 1 Passenger and vehicle traffic of Croatian state passenger
maritime lines
2009
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7
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2
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Source: Agency for coastline maritime transport, 2009, 2010 and 2011

CONCLUSION
Using sustainable modes of transport is in a heart of the European
transport policy, the objective is to increase the number of people using
alternative means of transport to the car. To provide suitable service, that
can replace comfort of personal car, it is important to assure reliable,
qualitative, frequent and flexible transport service. Offering better
maritime connections and service to passengers in the port and on the
ship with better hinterland connections by converting ports in
multimodal and multipurpose platforms has the objective to develop
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such alternative mode, both efficient and less polluting transport service
for the passengers as well as for the goods. People travel for various
reasons, mainly for business or pleasure, and it is important to assure
reliable and flexible public transport with acceptable coast that can
substitute the usage of personal car. This can be achieved by
strengthening and integrating existing infrastructure networks with the
development and upgrade of sustainable transport system and
communication services. The mobility of people along and between the
Adriatic coasts as well as their inlands is increasing and it is important to
make an effort toward the sustainable mobility, i.e. to define and
structure an efficient and less polluting mobility system. Project
overviewed in this paper, project ADRIMOB, intends to strengthen and
integrate infrastructure network developing and improving transport
service and communication through activating new maritime links,
network of ground services and promotion of the intermodal service.
One of the actions is requalification of passenger’s sea port terminals to
assure quality links with strategic places. Optimizing and introducing
new multimodal circuits in the area is important but to increase the use
of transportation alternatives to the car and improve the quality of
transport in the Adriatic area it is also important to promote existing and
new services and to raise people awareness on sustainable transport. In
the project ADRIMOB, there were 94 Croatian ports identified, along
1,777.7 km long coast, with minimum one passenger liner maritime
connection (ferry or catamaran service). The busiest passenger port with
most connections (17 different lines) is port of Split, the port that
follows are Zadar, Preko, Cres, Jablanac and Supetar. Analyzing these
ports we can see that they different in size, infrastructure, connection
(maritime and inland) and service available in the ports. Most of these
ports don’t offer intermodal or integrated transport, so passenger has to
wait in line and buy a ticket each time when they are changing mode of
transport or a carrier. To increase the number of people using public
transport is important to make it more attractive by simplifying the
transportation, for example offering passenger one ticket to travel from
his origin to his destination using several transport modes, and assuring
integrated schedules of different transport modes to provide quick,
qualitative, reliable and flexible transport service.
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ABSTRACT
Black Sea region represents a priority for the EU. An EU action in
the Black Sea region is about changing the structure of the social
and political weight, so that it becomes more open and more
democratic.
The EU is the main destination for exports from the Black Sea
region, and is its principal source of financing in the shape of
lending, investment, and official assistance. A prolonged economic
recession in the EU has a negative effect on growth prospects for the
Black Sea region, whereas a rapid recovery represents an
undoubted boost.
The governance of the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea is
becoming a fundamental problem for Europe. It has been given a
notable stimulus by the Euro-Mediterranean-Black Sea
Partnership.
Exist in Europe a strong competition, so it is very important for
European Union to elaborate a strategy to develop the traffic to the
South of the Mediterranean, particularly with the Middle East and
with the Black Sea countries.
KEYWORDS: Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Gibraltar, Bosporus
Straits
INTRODUCTION
The Black Sea represents a region of convergence of interests of major
actors global from three points – strategic, economic and natural
environment.
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The European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) are the most important actors in this picture and in the energy
trade. It is vital to elaborate a strategy interesting both Mediterranean
and Black Sea countries.
A good strategy to the need of logistics will help to prepare the united
economic proposal originating from the sectors of European enterprises,
which are ready to integrate their resources with public resources
because the operational borders of the harbor operations do not
remunerate the investments realized in the harbors. For Europe the
governance of the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea is represent a
fundamental subject and in this way we can assist to a notable stimulus
by the Euro-Mediterranean-Black Sea Partnership.
MEDITARRANEAN AND BLACK SEA COOPERATION
Linking with Eurasia, the Middle East and the Mediterranean, the Black
Sea region plays a crucial role in the context of the energy trade.
The Black Sea together with the Turkish Straits System – TSS - and the
north-eastern Mediterranean, starting from the Gulf of Iskenderun at the
eastern end, are two major routes used to transport the oil produced in
Russia, Azerbaijan and Central Asia to the west.
Figure 1. Tanker traffic in European Waters

Source: www.internationaltransportforum.org
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The pipeline from Russia to Turkey across the Black Sea has
transformed the Black Sea and surrounding states in a very busy route
economically, is an area that represents the crossroads between the EU
and the Caucasus.
European Union has carried out several projects having a direct effect
and influence on the maritime transport in the Black Sea rim. Some of
them are closely linked with the Pan-European Transport Corridors
whereas the others are related to renovation of the ancient Silk Road.
In the last years the Mediterranean Sea has succeeded in escaping quotas
of maritime traffic to the North of Europe thanks to its geographical
position of a fulcrum between the East of Europe and the United States
from the logistic point of view. It explains the fact that the maritime
traffic with the origin and destination in one of the Mediterranean
countries equals 700 million tons, which constitutes around 15% of the
world maritime traffic.
The economic success reached by the Mediterranean ports is also due to
the recovery of strong competitiveness. Thus, to attract new quotas of
traffic, it is necessary to improve the ports constantly with the new
infrastructure and services offered.
The key points of this process are the privatization of port activities and
emergence of some figures of the terminal operator, the services that
have been restructured in an entrepreneurial key required by the ship
and by the commodity. to engrave an acceleration to the realization of a
surplus of ability of the infrastructure of the Mediterranean and Black
Sea harbor system will further proceed to the aggregation of the critical
mass of logistics proposal able to motivate the offer of logistic or
productive installation from the society inter – harbor and inter – modal.
The Mediterranean is a major load and discharge centre for crude oil.
Approximately 18 per cent of global seaborne crude oil shipments take
place within or through the Mediterranean. North African ports in Libya,
Algeria, Tunisia and Persian Gulf oil shipped via Egypt account for over
90 per cent of all crude oil loaded in the Mediterranean. Italy accounts
for nearly half of all crude oil discharged in the Mediterranean.
THE BOSPORUS AND GIBRALTAR STRAITS
Exports of crude oil from Black Sea ports averaging at over 100 million
tons a year are expected to continue to rise, resulting in continued
seaborne transits via the Bosporus and increased use of eastern
Mediterranean ports linked to new pipelines intended to bypass the
Bosporus.
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Pipeline developments will increase oil exports from Eastern
Mediterranean load terminals, but, if Black Sea exports continue to
increase, this may not result in a significant fall in oil exported through
the Bosporus. The Eastern Mediterranean will see an increase in the
density of crude oil tanker deployment.
The most significant change in overall traffic patterns in the
Mediterranean in the coming years will be the development of export
routes for crude oil from the Caspian region, which is currently shipped
predominantly via Black Sea ports through the Bosporus.
The Mediterranean Sea, bound by the Straits of Gibraltar on the west
side and the Suez Canal and the Bosporus Straits on the east side, is
amongst the world’s busiest areas for maritime activity.
There are 480 ports and terminals in the Mediterranean with recorded
ship movements, almost half of which are located in Greece and Italy.
Around 20 per cent of Mediterranean ports are in the Eastern
Mediterranean east of Greece, compared with 80 per cent in the West
and Central Mediterranean.
The Bosporus forms the boundary between the Black and Mediterranean
Seas and is the only maritime access route between the two. All crude
oil shipped by sea out of the Black Sea consequently has to pass through
the Bosporus. Tankers up to 165,000 DWT currently transit the
Bosporus.
In 2006, nearly 11,000 tankers of all types transited the Bosporus, a 40%
increase on the 2002 figure of around 7,700. In 2006, over 2,000 crude
oil tankers transited the Bosporus.
From the geopolitical point of view, this area is located at the
intersection of three very important areas: the former Soviet Union,
Middle East extended south and western region, represented by
democratic community transatlantic west.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim for the European Union is to exchange the best practices in the
European and international context, as well as to create a framework for
cooperation and dialogue with the Mediterranean and Black Sea
partners.
This area has the potential to form an encompassing single zone, which
would have to be developed and the feasibility of which remains to be
proven. This potential can already be seen in both conflicting and
common interests, especially on the issue of the transportation of the
energy resources to the world markets. At this point, however, neither of
the constituent sub-regions of this broader area can function as a single
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and meaningful functioning economic region within the global
economic system involved Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea and also
Caspian Sea, with their harbors.
The objective is to constitute logistic districts in the Mediterranean
harbors and a practical connection with the Black Sea, to develop
systematically the relational capital of the harbor area, promoting the
potential of cooperation of the local society with the approach to the
most representative economic and institutional subjects.
A new way of organisational order of the transport system developed
generally and particularly for the harbors, the problem of relational
dynamics between the harbor system and the reference of spatial
hinterland, especially in Europe, have determined global transformations
of the economy, increase of traffic and exchange in the global sense, the
central role being given to the logistics and distribution in competition
among the territorial productive systems, structural and technological
modifications intervened in the maritime sector and harbor sector.
In the present situation of inter and combined modality and more intense
competition among harbor systems - especially in terms of times (of
output, efficiency and quality of the service) the harbors don't anymore
constitute a place for the physical interchange of commodities, but they
have become a functional element in the logistic chain.
The problem of availability of space has become particularly acute due
to the greater liberty of traffic in the choice of the harbor, indifference to
the local and harbor activities, specialization of ships and the equipment
of dock.
The available space for the harbor operations, as well as its efficient
organization is considered to be the fundamental strategic element, in
degree to finalize the harbor development to the advantage of the
community and economy.
Inside this model of operation the strategic planning of operations and
harbor spaces assumes a particular centrality. It is especially true
assuming that the availability of endowment of the infrastructure is able
to attract investments and especially because there are more complex
levels of efficiency in the offer of the services traffic and potentially
activity to different delimitation.
We think that some measures must to be taken for the good development
of the maritime traffic between Mediterranean and the Black Sea, like:
to encourage the development of transport projects and the investments.
The implementation of TEN-T networks should be carried out with due
consideration of likely social and environmental impacts; to develop sea
motorways in the Mediterranean under the Trans-European Networks of
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the Mediterranean Union and the Organization of Black Sea Economic
Cooperation; to create the favorable conditions to attract cargo and
passengers, especially for commercial shipping where the focus is on
upgrading the ports to multimodal logistics centers or hubs which will
result in a significant increase in container handling.
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ABSTRACT
As it is shown by the title, this paper deals on ships and maritime
facts taken from the Holy Bible, even some data and a few other
historic details are coming from other sources. It looks very rare
that in a Congress dealing in projects for the future of ships and
shipping, someone devotes his efforts to explain something from the
past. Of course the future of a subject is fundamental, but the past
of it is also of great interest, because it allows the knowledge from
where it comes from, what it is now, and its place future days.
The Bible is the main source of this paper, except some additions to
complete names, mainly of kings, and data of events, or a few
paragraphs of nautical interest. Two aspects of the Sacred Book
have to be considered. The first one is the way to approach to Lord,
the explanation of His own words, the list of all miracles done by
Him, and the text which feeds the faith of believers and
parishioners. The second one is that the Bible is a book of history,
even of chronology, because it explains many events happened two
thousand years ago, or even more, which improve our knowledge of
the life at that time.
In any case, the author declares that any word, sentence, or meaning
expressed by him in the following text will not be a heresy nor go
against the sense or the meaning given by the Pope and the Catholic
Church to the Sacred Scriptures. If someone finds any disaccord, it
will come from the poor knowledge of English of the author, and not
from a lack of faith, so he begs to be duly forgiven for it.
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INTRODUCTION
Firstly, I will express my deepest gratitude to the organizers of this
Congress for having accepted my paper and allowed me to participate in
it.
As shows the title of this paper, all data is taken from the Sacred
Scriptures, also known as Holy Bible or Bible, with the exceptions
mentioned in the previous Abstract.
The Bible itself does not give a complete history of the origins and
evolution of ships and shipping, but a few approaches to the knowledge
of fishing and maritime trade, valid for the subject of this paper.
THE TEXT BEGINS
As all we know, the Genesis explains that once the Lord had created the
heaven and earth, He divided light and darkness, and made many other
things. Then, on the second day, He joined all waters in one place and so
appeared the dry land. Then, to this He called Earth and Seas to the
waters. In the seventh day, the Lord created the man, and from one of his
ribs, the woman1. Thanks to this, human beings are alive, and have seas
to navigate and move around all their culture and commodities.
The first notice about a ship, in synthesis, is the ark that Lord ordered
Noah to build, when he was 600 years old. It was made of wood, duly
covered both inside and outside by pitch. Her length was 300 cubits, the
beam, 50 cubits and the height 30 cubits. The hull had a door in one side,
a window on the top, and three decks. She was strong enough to resist
the violence of Deluge, the great flood which inundated the earth,
carrying on board Noah’s family, a pair or couple of all existing animals,
and the food necessary for feeding all them along the 40 days and nights
of rain and near one year that followed it, until the earth was dry again
and the Lord allowed them to disembark2.
The Deluge is a fact recorded by tradition or legend in many cultures.
Very curious is the version given by some Chaldean clay tablets from
4,500 years ago. According with this source, the gods decided that
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humans had to be exterminated, and agreed to keep it in secret. But the
goddess Ea had a friend, Shamashnapishtim, son of Ubaratutu, living in
Shurippak, a man of great honesty, and determined to save him. But as
the promise with the rest of the goods could not be broken and she could
not tell anything to her friend, she found a valid way to solve the
question. One day, when the man was walking along a way with a wall
in one side and a lot of beech-trees in the other one, the goddess, hidden
between the trees, shouted:
Beech-tree, beech-tree!, wall, wall! If the man of Shurippak wants to
save his life, he has to build a ship and embark in it, together with seeds
and all kind of animals.
I don’t complete this version; even there are many differences with the
biblical one, because both have a very similar end.
The Book of the Kings refers to King Solomon (c1011-c931 b.C.),
successor in 972 of his father David (c1014-c970 b.C.) and son of his
wife Bathsheba3. The kingdom of Solomon covered all Palestine and
reached up to the river Euphrates, Red Sea and Egypt boundary4. He was
very powerful and rich, and God had given him a great wisdom,
prudence, and a huge heart, like the sand on the beaches of the sea5.
Solomon was the founder of the first Temple of Jerusalem, the building
of which began the fourth year of his reign (c968 b.C.)6, and finished
c957 b.C.7, with the help of many workers sent by his allied and father in
law Hiram I, king of Tyre (970-935 b.C.)8. Hiram also provided the
necessary cedar and spruce wood, which was assembled in rafts for
crossing the sea from the coast of Lebanon to the one of Palestine9,
receiving as payment, wheat and purest oil10 and later 20 cities in
Galilee11.
In Ezion Geber, near Eloth, in the land of Idumea on the shores of the
Red Sea, in modern times beside the city of Eilat, at the bottom of the
gulf of Akaba, Solomon had a big fleet built with the help of workers,
sailors, and experts sent by Hiram12. Every third year, this fleet, together
with one of the said Hiram, brought from Tarshish gold, silver, elephant
tusks, primates and peacocks13. Someone consider Tarshish as Tartessos,
in the south of Spain, but the goods carried by the above said fleets do it
doubtful. Elephant tusks are not coming from there; something similar
could be said to primates, even there are some in Gibraltar, but the most
decisive are peacocks because their origin is in Asia, and the main
exporter, in ancient times, was India, which sent lots of them to
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Mesopotamia. And it is very rare that Solomon ships brought them from
the extreme west of the Mediterranean, when they could be found not
very far towards the east. A more credible source considers that the city
was Tarsus, in Asia Minor, as recognises the proper translation of the
Bible into Spanish. In another opportunity, the combined fleet of Hiram
and Solomon brought to the later 420 talents of gold from Ophir14. And
even the one of the former alone made another voyage to Ophir and
came with a great quantity of thyne wood and precious stones15. Also
queen Sheba (Xth cent. b.C.) provided to Solomon with a splendid
present of 120 talents of gold and a great amount of aromatics and
precious stones, even there is no evidence that these goods were carried
by ships, but by camels and chariots16. The text does not say what
received the queen from Solomon, except that he gave her all she had
desired and requested, together with other things provided by his
bounty17.
Also Jehoshaphat (873-849 b.C.),
king of Judah, built in Tarsus a
fleet for sailing to Ophir for gold.
But it could not arrive there,
because it was destroyed in Ezion
Geber, by unknown causes or
motives. Then, Ahaziah (842-842
b.C.), son of Ahab (869-850 b.C.)
king of Israel, offered to
Jehoshaphat to provide servants
for his ships, but his proposal
was not accepted18.

Fig. 1. Several emplacements of Ophir

Ophir is another site whose
emplacement is unknown (Fig. 1). The most usual is to place it in the
East coast Africa, mainly in Eritrea or Ethiopia, Zimbabwe or Sofala in
Mozambique; but someone believes it was in Yemen; and others in SW
India or Sri Lanka.
It may look rare that a fleet from Tarsus could sail to the Red Sea. But it
was very easy during pharaohs’ epoch because the delta of the Nile had
a mouth in the said Sea, or later a canal, by the wadi Tumilat, as it can be
read in any history of the Suez Canal. But if somebody is doubtful,
always can be remembered the possible use of the system utilized by
Corinthians to cross the isthmus, or the ancient Russians from the Volga
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to the Don, pushing the ships on the ground, or carrying them by
carriages, a work called volok by the latter.
Another explanation of great interest is an elegy to the city of Tyre,
nowadays Sur, in Lebanon, contained in the Book of Ezekiel (VIIth-VIth
cents. b.C.). Then, Tyre was an important port and a great and rich city,
being the main centre of trade in the Mediterranean, and considered by
itself as a nice ship19. The book gives a long list of the woods used in
building their ships: spruce from Senir; cedars from Lebanon for masts;
oars from oaks of Bashan; thwarts –or oarsmen banks– made of ivory
with inlayed box-wood from Kitim islands; woven linen from Egypt as
sails; covers coloured with hyacinth and purple from Elishah; sailors
were the expert elders of Gebal; and the rowers came from Sidon and
Arwad20.
The most important cities and kingdoms were in business with Tyre,
where gold, silver, iron, tin, lead, and all kind of goods and commodities
could be found. By example, Carthaginians supplied the city with the
said metals, except gold; Greece, Tubal and Meshech provided slaves
and brass objects; the house of Togarmah, horses and mules; many
islands brought ivory and ebony wood; Syrians, supplied jewels, purple,
fine linen, silk, and other gems; Judah and Israel, grain, balsam, honey,
oil and resins; Damascene, rich wine and coloured wool; Dan, Greece
and Mosel, works made of iron; Dedan, tapestries, Arabia and Keadars,
lambs, rams and goats; Sheba and Raamah, fine aromatics, precious
stones and gold. In exchange, Tyre paid its purchases with windings of
hyacinth, colourful fabrics, precious treasures and splendid works of
cedar, carried by ship by the merchants of the city. Unfortunately, all
this splendour ceased, as it was prophesied by the same Ezekiel21.
Another interesting fact is explained in the Prophecy of Jonah (VIIIth
cent. b.C.), which, in short, is as follows. As we know, Jonah was sent
by the Lord to Nineveh to preach to the citizens; so he went to Joppa and
took an oared ship for Tarshish (Tarsus). During the trip a strong wind
becomes a great storm and the ship was near to disappear under the
waves. The crew lightened the ship throwing the cargo overboard, and as
this was not enough they cast lots to find which was the elected to
explain the motives of the bad weather and find the way to obtain the
calm. Of course, the fortunate was Jonah, who gave a long explanation
about the fact, and said them to take and throw him into the water, so
soon the calm would come22. They did so, and the Lord sent a big fish
that swallowed to Jonah into its belly, keeping him under the water
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during three days and three nights, until the Lord acceded to his prays
and ordered to the fish to vomit him onto a dry land23.
This fact has three reasons of interest: the first is the fact of sailing in an
oared ship24; the second is the manoeuvre of lighting the ship throwing
the cargo overboard25; and the third is that Jonah was the first man who
navigated in a submarine26.
Saul of Tarsus or Paul, better Apostle Saint Paul (c5-c67), in the
beginning was a great persecutor and binder of Christians until the day
he was in Damascus and had a vision of the resurrected Jesus (c8/4 b.C.c30), becoming blinded27. Three days later, Ananias, a Christian sent by
Him, following the words of Jesus, put his hands on the face of Paul and
he recovered the sight and become converted and baptized28. Then, he
devoted his life to teach and preach the words of Christ29, in many
countries, from Macedonia and Greece to Syria and Judea, including
some Aegean Islands30. Many of the trips were made by ship, visiting:
Seleucia, Cyprus, Salamis, Pamphilia, Macedonia, Beroca, Athens, Cos,
Rhodes, amongst other places.
Finally Paul went to Jerusalem, where the Jews of Asia had put the
citizens against him, who was imprisoned by the tribune and soldiers31.
He was judged, but being a Roman citizen32, the sentence of Claudius
Lisias, military tribune of Jerusalem, was to sent him to Caesarea, to
Felix33 the governor of Judaea (52-58) who kept him in prison, as did his
successor Portius Festus (59-62). Many Jews wished to bring Paul to
Jerusalem, believing that there he would be killed for seditious and
contrary
to
the
teachings given in the
synagogues, because he
said that God might
raise the dead. Portius,
following
to
king
Marcus Julius Agrippa
II (27/28-100) decided
that he ought to be
released but, as Paul
had appealed to Caesar
–Nero Claudius Caesar
(54-68)–, he was to be
sent to Rome34.
Fig. 2. Route followed by Saint Paul
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Paul was embarked in an Adramyttium ship, which went to Sidon and
Lystra (Lycia), where he was transferred to an Alexandrian ship sailing
to Italy. The ship arrived to Cnidus, and later passed in front of Good
Shelter (or Fair Havens), beside Lasea, in Crete. Then, as the navigation
season was over, somebody wished to winter in the island. So they sailed
westerly, towards the port of Phoenix at the said island. But before the
arrival a violent storm blow, and the ship was driven by it; the boat was
lost, but leeward of Gauda island they could recover it and made fast on
board; then being fearful of Sirte used a floating anchor. They lightened
the ship, throwing over board all weights and rigging. Four days later,
the weather improved and they hoisted a sail and steered towards the
nearest coast where to anchor. But the ship did not arrive there. A little
before, the stem struck against a rock in the bottom of the sea and the
stern become broken into pieces. The soldiers proposed to kill all
prisoners, to avoid their evasion, but the centurion forbid it, and ordered
to all 276 on board to swim up to the coast35.
The site was in the island of Malta36, which still remembers the place of
the wreck as Saint Paul’s bay. All they remained to the island during
three months, until a ship from Alexandria carried them to Syracuse,
Reggio and Pozzuoli. There, they were disembarked and carried to
Rome37. And as we know, in Rome Paul was condemned and crucified38
(Fig. 2).
The Bible shows also some brief references to ships. One is when Jacob
qualifies to his sons and mentions to Zebulon, son of him and his wife
Leah. He says, in other words, that Zebulon lives near the coast, and
being member of the crew of a ship reaches places as far as Sidon39. In
other site, Yahweh ordered Mosses (?-1272 b.C.) the laws to be
observed by the sons of Israel, and if not, all them will be carried back
by a fleet of ships to Egypt, for being sold as slaves, even nobody would
purchase any of them40. When Israelites lost the faith and served to other
gods, Yahweh asked: Why Dan (son of Jacob and Bilha, maid of his
wife Raquel) lives in foreign ships? Aser (son of Jacob and Zilpa, maid
of his wife Lea) remains at the coast and lives very quiet at its
harbours41.
Tarsus is a city in the south of Turkey, quoted many times in the Sacred
Scriptures. One of them says that the ships of the said city are broken
down by eastern winds42.
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The sea, made by Yahweh, is wide and it is inhabited by many animals,
but by it sail the ships, even Leviathan agitates and perturbs it43. When
the people living of their maritime trade pray a help to Yahweh against
the stormy wind and heavy waves, He calms the weather and allows the
ships to arrive to their respective harbour44. Lamuel, king of Massa,
(somebody believes that he was the proper Solomon) remembers the
instructions received from his mother. In one of these a ship of a trader
is like a good woman, because always brings the food from far away45.
Also the ship is motive of comparison with arrogance and riches,
because they use to pass away as happens with the wake of a ship in the
waves of the water once she is gone46.
The providence of God makes possible that any ship, crewed by
unskilled men, could navigate in waved waters until the port of
destination47. As a remembrance of knowledge received everyone from
the law and ancestors, a wise man follows them; if he doesn’t it, he will
be agitated as a ship in the waves of a storm48.
Isaiah (8th cent. b.C.) prophesized that one day the Lord will change to
humbles and depress all that is high and exalted, as will happen to the
ships of Tarshish49. Yahweh had done that the rich Tyre, the main
market of that epoch, loosed its power because its harbour became
useless due to the arrogance of the city. So the ships of Tyre had to wail
it, and the merchants from Kilim, Sidon and other parts, have to humble
the fact, and the people of Tarshish ought to cultivate the soil. But this
misfortune of Tyre would last only for 70 years50.
The people of Israel, which fell in apostasy, if returns and becomes
quiet, he will be saved. If not he will left alone as a mast of a ship on the
top of a mountain or like a pennant in a hill51.
Zion (now, a quarter of Jerusalem) become a view to the eyes of
Yahweh who recommends to the city to look at Jerusalem, a place with
wide rivers and canals, and through them any oared or great Greek
ship, -warship I understand-, will sail. If it not follows His
recommendation, the city, which mast will not be able to hoist its flag,
shall be spoiled52. Yahweh also remembers as He made that the locks of
Babylon become open, for glory of Chaldean ships. And a few lines
down, adds that He set a way for ships at the sea53. Later, the Lord,
perhaps referring to Jerusalem, explains that the islands are awaiting
Him and the ships of Tarshish will come back loaded with gold and the
sons of the citizens54.
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Even in the Bible are notices about wars with ships. One, when Persia
was divided in four kingdoms, the king of the North and the king of the
South were fighting between them, and the former entered in the
territories of the later with chariots, horsemen and a great fleet, and
occupied them. And he ran over and spoiled many other lands,
including Egypt, but when he received some rumours against him, being
at the summit of power, nobody came to help him55.
Another period of troubles is after the dead of Alexander the Great (356323 b.C.), when his territories were divided between his generals:
Antigonus I (384-301 b.C.), Syria, Babylonia and central Asia, which
were taken by Seleucus I Nicator (358-281 b.C.) after the battle of Ipso
(301 b.C.) and inherited by his son Antiochus I Soter (?-261 b.C.);
Ptolemy I Soter (323-285 b.C.), Egypt, Palestine, Arabia and Peterea;
Cassander (316-297 b.C.), Greece and Macedonia; and Lysimachus
(361-281 b.C.), Thrace and Bithynia.
Antiochus I invaded Egypt (c275 b.C.) with chariots, elephants,
horsemen and a lot of ships, but Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246 b.C)
fled away56. When returning back to his reign, Antiochus seized
Jerusalem, spoiling the Temple and all the riches he could find
everywhere57.
When returning of a second expedition to Egypt, Antiochus seized again
the Temple of Jerusalem, where took 1,800 talents, and quickly came
back to Antioch, being so arrogant that he believed to be able to navigate
on the earth because the sea would open a passage for him58.
There is also an agreement between the Romans and Judas Maccabeus
(167-160 b.C.) for Israel, in order to get free this kingdom from the
Greeks. One of the clauses said that Romans had to be helped by Jews
with wheat, arms, money or ships, if someone attacks them59.
By other hand, Ptolemy VI Philometer (186-145 b.C.), king of Egypt,
tried to conquer Syria from the Seleucid Alexander Balas (150-146
b.C.), with a great army and many ships. And he occupied that country.
The defeated Alexander escaped to Arabia, whose Nabataea King
Zabdiel, ordered to cut off his head and sent it to King Ptolemy60.
In the year 174, Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-163 b.C.), king of Syria,
once noticed to Simon, leader of the priests and people, his wishing to
liberate the Jew territories occupied by the insurgent Tryphon, invaded
them with a great army and a fleet of ships, which allowed him to
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encircle the city and port of Dora (now Tel Dor), where the enemy had
taken refuge. Romans gave support to the Jews and Tryphon ran away.
Antiochus exceeded of his rights and accords with Simon and other
kings, and this gave rise to other problems and fights, but these are out
of our interest61.
Later, Diodotus Tryphon becomes king of Asia (140-138 b.C.), and
decided to take the land of Judah. The ruler, Simon Thassi (142-134)
was against him, because Jonathan Apphus (161-142 b.C.), brother of
Simon, and his sons were killed by Tryphon, but when he left the
territory and returned to his own country, Simon built an extraordinary
mausoleum for all his family in Modin. There he built seven pyramids
and a great structure, with several big columns around them and in each
column was carved a memorial, arms and many ships, so all could be
seen by any ship sailing these waters62.
A disclaim action was made by the inhabitants of Joppa (now Jaffa),
which invited to all Jewish people, and their wives and sons, living there
to embark with them in small boats, and all were thrown into the water
far away of the coast. Judah Maccabeus (167-160 b.C.) went against
Joppa and the only thing he could do was to burn the harbour and all the
boats laying there63. Later, knowing Judah that Jamnias (now Yavne)
people will do the same against the Jews, he repeated his act and burnt
the harbour and all the ships of the said port64. Three years later,
Demetrius I Soter (162-150 b.C.), son of Seleucus IV Philopator (187175 b.C.), after he had taken several strategic places and set a great navy
at the port of Tripoli, sent a force commanded by Nicanor (?-160 b.C.),
against Judea, to capture Judas65. He ran away, persecuted by Nicanor,
but at the end the result was the most unexpected. Judas, with the help of
God, won him and his head, together with one of his arms, were cut and
hanged in Jerusalem, but his tongue, cut into small pieces, was given as
food to birds66.
The Gospels of Saints Matthew (fl. 1st. century), Mark (?-68), Luke (?c84) and John (c6-c100), quote many facts about Jesus and boats. The
former says that once, in Capernaum, near the Sea of Galilee, close to
the borders of the cities of Zebelun and Naphtali, once crossed the Sea,
on the way to the Jordan, Jesus was walking along the coast of the said
sea and saw two fishermen, Simon –Peter- (c10 b.C.-64/67) and his
brother Andrew (1st century), casting a net into the water. He said them
to follow Him, who would be converted into fishermen of men, and they
did it at once, leaving their nets. A few walks away something similar
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happened, when He saw another two brothers, James the Greatter (5
b.C.-44) –whose remains are held in the cathedral of Santiago de
Compostela–, and John the Evangelist (1st. century), sons of Zebedee,
also fishermen, which were with their father beside the boat repairing a
set of nets. And also they followed Him, once abandoned boat, nets and
father67. At the same city, He left the house of Peter and went to the
border of the Sea, where He and His disciples embarked in a boat for
crossing the Sea. A few later, when He was well asleep occurred a great
tempest and the waves covered the boat. The disciples were afraid and
asked Him a help. And Jesus stopped winds and sea, becoming surprised
all them by His capacity to command the elements. And the boat safely
reached the other side of the Sea68. The same is explained in another
gospel, the only difference is that Jesus was sleeping at the poop of the
boat, and His boat was followed by several other ones69. And by boat He
crossed again the sea and returned to the city70. The previous act of
stopping the wind was followed by a trip on a boat across the strait of
sea towards the region of the Gerasenes. And there, once He
disembarked took out the unclean spirit of the body of a man. Later,
when Jesus embarked again the man tried to go with Him, but He did not
permit it, telling him to go to his own house and explain the great things
had received from God71. Just after Jesus crossed the strait by boat, He
made several miracles72.
In another opportunity, Jesus was sitting down on the floor of the beach
near the sea, when a multitude of people came for hearing His words.
Then, He climbed on a boat and from there spoke many paroles to all
them73. Similar scenes are explained in another gospel74. When Jesus
heard that the tetrarch of Galilee, Herod Antipas (4 b.C.-40) –the same
as in time of Pontius Pilate (26-36)–, had ordered to cut the head of Saint
John the Baptist (3 b.C.-36), as payment of the promise made to his
sister in law Herodias (15/7 b.C.-39), wife of his brother Herod Philip I,
also known for somebody as Herod II (27 b.C.-33), for allowing their
daughter, Salome (c14-62/71), to dance for him, He left all them, and, in
a boat, went to a deserted place. But the people of all neighbour cities
went there, with Him. And when He ordered to His disciples to give a
meal to every one, they answered to be impossible because they had
only five pieces of bread and two fishes. As a result He made the miracle
of multiplying bread and fish until there was enough quantity to satisfy
all them75. The next day when the disciples have gone away by boat,
without Jesus, some boats arrived from Tiberiades, and taking on board
the people who were guests in the miracle of breads and fishes sailed to
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Capernaum, to meet Jesus76. Then He made that His disciples carried
Him by boat to another side of the Sea and left there alone. A few later,
when the boat was a certain distance of the coast, the wind became very
strong and the waves made the boat to balance hardly. Then He came to
them walking upon the water. The disciples believed that this was an
apparition, but Peter went towards Him, walking also upon the sea, once
invited by Jesus. But the Apostle became afraid, and began to be swelled
by the water. So he asked the help of Him, who hold Peter with His
hand. Then, once on board, the wind calmed and all adored Him and
became convinced that He was the Son of God77. The same can be read
in another gospel; the main difference is that in the beginning Jesus was
left near Bethsaida78. A similar scene appears in the Gospel of Saint
John (1-100)79, but in this it doesn’t quotes that Peter was walking upon
the water. The previous paragraph finishes with a new trip by boat to
Genesaret80.
Something similar happened in a mount near the Sea of Galilee. With
seven loaves of bread and a few little fish, He could satisfy the hunger of
4,000 men, plus women and children. Then Jesus went by boat to the
region of Magadan81. The same act is explained in another gospel; the
only difference is that the trip of return was to Dalmanutha82. And it
adds that after a short stay there and a discussion with the Pharisees, He
crossed again the sea by boat83.
At the shore of Lake Genesaret He saw two boats, whose fishermen
were cleaning their nets. Jesus embarked in Simon’s boat and asked him
to sail a little far from the land; meanwhile He was teaching to the
people standing on the shore. A few later, He said to Simon to put the
net into the water. Simon replied that nothing was catch along all night,
but he attended Him. And after he had done it, the catch of fish was so
great that the net began to be broken, so Simon had to call to another
boat for help. With all fish on board, both boats were near to submerge.
Once on shore, He told to Simon: since now you will be fisherman of
men. All them abandoned the boats and followed Him84. A similar scene
in Lake Tiberiades is told by Saint John. Disciples had nothing to eat and
Jesus, being not recognized by them, said to Simon to cast the net into
the water on the starboard side of the boat. Catch was so great that they
needed the help of other boats to heave up the fishes. This occurred the
third time that Jesus manifested Himself to His disciples after His
resurrection85. In his letter or epistle, James remembers that great ships
can be driven by strong winds but they can be steered with a small
rudder by the pilot86.
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In the Apocalypse (68/69? or 95?), when the second Angel sounded the
trumpet, something like a mountain in fire fell into the sea, and a third
part of the waters became covered with blood; a third part of life of the
sea died, and even a third part of all ships were destroyed87. There were
many claims for Babylon, the rich and powerful city destroyed in one
hour. Shipmasters, sailors, mariners and all who worked at sea remained
far away, but casting dust upon their heads they cried and weeping
regretted that the great city which made riches to all owners of ships had
disappeared in one hour88.
Before the end of this paper I will remember a fact of interest in ancient
days’ astronomical navigation. As well we know, Jesus was born in
Bethlehem of Judah, and Magi
from Orient arrived there
following His star that rose at
the East and stopped on top of
the site where He was89. The
use of the said star is the same
done by ancient navigators of
the Pacific Ocean, which they
knew exactly the one whose
zenith was just above every
island. So they always knew if
Fig. 3. Star crossing the zenith of an island
they had to sail northward or
southward to reach the parallel
of the island where they were going (Fig. 3).
In the Quran, there is only a sentence valid for sea navigation. As we can
read there, in other words, He, Allah, has made the stars, so they can be
used for all as a guide when travelling by land or sea in the darkness of
the night90.
And I put an end to these poor words, very grateful to all people who has
been so kind as to hear my dissertation.
CONCLUSION
Nautical terms used in the Bible are very scarce. Only talks about ships,
boats and rafts; sail, oars and rudder appear only once each. In two cases
it gives some details: one is the measures of Noah’s Ark, and the other
the aspect and characteristics, more artistic than technical, of the ship
mentioned by Ezekiel. Unfortunately there aren’t mentioned the types of
units used by the Hellenistic kingdoms which appeared when
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Alexander’s empire was divided, and the interesting increase in the
number of the rows or levels of oars associated to them, from the
classical triremes to the great polyremes.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY DESIGN INDEX (EEDI)
MARPOL ANNEX VI:
LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND REGULATORY
PROBLEMS
Jaime Rodrigo de Larrucea. Prof. Maritime Law.
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC-Barcelona Tech)
ABSTRACT:
The present study aims from a legal perspective, analyze the
main legal instruments on climate change in shipping (MARPOL
ANEX VI). Since this approach analyzes the main technical work of
the MEPC (Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI); Ship Energy
Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) and the EU proposals. The
difficulties and potential effects on the market are also analyzed. In
the field of maritime transport, essentially international, are more
effective always universal application of the regulations. From this
conviction it is examined the process of legal harmonization and
proposes alternative dispute resolution criteria.
KEYWORDS: The Climate Debate; Green House Gas, (GHC),
UNFCCC 1992 and Kyoto Protocol 1997,IMO Resolution A.963 (23),
2003, MARPOL ANEX VI. Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI),
Source: Global emissions of CO2 in 2007 (Second IMO
GHG Study 2009)
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Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP,; Market Based
Measures (MBM´s),The EU works.
INTRODUCTION
As we already know, shipping is vital for the modern economy, being
responsible for transporting 90% of world trade, but at the same time
and contrary to what one
Source: Second IMO GHG Study 2009

might think, this is an environment-friendly transport, which emitted
only 3,3% of global CO2 emissions in 2007. Although it is an industry,
which emits a low amount of contamination compared to other
transports industries; the activity in the Shipping sector has growth
average by 5% per year. Obviously the growth in international maritime
transport has also resulted in increased air emission, and for that reason,
it is trying everyday to improve its energy efficiency and reducing green
house gases (GHG) from shipping.
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Nevertheless as the International Maritime Organization (IMO), says in
its Second IMO GHG Study 2009, “by year 2050, in the absence of
policies, ship emissions could grow by 200 to 300% (compared to the
emissions in 2007) as a result of the growth in world trade”.
IMO’S WORKS
This work has as starting point The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), aiming at stabilizing GHG in
atmosphere, and in The Kyoto Protocol to UNFCC (December 1997),
that since this moment has been the main initiative in the fight against
climate change, which in its Article 2.2 provides that: “The Parties
included in Annex I shall pursue limitation or reduction of emission of
greenhouse gases from aviation and maritime bunker fuels, working
through the International Civil Aviation organization and the
International Maritime organization, respectively”.
In this context, the IMO is responsible for global regulation relating to
all aspects of International Shipping, and in this sense for studying the
environmental aspects associated with this industry in order to reduce
pollution from ships. Thus, the organization adopted in 1973 the already
known MARPOL (International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution From Ships).
With regard to the Prevention of air pollution, the organization began its
work in late 1980s. In 1997, a Protocol to MARPOL Annex VI,
Regulations for the Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships was
approved, and came into force on May 19, 2005.
In the area of reducing GHG emitted by vessels, the work of this agency
has followed the Assembly resolution A.963 (23), which was adopted in
December 2003. In this resolution A.963 (23), the IMO Assembly urged
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) to identify and
create the mechanisms needed to achieve limitation or reduction of
emissions of GHG from international shipping. He urged the MEPC, in
developing the necessary mechanisms give priority to the evaluation of
technical, operational and market.
After several papers on the subject, recently at the MEPC 62, held in
July 2011, a series of amendments to Annex VI were approved. These
amendments added a new chapter 4 to Annex VI on Regulations on
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energy efficiency for ships to make mandatory the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EEDI) for new ships, and the Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan (SEEMP) for all ships. This work has great
importance because it is considered the first mandatory global GHG
reduction regime for an international industry sector. The regulations
will come into force on 1 January 2013, before being accepted on July
the 1st2012.
Let's have a brief look at the objectives and the legal aspects of the
methods introduced by these amendments:
1) Energy Efficiency Design Index
The EEDI is an instrument provided for new ships that aims to reduce
pollution through the development of energy efficient equipment and
engines. Thus, it will serve as a mandatory fuel-efficiency tool at the
design stage, requiring meeting a minimum level of fuel efficiency.
The aim is to have a staggered implementation, thus that technological
development will be in keeping with the efficiency index, which will
have an influence on the fuel efficiency of a ship from its design phase.
The objective is to reduce 30% of emissions by 2030, from a baseline
Source: BIMCO Reflections 2012
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average of ships built in the last decade.
The EEDI will enter in force, firstly to those ships of 400 gross tonnage
and above, for which the building contract is placed on or after January
the 1st2013, secondly for those which in absence of a building contract,
the keel of which is laid of which is at a similar stage of construction on
or after July the 1st2013, and finally for those which delivery will be on
or after July the 1st2015.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the different Administrations may waive
this requirement but not in accordance to ships for which building
contract is placed on or after January the 1st2017, or in the absence of a
building contract, the keel ok which is laid or which is at a similar stage
of construction on or after July the 1st 2017, or the delivery of which is
on or after July the 1st2019, or major conversion on or after January the
1st2017.
Despite the fact that several countries have opposed to the
implementation of measures within the time allowed by the IMO, getting
delays in implementation, some International Associations have clearly
positioned against those delays.
Thus the Boards of Directors of The International Chamber of Shipping,
in their meeting on September 13th 2011 expressed the following on
EEDI waiver: “With respect to the adoption of the IMO Energy
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI), the ICS Board considered the
theoretical right of flag States to issue waivers to ship-owners taking
delivery of new ships, which had been agreed by IMO for political
reasons in order to allay concerns amongst developing nations. The ICS
Board concluded that no responsible ship-owner would want to order a
new ship (that was covered by the new IMO regulation) without an
EEDI, since this would almost certainly impact on in its ability to trade”.
In the same way BIMCO’s Marine Committee has pronounced in its
22nd meeting in October 2011, expressing the following: “BIMCO has
evaluated the commercial implication of new ships built after 1 January
2013 being granted waivers from the Flag State for compliance with the
EEDI requirement. It is BIMCO‘s firm recommendation that due to the
lifespan of ships and the significant uncertainties in respect of
governments‘ environmental agendas and how these may be applied,
members should abstain from building new ships without certified EEDI
compliance. Such ships would be compromised in relation to their future
second-hand value in the market, potentially restricted in their ability to
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trade worldwide and be less attractive in the charter market due to their
perceived lower efficiency” and also has emphasized that “their advice
against waiver in no way bears a political signal. On the contrary, it is
purely an acknowledgment of shipping being a global business and in
line with BIMCO‘s objectives to promote fair business practices, free
trade and open access to markets”.
The ships which this measure will apply are the followings: Bulk
Carriers, Gas Carriers, Tankers, Container ships, General Cargo ships,
Refrigerated Cargo ships and Combination carriers, and it won’t be
applied for Offshore, Fishing and service vessels, Turbine ships and
electric ships, Ro-Ro ships, Passenger ships, and ships solely engaged in
voyages within the water of the flag state.
As we have seen, it is applied to the larger emitters, and for the rest,
other formulas are expected to be developed in the future.
The EEDI is calculated by a formula based on technical design
parameters, and provides, expressed in grams of CO2 per ship’s
capacity-mile, specific figure for an individual ship design.
The formula used for calculating the EEDI is the following:
Source: International Council on Clean Transportation

That can be illustrated by the following simplified formula:
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If you are interested in calculating the EEDI you can download the
calculator that BIMCO (Baltic and International Maritime Council),
offers at the address: https://www.bimco.org/en/Products/EEDI.aspx
2) Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan
The EEMP for new and existing ships sets out best practices for the fuel
efficient operation of ships as well as guidelines for the voluntary use of
the Ship Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) for new and
existing ships which enables operators to measure the fuel efficiency in
grams of CO2 per tone mile of a ship. This measure urges the ship
owner and operator at each stage of the operation of the ship to review
and consider operational practices and technology upgrades to optimize
the energy efficiency performance of a ship.
More recently the MEPC 63, held in February- March 2012, has adopted
four sets of guidelines intended to assist in the uniform implementation
of the EEDI and SEEMP.
The four adopted guidelines are the followings:
 Guidelines on the method of calculation of the attained Energy
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for new ships.
 Guidelines for the development of a Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan (SEEMP).
 Guidelines on survey and certification of the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EED).
 Guidelines for calculation of reference lines for use with the
Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI).
In the MEPC 63 it was also examined no less than ten different marketbased measures (MBM’s) of reducing GHG emissions and it could agree
on none of them. It has a postponed deliberation of these until its next
meeting in October. This MBM’s are the followings:
1) An International Fund for Greenhouse Gases emissions from ships
(GHG Fund) proposed by Cyprus, Denmark, the Marshall Islands,
Nigeria and IPTA (MEPC 60/4/8).
2) Leveraged Incentive Scheme (LIS) to improve the energy efficiency
of ships based on the International GHG Fund proposed by Japan
(MEPC 60/4/37).
3) Achieving reduction in greenhouse gases emissions from ships
through Port State arrangements utilizing the ship traffic, energy and
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environment model, STEEM (PSL) proposal by Jamaica (MEPC
60/4/40).
4) The United States proposal to reduce greenhouse gases emissions
from international shipping, the Ship Efficiency and Credit Trading
(SECT) (MEPC 60/4/12)
5) Vessel Efficiency System (VES) proposal by World Shipping Council
(MEPC 60/4/39)
6) Global Emission Trading Scheme System (ETS) for international
shipping proposal by Norway (MEPC 60/4/22)
7) Global Emissions Trading System (ETS) for international shipping
proposal by the United Kingdom (MEPC 60/4/26)
8) Further elements for the development of an Emissions Trading
System (ETS) for International Shipping proposal by France (MEPC
60/4/41)
9) Market-Based Instruments: a penalty on trade and development
proposal by the Bahamas (MEPC 60/4/10)
10) A Rebate Mechanism (RM) for a market-based instrument for
international shipping proposal by IUCN (MEPC 60/4/55)
THE EU PROPOSALS
The EU has committed itself to reduce CO2 emissions by at least 20%
by 2020, in this sense, in its Directive 2009/29/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, of April 23rd2009, amending the
Directive 2003/87/EC so as to improve and extend the greenhouse gases
emission allowance trading scheme of the Community, established that:
“In the event that no international agreement which includes
international maritime emissions in its reduction targets through the
International Maritime Organization has been approved by the Member
States or no such agreement through the UNFCCC has been approved
by the Community by 31 December 2011, the Commission should make a
proposal to include international maritime emissions according to
harmonized modalities in the Community reduction commitment, with
the aim of the proposed act entering into force by 2013”.
After the adaptation of the new mechanisms by the IMO the Climate
Action Commissioner Connie Hedegaard said: "This is a very positive
and important first step for a truly global, binding measure to reduce
CO2 emissions. I am glad that it covers new ships and such a large
segment of the world merchant fleet. I also hope this momentum will
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help the ongoing debate on further reducing emissions from
international maritime transport. Europe remains fully committed to
keep addressing this issue at all levels and international fora''.
Recently, despite the works of The IMO, and even the congratulation of
the European Commission to the IMO, the EU has said that “there has
been only limited progress to date on the necessary technical,
operational and market-based measures for new and existing ships”, it is
insufficient to arrived to what the EU has committed to, and for that
reason in January this year, the European Commission launched an online consultation on possible measures to reduce greenhouse gases
emissions from ships. All interested stakeholders could send their
contribution until 12 April 2012, on four policy options, including a
compensation fund, an emissions trading system, a fuel or carbon tax
and a mandatory emission reduction per ship.
In this situation, and taking into account the ongoing frustration of the
European Union, it is expected that the EU plans to include these
emissions in the existing EU reduction commitment, with possible action
later this year.
THE MARKET PRACTISES
The implementation of these measures to reduce greenhouse gases
would not have to be expensive in the early stages to the owners, and
even be offset by a
Source: International Council on Clean
Transportation
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significant decrease in fuel consumption, although these savings require
deep investments in more efficient vessels and more sophisticated
technologies and new practices.
Fuel reserves will become scarcer in future decades, sourced
increasingly from uncertain supplies. As the International Energy
Agency (IEA) has recently pointed out, “the less successful the world is
in decarbonising, the greater will be the oil price increase”.
This variation has a permanent reflection freight rates through the BAF
(Bunker Adjustment Factor) and in this sense lower fuel consumption
will affect the final price less freight.
CONCLUSIONS
The Shipping Business is growing day by day and for this reason we
must implement measures to reduce atmospheric pollution from ships.
As we have seen, IMO is working in this way and has created such an
important measure that is the first mandatory global GHG reduction
regime for an international industry sector.
The IMO has estimated that through the implementation of the EEDI
and the SEEMP, by 2020 will reduce emissions by 180 million tons of
CO2 (assuming a reduction of between 9 and 16%), a figure that will
increase to 390 million tons annually in 2030 (a figure that will be a 17
to 25% in contrast to the current market). IMO has also estimated that
implementation of these measures will entail a significant annual fuel
cost saving about $ 50 billion in 2020 and $200 in 2030.
Despite the fact that some countries have opposed to the measures, and
have succeeded in the introduction of a waive option, some international
organizations like BIMCO and ICS positioned against this possibility.
The market has well accepted this measure because at first time it will
represent a cost but then it will be decease in fuel consumption so this
initially cost will be offset by this reduction.
In the other hand, the European Commission, albeit their declarations in
working together in an international way, has declared that the work in
the international way it is not sufficient and it is possible that it will
work alone in this way.
However, due to the different criteria in sectors of the international
community, all progress in this area depend on the future of negotiations
to combat climate change
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ABSTRACT
Concern for the environment and the consequences that degradation
can lead to people and property, are more widely than any other
sector. Any activity can be developed without respecting the
environment. The management of seaports is no stranger to this
trend. The small ports, such as sport fishing and the need to lessen
all forms of pollution if they want to limit their negative effects on
the environment.
The increase in living standards and greater availability of free time
people have strongly stimulated the demand for leisure nautical and
sport. This activity has resulted in the past, expansion of tourism.
The costs of these impacts will cease to be external to the market
and be borne by all citizens, as it directly affects largely to tourism
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businesses. The environmental quality will be key to the success of a
quality tourism and many leisure activities.
Today, we witness the revitalization for sporting purposes, certain
ports or part thereof and the creation of others in the future this
trend is emphasized and further enhanced. The environment is one
of the factors of success. A fishing port or marina needs success, a
quality environment. Marinas if successful a region as a whole, have
a multiplier effect on the local economy. For this, it is essential
environmental management.

This model defines the basis for establishing an efficient
environmental control and economically sustainable waste produced
by boats and their users in nautical and sports operations. It defines
the basis for the design of an environmental installation port. This
facility is called port clean point. This model provides for port
environmental installation means to lessen the environmental
impact and visual impact inside ports and the means to gather the
residues produced. The corrective measures contemplated as a
whole are effective and economically sustainable by users.

KEYWORDS: Environment, tourism, residues, port clean point.
CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
When we access technical and scientific texts of environmental, note
that many concepts are defined unevenly. We found that many words are
applied to different situations and different actions (consequences,
phenomena, etc...) In the field of environmental, are defined differently.
A significant example is the distinct identity that can make the same
word "contamination" (Tietemberg y Folmer, 2006; Smith y Smith,
2007; Lovett y Ockwell, 2009). For this reason, it is necessary to specify
the sense that different expressions are used, while specifying the
concepts.
Environmental change is to be understood as any change in the
environment, due to causes entirely natural, human actions or a
combination of one or the other. The changes caused by an earthquake,
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for the construction of a breakwater, or disposal of any hazardous
substance, are all environmental changes, regardless of its origin, its
magnitude or its duration.
The environmental effect is applied exclusively to changes due to
human activities, have been searched or not, has been produced directly
or have been a referral. The changes resulting from the filling of a basin,
where intentional or the result of an unfortunate human performance,
environmental effects are considered. The disappearance of a species in
one place, due to pollution of it by a deliberate disposal by uncontrolled
release or an unexpected spill, it would be an environmental effect.
Neither the landfill nor the disappearance would be an environmental
effect if they are due to natural causes.
The environmental effects occur or not and generally can be measured in
one way or another. Litres of fuel spilled, percentage of degraded land,
linear feet of shoreline affected, number of dead fish, acres of fixed
dunes, marsh filled square meters, euros of losses. For this reason,
identification, analysis and quantification of environmental effects can
be done in an objective and results achieved should be very similar
regardless of who or who obtain them.

The environmental impact, however complex that may arise, in
summary corresponds to an environmental effect or a set of
environmental effects of an action, a rule in a project, etc.., On which a
judgment has been issued value. That is, it is valued environmental
effects, which is given a rating, such as "not very significant, very
significant, significant, very significant." Are always derived from
human activities, so meaningless expressions like "the environmental
impact of a tsunami." Of course, although they are assigned an overall
assessment are multifaceted and despite the negative connotations
suggested by the word "impact" can lead to both costs and benefits, they
may have been both beneficial and harmful, even if the latter the concern
that in practice (Garmendia et al., 2005; Kirkpatrick y Parker, 2007;
George y Kirkpatrick, 2007; Nogueira, 2009; Lovett y Ockwell, 2009).
Distinguish between effects and impacts it is important to delineate the
extent possible the subjectivity implicit in the second of these concepts.
Moreover, the consequences of human actions can not only be seen or
evaluated from different perspectives, but also can produce very
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different effects, estimation and valuation, generally debatable about the
environment (Garmendia et al., 2005; Kirkpatrick y Parker, 2007;
George y Kirkpatrick, 2007; Lovett y Ockwell, 2009). Should
understand the concept of a comprehensive, because not only interested
in the effects which influence the "natural" environment, but also anyone
else who passed through the medium, affecting humans. It is necessary
to consider:
A) Impacts ecological - environmental, which are derived from
modifications of the systems 'natural'. Presuppose a level assessment of
the effects that have occurred and whose impact is important in the
functioning of ecosystems.
B) Social impacts that directly affect humans, either individually or
collectively. These impacts are far from ecological formulations for use,
at least in the more restricted, but turn out to be decisive.

The concept of environmental damage, introduced by Law 26/2007 of
23 October on Environmental Responsibility (BOE 255, of 24 October
of 2007), involves the identification of damage caused by human
activities on the environment, so that was the basis for establishing
appropriate penalties or damages, whether incidental consequence of
accidents, malpractice, negligence, negligent or malicious actions.
Remarkably, its application requires a sufficient methodological basis,
which considering the multiple functions of the medium can lead to
assess the damage and provide a basis for determining claims and
penalties that apply not making distinctions according to whether the
ownership is public or private .
Users and society expect that the environment of fishing ports and
marinas, is not necessarily different from what they demand in places
where facilities are located recreational, value spaces for leisure and
elsewhere in meeting. This includes the beaches, parks and walking
areas, but in search of the perception that quality of which depends on
tourism (Bau, R.; Lanza, A. y Usai, S. 2008) also be understood that the
facilities should provide as far as possible similar conditions to those of
a shopping center. Or that the environment of the ports should have a
quality similar to that of legally protected areas for their natural values
(Chapapría, VE 2000). For this, not enough to keep pollution and other
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forms of environmental degradation under control, it is necessary to
recognize (Bau, Lanza y Usai, 2008).
BASIS FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE MODEL
If the fishing ports and marinas have a quality environment, its appeal
depends on maintaining that quality. Responsible management of the
ports must be aware of this. Therefore, as a guide for managers of ports
and in general of an action to attract, serve and give quality to users
(Garrod y Willis, 1999; Moreno, 2007; Alonso y Garcimartín, 2008;
Rangathan y Munasinghe, 2008; Breton et al., 2009) we have to start
from a minimum knowledge of the environment that surrounds each
port, which in general terms can be summarized by pointing out that you
it's environments:
A) Unique: Every environment is different from others. Its geological
substrate, its geomorphological features, vegetation and wildlife that live
in that place, human settlement and surrounding land uses, etc.., are
different in each case.
B) Complex: These are systems composed of many elements, minerals,
plants, animals, humans, etc.., strongly interrelated and subject to many
processes.
C) Dynamics: They are continually subject to change, not only due to
natural causes, but also to human pressure, usually severe in these areas.
D) Open: Even where it seems that the limits are better defined (the
coastline, the mouth of an estuary) is a continuous transfer of matter and
energy.
E) Extradimensional: To a greater or lesser extent, their magnitudes, in
terms of space, time and energy, are clearly distinct from the human
itself.
We need to consider potentially impacting activities arising from the
operations in the fishing ports and marinas and all actions taken in their
environments. These activities are impressive (Madariaga, E. 2010):
1. Operational pollution: The entry and exit of boats in ports, the
movement of vehicles on the docks, operation of machinery, supplies or
work load, etc..., generate, on the one hand, carbon oxides, sulfur and
nitrogen, as well as solid 1 particles and aerosols, including those of
1

Unburnt, metals.
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unburned hydrocarbons and other noise pollution, whether noise or
stirring in the waters.
2. Poured liquid waste or liquid vehicle from ships: is as such sewage
as more or less aqueous fluid from the toilet of boats, engine cleaning,
washing of tanks or tanks, ballast water and cooling water (Zambonino
Pulito, 1998), etc. Ports must have facilities for receiving waste from
ships (EU directive 2000/59/CE, of 27 November on waste reception
facilities in ports).
3. Other wastes from ships: They are made of solid wastes and
containers of very different type (paper, metals, textiles, plastics, glass,
wood), residues of cleaning products, ropes, tires, etc… and remains of
food and fisheries.
4. Maintenance and repair of boats: Clean with water or steam,
detergents, degreasers, solvents, etc... Pickling, painted and varnished
surfaces. Installation, repair or replacement of gear, propulsion systems
and navigation, etc…
5. Ship dismantling and recycling of materials: It is not surprising that
proper precautions are not taken decommissioning costs will result in
significant environmental. Sometimes boardwalks, for years, are the
ultimate grounding of these boats by creating local pollution and visual
impacts.
6. Dredgings: Operations are aimed at maintaining the health of the
funds of the docks (Moreno Gutierrez, J. 1998), conservation of the
depth and extent of the access channel and other works relating to funds
or are tied to them. This is essential work to support navigation in the
berthing area. We must also consider the floating and suspended solids.
7. Wastewater and urban runoff: Wastewater is a source of
contamination more common in the ports, since not only from urban
waste but also of the same vessels. In some cases it may also be a
thermal pollution by the concentration of marine engines in the berthing
areas of ports. Considerable and repetitive discharges result in
permanent effects of gravity, with permanent conditions of living beings,
serious alterations of natural systems, habitat loss, removal of species,
obstruction of migration, etc.. An important fact to consider include
urban runoff, consisting mostly of rain (from roads). If discharged
without admixture of other, usually have an acceptable quality, but may
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also carry significant amounts of different types of contaminants
(Hernández Muñoz, 2001; Frutos, 2001).
8. Industrial effluents: For each port is determined by the type of
industry that are in the area, studying processes such as capture and
discharges to water.
9. Discharges of farms: discharges from farms have a biological
oxygen demand much higher than those of urban waste water, since they
are much richer in organic matter than these. Wastewater from livestock
facilities are not free of other contaminants, and organic matter residues
often carry medical devices or pharmaceutical, oil and diesel.
10. Pollutant inputs via atmospheric: Boats with independent
propulsion system and numerous port activities and activities conducted
in the vicinity of ports, inevitably emit carbon dioxide and oxides of
sulfur and nitrogen. In particular, the handling of coal and coke, metal
ores and fertilizers, cement and other building materials, grain and flour,
fertilizer and scrap metal and other goods to regular shipping, generates
a number of solid particles considerable. Of these, the small diameter or
very small PM10 PM2,5 are of major concern that precisely because their
persistence in the atmosphere is prolonged and therefore are easily
transported long distances depending on the weather.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
The management of fishing ports and marinas or mixed can not ignore
environmental concerns (Zambonino Pulito, M. 1998, Madariaga, E.
2010), since they are crucial to maintain or enhance their quality and
their environment. It is therefore necessary, in the first instance, to
obtain sufficient knowledge of both outstanding environmental features
of the environment, in both its "natural" and "human" as well as the
activities that take place in port facilities and its surroundings.
A useful procedure to address the environmental reality of a port is to
establish an environmental monitoring system based on a system of
indicators. A system of this type, well designed and properly applied
(and if necessary adapted to each port) has a capacity for effective
monitoring of environmental quality in all ports and each of them. These
systems can rapidly detect any malfunctioning of major importance and
make it easier to port management, both to be standardized for all of
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them as to reduce the number of controls, data collections and analyzes
necessary. Moreover, it is a procedure that can be achieved not only that
communication between specialists, managers and the company is good
and fast. We propose to follow a few guidelines, which are expressed
below (Madariaga, E. 2010):
A) Acting on those fields that can have real powers. Appropriate, for
example, put small means to prevent fuel spills on the occasion of
refueling docks.
B) Prevent or limit the forms most serious environmental degradation.
For example, to solve the disposal of liquid waste from bilges.
C) Propose actions whose implementation entail a reasonable installation
cost and require operation and maintenance costs bearable in future
years. Carrying out actions whose continuity is not assured, most likely,
a way of wasting resources.
D) Evaluate the actions that pose a reasonable investment. The
comparison between the cost of the proceedings and the environmental
benefits are to be contrasted by the managers of the ports.

CHARACTERIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT
OF FISHING PORTS AND MARINAS
The development, implementation, implementation or improvement of
any environmental management system for fishing ports and marinas
necessarily involves the study of their current situation, so that the
collected data allow, first, identify needs and gaps (Madariaga, E. 2010).
Table 1: Summary of the characteristics of the ports.
Port area:
Docks:
Operative length of docks:
Fish market surface and offices:
Ice Maker (storage):
Cradles:
Cranes:
Cranes jib:
Balances:
Storage

Source: Author.
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For each port, will detail the environmental control equipment available
today and the waste generated each port facility. The general
characteristics of the ports can be summarized as shown in Table 1.
Similarly, we can establish the characteristics of commercial fishing
vessels and quantify their crews as shown in Table 2. The characteristics
of nautical boats, quantification and number of users we can describe
them as shown in Table 3. The crew quantify helps us to define the
capacity of waste generation. This generation is not the same on the
weekends during weeks, as is not the same generation that occurs in the
summer than in winter.
Table 2: Type of commercial fishing boats.
Length.

Commercial fishing boats (Total). Total crew.

> 30 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

25-30 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

20-25 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

15-20 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

10-15 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

< 10 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

Source: Author.
For this reason, the location and capacity of containers ensure the
maximum ability to collect waste that can be generated both by boats
and by its users. This measure will prevent our waste reception capacity
is insufficient.
Table 3: Boats of nautical sports.
Length.

Boats of nautical sports (Total). Total of users.

> 12 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

10-12 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

8-10 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

6-8 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

< 6 meters.

Number of boats, crew number.

Source: Author.
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The calculation of waste generated by ships, we can
document IMO MEPC 41/5/1 for commercial fishing
summarized in Table 4 and Table 5. Similarly, as directed
MEPC 2 41/5/1, we can summarize the generation of waste
craft which sports show in Table 6.

rely on the
vessels are
by the IMO
from marine

Table 4: Generation of waste in commercial fishing boats.
Tonnage

20 - 70 Tons.

Crew:

2 - 15 Crew.

In port:

Variable.

Food residues:

1 - 2 Kg./ person / day.

Sanitary and bilge water:

150 - 200 Litres / person / day.

Operational residues.
Scrap metal:

Below 0.5 Tons./year.

Remains of fishing nets:

1 - 2 Fishing nets / year (max.).

Source: OMI, MEPC 41/5/1.
Table 5: Percentage of residues generated by commercial fishing boats.
Food

Packaging

Plastics

Aluminium

Metal / Glass

38%

17%

16%

16%

13%

Source: OMI, MEPC 41/5/1

Table 6: Residue generation from a boat nautical sports.
Size:

4 - 60 Ton.

Crew:

2 - 15 Crew.

In port:

70 - 85 % of the year.

Food residues:

0,5 - 3 Kg./ person / day.

Sanitary and bilge water:

50 - 120 Litres / person / day.
Operational residues.

Residues of maintenance:

100 Kg./boat / year.

Source: OMI, MEPC 41/5/1.

In the identification of residues that are generated at the ports, we must
define the activities performed in the same regardless of activity
2

Presented by "WWF" (World Wide Fund for Nature) to the Committee
for Protection of Marine Environment of the International Maritime
Organization. It provides average numbers obtained from different
places.
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frequency. We will build on the activities we have considered shocking.
The main activities taking place in the fishing ports and marinas can be
summarized in:
- Download and selling fish.
- Cleaning of facilities and methods used in sales transactions and
unloading of fish.
- Cleaning of decks and hulls.
- Repair, maintenance and painting of boats.
- Fuel supply.
- Manufacture of ice.
- Work of maintenance and repair of fishing gear and nets.
- Logistics in passenger traffic (tourist movements).
- Work maintenance and repair of boats, their engines and rigging
(sails).
- Activities of restaurants and services.
Once we identify the activities, identify the residues that are generated in
such activities. Each residue is obtained will be related to the applicable
law as hazardous or nonhazardous waste. Each residue will interact with
international identification, the time you have to consider the applicable
law for good governance. This legislation is European, national, regional
and sometimes local. Similarly, each residue was identified relate to the
corresponding international transport as well as legislation to be
enforced. In summary, we find the following residues in ports:
- Oil of marine engines.
- Filters for marine engines.
- Metallic packaging contaminated with oil.
- Plastic packaging contaminated with oil.
- Cloths contaminated with oil.
- Gloves contaminated with oil.
- Absorbents contaminated with oil.
- Nautical flares.
- Bulbs
- Fluorescent tubes.
- Batteries.
- Button cells.
- Cylindrical cells.
- Aerosols / sprays.
- Solvents.
- Paintings.
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- Metal Packaging contaminated with paint and / or varnishes.
- Plastic Packaging contaminated with paint and / or varnishes.
- Cloths contaminated with paint and / or varnishes.
- Gloves contaminated with paint and / or varnishes.
- Absorbents contaminated with paint and / or varnishes.
- Municipal waste and similar.
- Glass.
- Paper and paperboard.
- Packaging.
- Sludge.
- Bulky (logs, wood, fishing nets, etc..).
- Zinc anodes.
- Scrap.
- Bilge water (hydrocarbonated).
- Sanitary water.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
For the design of the residue reception facility shall be taken into
account:
- Types of residues that are generated in the port.
- Capacity and number of containers according to port users and the
number of boats.
- Minimize the visual impacts.
- Comply with all applicable legislation to manage hazardous residues
and not dangerous.
According to the definitions in Article 3 of Law 10/98 of 21 April on
Residues is defined as "clean point" to a facility deemed transfer station
(as section ñ), in which, make a deposit and temporary storage
(according to section n) of waste acceptable until his transfer to an
authorized agent for treatment, recycling or disposal. The installation of
this model object is a collection point suitable to the needs of users of
the fishing ports, sports and mixed. This installation is called “port
clean point” will be where the principal containerization. As a
complement to the main facility in the study areas and access to boats
and increased frequency of passing users can install a basic
containerization called "ecological island". Each ecological island shall
consist of four containers are commonly used as a container of urban
residues, a container glass, a container and paper- cardboard and a
containers for packaging.
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The reception of bilge water (water hydrocarbonated) and sanitary water
(WC) can be installed in areas of fuel supply (petrol station of port).
The clean point will have signage and advertising necessary. To
facilitate this action, can be made to deliver catalogs to port users in
stating the waste allowed at the facility, quantities, time and storage
areas. Each container will have to carry identification of the residue that
receives under current legislation as much residue for transport.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The economic attractiveness and recreational ports, environmental
quality depends not only on them but also the entire coastline.
2. It is essential to acquire knowledge, at least basic, each port, its
features, constraints, gaps, perspectives, etc… As well as the
characteristics of their social and ecological environment.
3. Even with many common features, experience in a port can serve as a
guide for environmental management in others, but can not be
extrapolated without further.
4. The implementation of environmental control of waste generated by
boats in the fishing ports and marinas, has important economic
multiplier effects on domestic production, directly and indirectly affect
many branches of activity.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents results of models of particulate PM10 immission,
constructed according to the criterion of functional similarity. These
are the linear models: PM10 particulates immission linearly
dependent on immission of nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide.
For identification of the models, the results of empirical studies
conducted on air quality monitoring stations of the Regional
Inspectorate for Environment Protection in Gdańsk in 2010 were
used. These stations are located in areas of different character of
emission sources and dispersion characteristics.
Strong correlation was found in collections of the particulate matter
PM10 immission of the nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide
immission: stronger for carbon monoxide. There is a large variation
of the model coefficients for individual stations – larger for the
immission PM10 model, depending on the immission of nitrogen
dioxide.
KEYWORDS: particulate matter PM10, modelling of pollutant
immission
INTRODUCTION
The problem of estimating threat to the environment due to particulates
is difficult to solve. The network of stations supervising air quality
permits this estimation only in scanty areas. Therefore, constantly
modelled particles are also used to estimate threat to the environment.
The harmfulness of dusts to people’s health depends on their dimensions
and chemical and mineralogical composition. Due to the characteristic
dimension of the grains’ aerodynamic diameter, constant PM10 particles
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are distinguished above all (of characteristic dimensions smaller than 10
μm) and constant PM2.5 particles (of characteristic dimensions smaller
than 2.5 μm) (Hoek, et al., 2002), (Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek, 2011)
(Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek, 2012b).
Constant PM10 particles have been on the pollution list for a long time,
whose immission (concentration of pollution dispersed in atmospheric
air, measured at altitude of 1.5m above Earth surface (Chłopek, 2011)
(Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek, 2012b)
is supervised. Since 2010
immission of PM2.5 particulates has also been used for the assessment
of air quality.
The present work takes into consideration matters of PM10 particulates.
Cases of exceeding immission of PM10 particulates occur either in
places of intense industrial activity, or near arterial roads. Industrial
sources of dust emission are immovable, therefore it is easier in this case
to identify dust emission than in the case of automotive emission
sources. It is thus an essential problem to obtain knowledge on
immission of particulates in the areas of arteries.
The aim of modelling is to determine immission of PM10 particulates.
This is attained either by modelling PM10 particulates and their
dispersion, or by direct modelling of immission of PM10 particulates
(Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek,
2012b). For modelling emission of PM10 particulates models are used
that are created on the principle of structural similarity (Chłopek et al,
2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek, 2012b). In these
models, emission of PM10 particulates is evidently dependent on values
characterising motor traffic. Modelling immission of PM10 particulates
consists in making use of correlative dependences of immission of PM10
particulates on immission of other pollution, first of all nitrogen dioxides
and carbon oxide (Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek,
2012a), (Chłopek, 2012b), (Bešlić et al, 2005), (Vanderstraeten at al.,
2011), (Wang et. al., 2010). These dependences are justified because of
the ecological properties of
Diesel engines and road vehicles (Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek,
2012a). The high speed of vehicles enhances high emission of
particulates, inter alia due to high load of engines in these traffic
conditions. With high load of Diesel engines there also occurs high
emission of nitrogen dioxides and carbon oxide. A linear dependence is
usually postulated of immission of PM10 particulates on immission of
nitrogen dioxides and on immission of carbon oxide (Chłopek et al,
2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek, 2012b), (Bešlić et
al, 2005), (Vanderstraeten at al., 2011), (Wang et. al., 2010). Models of
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PM10 particulates immission are models created on the principle of
functional similarity (behaviourist). A generalisation of these models is
suggested in inter alia (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a), (Chłopek,
2012b) : immission of PM10 particulates is postulated as monotonously
rising function of immission of nitrogen dioxides and immission carbon
oxide.
Models built on the principle of structural similarity are rather hard to
identify, and the limits of recommended parameter values are large
enough to make it sometimes difficult to reach measurable simulation
results Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a),
(Chłopek, 2012b). The identification of behaviourist models is similarly
difficult; its results are correct only for conditions of empirical
measurements of pollution immission, yet identification results depend
on the properties of pollution emission sources and condition of their
dispersion Chłopek et al, 2004), (Chłopek, 2011) (Chłopek, 2012a),
(Chłopek, 2012b). With static treatment of the problem, it is possible to
determine effective models of particulates immission for particular
categories of emission sources and conditions of pollution dispersion.
In the present work behaviourist models of PM10 particulates immission
have been used.
Identification of PM10 particulates immission model
For identification of PM10 particulates models there have been used
results of research conducted on air quality supervision stations of the
Province Inspectorate of Environment Protection in Gdańsk in 2010. The
table presents a list of stations in the Tricity area, of Gdynia, Gdańsk and
Sopot.
Table. List of air quality supervision stations

Station

Station mark

Gdańsk Śródmieście

AM1

Gdańsk Stogi

AM2

Gdańsk Nowy Port

AM3

Gdynia Pogórze

AM4

Gdańsk Szadółki

AM5

Sopot

AM6

Tczew

AM7

Gdańsk Wrzeszcz

AM8

Gdynia Dąbrowa

AM9

Gdynia Śródmieście

AM10

Source: Authors
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These stations differ considerably with respect to their location in
relation to urbanised areas, in particular in relation to arterial roads.
Therefore differences of model parameter values should be expected.
From among substances whose immissions can be used for modelling
immissions of PM10 particulates, the following are examined at stations:
on all of them – the immission of PM10 particulates and six of them –
simultaneously the immission of nitrogen dioxide and carbon oxide. For
this reason, research on models of PM10 particulates immission was
conducted for data from six stations. The results of empirical research on
immission of PM10 particulates and nitrogen dioxide and carbon oxide
have been presented in Figures 1–3.
Figure 1. Results of empirical research on nitrogen dioxide immission at measuring
stations of the Provincial Environment Protection Inspectorate in Gdańsk in 2010
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Figure 2. Results of empirical research on carbon oxide immission at measuring
stations of the Provincial Environment Protection Inspectorate in Gdańsk in 2010
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Figure 3. Results of empirical research on PM10 particulates immission at measuring
stations of the Provincial Environment Protection Inspectorate in Gdańsk in 2010
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No clear regularity is observed of particulates immission values
depending on the station’s location. The largest immission values are for
Gdynia Śródmieście (downtown), but for Gdańsk Wrzeszcz no effect of
population density and intense vehicle traffic on PM10 particulates
immission is observed. Neither is an essential effect of economic activity
on PM10 particulates immission visible at Nowy Port.
Figures 4 and 5 present correlative dependences of PM10 particulates
immission on the immission of nitrogen dioxide and carbon oxide
immission.
Figure 4. Correlative dependences of nitrogen dioxide immission and PM10
particulates immission
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Source: Authors
Figure 5. Correlative dependences of carbon oxide immission and PM10 particulates
immission
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The correlation of sets examined is strong, which is indicated by the
values of Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient (Figure 6),
characterised by small value of coefficient of variation, smaller than
0.04. The probability value of non–rejection of the hypothesis of lack of
Pearson’s linear correlation is in all cases smaller than 0.01.
Figure 6. Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient and coefficient of variation of
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of immission of nitrogen dioxide and
particulates, carbon oxide and particulates
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In connection with correlative analysis of sets examined two models of
particulates immission were assumed:
I PM10 = a 0 + a 1 ⋅ I NO 2
(1)

I PM10 = a 0 + a 2 ⋅ I CO

(2)

where: a0, a1 and a2 – coefficients of models.
Figures 7 and 8 present coefficients of model (1) previously identified
on the basis of empirical research results, and Figures 9 and 10 – model
(2). Identification was made according to the criterion of minimum sum
square. The average value of coefficients and their standard deviation
have also been placed on the graphs.
Figure 7. Coefficients of model (1) for particular stations, AV average values and
standard deviations D of model coefficients
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Figure 8. Coefficients of model (1) for particular stations, AV average values and
standard deviations D of model coefficients
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Figure 9. Coefficients of model (2) for particular stations, AV average
values and standard deviations D of model coefficients
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Figure 10. Coefficients of model (2) for particular stations, AV average
values and standard deviations D of model coefficients
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Figures 11 and 12 present the variation coefficient of identified
coefficients of PM10 particulates immission models.
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Figure 11. Variation coefficients of model coefficients for particular
stations
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Figure 12. Variation coefficients of model coefficients for particular
stations
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It is clearly visible that coefficients of model (2) have a significantly
smaller variation coefficient that coefficients of model (1).
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of research conducted the following conclusions can be
formulated:
1. A strong linear correlation is stated between immissions of PM10
particulates, nitrogen dioxide and carbon oxide. There are higher
values of Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient for immission of
PM10 particulates and carbon oxide.
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2. There is large differentiation of model coefficients for particular
stations – larger for the model of PM10 particulates immission in
dependence on nitrogen dioxide immission.
3. Research conducted confirms the clear dependence of coefficients
of behaviourist models of PM10 particulates immission on
pollution emission conditions and their dispersion.
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ABSTRACT
As an exploratory study this research is intended to provide an
understanding of the business processes in Panamá, specifically
regarding the movement of containerized goods in import-export by
sea transactions. Although there is some research focused on trade
facilitation there is a dearth of such studies concerning Latin
America and the role of the ports as important nodes in the supply
chain and the port communities related business processes. We
address such a gap with a study that aims to depict the Business
process of import-export for containerized dry cargo by sea, being
the first study of its kind performed in Panamá and the region. This
paper willbriefly explainthe theoretical background and possible
implementation of this study and provide the methodology that will
be used.

KEYWORDS: Trade facilitation, process mapping, port community

INTRODUCTION
During the last 20 years the containerized merchandise transport
throughout the world has been growing at 10% per year, growth driven
by Chinese exports that account for one fourth of world container usage
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(Maritime Review-UNCTAD 2010 y 2011). This trend was disrupted
by the World Financial crisis that affected World economies from 2008,
a crisis triggered by the meltdown of the Real Estate Sector in the United
States and subsequent collapse of the financial derivatives market.
This affected the transport sector growth pattern, causing a 9% drop in
the containerized merchandise movement in the period 2008-2009,
translated into a total of 124 million TEUs transported worldwide
(Maritime Review-UNCTAD 2010 y 2011).
Most of the containerized cargo is comprised of manufactured goods;
however an ever increasing amount of produce and foodstuff is being
transported in refrigerated containers, competing against the other
maritime transport sectors (bulk, refrigerated ships).
This unprecedented growth in the world trade has been one of the main
drivers behind the growth of transshipment ports around the world.
Panamanian ports are not the exception, having undergone a
transformation beginning in the 90s where concessions were made to
international terminal operators in order to manage the ports under the
“Landlord” model. These developments were accompanied by a partial
modernization of the Customs office as well as an update in the
management practices being deployed in the ports.
The container traffic in Panamanian terminals for the 2010 period
reached 5,592,871 TEUs, split amongst the ports of Balboa, Cristóbal,
Manzanillo, Colon Container Terminal (CCT-Evergreen) and Almirante
(American Association of Port Authorities –“Ports of Central and South
America Container Traffic report” 2009-2010).
This traffic going
through the container ports is expected to grow 16% (Panamá Economy
Insight 2010).
This turn of events will just add more weight over the
Panamanian port system’s telecommunication systems and processes as
they function currently.
Even though Panamanian terminals are mainly used for transshipment
operations, the fact that the ability of countries to deliver goods and
services in time and at low costs is a key determinant of their
participation in the global economy holds true, especially if Panamá is to
remain competitive as a regional transshipment and trade hub once the
Ports of South America are able to receive PANAMAX and POSTPANAMAX ships and the Panamá Canal expansion project is finished
thus weakening the rationale to maintain its transshipment hub position
since normally multiport direct calls are cheaper than transshipment
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operations in most instances. (UNNExT, UNESCAP and UNECE, 2009,
Baird 2002, Ashar 2007).
Due to this fact, private stakeholders in the value chain as well as public
sector organizations have come up with some indicators that might help
determine how competitive a country such as number of documents
required, number of days spent and the cost involved in a business-asusual scenario to assess the effectiveness of various trade facilitative
measures.
However we must be aware that such analysis varies
depending on the country, the product to be exported/imported as well as
the transport means, hence a detailed process mapping is likely to have a
positive impact helping identify areas of improvement for said
transactions. For this task we will propose the process mapping of the
import-export processes for dry containerized goods that are transported
by sea, using a recommended abbreviated version of BPMN 1.0.,
methodology that has been approved by the OMG and UNNExT and
UNESCAP in order to provide the most accurate depiction of those
processes.
The paper is organized as follows: Literature review (section 2) will
contain the main concepts and background for the topic at hand, section
3 will explore the benefits and the reasons for using the BPMN and
briefly explain the opportunities for logistics process mapping with
BPMN, section 4 will explore the methodology

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
International trade encompasses all activities that include the contract
arrangements (commercial procedures), inland/sea/air transportation of
goods (transport procedures), the export and import official formalities
some of them universal everywhere some of them specific per country
(regulatory procedures), and the payment of the goods received by the
buyer (financialprocedures).
(UNNExT, UNESCAP and UNECE,
2009).
The stakeholders in the international trade can be divided in two main
categories:
•

Public sector institutions

•

Private sector institutions
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Based on their interests(UNNExT, UNESCAP and UNECE, 2009) and
needs these categories can be further divided in:
1. Government institutions: Government authorities such as
ministries of trade, finance/customs, transport, health,
agriculture, information and communication technology,
veterinary, plant and quarantine agencies who are responsible for
creating and suggesting trade facilitation regulations and
practices and ensure a smooth flow of goods while enforcing
safety standards and preventing illegal traffic of restricted goods
(weapons, drugs, persons).
In previous times the customs
agencies main concern was to fight smuggling practices and
enforce security across the borders.
Nowadays with the
globalization and liberalization of global trade the main focus has
shifted from law enforcement to trade facilitation hence enabling
the creation of single window systems, simplification and
standardization of documents, automated pre-approvals and the
rise of a risk assessment system to avoid having to inspect all
cargo.
2. Intermediaries: According to the UNNExT, UNESCAP and
UNECE, 2009, intermediaries are those who provide financial,
commercial and /or transport services for the goods, namely
freight forwarders, customs brokers, third-party logistics service
providers (3PL), carriers, expressintegrators, port and terminal
operators,banks,
insurance
companies,
and
informationtechnology (IT) value-added serviceproviders.
They depend on swift information exchange in order to
accomplish their goals.
3. Lastly we have the traders that are at both ends of the supply
chain, namely the suppliers and the buyers (exporters-importers).
They rely on the intermediary services and in many places they
participate in the creation and implementation trade related
regulations.
Trade facilitation-Definition: There is no standard definition in the
literature reviewed so far. In a narrow sense it used to pertain to the
movement of goods from one place to another and
documentations/regulations involved.
Wilson’s (2006) definition
included elements like port efficiency, border controls domestic
regulatory environment and the services infrastructure to enable
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theeffective use of information technology for e-business.
Grainger
(2008) defined trade facilitation as “the simplification, harmonization,
standardization and modernization of trade procedures.
For the
purposes of this work we will use the latter definition.
Integration between the different stakeholders in the commercial process
is vital if they are to achieve their respective goals in the most efficient
manner.
UN/CEFACT
2006recommends implementation ofthe
following measures for that aim:
•

The simplification and harmonization of trade procedures and,
where possible, elimination of unnecessary ones;

•

The simplification and coordination of administrative procedures
at border crossings;

•

The simplification of payment systems;

•

The simplification, standardization and harmonization of
documents required for a trade transaction;

•

The facilitation of flow of information that controls the
movement of goods throughout the transaction (e.g. by applying
information and communication technology); and

•

The enhancement of trust assessment through a better exchange
of information.

Integration in view of the Global Supply chains
The body of literature reviewed so far confirms that the more integrated
the “stakeholders” in the supply chain are, the better is their performance
(Narasimhan y Jayaram 1998, Frohlichand Westbrook 2001) as well as a
disadvantage for an “inward looking” organization in lieu of a more
outwardly one, focused on the integration of Suppliers-customers
(Frolichand Westbrook 2001). This previous research gives credence
to the strategic importance of business process integration between
different companies if they are to achieve a higher competitiveness.
The supplier-manufacturer integration approaches have achieved
concrete benefits for both parties, the former have assisted the latter in
the design of new products and acquisition of new technologies while
the integration with the customer have made providers and manufactures
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more sensitive to the wishes of their customers, changing trends etc., to
name a few (Song, Panayides, 2007).
In view of the trends described by the growing body of literature, the
organizations have decided to deploy several approaches to deal with
uncertainty (“Just in Time”, “TOC, TQM) in order to improve their
production processes and inventory management while cutting costs and
satisfying their customers (Hussain y Mohammad 2010).
The advent
of broadband internet enabled unprecedented levels of information
exchange and the development of applications that work in “real time”,
being web based.
Nowadays the collaboration between the stakeholders of the supply
chain is vital for the individual success of each other (Trkman y Groznic
2006).
Even though in many conferences, forums and speeches, the
integration between companies is praised, in many countries and
economic sectors around the world the integration efforts have not been
enough giving room to situations like the Bullwhip effect, a result of an
inefficient integration and information flows in the SC stakeholders
(suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers, customers).
Once the technologies to automate processes within the supply chain
became available the most successful organizations understood that in
order to improve their competitiveness and differentiate themselves from
their rivals, automation was not enough. It was necessary to improve
business processes using the technology as an enabler. (García-Dastugue
and Lambert 2003, Gunasekaran and Ngai 2004, Awad and Nassar
2010).
Before we continue we must have a clear definition of integration:
a. O’Leary-Kelly and Flores (2002):
integration refers to the
extent to which separate parties work together in a cooperative
manner to arrive at mutually acceptable outcomes.
b. Lee H., and Whang S. (2001): “the quality of the state of
collaboration that exists among departments that are required to
achieve unity of effort by the demands of the environment”.
For this research and using these definitions as background we can
define integration as the degree in which the companies that are
stakeholders in the Supply Chain work together and cooperate in order
to satisfy the needs of the customer in the most profitable way.
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Integration and Trade Facilitation in view of the Ports
The ports are considered essential nodes in the supply chains of different
products and natural bottlenecks of merchandise flows (Bichou and Gra
2004, Long 2009, Posti et al 2011,).
A seaport (from here onwards identified only as “port”) is defined as a
transit area through which goods and people move from and to the sea, a
place where the supply chains of different products and different routes
meet and intertwine, could be called a place of convergence (Notteboom
y Rodriguez 2009, Hayuth 1985).
The port depends on the area known as hinterland which has been
vaguely identified as the area from which most of the commerce going
through a determined port originates (Notteboom 2008, Notteboom y
Rodrigue 2009, Barke, 1986; Blumenhagen, 1981; Sargent, 1938;
Weigend, 1958).
Due to the fact that most goods are transported by sea (UNCTAD
Maritime Review 2010-2011), the adequate performance of the ports
along with the necessary collaboration between the parties involved in
the sea trade are necessary for seamless flow of merchandise and port
competitiveness.
The relationship between the port and the rest of the nodes in the supply
chain, especially with its respective hinterland is so important that in
many studies found in the literature it´s said the many port related lead
time improvements have been due to the improvement of land
transportation networks and/or optimization of those land-related flows.
(Notteboom, 2008).
The ports play an important role in the worldwide supply chains, being a
cluster of different organizations that provide logistic services and
oftentimes providing value added services to those products during their
passage through this node (port). (Song y Panayides 2007).
In the body of literature we can highlight the research performed by
Carbone and De Martino (2003) as one of seaports integration through
the case of study in the Le Havre port, as part of the value chain of the
car manufacturer Renault, enabling the integration of flows of
information and processes a necessity within the strategy of international
commercialization of the manufacturer.
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Port community Systems as trade facilitation examples:
Due to the importance of the ports as points of entrance and exit of
merchandise and the variety of stakeholders that participate in it, trade
facilitation measures were taken in other countries like the development
of a Port Community System, a system that works as a single window
interface that connects all the stakeholders within the port community
(EPCSA 2011).
Port community can be understood as “A group of
public and private organizations within the sphere of influence of a
seaport that are directly related regarding the development of portrelated activities and services”.
Many ports around the world have developed Port Community Systems
in order to handle the exchange of information within the stakeholders in
the process.
However there are only a few comprehensive studies
about Port Community Systems (Keceli et al 2008) and none about their
application in Latin America.
Examples of Port communities can be found worldwide in the busiest
ports of the World like Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg, Singapore,
Pusan, Algeciras, Hong Kong, etc. The rationale behind the adoption
of this system lies in the fact that if the bottlenecks caused by the
cumbersome documentation and unnecessary procedures are not tackled
in time the problem would not be solved even if the port surface was
extended, in fact with more space and same system the situation could
worsen (Long, 2009).
The implementation of these systems can only have noticeable benefits
only if the port handles more than a million TEUs per year where this
level of coordination is necessary (Posti et al 2011).
The information exchange can be performed using three different
information model (Smit 2004)
•

Bilateral Information Model (BIM)

•

Centralized Information Model (CIM)

•

Decentralized Information Model (DIM)

The objective of this study is to create an analytical model of the
Panamanian port community. It would be useful as the base of a future
study regarding further integration of the Panamanian Port Community.
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In order to accomplish that, other goals such as (1) Identify the main
factors and actors of the Panamanian Port Community and its
interactions; (2) Process mapping of the information flows between the
members of the Panamanian Port community; (3)Develop an analytical
model describing the current information flows; will have to be achieved
during the process of these study.

BUSINESS PROCESS MODELLING NOTATION (BPMN) AND
LOGISTIC NODES: OPPORTUNITIES AND BACKGROUND
BPM is a structured, coherent and consistent way of
understanding,documenting, modelling, analyzing, simulating, executing
and continuously changing end-to-endbusiness processes and all
involved resources in light of their contribution to business performance.
BPMN 1.0 was developed in 2004 and approved by the Object
Management Group ® modelling starts council in 2006. Subjected to a
BWW analysis that is comprised of four clusters: things including
properties and types of things; states assumed by things;events and
transformations occurring on things; and systems structured around
things; BPMN has been proven to be one of the most complete
modelling techniques available in the market (Recker et al 2006 and
2009) even though it has its shortcomings when it comes to clarity and
redundancy of constructs.
Such shortcomings have been addressed
by other users of the standard (Sharp and McDermott 2009pag. 80-81)
through the use of a modifiedsubset of BPMN.
The use of BPMN in logistics has been limited so far when it comes to
logistics services according to the literature reviewed in part because is
a new methodology and is likely to be easier to use simulation
techniques with other business process modelling techniques like Petri
nets (Koniewsky et al 2006).
The advantages of utilizing process
mapping would be many for a country whose one of its main activities is
logistics services. It has been noted that a company acquainted with its
own logistics processes and theirmaps, knows their course and
consistently strives to improve these processes.
This is true for
logistics service providers as well as for the port terminals.
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METHODOLOGY
The research methodology is descriptive and exploratory since no other
related research has been performed in Panamá.
The research will
include the following steps (1) Survey data and identification; (2)
Process Mapping; (3) Data analysis; (4) Analytical model development
and simulation.
For this research the Business Process Analysis models and procedures
suggested by the Business Process Analysis Guide to Simplify Trade
Procedures (UNNExT, UNESCAP and UNECE (2009).).
For the purpose of this research will use the following definition: “A
business process is a collection of interrelated activities, initiated in
response to a triggering event, which achieves a specific, discrete result
for the customer and other stakeholders of the process” (Sharp and
McDermott 2009, pp. 56).
Based on this definition and the methodology, the recommended steps
by UNNExT, UNESCAP and UNECE (2009)
•

Phase I: Scope setting, which includes the following two steps:

•

Phase II: Data collection and process documentation, which
includes two steps:

•

Phase III: Process analysis and recommendations development,

Modeling approaches can be classified into
1. Diagnostic (As~is) - focus on depicting the actual state, analysis
of current solutionsand making a diagnosis,
2. Predictive (To be) – presenting a newly - adopted model process
corresponding tothe conditions of a company.
For this work we will use a diagnostic approach to find out the
challenges and areas of improvement in the logistic processes related to
the dry cargo.
Scope: containerized Dry cargo and hinterland-gate operations in the
container terminal.
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Implementation of the study
The study is run with companies that provide services in the logistics
sector as well as exporters, importers and Government agencies. The
study will analyze the business process of 3 organizations: A logistics
provider, the customs department and the port, focusing on the handling
of container import and export for dry non-perishable goods. Due to
the nature of Panamá as a transshipment hub and the dearth of an
industrial base, and low population the study will be run amongst
companies with an orientation towards international markets. As a first
step the background information on the organization(s) to study
meetings with the sponsors have been done or are in progress to
determine issues, goals, objectives and suggested participants.
Presession interviews with functional area representatives are to be done in
order to understand their responsibilities and issues for further analysis.
Formal sessions to be scheduled in order to show sample process
landscape, describe approach and review session results.
Once this is
done the terms will be analyzed and the adequate nouns and verbs to
describe and understand processes will be suggested and discussed.
Activities included in the processes will be identified, confirm with the
participants (functional area representatives) that all are real and
essential activities. As the last step to be done link the activities and
determine the Business Process (Model As~is), arrange activities in
sequence analyze links and input-outputs (one to one, one to Many and
so on) in order to design a model from which to draw a discrete
simulation of the Business Model.
CONCLUSIONS, FURTHERWORK AND EXPECTED RESULTS
It is widely recognized in the literature that knowledge of the Business
processes is vital if improvement and proper automation of activities can
be made without disrupting operations and even the business model
helping the business eliminate overcapacity. This study is in its first
phase starting discussions with the interested stakeholder with the
process mapping in their organizations. Some impacts that we expect
to achieve are: Laid the foundation for future studies about the
possibility to implement a Port Community System (PCS) in order to
enhance Panamá’s competitiveness in the future, especially if the
country is to offer additional logistic and value added services for the
transshipment traffic and its cargo; as well as to increase the interest in
process mapping of logistic services oriented to transshipment ports and
hubs, since this activity is increasing its importance as part of all the
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container movements worldwide (Heymann 2011).
background our study aims at:

Before this

a. Identify the main processes in the Hinterland gate operations
b. Process map the processes, subprocesses and activities that take
place in the import-export of dry containerized goods
c. Development a model that can describe adequately how the
process works and what could be its main challenges.
d. Develop suggestions for process improvement based on the
As~is model.
Furtherwork would include the development of a To-be Model, using
inputs from the stakeholders as well as from the As~is Process validated
previously by all the stakeholders and perform a simulation of the To-be
Model with suggested modifications in a second study.
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ABSTRACT
The advent of the shipping container has led to an expansion
in the multimodal transport of goods, understood as carriage of
goods using more than one means of transport (road, rail, maritime,
river & air). However, although multimodal transport involves more
than one mode (land, sea, etc.) it is frequently handled via a single
contract that covers the whole route, rather than a contract for each
mode of transport used. In practice separate contracts for each
phase (land, sea, etc.) of the route are not used, but rather a single
contract for the whole route. However, each phase has its own
specific legal framework, so a fundamental problem arises in
determining precisely what regulations govern multimodal
transport. If a separate contract is drawn up for each phase then
each phase could be governed by its own regulations. The use of a
single contract for several sets of regulations, each with its own area
of application, makes it hard to determine what legislation to apply,
especially in international operations, as there is no set of single
uniform international regulation for multimodal transport.

It is in this context that we must consider the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods
Wholly or Partly by Sea, known as the “Rotterdam Rules”. This
convention was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on
December 11, 2008 to standardise the legal framework for
international maritime freight transport, particularly as regards
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multimodal freight transport contracts of the type known as “doorto-door”. This article seeks to explain the various options available
for regulating multimodal transport and give details of the solution
adopted by the “Rotterdam Rules” for door-to-door transport.

KEYWORDS: Rotterdam rules, multimodal transport, carriage of
goods, liability of the carrier.
ROTTERDAM RULES: SCOPE OF APPLICATION.
The RR (“United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Carriage of Goods, Wholly or Partly by Sea”, known as the “Rotterdam
Rules” -hereinafter RR-) are applied to the international transport of
goods that are formalised in a single contract, despite it going through a
number of stages (land, air, sea). This transport must meet two
cumulative requirements: 1st. The port of loading and the port of
discharge must be in different States. 2nd. In addition, the maritime
stage of the carriage must be international.
–Transport from Bordeaux to Las Palmas: Bordeaux-Bilbao (land) and
from Bilbao to Las Palmas by sea (non-international maritime stage):
excluded
On the other hand, the non-maritime international stages of the transport
are subject preferably to the CMR/CIM/Montreal Conventions when
any of these Conventions must be obligatorily applied, while the nonmaritime internal stages are subject to the RR (not internal Law).
As for the type of transport, the RR are applied, as a general rule, to liner
transportation, specifically to that documented through bills of lading,
and that documented in charter parties, when the claimant is a third party
different to the freighter.
LIABILITY IN THE EVENT OF: LOSS, DAMAGE AND DELAY.
The responsibility of the carrier regulated in articles 17 et seq. RR is a
contractual responsibility, derived from the failure to comply with the
goods transport contract. Specifically, art. 17.1 RR establishes that the
events or circumstances of non-compliance that entail the responsibility
of the carrier are those of loss, damage and delay in the delivery.
Precisely, this express mention of a delay as one of the circumstances of
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responsibility is a new improvement of the Rotterdam Rules with respect
to the Hague-Visby Rules, as the latter do not establish a specific regime
for delivery delays, unlike the Hamburg Rules that do contemplate
delays among the circumstances that lead to the responsibility of the
carrier (art. 5).
Loss of and damage to the goods are not defined in the Convention, as
opposed to what happens with a delay the concept of which is
contemplated in art. 21 RR. Despite this silence of the Rotterdam Rules
as regards the concepts of loss and damage, loss can be defined as failure
to deliver at the destination all (total) or part (partial) of the goods. This
loss constitutes a definitive impossibility of delivering the goods. On the
other hand, damage (the average) consists of an alteration of the goods
(oxidation, mould, breakage, scratches, etc.) which causes a decrease in
its value. The carrier delivers the goods transported, but with damage.
A delay is conceived as a failure to deliver the goods within the agreed
deadline (art. 21 RR): “Delay in delivery occurs when the goods are not
delivered at the place of destination provided for in the contract of
carriage within the time agreed”. Therefore, the existence of a “time
agreed” to carry out the carriage is an essential requirement for the delay
to occur. The Convention does not establish the subsidiary criterion of
reasonable time for delivery, in the absence of an agreement, to
determine the occurrence of a delayed delivery, a criterion that other
Conventions, such as the Hamburg Rules, do adopt (art. 5.2) or the CMR
(art. 19). Nor do the Rotterdam Rules set maximum delivery deadlines.
In this respect, the concept of delay in the Rotterdam Rules is, as has
been rightly criticised, restrictive, as it does not anticipate the above
mentioned subsidiary criterion of reasonable time and because in
practice delivery times are not usually agreed. However, in a different
issue to that of responsibility, such as Chapter 9 -dedicated to the
“delivery of the goods”-, the Rotterdam Rules do contemplate a
reasonable delivery period, as a criterion to obligate the consignee to
accept the delivery of the goods (art. 43 RR), which could lead to the
admission by the courts of the claims of responsibility of delay protected
by reasonable period.
The agreement on the period can be explicit or implicit, it may be in
written form -in the contract of carriage or in another document or
electronic medium- or simply be verbal, with the resulting problem of
proving its existence.
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Finally, it must be noted that objecting to a delay (within twenty-one
calendar days after the delivery) is essential to be able to carry out the
appropriate compensation action (art. 23.4 RR), as opposed to what
happens in the event of loss or damage, in which the objection (within
seven working days after the delivery, for loss or non-apparent damage)
is not entirely necessary, as its omission will not affect the right to claim
compensation (art. 23.2 RR).

PERIOD OF RESPONSIBILITY.
Period of responsibility and obligation of custody.
The carrier will be responsible for the loss, damage or delay in the
delivery of the goods, but provided that such events, or that the fact or
circumstance that caused it or contributed to causing it, take place within
the so-called period of responsibility of the carrier (art. 17.1 RR). This
period is the space of time, defined by the actual Convention, during
which the carrier responds for the damages and losses that their failure to
comply with the contract of carriage causes.
The general rule.
The general rule regarding the temporal definition of the period of
responsibility of the carrier due to loss, damage or delay is outlined in
art. 12.1 RR. According to this art. 12.1 RR, said period of responsibility
“begins when the carrier or a performing party receives the goods for
carriage and ends when the goods are delivered”. This provision is in
keeping with the concept of transport in the Rotterdam Rules as a
“maritime plus”, that is, as a door to door transport that goes beyond the
strictly maritime stage to include the land or air stages preceding or
following transport by sea. Thus, port operations such as loading,
unloading, stowage, unstowage, storage, non-maritime transport within
the port (and outside it) are included in the period of responsibility,
provided they take place after the receipt of the goods and before their
delivery, that is, while the goods are in the possession of the carrier –or a
performing party- and the obligation of their custody lies with them.
With this limitation of the period of responsibility there is an extension
of it that exceeds the temporal stage of responsibility described in the
Hague-Visby Rules and in the Hamburg Rules. This is so as in the
Hague-Visby Rules the period of responsibility of the carrier covers the
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period “from the time when the goods are loaded on to the time they are
discharged from the ship” [art. 1.e)]. According to this provision, the
Hague-Visby Rules are only applied to the strictly maritime stage of the
carriage that occurs between the loading and discharge (period
represented with the well-known expressions tackle to tackle), which
leaves out of its scope the non-maritime stages of the carriage during
which the carrier is in charge of the goods before loading and after their
discharge. This exclusion from the scope of the Convention of the nonmaritime stages of the carriage led to the so-called sectioning of the legal
framework for the carriage, in reference to the fact that the maritime
stage is subject to the Convention while the non-maritime stage is
governed by its specific internal or international regulations.
Distancing itself from the Hague-Visby Rules, in the Hamburg Rules the
temporal period of the carrier's responsibility covers “the period during
which the carrier is in charge of the goods at the port of loading, during
the carriage and at the port of discharge”, where the port operations are
included in the period of responsibility, in which is known as port to
port transport, but leaving out the non-port and non-maritime stages of
the carriage.
The inclusion in the Rotterdam Rules of a period of responsibility longer
than that in the Hague-Visby Rules and in the Hamburg Rules, to the
extent that, as has been pointed out, it extends to the port and non-port
stages of the carriage (prior to and after the maritime carriage) it is one
of its main advantages with respect to its predecessors.
Free will and minimum period of responsibility.
The general rule mentioned, included in art. 12.1 RR, which extends the
period of responsibility of the carrier from its receipt of the goods to
their delivery, presents a limitedly dispositive nature. Effectively, art.
12.3 RR allows the parties that agree on the moment and location of the
receipt and delivery, provided that such agreements respect the limits
adopted in said precept, as the clauses that establish the moment of
receipt of the goods as posterior to the start of the initial loading
operation or the moment of delivery as one prior to the end of the final
discharging operation will be void.
Faced with the admission by art. 12.3 RR of a limited margin for free
will in the limitation of the responsibility period, the following
appreciations could be made:
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1st. In “door to door” carriages (multimodal) the period of responsibility
covers from the start of the initial loading, that is, from the start of the
loading of the first vehicle or means of transport (ship, truck, train, etc.)
until the completion of the discharge to the last vehicle or means of
transport, while neither party can agree on a shorter period of
responsibility, otherwise under penalty of annulment, which offers
adequate protection for consignors and consignees. Thus, in “door to
door” transport contracts, in which the maritime stage follows or
precedes the transport by other means (over land by road or rail, air
transport, etc.) the operations of handling the goods at the port will be
included within the carrier's period of responsibility: intra-port transport,
storage, loading onto the ship, unloading from the ship, stowage,
unstowage, etc.
2nd. In exclusively “door to door” transports (from the port of origin to
the port of destination), the parties may agree, under art. 12.3 RR, that
receipt of the goods coincides with the start of the loading operations of
the same on board the ship and the delivery with the completion of the
discharge operations from the ship. As a result, the port operations
(storage, stacking, transport within the port, etc.) prior to the start of the
loading from the ship's dock at the port of origin and those following the
completion of the unloading from the ship to the dock at the port of
destination would be excluded from the carrier's period of responsibility,
to which the corresponding national regulations should be applied,
different, therefore to the Rotterdam Rules, leading to the undesired
sectioning of the regulation of the contract of carriage.
3rd. The limited margin for action that is recognised for free will, in art.
12.3 RR, in order to limit the carrier's period of responsibility clashes
with the content of certain standard clauses such as FIO, FIOS, FIOST
or similar. By means of the FIO (free in and out) clauses the parties in
the contract of carriage agree that the loading and discharge of the goods
is to be carried out by the shipper or by the consignee, considering them
to be received by the carrier once loaded onto the ship and understood to
be delivered to the consignee at the moment the discharge from the ship
starts to take place.
The Rotterdam Rules have chosen to recognise the validity of said
standard clauses, as is deduced, particularly, from the content of its arts.
13.2 and 17.3.i). However, although the FIOS and similar clauses do not
modify the minimum period of responsibility, they can be used by the
carrier as circumstances of reversal of the burden of proof, under art.
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17.3.i) RR, in those cases in which the shipper and the carrier agree that
the loading, unloading, stowage, unstowage or handling of the goods
will be carried out by the shipper, the documentary shipper or the
consignee. This approach distances itself from the position that
continental case-law has maintained concerning these clauses, opposed
to considering them as causes for the exoneration of the carrier's
responsibility for the damages derived from the operations of loading,
unloading..., as it understands that the monitoring and supervision of
these is the responsibility of the carrier.
In any event, the FIOS and similar clauses cannot be used as
circumstances of reversal of the burden of proof when the loading,
unloading, etc. is carried out by the carrier on behalf of the shipper, the
documentary shipper or the consignee, as the Rotterdam Rules expressly
refer to this exclusion in art. 17.3.i). This exception is fully justified, as
the admission of these agreements for action by the carrier on behalf of
the shipper or the consignee would be a cause of insurmountable
exoneration for the latter, as they would not have access to the events
that actually took place and, therefore, they would be unable to attest to
the negligence of the carrier which had materially carried out or
supervised such actions, although formally they had done so on behalf of
the shipper or the consignee.

BASIS OF LIABILITY
The Rotterdam Rules contemplate a framework of liability through
presumed fault, by virtue of which the carrier will be considered
responsible for the damage, loss or delay caused during the period of
responsibility, except when it can prove that the cause of the damage or
loss cannot be attributable to their fault or to that of their dependent or
auxiliary parties.
The arguments used to reject the adoption of a stricter basis for the
carrier's responsibility have been diverse. Among them we can point out
the statement that a more severe system would not be possible nor
convenient as it would raise transportation prices. But possibly, the
reason for such a rejection lies in that the inclusion in the Rotterdam
Rules of a stricter system of responsibility for the carrier would not be
supported by shipping companies nor, therefore, by countries with
shipping interests, meaning that the Convention would run the risk of
failing, as happened with the Hamburg Rules.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE BURDEN OF PROOF
Art. 17 RR establishes a type of guide which details the different steps
that, regarding the matter of the burden of proof, should be followed by
the claimant and claimee so that the resolution of the litigation –in
judicial or arbitral proceedings- is favourable to their interests, leading
either to the declaration of the carrier's responsibility or absence of
responsibility, if there is any cause for their exoneration or a lack of
proof offered by the claimant. The description in the Convention of the
steps to be taken regarding proof and counter-proof (like a “tennis
match”), which can be up to four, is particularly complex, until the
several stages are completed, that is, the proof process (the “match”),
and with the result of the evidence the judge or arbitrator will resolve the
case brought forward. However, it will not always be necessary to
complete the four stages of the process, as depending on the specific
circumstance dealt with and on the gathering of evidence carried out by
the carrier and shipper, it is possible that the, second, third or fourth
stage are not reached.
The four stages, included in art. 17 RR, through which the proof of
burden among the carrier and claimant are distributed are the following:
1st stage: The burden of proof initially falls on whoever claims the
appropriate compensation for damage, loss or delay. Specifically, the
claimant must prove, on the one hand, the reality of the damage, loss or
delay, and on the other, either that these circumstances have taken place
during the period of responsibility of the carrier, or that the event or
circumstance that caused it or contributed to cause it took place within
this period (1st par. art. 17 RR).
The claimant is not required to prove the specific cause of the damage,
loss or delay, but it is enough that they prove the reality of the damage
and that it has been produced within the period of responsibility. As an
alternative (or second option), the claimant is permitted to prove that the
cause of the damage has taken place within the period of responsibility
(in addition to the reality of the damage), thinking of cases in which the
damage is manifested after the period of responsibility, but the cause of
the same occurs within such a period. However, if the claimant chooses
this second alternative of ascertaining the cause of the damage and the
result is that several causes have contributed to causing the damage, said
claimant will only need to prove that at least one of the causes that have
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contributed to producing the damage took place within the period of
responsibility. This can be deduced from par. 1 of art. 17 RR when it
refers to the proof of the event or circumstance that “caused or
contributed” to cause the damage, loss or delay.
That the loss, damage or delay was produced within the period of
responsibility can be ascertained by the formulation of the appropriate
claim (“notice”) by the consignee, under art. 23 RR. This claim manages
to undermine the presumption that the carrier has delivered the goods in
a correct state. In this respect, the recognition by the carrier that the
damages occurred within the period of responsibility can also be used to
consider that such a circumstance has been ascertained. Likewise, other
ways to ascertain the reality of the damage and that it has occurred
within the period of responsibility are the joint inspection of the goods
between the carrier and the consignee (inspection of art. 23.3 RR),
expert evidence, etc.
If according to the proof provided by the claimant or by the carrier the
damage, loss or delay has occurred outside the period of the carrier's
responsibility, the latter shall be free from liability as none of the
necessary circumstances are present (stated in art. 17.1 RR) to attribute
this responsibility to the carrier.
2nd stage: Once the damage, loss or delay has been ascertained and that
they have occurred within the period of responsibility, the burden of
proof is then transferred to the carrier, who in order to be exonerated of
the responsibility must ascertain any of the following two circumstances
[a) or b)]:
a) That the cause or one of the causes of the loss, damage or
delay is not due to its fault, nor to the fault of any of the persons that it
responds for (persons indicated in art. 18 RR).
Proof by the carrier that the event that caused the damage is not
attributable to its fault may consist of either “negative” evidence, that is,
aimed at ascertaining its lack of fault, for having acted with due
diligence, without specifying, therefore, whether there is any fault in the
causation of the damage and without attributing fault to anyone; or
“positive” evidence aimed at ascertaining the cause of the damage and
attributing it to another specific party (shipper, consignee...). Tribunals
will possibly be reluctant to admit the first modality of proof, as it is
very complicated to ascertain an absence of fault –diligence- when the
goods have been damaged during the period of custody and because to
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admit that evidence as a way to exonerate the carrier of any
responsibility means that it would be exonerated in the circumstances of
damages whose real causes are unknown, as the responsibility is not
attributed to any party.
b) That the cause of the damage lies, totally or partially, in one or
more of the “excluded hazards” of the list included in art. 17.3 RR,
comprising fifteen letters that contain events or circumstances of force
majeur, fault of other parties other than the carrier (shipper,
consignee...), etc.
The Rotterdam Rules maintain the legislative technique of the list of the
“excluded hazards”, which is a step backwards with respect to the
Hamburg Rules where such a list was abandoned. However, the new
catalogue presents differences with respect to the traditional list of the
Hague-Visby Rules. The main differences between both catalogues lie,
first of all, in that the Rotterdam Rules remove the exoneration due to
“nautical fault” in art. 4.2.a) RHV (exoneration that has never been
justified, meaning that its removal is a significant move forward). And
secondly, in that the new Convention modifies the regime of exoneration
due to fire in art. 4.2.b) RHV (in which the fortuitous nature of the fire is
presumed, and on the other hand, it requires the existence of fault of the
actual carrier, meaning that a fire caused by the crew or any other
persons other than the carrier are a cause for exoneration), as the carrier
shall be responsible for the damage, loss or delay derived from a fire
caused through their own fault, or the fault of the captain, crew,
performing party or any other person mentioned in art. 18 RR, giving
fire the same treatment as the rest of the “excluded hazards” [art. 17.3.f)
RR].
Despite the differences mentioned between the current list of “excluded
hazards” of the Rotterdam Rules and the traditional catalogue included
in the Hague-Visby Rules, and although the authors of the Convention
consider that the events or circumstances in the list constitute cases of
reversal of the burden of proof and causes for exoneration, the truth is
that from a legal and equitable point of view the resurgence of the list of
excluded hazards that takes place with the Rotterdam Rules is
unjustifiable. The distribution of the burden of proof cannot be
considered equitable when it is the shipper who must ascertain the
causes of the fire on board the ship (for example, at high sea), in the
event that the carrier simply ascertains that the goods were damaged by
fire. The claimant has no access to the facts, so how can the claimant
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ascertain the cause of the fire if the carrier does not collaborate? The
claimant will find it particularly difficult to prove that the fire was the
fault of the carrier. And from a legal point of view, the responsibility due
to custody related to the contract of carriage is incompatible with
attributing to the claimant, instead of the carrier, the burden of proof of
the cause of the damage.
3rd stage: Proof given by the carrier of an event or circumstance in the
list of art. 17.3 RR as the cause of the damage does not automatically
exonerate it of its responsibility, but rather leads to the presumption of
absence of fault of the carrier or its auxiliary or dependent parties, thus
reversing the burden of proof. This presumption can, therefore, be
defeated through three different alternatives that art. 17 RR offers the
claimant and which consist of the latter proving any of the following
events:
a) That the fault of the carrier or of any of the persons it must respond
for (mentioned in art. 18 RR) totally or partially caused the “excluded
hazard” (of those listed in par. 3 art. 17 RR) alleged by the claimant in
order to be relieved of their responsibility [art. 17.4.a) RR]. In this case,
the proof process would end, as the carrier has no additional mechanisms
for their defence, and the responsibility for the loss, damage or delay of
said carrier must be declared.
b) That an event or circumstance different to the “excluded hazards”
from the list of par. 3 art. 17 RR, is the cause or, at least the concurrent
cause of the loss, damage or delay [art. 17.4.b) RR]. The catalogue of
“excluded hazards” of art. 17.3 RR is broad, but in no event does it
exhaust the possible causes of the damage, loss or delay, meaning that
their origin may lie –totally or partially- in other events not listed such
as, for example, the fault of the carrier when unloading the goods. Under
the above mentioned art. 17.4.b) RR the claimant can prove, in order to
make the carrier responsible, that another event or circumstance not
listed in par. 3 has caused the damage. The claimant does not have to
prove the fault of the carrier in producing said event, it is enough to
ascertain that that event led to the damage. It will be the carrier who
must ascertain that that event or circumstance not listed is not its fault
nor the fault of any of the persons it must respond for (which is
examined in stage 4).
c) That the loss, damage or delay was or was probably caused, totally or
partially, by a failure to comply with any of the specific obligations that
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art. 14 RR imposes on the carrier. Specifically, the claimant must
ascertain that the cause or probable cause of the damage (wholly or in
part) was: “i) the unseaworthiness of the ship; ii) the improper crewing,
equipping and supplying of the ship; or iii) the fact that the holds or
other parts of the ship in which the goods are carried, or any containers
supplied by the carrier in or upon which the goods are carried, were not
fit and safe for reception, carriage, and preservation of the goods” [art.
17.5.a) RR].
The burden of proof of the claimant regarding unseaworthiness is less
than that contemplated for the events or circumstances examined above,
as it is enough to ascertain that the unseaworthiness is probably the
cause of the damage. The claimant is not required to ascertain that the
unseaworthiness is the cause but the probable cause of the damage. In
this respect, to prove the probable cause it must be understood that it is
enough to ascertain the mere probability or plausibility. However, this
proof will not simply consist of claiming the circumstance of
unseaworthiness, nor of theoretical speculation unrelated to the specific
case, but it cannot be compared to the proof of the relationship between
the unseaworthiness and the damage either.
As has already been rightly claimed, it is unjustifiable that it must be the
claimant who must ascertain that unseaworthiness is the cause or the
probable cause of the damage, loss or delay. Attributing this burden of
proof to the claimant contradicts the principles of ease of proof and
responsibility due to custody, in addition to not responding to an
equitable distribution of the risks, as proof is required from the party
with the most difficulties to provide it and from who does not have the
goods in their charge. The shipper loses control over the goods once they
are given to the carrier, the latter being who goes on to possess and
control such goods, meaning that they assume the responsibility of their
custody. As a result, if any damage occurs to them during the carriage it
will be the carrier who can more easily determine the specific cause of
the damage, as they know the circumstances in which said carriage took
place (qualifications of the crew employed to carry out the carriage,
characteristics of the ship of the holds, of the container provided by the
shipper, state of the goods, etc.) or, at least, they assume the legal
obligation of knowing how it has been carried out (art. 14 RR).
4th stage: a) When the claimant has chosen the path of proof of art.
17.4.b) RR, that is, when it has ascertained that the damage has been
caused totally or partially by an event or circumstance not included in
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the list of “excluded hazards”, then the carrier may ascertain in their
defence that this unlisted event or circumstance is not attributable to
their fault nor to the fault of any of the persons it must respond for, as
stated in art. 17.4.b) RR.
b) When the claimant has chosen the path of proof of art. 17.5.a) RR,
that is, when it has ascertained that the unseaworthiness, or the deficient
equipping, supplying, etc. is the cause or the probable cause of the
damage, then the carrier must ascertain, under art. 17.5.b) RR, in their
defence i) that the unseaworthiness, or the inadequate equipping, etc.
were not the cause of the damage (for this purpose they must prove that
the ship was in a seaworthy state) or ii) which, despite the
unseaworthiness or inadequate equipping, etc. being the cause of the
damage, it exercised due diligence to maintain the ship in an adequate
seaworthy state and to carry out the rest of their specific obligations in
art. 14 RR.

LIABILITY OF THE CARRIER THROUGH ITS OWN ACTIONS
AND THOSE OF THIRD PARTIES
The liability of the carrier through its own actions is included under the
generic declaration of liability of the carrier due to loss, damage or delay
of art. 17 RR. This regime, as we have already pointed out, is based on
the presumed fault of said carrier, understood as such any person that
has a contract of carriage with a shipper (art. 1.5 RR). Therefore, any
person that contracts a carriage with a shipper will be a carrier,
regardless of whether they carry it out themselves or entrust it to a
different person, as happens with commission agents, agencies, freight
forwarders, etc. To facilitate the task of identifying the carrier, art. 37.1
RR establishes that when the carrier is identified in the contract details,
any identification clause of the carrier will be void when it does not
coincide with said identity included in the contract. If from the contract
details it were not possible to identify the carrier, art. 37.2 RR presumes
iuris tantum that the carrier will be the registered owner or, in the event
of a bareboat charter, the charterer, except if the registered owner or the
charterer identify and indicate the address of the true carrier. In any
event, the claimant may prove that the carrier is a different person to that
identified in the contract details or in accordance with section 2 of art.
37.
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However, the transfer of the goods by the different transport companies
is carried out in practice by resorting to different persons –dependent
and independent auxiliary parties- who collaborate with said task
(transporting the goods during any stage of the journey, loading,
unloading, storing the goods, etc.). In this respect, the content of the
Rotterdam Rules regarding the liability of the carrier through its
dependent and auxiliary parties is highly relevant. In this respect, art. 18
RR establishes the liability of the carrier due to actions by third parties,
making a broad definition of the persons they must respond for, in the
event that their actions or omissions lead to a failure to comply with any
obligation imposed by the Convention on said carrier. Specifically, the
carrier will be responsible for the actions or omissions of four categories
of persons: a) any performing party, b) the captain or any member of the
ship's crew, c) the employees of the carrier or of a performing party, or
d) any other person that performs or who undertakes to perform any of
the carrier's obligations.
a) Any performing party. According to art. 1.6.a) RR the term
“performing party” means a person, other than the carrier, “that performs
or undertakes to perform any of the carrier's obligations under a contract
of carriage with respect to the receipt, loading, handling, stowage,
carriage, care, unloading or delivery of the goods, to the extent that such
person acts, either directly or indirectly, at the carrier's request or under
the carrier's supervision or control”. Later, art. 1.7 RR states, under the
category of the performing parties, what is understood as “maritime
performing party”, to distinguish it from the “non-maritime performing
party”. However, section a) of art. 18 RR refers to “any performing
party”, for which reason all the performing parties, maritime and nonmaritime, are included under the collective of persons that lead to the
liability of the carrier due to actions by third parties.
One of the most significant advances of the Rotterdam Rules with
respect to its predecessors is, precisely, the figure of the “performing
party”. The problems concerning interpretation posed by the HagueVisby Rules and the Hamburg Rules regarding the performance of all or
part of the carriage by a person other than the carrier who has contracted
the carriage with the shipper, is solved by the new category of
“performing party”, thus overcoming the more restricted conception of
the distinction between the “contractual carrier” and the “effective
carrier” of the Hamburg Rules (art. 10). Included under the category of
“performing party” are all the persons subcontracted by the contractual
carrier to materially perform any of the obligations required of said
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carrier by virtue of the contract of carriage. As a result, not only will the
effective carrier be part of this new category but also the dependent or
independent auxiliary parties that perform any other of the carrier's
obligations derived from the contract of carriage. In this respect, the
performing parties may be described as the companies that take care of
loading, unloading, stowage, storage, depositing or any other handling of
goods, intra-port carriers, loading terminals, logistics companies, tug
vessels, dock pilots, etc. On the other hand those who only perform
activities indirectly related to the carriage will not be considered
performing parties, such as, for example, ship repair or goods repair
companies, crewing agencies, etc.
b) The captain or a member of the ship's crew. The express mention of
the captain and the rest of the ship's crew members is made due to the
possibility that they are not considered as employees of the carrier,
which can occur in cases where the (contractual) carrier is the ship's time
charterer, as in time chartering the captain and the rest of the crew are
dependent on the charterer.
c) The employees of the carrier or of a performing party. Given that
section a) of art. 18 RR refers to the subcontractors and other external
auxiliary parties of the carrier, section c) complements the category of
the persons the carrier must respond for, extending it to its own
employees and to the employees of the performing parties (maritime and
non-maritime).
d) Any other person that performs or that undertakes to perform any of
the carrier's obligations. This group of persons is included in art. 18 RR,
as a “closing” generic clause, so that any dependent party (to the extent
that they act under the “supervision or control” of the carrier) or
independent auxiliary party (by simply acting “at the carrier's request”
but not under their dependence) of the carrier that cannot be included in
the three previous categories [sections a), b) or c)], also leads to the
liability of the carrier due to actions by third parties. This would be the
case, for example, of a company that ships, stows or handles goods
contracted by the shipper but which acts under the supervision or control
of the carrier, or that of an unloading company contracted by the
consignee that performs its functions under the supervision of the
carrier.
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LIABILITY OF THE MARITIME AND NON-MARITIME
PERFORMING PARTIES

The framework of liability of the performing parties established in the
Rotterdam Rules is different depending on whether it is a maritime or
non-maritime performing party. In the case of maritime performing
parties the same liability framework envisaged in the Convention for the
carrier is applied, remaining, therefore, subject to the obligations and
responsibilities set in the Convention for the carrier, but benefiting from
the exceptions and limited liabilities established in the Rules for said
carrier (art. 19.1 RR). Therefore, the new Convention is applied to the
maritime performing parties, with the advantage that the shipper or the
consignee can claim compensation directly from the maritime
performing parties, under the above mentioned art. 19 RR and art. 20 RR
that declares as solidary the plural liability of the carrier and one or more
maritime performing parties.
The liability of the maritime performing party extends both to its own
failure to fulfil the obligations that the Convention imposes on it and to
the failure of any person that the maritime performing party has
entrusted to fulfil any of the obligations that correspond to the carrier in
compliance with the contract of carriage (art. 19.3 RR). As a result, the
maritime performing parties will respond for the actions and omissions
of their dependent and independent auxiliary parties, provided they act
upon request of the maritime performing party to fulfil any of the
carrier's obligations.
Unlike what happens with the maritime performing parties, the liability
regime described in the Rotterdam Rules is not applied to the nonmaritime performing parties. This is deduced from an a contrario sensu
interpretation of art. 19.1 RR, in which the liability framework described
in the Convention for the carrier only extends to the maritime
performing parties. A systematic interpretation of, among others, arts.
4.1, 19.1, 20.1, 23.3, 24 and 79.1 RR, where there is an exclusive
reference to the carrier and to the maritime performing party as those
liable or as the beneficiaries of the exonerations and limitations of
liability established in the Convention, leads to the same conclusion. The
current exclusion in the Rotterdam Rules of the non-maritime
performing parties is inadequate. This is due to the fact that if one of the
aims of the Convention is to harmonise the “door to door” international
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carriage of goods by sea, a performing party of this carriage, such as the
non-maritime performing party, cannot be left out. We are referring to
those events or circumstances in which the non-maritime stages that
follow or precede the maritime stage are subject to national regulations,
as the International Conventions on the matter are not applicable (CMR,
CIM Montreal Convention). In these cases, the liability of the carrier
will be subject to the Rotterdam Rules and the responsibility of the nonmaritime performing party (overland or air transport that the carrier has
entrusted to it) will be subject to a different internal regulation. The
avoidance of conflicts that the inclusion would have generated with the
regulations of the non-maritime stages of the carriage does not seem
sufficient.
The Rotterdam Rules exclude, by means of art. 19.4, the direct
responsibility of the captain or other members of the ship's crew, as well
as the employees of the carrier or of a maritime performing party, before
the shipper of consignee. Specifically, art. 18 and art. 19.4 RR channel
the direct liability due to loss, damage or delay, before the claimant,
through the carrier; without prejudice of the possibility of claiming
directly against the maritime performing party, via arts. 19 and 20 RR.

JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY
When the carrier and one or more maritime performing parties are
responsible for the damage, loss or delay, said responsibility will be
considered joint and several, although only up to the quantitative limits
set in the actual Convention (art. 20.1 RR). To know the specific scope
of this precept it will be necessary to resort to the content of our Civil
Law concerning joint and several liability (lex fori). In this respect, the
claimant may take reparatory action directly against the maritime
performing party, under arts. 19 and 20 RR and under art. 1144 CC.
The Rotterdam Rules, in art. 20, establish joint and several liability only
for events or circumstances in which the carrier and one or more
maritime performing parties are responsible for the damage to the goods.
As a result, it must be understood that in the rest of the cases with many
responsible parties (for example, carrier and non-maritime performing
parties) the liability will not be joint and several, interpreting art. 20 RR
a contrario and taking into account that in Spanish law the principle of
joint and several liability does not apply for cases of multiple debtors.
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APPLICATION OF THE RULES REGARDLESS OF THE
CLAIM PROCEDURE USED
The Rotterdam Rules (art. 4), along the same lines as the Hague-Visby
Rules (art. 4 bis) and the Hamburg Rules (art. 7), guarantee that the
carrier's regime of liability, with its exonerations and limitations, will be
applied in any legal (commercial, social, administrative, civil, criminal,
etc.) or arbitral proceeding used by the claimant and regardless of the
legal bases used for the claim due to damage, loss or delay.
Likewise, the framework of responsibility of the carrier contemplated in
the Rotterdam Rules will be applied if the claim is made against the
actual carrier, or against a maritime performing party, the captain, a crew
member, any other person that provides services on board the ship or the
employees of the carrier or of a maritime performing party (art. 4.1 RR).
However, the solution provided by art. 4.1 RR, as is the case with arts.
19.1 and 79.1 RR, is unsatisfactory, as it leaves the non-maritime
performing party out of the list of subjects that benefit from the
exonerations and limitations of liability recognised by the Convention.
As a result, the non-maritime performing parties (overland carriers that
perform activities outside the port area, air carriers, etc., that are not
employees of the carrier, in short, non-employee auxiliary or dependent
parties) are without protection, as they cannot make use of the
exonerations and limitations that are applied to the carrier in the
Rotterdam Rules. This exclusion is contrary to the harmony of the legal
framework of the door to door international carriage of goods sought by
its authors.

MINIMUM IMPERATIVE NATURE OF THE CARRIER'S
LIABILITY FRAMEWORK
The new Convention establishes two different levels of imperativity of
the obligations and of the liability included in the same, depending on
whether they are those envisaged, on the one hand, for the carrier or a
maritime performing party; or, on the other, for the shipper, consignee,
controlling party, holder or documentary shipper:
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1st. As regards the carrier and the maritime performing party the
obligations and the responsibility cannot be excluded or limited, directly
or indirectly, by means of clauses or agreements between the parties of
the contract of carriage, as such agreements or clauses would be void
[art. 79.1.a) and b) RR]. Therefore, the responsibility imposed on the
carrier and on the maritime performing party in the Rotterdam Rules
presents a minimum imperative nature, in such a way that the clauses
inserted in the contracts of carriage that envisage an exclusion or a
reduction of the levels of responsibility under this minimum would be
void.
Art. 79 RR omits any mention concerning the nullification or not of the
clauses in which the responsibility of the non-maritime performing party
is excluded or limited. This precept must be interpreted alongside art. 19
RR, a precept that excludes the non-maritime performing parties from
the responsibility framework imposed on the carrier, in such a way that
they will not enjoy the exonerations and limitations that the Convention
recognises for the carrier. Given that the responsibility of the nonmaritime performing party is not governed by the Convention, as we
have pointed out above, art. 79 of this Convention does not say anything
about the validity or not of the clauses on the responsibility of such a
non-maritime performing party, as it will be the internal regulations (for
example, our Law on the land transport of goods) or international
regulations (CMR, CIM...) regulating such responsibility which will
determine whether they are valid or not.
2nd. As regards the shipper, consignee, controlling party, holder or
documentary shipper, the responsibility and the obligations
contemplated in the Convention cannot be modified by the parties by
exercising free will (art. 79.2 RR).
As an exception to this general rule of imperativeness, the Rotterdam
Rules enshrine the primacy of free will with regard to volume contracts
(art. 80 RR), the transport of live animals [art. 81.a) RR] and the
transport of “special goods” [art. 81.b) RR].
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a general reading of the commercial maritime
field in contrast to some current cultural considerations on the
regeneration of waterfronts carried away in many cities along the
last decades. In the literature published about renewals of city
waterfronts, a particular issue is that no master plan seems to
specify what were precisely the functions, the social roles, the politic
priorities, the public criteria, etc., to deal with when proximity of
water was rethought. Admitting that the less questioned activity has
been the exploitation of shipping resorts inside clean, well
delimitated and “chic” marinas, in major occidental towns in most
cases even city touristic maps show some discomposure when
informing about the shoreline limits and its new heterogeneous
charms.
Confusion of objectives among designers and planners of
redeveloped waterfronts has been a constant in a lot of cities. They
don’t know what has to be achieved exactly in these important
operations even today. The impasse is evident in many international
projects, and also in the subtleties people perceive in new
waterfronts, in the sense that meanings of water aren’t
disambiguated either. Surprisingly, a step forward in the semantic
research on the concept “water” is being achieved while the
apparent technological progress involving areas concerning the
maritime milieu is now doubtful (socially, politically, economically).
KEYWORDS: waterfront, culture, technology, urbanism, semantics
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INTRODUCTION
The magnetism of water proximity in the revitalization of old ports may
be related to the attraction that coasts generates on human kind
everywhere, anytime, as an eloquent picture from the World Resources
Institute presents [Fig. 1].
Figure 1: The affluence of people living within 100 Km of the coast

World Resources Institute

Specially in the last 50 years a lot international movements, conferences
and summits have declared the pressure upon the maritime limits as
something harmful. But when mixing environmental care and new
artificial implications in remodeling coastal cities in particular, the
shoreline degradation is not a problem at first sight. A lot of cities which
are projecting, expanding, consolidating or finishing urban renewal
initiatives in the form of new waterfronts shouldn’t be concerned with
environmental issues as a central question, at least in one primal sense.
That’s because it is presumed that if a segment of coast was already 'not
virginal' or, as it is the case, ‘urban’ –due to its function of sheltering
port facilities for centuries–, a new artificial intervention shouldn't be
especially controversial.
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It’s more than that: regarding the urban water/earth border, the
redevelopment of historical harbors –as it has been performed in a lot of
cities– in fact extinguishes former dock functions and dirtier practices
related to old maritime cargo traffic. Barcelona offers a good example of
that significant change.
The attraction of the water to people, genuine or induced, has been
evident when maritime cities have been redesigned in the last decades.
The process has been presented as a success by authorities: new areas for
the exclusive use of citizens. The refurbished coastal zones have been
claimed equal to a repairing surgery or rendered as a gift by politicians
in the chase of environmental benefit, anyway delivered as an easing of
that overall human leaning towards water. Not only involved authorities
eluded the worry of altering too much the coast (which was altered
already), but they even boasted improving it. In the waterfronts
redeveloped along the last decades, powerful vectors related to prosaic
concepts –mainly the shipping industry interests– become preeminent
and distort the picture nevertheless, and this reason pervades this
overview. Another concern is that in cities that experienced the
aforementioned redevelopment changes, real estate investors found a
promised land.
This text contributes to work out the symbolic values which accumulate
with the logics of a palimpsest upon all these new movements and
resettlements too. Because values and traits associated with redesigning
waterfronts supply new ideas about the relocated proximity of water.
Water, an ancestral element, always can unveil some intellectualized
points of view. The adjacency of water surfaces to the urban fabrics and
to the citizens is now a spectacle and not a working environment
anymore. It is a contention of this paper that the advent of this change as
a universal phenomenon, its modulation through time and even the
abruptness of that metamorphosis in several cases, pose questions not
answered yet.
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Figure 2: (Up) An image of Southern Manhattan at the
beginning of the XXth century / (Down) Map of Port of New
York & New Jersey commercial terminals today

To begin with, those dirty and old port functions have been just
relocated in most cases, obviously not disappearing, but on the contrary,
they have experienced a huge increase. In the city of New York, for
example, through the XXth century different segments of the island of
Manhattan were liberated from these traditional port functions by
sending away all commercial vessels –not ferries– to the coasts of
Newark, Staten Island, Bayonne, and Brooklyn, places where convenient
facilities were built [Fig. 2] or renovated, being some of them really big
as the Elizabeth Marine Terminal for containers. In other ports as
Barcelona [Fig. 3] or Baltimore, the commercial shipping zone has just
being conveniently “slided” or “expelled” moving it along the coast,
locating it several miles off its former place, but widening it year after
year and making it bigger and more versatile in terms of traffic
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operations. In the case of Barcelona, one thing to say is that this largescale removal –together with the construction of new piers– has
welcome line cruisers, which in the past were just an anecdote in the
city, and now have increased enormously and represent an amenity in
the form of new troops of tourists walking the streets.
Figure 3: The Port of Barcelona – Transformation from 1956 to 2011

Barcelona

Port Authority of

To leave space to a more elegant image of the city, and because the
explosive growth of container shipping, political powers and city
authorities were more than quick to change the maritime façades of
cities around the world as the old ports became obsolete. The old ports’
waters turned too shallow and with piers too cramped in dockside land
areas for the new container ships; as a result, in port city after port city,
the deep-water shipping industry was invited to move out of their
respective city nucleus, abandoning historic old port areas where a
maritime public image could be then theoretically “improved”, if not
touristically exploited in very profitable ways. 1

1

Millspaugh, Martin L. (1999): The Developer’s Point of View. In The Maturity of the

Waterfront, 39
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Figure 4: (Up) Old Baltimore with maritime commercial nodes
escaping from the primitive
harbor / (Down): Covering the area in the circle, Baltimore new
waterfront today

But in terms of a certain overall ethical balance, it’s not better now than
before. Taking decades as the time unit, and being Baltimore [Fig. 4]
and Boston the pioneers in this movement, the “recent” water beauties of
Cape Town, New York –see the projects for Battery Park in the late 70’
of the XXth century 2, for example–, Genoa, London, Singapore, Sydney,
2

“…A comparison of the 1969 and 1979 master plans for Battery Park
City (NYC), illustrates the extremes in urban design for implementation.
Each plan called for 15,000 apartments and 600,000 m2 of offices. The
1969 plan is a megastructure that looked a bit like a spaceship moored to
the Manhattan waterfront. The city government hated the plan because it
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Buenos Aires or Barcelona –Port Olympic and Port Vell in the 90’s,
etc.–, just to mention a bunch of sound examples, were possible because
heavy industrial maritime activities were just moved away –and greatly
expanded–, and because real estate operations were performed in a grand
style in the so-called liberated land. “Gray views” were just removed
from the sight of the innocent citizen and/or tourist, to whom a help was
given in the sense of effacing from his mind all
understanding of the so-called prosperity.
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CAPITAL
Kim Dovey, in his book “Fluid Cities” 3 has analyzed the case of
Melbourne. The transformation of Melbourne’s urban waterfront [Fig. 5]
is explained through the disruption of the city as long-established
experiences and practices were swept up in new flows of money, ideas,
desires and designs. Dovey provides a lot of erudite sources about the
makeover, but at the end he is tolerant with what he reads as an
inevitable shift of urban form.
Figure 5: Melbourne’s waterfront

He even mentions the argument of the communist author Henry
Lefevbre when defended the famous “right to the city”: a call about the
blocked the street views of the water. Nothing was built for a decade…”
The Developer’s Point of View / The Maturity of the Waterfront, 15
3

Dovey, Kim (2005): Fluid City, Transforming Melbournes’s Urban Waterfront.
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rights of access, and the rights to play and appropriation 4. With not as
much theoretical apparatus as in “Fluid Cities”, similar conclusions have
been drawn from other books written to indulge in such big operations
and always with the excuse of celebrate “Recreation and Tourism”.
That’s indeed a couple of good reasons shining in the title of another
field book: “Recreation and Tourism as a Catalyst for Urban Waterfront
Redevelopment”, a without-subterfuges report edited by Stpehen J.
Craig-Smith & Michael Fagence 5 as early as in 1995.
The attempt to explain different legal and managerial problems due to
the natural overlap of administrations (local, regional, national…) and
private interests in each respective city, seems logical in the abundant
literature published about waterfront renewals in the last decades –
among which the latter are just a few instances–, but what is intriguing
among these specialized media 6 is that nobody have ever seemed to
agree what are the functions to plan, the social roles to expect, the politic
priorities to have, the public criteria to defend, etc., to deal with when
proximity of water is rethought. The less questioned activity of course is
the exploitation of leisure shipping, which remains inside clean, well
delimitated and “chic” marinas. But in most cases, in major occidental
towns even city touristic maps show some discomposure when
informing about the shoreline limits and its heterogeneous charms.
This almost explicit confusion about objectives is common among
designers and planners of redeveloped city waterfronts and has been
around in different projects. They don’t know what has to be achieved
exactly in these important operations even today. We mean, beyond
reasoning and stating that the port had to be “multifunctional”. The
impasse is evident in the blurry targets that a lot of international
waterfronts often present (underlined in this paper), but also in the
4

Ibíd. In different parts of this book, Dovey mentions the communist thinker Henry
Lefevbre as well as several of French philosophers of the late XXth century as Deleuze,
Barthes, Bordieu or de Certeau.

5

Craig-Smith, S. J. and Fagence, Ml. (1995): Recreation and Tourism as a Catalyst for
Urban Waterfront Redevelopment

6

Certainly in waterfront literature there’s no shortage of references about the necessary
but difficult overlapping of different authorities (local, regional national…) that
converge on redevelopment tasks. That subject is even the essence of entire books as
America’s Waterfont Revival, Port Authorities and Urban Redevelopment which
explains the cases of Tampa, San Diego and San Francisco.
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subtleties people perceive, in the sense that meanings of water aren’t
disambiguated either.
Taken with long-term perspective, that sort of conceptual mess gives
cause for several considerations.
In one hand, the colossal maritime industrial development has been
simultaneous to promoting beautiful, nice, pleasant urban views as a
kind of magic screen, although these cosmetic pleasures have never
been really defined. Peaceful citizens have been offered with enjoyable
and fashionable panoramas in a lot of harbors around the planet [Fig. 6]
in order to wipe off the gigantic industrial effort made by the entire
occidental world first –and now by the Asian hemisphere–, undeniably
reflected in the enormous maritime traffic today running in all oceans
and pointedly in coastal cities.
Figure 6: (Left) The port of Barcelona and its hinterland in recent days /
(Right) Barcelona’s stylish-designed footbridge in ‘Port Vell’

Scenes that in the past were mixed and laid to the eyes of anybody now
have been segregated, isolated, repressed so to speak, and separated into
a specialized area to avoid confusing feelings. The majority of those who
have analyzed the process agree that this kind of inhibition has been
inevitable and positive; but the truth is the forces that outlined these
transformations have not been always frank, and neither “fluid”. Major
economic shocks as the OPEC oil shortage of the early 1970s, for
example, caused oil companies to reconsider oil operations strategies
and leave off some port facilities and berths. Technological innovations
including containerization and roll-on/roll-off, or “ro-ro” technology,
made many cargo berths and finger piers obsolete. The fall in the price
of oil and the relative cost of cars, relative increases in wealth, and the
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resulting growth of the tourism industry contributed to help the process.
Shipping companies found it easier to relocate to avoid restrictive unions
and other irritations, as they rarely owned extensive shore facilities and
their capital was invested primarily in ships. The globalization of
services allowed for that. Last but not least, the virtual abandonment of
the urban industrial port was combined with the increased caché of
waterfront living and working, which attracted global real estate
development companies that saw the potential profitability of
redevelopment projects on large sites at the water’s edge and in the
urban core 7.
These reasons were hardly based in urbanism’s principles, in
architectural guidelines or in theoretical citizen’s rights to appropriate
the city (as Dovey suggests in “Fluid City”). In fact, among the ones
who were involved when big modifications in different waterfronts were
being discussed, very few believed in those reasons. Let’s say that
politicians, administrators, and private interests took advantage of
waterfronts to adhere to a variety of convenient, postindustrial purposes
including arts, culture, entertainment, tourism, and convention business,
just to make money. While cities of the past competed for industry and
jobs, postindustrial cities seem to compete for conference and tourism
business as well as for white-collar service jobs and residents. Today’s
competitive city is characterized by a collection of urban projects that
someone has branded as “tourist bubble” and “mayor’s trophy case” and
even as “showpieces” 8. The consequences are that the traditional zones
of the commercial maritime traffic in representative cities –even those
with historical waterfronts– offer a variety of attractions today.
Barcelona is an archetypal example of these “fluid” changes or resources
that have been randomly poured, combined and mixed, as it happens in
different ports all over the world, including:
- Recreational marinas
- Paths for promenades
- Paths for bicycle riders
- Circuits for Segway (as in Barcelona port), skating and
rollerblades
- All sort of parks (sculpture parks as in Lisbon or Seattle, parks
surrounding apartment buildings as in Battery Park in N.Y., etc.)
7

Ibíd., 105
Judd, Dennis R. (1999): Constructing the Tourist Bubble. In ibíd., 19 / Frieden,
Bernard J. and Sagalyn, Lynne B. (1989): The Tourist City. In íbid., 19

8
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- Heritage ships
- Squares/esplanades
- Docks for liners and local ferries
- Residence buildings
- Public buildings
- Commercial malls (shops, boutiques, cafeterias, restaurants…)
- Science centres, Acquariums, Museums
- Festival marketplaces
- Imax cinemas
- Etc.
TECHNOLOGY AND THE OCEAN
One way of analyzing this phenomenon –the global and true forces that
have redefined waterfronts with no much apparent criticism– is to think
about the technological discourses we allow ourselves to have, and those
discourses we generally screen out or avoid. Popular culture itself
contains certain narrow/superficial discourses about technology (the
plague of magazines about digital gadgets, with wrappings of all sort, is
teaching us something when we look at the newsstand). Curiously, a
wider and deeper discourse about technology is very difficult even at an
academic level. We want the machinery to become invisible at any price.
For different causes, we repress ourselves from seeing the machinery,
and our dependence upon it, and its impact into the present crisis. We
would say that all relationship with goods, artifacts and objects
belonging to the man-made world, is dominated by the paradigm of the
device. This paradigm creates an illusory separation between the
technological means (the machinery, the medium) and the technological
ends: the commodities achieved. We don’t even question if there is a
political or ideological message behind –as the philosopher Herbert
Marcuse had stated once 9. We want the maximum availability of the
consumer goods anyway. Technological “progress” is generally devoted
to increasing the availability of products, to make them everywhere
available, instantly, without risk or nuisance –not to say without the
assessment of their environmental footprint. People demand more and
more with an irrational urgency. Today, in the middle of an expanded
crisis, we begin to doubt if this whirlpool is a dangerous regression.

9

Marcuse, Herbert (1964): El hombre unidimensional. In Crítica y Utopia: La Escuela
de Francfort.
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On the other hand, the meaning of the ocean, the single greatest feature
of our planet, it’s emerging –if we could say so– as a subject of scientific
study, and that’s a trend which represents a less harmful side of progress
indeed. To the athor of this paper, it happens as if our blindness to see
the very reasons that dramatically changed our waterfronts –for better or
for worse– was balanced with an intellectual awareness about what the
ocean means
Figure 7: Neurologic brain research has been related to the ocean

We could look for example at the symposia Bluemind, a two-day event
recently held at the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco,
California 10. According to its organizers, it was intended to help frame a
field that united “neuroscience and ocean stewardship”. The summit
explored the relationship between the Ocean and the brain [Fig. 7], and
put together leading neuroscientists, communicators, and citizens to
engage in an original dialog. The point was simple: what can happen
when the biggest, most unique and dynamic feature of our planet, the
ocean, is combined with a cutting-edge understanding of the most
powerful organ in the universe, the human brain? Neuroscience has
recently focused on the relationship between mind and music, mind and
color, politics, neuroeconomics, meditation/relaxation and other
compelling areas. However, little is known about the brain “on the
ocean.” What happens to the brain when a person is in proximity to the
ocean?

10

Bluemind Agenda (2011). Available from:
http://web.me.com/wallacejnichols/BlueMarbles/BLUEMiND/Entries/2011/6/2_BLUE
MiND_Draft_Agenda.html
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The outcomes were controversial, but this international gathering
emphasized that something different was moving in our civilization.
It was something different but at the same time very old, because
cultural meanings and symbols are built after a refining process where
historical data, observational research and psychological insights are
entangled. That happens of course with the very notion of “ocean” as a
perception upon which all sort of fantasies have existed all the time, and
from which artistic expressions have fed. In Greek mythology the world
is a disc circled by a stream of water, the god Oceanus, who is the father
of the Oceanids, i.e. all the lesser rivers, streams, brooks, and rills that
flow over the earth. We know today ocean can refer to the entire body of
salt water or any of its major divisions covering the globe.
The Greeks made up a fantasy to disguise their lack of scientific
understanding of geography. Later on, Romanticism created myths of
water being a source of monsters, built on the primitive god Posidon and
the many-headed Hydra as figures of chaos and danger. These influences
can literally be detected in Lautreamont‘s Songs of Maldoror written in
the XIXth century 11, and were followed by classical psychoanalytic
interpretations of seas and oceans in the dreams of patients.
Today, the psychological mechanisms that turn fashionable harbors into
clean and comfortable views are based on fantasies also [Fig. 8], but of a
more sophisticated kind, as the gathering Bluemind outlined. The Ocean,
as the whole Nature has been tamed by technology (supposedly), now
leave the fantasies concentrate on the powers of the gaze intensely. It is
said that the blue color has relaxing properties by itself, for example, and
that the ocean horizon can convey welfare and calm.
Being the latter a platitude or not, fantasy is always something humans
build when the reality principle cannot be broken. Today’s fantasies
have been deliberately concentrated in the sense of the sight, the sight as
the last field where political manipulation is still feasible according to
some contemporary philosophers and even psychologists 12. If we
11

We refer here to the First Song of The Songs of Maldoror, by Le Comte de
Lautréamont (1869)
12
Virilio, Paul (1994): The Vision Machine. In: Facing Postmodernity Contemporary French thought on culture and society “For Paul Virilio, video-graphic
tyranny is
new form of control far worse than state-run propaganda and
misinformation. He believes that dictatorship of the image heralds the demise of Man”,
113
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combine this fact with the “fluidity” characteristic of the actual society
and values (Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity), we can conclude that
the object “ocean” may play a role less mysterious and more
instrumental than we ever imagined before.

Figure 8: Barcelona - Palau de Mar at the beginning
of the XXth century (Up), and now (Down)

CONCLUSIONS
Architects and urban planners use to say that it’s not for them to put
order in the social processes, because they are neither politicians nor
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sociologists. They limit their work to follow what is in the air, and their
professional wisdom to give form to the city. They would comply with
the existing ‘zeitgeist’ at any moment. But they have some responsibility
on the possible options contained within those processes, as the
geographer David Harvey stated as early as in the 70’s 13. To help society
fit its own way, city planners should try to make understand the meaning
and the impact of what they offer, because they give shape to relevant
objects, solutions and behaviors that are supposed to endure.
Being in a world context, one claim of this paper is that redevelopment
of many waterfronts in the last decades, starting with the cities of
Baltimore and Boston in the 70’s (James Rouse, chairman of the socalled ‘Greater Baltimore Committee’, pioneered the movement), and
following by many others, may be faced with a different attitude. The
significat works accomplished around the world in major cities’
waterfronts have been presented to the public on praising the usage of
the city shoreline and at best telling something about theories of
innovation and organizational change in private companies, government
bureaucracies, and public authorities 14. These big works have heavily
relied upon massive use of technology in both sides: in the modern and
relocated maritime hubs as well as in the new urban façades –filled with
a plethora of urbanistic and architectural hi-tech designs.
The overwhelming use of technology is questioned today as climate
change is confirmed as a real threat to our planet. Rapid extinction of
ocean ecosystems by a myriad of factors and petroleum dependencies
are widely verified. Perhaps the ocean understood as a conceptual
subject –as an intellectual venture– offers the possibility to recover the
empathy that will reconnect us to our planet, in order to engage the
entire world in the challenging work of restoring what has been broken
in nature.
A lot of literature about waterfront redevelopment show that the
financial interests behind those operations were determinant 15. By
contrast, we can recall here the naive values described by an author as
Jinnai 16 explaining the lure of waterfronts in the Edo period of historical
Japan (running from 1603 to 1868). Jinnai talks about a waterfront of
ludic spaces contrasting with the dominant urban spaces of political,
13

Harvey, David (1973): Social Justice and the City
Hendee Brown, P. (2009): America’s Waterfront Revival, Port Authorities and Urban
Redevelopment, 19
15
Ibíd., 195
16
Dovey, ibíd., 24
14
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social and economic control. Linked to the Japanese ideal of the
‘floating world’, urban places near and over the water were places of
liberation: ‘sanctuaries from the obligations of city life’. Urban
waterfronts were set up as a ludic fantasy entourage of theatres, teahouses, brothels and wandering entertainment. This was a urban life that
flowed across the boundaries between earth and water, where the
rigidities of social order and identity melt.
This description of historical Japanese waterfronts would have its
parallels in many Western cities. From Barcelona and Bilbao to Brighton
and Blackpool, on to Baltimore and Boston, the lure of the waterfront
would be that of the places of pleasure 17. However, the general idea here
was not as pure and idyllic as in the Edo period. Behind the new
waterfront crusade in the Western XXth century, there have been
financial reasons primarily. The necessary relocation of existing
commercial maritime traffic was in order for it to grow, which is not
exactly the spoken and declared purpose –even honoring discourses
about the managerial, legal and political advancements along the way.
That has been a common trait considering this kind of large-scale urban
operations around the planet, aimed to last for generations, with the
subsequent aesthetic and environmental consequences and scenarios
prepared by architects and planners. In this respect, this paper would like
to inject transparency in the reading of the world-wide phenomenon of
waterfront renewal, presenting some critics about what has been
achieved and what has not.
On the other side, if brutal growth in goods traffic and heavy industrial
activities may be dependent to the present global crisis, whatever the
camouflage of these phenomena have been in maritime urban façades,
by contrast a vote of confidence can be given to the intellectual
“progress” got in the comprehension of some collateral subjects. Thus,
very closely related concepts as “water” or “ocean”, being the later the
single greatest feature of our planet, offers a suggestive and innovative
line of research.

17

Dovey, ibíd., 20
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the methodology used for the location and
inventory of traditional riverboats of Gipuzkoa (Basque Country): Ala,
Kabarra and Txanela. Handmade built, these are flat-bottomed wooden
boats with a shallow draught, which throughout its history, have been
devoted to different uses such as the transport of people, animals or
loads and fishing.
The search and location of this type of boats becomes a fundamental
prerequisite for the preservation of our fluvial heritage but, at the
same time, it can be rather complicated since nowadays they are
hardly used. This is why a large number of them have already
disappeared and those that are preserved are, in general, in quite a
bad state of conservation and even semi submerged. The developed
methodology allows to locate the greatest possible number of boats
by making a systematic sweeping of the zone. In order to do so, the
use of different documentary sources (the archival, the ethnography
and the photographic ones) becomes essential.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, traditional riverboats have been hardly used
in the rivers of Gipuzkoa and, therefore, most of them have disappeared.
In fact, nowadays, few of them still remain, some in an advanced state of
deterioration.
To preserve this heritage, apart from the necessary institutional
support, it is essential to develop technical studies, as a basis for the
interventions that should be carried out to ensure their suitable
restoration and conservation. In order to do so, the location and
inventory of this type of boats becomes a fundamental prerequisite.
This paper focuses on the methodology to produce an inventory
of the traditional riverboats of Gipuzkoa, within the framework of a
wider study on traditional riverboats which is being carried out, in order
to develop proposals for their preservation. We are still in the process of
locating and inventorying the remaining boats in the following rivers of
Gipuzkoa: Deba, Urola, Oria, Urumea, Oiartzun and Bidasoa. The
application of this methodology allows a systematic sweeping of the area
to locate the largest possible number of boats. At the same time, we have
also interviewed boat owners, some of whom are very old. The collected
oral testimonies will help to ascertain some characteristics of the boats,
as well as their utilization and importance, both for the family economy
and for local development.

THE TRADITIONAL RIVERBOATS OF GIPUZKOA
As the name itself suggests, a riverboat is a small craft designed
to be used in the river. They are small flat bottomed boats, traditionally
handcraft built in oak wood and propelled by polaina via single-oar
sculling.

Table 1. - Typology of the traditional Basque riverboats
TYPOLOGY OF THE TRADICIONAL BASQUE RIVERBOATS
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Ala

Definition:

It is a variant of the traditional Basque
riverboat, typical of the Oria river that has a square stern and
a flat and slightly sharp bow. Depending on its size, there are
two types: ala-haundia (large) and ala-txikia (small).

Dimensions

Ala-txikia 19

Ala-haundia
Length
overall

Maximum
beam

Height

Length
overall

6.50 m

1.52 m

0.42 m

4.50 m

Place
18

Txanela

Utilization

Alas are typical boats from the Oria
river.

Maxi
mum
bea
m
1.80
m

Heig
ht
0.52
m

Type
Ala-txikia: Due
to its small size,
it has been used
mainly
for
fishing.
Ala-haundia: It
has
been
employed in the
transportation of
people, animals
and sand and also
in fishing.

Definition:

Small flat- bottomed boat, with a sharp bow
and a square stern.

Length overall
5.57 m.

Dimensions

Maximum beam
1.24 m.

Utilization

Place

18

Height
0.34
m

Type

This is an ala-haundia found on the Oria river. It belongs to Joxe
Miguel Bereziartua.
19
These dimensions belong to an ala-txikia which was built in modern
times by a relative of Joxe Miguel Bereziartua. For further information,
see Aguirre Sorondo, ibídem, p. 646.
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Its use was widespread in the Urola and
Urumea rivers.

Kabarra

It has been used
to cross rivers,
for fishing and to
transport sand.

Definition:

It is the largest traditional river boat and
depending on its dimensions two types are distinguished: the
kabarra-haundia, which has the bow and the stern square
and the kabarra-txikia, which has a flat and square stern but
an acute and sharp bow.

Dimensions

Kabarra-haundia 21

Kabarra-txikia
Length
overall
9.32 m

Maximum
beam
1.91 m

Height
0.64 m

Length
overall
12.62 m

Utilization

20

Maximu
m beam
2.34 m

Place

Type

It has been used in the Oria, Urumea and
Bidasoa rivers.

Both, large and
small
kabarra
have been used
for the transport
of goods (mostly
sand), livestock
and people.

Source: Authors after Aguirre Sorondo 2003, pp. 643-648. Photographs
by Ane Izarra.

In the case of the Basque Country there are three types of traditional
river crafts: ala, txanela and kabarra. They share four characteristics
that are inherent to their exclusive use in rivers and harbor areas
(Aguirre Sorondo, 2003, p. 644):
a) Their bottom is flat.

20

This is the kabarra-txikia Gure-Atsegina found in the Bidasoa river. It
belongs to Gregorio Olasagasti.
21
These are the dimensions of a kabarra-haundia of the Bidasoa river,
as described in a document of 1801 and whose construction details are
collected in: Aguirre Sorondo, op. cit., p. 643.
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b) They are used to transport persons, animals or goods.
c) They are propelled by a long oar (polaina, borta or agia),
employing the technique called single-oar sculling.
d) They have a small draft.
In different countries, analogous small boats are named similarly, as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. - Nautical terminology for small boats.
NAUTICAL TERMINOLOGY FOR SMALL BOATS
English

Basque
(Euskera)

Spanish

French

Italian

Flat

Ala

Chata

Bateau plain

Chiatta

Lighter

Txanela/txalanta Chalana

Chalan

Allibo

Gabbard

Kabarra

Fabare/Gabare Gabarra

Gabarra

Source: www.histamar.com.ar
Throughout history, people from the banks of the villages of
Gipuzkoa have used riverboats for approaching woods and fields (to cut
down trees, to mow grass, etc.), to facilitate the transport of people from
one bank to another, for fishing (sometimes, as a support to a family
economy which was based on vegetable production and livestock, or in
some cases as a sole means of survival, when the vegetable garden did
not give enough fruit). For centuries, they have also played an important
role in the economy of the area, as they have been used to carry ore to
the smithy or to transport other manufactured goods such as ironworks,
anchors, barrels and pieces of wood for shipbuilding. They have also
been used to dredge the river (getting out sand of the bottom) so that
other vessels with a larger draft could navigate along it without
problems.
Until recent years, traditional riverboats have been built in the
traditional way, in wood (cut from the forests of the surroundings) using
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techniques that had been tested over time, without using any drawings or
models. Nowadays, however, the number of traditional riverboats that
remain in some piers of the Deba, Urola, Urumea, Oria and Bidasoa
rivers is limited, being most of them practically obsolete.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology that will be described below has helped us to
locate and inventory the traditional riverboats and to interview their
owners, who have kindly accepted to be our informants.

Methodology employed for boats’ location
As a first approach to the location of the traditional riverboats of
Gipuzkoa, different documentary sources have been used, such as the
bibliographical, the archivistic, the ethnographic and the photographic
ones.
First of all, information about the traditional riverboats has been
gathered, through a bibliographic search, and, later, it has been
completed by consulting various manuscript sources located in different
archives of the province 22. These small boats are hardly mentioned in
archival sources probably because they used to be handmade built by
their own owners. Sometimes, they appear in certain documents when
they happen to be at the center of a dispute or complaint and the
provided information mainly refers to their utilization 23.
22

Several manuscripts have been consulted in the following archives:
the Municipal Archive of Irun (MAI), the Municipal Archive of
Hondarribia (MAHO), the Municipal Archive of Orio (MAO), the
Municipal Archive of Zumaia (MAZ), the Municipal Archive of Hernani
(MAHE) and the Municipal Archive of Deba (MAD).
23
A manuscript of 1509 found in MAHO: Sec. E, Neg. 6, Section VI:
Book 2, Expedient 1. It is about a request of 1509, on the excesses
committed by the inhabitants of Hendaye, when forbidding a kabarra full
of people to reach that shore because of the loading of two kabarra with
stone. The fragment of the original text (in Spanish): “Proceso sobre el
río Bidasoa, instruido en el año 1509 sobre la petición del procurador
síndico de Fuenterrabía y declaraciones de los testigos, por excesos
cometidos por los de Hendaya, no dejando llegar a aquella ribera la
gabarra de gente y cargando dos gabarras con piedra de Ondarralzu…”.
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Figure 1.- A manuscript of 1531, about the transport of timber in
kabarras along the Bidasoa river 24.

Source: MAHO, Sec. E, Neg. 7, Section IV: Book 13, Expedient 4.
Unfortunately, in the great majority of cases, these types of
manuscript sources do not collect any information about the physical
aspect of the boat, their dimensions, or about the construction methods
used. This is why antique photographs have been compiled to get to
know how these boats looked like in the past.
Lots of visual documentation have been found, with visual data
of the places in which these boats have been used throughout history. In
most cases, they are landscape photographs in which the boats can be
24

A manuscript of 1531 found in MAHO: Sec. E, Neg. 7, Section IV:
Book 13, Expedient 4. It is about the agreement between Lope de
Iturriaga, master stonemason of Fuenterrabia, and Miguel de Urtarte,
resident of Irun, on the delivery of timber on kabarras down the river
Bidasoa. The fragment of the original text (in Spanish): “Sobre el
convenio entre Lope de Iturriaga, maestro cantero de Fuenterrabía, y D.
Miguel de Urtarte, vecino de Irún, en el asunto del corte de leña en el
arbolado del monte Almida, jurisdicción de esta villa, llevando el
maderamen en gabarras por el río Bidasoa…”.
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seen in the background, but even so, the collected pictures have allowed
us to observe different uses of the riverboats in different locations, where
and what for they have been used and how little they have changed in
the last centuries as regards their aspect and dimensions.

Figure 2.- Overview of Hondarribia and the detail of the kabarra-txikia
which appears on the left, ca. 1909.

Source: Postal card from the personal Archive of Ane Izarra.
Figure 3.- Kabarra Gure-Atsegina, Hondarribia, 2012 25.

Source: Photograph by Ane Izarra.

25

At the end of the study the inventory card of this boat is included.
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In addition, some other tools have been used, like air
identification systems. There are several applications available on the
Internet, such as Google Earth 26, SIGPAC 27 or the aerial photographic
system B5M 28. These websites are an important tool for researchers,
because they make easier the sweeping of the entire area. By means of
those systems we have discovered the geographical location most
appropriate to house these boats and have located places where
structures of old shipyards, piers or boats still remain.
Figure 4.- Aerial photograph of Amute´s bridge in Hondarribia.
Highlighted with a square is the last kabarra of the Bidasoa river, in
front of Gure-Atsegina farmhouse.

Source:
http://b5m.gipuzkoa.net/url5000/es/Z_16765/PUBLI_FOTO

26

The Google Earth application allows seeing any place of the world through satellite
imagery, maps, relief pictures, 3D pictures and even through underwater photographs.
This technique has been successfully used in recent archaeological research works, as
reported
by
Francescutti
(2012).
For
further
information,
see:
http://www.google.es/intl/es/earth/index.html
27
SIGPAC is the Geographical Identification System of Agricultural Plots.
http://arc.ikt.es/sigpac/
28
This is the system offered by the Department of Environment and Spatial Planning of
the Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa. http://b5m.gipuzkoa.net/web5000/
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The fieldwork was organized when all the information was
gathered. Trips to different places within the province of Gipuzkoa were
made, covering on foot every stretch of river which could house these
boats, and also trying to locate their owners.
The search and location of this type of boats can be difficult,
since nowadays they are seldom used, reason why a large number of
them has already disappeared and those that are preserved are, in
general, in quite a bad state of conservation and even semi submerged
(in the intertidal area). In addition, due to the wide degree of occupation
of the river banks by the industry, the visualization of the boats and the
access to them can be complex. That is the reason why in some cases
other options to gain access to them were chosen: employing a boat, a
canoe, etc.
Figure 5.- Remains of two antique traditional riverboats which
have been located in the intertidal area of the bank of the Bidasoa river.

Source: Photograph by Ane Izarra.

Methodology used for the interviews
All of our informants own at least a traditional riverboat. Once
they were located in different places of the province of Gipuzkoa, it
became necessary to interview them as soon as possible, as some of
them were very old (the eldest is 97).
Our intention for the interviews was to collect oral testimonies
about the boats, their construction process, their use and importance not
only for the family economy but also for the local development. With
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this idea, following the methods of Basque Ethnography 29, we designed
a questionnaire to be used as a guideline to lead the interviews.
All the interviews were tape-recorded. In regard to the language
used in the interviews, it is worth mentioning that all of them have been
made in euskera, the mother tongue of all informants and, therefore, the
one in which they best express themselves. This is also helping us to find
the rich vocabulary that exists in this language to refer to traditional
riverboats, which, unfortunately, is at the risk of disappearing along with
the boats.
It has to be emphasized that most of the informants have been
very receptive to our requests. They know that they have in their hands
the last examples of a naval typology and wish to narrate their own
experiences.
Methodology used to inventory the boats
To build up an inventory of the traditional riverboats of
Gipuzkoa, two previous works have been taken into account: the
restoration project of four boats (among which were two traditional
riverboats: an ala and a kabarra) that has been carried out by the
Astillero Olabe (2008) 30 and the inventory of traditional boats made by
29

In the Basque Country, numerous studies about our fishing
communities have been made by researchers from different universities
(mainly from the University of the Basque Country and the University of
Deusto) and from other scientific associations for the development and
diffusion of Basque culture, such as Eusko Ikaskuntza, Barandiaran
Fundazioa, the Instituto Labayru and the Sociedad de Ciencias
Aranzadi. The lifestyles of fishermen and their communities, have been
deeply investigated, especially in their economic context. A great
amount of ethnographic research works are available some of which
mention the Basque traditional riverboats. Authors like Aguirre Sorondo
(2003), Izaga Reiner (2003) or Urdangarin Altuna (2003, 2004, and
2005) have done ethnographic research works on anguleros, areneros,
naval modelers and naval carpenters and shipwrights in which they have
collected information about the riverboats which these workers
employed.
30
The Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa is the owner of these four boats.
The document that describes their restoration process is available on the
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the organization Dorna (2010) 31 technical record card that gathers
different data about the boats has been designed, which divides the
logged information into four sections:

A. Identification:
Data about the name and type of boat and the owner´s name.
Shipbuilding: Information about dimensions, design features and
lanyards.
B. Materials: Analysis and description of different building materials.
C. State of conservation:
Data on the condition of the vessel and on the treatment that has been
applied. With the aim of ensuring its preservation through a proposal of
action in the case we find any degradation.
D. Additional information provided by the owner:
References collected over the card are gathered. They are contributions
that could help to better understand some aspects of the boat.

web of Astillero Olabe: www.olabe.net. To restore the boats they
have used the criterion based on the Standards for Historic Vessel
Preservation, that are collected in : MICHAEL NAAB: The Secretary of
the Interior´s Standards for Historic Vessel Preservation Projects with
Guidelines for Applying the Standards, Ed. National Park Service,
Washington, D.C., 1990.
31
In the project Dorna (Organized and Sustainable Development of
Resources in the Northwest Atlantic) different organizations of Galicia,
Basque Country, Britain and the United Kingdom are taking part. The
publication of the inventory of traditional boats that they have made, is
available in their web: http://dorna.coag.es/es/publicaciones/
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TECHNICAL RECORD CARD: KABARRA GURE-ATSEGINA
A. IDENTIFICATION
Boat: Kabarra Gure-Atsegina (“Our pleasure” Gabbard)

Figure Gure-1 32

Owner: Gregorio Olasagasti (Hondarribia, 1922)

Figure Gure-2. Gregorio Olasagasti

SHIPBUILDING:
Shipwrighters:
Gregorio Olasagasti and Juan José González

Place and date of construction:
Amute neighborhood, Hondarribia, 1947i.
32

Photographs taken by Ane Izarra.
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Description of the boat:
-

Dimensions:

Figure Gure-3

-

No. of frames : 13
Store room: Yes

-

Carrying capacity: 8 m3

X

No

The kabarra has a small space in the stern that is designed to keep some tools: sponges
to drain water and the shovel.

Place and date of use:
This kabarra has been utilized in the Bidasoa river for the following uses:

- To transport sand: This was the main use of that boat, since Gregorio worked for
many years as areneroii.

- To transport peopleiii: From one bank of the Bidasoa river to the other.
Mooring elements:
This boat has two mooring lines:
- Synthetic fiber lines to tie the bow and the stern to the wharf.
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Figure Gure-4: The bow

Figure Gure-5: The stern

Propulsion system:
This boat is propelled by a long oar called bortaiv, employing the technique called
single-oar sculling.

Other elements:
To remove the sand from the river bottom, they used a wooden shovel as the one in the
picture Gure-6, which was made by Gregorio using oak wood.

Figure Gure- 6: The shovel

Present location of the boat:
Gure-Atsegina farmhouse´s wharf.

Figure Gure-8: Gure-Atsegina farmhouse

Figure Gure-7: The wharf
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B. MATERIALS:
Wooden elements:
The boat is made entirely of oak wood (Quercus robur L.).

Metallic elements:
Nails:
Metal type: Galvanized iron
Type of nails: Square and round point type nails have been used to build the boat.
Reinforcement by a metal piece in the bow:
The boat has a galvanized steel reinforcement in the bow.

Figure Gure-9: The steel reinforcement in the bow

C. STATE OF CONSERVATION:

This is a 65 year old boat that, although not severely damaged, it has suffered some
damage as time goes by.

Assessment of the state of conservation:
In a visual inspection of the vessel it has been observed:
Wood:
Several cracks have been appreciated in the wood, both in the tables of the coverage of
the storeroom (Figure Gure-12), as in the reinforcements of the side (Figure Gure-11),
and also, some signs of cracking in frames have been seen (Figure Gure-13). Although
these defects are located at “secondary” points of the boat that do not affect its
watertight integrity. In the Figure Gure-10, the areas where the defects are located are
marked with a circle. These can be seen in detail in the figures Gure-11, Gure-12 and
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Gure-13.

Figure Gure-10: Deterioration points

Figure Gure-11: Fractured wood

Figure Gure-12: Fractured wood

Figure Gure-13: Damaged frames
Furthermore, the presence of microorganisms has been appreciated since the boat has
been in the water for many years (suffering from the effects of degrading agents such
as water, ambient temperature and sunlight) and some areas with signs of biofouling
are visible in the bottom (Figure Gure-14). Consequently, wood´s physical and
chemical properties may be altered, which would increase the fragility of the boat that
could deteriorate.

Figure Gure-14: Biolouling in the underbody
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Metallic elements:
The metallic reinforcement which is applied in the bow has a degree of oxidation
(Figure Gure-15) and some of the nails have come to the surface (Figure Gure-11 and
Figure Gure-12) due to the loss of some wood fragments.

bow.

Figure Gure-15: Oxidation of the steel reinforcement in the

In a preliminary diagnostic test it has been determined that the state of conservation of
the kabarra Gure-Atsegina is quite good. But we have planned to make a further
evaluation of the boat to make a proposal of intervention that would ensure the
preservation of the boat, if necessary.

D. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
GREGORIO OLASAGASTI:

PROVIDED

BY

i.

The Amute neighborhood of Hondarribia is located in the Bidasoa´s riverside, near to
the nature preserve area of the estuary of Txingudi (which is the best example of
marshland of Gipuzkoa). Throughout history, the forests of this area have been
exploited for the cutting down of trees that have been used, for example, for
shipbuilding. So did Gregorio and Juan José, when they cut down a couple of large
oaks to make this boat. Later they introduced the logs in the river water and left them
immersed for a month, so that the wood did not dry up too fast and could be maintained
better.
ii.

Arenero, was a common ancient job in Hondarribia, which became extinct about 35
years ago. It was a hard work, since their function was to remove the sand from the
river bottom with a shovel and to load it on the boat, and then transport it to the place
where trucks from different construction companies were to download it. The areneros
worked according to the schedule of the tides, so, when the tide came in, they
introduced themselves into the water, which came up to their waist, and begun to
proceed with the extraction of the sand. In an ordinary working day, they used to spend
about 5 hours per day semi-immersed in the river Bidasoa.
iii.

One of the uses of this boat has been the transport of people, but only on special
occasions, as the holyday of St. Ignatius (July 31). In this way, year after year, first
Gregorio, and in recent years, his cousin Nicolás, have moved people to Behobia´s
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festival and to the Isla de los Faisanes, to see the fireworks. Each year, a couple of
weeks before this holyday, Nicolas prepares the boat so that it is in the best possible
conditions for that occasion.
iv.

The long pole which propels the boat is called in different ways depending on the
location: in Hondarribia they call it borta; in the Oria river, polaina and in the Urumea
river, agia.

CONCLUSIONS
The methodology employed for the fieldwork research has
allowed us to make a systematic sweeping of the river basins of
Gipuzkoa and to locate a substantial number of traditional boats.
We consider that an early detection and inventory of the
traditional riverboats that are still preserved is very important, in order to
estimate their patrimonial value and to make proposals for interventions
that ensure their preservation, taking always into account the use they
are going to be devoted to.
Riverboats have been traditionally used to develop occupations
and lifestyles that have already disappeared. As the ethnographic
heritage that they are, their preservation for the future should be ensured.
To preserve this heritage, besides the necessary institutional
support, it is essential to develop technical studies, as a basis for the
interventions that should be carried out to ensure their suitable
restoration and conservation.
We also consider that this methodology could be used to search
and locate other objects or structures such as different type of boats,
harbor remains, ancient shipbuilding architectural structures, naval
architecture remains, and so on.
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ABSTRACT

When David McCullough wrote a book about the social and
geographical environment during the Panama Canal construction
he described the transisthmic railway as a complement of the
engineering department that French’s company didn’t know how
take advantage of, because with the Californian gold fever
decadence and with the Canal working it will hadn’t any other
commercial purpose than the ridiculous price of the passengers
tickets; but he never imagined that 100 years later this complement
will be a key fact in the supply chain of the Latin-American trade.
With forgiveness of the geographers we will focus in the logistical
map of America, where Panama is the center. Being the begin/end
place of four of the five Feeders highways of Latin America, it turns
in the link with the others and with the rest of the world. But they
are separated by 76 kilometers that a logistical system converts this
distance into a one hour travel to the next connection. But what’s
the difference with his neighbor that has an exponential difference
of capacity?; the need to satisfy the most famous world in the
logistics vocabulary (ASAP) and the quantities of these connections
are very far to fill the expectations of liners financial departments.
With capacity of 75 units (avg. 135 teus) per travel doing 10 trains
each direction every 24 hours, it’s the fastest and cheapest way to
connect the both sides. Without the railway these terminals would
not have the relevance than today and without the terminals
McCullough would become in a visionary men.
The challenges of this system are raising everyday as result of
different facts of the regional trade and with which the Panamanian
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complex will have to play with like growing economies, the trade
balances (empties problem) and transoceanic services with stop in
Panama, etc.
The first Feeder highway is the South America pacific coast, the
second one is the Central America and Mexican pacific coast and
reaches the Californian main ports, the third named the Gulf route
includes Central America and Mexican Atlantic and the Texans and
Miamian ports and the fourth one is the Caribbean route who
involves all the islands, Venezuela and the Colombian Atlantic coast.
The fifth (that is not directly related to Panama like the others)
includes the Brazil, Argentina and all the inland traffic of De la
Plata River.
KEYWORDS: Railway, Panama Trade, Shipping Business in
Panama.
THE DRY CHANNEL
The container shipping industry in Latin America is based in regular
liners routes who calls the ports of almost all the countries of the
continent (Bolivia is the only one without water gateway) linking them
with the others. Historically these countries are natural producers and
they supplied themselves their basic requirements and only trading with
their traditional partners some things that they hadn’t naturally. But with
a globalized world these requirements changed and the auto-supply
traditional trade changed too, to be world suppliers in specific markets.
They offered good trade opportunities to the developed countries but
them hadn’t the appropriate gateways to support all their export capacity.
In 1995 all the Latin American and Caribbean ports only moved 5.18
million teus and there were only a few ports (no terminals) with
infrastructure and efficiency tools (ex.: gantry cranes) to handle all this
cargo.
With good govern polities to promote international trade the way to link
these producers with their consuming markets started to changed with
construction of basic facilities were this exchange from their inland to
the sea could be possible. With this become the interest of the liners to
develop their services and caught this potential market initially linking it
with the North American. But volumes were increasing year by year
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over their capacity planning. The services had a lot of problems like long
standings in the most of the ports, non guaranteed volumes in all the
calls (depending of the season and the country), non regularity in the
schedules, congestions in ports with low capacity (one vessel at the
time), high transport costs (even with all the described issues), etc. The
planned system needed a change to improve it in efficiency and global
networking.
There appeared the logistics and ports operators who viewing the
increasing indexes and forecasts for the region wanted the way to be
invited in the party. With common agreements with the governments and
ports authorities they planned the easiest way to arrange the problems of
the region foreign trade. They focused to do a hub in the middle to reach
equally all the countries and where they could offer a good connectivity
with the rest of the world. They decided to do it in the geographical
middle that was also the mandatory pass for the transamerican oceanic
routes, Panama. From there the liners can plan different services to cover
all the regions of the area with shortest trips, with vessels capacities
according to their trades, connections with the rest of the world, lowest
final costs, etc. The basic concept was already developed, but there was
something that they had to improve before it converts into a bigger
problem. For example from 1999 to 2010, countries like Chile increased
their exports in 49 billion USD, Brazil 152 billion USD, Mexico 167
billion USD and Peru 29 billion USD. Also the ports efficiency in these
origin ports was increasing and the connectivity wasn’t enough, the
market required faster connection to supply their demands. Panama took
advantage of that and basing in the “transoceanic” Panama Canal
concept they improved their services from hub ports on both sides of the
isthmus into a intermodal logistical complex with gateways in both
oceans. The main object of this idea is that the cargo that is in the Pacific
side can be in the Atlantic side in one hour and backwards.
The new world discover journeys (revised version 21 century)
Analyzing the role of the Panamanian intermodal connectivity in the
supply chain of the Latin American trade, analyzing about who serves
this system, who are the main benefiters and how it affects the trade of
these zones that it serves. There are the five main feeders routes where
four of them have Panama as final destination and/or starting point to be
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linked with the other ones and the oceanic routes that pass through
Panama.
First at all there is the “Andean” route that covers the entire South
American Pacific coast with divided services or seasonal ports schedules
of these countries. Within this zone there are producing countries with
highly positive numbers of their trade balances with products well
situated in North American and European markets. The Pacific
Colombian ports are the main exit for the traditional product (coffee) and
the industrial complex of Valle del Cauca. Then there is Ecuador that
exports bananas (number one worldwide), cacao producer and seafood.
Peru with the highest GDP percent increase of South America and
introducing itself in the non-traditional products exports for Europe.
Finally the main actress of the zone, Chile with the best GDP per capita
of South America and strong exports of fruits, seafood and wines but
without a big percent difference (as the others) what increases the
imports too. All the countries where these services are working had been
well valued in the “developing countries” index and all of them have
green numbers of theirs GDP forecasts for the future. If the shipping
business is the thermometer of the trade it seems that this area is very
healthy actually and it will be like that at least for the next year what
makes more sense to the wave of the main liners who combines a service
picking cargo in the main ports and carrying it directly to the main
market (Europe and USA East coast) with different feeders, with a round
trip finishing in Panama (Pacific side), who calls the different zones
(separately) carrying the gross of their exports (normally non-priorities)
and feeding back their markets with empties.
The other route includes all the Pacific side of Central America and
Mexico and sometimes it reaches up to the Californian ports. It uses to
be called as “Camex” (abbreviating Central America and Mexico). For
these services the main ports are the Mexican, even when the Central
American ports are more, because them moves more than two thirds
parts of the cargo. Focusing us in the Central American ports they are
main sea gateways for all the countries (except Belize) because, even
when some ones have coast in both sides, their capitals and
industrialized areas are close to the pacific side. Mexico is a different
case because they have a growing port infrastructures according to their
trade demands because they have a direct link with the main routes
coming from Asia and the USA west coast. With four main terminals
located to supply the different industrialized zones of a country with a
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GDP of 1,658 USD billions and the second economy of Latin America.
Depending of the season and the liner these round trip routes could
reaches the Californian ports in order to link them with the oceanic
routes who normally calls there to or/and to call this ports with a higher
frequency (two or three times per week). There are some oceanic routes
with USA east coast and European destinations that are starting with
smalls calls in the Mexican pacific ports to handle the cargo that
normally was handled by the Gulf routes because the traffic, low
volumes and seasonal weather problems (hurricanes).
The next one is very similar than the last one but in the Atlantic side,
covering the Central American east side, the Mexican Atlantic coast and
some liners reaches USA too but the ports of Texas, the Mississippi
basin and Florida. It uses to be called as the “Gulf” route because the
main ports of these routes are in the Gulf of Mexico. The main ports of
Central America countries are in the Pacific side but the other ones who
are in the Caribbean are the exits for specific producing provinces that
have their customers in USA and Mexico. Then there are the Mexican
Atlantic ports with Veracruz as the east gateway of Mexico City and
other ports in the north side as Altamira. The Texan and Mississippian
ports are the main calls of this route because they supply one of the
biggest trades of USA (Southeast). The difference of this service against
the others is that they pass through two hubs (USA and Panama) and
they have a pause of two months (some years three) due the hurricanes
season. Another problem of this service is that the volumes in the
Central American ports are not guaranteed the whole year maybe some
calls are seasonal. All this instability produces that the schedules can’t
be planned for a long while, the liners don’t put more than two vessels
and when they omit some calls they introduces the Mexicans and USA’s
ports into the oceanic routes from Panama to the East coast.
The Caribbean services cover all the islands and the Atlantic coast of
Colombia and Venezuela. The islands have a special fact that they have
a highly intra islands traffic to reach all the islands of the plate (more
than 7000) and it makes that this route has two types of services the land
to island ones and the island to island. It makes that the bigger ports of
the Antilles became in mini hubs that link the island to island with the
land to island services. Also this is the only route where the countries
have a negative trade balance and them depends more of the imports, it
means that this traffic needs different conditions that guarantee the
schedules. But to cover all the traffic of the islands is very difficult with
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multi-calls services that reaches the main islands every week, by these
reason the liners planned routes that’s groups different big islands close
together geographically. Normally with three or four as much the liners
covers appropriately the main markets of the Antilles that guarantee
these schedules with a weekly call, besides sometimes they mix one port
with two different services to divide the volumes and have two calls per
week in determinate islands. But how to satisfy these schedules
historical cliché of the terminal of the islands means inefficient
operations, non prepared personal and poor infrastructures; but today it
changed due to global operators interested in this market build little, but
efficient, terminals that can handle appropriately the volume demand of
the area. For the Colombian and Venezuelan the scene is different
because they are exporting economies that need different treatment than
the islands. On 2010 they exported more than 100 billion USD what
makes them an appreciate market for the liners. The Colombian Atlantic
coast, at least, requires alone a weekly service to supply correctly the
demands of this market linking it with Colon; but in the last years due to
the good terminals developed by their new administrators and the
volumes the liners included are including them slowly into the oceanic
routes. Venezuela has more volume than Colombia individually but
some governmental measures have declined the logistical power that it
should have according with their numbers. The nationalization of the
main terminals, a lot of custom controls and the foreign investment
polities (as principals) are the reasons why these ports needs and
exclusively service with normally two vessels to link it with Panama as
their gateway to the world, even when due to the distance is necessary
only one vessel to a weekly schedule but the poor efficiency of the
Venezuelan ports make the operations eternal.
The fifth route is the South Atlantic route that covers Brazil and the
Plate River basin. Argentina and Brazil, owners of the 90%
(approximate) of the volumes of the route, are the two first economies of
South America. That’s the reason why the connection with the Latin
American hub is only to satisfy their markets of the others routes who
meet there. They have their own oceanic routes designed to
communicate their markets with their main customers (USA and
Europe). With Brazil converting into a developed country (the first of
Latin America) and sixth economy in the world their demands became
into have gateways in several points in the coast connected with the
different producers areas with good inland facilities against have Santos
as their main international port. The probably issue will be that the
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forecasts are so goods that the trade could increase faster than the
volume capacity handling of their terminals what can affect this
forecasts. The Plate River basin is composed by Uruguay, Argentina and
the water way to Paraguay. It has an intra traffic due to Uruguay and
Paraguay don’t have enough volume and terminals for the oceanic routes
and all their cargo has to pass trough Argentina to travel to other places.
With the whole Latin American shipping map completed it follows that
the hub has an essential role into the exporting and importing flow with
all their markets. Even when they have oceanic routes who call their
ports there isn’t any Latin American country, except Panama, who is
directly connected to all the main markets around the world.
Turning the road into a highway
Now that the geographical situation is known, the next fact is to see how
the shipping industry manages their resources to satisfy the time and
costs requirements that are the main demands of the worldwide markets
and what makes them competitive or not.
In this way the Panamanian intermodal complex planned their
operational procedures with the schedules of the vessels and their
connectivity. The principal tool to achieve this goal is a close
communication and information interchange between liners, terminals
and railway operators when the first’s ones gives their instructions about
their connections and with this data the terminals and railways operators
plans their daily programs. If this information of berthing schedules and
volumes to move in both sides has a regular behavior it becomes into a
weekly work program with small changes depending of the
circumstances happened every hour. But without this regularity the
planning has to be daily with the information or instruction received by
the liners and with a strongly coordination train by train between the two
terminals involved and the railway operation. The planning for both
cases depends of the berthing schedules of the receiving side, with this
information, each terminal evacuate the boxes in the priorities order that
the other side requires to have their vessel cargo ready before the
operation although some cases during the operations. But sometimes due
to the priorities system the berthing schedules in both sides suffer
continuously changes; example situation: the vessel A in the Atlantic
side has to send cargo to the vessel B in the Pacific (planned to work at
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the same time) and B vessel has to send cargo for the vessel C who is
scheduled immediately after the A departure. If the A vessel suffers a
delay during its trip and the vessels B and C are already their basins they
can’t work even with available berth because without the A the B can’t
work because it doesn’t have cargo to load and if it doesn’t work the
vessel C don’t has anything to load.
It’s a common case that uses to happen in Panama. As well the berthing
schedules of the liners “could be” the main tool of the intermodal
system. But that’s the reason why the Panamanian connectivity is a
“dynamic” concept with a basic planning where the daily circumstances
tests every day the capacity to solve in an efficient way the problems that
could happens to keep the pass opened trough the hub because if it’s get
obstructed it could affect in different magnitudes the trade of a specific
are or the regional. Also the before example shows the importance of the
departing or origin ports to complete accordingly the schedules due to
their delays affect not only their route but also it can reaches the others
routes of the continent.
With a 24/7 communication between the liners and the operators the
intermodal system find the ways to solve or keep operating with the last
affectation possible. This immediately measurements sometimes can
affect one or more parts of the logistic chain but the big priorities
volumes are the key fact in these decisions.

Traffic congestions in rush hours
The external facts are already known, but what about the internal ones
who are completely responsibility of the operators with the instructions
already done. The main one is the train with a double stack bulkhead
type rail every train can reaches (maximums) 100 full units and 150
empties; and 10 daily trips in each direction. The result of this can
reaches a daily productivity of 2000 full moves and 3000 empties. But
by tonnage, maneuverability, ports handling convenience or other
reasons this maximums are in counted times, the rail operation uses to
work between 75% and 85% of their maximum. The average quantity
per trip is around 75 units and an average productivity of 8 daily trains in
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each direction although in peak season is normal to see 10 trains each
directions.
The terminals rail to port productivities is different depending of the
terminal. First at all note that these operations are done by the terminals,
the rail operator only coordinates the traffics and manage the railways
for all the terminals. There are three terminals where the rail park
operations done by the rail operator; there’s only one terminal that does
the complete operation in the rail park and the rail to yard. Also the
productivity is affected in the different terminals due to the distance
from the rail park the terminals yards.
The terminal that does the whole operations has a productivity of 80
moves per hour what supposes that in a discharge and load operation, of
a complete full boxes train, could be done in two hours and a half. The
others do 60 moves per hour. These productivities are improved in
special operations with a priority where both operators add more
resources than the regulars and they can discharge and load at the same
time reducing a 40% these times. But the main delays reasons in the
operations are usually because of terminals yard congestions that could
convert it into a bottleneck for both sides impacting the day plan.
Another issue is that the rail doesn’t have capacity for oversized units
and these units are normally moved by vessel or by land that is the other
alternative to the train for counted situations by the highway that
communicates both side of the isthmus.
The distance between the two sides is 76 kilometers and the average
time of the transit is 50 minutes. The last year crossed this railway more
than 315,000 units and this year, in the first quart (low season), they
moved over 96,000 units.
The big challenges that this system has to face are external due to the
international trade is who rises or decreases the volumes, who demand
lower costs and who need fastest transports. With this over the desk the
intermodal complex has to deal and optimize their resources to keep
being a highway that connects different regions and to don’t be an
obstructed bottleneck where everybody has to pass.
The weather forecast: drought or rain… of containers
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Taking the role of the weather man, to do the future forecasts in a
medium and long term. But the variants only can have two options the
success or stagnation of the intermodal system. The decrease of the Latin
American trade that could leave Panama without enough volume to keep
profitable the intermodality for all the parties or otherwise an increase of
this trade could collapse it or rise until this volume gets enough cargo to
sustain oceanic routes to be connected directly to their markets.
With the economic trade prevision for the next years the decrease option
is very improbable although it’s into the probabilities. Contrary there
will be a big increase that as minimums will hold the average numbers
that the system does today. With this information studying the other two
options where Panama have, each one with different probably results:
•

Raise the volumes until it exceeds the actual capacity and it’s
needed an expansion of their capacity to handle efficiently the
volumes and time demands. For that the terminals are already in
expanding programs like amplifying their facilities, buying
equipment and hiring/training programs. The rail operator has
his expansion program parallel with the terminals upgrading
their information systems, equipments and facilities. However a
second track on the whole railway is a very difficult option due
the construction difficulties and its costs that don’t support the
expected profits. In other words the most convenient way to
expand in a short term the daily trains capacity is to optimize
their resources.

•

The other possibility is that exporting and importing volumes of
different Latin American countries raises up to levels that the
demand supports a direct route to between them and it supposes
that this cargo don’t has to pass through Panama. Today there
are three countries (Brazil, Mexico and Chile) that are linked to
their main markets and the forecasts preview a positive rush of
these ones and other ones that joined the emerging equity
markets group, the Caribbean export indexes that will rise with a
probably opening of the Cuban market and reaches enough
volumes to support this idea. Additionally the terminals
upgrading in these countries may do stronger this option.

•
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MAPS
a) The four Latin American routes that calls Panama as their hubs.

GULF

CAMEX

CARIBBEAN

ANDEAN

b) Amplified Panamanian transoceanic system and their two terminals
complexes.
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Colon City
(Atlantic side)

Panama City
(Pacific Side)
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CONCLUSION
The shipping business world use to know Panama as “the Canal
country” but here is explained that Panama is more than this and is an
excellent example of how the intermodality in the shipping transport can
improve the global reach of the feeder routes or a network of short travel
routes. This is global reach is the door key for the success of a country
who wants to trade with the world. Latin America has a raw material
producer that it’s introducing itself into the finished products business
where the containers are the essential fact. The benefits of this outgoing
business raise the demand of external products in the population too.
Panama is the obligated pass for the vessels who wants to cross the
continent and also is the connection point from and to Latin America.
With this offer the slogan of “Hub of the Americas” became in the 75%
of GDP provided by their tertiary sector.
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PRIESTS ON BOARD THE TITANIC
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ABSTRACT
There are many stories around the Titanic tragedy. The exemplary
behavior of some of its protagonists has held prominent place in
books and movies.
However, none of the usual stories refers to the priests who were
aboard the Titanic; people whose behavior was heroic, according to
several testimonies.
There were three Catholic priests and five Protestants. None of them
survived.
This paper is the result of a research regarding these priests and
how they acted on that fateful night.

KEYWORDS: Titanic, priests, heroism.
INTRODUCTION
2012 marks the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic.
The Titanic tragedy became, from the same night she sank, into a real
myth of the twentieth century. It is a story that meant a before and an
after in maritime safety.Some years ago, it gained new relevance with
the discovery and filming of the wreck in
the seabed, by Dr. Robert D. Ballard.
Several movies have been filmed and many books written about it. There
is a large list of protagonists of this story, who are familiar for
everybody interested on it: Captain Edward J. Smith, officers Murdoch,
Lightoller, Moody, etc., Engineer Thomas Andrews, J. Bruce Ismay,
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chairman of the White Star Line, passengers like Isador and Ida Straus, the
"unsinkable" Molly Brown, Colonel John Jacob Astor, Benjamin
Guggenheim, millionaire industrialist, members of the orchestra, and
many
more.
However, none of the usual stories usually refers to the priests who were
aboard the Titanic, people whose behavior was heroic, according to
several testimonies.
It is another dimension of this story, rarely told, but rich in heroism and
involvement. There were three Catholic priests and five Protestants.
None of them survived. [1], [2], [7]

SUNDAY, APRIL 14TH 1912
The Titanic hit the iceberg late on this Sunday night. Earlier that day,
church services were held for various denominations and classes.
Captain Smith held a Christian service in the First Class Dining Saloon
around 11:00 am. Music was provided by the Ship’s orchestra and
Captain Smith read prayers from the White Star Line’s official prayer
book.
The assistant purser, Reginald Barker, led a Church of England service
for the second-class passengers.
That evening, the Anglican minister Reverend Ernest Carter organized a
hymn sing-along in the Second Class Dining Saloon. It appears to have
been a popular social event; witnesses recall seeing about 100
passengers in attendance.
The three Catholic priests also stayed busy during the voyage. Father
Thomas Byles celebrated Mass in English and French twice on the
Ship’s final day, once for second class passengers and again for third
class. In his sermon, he discussed the challenges to their faith that new
immigrants might face. Father Josef Peruschitz celebrated Mass for the
steerage passengers in German and Hungarian.
Survivor Ellen Toomey later told reporters that Fathers Byles,
Peruschitz, and Montvila each said a Mass every day. [9]
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CATHOLIC PRIESTS
Fr. Juozas Montvila was born at Gudine, near Marijampole, Lithuania,
on 3 January 1885 the son of Kazys Montvila and Magdalena
Karalevicius.
Montvila studied at the Seminary of Seinai and was ordained as a priest
on 22 March 1908. His priestly ministry was however soon interrupted
by an event that would mark his life: The Russian authorities, occupiers
of the Lithuanian state, discovered that he had baptized an "uniate" child,
compelled to belong to the Russian Orthodox Church, and threatened to
kill him. Montvila was willing, nevertheless, to continue his ministry,
but his brother Petras, who had emigrated and was in New York,
sugested him to travel to the United States.
Going first to England, he booked passage on the Titanic, which he
boarded at Southampton. When boarding, he received a white card
which assured him, in case of emergency, a place in the lifeboats, along
with women and children. This was a priestly privilege, which he would
resign.
On the fateful night, Father Monvila was on the boat deck as the
lifeboats were filled. A survivor reported, “The young Lithuanian priest,
Juozas Montvila, served his calling to the very end.” He was offered a
place in one of the boats, but he refused to go. He wanted to stay on
board to provide spiritual consolation to the passengers who were
doomed. Some witnesses said that shortly before the ship disappeared
beneath the water, he saw him giving absolution and blessing to the rest
of the passengers who, inevitably, were going to drown minutes later.
[8], [9], [10], [11]
Fr. Thomas Roussel Davids Byles was born in Yorkshire, England, on
26 February 1870 and was the eldest of seven children.
His father was a congregational Minister. Thomas graduated as a
Bachelor of Arts (BA) in 1894. While studying at Oxford he converted
to Catholicism. In 1899 he travelled to Rome to study for the priesthood
and was ordained on 15 June 1902. From 1905 to 1912 he was the
Roman Catholic Rector of Ongar, Essex.
Thomas' younger brother William also converted to Catholicism and
moved to America. When he planned to marry, he invited his brother to
come to New York to officiate the wedding.
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He boarded the Titanic at Southampton on 10 April 1912.
According some testimonies, Father Byles had been reciting the
Breviarium Romanum, fully dressed in his priestly garb, while walking
back and forth on the upper deck at the moment the Titanic struck the
iceberg.Afterwards, he descended to the third class to calm the people.
Father Byles gave them his priestly blessing and began to hear
confessions; after which, he began the recitation of the Rosary. He then
led the third class passengers up to the boat deck and helped load the
lifeboats. He gave words of consolation and encouragement to the
woman and children as they got into the boats.
Father Byles was twice offered a seat in a lifeboat but refused. After the
last lifeboat was gone, he went to the after end of the boat deck and led
the recitation of the Rosary for a large group kneeling around him of
those who were not able to find room in the boats. Father Byles also
exhorted the people to prepare to meet God.
As 2:20 a.m. approached, and the stern rose higher and higher out of the
sea, Father Byles led the more than one hundred people kneeling before
him in the Act of Contrition and gave them general absolution. [5],
[9],[10], [11], [12]
Fr. Josef Peruschitz OSB, 41, was born on 21 March 1871 at StraßlachDingharting, in Bavaria.
On 28 April 1895 he was ordained as a priest and was professed as a
Benedictine monk on 24 August 1895.
1912 Father Joseph boarded the Titanic in Southampton en route to
Minnesota where he was to be employed at the Swiss Congregation's
Benedictine School.
After the colision with the iceberg, like the other priests, Fr. Peruschitz
was offered a seat in a lifeboat, but he refused, remaining on board,
providing spiritual assistance to the people.
A survivor recalled seeing him just before the ship sank, praying the
rosary with a group of passengers. [9], [10], [11]
SOME TESTIMONIALS
Passengers who survived the disaster remembered the three priests
during the trip, celebrating Mass daily. They celebrated masses
separated, because at that time it was only allowed to concelebrate in the
ceremonies of ordination.
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Most of the 3rd. class passengers were migrants. Many were Irish and
spoke English, but many came from other European countries and did
not understand or speak it.
Ellen Toomey, 2nd. Class passenger told reporters after the disaster, the
P. Peruschitz and P. Byles celebrated Mass every day on board the
Titanic. P. Byles preached his homily in English and French and
P.Peruschitz did it in German.
Lawrence Beesley recorded the following observations of passengers in
the Second Class library: “'In the middle of the room are two Catholic
priests, one quietly reading-either English or Irish, and probably the
latter-the other, dark, bearded, with a broad-brimmed hat, talking
earnestly to a friend in German and evidently explaining some verse in
the open Bible before him...”
Many survivors also recalled the heroism of the priests, and how they
assisted passengers to the end.
In an article in "The Evening World" on April 22nd, 1912, Miss Bertha
Moran and two other young Irish third class, remember that: after the
collision, P. Byles spoke to the people like this: “'Be calm, my good
people,' he said, and then he went about the steerage giving absolution
and blessings.... A few around us became very excited and then it was
that the priest again raised his hand and instantly they were calm once
more. The passengers were immediately impressed by the absolute selfcontrol of the priest. He began the recitation of the rosary. The prayers
of all, regardless of creed, were mingled and all the responses, 'Holy
Mary,' were loud and strong." Continuing the prayers, he [Father Byles]
led us to where the boats were being lowered. Helping the women and
children in he whispered to them words of comfort and encouragement."
Miss Helen Mary Mocklare, also third class passenger, explained: "One
sailor warned the priest of his danger and begged him to board a boat.
Father Byles refused. The same seaman spoke to him again and he
seemed anxious to help him, but he refused again. Father Byles could
have been saved, but he would not leave while one was left and the
sailor's entreaties were not heeded. After I got in the boat, which was the
last one to leave, and we were slowly going further away from the ship, I
could hear distinctly the voice of the priest and the responses to his
prayers. Then they became fainter and fainter, until I could only hear the
strains of 'Nearer My God, to Thee' and the screams of the people left
behind."
Of the priests' actions as the Titanic sank an eyewitness in the Catholic
magazine America wrote:
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"When all the excitement became fearful all the Catholics on board
desired the assistance of priests with the greatest fervour. Both priests
aroused those condemned to die to say acts of contrition and prepare
themselves to meet the face of God. They led the rosary and others
answered. The sound of the recitation irritated a few passengers, and
some ridiculed those who prayed and started a ring dance around them.
The two priests were engaged continuously giving general absolution to
those who were about to die. Those entering the lifeboats were consoled
with moving words. Some women refused to be separated from their
husbands, preferring to die with them. Finally, when no more women
were near, some men were allowed into the boats. Father Peruschitz was
offered a place which he declined." [9], [12]
PROTESTANT PRIESTS
Rev. Robert James Bateman was born on 14 October 1860 in Bristol.
He was the son of Charles Bateman (cabinet maker) and Hester. In 1881
the family was living at Oldbury Court, Stapleton, Bristol.
In his youth Robert had travelled in America and was extensively
educated in England, becoming a Baptist Minister when aged 21. He
went on to marry Emily Jane Hall of London in early 1880. They
subsequently had seven children.
In 1912, Bateman had been visiting relatives in Bristol and was returning
to Jacksonville, Florida with his sister-in-law, Mrs Ada Balls. They
embarked the Titanic at Southampton.
According to Walter Lord's “A Night to Remember”, as he supervised
Ada into lifeboat 10 he said “If I don't meet you again in this world, I
will in the next.” As the boat was lowered he took off his necktie and
passed it to Ada as a keepsake. Ada later recalled the following:
"Brother forced me into the last boat, saying he would follow me later. I
believe I was the last person to leave the ship. Brother threw his overcoat
over my shoulders as the boat was being lowered away and as we neared
the water, he took his black necktie and threw it to me with the words,
'Goodbye, God bless you!."
Rev. Bateman was lost in the sinking aged 51. His body was
subsequently recovered by the cable-laying vessel Mackay-Bennett. On
6 May 1912 his body was forwarded to Mrs R.J. Bateman of
Jacksonville, Florida. He was interred in the Evergreen Cemetery,
Jacksonville on 12 May 1912. [3], [9], [11]
Revd Ernest Courtenay Carter, 54, was born in Compton, Berkshire
on 17 February 1858. He was made priest in 1889. Between 1889 and
1896 he was curate of Chieveley and in 1989 moved to the East end of
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London to be vicar of St Jude, Whitchapel. Between 1910 and 1911 he
was president at Sion College.
Rev. Ernest Carter married Lilian Hughes in 1890. It was with her that
he boarded the Titanic at Southampton
On the evening of 14 April, Revd. Carter presided over a hymn service
for about a hundred passengers in the second class dining saloon; he
preceded each hymn with a history of the hymn and its author. Douglas
Norman sat at the piano and Marion Wright sang a solo of "Lead Kindly
Light". Among the other hymns sung were Eternal Father, Strong to
Save (also known as "For those in peril on the Sea"), On the
Resurrection Morning, There is a Green Hill Far Away (for which
Marion Wright again sang solo), the final hymn was Now the Day is
Over. Around ten o'clock the steward began to lay out coffee and
refreshments and Rev Carter drew the proceedings to a close by
thanking the Purser for the use of the Saloon and added that the ship was
unusually steady and how everyone was looking forward to their arrival
in New York. “It is” he said “the first time that there have been hymns
sung on this boat on a Sunday evening, but we trust and pray it won't be
the last.”
But it was and Rev and Mrs Carter died in the sinking. [9], [11], [14]
Reverend John Harper, a Baptist minister travelled with his daughter
Nina Harper and Miss Jessie Leitch from London en route to Chicago.
Rev Harper was on his way to Chicago to begin a series of revival
meetings at the Moody church located on West Chicago.
Nina Harper and Jessie Leite survived the disaster. Jessie explained after
the wreck: "The last day I spent on the Titanic was Sunday. Mr. Harper
asked me to do a reading in our morning prayer with families and then
we were busy with Sunday services. The day passed peacefully and
when Nana and I went to find Mr. Harper at about 6:00 pm for dinner, I
found him talking with a young Englishman, trying to bring him to
Christ ...”
On that evening Reverend Harper and Miss Leitch were standing on
deck admiring the sunset. "It will be beautiful in the morning," remarked
rev Harper before retiring for the night. After the collision, Harper
awakened his daughter, picked her up and wrapped her in a blanket
before carrying her up to a deck. There he kissed her goodbye and
handed her to a crewman, who put her into lifeboat 11 with Miss Leitch.
Rev Harper went down with the ship.
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The story of his life is reflected in the play "The Titanic's last hero"
published by Moody Adams (USA) in 1997.
The heroism of the Rev. Harper is illustrated by a story told a few years
later, at a meeting of survivors in Canada. A former crewman on the
Titanic was identified as one of the six people who were rescued from
the water by one of the lifeboats, claiming to be the latest convert from
Revd. Harper. As explained by the survivor, John Harper was seen
swimming frantically to people in the water leading them to Jesus before
the hypothermia became fatal. He swam up to the young man who had
climbed up on a piece of debris. Rev. Harper asked him between breaths,
"Are you saved?" The young man replied that he was not. Harper then
tried to lead him to Christ only to have the young man who was near
shock, reply no. Then he took off his life jacket and threw it to the man
and said, "Here then, you need this more than I do..." and swam away to
other people. A few minutes later Harper swam back to the young man
and succeeded in leading him to salvation. [4], [9], [10], [12], [13]
Rev. Charles Leonard Kirkland, 57 years old, was born in New
Brunswick, Canada, in the bosom of a family of Scottish Presbyterians.
After successfully developing a carpenter, he and his brother, were
attracted in the 1870s by the movement of the Free Will Baptist Church,
becoming ministers of this church. In 1912 he traveled to Scotland to
settle some family matters.
For the return trip to America, he got a ticket on the Titanic, traveling
with a friend, Frank Huburt Maybery.Little is known of his stay aboard
the ship, only that the Sunday, April 14, he attended the church service
in the dining room of the second class and then in the evening, the
singing of hymns.The Rev. Kirkland died in the sinking. [9], [10]
Rev William Lahtinen, 30, was probably born in Viitasaari, central
Finland. He was married to Anna and in 1912 they both travelled
together with their daughter Martha to Finland to help a friend, Lyyli
Silvén who wished to emigrate.
While in Finland, his daughter died, which prompted the delay of the
return trip, as had been planned and finally embarked on the Titanic,
along with Sliven Lyyli. They boarded the Titanic at Southampton.
After the Titanic collided with an iceberg, Anna had initially boarded a
lifeboat, but decided that she wanted to stay with her husband. Miss
Silven, however, got in a boat and was rescued. She later told that Anna
Lahtinen had looked very nervous, while William had calmly smoked a
cigar. Neither of their bodies was found. [9], [10]
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a unkown aspect of a wellknown story. It is not easy
to get information about it. As said on the introduction, we can find a lot
of information about the ship owner Bruce Ismay, Captain Smith,
officers, crew and passengers. There are also several stories about people
who faced that dramatic situation with great serenity, generosity and
courage.
However, the special about the stories presented here, is not only the
heroism of these priests who sacrificed their lives so that others might be
saved, but the fact that they devoted to the last moments of their life all
their efforts on the fulfilment of their ministry, in helping people to face
with spiritual peace and faith an imminent death.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper selected issues concerning vibration diagnosis of
the mechanical system within marine propulsion units have been
given. The analysis of vibration parameters was carried out on the
basis of experimental examinations of a real object in which an
exceedance of the allowable vibration’s level had been observed.
In the beginning, the vibration apparatus being on laboratory
equipment of the Department of Ship Power Plants of Gdansk
University of Technology in Poland has been characterized.
Diagnostic considerations have been mainly focused on a
measurement technology of the shafting axial and transverse
vibrations within the examined three-shaft marine drivetrain of a
ship powered by diesel engines (a type most commonly used in naval
propulsion systems). It means - on a measurement potential of the
applied portable vibration computerized data logger as well as on
the method of vibrations spectral-correlation analysis.
Second part of the paper concerns experimental testings,
carried out on the propulsion unit while the ship was operating.
They enabled the selection of the most probable causes for the loss of
mechanical system stability. Workshop measurements of the torque
transmission elements as well as visual inspection of the propellers
while the ship was put on a dock confirmed a diagnosis relevance.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the parameters which impacts on durability of the marine
propulsion unit’s mechanical system the most is a fatigue strength of
material of which its structure is built. During an engine’s operation on a
sailing ship because of multifold changes of mechanical loads (caused
by periodically changeable reactions of forces and torques generated by
propulsion engines, propellers and a ship hull operating on waves) cyclic
elastic and plastic shaftings deformations take place. They give rise to
transverse, axial and torsional vibrations – Fig. 1. That means a loss of
the mechanical system’s stability as well as a resonance phenomenon to
appear in a global and local sense. The increasing amplitudes of
changeable internal stresses stand for the cause of a considerable
limitation of the cycle number of load alterations, at which elements
transmitting torque from the engine to the propeller are subject to the
accelerated wear and tear process until the irreversible failures occur
(cracks, deterioration of constructional material’s strength
characteristics) because of material fatigue – Fig. 2. The loss of stability
of the mechanical system within marine propulsion unit under operation
results from an occurrence and development of the following detrimental
phenomena: a slowly worsening unbalance state of shaftings and
propeller resulting from sediments, erosion, corrosion and bent shafts or
a loss of their alignment, a sudden increase of shafting unbalance state
resulting from deformations or broken-off fragments of propeller blades,
excess of allowable load of bearings, shafts seizing in slide bearings,
failures within rolling bearings etc.
All the above specified factors worsen a dynamic state of the
propulsion unit, enlarging a quantity of dissipated kinetic energy that has
to be devoted to extort a vibration. However, the results of reliability
investigations carried out on marine propulsion systems univocally show
that the excessive load among the main engine cylinders represents the
most frequent cause of the enlarged level of the shafting torsional and
axial vibration. As far as the transverse and axial vibration is concerned the loss of shaftings alignment as well as propellers' damages
[Dragantchev, 2000; GUT Diagnostic Reports, 2009-2011].
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In the operation practice the measurements of torsional vibration
are performed only on the propulsion units which are especially prepared
for this aim. The low supervisory susceptibility in this range of serial
propulsion units considerably limits a credibility of the gathered
measuring results [Adams, 2001; Bently the et of al., 2002]. Hence, in
case of affirming the raised vibration of the ship hull, first of all, the
main engine cylinders indication should be done. Then, when the
cylinders are eliminated as the potential source of the generated
vibration, measurements and the analysis of transverse and axial
vibration in the selected constructional points of the propulsion units are
carried out. The main purpose of the conducted investigations is to claim
whether the changeable transverse or axial stresses, caused by the
vibration, exceed admissible values or not. The stresses, after achieving
definite (for the given constructional material) cycles number lead to the
fatigue damages.
Figure 1. Force and torque system that impels a marine shafting
vibration

Forces from the engine
Thrust force
Forces in the bearings
Forces of the propeller

Source: Cudny, 1976
The affected transverse and axial vibration occur within propulsion
shafts practically in the whole range of rotational speed alterations.
Nevertheless, the largest amplitudes appear at the resonance rotational
speeds. In order to identify the resonance's sources vibration a spectral
analysis of the registered vibration signal should be conducted. It
consists in the signal decomposition into harmonic components of the
determined resonance frequencies. The condensation of amplitude
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spectrum as well as the growth of amplitudes of the characteristic
harmonic components testifies about the existence of local resonances
and the deterioration of the propulsion unit's dynamic state threatening
with the damages of elements which transmit a torque to the propeller.
Figure 2. Fatigue failures of the shaftings’ elements within the marine propulsion unit:

a) broken propeller shaft of the marine propulsion unit as a consequence
of the structural material’s high-cycle fatigue (mechanical), b) rubber
flexible element of the Vulkan RATO coupling [Korczewski, 2008].
a)
b)

The transverse and axial vibration issue in terms of their
measurements and spectral-correlation analysis has been introduced in
numerous publications in detail. However, there is still perceptible lack
of bibliographic positions presenting this question in the aspect of the
widely understood operation diagnostics. Just the Authors were guided
by such a purpose during editing the present article.
RESEARCH OBJECT CHARACTERIZATION
An experimental testing, carried out on the three shaft
homogeneous drivetrain (Fig. 3) while the ship was operating, was
designed to check a stability of the propulsion’s mechanical system. To
carry out the programme of testing it was necessary to put the ship to sea
and several cycles of vibration measurements were made.
The diagnostic investigations were conducted on the Baltic Sea, at
the sea state about 2÷3.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ship drivetrain:
1 – starboard side (SB) Sulzer main engine of 6ATL25D type, 2 – SB gearbox, 3 – SB
stern tube stuffing - box, 4 – central Sulzer main engine of 6ATL25D type, 5 – central
gearbox, 6 – radial bearing No. 3, 7 – radial bearing No. 2, 8 – radial bearing No. 1, 9 –
central stern tube stuffing - box, 10 – port side (PS) Sulzer main engine of 6ATL25D
type, 11 – PS gearbox, 12 – PS stern tube stuffing – box.

During the measurements, all the main engines were running
simultaneously (a common work), and besides the vibration signals the
additional control parameters were observed, as follows:
• rotational speed of the propeller shafts - 282 rev/min,
• steady load: the engines' rotational speeds n = 800 rev/min, the
engines' load
indexes: PS engine Wo=6.5, SB engine Wo=6.8 and Central
engine Wo=7.0,
• floating speed: 14 knots,
• temperatures: tube stuffings 18 − 200C, radial bearings of the
tunnel shafts
35 − 370C, gearboxes 47 − 500C.
Operation diagnostic measurements were worked out by means of
SVAN 956 digital vibration measuring instrument of SVANTEK Ltd.
production [http://svantek.com]. It gives a possibility of the following
trends of values' alterations of the spectrum parameters in different
characteristic frequency bands, for the well-known and recognizable
states of operation unfitness.
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SVAN956 is equipped with DYTRAN piezoelectric acceleration
sensor 3185D type. A magnetic connection of the sensor makes a quick
exchange of the measurement place possible, which has got the very
essential meaning in case of variable and limited conditions of the
measurement's realization. Three independent measuring profiles applied
in the analyzer permit selecting three filter sets and time-constants for
the simultaneous measurement of vibration's acceleration, velocity and
displacement within the frequency range from 0.5 kHz to 20 kHz
(limited with a transfer band of the applied transducer). Thanks to the
large power of a signal processor the simultaneous narrow-band analysis
FFT, the simultaneous frequency analyses within the octave- and tercialbands as well as the simultaneous analysis of vibration envelope are
possible during the measurements. There is also accessible the register's
function of a whirling machine balancing, which requires a simultaneous
rotational speed and vibration measurement.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
The measurements of the vibration speed and acceleration
generated through constructional joints of the marine propulsion unit
were executed before the ship's repair on a dock in the Polish Shipyard
"Nauta". The main aim of the measurement was to evaluate a reference
state of dynamic balance and alignment within the propulsion shaftings.
The registration of the transverse vibration was executed in vertical (V)
and horizontal (H) plane of the tube stuffings, radial bearings and
gearboxes by assembling the accelerometer in direct closeness of
bearing joints by means of a magnetical connection. The registration of
axial (longitudinal) vibration (L) enforced by an impact of the
periodically variable trust force from propellers (3 impacts of the trust
force per 1 revolution of the propeller shaft) was executed by assembling
the accelerometer on the gearboxes in the vicinity of bearings, from the
side of output shafts transmitting a power to the propellers. An example
manner of the accelerometer sensor's assembly is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Manner of DYTRAN 3185 D accelerometer sensor's assembly in the point of
shaftings vibration speed and acceleration measurements: a) radial bearing – vertical
plane, b) gearbox – vertical plane.
a)

b)
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The vibration measurements were worked out in 19 measuring
points (the points’ numbering is consistent with the measurement order)
presented in Fig. 5.
Figure 5. The numbering of measurement points and spatial arrangement of the axis:
1. Stern tube stuffing - box (3) – „V”, 2. Stern tube stuffing - box (3) – „H”, 3. Gear (2)
– „V”, 4. Gear (2) – „H”, 5. Gear (2) – „L”, 6. Stern tube stuffing - box (12) – „V”, 7.
Stern tube stuffing - box (12) – „H”, 8. Gear (11) – „V”, 9. Gear (11) – „H”, 10. Gear
(11) – „L”, 11. Stern tube stuffing - box (9) – „V”, 12. Stern tube stuffing - box (9) –
„H”, 13. Bearing (8) – „V”, 14. Bearing (8) – „H”, 15. Bearing (7) – „V”, 16. Bearing
(7) – „H”, 17. Gear (5) – „V”, 18. Gear (5) – „H”, 19. Gear (5) – „L”

„V” – measurement on the vertical axis, „H” – measurement on the
horizontal axis, „L” – measurement on the axial (longitudinal) axis.
Port side

Starboard side
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RESEARCH RESULTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS
The analysis of the measurements results has been conducted in
accordance with VDI 2056 guideline recommendations for machines of
"T" Group as well as ISO 4868-1984 standard (PN-92 /W-01353
standard represents its Polish counterpart) within the following scope:
root mean square (RMS) value of the vibration velocity - measured
in the frequency range of 10Hz to 1kHz,
• amplitude spectrum of the vibration velocity and acceleration in
relation to basic frequencies harmonics of the propeller shafts
rotational speed as well as characteristic frequencies associated with
the main engines work (3 gasdynamical cycles (extortions) per 1
crankshaft revolution), the shafting carrying bearings as well as the
propellers (3 trust force extortions per 1 revolution of the propeller
shaft), for every propulsion unit.
The gathered RMS vibration date is presented in Tab. 1. The
results of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) in the plot form of
vibration amplitude vs. frequency are demonstrated in Fig. 7 − 9.
This is a basic analytical method most often used in diagnosing
faults associated with unbalance, misalignment, eccentric
components and damaged bearings, shafts or gears [Adams, 2001;
Bently and Hatch, 2002].

•

The measurement results showed in Tab.1 confirm that the vibration
parameters characterizing the stability of the mechanical system within
the central and starboard propulsion units exceeded operational
tolerance's borders, in accordance with VDI guideline 2056 (ISO10816), which serve as the basic standards regarding execution of the
measurements, selection of the measuring points and limits of machine
dynamic state evaluation [http://www.iso.org/].
The highest RMS amplitude values of the vibration velocity were
registered in the constructional joints as follows:
•

on the casing of central shaftline’s bearing No. 1 (the first one
from the tube stuffing), in the horizontal axis - the amplitude
YRMS = 12,4 mm/s;

•

on the casing of central shaftline’s bearing No. 2, in the vertical
axis - the amplitude YRMS = 29,6 mm/s;
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on the casing of the starboard reductive gearbox, in the axial
(longitudinal) axis - the amplitude YRMS = 25,1 mm/s.
Table 1. Vibration data spreadsheet
RMS VALUE OF THE VIBRATION VELOCITY
[mm/s]
Measuring point No.

Engine speed – 800 rpm

Axis
„V”

1

3

6

8

11

13

15

17

7,97

6,87

29,6

4,8

12

14

16

18

4,2

12,4

4,9

8,88

Results
5,11

5,04

4,49

4,6

Measuring point No.
Axis
„H”

2

4

7

9
Results

3,3

5

3,19

4,15

Measuring point No.
Axis
„L”

5

10

19

Results
25,1

7,44

5,3

RMS amplitude represents an indication of the amount of vibration
energy in the ship propulsion unit’s mechanical system (the amount of
dissipated kinetic energy within this system). One should be aware that
the higher the vibration energy, the higher RMS velocity amplitude.
On the basis of vibration measurements and their analysis two
possible causes of inadmissible dynamic state of the central and
starboard shaftlines were pointed out: the shaftline misalignment or the
worsened balance state caused probably by the shaft bending or
propellers' damages. Such a formulated diagnosis confirmed results of
technical state workshop verification carried out after the ship was
undocked in the shipyard, when widespread damages of the ship
propellers were detected - Fig. 6.
Figure 6. Results of visual inspection of the propellers while the ship
was put on the shipyard dock: a) damages of the port side propeller,
b) damages of the starboard propeller.
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a)

b)

The port side propulsion unit does not reveal any symptoms of the
worsened dynamic state.
The conducted frequency analysis of the registered vibration
velocity spectrum in the vulnerable, neuralgic joints of the central and
starboard propulsion units (Fig. 7) showed an undesirable condensation
of the amplitude spectra in the vicinity of ranges of the propeller and
propeller shaft proper vibration.
Figure 7. Velocity spectrum of vibrating SB gearbox, registered in
vertical plane – V axis, measuring point number 3

Figure 8. Velocity spectrum of vibrating bearing casing No.1, registered
in horizontal plane – H axis, measuring point number 14
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Figure 9. Velocity spectrum of vibrating bearing casing No.2, registered
in vertical plane – V axis, measuring point number 15
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There was additionally observed was, that the amplitude of
characteristic subharmonic frequency 1/3 f0 equalled 1,56 Hz (94 rpm)
predominated within the spectra. It usually represents the main source of
vibration extortion in radial direction derived from the enlarged
clearance of a slide bearing in the casing (Fig. 8 and 9);
CONCLUSIONS
Vibration measurements and analysis represent an important
indicator of the current stability state of a marine propulsion unit’s
mechanical system. The authors aimed to prove that the operational
vibration investigations can be conducted easily, effectively and
successfully even by means of a very simple measurement apparatus.
The presented results of the diagnostic examination of three-shaft
marine drivetrain confirm the importance of three distinct components
of the complete vibration analysis: absolute vibration measurements,
bearing condition measurements and FFT frequency analysis enabling
diagnosing faults associated with the propulsion mechanical system, in
this case – the propellers.
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with diagnostic issues concerning endoscopic
examinations of the working spaces within marine diesel and gas
turbine engines. In the beginning, the endoscopy apparatus being on
the laboratory equipment of the Department of Ship Power Plants of
Gdansk University of Technology in Poland has been characterized.
The endoscopy considerations have been focused on theoretical
bases of a digital image processing and especially - on the “Shadow”
measurement method.
Second part of the paper is devoted to selected operation
damages of the gas turbine blade system as well as pistons of
medium- and high speed engines that have been physically analyzed
in many aspects of origin as well as places and character of their
occurrence. There have been also considered application possibilities
of the measurement options that are accessible in the “Shadow”
method for carrying out a quantitative identification of the failures
being considered within the paper.

KEYWORDS: endoscopic investigation, “Shadow” method, marine
diesel and gas turbine engine.
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INTRODUCTION
A constant development and evolution of diagnostic systems applied
in marine piston and turbine combustion engines enables an extension of
the functions of the inspection systems by not only measurement of
operating parameters but also image recording in the internal space of
the engine by means of endoscopies. The surface structure of the
constructional material is visible during investigations like through the
magnifying glass (usually with a precisely determined magnification),
which makes possible a detection, recognition and if possible,
quantitative evaluation of the failures and material defects appearing,
and in result – an opinion of the waste degree and the dirt intensity of
studied constructional elements. This is an especially important
advantage while the failures do not generate observable values of
diagnostic parameters.
Contemporary piston engines are fitted with sophisticated control
system measuring load characteristics. The basis for routine diagnostic
tests is indicating of the engine cylinders under steady operation at
representative load ranges. A comparative statistical and content related
analysis within the use of analyzers of fast changing values is performed
as regards indicator graphs, courses of accelerations (generated by the
operation of the mechanisms related to the piston assembly transmitted
to the measuring point on the top of the cylinder head) and the courses of
other values characterizing the operating processes in the engine
cylinders throughout its cycle. So determined diagnostic measures: mean
indicated pressure, indicated power output, maximum combustion
pressure and the speed of in-cylinder pressure growth dp/dαOWK etc.
provide important information on the general condition of the elements
of the combustion system. The test results are used to determine the
trends, analyze the changes in the engine condition and make decisions
as to further operation [Diagnostic Raports, 2009-2011].
Nevertheless, in practice, cases of serious engine damage are known
caused e.g. by mechanical stability loss leading to a torsional resonance
as a consequence of an excessive load spread whose sources were not
identified in due time. The occurring torsional vibration of high
amplitudes have a destructive impact on the engine and the whole
drivetrain of a ship as they cause material fatigue and finally cracking of
the constructional elements of the torque transmission to the propeller or
the bearing nodes – Fig. 1a. Similarly, it is difficult to assess the
condition of a piston engine based on the operating parameters if the
operation of the fuel delivery system is improper. Frequently, the trend
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lines of the changes in the temperature of the exhaust from individual
cylinders change their course to a small extent only and the effect of a
failure of one of the injectors is that the piston crown is damaged – Fig.
1b.
The difficulties in damage diagnosis in the flow part of turbine
engines based on the measured thermodynamic parameters that
characterize the energy state of the flowing medium are dependent on
appropriate interpretation of the symptoms of the defect which are often
identified as consequences of constant and inevitable processes of
fouling, ageing and deterioration determined by the period of operation.
The external symptoms in such states are usually concurrent and difficult
to precisely determine. A special case is the problem of diagnostic
parameter analysis needed to assess the extent of fouling in the flow
channels of the fan assemblies and the effectiveness of their cleaning. A
classic mistake in interpretation of the symptoms is the incorrect
differentiation of the operating foul of the flow part as a constant process
accompanying the engine operation under marine conditions from the
state of its inability to operate properly caused by e.g. burning of the
edges of the turbine blades – Fig.2a.
Figure 1. Partly burned gas turbine elements:
a) broken output shaft, b) damaged piston crown [Korczewski, 2008].
a)
b)

Such a situation may take place as a result of a lack of cleaning of the
flow part of the turbine, which, among other things, improves the
cooling of the blades.
Another example of faulty diagnostic reasoning is the assessment of
the condition of a turbine engine based on the distribution of the stream
of enthalpy throughout the length of the flow part and the evenness of
the temperature field of the exhaust on the circumference of the control
cross-section downstream the exhaust generator.
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Figure 2. Partly burned or cracked gas turbine elements:
a) high-pressure turbine rotor blade tips, b) flame tube [2] [Korczewski,
2008].
a)
b)

Very often the slip in the turbine speed and the circumferential
temperature distribution unevenness change only slightly and the effect
of the injector failure leads to a burning or cracking of the flame tube in
the combustion chamber – Fig. 2b. That is why, each time (if the
technical conditions allow) on confirming the deformations of the gas
dynamic characteristics an endoscopic inspection of the flow part is
performed in order to finally validate the diagnosis.
MEASUREMENT “SHADOW” METHOD APPLIED IN DIGITAL
ENDOSCOPY
During an endoscopic inspection of the internal parts of machines we
often lack reference for determining of the dimensions of the detected
defects. The observed size is a function not only of the real dimensions
of the defect but also of the distance of the lens from the examined
surface. Since the machine manufactures provide the admissible values
related to surface defects of the most susceptible constructional elements
the identification of the actual dimensions of the defect is a key
diagnostic issue. The traditional optical approach provides a comparison
which is a calibrated reference frame fitted at the end of the fiberoscope
[Korczewski, 2008]. Entirely new possibilities in this problem are
brought by digital endoscopy. Digital image analyzers working with
“Stereo”, “Shadow” or “Laser” measurement heads, based on the theory
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of triangulation 1 are capable of precise determination of the distance of
the lens from the examined surface, hence they determine the
dimensions of the surface defects [Korczewski, 2008; Błachnio et al.,
2007]. The measurement heads enable a digital processing of the
stereoscopic effects which allows the images to give the impression of
three-dimensional space (focus depth, layout and solidness).
A diagnostic team of Gdansk University of Technology in Poland
disposes the most modern EVEREST measuring videoendoscopic set of
XLG3 type, equipped with “Shadow” probe – Fig. 3. It creates the
totally new diagnostic possibilities, including an accomplishment of the
quantitative evaluation of the surface layer degradation (measurement
possibility of the detected structural changes - defects, discolourings,
contrasts etc.). The "Shadow" digital image processing method enables
measuring the seen paintings in such way, to give the quasi threedimensionality impression, with its depth, the massiveness and the
mutual distribution. The speculum of the „Shadow” probe is fitted with a
specialized optics generating a shadow (projector) of a characteristic
shape (most frequently a straight line) on the examined surface – Fig. 4.
The shadow projection is performed while the angle of the speculum
position against the observed surface and the angle of observation sector
is known.
Figure 3. EVEREST measuring videoendoscope XLG3:
a) general view, b) magnification of the panoramic LCD projector.
a)

b)

1

W. Snellius was the creator of triangulation theory (1615). The
measurement method consists in division of the measuring area into
adjacent rectangular triangles and marks on the plane the co-ordinates of
points by means of application of the trigonometrical functions.
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Figure 4. Technology of image transformation in the “Shadow” method
[by courtesy of EVEREST VIT]
Light Guide
CCD Imager

Aperture
Lens

Light Guide
With Shadow Mark
Lens

Defect

Defect

Head Assembly

Illumination

Shadow Tip

Single Image
With Shadow Line

A shadow generated near the defect is localized and recorded by a
CCD camera placed in the head. The closer is the head to the examined
surface the closer is the shadow line to the left side of the display. Since
we know the position of the shadow generating the image on the display
we can easily calculate the enhancement of this image, hence determine
the linear distance between individual pixels and then the real
dimensions of the surface defects – Fig. 5 and 6.
The technician confirms the position of the shadow line on the
display matrix by putting a cursor line on the shadow (dotted line fig.
5a). Thus, the digital coordinates of the shadow line on the display
matrix corresponds to 150 pixels counted from the left of the display.
From the calibration data of the measurement head stored in the
videoendoscope database we know that this corresponds to the distance
of the lens 20 mm from the observed surface.
The computer algorithm, using simple trigonometric
dependences, determines the coordinate X1 on the display matrix – Fig.
6, from the dependence:

X 1 = tgα ∗ 20mm = tg 25 0 ∗ 20mm = 9.32mm
hence, dimension W is:
W = 2 ∗ X 1 = 2 ∗ 9.32mm = 18.64mm

(1)
(2)

Figure 5. Display unit matrix in the shadow method [by courtesy of
EVEREST VIT]:
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a) small distance from the object, high magnification, shadow to the
left of the object, b) large distance from the object, low
magnification, shadow to the right of the object.
a)
b)
640 pixels

640 pixels

Shadow cursor’s line
X1

480 pixels

Dimension
cursors

X2

+
+

Defect

L=?

+
+

480 pixels

Defect

L=?

Figure 6. Schematics of the “Shadow” method [by courtesy of
EVEREST VIT]

X1 = 150
W

Angle of observation
sector = 500
α

x1
20mm

20mm

For a given resolution of the display matrix – 640 pixels against X
which corresponds to 18.64 mm we can determine (from the
proportions) the distance between the individual pixels of 0.029 mm.
Hence, the actual dimensions of the defect L as the distance between the
cursors (Fig. 5a) is calculated by multiplying the conversion coefficient
0.029 mm/pixel by the number of pixels between the cursors marked by
the technician (vertical and horizontal coordinates) and read by the
computer for the display matrix.
In the “Shadow” method the
following options are available: length, skew length, multi-segment
length, broken line length (circumference), distance of the point from the
base straight line, depth (protrusion), diameter of the marked area (taken
by a gauge). Figure 8 shows the recorded results of the endoscopic
examinations of marine turbine and piston combustion engines
conducted by the authors of this paper. In order to determine the
dimensions of the detected surface defects the “Shadow” method was
applied with the use of EVEREST measuring videoendoscopic set of
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XLG3 type.
The presented numerical data show that the key metrological issue
is obtaining high accuracy Indexes, which guarantees a satisfactory
result of the measurement. The accuracy is determined by the
magnification of the examined surface and the quality of its
illumination i.e. the distance of the end of the endoscope from the
examined surface and deviations of its position from the
perpendicular. The shorter the distance from the examined defect the
higher the accuracy index – fig. 7. A measurement from a distance
smaller than 15 mm ensures the highest accuracy provided that the
high level of image sharpness is maintained. As we can see only in
cases 8c, 8e and 8f the result of the measurement is fully satisfying,
which validates the importance of the diagnostic technician’s
expertise.
A very strong advantage of the “Shadow” method is the
possibility of precise interpretation of whether we can see an attrition or
a deposit. Such diagnostic problems
Figure 7. “Shadow” method measurement’s accuracy index [by courtesy
of EVEREST VIT]; a) distance and skew measurements, b) depth
(protrusion) measurements.
a)

b)

occur in the examination of internal parts of piston or turbine
combustion engines. Very frequently, due to optical and illuminative
effects a simple foul of the surface of the air or exhaust flow channels
(mineral deposits or products of fuel combustion – carbon) is interpreted
as a corrosive or erosive attrition of the material. As we can see in Fig.
8d these doubts can be cleared by the nature of the deformation of the
shadow line. If the surface is indented (larger distance from the head) the
shadow line is refracted and shifted to the right on the display.
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PHYSICS OF THE OPERATION FAILURES
Results of endoscopic examinations show that the passage of naval
gas turbine represents the constructional element that suffers from
failures the most often. In addition to gas path fouling, which represents
the reversible process, there is also a danger that particulate impurities,
and hard particles are accidently admitted to the turbine through the
intakes. They usually caused surface defects (Fig. 8a) that change the
geometry of blades and the shape of passages with their further
consequences for the engine power and efficiency [Korczewski, 1998].
Different type of passages defects stand for characteristic surface
bulges („bubbles”) identified on the vanes and rotor blades of a high
pressure turbine in many different type (different production) of marine
gas turbine engines – Fig. 8c. The detected surface defects, which are
similar in regular, spherical shapes to the symptoms of the hightemperature corrosion, are precisely described within quality inspection
guides as the undesirable, but acceptable remains (material stratums) of
the coating technology process. The process consists in thermal layer
coating of the blade in a steam stream. On one hand the service manuals
permit such kind of defects but on the other hand the manuals impose
their periodical growth trend’s monitoring. Nevertheless, the bulges
might drop off the native material and consequently, erosion pits might
appear in those places.
A presence of the punctual dent on the piston head, that is placed in
an injector's axis (Fig. 8b) testifies about the piston's mechanical
strokes over the injector resulting from e.g. the elongated piston
stroke (for some high- speed engines, a distance between the piston
head and injector's ending at TDC (Top Dead Centre) is not more
than 3-4 mm [3] [Korczewski, 2008]). Such a situation might
represent a consequence of excessive clearances in an assembly of
crank-shaft or intensive wear and tear of bearing pans. An excessive
injector's lowering which is mounted in the head stands for different
probable reason of this type dents' formation, caused by the
inappropriate-chosen washer under the injector. It in such a situation
was one should explain the prime causes of the dent's presence, and
independently - the injector has to be definitely exchanged. Further
operation in such state usually drives to cracks and even breaking-off
the injector’s ending. Moreover, an intensive fuel leakage to
cylindrical spaces and thinning the lubricative oil with fuel might
occur until to development of the extensive secondary
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Figure 8. The results of the measurements of the surface defect on the elements of
marine turbine and piston combustion engines with the use of the “Shadow” method

a) measurement of the depth of the b) measurement of the depth of the
indentation on blade edge by point indentation on the piston crown by depth
straight option – 0.90 mm, with option – 2.48 mm, with accuracy index 6.5
accuracy index 4.8

c) measurement of protrusion of the d) measurement of the depth of the crack
bulge on vane surface – 0.20 mm, with with shifting on the cylinder liner sliding
surface – 8.30 mm, with accuracy index 6.3
accuracy index 12.0

e) measurement of lenght of the f) measurement of the length of the crack
indentation profile of the vane on the on the cylinder liner sliding surface – 4.38,
edge – 2.93, with accuracy index 8.3
with accuracy index 12.7

damages in cylindrical sets, threatening with the engine's breakdown.
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Cylinder liner’s cracks are the most dangerous failures for the
engine’s reliability. They are usually caused by exceeded mechanical
and thermal stresses occurring within the walls creating the combustion
chamber – Fig 8d and 8f. The covering cylinder liner’s external walls
with boiler scale disturbing hit abstraction from cylinder liners and
pistons represents the most frequent reason of the cracks existence for
the cylinder liners cooled with water. As a consequence the considerable
thermal gradients within cylinder walls and excessive thermal
deformations occur. Additionally, lubrication conditions get worse what
causes cracks of structural material. Thermal deformations of cylinder
liner in the vicinity of TDC achieve more than 100µm [3] [Korczewski,
2008].
FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
Visual investigation of surfaces creating internal, working spaces of
marine combustion engines by means of specialized digital view-finders
so called videoendoscopes is at present almost a basic method of
technical diagnostics. The implementation of endoscopy in routine
diagnostic inspections of marine engines enables their users to evaluate
and forecast the engines deterioration as well as early failure detection
inside the machinery susceptible to damage. As a result of the systematic
endoscopic inspections a plethora of material defects have been
identified which if neglected could have led to a serious engine damage.
In many cases the engines did not show any clearly visible symptoms of
failure (operation of an piston engine with a cracked cylinder liner or
damaged compressor blade of a gas turbine engine)
The “Shadow” method is characterized by its utilitarian values, which
is confirmed by the diagnostic tests on marine engines and a very high
accuracy that may reach up to 95% if proper diagnostic condition are
maintained.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents results of the investigation regarding
stress corrosion resistance of the welded joints of 7020M new naval
alloy (modified 7020), designed for the high – stressed welded naval
constructions, the surfaces of which were covered with epoxy and
polyvinyl coatings. The effectiveness of anticorrosion protection has
been determined via a comparison of deterioration of the
mechanical properties of the protected and unprotected welded
joints that had been subjected to the influence of stress and artificial
sea water.
The system of epoxy coatings provides more efficient
protection from the effects of stress corrosion for the welded joints
of 7020M alloy than the system of polyvinyl coatings.

KEYWORDS: aluminium alloys, welded joints, coatings
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INTRODUCTION

The vessels exploited in maritime environment are constantly
influenced by the corrosive impact of sea water and maritime
atmosphere. Corrosive activity of sea water is high due to content of
dissolved salts and gases. The content of salt in the open seas is about
3,3 – 3,7 %, in the inland seas – for example in Baltic Sea – the
content may vary between 0,5 – 3% (Schlichter, D,2012). More than
80% of salt content are chlorides. In connection with the oxygenated
sea water (oxygen from the atmosphere and the influence of
microorganisms) these are the factors mainly responsible for
corrosive degradation of the naval structural materials.
Primary method of corrosion protection of the structural materials in
maritime conditions is to cover the vessels with the properly selected
protective coatings, different for each specific part of the hull.
Application of aluminium alloys is gaining popularity in shipbuilding.
The 7xxx series alloys without Cu, including the examined alloy,
possess the best strength parameters from all the group of aluminium
alloys used in shipbuilding, also considering the welded joints.
However, they are sensitive to stress corrosion in sea water (Davis
J.R.,2004).
Total content of Zn+Mg is an important factor that determines the
susceptibility of these alloys to stress corrosion (Darowicki K.
Orlikowski J. Arutunow A., Jurczak W, 2007). Higher content of
Zn+Mg means also higher susceptibility to stress corrosion. Addition
of Cr and Zr improves the corrosion resistance. Similarly, the
chemical composition of the filler metal influences the corrosion
resistance of the welded joints.
Joining the aluminium-made elements of the naval structures is also
achieved by
welding. As a result of the welding process (with the use of TIG or MIG
method) a
relatively large (3–5 times larger than in welded joints of steel) heat
affected zone forms
in welded joint and it is the weakest area as far as corrosion resistance is
concerned
(R.N. Parking, 1992). In the heat affected zone, heat of the welding
generates structural
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changes, which cause the reduction of corrosion resistance and strength
parameters (30
– 50%) (Z.Bujniewicz, K.Cudny, Zb.Wincza, 1979), (M.Czechowski, A.
Zieliñski, W.
Jurczak 1999).
One of a few effective methods of anticorrosion protection of
aluminium alloys and their welded joints is covering them with
protective coatings. Proper selection of the paint coatings guarantees
good corrosion protection, what is especially important in the
environment of sea water (A.Kowarsch, Z.Zaczek, 1984).
The purpose of the research was to determine a level of protection of
the welded joints of 7020M alloy with paint coating systems, which
are currently used to protect the naval aluminium alloys from stress
corrosion. The researches were conducted on the stations designed to
determine the level of stress corrosion resistance at constant tensile
stress. This method is the second fastest (after the fatigue method) to
show how the multi-layer protective paint coatings fulfil their tasks.
Technology of production and chemical composition of the
examined materials

An influence of technology on the stress corrosion resistance of
the aluminium alloys is presented below (P.A.Schweitzer, 2004).
The investigation involved rolled aluminium sheets of the newly
designed alloy 7020M. The thickness of samples was 6 and 12mm and
they were taken from two different industrial heats (signed 507 and 635).
Their chemical composition and thermal treatment conditions were
described in table 1. Ingots of overall dimensions 145x450mm were cast
with use of semi–continuous method (temperature of cast – about
700˚C). The ingots were cut to the 750 mm length and then
homogenized at 480˚C for 12 hours. Before rolling, the ingots were
brought up to the 440 - 460˚C temperature. Over 12 – 14 roll passes
were carried out for the 12 mm sample and adequately 20 – 24 for the 6
mm sample. Rolled sheets were cut to the proper dimensions and then
transferred for the thermal treatment.
Table 1. The chemical composition of 7020M alloy (Sprawozdanie,
1991)
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No.
of
melt

No. of
batch

The chemical composition [%]
Zn

Mg

Cr

507
5.13
1.9 0.16
635
4.81
1.9 0.17
Type of heat treatment:

Zr

Ti

Fe

Si

Cu

Mn

Ni

Al

and
certifica
te

0.15
0.12

0.071
0.016

0.27
0.31

0.15
0.21

0.08
0.09

0.057
0.06

0.006
0.006

rest
rest

1086
1085

tb ; super saturation - heating up to 480°C for 50 min, cooling with hot water of min. 70°C, natura
aging 0-4 days at 20°C, two-stage artificial ageing 95°C/8h+150°C/8h.

Tested sheets were welded with the use of SAlMg5Ti0,1 filler
metal (signed S5086) of the following chemical composition: Mg =
5,25%, Ti = 0,1%, Mn = 0,73%, Cr = 0,13%,
Be = 0,08%, Cu =
0,02%, Fe + Si = 0,44%, Al – rest. Consistence of the preparation and
manufacturing process with the aluminium naval constructions welding
technology was verified with the use of radiological method.
Welded joints were manufactured in automatic and manual way
and they achieved 1st class of precision after the radiological
investigation.

Anticorrosion protection with the coating systems

Paint coatings have low adhesion to the smooth and clean
surfaces of the aluminium alloys. That is why the etching primer was
used as the first layer up to the ‘90s. The etching primer was based on
polyvinyl butenal that was pigmented with alkaline zinc chromate and
hardened with alcohol solution of the phosphoric acid. Because of the
environmental protection problems, toxic pigments are nowadays
eliminated from use, including zinc chromates.
In recent years a series of special primer paints have been
designed. They are primarily used for smooth surfaces of non–ferrous
metals. Their only requirement before application is to clean the surfaces
from contaminants.
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Recently, the “Polifarb – Oliva “ company designed new
paint coatings for aluminium–made naval constructions. Thickness of
each system was shown in table 2 and 3.
Table 2. Paint systems manufactured by „POLIFARB-OLIVIA” based
on polyvinyl paints /marked as P/
Number
Ship’s area

Name of the point,
symbol by the SWA

underwater
part Anticorrosive
and waterline belt
paint

layers

Thickness
of one
layer
[µm]

1

30

2

60

of

Total
thickness
of a
system
[µm]

vinyl

7729-064-XXO

Anticorrosive
thixotropic vinyl paint
7729-272-XXO

170÷250
Antifouling vinyl paint
VOP
7753-074-XXO
or
Self-polishing
paint

vinyl

1-2

80

1-2

80

VSE 7753-070-250
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Table 3 Paint systems manufactured by „POLIFARB-OLIWIA” based
on epoxy paints
/marked as E/
Number
Ship’s area

Name of point, symbol
by the SWA

of
layers

underwater
part EPIWELD zinc
and
belt
of
7423-014-950
variable draught

EPINOX 88

Total
Thicknes
s of one thickness of
a system
layer
[µm]
[µm]

1

20

2

30

7423-088-XXO
210÷400
Antifouling paint

1-2

80

1-2

80

VOP 7753-074-XXO

Antifouling
,
polishing paint
7753-070-250

selfVSE

Samples of welded joints of 7020M alloy were covered with
the systems mentioned above at laboratory conditions, according to the
instruction.
Flat samples were used, 3x10 mm, cut from the sheets 6 and
12 mm thick. Samples were cut in a direction perpendicular to the
direction of rolling and to the direction of welding (for the samples of
the welded joints).
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Mechanical properties of the welded joints before the exposure to
stress corrosion
Two sheets (6 and 12 mm thick) of 7020M alloy (melts 507
and 635) were welded with the use of TIG method and S5086 filler
metal in manual and automatic way. The mechanical properties of
welded joints (made with the use of S5086, not protected by paint
coatings, not exposed to corrosive environment) were shown in figure 1
Figure 1. Mechanical properties of the welded joints of the 7020M alloy
before the stress-corrosion exposure: a) melt 507 with g=12mm, welded
manually with the use of TIG method, used filler metal was
SAlMg5Mg5Ti0,1/ S5086/, b) melt 507 and 635 with g=6mm, welded
automatically with the use of TIG method, used filler metal was S5086.

a/

Rm,R0,2 [MPa]
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

A5,Z [%]
Rm
R0,2

Z

20
15
10
5
0

507

635

Rm

400

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

R0,2

300
200
100
507

507

635

A5,Z [%]

b/ Rm,R0,2 [MPa]

0

A5

25

635

800

A5
Z

507

635
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Melts 507 and 635 of 7020M alloy, differing in total content
of Zn + Mg by 0,3%, show similar mechanical properties of the welded
joints after welding with the use of the same filler metal S5086 (fig. 1).
Differences in mechanical properties are the effect of employed welding
method and the thickness of the welded aluminium sheets, what is
closely connected with the technology of production of the sheets. One–
layer automatic welding required for the connection of sheets 6 mm
thick as opposed to four– layer welding required for sheets 12 mm thick
guarantees limitation of the welding temperature and of the dimensions
of heat affected zone, which greatly influences the mechanical properties
of the welded joints. As it is shown in figure 1, multi–layer welding of
the heat 50, in spite of higher percentage of Zn + Mg than 635, results in
lowering mechanical properties of the welded joints and simultaneously
confirms the remark described above.
Mechanical properties of the welded joints after the exposure to
stress corrosion

Samples of the welded joints were set under the influence of
stress σ=0,8 R0,2 for 1500 hours. They were exposed to 3% solution of
NaCl at constant tensile load at 20˚C. Mechanical properties of the
examined welded joints after the exposure at constant stress were shown
in figure 2:
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Figure 2. Mechanical properties of the welded joints of the 7020M
alloy, used filler metal was SAlMg5Mg5Ti0,1/ S5086/ a) melt 507 and
635 with g=12mm, welded manually TIG, b) melt 507 and 635 with
g=12mm, welded automatically TIG, after the stress-corrosion exposure

a/
A5[%]

Rm[MPa]

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

285
280
275
270
265

507

507

635

635

b)
Rm [MPa]

A5 [%]
4,6
4,5
4,4
4,3
4,2
4,1
4

275
270
265

Rm

260
255

507

635

A5

507

635

In order to compare the influence of the chemical
composition of the welded joints of the examined heats 507 and 635 on
their stress corrosion resistance, the welding was carried out with the use
of the same method and the same filler metal S5086. Results of the
investigation of the stress corrosion resistance of the examined welded
joints without protective coatings were presented using the coefficients
KRm and KA5. The level of reduction of the mechanical properties of the
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welded joints after their exposure to stress corrosion as compared to
their mechanical properties before the exposure was shown in figure 3.

K Rm =

1 R mo − R mk
Σ
100 %
n
R mo

(1)

KA5 =

1 A −A
k
Σ 0
100 %
n
A0

(2)

Rmo - tensile strength before the exposure,
Rmk – tensile strength after the exposure,
n – number of samples,
A0 – plastic extension of the material before the exposure,
Ak – plastic extension of the material after the exposure,
KRm – mean percentage reduction of the tensile strength after the
corrosion exposure,
KA5 – mean percentage of plastic elongation of the test samples, after the
corrosion exposure.
Higher percentage of Zn + Mg in heat 507 caused reduction
of stress corrosion resistance of the welded joints of 7020M alloy.
Exposure of the welded joints of the examined alloy to corrosion
reduced the plastic properties by about 30% and the mechanical
properties by about 20%.
In conclusion, the chemical composition of the examined
alloy has a influence on the stress corrosion of the welded joints.
For the further analysis the automatically welded joints of the
heat 507 of the examined alloy, 6 mm thick, were chosen, as they have
proven their lower stress corrosion resistance as compared to 12 mm
thick aluminium sheets. It is caused (in spite of application of the
automatic method of welding) by higher internal stresses that occur in
material after double amount of rolling applied during the manufacturing
process as compared to 12 mm thick aluminium sheets. According to the
standard, a decrease in mechanical properties by 20 % as a result of
stress corrosion is acceptable.
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Figure 3. Mean percentage decrease in the extension KA5 and strength
KRm coefficients of the welded joints 7020M alloy, used filer metal was
S5086a) melt 507 and 635 for g=12mm, welded manually with TIG, b)
melt 507 and 635 for g=12mm, welded automatically TIG, after the
stress-corrosion exposure
a)
KA5 [%]

KRm [%]
20

50
48
46
44
42

15
10
5
0

507

507

635

507

635

635

b)
KA5 [%]

KRm [%]
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

40
30
20
10
0
507

635

Stress corrosion of the welded joints protected with paint coatings

Samples of welded joints of the examined alloys were
covered with systems of epoxy coatings (signed E) and polyvinyl
coatings (signed P) by the Polifarb Oliva company, at laboratory
conditions, according to the technology shown in table 2 and 3. Such
prepared samples were exposed to stress corrosion in 3% solution of
NaCl (artificial sea water), at constant tensile stress. The exposure of the
samples protected with coating systems was realized in two series,
regardless the conditions:
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-

1st series at stress level of σ = 0,8R0,2, during 1500 hours;
2nd series at stress level of σ = 0,6R0,2, during 3000 hours;
* 5 samples were used in the series.

Effectiveness of the protective influence of coating systems
was determined by comparison of the values of KRm (1) and KA5 (2) for
the samples of the welded joints after exposure to stress corrosion with
and without the protective coatings at the same parameters of stress
corrosion exposure (1st series). Results of investigation are shown in
figure 4.
Due to simultaneous influence of artificial sea water and
stress on welded joints of 7020M alloy, protected by the coating
systems, a reduction of their mechanical parameters has occurred.
However, the level of this reduction was low as compared to the
unprotected welded joints, in spite of the fact that the time of the
exposure of the protected welded joints was doubled.

Figure 4. Mechanical properties of the welded joints of 7020M alloy,
melt 507 protected with the systems of epoxy (E) and polyvinyl (P) paints
welded automatically with TIG method, used filer metal was
SAlMg5Mg5Ti0,1/ S5086/ for 3000-hour stress-corrosion exposure and
for σ=0,6R0,2
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It was proven that stress corrosion exposure of welded joints
of 7020M protected with coating systems caused the reduction of their
mechanical properties to the level shown in figure 4. Stress corrosion
durability of the samples that cracked during the research was 2883
hours for 1 sample covered with epoxy paint system and adequately
2736 and 2843 hours for 2 samples covered with polyvinyl paint system.
Figure 5. Mean percentage decrease in the extension KA5 and strength
KRm coefficients of the welded joints 7020M alloy, used filler metal was
S5086, melt 507, welded manually with TIG method, protected by the
systems of epoxy (E) and polyvinyl (P) paints for 1st and 2nd series.
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Protective coatings increase the level of stress corrosion resistance of the
welded joints. Confirmation of this conclusion are lower values of KRm
and KA5 and increasing stress corrosion durability, especially for the
samples protected with epoxy paints (fig.5).
Results of the research prove that all welded naval
constructions made of the 7xxx series alloys configuration should be
covered with coating systems (epoxy paints for best effects) – their
stress corrosion resistance increases significantly, even when corrosion
susceptible filler metal was used.
According to the daily observations of the samples covered
with protective paints and influenced by 3% solution of NaCl and tensile
stress, the process of corrosion is divided into two stages:
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-

-

after about 1500 hours of stress corrosion exposure the protective
coating starts to tarnish and also the blisters show up on the
surface of the sample. The number of blisters depends on a type
of used paint. A blister is a place where paint loses adhesion to
protected surface.
after 2500 hours first cracks of protective coating layer show on
the edges of the sample, followed by an aggressive corrosive
attack on the heat-affected zone of the welded joint. In effect, the
mechanical properties of the welded joints are reduced.

According to detailed observation of the remaining samples
that have been exposed, adhesion of the coatings to the protected
surfaces is good. It leads to a conclusion that protective coating systems,
which were used, increase the corrosion resistance to maritime
environment to a satisfactory level. On the edges of the construction
applied painting should be made with particular care. In these zones
there is the greatest probability of corrosive attack, due to thinner layer
of protective paint at the construction edges.

Figure 6. Comparison of the KA5 and KRm coefficients of the welded
joints of 7020M alloy (melt 507), protected and non-protected (with the
systems of protective coatings), exposure for 1500 hours to stresscorrosion and for σ=0,8R0,2 . Welded joints made with TIG method
automatically, used filler metal was S5086
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According to the results of the 1st series of research,
compared values of KA5 and KRm for the examined samples of welded
joints show (fig.6) that the effectiveness of protection of two coating
systems used is good. Epoxy coating provides better protection in
comparison with the polyvinyl paint. During the 1500 hours of test none
of the examined samples cracked and the reduction of mechanical
properties at level of 3,3% is low as compared to the strength of the
samples without protective coating. Polyvinyl coating system shows
worse protective properties – reduction of mechanical properties of the
samples at 8,4% was caused by porosity of the coatings, lower adhesion
to the surfaces and faster cracking of the coatings. 2nd series of
investigation confirmed lower effectiveness of that type of coatings.
They tarnish and crack in a shorter time, what was revealed by 2 out of 5
samples, and the reduction of mechanical properties of the remaining
samples was at 25%. Epoxy coating system provided better corrosion
protection, simultaneously reducing the strength of examined welded
joints by 23%, and only one sample cracked during the test.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the results of the research on stress corrosion of
the welded joints of 7020M alloy leads to the following conclusions:
1. Simultaneously with the increase in the total zinc and magnesium
content
in
the
7xxx series alloys there is a reduction of their stress corrosion
resistance when 3% solution of NaCl is used and under the stress
of σ = 0,8R0,2, during 1500 hours.
2. The applied method of welding and the thickness of the welded
sheets of 7020M alloy have an influence on stress corrosion
resistance of the welded joints of the examined alloy. Too thin
sheets of welded material and the manual welding cause a greater
probability of stress corrosion activity.
3. A proper selection of the protective coating system increases the
stress corrosion resistance (in conditions of 3% solution of NaCl,
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under the stress of σ = 0,6R0,2, during 3000 hours) of the welded
joints of 7020M alloy, for the filler metal S5086.
4. In general, the multi-layer epoxy coating system provides more
effective stress corrosion protection. It is confirmed not only by
the lower number of cracked samples, but also by the 5% lower
KRm and 8% lower KA5 coefficients as compared to the adequate
samples protected by polyvinyl coatings.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the ‘Transport and Maritime Policies’ of the
European Union and discusses whether the future of these policy
areas should be planned by means of a neo-liberal or a central
planning based Keynesian (mixed-economy) approaches. Today, the
EU is struggling to solve its economic problems and particularly
focusing on the financial sector to eliminate the member states’ huge
public and private debts. For quite a long time, a neo-liberal
approach has been indeed highly visible in the economic policy areas
of the EU, and hence, markets were considered as capable of solving
most of the economic problems in the real and service sectors.
However, the current economic crisis proved the incapacity of the
European markets to do deal with macro-level problems.
What Europe needs is indeed centrally planned economic
governance in addition to the common planning of the financial
sector by means of Economic and Monetary Union. In this context,
transportation sectors (and particularly maritime transportation)
necessitate a higher level of state guidance and planning for
successful operation at the European level. The EU’s current crisis
can be named as a ‘economic governance crisis’ as the EU could not
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manage to develop macro level binding policy planning and left most
of the basic sectors to the hands of the pure market forces.
In this context, this paper will particularly focus on the future of the
EU’s Transport policies and will specifically focus on the taken steps
(and results) for improving Maritime transportation sectors (with a
specific focus on the shipping and ports policy). In doing so, it will
offer a macro level and central planning based approach.
KEYWORDS: European Union, Transport and Maritime Policy, NeoLiberalism, Central Planning and Keynesianism

INTRODUCTION:
NEO-LIBERALISM
PLANNING BASED SOCIAL MODELS

VS.

CENTRAL

Historically, trade has always been an important part of the lives of
societies. By using the goods and services they have produced as a
surplus value the human beings have searched the ways to increase their
incomes. Gradually, the trading activities, which were historically
existent mostly between cities, have started to exceed the boundaries of
the states and gained an international character. As a result, port cities
have quickly developed and the level of prosperity of the societies that
were engaged in international trade activities has increased.
Transportation systems have also developed accordingly and the trade
has become a global activity.
However, massive infrastructure costs forced the state authorities to be
active particularly in the transport and maritime related sectors.
Furthermore, central planning has turned out to be vital for the
successful operation of the transportation models both at local, national
and at international levels. Therefore, central planning and state
guidance have played a key role in the development of the transportation
systems.
Indeed, an interconnected system and centralist governance structures
started to flourish in Western Europe following the Peace of Westphalia
in 1648. The first signs of the institutionalisation of the state structures
can indeed be found in those years. Institutionalisation of the taxation
system, enhancement and planning of the transportation between
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princedoms’ main cities (and connecting these Feudal cities to the
Imperial centre) and increasing communication between various regions
of Europe were all first steps of the upcoming centralised state model.
Incapability of the princedoms (and the feudal system) to provide basic
services to the people and the increasing demand of the masses to be
included within the decision making mechanisms started to pave the way
for the development of the nation-states. (Bendix, 1978)
However, with the following industrial revolution, economic growth has
increased substantially; and the factory system of production and the use
of new-artificially powered machines for transportation and mechanical
operations have further increased economic and trade related activities.
For the first time, human beings had the ability to produce far more than
what was needed to sustain a large percentage of the population and as a
result, the trade activities (both at local, national and international levels)
have intensified. The central planning and economic governance has also
advanced in parallel with the trading activities. Furthermore, the social
and welfare dimension of the central governance structures have also
gradually increased.
Indeed, the development of the social and welfare dimensions of the
nation-states and their increasing role in the central planning of the
economies have been a result of the collapse of the existent classical
liberal model (and the belief in the pure market forces) in the early
twentieth century, particularly following the WWI and with the 1929
Great Depression in the US (also influencing the global economy). In the
‘Great Transformation’, Karl Polanyi presents a powerful discussion of
the disastrous implications of the commodification of land and labour
both before and during the interwar period. (Polanyi, 2001) Similar
criticisms (and further Marxist critiques of the market model) have been
crucial in the increasing social dimension of the nation-states and also
during the strengthening of the Keynesian central planning in the
following years.
As a result, the European socialists started to have a coalition with the
supporters of the market and the democracy. For example, English
Fabians’ socialism during the 19th century has combined the market and
socialism with a view to reach at higher economic development levels
for all the society. Instead of following totally individual centric policies,
they underlined the importance of society and tried to transform the
market model in such a way that it functions for the benefit of all.
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Therefore, they did not foresee a doomsday for capitalism like the
Orthodox Marxists. We have also seen a similar trend in the
development of the German social democratic alternative. Here, Eduard
Bernstein has been an important name. Instead of a capitalism that
destructs itself due to its inherent inconsistencies, Bernstein suggested a
capitalist model that aims to develop societal welfare by means of an
organised public. (Koray, 2002: 78) These revisionist socialists tried to
develop a healthier market model instead of demolishing it. The term of
the ‘Revision’ started to take place of the ‘Revolution’ for these
theoreticians. (Lee & Raban, 1988: 12-33)
Following the Great Depression of 1929, the development of the
Keynesian policies that underlined the importance of the state
institutions for the healthy functioning of the market was also partly a
result of these arguments. The development of the social democratic
policies in the 1970s (generally called as the Third Way), which tried to
merge the market model and the welfare state policies, have also
developed as an outcome of these discussions. Especially, the Labour
Party in England and the German Social Democrats have been
supportive of this model during the last decades.
As a result of all these, the European continent started to experience the
development of a liberal-social synthesis model, where central planning
was also highly operational. In this model, the capitalists’ rights in the
market have been guaranteed but in return they have accepted the role of
the state to plan and govern for the societal welfare, which also included
an intervention in the distribution. On the other hand, the working
classes had to accept the capital accumulation; however, they have been
given some basic political and social citizenship rights to have a say in
the distribution of the wealth. (Przeworski, 1991: 11)
However, the clash between the supporters of liberal competitiveness
based market models and more socially oriented market structures still
persist today. Although the liberals still believe in the self-regulating
character of the market and its infallible demand and supply basis, today,
even the protection of the human and natural substance of society is still
at stake and the self-regulating market system does not work for the
benefit of all. In this context, a combination of the ‘laissez faire laissez
passé’ model, the Keynesian planning and the welfare state can be the
solution of the problems that we are facing today, both at the national
and supranational levels. Here, the ‘Third Way’ argument of Anthony
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Giddens, which offers us such an alternative. Third way politics,
Giddens affirms, advocates a new mixed economy. (Giddens, 1998: 99)
In the old mixed economies, markets were subordinated to the state. This
new mixed economy looks instead for a synergy between the public and
private sectors, utilizing the dynamism of markets but with the public
interest in mind. With regards to the welfare state, Giddens recognizes
that it has run into a few problems, such as the sacrifice of liberty, but
‘third way politics sees these problems not as a signal to dismantle the
welfare state, but as part of the reason to reconstruct it’. (Giddens, 1998:
113)
Furthermore, as Hirst and Thompson argues; “Today, the international
economy is oligopolistic, with strategic alliances characterizing relations
among multinational companies; it is not a ‘single open competitive
market’ propounded by globalists. Moreover, trade and investment in the
contemporary economy are highly concentrated in the ‘Triad’: North
America, The European Economic Area, and Japan.” (Hirst &
Thompson, 1996: 53) For fighting against this pushing trend of
oligopolistic globalisation Hirst and Grahame suggest strong political
unions. In particular, they consider the EU as the most ambitious project
of multinational economic governance in the modern world. (Hirst &
Thompson, 1996: 152) For them, the EU should be willing to take up
economic governance for the European continent as a whole because
there is a “need for policies that link the rich and poor regions in the EU,
and that link the rich states of the EU with the poor ones of Eastern
Europe in a common search for prosperity. (Hirst & Thompson, 1996:
169)
And by pursuing a “continental Keynesianism”, the EU can keep the
wealth gap from growing, both in the EU and in Europe, and thus can
prevent the intensification of conflicts and the growth of migration.
(Esping-Andersen, 1990) Furthermore, for increasing the legitimacy of
the supranational model (which is already in crisis), social policies are of
utmost importance. The choice in front of the EU is quite clear; a fully
neo-liberal EU (hypothetically more competitive) model, where the
citizens of the member-states are gradually having lesser loyalty to the
governance forms, especially at the supranational level; or, a socialdemocratic and centrally planned EU (with economic governance),
where the individuals are increasingly supporting the deepening of the
supranational level.
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Particularly, the transportation and the maritime related sectors
necessitate a higher level of economic governance and central planning.
Furthermore, as they are the key catalysts for the economic resurrection
of the European economic model, starting up of an economic
governance (and central planning) model for the EU’s transportation and
maritime policies can be a wise idea.
In this context, the following part of this paper will focus on the need for
developing an economic governance model for the EU, and analyse
whether the start-up of this model can be take place in the transportation
and maritime related sectors. Particularly, the economic governance of
the transportation and maritime related sectors by supranational
institutions will be underlined. Furthermore, it will be argued that such
steps and policy decisions for these sectors will have positive spill-over
effects on the further development of other crucial economic sectors
within the EU, and thus will play a key role for the solution of the
economic problems of the model.

SAVİNG THE EUROPEAN UNİON BY MEANS OF ECONOMİC
GOVERNANCE
AND
CENTRAL
PLANNİNG:
TRANSPORATİON AND MARİTİME RELATED SECTORS AS
TEST VARİABLE
As William Wallace argues, the impact of the European integration has
been paradoxical: increased market integration leads to a diminished
regulatory activity (with less national differentiation) but Union
protection of the markets leads to increased regulation, which
automatically necessitates nation-states and central governance for
implementation. (Wallace, 1997) It is not of course merely in the
financial and industrial sectors that the impact of EU is being felt.
Sensitive areas such as health, education, transportation, social welfare,
environmental issues, have been slowly dragged into the regulatory net
of Brussels.
As an example, the Schengen Agreement provides for the abolition of
the internal border controls on goods and people, combined with
cooperation amongst police, immigration, customs and intelligence
services and for common policies on rights of entry and residence. Of
course, in the effective working of all these policies the involvement of
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member states and central local planning seems of utmost importance as
these can only be realized by the cooperation of both the supranational
and national levels.
However, (excluding neo-functionalists) one should say that theoretical
discussions about the future of the model rarely focus on such
‘functional agencies’ that will facilitate such a cooperation, and
particularly the suggestion of developing central economic governance
model (and common policies) for ‘transportation and maritime related
sectors’ (as crucial functional agencies for the revival of the European
economy), is further uncommon.
On the whole, the study of EU from theoretical perspective can be
divided into three main headings. The first camp tries to understand
European Integration via classical International Relations or
Comparative Politics approaches and members of this group do not see a
necessity for creating specific theories about the EU. This state-centric
approach underlines the importance of power in international relations
and analyzes international system as an anarchical environment.
Obviously, what we see here is the underlining of institutions against the
individuals in policy making. In this respect, the EU is also explained as
a part of the conflictual international system and pictured as a replica of
the general state of relations between members of the international
system. Decisions are taken within EU as a result of a bargaining
process in which the powerful actors generally obtain their wishes.
Moreover, EU relations with the remaining world are also explained via
a realist perspective which outlines world politics as politics and
competition between various regions. In this context, EU is just pictured
as an actor of the conflictual international system in which the main
rules of the world politics, namely utility maximization, is still existent,
and where cooperation is a very hard target.
On the other hand, political theorists who try to explain European
integration via Comparative Politics approach also do not believe in the
necessity for creating specific theories about the EU. Comparative
Politics approach tries to understand the internal dynamics of the actors
of the EU instead of looking at the general characteristics of the newly
developing supranational entity. Historical experiences, social and
economic structures of the member states are throughly analyzed to
understand the reasons of various developments. Statistical and
economic data is often used to show the reasons of various decisions and
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each case is studied separately. A main group within Comparative
Politics approach is called Constructivist school, which argues that
similar results can be obtained via replicating the experience of other
actors. Hence for constructivists, when the social and economic
dynamics of a society has been modified in parallel with the examined
example, similar results can also be obtained. However, Constructivist
explanations are also limited in offering suggestions for a ‘sui generis’
body like the EU due to its different supranational and multicultural
character.
In this context, one can say that both International Relations and
Comparative Politics approaches have limits in studying the European
Union. Although they have important contributions to the study of the
EU, their explanation of the international system as a nation-state
dominated model decreases their possibility for offering theoretical
explanations to a complex supranational model.
Similarly, established theories of European integration have also limits
in answering the problems that we are facing at the supranational level
today. For inter-governmentalists, legitimacy can only exist for the
member states and seeking support for the supranational governance
model and the development of a common economic governance for it is
a futile task. Inter-governmentalists do see the policy making in the EU
as a result of the bargaining processes between the member states. For
them nation-states and national interests are the main reasons of all
political developments in the EU. Hence, they do not consider the EU as
a different political entity; instead they just consider it as an
intergovernmental organisation of various nation-states. (Rosamond,
2000)
Federalists also take the model of the nation state as their analytical
point of departure and EU is considered as a super-state in the making.
The legitimacy of this super-state is expected to flourish via the
emergence of a European identity combining all Europeans. As long as
the Europeans feel themselves belonging to the European institutions,
their legitimacy will automatically advance. (Wallace, 1993: 101) And
to the extent that European institutions are responsive to Europeans and
represent people instead of the member state governments the legitimacy
question will be mostly solved. (Neunrither, 1994: 299-314) Hence,
similar to the institutions of the member states, if and when the EU
institutions are considered as legitimate bodies by the EU citizens,
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Brussels will become as legitimate as the capital cities of the member
states.
However, as Schmitter argues both intergovernmentalists and federalists
base their arguments on traditional statist perspectives. (Shmitter, 1996)
The individual is regarded as a part of the political institutions and
his/her recognition of the central authority is explained via the shared
identity of the society in which he/she is living in.
For intergovernmentalists EU will always remain as an entity in which
legitimate nation-states are the main actors. From a federalist
perspective, the EU is legitimate to the extent that European citizens,
bound by a shared sense of history and culture, identify with it, and to
the extent that it’s central institutions represent their will. (Banchoff,
1999: 7) Hence, the supranational state should be more or less the
replica of the existent nation-states for federalists.
However, both intergoventalists and federalists have limits in solving the
legitimacy and economic governance problem of the EU. As a ‘suigeneris’ body, it’s difficult to portray EU both as an organization of
sovereign nation-states or a kind of supranational democratic state. The
drive to deepen integration since 1980s has fostered the emergence of a
complex, multi-level polity in which European, national and subnational
institutions exist side by side. Within this new context, the definition of
legitimacy in terms of common identities and shared institutions
necessarily leads to the diagnosis of a legitimacy crisis. (Banchoff, 1999:
7) In this context, one should think of alternative legitimacy
conceptualizations for the EU, also taking into account its evolving and
multicultural nature.
At this point, neo-functionalism can be taken as a starting point, as their
arguments have been able to break statist categories in their approach to
legitimacy. Ernst Haas suggested the possibility of movement beyond
the nation-state. Haas argued that individuals can identify themselves not
only with the nation-state but a new political community; namely
Europe. This new political community, ‘new center’ (and its institutions
and functional agencies), would superimpose all the pre-existing ones.
(Haas, 1958: 4-16) However, in trying to understand the neofunctionalist logic one has to study functionalism as its predecessor.
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The key figure of functionalist theory was David Mitrany (1888-1975)
and he particularly believed in the importance of enhancement of
transportation for the development of a global peace model. Like
federalism, functionalism was indeed a branch of the broad movement
that sought to theorize the conditions for ending human conflict and
which found intellectual space in the turbulent political climate of the
1940s. (Rosamond, 2000: 32)
Mitrany’s functionalism offers a largely technocratic vision of human
governance. On the whole, government by politicians implies that the
prevailing motive of politics is the acquisition and the retention of power
rather than the pursuit of the common good. Hence, for Mitrany, if
societies could get rid of the politicians and replace them with
technocrats, most of the problems would be solved. (Rosamond, 2000:
34) However, the technocrats and the planning would provide the basic
services to individuals, would decrease the power of politics and
political maneuvring. For Mitrany, these steps would increase
interdependence between states, hence leading to a Working Peace
System. (Mitrany, 1966)
Mitrany’s working peace system was built around international agencies.
They had functional responsibilities in managing those problems for
which there was a consensus to cooperate. These international agencies
were to assume some of the attributions of nation-states, within the socalled ramification process which involved a constant transfer of
functions and authority from states to agencies. The phenomenon in
question made no distinction between protagonists. The consequence of
ramification was a domino effect, as cooperation in one field could lead
to a new cooperation in another field.
Indeed, David Mitrany pioneered modern integrative theory. Its basic
principle maintains that international (not only economical but also
technical) cooperation (by means of functional agencies) is the best
means of softening antagonism in the international environment. In this
respect, Mitrany underlines the importance of cooperation particularly in
the transportation sectors (as a crucial functional agency) as their ‘spill
over’ effect for further integration and cooperation is greater than other
economic sectors. The main rationale behind Mitrany’s perspective was
that “peace is more than the absence of violence”, and functional
agencies (most important one being the transportation sectors) are
crucial for decreasing the economic and political conflicts between
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people and nation-states (as well as local and regional governance
forms).
David Mitrany did not agree with the idea of federation as the means of
tying states together. He opposed the idea of a single world government
as it would limit the freedom of individuals. His proposition was mainly
the establishment of international (or regional) functional agencies, each
having authority over one specific area of human life. These functional
agencies (and particularly the transportation) would tie the states
together and hence decrease the chances of political conflicts
Indeed, the EU has developed and gained a supranational character by
following a functionalist logic similar to Mitrany’s arguments.
Technicals steps have definitely led to ‘spill over’ on various other areas
and had been a catalyst for political integration. Ideas of Jean Monnet
and other founding fathers (who were greatly inspired by David Mitrany
and the following neo-functionalist thinkers) were crucial during the
development and deepening of the European Union.
That’s why today the EU still has to pay attention to functionalist
theories, because a political structure can not establish its own
legitimacy, without both effective institutions and functional agencies
that well serve the individuals. Briefly, the EU can survive if it manages
to create an alternative social contract with the participation of masses,
which combines both economic efficiency/governance, common identity
and social and political rights.
In an enlarged EU, further market oriented policies (and condensed
economic governance and social policies) will increase the inequalities
between the regions (as this also necessitates the decreasing of the
regional funds) and the relatively less gaining member states and the
segments of the societies will start questioning the overall project.
Hence, for further deepening the Union, the EU has no other alternative
than following central economic governance and planning, and social
and welfare policies. It may seem paradoxical but in fact for global
competitiveness, the EU has to follow more society oriented policies
instead of the market oriented ones. This is crucial for keeping the Union
together and being able to survive in the era globalisation. In a later
stage, few such supranational blocs can even work for the development
of a world economic order and governance. In fact, not this idea, but as
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Polanyi argues, the belief in a global “self-regulating market” is a “stark
utopia”. (Polanyi, 2001)
Hence, one can say that the neo-liberal arguments that are based on
minimal state do not answer the requirements of today’s global
problems. The quest should be for the creation of economic governance
models and social regimes, preferably beyond the nationstates/civilisations/cultures, and with a view to restructure the economic
world order. In this context, the EU is an important example as it is the
only successful and influential integration model at hand. The
strengthening of the social model in the EU is vital for not only the
future deepening and success of the Union but also for the development
of similar regimes in other parts of the world.
Similarly, Hirst and Grahame argues that the EU should be willing to
take up economic governance for the European continent as a whole
because there is a “need for policies that link the rich and poor regions in
the EU, and that link the rich states of the EU with the poor ones of
Eastern Europe in a common search for prosperity. (Polanyi, 2001)
Briefly, by pursuing a “continental Keynesianism”, the EU can keep the
wealth gap from growing, both in the EU and in Europe, and thus can
prevent the intensification of conflicts and the growth of migration.
Surely, the EU has been partly successful in policy coordination and
central planning with regards to Single Market and the financial sectors.
Furthermore, one sees partial policy coordination within the
transportation sectors and the maritime related industries. When one
looks at the Acquis Communautaire, he/she can clearly see that most of
the EU regulations are still related with the Single Market and the
transportation related areas (as the trade within the EU’s single market
necessitates these regulations). However, the policy coordination in the
transportation sectors and particularly the maritime related industries in
the EU are still very underdeveloped. Indeed, further advancement of
this coordination is particularly crucial for the future economic success
of the model. In this context, in the following part, the EU’s policies on
the shipping and the ports will be briefly analysed and the possibility of
this ‘functional agency’ to help the economic revival of the EU, and the
possible additional steps for the further development of these sectors will
be evaluated.
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TRANSPORT AND MARİTİME POLİCİES (PORTS AND
SHİPPİNG İN PARTİCULAR) AS MAJOR ECONOMİC
GOVERNANCE TOOLS FOR THE EU:
Today, the ports are among the main actors of the global economic
growth. Although the concentration of the world trade has moved to
Pasific and Far East axes from the Atlantic axis, and the share of Europe
has decreased during the last years, the global importance of European
ports still persist. The ports that handle 90 % of the Union’s international
trade and 40 % of the intra-EU trade, as well as serving millions of
passengers every year, are providing half a million jobs in direct or indirect way and contributing to the development of the regions in Europe.
(COM (2007) 616 Final) The amount of cargo handled every year in the
EU ports is approximately 3.4 billion tons and the number of passengers
traveling by the EU ports is around 400 million. (URL-1)
For quite a long time, the EU has been developing policies and
regulations for; a) improving the efficiency and the quality of the
services in ports, b) increasing the transparency in financing of ports and
standardization of port fees, c) overcoming problems related with the
infrastructure requirements of ports and integration to trans-European
networks, d) enhancing the safety and the security of the ports, e)
promoting environmental friendly approach during the construction and
operation of the ports, f) changing the ownership and the operational
structure of the ports in order to increase inter and intra port competition.
Some of these legislative steps and policy decisions are briefly
summarised in the following pages.

a) Some of the Former EU Regulations Concerning the
Transportation Services
I-

Council Directive 82/470/EEC of 29 June 1982 concerning the
services of transportation, travel and product storage (OJEC L 213
page 0001-0007, 21 July 1982) (has undergone changes for several
times).

II- Council bylaw 4057/86 of 22 December 1986 concerning the
maritime transportation between the EU member states and between
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member states and third countries (OJEC L 378 page 0014-0020, 31
December 1986) (has undergone changes several times).
III- Council Directive 87/540/EEC of 9 November 1987 concerning the
mutual recognition of the diplomas of the employees in the maritime
transportation sector (OJEC L 322 page 0020-0024, 12 November
1987) (has undergone changes for several times).
IV- Council Directive 91/670/EEC of 16 December 1991 concerning the
mutual recognition of the civil aviation licenses (OJEC L 373 page
0021-0025, 31 December 1991).
V- Council bylaw 2407/92 of 23 July 1992 concerning licenses of air
transportation (OJEC L 240 page 0001-0007, 24 August 1992) (has
undergone changes for several times).
VI- Council bylaw 3577/92 of 7 December 1992 concerning the
liberalization of the services in maritime transportation (OJEC L
364 page 0007-0010, 12 December 1992).
VII- Council Directive 96/50/EEC of 23 July 1996 concerning the
condition of obtaining a certificate for the firms transporting in
domestic waters (OJEC L 235 page 0031-0038, 17 August 1996).
VIII- Council Directive 96/26/EEC of 29 April 1996 concerning the
mutual recognition of the licenses of national and international
passenger transporting operators (OJEC L 124 page 0001-0010, 23
May 1996).
b) The Green Paper on Port Infrastructure (1997)
The European Commission has published a green paper on 10 December
1997 (COM (97) 678 Final) about the “ports and maritime
infrastructure” to launch a debate on the efficiency of ports and maritime
infrastructure in Europe, their integration to the multimodal transEuropean networks and application of competition rules in this sector. In
the green paper it is stated that the sector shows a great diversity
between regions in terms of structure, operation, organization and legal
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framework. The green paper notes that the international transport and
sustainable mobility are essential components of the EU’s common
transport policy, and the short sea shipping is crucial for
environmentally friendly-efficient transportation within the continent.
The green paper emphasises that maritime safety is crucial for ports and
underlines the importance of the pilotage, mooring and towage services.
Green paper stresses that the port authorities should be sensitive in the
implementation and enforcement of the legislation with regards to these
services. The European Commission also declared by this green paper
that it will support maritime and port related R&D programmes,
particularly on cargo tracking and tracing, electronic chart display and
information systems.
Green paper also focuses on the organization and market access for the
port services. With regards to the cargo related services, it is projected
that the provision of the services will be gradually transferred from the
public to the private sector in order to increase efficiency and reduce
public expenditures. Green paper states that the competition rules of the
EU should be applied more systematically to the port services and a
regulatory framework should be developed in order to liberalise the port
services market in the EU.
c) Communications Concerning the Reinforcement of Quality
Services in Ports
European Commission’s communication of 13 February 2001 (COM
(2001) 35 Final) on “Reinforcing quality services in ports” includes the
results of the debates on ports and maritime infrastructures launched by
the green paper that was published in 1997. This communication
includes a directive proposal on market access to port services (generally
known as “Port Services’ Directive-PSD). It is stated that the
comprehensive rules regarding market access to port services should be
established through competition while still keeping some of the above
mentioned restrictions. However, it was rejected by European Parliament
on 20 November 2003. Commission prepared a new directive proposal
of 13 October 2004 (COM (2004) 654 Final) regulating the inter and
intra port competition, in access to port services market. Yet, the new
proposal could not end the discussions and it was also rejected by EP,
finally it was withdrawn by Commission on 8 March 2006.
The main reason of these unsuccessful directive proposals is the existing
different opinions of the EU institutions (Commission, Council and
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Parliament) and also of the stakeholders (especially European Sea Ports
Operators (ESPO), Federation of Private Port Operators (FEPORT),
dockers’ unions, etc.) about the issue.
With the green paper of 1997 the Commission has changed its traditional
approach to ports, from “considering them as a part of general interest
and providing them with public funding for port infrastructures”, to a
new liberal view that “considers the ports as mainly commercial actors
with greater involvement of the private sector and underlines the ‘user
pays’ principle based on free competition”.
This change caused objection by the port authorities of the EU member
states. The proposal was also resisted by the trade unions particularly for
protecting the existing labour rights in the port service sector. Forming a
northern alliance, the UK, which already has a private port sector,
reacted negatively to PSD because of the risk of intervention into its
system; and the north European countries, which were mainly the
landlords of the ports, also opposed to the PSD due to their concerns
about the limitation of their rights to issue licences as public authorities.
Southern European countries, as a block, supported PSD because they
were seeing it as a means of eliminating inbalanced situation between
north and south (northern Europe ports has larger capacity and better
efficiency than southern ports) and to get their national reform plans
more easily accepted (especially with regards to labour related issues).
(Verhoeven, 2009: 79-101).
The major opponents of the directive, ESPO and FEPORT, argued that
the number of the port service providers should be limited, authorization
periods should be long enough to allow full amortization of their
investments, and licence duration extentions should also be available.
The ship and cargo owners (European Community Shipowners’
Association (ECSA) and European Shippers’ Council (ESC)) shared the
opinion that PSD would lead to positive results for them due to
liberalization and increased competition in the ports. But they supported
self-handling and therefore they had a conflict with trade unions on this
issue. Another interest group, European Maritime Pilots Association
(EMPA), defended that the pilotage services were directly related to the
safety of the ships and the ports, and it could not be seen as a
commercial activity, so they argued that this item should be excluded
from the directive (Pallis, 2008: 17-31).
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d) Communication on European Ports Policy (2007)
After the above summarised unsuccessful legislation processes, the
European Commission started a compromise period with the
stakeholders and as a result of some meetings and conferences in 20062007, Commission published a communication as an action plan. This
Commission communication of 18 October 2007 (COM (2007) 616
Final) on “European Ports Policy” is indeed part of (and the
implementation tool of) the Commission’s communication of 10 October
2007 (COM (2007) 575 Final) on “Integrated Maritime Policy”. In this
communication the following issues are covered.
Port performance and hinterland connections: It is noted that
generally European ports are economically efficient, but some
improvements are necessary due to some existing problems such as
mismatches in storage and un/loading capacity, long waiting times,
unsatisfactory labour conditions, excessive administrative requirements
costing time and money, etc. In this scope, it is stated that the
modernization of port infrastructure with computer based cargo handling
equipment, promotion of short sea shipping and exploring alternative
routes to achieve a more intensive use of under-capacity ports,
construction of new ports and expansion of existing ones on a sound
economic basis are the key requirements.
Expanding capacity while respecting the environment:
Communication states that the ports are growing inevitably parallel to
the increasing trade and the greater dimensions of the ships, but this
should take place by protecting the environment and abiding by the
environmental legislation such as; Habitats, Birds, Waste-Water
framework directives. The European Commission also states that it will
control the implementation of the directives such as 2000/59/EC on
“Facilities for ship generated waste and cargo residues” (Directive
2000/59/EC) by monitoring visits of the European Maritime Safety
Agency (EMSA), and also it is committed to reducing air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions from shipping activities especially in ports.
Modernisation: Communication stipulates that the technology
enhancing the connection between ship and shore (such as Safeseanet,
AIS, LRIT and modern information technologies) should be used, the
speed of the customs and administrative procedures in short sea shipping
should be increased, and e-maritime approach should be developed.
Also, it notes that increasing of the port efficiency is possible parallel to
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the developing technologies in cargo handling equipment, which are
indeed the most important tools in a port.
Transparency: Commission states that the public financing and state
aids to ports should be transparent and the existence of standard rules
applied to everyone on equal basis is mandatory in order to materialise
inter and intra port competition. Furthermore, with the communication, it
is stated that some measures will be taken to improve the images of the
ports and integrate them to the cities and their hinterlands.
Social rights in ports: Commission notes that it will support the actions
for improving working conditions of the port workers, establish standard
training requirements at the EU level and enhance port workers’
mobility by means of mutual recognition of their qualifications.
CONCLUSIONS

By means of the above summarised steps (several similar regulations
and policy decisions), the EU has gradually developed a broad legal
framework and policy agenda for the transportation sectors and
particularly for the maritime related sectors and port operations in the
member states.

That said, surely, the steps that are taken by the European Commission
about the development of cohesion policies for the transportation sectors
and for the maritime related sectors and port operations are still at their
early stages. Yet, when one looks at the parts of the Acquis
Communautaire that are related with these sectors, one sees that the
steps that are taken for common economic governance in these areas has
been steadily rising during the last decades. Indeed, this shows the
general path for the future of the cohesion policies in the transportation
and maritime related sectors.
Furthermore, the above summarized EU legislation and the on-going
debate between the stakeholders prove that the maritime and particularly
ports’ sectors are of utmost importance for the EU and its economy.
However, the full liberalisation in these sectors and the limited central
planning and cohesion policies in these areas have led to negative
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outcomes in the past and the continuous resistance of the related partners
to such full liberalisation clearly reveal this situation.
On the contrary, further cohesion and central planning in these sectors
will help the EU economy to thrive and furthermore it will increase the
EU economy’s global competitiveness by increasing quality of the
transportation and the maritime services.
As ‘crucial functional agencies’, transportation and maritime related
sectors have great spill-over effects on the other economic sectors of the
EU. Furthermore, the development of central planning and cohesion
policies in these sectors may also help the EU to achieve ‘economic
governance’ in the other policy areas of the already instable and greatly
market oriented supranational model.
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THE EXISTENCE OF STRATEGIC GROUPS IN THE
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR LARGE YACHTS REPAIR SHIPYARDS
IN THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
STUDY FOCUSED ON THE SITUATION OF YEAR 2011
Francisco José Arrazola Méndez
ABSTRACT
This investigation is a study of the industrial sector of the Repairing
Yards for Large Yachts, so called with the acronym ARYGE, which
are located in the western Mediterranean Sea.
It states that the sector is made up of different strategic groups; each
of them is constituted by a set of companies
It touches upon, repairing yards and marinas; the last one is taken
into consideration only as a business model of its esplanade.
In the investigation were eliminated all those facilities that are not
focused exclusively on large yachts. To identify them were analyzed
the yachts and their types, so that the definition of yacht has been
established.
For yacht classification it was necessary to establish criteria based
upon the Length Factor. This factor was used to establish the
categories, incorporating concepts of Superyacht and Megayacht
Then different categories of shipyards were defined due to the type
of yacht. It serves to define the strategic dimensions of the sector
and its variables.
From the identified variables was carried out an investigation of the
facilities that are considered to be appropriate for the study and was
established a classification according to the variables associated with
the strategic dimensions.
As a result of this study it was possible to characterize the different
strategic groups existing in the sector and the criteria for long term
positioning in each of them.
Finally the possible strategic movements within the matrix of groups
were analyzed, identifying growth and repositioning strategies to
relocate the shipyard in a new long term position.
KEYWORDS: Structural Analysis, Industrial Sector, Shipyard, Repair,
Yacht
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INTRODUCTION
An industry consists of grouping the different industrial sectors that
comprise it. Similarly, different industrial sectors are defined by the set
of strategic groups that make up each one of them.
Based on the generally accepted definition (M. Porter 1982) which
considers that an industry is "the group of companies that produce
products that are close substitutes for each other," obviously within a
particular industry, we can conclude that all the Repair Yards for Large
Yachts located in the western Mediterranean, or ARYGE, set an industry
within the marine industry.
This document will identify the different strategic groups which form the
sector and list the characteristics that define them. Before setting out the
strategic dimensions that define the area from which you set up different
strategic groups that constitute it.
In advanced for the analysis of the sector to be entered some details that
will be of great help.
1.- INVESTIGATION FRAMEWORK
The research is framed in the shipbuilding industry, regarding it as the
set of operations and processes which aims to transform raw materials
into a particular type of finished goods, vessels or any kind of naval
craft. The shipyards dedicated to the repair and conversion of large
yachts are an industry member of the same.
The sector to investigate consists of the Repair yards for Large Yachts,
ARYGE. Before entering the analysis will be convenient to specify four
fundamental concepts.
1.1.- Shipyard Repair
A repair yard is a "plant for the repair of ships equipped with means
to put the ship out of the water." Those facilities where repairs are
made to float without any means to remove water yacht shipyard will
not be considered.
1.2.– Yacht
The yacht is a type of vessel engaged in sporting or recreational use.
Therefore taking into account the kind of use, from the theoretical
point of view of spanish law, yacht will be considered:
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"Any vessel designed and intended for recreational purposes, with or
without profit, of any kind regardless of their means of propulsion"
1.3.- Large Length
To set the border of the large yachts will follow the British Code of
Large Yates MCA LY2, whose preamble states:
"Large Means 24 meters and over in load line length ................"
The spanish translation of which is:
“Grande significa 24 metros o más en la eslora de la línea de
carga……….”
Although from a technical standpoint there are different types of
length, from the point of view of strategic groups study will be used
the overall length, analyzing those yards that are objectively focused
on yachts with an overall length exceeding 24 meters.
The use of the length overall is mainly due to the easiness of this
dimension, to establish a relationship with the ability to put out the
ship of the water.
1.4.- Repair Shipyard for Large Yachts
As a synthesis of the three preceding paragraphs, shall be considered
Repair Shipyard for Large Yachts:
"Plant for the repair of yachts equipped with means to put out the
ship of the water capable of supporting yachts whose length overall
exceeds 24 meters"
Due to the exclusive focus on the big boats of this study, the entire
document will be referred the shipyards as Repair Shipyard for Large
Yachts and similarly, referred to yacht as Large Yacht.
2.- STRATEGIC DIMENSIONS
The identification of strategic groups require to specify the strategic
dimensions that define it as well as the variables associated with each
dimension.
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The generic strategic dimensions (Porter M. 1982) are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialization
Branding
Push versus Pull
Channel Design
Quality of product
Technological Leadership
Vertical integration
Cost position
Service
Pricing Policy
Leverage
Relationship with the parent company
Relationship with national governments and host

Which particularized to the field of Repair Shipyard for Large Yachts
can be reduced to two:
•
•

Specialization
Vertical integration

2.1.- Strategic dimension "specialization" and associated variable
The specialization of the yard, on the basis that the yacht can be
classified mainly into two groups: sailing and motor yachts, shall be
expressed by a variable characteristic, in this case, is the size of the
yachts, since in all yards are served all types of yacht currently
available.
Consider the size of the yacht in the sector analysis, raises problems
of definition for what is taken as a objective variable the length
overall. It is considered appropriate the maximum length for two
reasons. The first is that it is one of the characteristic dimensions of a
vessel and more akin to the idea of size. On the other hand provides
a measure for evaluating the dimensions of dry dock facilities,
providing a clear and simple relationship between the size of the
yacht and the ability to put the vessel out of the water.
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The criterion of specialization is clear. The yacht which meet certain
length requires adequate facilities and appropriate knowledge to
work on them, which is the justification of specialization based on
the length overall of the yacht thinking in total length of the dry dock
of each shipyard. This classification of the shipyard will build on the
categorization of the yachts according to their size, defining the
different segments of yacht on the market in terms of the length
overall.
So the yachts will be classified in terms of a dimensionless factor
called "Length Factor", defined below, which allows to establish
objectively the borders that frame the types of yacht by overall
length. The expression proposed for the so-called Length Factor is
KL.
This factor allows to compare lengths and, from this comparison, to
set groupings. Length Factor is defined as:
LOA
LOAR
In this equation, LOA is the length overall of the boat to be rated and
compared with respect to LOAR which is called the reference length.
KL =

The identification of the different lengths of reference will define the
different segments. For it will continue an analysis based on data
from the industry, in order to establish different reference lengths
which are the boundaries between the different market segments.
The length of reference, as its name implies, is a fact with which to
compare yachts together. Is proposed as a first reference length
corresponding to the oldest yacht currently listed, which is the
Mharoussa of 145.72 meters in length overall.
Therefore the Length Factor in this case results as follows:
𝐿𝑂𝐴
𝐾𝐿 =
145,72

For values of KL ≥ 1 consider the yacht mega yacht and named
“Megayacht”.
The second reference length is proposed is the average length of existing
yachts in the nineteenth century.
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The value of this average length is done with existing yachts until
1989. The following table includes 31 yachts used for calculating the
referenced 32, regardless Mahroussa, dimensions of which would
completely distort the means.
YATE
MHAROUSSA
TIRONGA
STEPHEN TABER
LEWIS R. FRENCH
VERA
FRIDTHJOF
TSJERK HIDDES
MIDNIGHT MELIN
GRACE BAILEY
WANDER BIRD
JIM MORGAN
CORONET
AMAZON
BOUNDLESS FUN
ARTHUR FOSS
ANNA KRISTINA
ELEGANT
HOOP DOET LEVEN
LEADER
PETER BOELE
EL PRIMERO
NIL DESPERANDUM
GROOTVORST
VEGESACK BV2
PIETRO MICCA
DEFENDER
SHALOM
JOHANNA
CARIAD I
FREIA
YANKEE
BLACK SWAN OF 1899

ESLORA
145,72
31,08
35,05
30,75
30
49,99
49,99
38,7
30,75
32
32,22
40,54
36,58
31
36,58
32,28
37,6
33
30,2
30,94
41,15
45
46
35,4
31,03
35,3
36,58
38,1
36
32,3
34,75
40,25

AÑO DE
1865
1869
1871
1871
1880
1991
1881
1882
1882
1883
1885
1885
1885
1887
1889
1889
1890
1892
1892
1893
1893
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
1897
1896
1897
1898
1899

Table 1 .Yates active in the nineteenth century Source: TYR
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The resulting average length is:
𝐿𝑂𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 36,16484 𝑚

Both lengths are taken as reference data. Are significant because
they are the values that took place at the beginning of the industry
Therefore:
𝐾𝐿 =

36,16484
= 0,24818 ≅ 0,25
145,72

This Length Factor value KL=0,25 defines a new border.
The lower boundary is defined by LOA = 24 m, which is the
boundary between the yacht could be considered small in contrast to
the criterion "Large", as incorporating the LYC2. In this case the
length factor is:
𝐾𝐿 =

24
= 0,164699 ⋍ 0,165
145,72

Borders are established for the classification of the yacht as a
function of length from which it generates a change in the value
chain of the yard. This fact comes from the mandatory jump in the
size of dry-docking facilities due to the length of the yacht.
In the yacht industry travelift is typical for small and medium
lengths. The maximum size that travelift is currently available in the
yacht industry is 1,000 tons of lifting capacity (Viareggio), which is
able to extract yachts in the range from 70 to 80 meters in length.
This reality sets a limit on the reparation due to the length of the
yachts.
This condition, which affects the value chain of the shipyard,
establish a difference between facilities capable of handling yachts
up to 70-80 meters LOA and facilities that serve higher lengths. This
limit is generated as a border for the classification of yachts in this
range of lengths to keep in mind this travelift limit in relation to
other methods of dry own larger yachts.
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𝐾𝐿 =

𝐾𝐿 =

𝐿𝑂𝐴

𝐿𝑂𝐴𝑅

𝐿𝑂𝐴

𝐿𝑂𝐴𝑅

=

=

70

145,72

80

145,72

= 0,48

= 0,5489

Taking the average and rounding off can be set the Length Factor
value that defines this new border in the yacht market segmentation
as:
𝐾𝐿 = 0,5 ⇔ 𝐿𝑂𝐴 = 72,86 𝑚

This value sets a limit based on one of the criteria of impact on the
value chain of the yard. Considering the range of lengths to which is
addressed, to take the factor of length KL value = 0.5 generates a
division of the fleet in the length overall of 72, 86 m.
The yachts that exceed this maximum length value are considered
super yachts and it is proposed the name of “Superyacht”.
The classification according to the Length Factor is the result of the
mix of criteria, normative, strategic, and those generally accepted by
industry. So it is proposed in the present investigations the
classification of yachts according to the Length Factor as shown in
the following table.
This classification of the yacht for its size as a consequence of its
length overall has to consider the overall length as the variable
associated with the strategic dimension “Specialization”. However
there are many different yachts that share common characteristics
from the strategic point of view, so it will be more appropriate to
consider the yachts are grouped according to their overall length.
These groups are defined by different boundary values sets by the
Length Factor and are called Length Groups, considering these
groups as variable associated with the dimension of "specialization".
The different values taken by the variable are:
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1.1. VARIABLE

1.2. DENOMINATION

1.6. G-I

1.7. Length Group- I

1.11. G-II

1.12. Length Group- II

1.16. G-III

1.17. Length Group- III

1.21. G-IV

1.22. Length Group- IV

1.26. G-V

1.27. Length Group - V

1.3. FACTOR
OF
LENGT
H
ASSOCI
ATED
1.8. KL<
0,165
1.13. 0,165 ≤
KL< 0,25
1.18. 0,25 ≤
KL< 0,5
1.23. 0,5 ≤
K L< 1
1.28. KL ≥ 1

1.4. SPANISH

1.5. ENGLISH

1.9. Yate

1.10. Small
Yacht

1.14. Gran Yate

1.15. Large
Yacht

1.19. Yate de
Gran
Eslora

1.20. Very
Large
Yacht

1.24. Superyate

1.25. Superyacht

1.29. Megayate

1.30. Megayacht

Table 3
Variable dimension associated with specialization
Source: own
2.2. – Strategic dimension "Vertical Integration" and its associated
variable
Vertical Integration as a strategic dimension that has a yard in its
structure will be measured through the level of integration adopted.
The level of vertical integration, as a measurable value, could be
taken as a variable associated with the strategic dimension “Vertical
Integration”. The arrangement of the yards according to the level of
vertical integration present in its structure allows the analysis of
different business models that can be assumed to compete in the
industry.
The main tasks of the yard are the project management responsibility
and the production systems management.
Thus the different business models of the yacht repair yards are
graded according to level of integration of these two functions in its
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structure and operations. Accordingly there are four business models
that match the values that can take the variable:
•

No integration or null integration level
The yard has no handwork which will serve the yacht and is
not responsible for the integration of the project. It is the
most basic model, only has the means to put out the yacht
from the water and to stand it up in the esplanade.

•

Low level of integration
The yard has no handwork, but is responsible for the project
integration and responsibility.

•

Medium level of integration
The yard takes on a higher level of strategic risk, developing
a small set of services by incorporating the basic production
level in the value chain.
The shipyard assumes the integration of all the repair jobs
demanded, complementing the suppliers integrated in the
structure of the shipyard with external companies in a model
of outsourcing, with both kind of suppliers integrated as
external ones.

•

High level of integrationl
In this case the shipyard as well as responsibility for the
project and the integration of the handwork, has a set of them
large enough to cover routine demand repairs and the key
services requested. Usually the main knowledge in this
business model is steel and welding, completed with general
mechanics and motor mechanics, usually accredited as local
representative of a prestigious yacht components factory.
The shipyard has all the technical staff specialized in
different skills, and all the necessary infrastructure for them,
such as workshops and heavy facilities.
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3. – TOOL FOR ANALYSIS: THE STRATEGIC DIMENSIONS
MATRIX
To identify potential strategic groups that make up the sector an analysis
tool has been used: the ARYGE strategic dimensions matrix.
This matrix is ranked two, since they are two dimensions that define the
sector, and is divided into a set of quadrants in which being equal to the
values for the variables associated with the dimensions.
Inside each of these quadrants can be located a set of shipyards which
maintain the same value in the strategic dimensions. As a result, the
strategy pursued by these companies along these dimensions is
coincident so each quadrant set up a strategic group.
In the industrial sector of the Repairing Yards for Large Yachts, strategic
groups exist as many quadrants resulting from the combination of the
different variables that define the dimensions.

Specialization
G-V

C – 1.1

C – 1.2

C – 1.3

C – 1.4

G - IV

C – 2.1

C – 2.2

C – 2.3

C – 2.4

G - III

C – 3.1

C – 3.2

C – 3.3

C – 3.4

G - II

C – 4.1

C – 4.2

C – 4.3

C – 4.4

NULL

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Figure 1
Definition of quadrants in the strategic matrix of shipyards
Source: own
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Specialization dimension defined by the length group has four possible
values, as shown in Table 1. In this case, the associated variable starts in
G-II, as the yachts whose length overall is lower than 24 meters are not
considered.
The vertical integration dimension is defined by the variable called
vertical integration level, which can only take four values.
The result is 16 generic strategic groups corresponding to each of the
sixteen quadrants Cij shown in Figure 1.
4.- Validity of strategic groups
A shipyard must choose how to compete as it considers most
appropriate. To select a strategy to compete is to choose a position in the
matrix of strategic groups and consequently be part of a particular
strategic group.
It will be studied the validity of each of the 16 strategic groups that
define the industry through the analysis of
the stability of each position, the dynamic of groups based on the
existence of potential barriers and the ranges of validity in the
combination of the strategic variables which define the possible strategic
movements
.
4.1. - Feasibility of positioning
The structure of the strategic matrix shows that there are two
possible natural barriers in the sector.
The first regards attention to upper segment lengths. The second
affect the matrix structure in terms of developing the business model
towards increasing levels of vertical integration.
The paper presented is based on a study focusing on the distribution
of shipyards in different strategic groups. As a result of analysis of
its natural position in the sector the barriers identified above are
identified.
In the dimension "specialization" the border is located between the
groups G-III and G-IV. This is a financial entry barrier based in thr
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need to invest in dry dock infrastructure to attend yachts belonging
to the upper length groups, G-IV and GV.
This boundary is evident, since the investment required to have dry
docking facilities to support yachts belonging to the G-II and G-III is
less than the investment demand for the infrastructure needed to put
the yacht out of the water in the groups G-IV and GV.
Noting the border, we see that the facilities that focus on G-III are
based on travelift, while focusing on the G-IV are based on dry-dock
or syncrolift.
So the first barrier represents the jump in investment levels from
travelift based installation, or low level of investment, to syncrolift
based installation or dry dock, whose demands high level of
investment.
Therefore is defined an economic barrier to entry to higher length
categories.
This is the relevant difference, different levels of investment really
provides a different position, since the facilities available to dry dock
in general have a higher cost than those travelift based installations
to equal length.
Specialization
G-V

C – 1.1

C – 1.2

C – 1.3

C – 1.4

G - IV

C – 2.1

C – 2.2

C – 2.3

C – 2.4

C – 3.2

C – 3.3

C – 3.4

C – 4.2

C – 4.3

C – 4.4

G - III
G - II

C
C – 4.1

Vertical Integratión

NULL

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
Figure 2
Borders of investment in the strategic matrix of ARYGE
Source: own
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This barrier must be overcome to attend larger yachts but any time
could not be physically possible, because it does not always have
enough physical space for it, so in that case could be impossible the
growth in this direction.
In the dimension "integration level" there is another boundary
between Low Level of integration and Medium Level of integration.
This second boundary defines the entry barrier posed by the
adequacy of infrastructure and acquisition of skills, which are not
normally available to meet the yacht segment chosen according to
increasing levels of integration, resulting in a strong financial
investment in new skills and associated infrastructure.
The analysis conducted on the strategic matrix is clear that there are
two natural limits in the sector. The boundaries, as shown in Figure
2, are barriers to entry into the upper segments.
This analysis establishes that not all possible positions are viable in
the long term.
As a consequence of the incorporation of these borders, the array of
strategic groups of sector ARYGE can regroup, being configured in
four regions called R-1 R-2 R-3 and R-4, each of which Cij contains
four quadrants, as shown in Figure 3.
The analysis of the matrix structure organized into quadrants will
assess the viability of the positioning of the groups depending on the
yacht segment choosen and the business model to apply.
As shown in Figure 3, the boundaries in the sector make up the
matrix into four regions. From the analysis of the position of
shipyards dedicated to the repair of large yachts in the western
Mediterranean is found that regions R-1 and R-4 are empty.
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Length Group
MEGAYACH
T
&
SUPERYACH
LARGE
YACHT

R–1

R–2

R–3

R–4
Vertical

INTEGRATION
LEVEL

INTEGRATION
LEVEL

LOW

HIGH

Figure 3
Feasibility regions in the matrix of strategic groups of ARYGE
Source: own
In the case of R-1 region strategic matrix expresses no facilities for
yachts over 80 meters with business models based on low levels of
vertical integration. This is confirmed by research carried out in the
sector.
This indicates that the level of difficulty of the repairs that are made
in most of the yachts of the G-IV and G-V groups are sufficiently
complex from a technical and logistical point of view as to be unable
to address them sufficient likelihood of success from business
models based on low level of integration. Therefore shipyards based
on this business model cannot focus with stability in the upper
segments of lengths.
Clearly, since the extent of the repairs that are made in this type of
vessel require higher levels of integration, both technologically and
technically, and as well logistically and financially.
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R-1 region is a region of very high structural risk and is therefore a
region to be avoided.
The situation in the region R-4 is the other side of the same coin.
From the perspective of facilities operating on the business model
based on high levels of vertical integration, there are no facilities
positioned here because their fixed cost structures are not efficient in
the lower segments of length, where the repairs do not require the
scale of resources and skills those facilities deliver.
The region R-4 is also a region of very high structural risk and is
therefore a region to be avoided.
These are regions where the strategies that define strategic groups
are at high structural risk and form a strategic standpoint, you should
avoid.
We propose to call these two quadrants High Risk Operating
Regions or Regions "RARO".
The absence of position in the regions R-1 and R-4 is the balance
between investments that are necessary to address a particular
segment of length and consistency of these investments.
This means that the choice of competitive strategy that positions the
company in a strategic group must be outside of the quadrants called
RARO.
We analyze the regions R-2 and R-3.
The region R-3 is the bringing together competing yards in length in
the groups and G-II and G-III with a global business model of low
level of integration.
The region R-3 is itself based facilities travelift esplanade and a level
of integration that is defined globally as low.
Is proposed as a designation of this region of strategic matrix,
Region of Esplanade.
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The region R-2 is that groups working facilities using global models
of business based on high levels of integration that focus on larger
groups of lengths. The G-IV is that of the Superyachts and G-V
which encompasses the Megayachts.
Facilities in this region maintain syncrolift based facilities or dry
dock, so this region is proposed for the Shipyard Region.
The only regions that support stable positioning are the R-2 and R-3,
as described positions in which the business model followed by the
installation matches the model of care that requires the technical
reality of each group of yacht. We propose to call these two
quadrants Feasibility Regions or Regions "RDV".
4.2. - Stability of the feasible positions
The conclusion obtained from analysis of the quadrants is that the
most stable position is one that is located on the diagonal of the
matrix that contains the quadrants C1,4, C2,3, C3,2, and C4,1
To support the conclusion now we analyze the quadrants.
In the region R-3 lengths in the group of G-II, the positioning of the
yard analyzed let the quadrant C4,2 empty. This quadrant represents a
position where the level of integration is obviously superior as
required by this type of yachts.
It is a quadrant in which positioning is not justified, since the
investment in skills that the group G-II lengths
demand, making it unstable.
Quadrant stability for G-II is the C4,1 which is the typical position for
this group of yachts.
For the G-III studied facilities are positioned equally in the two
quadrants.
Yachts included in this group demands a level of basic services
closer to a level of integration lower than null. So in this group, the
natural position is the quadrant C3,2. This could be considered the
orthodox position for this group of yachts.
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However, an identical amount of facilities are positioned in the
quadrant C3,1. For this group of lengths, this is a position based on
the excessive outsourcing. This kind of competition leads to the
highest expression of variabilización of fixed costs. Positioning is
stable but less profitable than the C3,2 which shows greater
integration.
The position in C3, 1 is more focused on facilities that are closer to
G-II than G-IV and therefore have a way to compete in this group of
lengths in a less orthodox way than C3,2 where the focus is mainly
length to the group of G-IV.
It should be taken into account that the boundaries between groups
are not rigid and precise, so that at all, levels can always grasp some
yachts upper tier, in the same manner may be lost yachts towards the
lower group.
This competition is propelling the industry, so that the shipyards
located in any group are forced to compete for attracting yachts from
the group immediately above. The inner risk is the intra-group
rivalry. If any shipyard would capture these yachts could be
established as a leader, which would be risky for others.
Being in a group in which a shipyard is leading commercial actions
with lengths in the top group makes the yachts in the group length
focus this attention to this facility more easily than to others.
This effect means a high operational risk for the other shipyards, so
that some facilities may eventually disappear, sometimes resized or
turn into a marginal player.
Studying the region R-2 and the groups length G-IV and GV, while
the facilities positioned here are much less, it is possible to use a
parallel argument to that applied in the region R-3 to G-II groups and
G-III.
The quadrant C1,3 is like the symmetrical quadrant C3,1 outsourcing
positioning excessive
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Quadrant C2,4 in this case it represents a feasible position, unlike the
symmetrical C4,2. In this case, this situation represents a positioning
of excessive integration for the group of lengths to which it refers,
The more stable quadrants are C2,3 and C1,4
Both over-outsourcing, as the over-integration strategies are higher
risk than positioning the group adjusted in length.
From the foregoing discussion it can be concluded that from the
standpoint of profitability of operations, the locations of greater
stability are those that are in the secondary diagonal of the matrix,
there are two types of position which are less stable than the over
outsourcing and over integration, which are defined by the two main
diagonals of the regions of existence R-2 and R-4.
4.3. - Group dynamics: coupling of the strategic variables
The internal movements that lead to new long-term sustainable
position in the industry require the coupling of strategic variables.
In the case of a shift from lower quadrants to upper quadrants this
will be a movement of growth. Otherwise they are movements that
involve downsizing or under utilization of facilities.
It is found that the two movements that lead to sustainable positions
in the long term require the coupling of the two variables.
4.3.1. - Horizontal movements from left to right
An analysis of possible strategic movements from left to right,
means to grow in skills. Only is considered possible in the quadrants
C3,1 C2,3 and C1,3. In other cases it is a movement to areas of low
viability called RARO, which is not advisable.
In the case of quadrant C2,3 moves to the shipyard from one stable
position to a over integration position, which as already seen is not
recommended.
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In the case of the quadrants C3,1 and C1,3 the shipyard moves from an
over-outsourcing position to an equilibrium position within their
group. This is more stable kind of displacement.
4.3.2. - Bottom up vertical movements
Purely vertical displacement from the bottom up, is a growing
scenario and therefore requires a financial investment in the
adequacy dry docking facilities.
This displacement is possible in the quadrants C4,1 C2,3 and C2,4 In
the first case, the yard is moved from a position of stability to an
over-outsourcing position, which is undesirable. Similarly succeed in
moving from C2,3. The movement from C2,4 to C1,4 represents a
displacement from an over-integration position to an stable position,
which would be desirable.
The vertical movements from below needs an investment to develop
higher dry docking facilities. This movement is only recommendable
from the quadrant C2,4
Therefore the growth of the shipyard from a given position entails
move to the right or upwards.
In the case of quadrant C3,2 the only movement compatible with
long-term stability of the new position is the displacement towards
quadrant C2,3 which requires a displacement which changes the value
of both variables simultaneously, so a movement in which the
variables are coupled.
Similarly a stable movement of growth in the C4,1 and C2,3 quadrants
must necessarily be coupled, as it is the only way to reach a new
stable position in the long term.
For groups located on the main diagonal, the movement is desirable
only following the main diagonal in the sense C4,1 to C1,4.
4.3.3. - Up & down vertical movements
Purely vertical movement up and down is a situation of inefficiency
due to a low capacity production situation.
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If the shipyard loses client is forced to work in lower length groups.
This is possible because its dry docking facilities allow it, but it´s
inefficient because their level of integration is higher than that
required by the type of yacht.
Consequently, the of low capacity situation, should drive the
shipyard to divest in skills to exit from an uncomfortable overintegration position.
This is the case of an offset from the quadrant C1,4 to C2,4
This shift in the other quadrants causes a very high risk situation, as
it leads to low viability slots into quadrants RARO.
Thus in the case of a purely vertical movement the inefficiency
displacement forces a movement which maintain coupled both
variables.
4.3.4-horizontal movements from right to left
When making an only horizontal movement from right to left,
facilities moving from quadrants and C1,1 and C3,2 goes to overoutsourcing slots, which is not recommended.
From the quadrants C2,3 and C1,3 the shift is to RARO regions
representing a high risk due to instability of these locations in the
sector.
Therefore the horizontal movement of divestment
recommendable from the viewpoint of long term stability.

is

not

4.4. - Description of possible strategic groups
To summarize the conclusions can be said ARYGE sector in the
western Mediterranean is an industry within the shipping industry
structured into strategic groups.
The sector allows different positions to compete, which must be
viable and sustainable in the long term.
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The strategic movements compatible with stable long-term positions,
are growth and downsizing as a result of the investment or
disinvestment. Both movements require the coupling of the two
variables that define the strategic dimensions.
According to the findings of the research, are only sustainable in the
long term three basic positions. These are defined in the Strategic
Matrix, as shown in Figure 4 and represent the different positions
can be occupied as a function of the binomial "risk – profitability” of
operations.
Group of Length
G-V

GSEXT

GSTB

G - IV

GSTB

GSINT

G - III
G - II

GSEXT

GSTB

GSTB

Figure 4
MEDIUM
NULL
LOW
Typology of strategic groups
in the field ofHIGH
ARYGE Vertical Integration
Source: own
The three types of strategic groups in the sector that meet the basic
positions are:
•

Groups with strategic positioning “Stable”: GSTB
Is the positioning of the groups that are in the secondary
diagonal of the strategic regions R-2 and R-3 which include
the quadrants C1,4 C2,3 C3,2 y C4,1
These locations shows a strong balance between the skills
and infrastructure that owns the shipyard
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and those that demand the kind of yacht that served.
This positioning is the most balanced of all possible.
•

Groups with strategic positioning “On-Outsourced”: GSEXT
Is the positioning of the groups which are located in regions
of existence of the strategic matrix in quadrantsC1,3 and C3,1
In this position the shipyards are prepared to lose profitability
in operations, due to outsourcing excessively.
The disadvantage is that they lose profitability, the risk is
lower than in other positions, since they do not generate large
fixed cost structures, especially in human resources.

•

Groups with strategic positioning-“On-Integrated”: GSINT
Is the positioning of the groups which are located in regions
of existence of the matrix in quadrants strategic C2,4 and C4,2
This situation is of a higher risk than over-externalization. In
the long term is meaningless. Is valid as an intermediate step
to a higher position in the first phase engaging of the
variables.
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ABSTRACT
At MT2006 the author presented research activities on the
preparation of first sea trials with wind-hybrid propulsion for ships.
MV “Beaufort”, operated by University of Emden-Leer was the first
full scale ship with the unique SkySails towing kite system. By now,
6 years later, there has been a lot of progress. Besides towing kites
the Flettner-rotor has been rediscovered for wind-hybrid
propulsion. The German wind turbine specialist Enercon put the
“E-Ship 1” with 4 Flettner rotor sails integrated in a diesel-electric
drive system into service in 2010. The author was the nautical head
of the project team. In 2011 the University of Emden-Leer initiated
the next R&D-project in this field. The “Wind Hybrid Coaster” is
scheduled for 2014 to perform first sea trials with a new generation
of rotor sails especially adapted to the needs of smaller ships in
coastal traffic.
The author will show general aspects on the design of wind-hybrid
ships by giving examples from the projects. Performance
parameters and fuel saving potentials will be highlighted. Finally the
impact on future ship design will be discussed.
KEYWORDS: Hybrid propulsion, sail, wind energy, sustainability
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INTRODUCTION
Fuel saving and efficiency are most common objectives on the agenda of
shipping companies as fuel prices rise. The ongoing depletion of fossil
reserves and the political necessity for more sustainability in economic
processes will lead to the consequence that future shipping markets will
be dominated by operators of very efficient ships with a minimized
environmental footprint. This causes a growing interest in wind assisted
hybrid propulsion for cargo ships.
The Maritime Department of “Hochschule Emden/Leer” (University of
Applied Sciences) has gained a lot of experience as key role partner in
ambitious research projects during the last decade. Within the scope of
the public funded project “Low Emission Ship” the 54 metres long
“Beaufort” was operated as first full scale ship with the innovative
SkySails technology and performed first sea trials in 2006. The ship was
manned and operated by the Maritime Department of Hochschule
Emden/Leer.
In 2007 the Maritime Department started cooperation with the German
wind energy specialist ENERCON to support in the design and building
phase of “E-Ship 1”, an innovative cargo carrier with wind hybrid
propulsion based on Flettner rotor sails integrated in a diesel electric
drive system.
End of 2011 Hochschule Emden/Leer joined a Dutch-German R&Dconsortium to develop the “Wind Hybrid Coaster”, a ship design
optimized for coastal service driven by an innovative wind assisted
hybrid propulsion system with the focus on light-weight design.
This paper aims to explain major performance parameters of auxiliary
wind propulsion systems and to show operational aspects to be regarded
by ship owners who are interested in such technology for their own fleet.
Some indications are given for the estimation of saving potentials.
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
“How much can be saved with sail propulsion?” This is about the most
frequently asked question when it comes to wind propulsion. In the
media headlines like “You can save up to … %!” can be often found, not
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only with sail propulsion but efficiency increasing technology in general.
This should be seen as a salesman’s answer who is trying to raise
customer’s interest for the product. To come up with a figure he will
perhaps ask his engineers for the best possible result under optimal
conditions. This is expressed by “up to”.
A researcher’s view is somewhat different, he may comment: “This is
not necessarily wrong, but at least imprecise!” A more precise answer
could be: “You can save approximately so and so many % of the
reference value under the following conditions and assumptions ….”
And then there are perhaps 100 different parameters to be assessed,
maybe less or more. This makes clear that the answer is not as simple as
the salesman would like to make customers think. Customers are
interested in long time average savings as a wind propulsion system is
never running always under peak performance conditions. Calculating
the average performance of a sail system is much more complex as for
engines but can be done if the design parameters and the operational
parameters are given. This approach will lead to a reliable performance
prognosis. It should be clear that there is some uncertainty with
innovative technology as performance parameters have not been proven
on a large scale.
For performance determination of a specific sail system the aerodynamic
coefficients are essential, which are found in wind tunnel tests. Lift and
drag coefficients (CL, CD) if one looks at the sail performance isolated,
propulsive thrust and side thrust coefficients (CX, CY) if one looks at the
ship’s performance. The corresponding force or thrust can be calculated
by following commonly known equations (1 to 4):
1
∗ ρ ∗ v 2 ∗ cL ∗ ASail
2
1
2. FDrag = ∗ ρ ∗ v 2 ∗ cD ∗ ASail
2
1
3. FThrust ( long ) = ∗ ρ ∗ v 2 ∗ cx ∗ ASail
2
1
4. FThrust (trans ) = ∗ ρ ∗ v 2 ∗ cy ∗ ASail
2
where ρ is the density of air, v is the apparent wind speed, A is the area
of the sail.
1.

FLift =
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Different types of diagrams help to interpret the data and to transfer to
specific objectives such as comparing different systems or to make a
performance analysis.
In figure 1 the propulsive thrust of an innovative sail system with a
combination of rigid and soft sail for a given wind and sail situation
(left, Fujiwara et al.) is compared to a Flettner rotor sail (right) as
proposed for the “Wind Hybrid Coaster” . The red vector indicates the
sail thrust (CX) in keel direction. As one can see the Flettner system
generates significant more thrust at equal projected sail area although a
small deduction for the electric power of the rotor drive system has to be
regarded.
Figure 1: Comparison of two innovative sail systems
Left: wind and sailing situation (Fujiwara, Japan [1]);
Right: comparison of the thrust in sailing direction (red vector) traced
from the CL-CD curves of the Japanese system (small curve, right) and a
Flettner Rotor (large curve, left);

In a polar diagram (figure 2) the propulsive thrust or the corresponding
shaft power of the main engine that is substituted by the sail thrust can
be shown for different wind directions from the bow and different
numbers on the Beaufort scale.
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Figure 2: Substituted shaft power at different wind directions from the
bow and Beaufort numbers.

From the aspect of propulsion performance the main objectives to be
optimized for the design of a wind propulsion system can be
summarized:
• High thrust in sailing direction (Cx)
• at a minimum of drift angle caused by side forces (see below)

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
The best sail system will not save much fuel and cost if there is not
enough wind power which can be seen as “online fuel”. Wind speed and
direction are the dominant operational parameters as shown in the polar
diagram above. Thus a thorough analysis of the wind potentials on the
corresponding routes is vital.
In the satellite chart below (produced by the NASA) the energy density
of wind power is indicated in colour. We can clearly see the red wind
highways and the green areas with moderate winds, in blue calm or light
wind areas. Certainly we can come up with very profitable sailing
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routes, e.g. in the regions of the Trades or the Westerly’s, and less
interesting sail areas.
Figure 3: Satellite derived distribution of wind power density in
northern winter (upper) and northern summer (Source: NASA).

To optimize the use of wind power cargo logistics may play an
important role in the future.
We could find very energy efficient routes following the atmospheric
circulation patterns as indicated above. If we follow the wind we get
most of the time an extra bonus, the current which is generated by the
atmospheric wind systems, e.g. plus 0.5 knots or even more. New energy
efficient liner services could be established, perhaps coming up with
similar routes like in the “old days of sail”.
To optimize routes for adaption to the actual weather situation reliable
weather forecasts and the use of routing software is of high relevance.
Besides the most common optimizing algorithm “least time” additional
algorithms like “least fuel” or “least cost” can help to find the optimal
route.
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Side Effects
When addressing operational parameters side effects which have
influence on the general ship performance have to be taken into account.
Side drift by wind
When a ship is affected by wind with a lateral component a side force is
generated causing wind drift or leeway. The angled flow pattern causes
additional resistance. The resulting drift angle can be minimized by
design, e.g. main ship particulars, rudder area, deadwood, fins.
Steering balance
A related item is the effect of yawing moments induced by side forces
when there is a lever between the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic force.
This yawing moment has to be compensated by counter rudder, thus
producing added resistance. It can be minimized by design, e.g. an
optimized position of the longitudinal center of sail forces. The rudder
design should provide sufficient forces and minimized drag.
Propeller efficiency
A positive side effect is the gain of propeller efficiency when reducing
the load on the propeller by sail thrust as shown in the diagram by
Naaijen and Koster from Delt University investigating on the use of
kites. This effect makes good (more or less) for the two effects
mentioned before. However, a thorough analysis of all side effects
should be performed by research and tank towing institutes. MARIN
from Wageningen is participating in the “Wind Hybrid Coaster” project
to test and develop new tools for this kind of investigation.
Roll damping
Another positive side effect is a significant degree of roll damping with
the operation of most sail systems. As the aerodynamic damping is a
rather commonly known effect the additional gyroscopic damping of the
Flettner rotor is a new aspect which is being investigated at the Maritime
Department of Hochschule Emden/Leer. Reduced resistance and added
value for crew, passengers and sensitive cargoes are additional benefits
from wind propulsion.
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Figure 4: Open water propeller diagram showing the gain in propeller
efficiency through reducing the load by additional wind propulsion
(Naaijen, Koster [2])

Human Factor: increased general competence in fuel saving
As the author is engaged in maritime training and education he has
observed an outstanding performance of former graduates in the issue of
fuel saving on ships with additional wind propulsion. A better general
understanding, high motivation and deeper dedication to weather routing
seem to be the causes. Furthermore it can be assumed that well trained
crews will be able to gain more savings and better revenue on technical
investments in this field.
Aspects in ship operation
When planning to equip a ship with wind propulsion the owners have to
examine a set of ship operational items. The list of issues and their
approaches may be different for retrofit or new build projects, e.g.
• Bridge visibility as required by SOLAS
• Position of navigation equipment, such as radar antennas and
navigation lights
• Space requirements on deck
• Undisturbed cargo operations
• Air draft, bridge passage
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• Crew‘s workload, degree of automation
• Maintenance requirements
• Required crew skills, training
• Safety issues: ship stability, traffic, operation
The solutions of these issues are part of the expertise of future ship
designers and operators in the field of wind hybrid propulsion.
Innovative concepts for wind propulsion
Recently there have been two ambitious projects to introduce innovative
wind propulsion into shipping. The development of traction kites for
ships by SkySails and the redesign of the so called Flettner-Rotor
integrated in a diesel-electric propulsion system by Enercon. The
Maritime Department of Hochschule Emden/Leer supported both
projects and took part in development and system trial.
Traction kite from SkySails
The first sea trials on a full scale ship with the SkySails System were
undertaken in 2006 in the Baltic in the frame of the government funded
research project “Low Emission Ship”. Partners were SkySails and the
university of Emden/Leer. As SkySails developed the kite system, the
trial ship was operated by university staff, professors and students. After
additional pilot projects with different ships the system is now available
in sizes up to 320 square metres. The outstanding advantage is the small
space requirement which makes an installation possible on nearly all
kinds of ships. The estimation of propulsion performance needs a closer
look into the aerodynamics of kite technology. As the profile itself offers
only small lift in comparison to other sail systems the performance can
be boosted with the so called dynamic flight mode. This mode requires
particular wind conditions. Especially strong winds from the aft sector at
a moderate ship speed can lead to significant fuel savings. For market
acceptance there are some open questions to be answered yet:
• Proven long time overall performance - operational time?
• System’s robustness, durability of kite material?
• Kite launch and recovery – degree of automation and loss of
time?
• System handling - crew requirements?
• Flight regulations - international waters only?
• Safety items – failures, crash?
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The traction kite technology certainly remains interesting for shipping if
all requirements can be handled and proven significant savings are
achieved.
Figure 5: “Beaufort”, first full scale ship with SkySails, Hochschule
Emden/Leer, 2006

“E-Ship 1” from Enercon
In 2010 the leading wind turbine manufacturer Enercon put its own
design, the innovative “E-Ship 1” into regular service. The main
objectives of this ambitious R&D project were:
• Wind Hybrid Propulsion - innovative product for a huge market
• Optimized cargo carrier for the transport of wind turbine plants
(own cargo)
• Reduction of transportation costs
• Environmental protection
Hochschule Emden/Leer cooperated with Enercon and supported the
design phase with numerous investigations on part tasks. Former
graduates took over key positions onboard the ship.
Outstanding feature of the design are four sail rotors, often referred to as
“Flettner Rotor” or “Magnus Rotor”. This sail system utilizes the so
called “Magnus Effect” which describes the very high lift force resulting
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from the interference of a rotating air cushion around a cylinder and the
wind flow. The German engineer Anton Flettner discovered this
principle in the 1920’s to be the base for an innovative wind propulsion
system for ships. However, the “Flettner Rotor” had no economic
success as the age of “Dieselization” had just started! High thrust, the
system’s robustness and fully automatic operation are the main
advantages of this technical concept. As the generated thrust is
proportional to rotor RPM it can be controlled such that ship’s safety is
not impeded by excessive lateral thrust in strong winds. The emergency
stop function makes the rotor a very safe wind propulsion system.
First performance results of “E-Ship 1” can be expected after data
collection and the evaluation phase. The design principle is promising.
The “Flettner Rotor” can be seen as an additional “wind engine”
integrated in a hybrid propulsion system.
Figure 6: “E-Ship 1” from Enercon, 2010

Outlook: Wind Hybrid Coaster
Inspired by the above mentioned projects and the need for specific
technical solutions for smaller ships a Dutch-German R&D consortium
took initiative to develop the so called “Wind Hybrid Coaster”, a ship
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suited for coastal trades. After analysis of all criteria the consortium
decided to develop a new type of “Flettner Rotor” based on lightweight
materials and an innovative drive system. The “Wind Hybrid Coaster” is
part of “MariTIM”, a project funded by the EU under the framework of
“INTERREG IVA”. The project has started end of 2011 and will be
finished end of 2014.
Figure 7: “Wind Hybrid Coaster”, 2012

CONCLUSIONS
Wind propulsion offers interesting solutions to save fuel and reduce
emissions. Theoretical estimations indicate significant saving potentials.
However, all conditions, assumptions and side effects have to be taken
into account to come up with a reliable prognosis. Projects aiming at
30% fuel savings by wind propulsion seem to be feasible. The
estimations have to be underpinned by proven longtime performance
results yet.
The above mentioned projects show that all technical requirements can
be handled. Though it must be seen that the design of wind hybrid
propulsion is still in a startup phase, a significant technical progress can
be expected as more projects will be initiated. These projects will reveal
the superior technologies by operational experience and performance
results.
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Wind propulsion offers chances for “High-Tech” products and crews. A
skilled and motivated crew will be more successful in saving fuel. The
human factor becomes more relevant in the issue of energy efficiency
and fuel saving.
Volatile markets with rising energy prices are to be expected. The
climate change will increase the political pressure. “Rough sea” is
coming up for future shipping and requires good preparation in due time.
“Good Seamanship” means to be prepared for perils of the sea! Shipping
needs to be prepared for the perils of high fuel prices and environmental
impact. Only long time strategies based on life-cycle calculations and
the regime of sustainability can bring about solutions taking next
generations’ prospects into account.
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ABSTRACT
The environmental record of shipping is globally on the agenda. The
central question of the present paper is whether enhanced environmental legislation provides the Mediterranean ports with a competitive advantage, and provokes a potential port shift and growing
hinterland. The focus in on the deep sea shipping industry. The approach is novel, as most literature focused on short sea shipping,
and more in particular the main container liners and European
ports of call. Furthermore, the environmental issues are addressed
both from a policy and an economic viewpoint.
After a review of the relevant literature, a qualitative analysis,
founded on interviews with key actors on both fields, is performed.
It is found that various factors explain the very strict and fast lowering of the emission threshold. Contrary to other studies, the economic conclusions are not that pessimistic. The potential port shift from
Northern Europe towards Mediterranean ports seems not that likely
due to logistical disadvantages, service problems, port consolidation,
economies of scale, the specific nature of long distance container
shipping and a growing awareness in Northern European ports,
causing strong emerging projects and co-operation in the environmental field. Finally, no convincing proof is delivered that the main
liner companies would be unprepared for this legislation and should
be persuaded to rearrange their routes in favour of Mediterranean
ports solely due to the various emission regulations.
KEYWORDS: Sustainable shipping, Emission Control Areas, Port
shift, Rerouting
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INTRODUCTION
The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and the European Union
(EU) have accelerated their environmental efforts by developing an extensive legislative playing field on this matter. The objective of this legislation is to provide an environmental benefit and health gains by
reducing the hazardous emissions that international shipping produces.
The aim of this paper is to examine the potential effects upon the competition between European ports of the approaching international maritime
emission regulations on the one hand And the potential underlying motivations fostering the discussion on the other hand
Potential negative effects may arise for the economy. The bunkers fuels
currently used by the international maritime transport will be replaced by
alternative, less polluting fuel or adjusted by new techniques to reduce
their hazardous emissions, called vessel retrofitting. It is presumed that
this implies extra costs: the petrochemical process of refining is prolonged while more intensive and new investments on the ship have to
been made (Seaat, 2011). The current economic debate focuses on two
topics concerning this economic situation: which method is best suited to
achieve this transition successfully (Miola, e.a., 2010), and what are the
additional costs faced by sailing to/from an Emission Control Area
(ECA) zone and the possibility of a so-called reverse modal shift (i.e.
road transport winning again from a competitive and cost perspective
compared to maritime transport (mainly shortsea shipping) (Entec,
2010).
The main emphasis of the paper is to answer the following research
questions. With respect to the political playing field of the regulations,
two research questions will be examined: ‘Why are some European seas
sECA-zones and others (i.c. the Mediterranean) not?’ (RQ1) and ‘Why
is the sECA emission cap fixed at the very strict 0,1% ’ (RQ2). The latter
must be viewed within the protest that certain maritime players made
against this ‘stupid and too fast cap’ and be put in perspective against the
relatively higher sulphur caps used outside the sECA-zones today and in
the future. With respect to the economic viewpoint, the following research questions are dealt with: ‘Will the liner carriers rearrange their
ports of call so as to avoid the more costly ECA’s given the assumption
that both ports areas can receive these ships and serve the same hinterland’(RQ 3).
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In contrast to most studies, this paper explores the economic effects on
deep-sea shipping. Focusing on deep-sea means taking into account that
the vessel passes different zones with several different emission legislations. The latter could provoke shifts in routes: certain zones with very
severe emission caps could become less attractive for maritime transport
in comparison to less strict, alternative regions. An example of this dichotomy illustrates: within Europe, there are two ECA’s: the Baltic sulphur-ECA and North Sea sulphur-ECA. Contrarily, the Mediterranean
area remains for the time being free from such legislation, and only has
to follow European legislation and IMO’s worldwide rules (Maarsen,
2010). So, the Mediterranean ports could eventually use their advantageous position to raise their market shares and attract new trades (Garcia-Milla, 2007). The latter can be translated in in refining RQ3: the
main container carriers will re-route their vessels and adapt their strategies with respect to North European port calls in favour of Mediterranean Ports.
The paper is structured as follows: firstly, the scope and the methodology is described in detail. Subsequently, the technological background of
the sulfur bunkers and an overview of literature with respect to emission
pollution in deep-sea shipping is briefly outlined. Then, the paper addresses both the policy and economic analysis. The policy part, in section 4, consists of a brief overview of IMO and EU legislation and the
analysis of the interviews. The economic part, in section 5, focuses on
the ports, port competition and hinterland. Major findings and conclusions can be found in Section 6.
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY.
The international span of deep-sea shipping is different from the more
regional character of shortsea carriers, given that vessels navigate
through different zones or regulations. Shippers might take this in account while opting for these routes. The present study only concentrates
on the European situation, with focus on four ports out of the sECA adjacent Hamburg-Le Havre Range (Le Havre, Antwerp, Rotterdam and
Hamburg) compared to four counterparts on the non-sECA western side
of the Mediterranean Sea (Valencia, Barcelona, Marseille and Genova).
Both groups are composed of European ports, which leads to certain
conditions (e.g. European Regulation) remaining the same. Furthermore,
the focus is on the biggest container shipping operators, providing us
with a clear example of a very competitive market. More specifically,
the analysis is limited to the five biggest global players because of their
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extensive routing, shipped volumes and leadership roles in the market.
Last, the object of the analysis is the Westbound Asia-Europe flow, being the largest maritime trade flow of the world.
All variables are presumed binary, i.e. they act or not. In both the policy
and the economic part, influencing factors of these variables are
searched for, and the possible relationship between the factors is analysed. We must stress that doing so for all factors might be difficult, as
not all the emission regulations are formal and/or definitive, and some
are subject to periodic review and/or adjustment.
The research is based upon a qualitative research design in order to capture the ever changing preferences and discussions. To list the underlying factors and preferences, next to desk research, traditional face-toface interviews were performed with people from the work field. The
interviewees were selected based on a maximum spread and their role as
key decision makers. For the policy part, the interviewees were mainly
officials of the legislative bodies and interest groups. Most interviews
were held with this group because they determine the economic playing
field. The interviews were either held at their offices or via email and all
followed an open interview structure in order to maximize input. The
ECA-discussion was only introduced near the end of these sessions in
order to minimize desirable answers. The validity of the factors was
strengthened by questioning its characteristics independently and multiple times (Dye & others, 2000).
As mentioned; this research is binary constructed. Given that the policy
and economic part are not independent from each other, on the contrary,
the legislative framework constructs the economic playfield. If the legislation would change, the dichotomy sECA versus non-sECA could alter
or even disappear. Throughout the next two sections, the same methodology is used: starting with a theoretic framework, an analysis of the
theory and testing the hypotheses with the data gathered from literature
and interviews.
To explain how public decisions are made, the public choice theory of
Buchanan and Tullock (1984) is applied. To explain why some interest
groups are able to have a larger impact on government policy than others, Olson's Logic of Collective Action is used.
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EMISSION POLLUTION
This section provides a brief review with respect to emission pollution in
general and for shipping in particular.
The international legislation on maritime pollution has been severed and
expanded substantially over the last decades. The strongly negative correlation between the sulphur degree of maritime exhausts and acid rain
or public health is undoubtedly one of the driving forces behind this.
Until recently, heavy sulphuric fuels, most commonly known as ‘bunkers’, were commonly used for the propulsion of ships. The actual sulphur level of this fuel is around 2.7 %. These fuels can be desulphurised
through an intensive refining process resulting in low sulphur fuels. It
should immediately be noted that this process itself is often very energy
intensive; and results in an expensive high-end development and operational costs. This explains the higher cost of low sulphur bunkers (Seaat,
2011). When these bunkers are further desulphurised, ultimately, Marine
Gas Oil (MGO) is obtained, with a very low value of about 0.1% sulphur. This limit implies still 100 times more sulphur than diesel oil used
in road transport. Compliance with the future emission standards could
be achieved through other measures than the use of desulphurised fuels:
the use of alternative fuels like LNG for example.
In sum, maritime transport has three main options when confronted with
traffic passing though certain sulphur free zones. The first is switching
from the more polluting fuels to sulphur free fuels when entering these
zones (the so called ‘blending’-operation or the use of two different propulsion systems). The second is using alternative fuels for the whole
trajectory (using one engine only). The third option consists of using the
old fuels combined with the installation of so called scrubbers: these are
emission filtration systems or abatement technologies that clean the exhausts of the ship from polluting substances. These also can be applied
temporarily, when entering a specific zone. Other alternative modes of
propulsion will not be discussed in this paper because the inherent focus
of this research on sulphur-emissions and its links with fuel types (Adriaenssens, 2011).
A substantial amount of research exists on the link between emission
legislation and maritime economics, mainly focusing on shortsea shipping. An overview of some of this research is provided by Entec Ltd.
(2010). The reviewed studies all assume a low availability - and thus
high price - of sulphur-free fuels and good compliance to the legislation.
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Part of the reviewed studies predict a modal shift while another part does
not. All of these reviews follow a rational costs-gains approach and all
find strong health-related gains. A second group of reviewed articles
focuses on the rising transportation costs due to more expensive modes
of propulsion. These result in a reverse modal shift from sea-based
transportation to now more competitive land-based transportation, spanning from 3% up to 50% on some trade lanes in some studies (Turku,
2009; ITMMA, 2010). Such a substantial shift could eradicate the environmental gains through rising congestion and pollution due to the
transportation of this cargo by land. Such massive shift is possible due to
the fact that shortsea shipping is always in thorough competition with
land-based transportation on relatively short distances and is to be completely sulphur-free due to its geographical location within the sECAzones of the Baltic and North Sea. Clearly, focusing on the impact upon
deep-sea shipping fills in a gap in the literature.

THE POLICY PERSPECTIVE
The International Maritime Organisation has made ‘clean seas and sustainable shipping’ one of its top priorities. In 1973, it strengthened this
priority by the creation of the International Convention for The Prevention of The Pollution from Ships, or the so called MARPOL-Treaty. It
broadens the scope of maritime pollution beyond oil spills and affects all
floating objects treated in this paper (Somers, 2010). Here, the focus is
on the specific Annex VI legislation with respect to the sulphur emissions. This falls apart in two sections. The first part contains the sulphur
emission control area’s (hence called sECA’s). These zones can be proposed by a member state with a clear fencing of the targeted sea and a
clear environmental and health gain. Until now, there have been sECA’s
in the Baltic sea (with the rising option to to make it also apply to NOxemissions), the North Sea and the North American Coasts. The Japanese
seas and Puerto Rico are also often subject to discussion, but no official
designation has been noted until today. Figure 1 depicts the actual (dark
blue) and potential (light blue) ECA zones.
The maximal emission allowed in these sECA zones is 1.0 % sulphur
degree as of July 2010, dropping to 0.1 % in 2015. The second part of
the sulphur legislation in Annex VI installs a global sulphur emission
cap of 3.5 % in 2012 with the initial aim of bringing it to 0.5 % in 2020
(see Figure 2) (IMO, 2009).
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Figure 1: Actual and potential ECA zones

Source: DNV, 2011
Figure 2: Timing of sulphur regulation

Source: Clean North SeaShipping
The European Union is a firm supporter of these IMO-regulations. A
part of the European Commission stated in 2012 that it will develop a
complementary legislation to the IMO policies (Opinion of the Committee of Transport & Tourism, 2012), not fearing a modal shift due to the
‘more efficient use of fuels’. It is nevertheless important to know that the
EU is not a full-fledged member of IMO and still has to confront its
member states in a part of this policy. The EU also introduced some legislation outside of its IMO-minded policies, mostly provoked by its own
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environmental agenda and the inertness felt due to its informal status at
the IMO. The most important legislative action is the so called ‘sulphur
decree’ (decree 2005/32/EC).
This decree installs emission caps for ships in the ECA zones (1.5 %)
and a berth in European harbours (also 1.5%). The European Commission is however striving to downgrade these caps in order to harmonize
them with the IMO-standards. The decree also encouraged members
states to substantially raise port state control on these issues. Other decrees, like the 2009/123/EC-decree, strengthened this evolution to bringing environmental crimes in European criminal law (DG Environment,
2011). A brief review of the IMO and EU sulphur legislation can be
found in Table 1.
Table 1: Overview of judiciary regime
Judiciary Regime

IMO MarPol

EU Sulphur decree

Region

Since Emission cap Review?

sECA Baltic Sea

2006

1,00%

0,1 % (sure, 2015)

sECA North Sea
sECA & nECA
America

2007

1,00%

0,1 % (sure, 2015)

2011

1,00%

0,1 % (sure 2015)

Worldwide

2006

4,50%

ECA-zones

2005

1,50%

1,50%

Transit EU-ports

2005

1,50%

1,50%

In EU-ports

2005

0,10%

0,10%

3,5 % (sure 2012)
0,5 % (possible, 2020)

Source: own compilation
Within the study of shipping emissions, the greenhouse gasses and the
Kyoto protocol should also be briefly considered. Up to now, this has
not been regulated by the IMO, due to internal division between developing and developed states. However, the EU has stated to be tired of
this muddling through and has proposed to apply its Emission Trading
Scheme also to the maritime industry. The CO2 discussion is thus however not to be seen as a separate element from the Annex VI-discussion
but rather having an indirect influence on these discussion by bringing
new elements, actors and locus to the discussion. A detailed description
is not further analysed within this paper. Nonetheless, two of its characteristics will characterize our analysis: the different approaches used by
the IMO and the EU, and its relevance towards seafaring, placing even
more environmental issues on the agenda.
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RQ1 Why isn’t the Mediterranean Sea a sECA?
A first argument is that ‘a proposal for an ECA-zone implies a perseverance, conviction and will of the Member States (Mortensen, 2010)’. Furthermore, the recent political turmoil within the Southern border of the
Mediterranean Sea leads towards unstable and perhaps unreliable partners. An IMO official also indicated that there are still Treaty-conflicts
within the Mediterranean Sea, especially on the definitive conclusion of
certain Territorial Seas or Exclusive Economic Zones. Some respondents
also indicated that certain political sensitivities, such as the Greek-Turk
border or Cyprus, complicate these discussions considerably. Other respondents stated that environmental concerns are ‘not high on certain
Mediterranean agendas’’ and mentioned a ‘negative spill-over from the
discussion up in the North’ (Mille, 2010; Norroy, 2011). An actor active
in the Cruise Industry even mentioned that there is a lack of ‘convincing
proof of the necessity’ (Adriaenssens, 2011).
Yet it is not inconceivable that an expansion of the sulphur regime in the
Mediterranean rises. Most respondents keep this in mind, but no one
could put a timing on it. An ECSA-actor illustrated this by saying that
his organization ‘acted as if the MED could become an ECA soon’
(Adriaenssens, 2011). The firm conviction of the Commission towards
sustainable shipping is furthermore illustrated by its unilateral actions
taken in the field of CO2 reduction.
RQ2: Where does the 0.1 % standard for sECA’s come from?
The 3.5 % standard that will apply from 2012 for global shipping is not
viewed as a problem for the maritime sector, as most of the fuels used
today contain around 2.5 % sulphur. The 0.1 % cap however is viewed
as much more problematic.
The "Public Choice" theory, and in particular its 'rent seeking' theory,
can offer a good explanation for why that standard was chosen.. Public
Choice offers an economic and game-theoretic approach to decisionmaking and where the public sector policy makers and other actors function as rational economic actors and their behavior is analyzed on the
basis of the outcomes they achieve (Buchanan & Tullock, 1984). Which
groups do benefit from this legislation? The liners and shippers most
certainly do not: they are faced with rising cost 1 in order to apply with
1

Sidenote: Liner carriers charge the extra costs to their customers (in
base freight rate or via fuel surcharges and/or low sulphur surcharge.
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the law. Two potential ‘winners’ are the environmentalists (who see one
of their goals achieved) and the producers of the alternative propulsion
methods or fuels (who see their demand rise). The former group seems a
strong candidate: the Clean Shipping Coalition even obtained an observer status at the IMO, putting it at the same level as the EU. However,
some elements of the Public Choice theory call against them: the potential modal backshift would not eradicate emission rather just shift them
towards the land, and the production of alternative fuels is a big polluter
itself (Brett, 2011). Furthermore, the real power of this environmental
interest groups could be overestimated. Using Olson’s logic of collective
action, the impact of interest groups can be explained if the environmental collective could overcome diffuse member interests (Olson, 1965).
Here, it appears that the members of Clean Ocean Shipping have a rather
diverse profile (from fishery to emissions technology) making successful
cooperation rather unrealistic.
A group that is however very united in it goals and profile is the petrochemical lobby, strengthened by its vast resources. One European official confirmed this hypothesis (Norroy, 2011): the petrochemical sector
could even be better off with the strict emission standards. Its shorebased activities are under threat from environmentalist policies and the
growing importance of alternative energy. In order to compensate for a
falling demand, here they could shift their (already shore-based sulphurfree) production and supply towards a newly created, booming maritime
demand.
Next to the analysis of Public Choice, there are still some possible explanations that are worth mentioning. A first alternative explanation is
geopolitical in nature: trying to become less dependent on oil. A second
explanation is rather political: the greening of policies and public opinion throughout the Western world, that can be found in certain ecominded defenders of the strict ECA rules, such as the Scandinavian
States. The pressure exercised by these actors on the IMO is not to be
underestimated. The last reason may sound trivial but it is not: chance
and a not so cautious stance at any time. Some respondents clearly indicated that recklessness and the long process of negotiations could let
them leave their guard down at a certain time (Adriaenssens, 2011).
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: PORTS AND PORT COMPETITION
During the last two decades, the Mediterranean ports have achieved a
better position in comparison to the northern ports in the Hamburg-Le
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Havre range. This is largely linked to emerging feeder functions, but
new investment plans suggest also a future growth in deep-sea container
activity. Combining these investment plans with the possibility that the
ECA zones might be enlarged, the question arises what the economic
impact will be on the northern European ports.
The scope of the research is limited in the south to the Spanish east coast
to the Tyrrhenian Sea, i.e. Barcelona, Marseille, Genoa and Valencia.
The first three ports cooperated in the INTERMED cooperation 2 while
the latter is the biggest container port in the Mediterranean. Big feeder
hubs like Marsaxlokk or Gioa Taura shall be lifted out of this comparison, due to the fact that those ports are almost 75% transhipment ports
with hardly any focus on the continental European hinterland. The northern ports contain the biggest port of Europe, Rotterdam, its two main
competitors Antwerp and Hamburg with the fourth port being France’s
northern harbour of Le Havre. An overview of the evolution of operated
TEU/port can be found in Figure 3. A first observation is the dichotomy
between the big ports north and the ports in the Mediterranean.
Figure 3: TEU/year for selected ports

Source: websites of selected ports

2

INTERMED is the joint body set up by the ports of Barcelona, Genoa
and Marseille.
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Analysing the future environmental policies and/or plans of the selected ports, it is found that the northern European ports are further developed and more successful in the environmental field then their
Mediterranean counterparts. Some examples illustrate. The Port of Antwerp has made extensive investments in shore-based green energy or
berth side electricity (Port of Antwerp, 2009), while Rotterdam wants to
become Europe’s green hub, as LNG main port with its Rotterdam Energy Port strategy (Port of Rotterdam, 2009).
Next, all of the selected ports are not letting down on their investments
either: for instance, Maasvlakte II in Rotterdam and Quay du Havre in le
Havre are the biggest project on the market with respect to capacity extensions, aimed at strengthening their leading positions and preparing
these ports for the growing scale of shipping. Their environmental cooperation is illustrated by initiatives like their research and preparatory
work in the EU Interreg IVB project Clean North Sea Shipping, or their
drrive towards the Environmental Shipping Index, a tool for ports to
promote clean shipping. The Mediterranean ports on the other hand try
to valorise their crucial position on the Asia-European trades by attracting more trade flows to their ports of call. Some of these ports are not
too successful in this strategy: some of the infrastructure projects in the
Port of Barcelona had to be restarted and social struggle paralysed the
port of Marseille more than once. The INTERMED-initiative between
the ports of Barcelona, Marseille and Genoa in order to enlarge their
market share through capacity enlargement and logistical developments
has been put on inactive (Adriaenssens, 2011) and has to counter the rail
connectivity problems between France and Spain or the exclusion of
Marseille’s connectivity in the latest TEN-T schemes (which could be
facing liquidity problems and postponing as well in the wake of the actual financial crisis). This might change in the future. Improved rail connectivity (e.g. BarceLyon Express) and development of new transport
chains at the operational level are highly on the agenda of the southern
ports. The role of the selected southern ports in sustainable and more
efficient logistics is fourfold: (1) reduction of navigation days and CO2
and NOx emissions. (e.g. a reduction of emissions up to about 15% in
the Far East-Europe route), (2) reduction of congestion in Northern European infrastructures, (3) taking advantage of the Mediterranean and
North African potential, and (4) a reduction of logistics costs
(www.portdebarcelona,es).
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A non-exhaustive list of investments is given in Table 2; also indicating
whether the ports have future plans with respect to the hinterland connections.

Table 2 Overview of investment plans

With respect to the connections to the hinterland, Figure 4 shows the
present European logistics system.
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Figure 4: European logistics system

Source: Port of Barcelona, 2011
Currently, the Mediterranean ports account for 25% of the European
trade with Asia, while the northern ports receive and process 75% of
Asian trade goods. This in itself is a strange distribution, given that
many of these good find their way back southwardly and that this route
accounts for an extra three days (see Figure 5) (Garcia-Milla, 2010).
Figure 5: Present and future hinterland North-South

Source: Garcia-Milla, 2010
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Furthermore, Garcia-Milla (2010) describes the impact with respect to
the present and future logistics division between the natural hinterland of
the ports. Northern ports often distribute goods deep into Spain and in
the Czech Republic, while the main hinterland of the Mediterranean
ports is their immediate region and extensive areas of neigboring coastal
states. The aim of the INTERMED initiative is capturing more international trade flows (mainly from Asia) and attempting to move the logistics north-south border upwards to the north, so serving a much larger
hinterland. To this end, the southern ports significantly need to expand
port and hinterland capacity. The rail link to Perpignan for the port of
Barcelona or the development of inland terminals around Lyon are examples of such projects. Besides entering into competition with the dominant European ports, the INTERMED initiative also wants to continue
and expand feeder connections and shortsea activity to North Africa and
the Balkans. This leads us to the competition between the northern and
southern ports.
Committee on Transport and Tourism (2012) state that “Extending the
geographical scope of the 0.1% limit would also address concerns about
different limits applying in different European coastal waters. It can be
argued that this places shipping firms operating in SECAs at a competitive disadvantage both relative to those in other areas and relative to
land transport”. Will ports shift and/or reverse modal shift occur?
To answer this question, both port ranges are compared on criteria such
as transportation costs, transit times, quality and frequency. Table 3
summarizes the outcomes of interviews with sector representatives.
Table 3: WESTMED & Le Havre-Hamburg range
Opportunities and Chances

Weaknesses and Pittfalls

Closer to Asia

Geography (mountains, locations…)

Liberalisation creates dynamism

Social tensions and stron unions

Not as congested as the North

Few barge connections

North-African hinterland and market

North-African competition

Raising capacity

Old infrastructure and less capacity

New initiatives

Lack of cooperation and persevreance

Wants to develop logitstical chains

Few green strategies

Potential grower

Stays number two in Europe

Does not border an sECA-zone
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Source: own composition based on interviews with people from the sector.
The importance of hinterland connectivity needs to be added, as a result
of the growing importance of fluid trade flows and the avoidance of bottlenecks by logistic operators. Furthermore, the Northern ports benefit
from the geographic location, which puts them in the logistics and industrial centre of Europe. The consolidation strategy operated by most container liners in the wake of the 2008 crisis also strengthened their
position as they continued to act as main ports of call and hubs while
smaller ports were cancelled. Furthermore, the northern ports are presently also the best suited in welcoming the new generation of massive
container vessels. As mentioned before, they lead the way in environmental strategy and cooperation, a cooperation that neutralizes competition to a certain degree. This neutralization is not possible in the
Mediterranean where the Arabic and Northern African ports remain
competitors in the backyard of the Mediterranean co-operation. None of
the northern port directors even mentioned the sECA-zones as a potential threat. This does not mean however that they are not aware of the
dichotomy and stay passive in this discussion. The port of Rotterdam
called for the 0.1% cap also to be applicable for the Mediterranean and
recent votes in the German Bundestag also make this stance a growing
point of interest in Europe’s biggest economies.
The Mediterranean ports on the other hand face a more complicated geographical situation (rocky coasts and large parts of tourist zones) and a
history of public ports (rendering low efficiency and strong social struggle). Beddow (2010) also mentioned that their older infrastructure and
smaller capacity resulted in considerably higher storage and restowing
costs than for their northern competitors. The hinterland connectivity of
these ports is also less effective then up north: barge transport is scarcely
developed and rail connectivity is facing issues as well. The NorthAfrican competition produces a growing hinterland but also strong competitors (with lower labour costs for example) in the immediate vicinity
(Capellini, 2011). The development of LNG or low sulphur fuels in these ports is also rather underdeveloped. Finally, none of these port representatives named the sECA-zones as a strong competitive advantage. On
the contrary, the Port of Marseille official noted that ‘local pollution is
so high that we fear that strong regulation may be immediately installed
in the Mediterranean sea’. Nevertheless, the Mediterranean ports have
their chances as well, as illustrated in Table 3.
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CONCLUSION: A PORT SHIFT DUE TO THE SECA’S?
The paper analyzed the field of emissions legislation and its relationship
with the deep-sea container liner shipping. For this, the research first
focused on the policy and its future. Second came its economic impact
upon the container liner shipping carriers. Three research questions are
answered: 1) Why are some European seas sECA-zones and others (i.c.
the Mediterranean) not?, 2) Why is the sECA emission cap fixed at the
very strict 0.1%, 3) Will the liner carriers rearrange their ports of call so
as to avoid the more costly Emission Control Area’s (hereafter ECA)
given the assumption that both ports areas can receive these ships and
serve the same hinterland. Despite the complexity and highly volatile
nature of these issues, some tentative first conclusions can be drawn.
The policy part shows firstly that the reasons for the temporary absence
of an ECA zone in the Mediterranean are diverse: a politically unstable
climate, legal disputes and negative tendencies spilling over from the
North to name a few. Furthermore, not everyone is convinced of the environmental necessity of stricter emissions rules for the Mediterranean.

Secondly, the policy section also focused on the origin of the - by some
fiercely contested - 0.1% emission threshold in the ECAs from 2015.
The political theory of public choice suggests that not the green lobby
but rather the petrochemical lobby is the major driving factor provoking
the very strict emission caps. An alternative explanation can be traced to
international energy policy and the 'greening' of the policy. Last, the
factor of chance and inattention are of very great importance. In the future, there remains the debate about the exceptional position occupied by
the Mediterranean. The political unrest in the Mediterranean region
makes a quick IMO legislation for the region far from obvious. But
through the talks and contacts with several actors from both the industry
and policy-making, stronger legislation for the Mediterranean is deemed
inevitable.
In addition, the Mediterranean is not quite such an exceptional regime:
European legislation (most likely soon to be strengthened) forcing 0.1%
of all emissions at ports in a busy shortsea shipping area (with so many
port calls) should be underestimated. This dichotomy in law does not
correspond with the consensus approach of the IMO and certainly with
the idea of a single European market. Iin that respect, it is certainly interesting to know that some European contributors and net payers of the
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Union are fully ECAs. Finally, it is very important also to look beyond
Europe. The U.S. Agency put pressure on the market and many other
ECAs will follow, which can result in a better fuel supply and more innovation or rapid developments in this niche. Moreover, almost all the
ECAs to date only focused on sulphur emissions. Soon, the discussion of
nitrogen will be cast in an overriding legislation and there is also progress in the entire maritime greenhouse gas problem. Both developments, however, result in the same conclusion: the environmental
awareness of the maritime legislation is rapidly evolving and expanding,
which ensures that the pressure on the market increases and the environment rapidly works increases as fixed factor in the decision processes
of the shipping companies. As a final international factor, global emissions standard in 2020 to 1% will reduce the difference ECA / cap
enormously, and therefore the exceptional status of the ECAs would
erode.
Thirdly, with respect to the economic impact, two important conclusions
can be drawn on the competition between the north-European ports and
its Mediterranean counterparts. The northern ports are more mature and
successful in their (environmental) projects than the southern ports. Furthermore, the southern ports fail in offering optimal hinterland transport
connections. In the light of the entire supply chain (and the port as the
only part of the chain), this is far from insignificant. The geographical
location and obstacles, combined with their infrastructure backlog,
strengthen these tendencies. Moreover, the port shift literature also confirmed that costs are not the only factor relevant to whether or not a port
is succesful: quality, speed of treatment and frequency are equally important. In that respect, the northern ports currently are in favor.
This does not mean that the southern ports can be no potential growers.
Their location and future ambitious strategic view are strong characteristics. Moreover, they can serve in a faster way than the Le HavreHamburg Range ports Central Europe and the emerging market of Eastern Europe. In that respect, they reckon with stronger competition with
the emerging Black Sea ports. Thus, it cannot be stated that sECA are a
determining factor in this context. The Mediterranean ports have without
a doubt certain strongpoints but face various challenges that have to be
taken in account when comparing their competitive position with their
northern counterparts.
This research does not provide a final answer to the discussion. The
emission discussion is thoroughly complex and seems to change on a
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day-to-day basis, rendering research not easy. Furthermore, this research
is exploratory and to a certain extent even speculative as no one can certainly state at this moment which way the legislation shall evolve. The
merit of this research lies in the opening up of a rather underexplored
aspect of international shipping, certainly in comparison with extensive
research on emission legislation in relation to short sea shipping. Further
research could elaborate more on our findings, perhaps putting them in
perspective with for example bulk shipping or incorporating the Black
Sea harbours and/or North-African ports.
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ABSTRACT
International maritime shipping is already, by far, the most carbon
efficient mode of commercial transport(generate2.7% of annual
CO2global emissions), however, the maritime industry experts recognize that in despite of this, they should work in reducing CO2
emissions generated by the maritime transportation to avoid a substantial increase in the coming years (Foundation, 2009).
As already acknowledged that the Kyoto Protocol does not include
the maritime sector, because according with their analysts, the international shipping cannot be attributed to any particular national
economy(Shipping, 2010). In view of this, it has been considered to
propose a new legislation to replace this protocol, which has been
called the Successor to the Kyoto Protocol -Kyoto II-.(Karp & Zhao,
2008).
This research has as main objective toconsider some alternatives to
insert the maritime sector in the Kyoto Protocol and thus, in the
carbon credits market, contributing to improve the environment
and the global economy.
KEY WORDS: Climate change, carbon credits, Kyoto Protocol, maritime sector.
INTRODUCTION
A carbon credit (often called a “carbon offset”) is a financial instrument
that represents a ton of CO2 (carbon dioxide) or CO2e (carbon dioxide
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equivalent gases) removed or reduced from the atmosphere from an
emission reduction project, which can be used, by governments, industry
or private individuals to offset damaging carbon emissions that they are
generating.
Currently,
the
countries with carbon footprints as
large as: the United
States and Australia, with 6.7 and 6.2
tons of equivalent
carbon per capitaannually, respectively, can barely
slow down climate
change on their
own.
Developed
countries such as
Figure 1: USA and Australia are the world leaders in CO2 production per capita with respectively 6.7 and 6.2 tons of equivalent
carbon per capita per year.
India and China are rapidly increasing their emissions; they are
fare away from developed country. India’s emission per capita is 11
times lover than the US.
Source: Olivier, 2008.

dirty fuels (see figure 1).

the China, U.K.,
Russia and Japan
are also major carbon contributors,
and India leads a
mob of up-andcomers who still
rely heavily on

Global warming and climate change represent priority issues of global
governance systems and mechanisms should seek to resolve current in
the short term. The key to successful integration of new environmental
policies will depend on the ability to reliably assess stress levels, where
the international climate regime will need to be measured by the best
possible way of implementation and results (Energy, 2008).
In the case of maritime sector and its relationship to the issue of carbon
credits, as mentioned above, was not included in the Kyoto Protocol,
which entered into force in 2005because at this time, who approved this
Protocol,do not considered relevant. However, experts in the maritime
sector have proposed as sustainable way to replace the current Kyoto
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Protocol by Kyoto II, and consequently, participate actively in the carbon credits market and contribute to the global economy (Karp & Zhao,
2008).
Considering this brief background, has structured this project as follows:
(I) Background where you can see a brief description of the evolution of
carbon credits and the importance of this issue has generated around the
world, and its possible application to contribute to development of the
maritime sector considering the replacement of the current Kyoto Protocol. (II) Problem description which emphasizes the keystone on which
this research is developed.(III) The importance to consider the inclusion
of the maritime sector within the Kyoto Protocol, which arethe reasons
why the maritime sector has not been included into this regulation and
two proposals to include this sector in this environmental regulation
called Kyoto II and Post Kyoto 2012,(IV) How does carbon credit trading system in marine industry works?, where are explainedtwo approaches to engage the maritime sector in the market for carbon
credits,(V) The case of the project of the PanamaCanal expansion y its
proposal for accounting CO2 emissions,(VI) Acknowledges,(VII) Recommendations and conclusions, and as last point,(VIII) References.
BACKGROUND
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of several greenhouse gases (GHGs) recognized and monitored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). GHGs absorb much of the long wave radiation emitted by the
earth’s surface that would have otherwise been lost to space. GHGs then
re-emit this radiation upwards and downwards towards the surface. This
action warms the atmosphere similar to a greenhouse (although technically not how greenhouses are warmed) and may cause many negative
feedbacks such as temperature extremes (both hot and cold), increased
hurricane activity or drought intensities (Taylor, et al., 2007).
In consequence of this, are created the carbon credits which are valuable
commodities in voluntary or mandatory carbon trading markets. The
laws and regulations of a mandatory market set forth how these credits
are defined, measured, verified, registered, traded, and retired, and how
the entities involved are supervised and audited. In the voluntary market, carbon credits are produced outside of a legal framework and are
guided by a number of different voluntary standards.
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On other hand, there are other greenhouse gases (GHS) that result exclusively from human industrial processes (See table # 1).
Table 1: Greenhouse Gases (GHS)
Greenhouse Gases (GHS)
CO2 (Ton/Kg)
CO2 (Dioxide of carbon)
1
CH4 (Methane)
21
N20 (Nitrous oxide)
310
HFC (Hydrofluorodecarbons)
740
PFC (Perfluorodecarbons)
1.300
SF6 (Sulfur hexafluoride)
23.900
Source: (Foundation, 2010)

Due to excessive pollution that produces Greenhouse gases (GHG) to the
atmosphere for its continued use on industrial field, United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change ratified the Kyoto Protocol
which in its content offer mechanisms to reduce the carbon emissions,
and one of these ways is the carbon credits, however, in this protocol, as
mentioned above, the maritime sector was not considered, which has
created a series of discussions between the members that comprise this
important sector.
The Kyoto Protocol makes a little mention of the maritime transport,
which is excluded from the overall objectives of reducing emissions. Is
said only:
“The Parties included in Annex I shall pursue limitation or reduction of
emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol
from aviation bunker fuels for international aviation and maritime working through the International Civil Aviation Organization and International Maritime Organization, respectively”.
There is therefore mandatory fees emission reduction for shipping, but
IMO should develop rules about the medium term.
Experts have considered that the topic of maritime transport should be
included in this legislation because:
•

Maritimesector is a huge industry which is responsible for the
largest means of transport in the world.

•

It has one of the highest fuel consumption rates amongst all industries of the world.
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•

The reliance on clean energy sources is still limited.

•

There is an imminent need to understand environmental responsibility.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Due to the importance that the carbon credits has gained on international
tradeand where have surfaced numerous discussions to include the maritime sector in the Kyoto Protocol with the objective to control thegreenhouse gas emissions, arises the following questions:
•

Should be considered the importance of the carbon credits as a
mechanism to reduce the carbon emissions in the maritime sector
and hence, its positive impact to the global economy?

•

What would be the benefits for the maritime sector to participatein the carbon credits market?

•

Are there other mechanisms to ensure that the maritime sector
participates actively in the carbon credits market?

THE IMPORTANCE TO CONSIDER THE INCLUSION OF THE
MARITIME SECTOR WITHIN THE KYOTO PROTOCOL
Carbon credits and carbon markets are a component of national and international attempts to mitigate the increased concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions, benefiting companies that do not pollute
or reduce pollution and make polluters pay more than allowed. Therefore, by the presence of a global economy, the Kyoto Protocol provides
economic incentives for private companies to contribute to improving
the quality of the environment, which does not consider the companies
dedicated to shipping business.
Carbon trading in maritime industry is just as important as in any other
industry. Owing to the large fuel consumption, and that too mainly of
fossil fuels with large carbon residual emissions, the carbon footprint of
marine industry is significantly large. As such, this calls for a need of
regulation. Carbon trading in maritime industry allows shipping companies to bear their share of environmental responsibility (See fig. 2).
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Figure2: We can see in this graph the increase in CO2 emissions in the
maritime sector, which is why is necessary to include this sector in the
Kyoto Protocol to ensure their active participation in the carbon credits
market to achieve the reduction of this environmental problem.

•

Why, in spite of knowing the importance of the maritime sector
in terms of CO2 emissions, it has not been included in the Kyoto
Protocol?

Despite the immense need for implementation of carbon trading system
in the maritime industry, at end of the day there remains a certain gap
that needs to be filled (Smitha, 2011).
The enthusiasm in the maritime sector towards this system of saving
maritime environment is still little constricted mainly because this system is harder to implement in this particular industry, reasons being:
•

Though there are systems made, it is harder to calculate carbon
emission accurately in marine industry.

•

Skepticism due to the Inaccurate and inefficient recording and
reporting equipment is high among marine players.

•

Marine industry still relies hugely on carbon based non renewable energy sources. This makes carbon emissions trading system
a rather unprofitable method, especially in the present times.

•

The governing principles for this system that are currently controlled by both IMO and UNFCCC need to reconcile.
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•

There is still a lot of skepticism associated with the entire carbon
credit trading system especially in industries still new and
doesn’t have a proper backing and support system.

•

Insufficient financial incentives.

•

Many people are still oblivious to existence and importance of
this system.

Even though this system is still finding its foothold in maritime industry,
the way it works remains extremely compatible with business oriented
minds of most commercial enterprises, including maritime industry.
With enough efforts, soon it can find its own niche in the commercial
world and conscious of people.
•

Proposals to include the maritime sector in the Kyoto Protocol

•

Post-Kyoto

In December 2007, a conference was held in Bali to launch negotiations
on a new international climate change agreement. UNFCCC adopted the
“Bali Roadmap”, which includes the “Bali Action Plan”. The plan covers mitigation, adaptation, technology and financing, and provides for a
new negotiating process on climate change to be completed by 2009. A
new Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-Term Cooperative Action (AWGLCA) – which was established at the conference to carry out the “Bali
Action Plan” – has held four meetings in the course of 2008 (Bangkok,
Bonn, Accra and Poznan). According to discussions at the AWG-LCA
meetings, there seems to be no opposition to including international
shipping in a second commitment period, but views differ with respect to
the appropriate forum (i.e. UNFCCC or IMO). Some, especially the
most vulnerable developing countries, have questioned how the principle
of “common but differentiated responsibilities” could be applied in the
context of international shipping (UNCTAD, 2009).
•

Kyoto II

The Successor of Kyoto Protocol, best known as Kyoto II, is a project
proposed by a group of researchers from the Harvard Kennedy School
and it has as main objective to help to identify key design elements of
scientifically sound, economically rational and politically pragmatic
post-2012 international policy architecture for global climate change.
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This proposal gives signatories the option of exercising an escape clause
that relaxes their requirement to abate. This feature helps to solve the
participation and compliance problems that have weakened the Protocol.
They support the use of carefully circumscribed trade restrictions in order to reduce the real or perceived problem of carbon leakage (Karp &
Zhiao, 2008).
HOW DOES WORKS THE CARBON CREDIT TRADING
SYSTEM IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY?
The German Federal Environment Agency had commissioned a Nature
Associates’ report proposing the creation of a CO2 emissions trading
system for international shipping called the Maritime Emissions Trading
Scheme (METS) that could be linked to the European Emissions Trading
System (EU ETS) along with other existing or to be emerged regional or
national cap and trade schemes. In METS, the two responsibilities
placed on the vessels are:
•

Monitoring of CO2 emissions and reporting in a verified report to
the METS Registry.

•

Surrender an amount of allowances equivalent to the emissions
reported

CO2 emissions monitoring is executed on the basis of fuel consumption,
by establishing the amount of fuel on board at the beginning of the reporting period, the amount bought during the reporting period and the
amount left at the end of the reporting period. The collected data can be
multiplied by the respective fuel emissions factor to calculate emissions.
Equivalent allowances are earned during auction, at carbon trading markets and also by free allocation registering.
The METS Registry is responsible for:
•

Receiving and administering emission reports

•

Receiving and administering surrendered allowances

•

Auctioning of allowances

•

Maintaining records of compliance status of all ships

•

Managing funds
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•

Sending out account statement to Flag State on yearly basis.

 General Principles
Emission trading is an incentive-based instrument purported to achieve
environmental objectives. A global scheme covering all shipping emissions would be more environmentally effective but is limited to a few
countries and country groups in order to reduce undesirable negative
impacts.
Global maritime emission trading system is ideally an open system and
helps in reducing price volatility as the volume of allowances and the
number of potential participants is much larger. This provides market
transparency and liquidity.
Allocating allowances is as much important as monitoring, reporting and
verifying emissions as free allocation lowers the incentive to reduce
emissions, also auctioning is economically beneficial. Hence a balance
between free allocation and auctioning might prove beneficial for economic efficiency and alleviate administrative burden.
 Impacts on Shipping Sector
The global maritime emission trading system affects the cost structure of
maritime transport. This depends much on the type and size of the vessel, the fuel price and the allowance price. The total cost may increase
up to 16% while the operational cost may increase by 14 to 22%. However the import prices for petroleum products and manufactured goods
do not get much affected.
Whatsoever the costs increase, this would lead the shipping industry to
employ more efficient technical and operational fleet to reduce carbon
emission which will eventually help in reducing the actual cost increase.
In order to reduce carbon emission, a ship must:
•

Shift to a fuel will low emissions of carbon (well- to-propeller).

•

Supplement fuels with wind-propulsion and/or solar power.

•

Improve operations (maintenance of hull, engines and propellers,
choice of operational speed, etc.).
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•

Upgrade existing equipment by retrofitting (engines, propellers
etc.).

•

Install new, more fuel-efficient, tonnage.

 In view of that the shipping industry is not considered in the current Kyoto Protocol, what incentives currently exist for the industry
to lower fuel use and carbon emissions?
The greatest incentive is lowering the cost of fuel. Fuel costs are a dominant factor in the bottom-line profitability of shipping companies. Fuel
costs account for as much as half of a container ship's operating expenses. Accordingly, market forces already provide a significant incentive
for the industry to minimize energy use (and therefore emissions). This
incentive will continue to intensify as energy prices resume their expected upward climb due to market conditions, even in the absence of
new climate change policies that may or may not increase fuel prices
further (Smitha, 2011).
The European Union Emissions trading scheme provides a global cap
and trade system for carbon credits. In order to make international shipping contribute to climate change extenuation by a cost-efficient reduction of greenhouse gases the scheme must:
•

Target real emissions of CO2 calculated on the basis of fuel consumption data.

•

Allow marginal equivalent incentive.

•

Aim at gradual expansion into global coverage.

•

Avoid all the complexities of allocating free emissions allowances

•

Be non-discriminatory and be applied to all vessels irrespective
of its carrier flag

•

Comply with Annex 1 countries and with developing nations too

•

Follow the context of inter-port competition

•

Assure legal, political and institutional acceptability
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•

Be non- evasive and easily enforced, administered and monitored.

 What would be the benefits for the maritime sector to participate in
the carbon credits market?
•

Emissions trading can provide the shipping community with the
flexibility to reduce emissions in a cost effective way without
sacrificing environmental objectives.

•

Encouraging the trading of credits generated from the substantial
reduction of emissions through on-board abatement would lower
the cost to society of improving air quality.

•

Allows parties to buy and sell permits for emissions or credits
for reductions.

•

Establish emission goals to be met in a cost effective way, letting the market determine the lowest cost pollution control opportunities.

•

If Governments, or companies, want to reduce emissions, then
providing an economic incentive improves compliance and benefits the environment.

•

Emission trading lowers the cost to participants and gives business flexibility choose the form of compliance.

 Where are emissions trading schemes operating?
Emissions trading schemes are now operating in many countries and
across a range of pollutants (See fig. 3).(trading, 2012).
•

US SO2 “Acid Rain” Trading

Began in 1995
Significant emissions reduction with > 30% savings vs non-flexible
methods
•

US NOx Trading Programs
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California “RECLAIM” SO2 &NOx, began 1994
Northeastern states, began 1999
Texas began 2002
Expansion of NE states program (NOx SIP Call) to Midwest & SE,
2004
•

UK ETS

Began in 2002
Chicago Climate Exchange
Voluntary GHG trading system; began late 2003
•

EU ETS

Begins January, 2005
Figure 3: Main emissions trading schemes.

Source: SEATS, 2010.

 Are there other mechanisms to ensure that the maritime sector participates actively in the carbon credits market?
Currently, there are two approaches to engage the maritime sector in the
market for carbon credits:
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- It is proposed to generate a tax on the amount of fuel consumed by
ships. That fund would be used then to solve environmental projects
generated in developing countries. This principle, enshrined in the Kyoto
Protocol, referred to as common but differentiated responsibilities (CDR,
for its acronym in English). The more expensive the fuel tax, but also
encourage shipping companies to retain their use. Fewer tons consumed
means less taxes.
Similarly, in both trade and maritime shipments to grow, so will the revenue from the tax, which in turn will enrich the CDR scheme and compensate the larger volume of CO2 released.
- Another solution has been proposed by Shipping Emissions Abatement
and Trading (SEAaT), is "cap and trade", in other words, an emissions
trading program. It is given a value of one tonne of CO2.A carbon credit
that can be exchanged. Shipping companies have a certain amount of
credits. If you exceeded your limit, you should buy more, if it remains
below the limit would have credits to sell.
THE CASE OF THE PROJECT OF THE PANAMA CANAL
EXPANSION: PROPOSAL FOR ACCOUNTING ITS CO2
EMISSIONS
Figure 4: Currently, The Panama Canal is working hard to reduce their CO2 emissions.

Source: ACP, 2011
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The wealth of natural resources and opportunities for economic growth
mean that countries like Panama there are many options for participating
in the international carbon credits market, especially the maritime sector.
•

What is the methodology that has the Panama Canal to calculate their CO2 emissions?

The methodology for calculating CO2 emissions from ships was that
proposed by the interim guidelines for voluntary ship CO2 emission indexing issued by the IMOs Marine Environment Protection Committee
in its circular 471 of July 29 2005. The daily fuel consumption of vessels was broken down per hour of navigation and evaluated at the average operating speed when at sea. Fuel consumption from trains was
obtained from the American Association of Railroads and the conversion
factors used are shown in the table below for heavy fuel oil and for diesel (Marucci, 2012).
•

Is it contemplating the Panama Canal to participate in the carbon trading market?

Currently, the Panama Canal is structuring carbon projects focused on
the actions of land use change in the Canal Basin (afforestation / reforestation), and possible projects to reduce operational emissions. In the
maritime theme, they have calculated the possible reductions that will
occur in the maritime sector for the future operation of the third set of
locks (extension of the Canal). They look forward to define the possible
mechanisms for the maritime market in the IMO, where they actively
participate in discussions that are occurring in the Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) (Ureña, 2012).
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
•

To meet its carbon emission reduction goals, developed countries
can finance projects capture or abatement of these gases in other
nations, mainly developing ones, crediting such reductions as
having been made in their own territory, saving significant costs.

•

Consider the insertion of the maritime sectors in carbon markets
could bring immeasurable benefits to the development of the
global economy, helping to balance the participation of all economic sectors and try, where possible, reduce pollution worldwide.

•

The Panama Canal expansion project will provide benefits to the
international shipping industry, in terms of cost and time as well
as reducing CO2 emissions on the planet.

•

To conclude, the importance of carbon credits as a mechanism to
reduce CO2 emissions in a global economy has gained value in
developed countries. In developing countries, as is the case of
Panama, has a great possibility of insertion because it has a special ability to generate resources and opportunities for economic
growth.
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ABSTRACT
Motorways of the Sea (MoS) are part of the European transport
strategy towards an efficient, safe and environmentally friendly
transport system. This paper develops a model for short sea shipping (SSS) and road transport environmental performance comparison, estimating direct emissions and quantifying their impacts due
to air pollutant and greenhouse (GHG) gas emissions. Ultimately a
case study is presented to analyse and valuate each transport alternative to design an action plan determining intervening actions favouring the rebalance of the current transport system.

KEYWORDS: Maritime transport, Short Sea Shipping, Road transport,
Environmental performance
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INTRODUCTION
Even though the actual economic crisis has partially released the European transport system from a sustained increase in transport demand, the
current system suffers from capacity and flexibility problems. An acute
imbalance in transport shares is the main reason of the inefficiencies of
the current system. Almost half of the intraeuropean transport volumes
are absorbed by road transport, followed by maritime transport and rail
transport respectively as main means of transport (Eurostat Statistics,
2012).
In order to improve the current scenario, the European Union (EU) pursues a rebalancing of the transport system based on a modal shift from
road to maritime means and to rail on a lesser extent (European Commission White paper, 2001). Maritime transport has always been pointed
as an environmentally friendly mean of transport. However there is a
common misconception in this appreciation, although maritime transport
overall externalities are believed to be smaller than those of road (European Commission White Paper, 2001), maritime environmental performance with regards to airborne emissions (air pollutants and greenhouse
gases) it is not that advantageous (CE Delft, 2008).
As for road, in maritime transportation the main air pollutants are those
generated from internal combustion engines. These are CO, VOC, NOx
and PM: derived from shoot and related to the engine technology being
used; and on the other hand CO2, SOx, heavy metals and further PM:
sulphate-derived and hence dependant on fuel type. The contribution of
waterborne transportation means to airborne pollutant emissions is significant for SO2, NOx, CO2, CO, VOCs and PM. In some cases, as for
SO2, the share of maritime airborne pollutant can be up to the 80% of
total national emissions (EMEP /EEA, 2009).
This leads to the objective of this research that is to develop an environmental performance model for short sea shipping and road transport,
estimating direct emissions and quantifying their impacts. Indirect emissions occurring upstream, from well to tank, are set aside.
Proved airborne emissions as the weak point of maritime transport, it
will definitely contribute to a discussion on an EU level on future emission legislation and the potential impact of increased co-modality.
Following the introduction section (section 1), this paper presents in
detail explanations of the proposed methodology (section 2), a break906
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down of the developed emission estimation and impact model (section3),
an scenario analysis made by the model considering current and future
scenarios based in already in place and scheduled future regulations
(section 4), a comparative results assessment were all scenario results for
each of the considered transportation modes come together (section 5)
and finally the conclusion to summarize the paper and identify future
research and improvement areas (section 6).
METHODOLOGY
The environmental performance model, which is able to conduct analyses for six different scenarios for maritime transport and a year by year
scenario analysis for road transport, is broke down into the following
four major sections:
Figure 1. Generalized model breakdown

ACTIVITY
DATA

FLEET
CHARACTERIZA
TION

ACTIVITY
Transport
route description

Transport alternative description description

EMISSION
ESTIMATI
ON

Airborne
pollutants

IMPACT
VALUATI
ON

Impact assessment

Source: Own
In the first section, activity data, parameters describing the transport leg
to be carried out are introduced, e.g.: origin; destination; length of the
route to be followed; turnaround time for ships; route breakdown with
regards to urban, rural and highway legs for road transport; average
speed in each of the considered road legs; truck load factor.
On the other hand in the second section and regarding maritime
transport, the type of ship between those usually engaged in short sea
shipping activities (container, RoRo, RoPax and ConRo) is selected.
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With regards to road transport a configuration of a road tractor coupled
to a semi-trailer is used, with a maximum permissible weight between 40
to 50 tonnes. For emission estimation purposes the engine type needs to
be selected (Euro I-V). In case this is unknown the fleet average option
can be chosen, which depending on the presence of the different engine
technologies (Euro I-V) in the European truck fleet, adjusts and calculates emission factors.
The third section leads us to an emission index for each of the alternatives, road or maritime transport, and scenarios selected. Once main
emission drivers are known, introduced in sections 1 and 2, the tier 3
methodology described in the EMEP/EEA emission inventory guidebook 2009 is used for both alternatives (European Environment Agency,
2009). Emission factors are updated for each of the considered scenarios,
following the methodology presented by Entec in its 2002, 2005 and
2007 emission studies. Emissions for NOx, SO2, CO2, VOCs and PM are
calculated, as these are considered as the most significant airborne pollutants. In the case of road transport NH3 emissions are also estimated.
Finally the fourth section, using main emission and impact drivers introduced in the first two sections of the model, assesses and quantifies the
impact of the estimated emissions. With regards to emission impact assessment two are the projects used in the model as reference, the “Benefits Table Database: Estimates of the Marginal External Costs of Air
Pollution in Europe (BETA)” project for air pollutant local impact (Holland and Watkiss, 2002) and “Clean Air For Europe Program
(CAFE)”for rural or trans-boundary impact (European Commission,
2001).
Once airborne pollutant emissions have been estimated and their impact
has been quantified for each of the considered alternatives and scenarios;
a comparative analysis is carried out trying to identify the best of the
alternatives, and the strengths and weaknesses of each.
Finally conclusions from the conducted research are drawn pointing out
the relevant findings and identifying areas for further research and improvement of the model.
MODEL BREAKDOWN
In order to understand maritime and road transport environmental performance with regards to air pollution, it is important to identify and
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describe emission drivers giving rise to air pollutant emissions, as well
as cost drivers determining the sensitivity of the emission area and hence
the extent of the produced impact. It is in the activity data and fleet characterization sections where these factors are introduced.
Maritime transport model
The maritime transport model is built up based on ship types and average ship sizes derived from the analysis of the SSS ships calling at Spanish harbours during the second half of 2011. The user will have to
introduce relevant parameters with regards to ship activity. Moreover for
air pollutant emission estimation the tier 3 methodology, described in the
EMEP/EEA emission inventory guidebook 2009, for navigation is used.
Finally CAFE and BETA projects are used for the emission impact assessment.
Activity data
Parameters describing the route being considered as well as the ship type
being used need to be selected by the model user in order to be able to
perform consequent calculations with regards to the environmental performance of maritime transport in that particular route, ship type and
sailing scenario.
Ship movement data
In this section the user describes the route being considered, establishing
the origin and destination ports and hence considering the inhabitants
around the ports; which indeed result’s critical for the local impact assessment. At this first stage the sea area in which the sailing is carried
out is also considered, as the area where the pollutants are emitted is
relevant for the emissions rural impact. Finally the distance of the considered route is also introduced as this will determine the sailing time
and hence the emissions at the cruising phase.
Fleet characterization
For the maritime alternative the fleet characterization is very important,
as depending on the considered ship types and their main characteristics
the emission values differ significantly. A bottom up approach has been
conducted to provide the research with the consistency given by the consideration of different and detailed input variables. For this purpose the
Lineport database (Fundación ValenciaPort, 2012),which records all
ships engaged in SSS services competitive with road transport, is used.
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Once all these ships are identified, using the Fairplay Seaweb database
all relevant factors that give rise to airborne emissions from ships are
found and introduced into the model´s database.

Table 1. Average ships engaged in SSS services

Source: Own, based in Seaweb and Lineport databases
Main engine type and power
Under the main engine (ME) tab, the engine type and its power are described. In the marine industry diesel engines are the predominant form
of power for both main and auxiliary engines (Trozzi, 2010). Emissions
are engine type dependent; therefore it is important to identify the engine
types for the considered typical ship types in SSS services. Diesel engines are categorised into slow (up to 300 rpm), medium (300-900 rpm)
and high (more than 900 rpm) speed diesel engines (SSD, MSD, HSD)
depending on their rated speed.
As a result of the carried out SSS ships survey, the developed model
considers MSD engines as predominant in the SSS fleet, and hence uses
emission factors for this type of engines in the emission estimation
phase.
Moreover airborne pollutant emissions are proportional to the fuel consumption or engine power; therefore besides the engine type, the average
power for the different typical SSS ship types is also identified.
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Auxiliary engine type and power
Auxiliary engines, used to provide power and services within the vessels, also contribute to ship emissions. Therefore these also need to be
characterized.
The auxiliary engine (AE) tab is defined by the type, power and number
of AEs installed on-board. However this information is not usually
available for all ships, even in the most complete ship databases.
Following assumptions done in the Entec study for the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) of the British government (Entec, 2010) with regards to AE engine types, MSD and HSD
engines are considered to be evenly distributed among the fleet. As the
number and power of AEs are also unknown, the model also follows
Entec 2010 assumptions with regards to the AE/ME power ratio per vessel type.
Service speed and engine load factor
The ship service speed and the engine load factors at each of the considered phases (sailing, manoeuvring and at berth) are also relevant for
emission estimation. The service speed for each of the considered ship
types is the average value obtained from the SSS fleet survey carried
out. It is a significant parameter since it determines the time spent at sea.
On the other hand engine load factors are directly obtained from the
study carried out by the Entec for the European Commission regarding
emissions from ships associated with ship movements between ports in
the European Community, in 2002 (Entec, 2002). As well as the service
speed the engine load factor is also an important parameter since emissions are proportional to it.
Sailing, manoeuvring and at berth times
The tier 3 methodology estimates emissions for three well differentiated
phases in the maritime transport leg: sailing, manoeuvring and at berth.
Therefore it is needed to know the time that the vessel undergoes in each
of the phases as the emissions will be proportional to the time spent. In
the case of the sailing phase this is calculated dividing the distance between ports by the service speed. On the other hand the manoeuvring
and at berth times are taken either from existing projects (Entec 2002,
2010) or from surveys carried out to certain SSS lines in previous research studies (Usabiaga et al. 2011).
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Capacity
The capacity tab together with the covered distance will enable the model to show results (emissions or impacts) in transport work units (per
tonne kilometre). The capacity for each of the considered ship types is
the result of the average value obtained from the ship survey carried out.
Depending on the ship type the capacity is given in units such us twenty
feet equivalent unit container (TEU) for container ships and line meters
for RoRo and RoPax ships. However following the assumptions illustrated in Table 1, capacities in tonnes are calculated for the considered
ship types.
Emission estimation
The methodology quoted as Tier 3 in the EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook 2009 is used for the estimation of airborne
emissions from ships. This methodology requires detailed ship movement data besides technical information on ships being considered.
Further focusing on the emissions estimation methodology uncovers that
this work follows the procedure using data on installed main and auxiliary engine power, engine load factors and total time spent on each navigation phase. The Tier 3 method also employs specific emission factors
depending on the engine type, fuel used and navigational phase.
(1)
(2)
Etrip emissions per trip (tons)
EF
emissions factor (tons/kWh)
LF
engine load factor (%)
P
nominal engine power (kW)
T
time (hours)
e
engine (main, auxiliary)
i
pollutant (PM2,5, SO2, NOx, VOC, CO2)
s
ship type (Container, RoRo,RoPax, ConRo)
m
fuel type (Bunker Fuel Oil, Marine Diesel Oil, Marine
Gas Oil)
p
trip phase (sailing, manoeuvring, at berth)
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Moreover emission factors are different in each of the considered scenarios: as fuel properties, regarding sulphur content, and engine technology,
with regards to NOx emissions, vary from one to the other.
The emission factor update is made following the methodology and assumptions described in Entec 2010, study developed for the
DEFRA.Five air pollutants emissions are estimated for maritime
transport: NOx, VOCs, PM2,5, SO2 and CO2.
Impact valuation
Once emissions for each of the navigation phases are known, the impact
of these must be quantified. Two types of impacts are distinguished for
marine airborne pollutants emissions: a site, seaport, specific local impact and a sea or country specific rural impact. Both local and rural impacts are quantified for manoeuvring and at berth phases. However in
the sailing phase only rural impact is present.
The local impact is produced just after the pollutants, PM and SOx primarily, have been released. Local impact estimations need of great emission site detail; therefore, a bottom-up approach has been chosen for
emissions’ geographical characterization (Miola et al, 2010).On the other hand the rural impact is country or sea specific, and for impact quantification purposes that much information is not needed.
For local impact quantification purposes the methodology provided in
“Benefits Table Database: Estimates of the Marginal External Costs of
Air Pollution in Europe (BETA)” study is used.
The rural impact quantification in each of the navigation phases is an
straight forward process as the Clean Air For Europe Program (CAFE)
2005, contains emissions costs for the considered airborne pollutants,
and the EU27 countries and surrounding seas.
Moreover the BETA project provides a straightforward estimation of air
pollution’s overall external costs, putting together both urban and rural
externalities. Therefore this is the methodology being used for manoeuvring and at berth phases.
This paper maintains the methodology given by BETA to list urban and
rural external costs, but takes updated rural external costs provided by
the CAFE program. The cost estimation done under the CAFE program
considers human exposure to PM2.5, human exposure to ozone, and ex-
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posure of crops to ozone. Although more impacts are known, there is not
sufficient information to evaluate them with guarantee.
Moreover, in an attempt to achieve comprehensive results, the valuation
done by the CAFE program considers four different sensitivity scenarios
that lead to four different results for each geographical areas and scenarios being considered.
The resulting maritime environmental performance assessment model is
composed of a top-down approach with regards to fleet characterization
and a bottom-up approach regarding geographical characterization. In
this manner, the model achieves a comprehensive assessment, taking
into account the specifics of each emission point as well as the details of
the emitting vessel type.
(4)
(5)
(

6)

Itrip impact per trip (€)
Irt
total rural impact per country or sea area (€/tm)
Ilt
total local impact per port (€/tm)
Ir
rural impact per country or sea area (€/tm)
Il
local impact per port (€/tm)
E
airborne pollutant emissions (tm)
Is
standard local impact for 100.000 inhabitants’ city (€/tm)
Pf
population factor for local impact projection purposes
i
pollutant (PM2,5, SO2, NOx, VOC,)
s
ship type (Container, RoRo,RoPax, ConRo)
m
fuel type (Bunker Fuel Oil, Marine Diesel Oil, Marine
Gas Oil)
p
trip phase (sailing, manoeuvring, at berth)
port

considered port
(7)
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GW
E
Ig

global warming impact per trip (€)
greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions (tm)
Global impact per CO2 tonne emitted (€/tm)

Road transport model
The road transport model has been built up following the same method
as for the maritime model. The methodologies used for airborne emissions estimation (EMEP/EEA tier 3) and their impact assessment (BETA
and CAFE projects) are the same for both maritime and road models,
therefore the differences between models lie in specific activity data and
fleet characterization parameters basically.
Activity data
In this section the inputs are the parameters describing the considered
road transport leg. These parameters are some of the drivers needed to
calculate emissions and impact.
Truck movement data
Under this tab two are the main inputs: distance covered under each of
the considered stages for road transport (urban, rural, highway)and the
average people affected under the urban stage.
These inputs are significant and they will permit to estimate, together
with the average speed, the amount of emissions in each of the stages
and the impact produced on them.
Load factor
Road transport emissions are proportional to the fuel consumption, and
as the latter increases together with the load factor (Madre, JL et al,
2010), this parameter is important within the road transport model.
Route type
Under this tab roads vertical geometry is described, enabling us to distinguish between flat, average and highland profiles. Once again the fuel
consumption is significantly affected by this parameter.
Average speed
To finish with the activity data section, the last relevant parameter when
it comes to airborne emission estimation, is average speed. This parameter will be necessary to determine both the time spent and the quantity of
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emitted pollutants in each of the road leg’s stages (urban, rural, highway).
Fleet characterization
Under this section the European truck fleet engaged in freight services is
characterized. More in detail, the vehicle park engaged in international
freight services and competing with SSS services. The typical truck class
engaged in international haulage, the fleet’s engine technology (Euro I –
V) and capacity are reviewed (AEA 2011).

Truck class
Under this tab the truck class considered by the model to simulate the
road transport environmental performance is described. The European
truck fleet is formed by rigid trucks, articulated trucks and road trains.
For calculation purposes the articulated truck, i.e. a road tractor coupled
to a semi-trailer, is considered representative of the truck fleet Eurostat
statistics for 2008, apportion the 73,9% of the total intraeuropean road
freight transport in tm.km to articulated trucks.
Engine type
Under this tab the engine technology of the considered truck fleet segment is characterized. For this purpose data given by the Eurostat database (2012), with regards to lorries and road tractors age categories, for
the year 2008 is used. Once the truck fleet is characterised in percentages according to age categories, engine technologies present in the current fleet are extrapolated.
Capacity
The EMEP/EEA tier 3 emission estimation methodology, besides the
truck class, needs the identification of truck capacity parameter in order
to be able to estimate airborne pollutants emissions. In order to achieve a
realistic fleet characterization a review of allowed gross vehicle weights
in the EU27 is conducted, identifying articulated trucks with maximum
gross weights between 40 to 50 tonnes as the most representative category among the ones considered by the tier 3 methodology (AEA 2011).
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Emission estimation
In the road transport model the emission estimation is also carried out
according to the EMEP/EEA emission inventory guidebook 2009, although this time the tier 3 methodology described in the road chapter is
followed.
Once all relevant emission drivers have been introduced into the model,
the latter will calculate emission results for each of the considered road
transport stages and air pollutants. In the road transport model NH3
emissions are also estimated besides those already estimated for maritime transport.
SO2 and CO2 emissions are proportional to the fuel consumption; however emissions for the rest of the pollutants are calculated according to
empirical formulas presented on the EMEP/EEA study for the considered truck class and capacity.
Impact valuation
The impact assessment for road transport is conducted just as for maritime transport following same projects and methodologies. Only a few
different considerations are taking into account: in this case the local
impact is only considered for the urban stage, taking into account the
average inhabitants living in the crossed urban areas; on the other hand
the rural impact will be quantified in the three of the road leg stages,
depending on which are the crossed countries.
As for the maritime model, the impact quantification is achieved following BETA and CAFE projects. The BETA project is relevant for local
impact quantification and for the joining of both rural and local impacts
in the urban stage; and on the other hand, the CAFE project is relevant
as it provides costs per emitted pollutant for each of the EU27 countries.
(8)
(9)
(10)
Itrip
Irt
Ilt

impact per trip (€)
total rural impact for crossed countries (€/tm)
total local impact for crossed urban areas (€/tm)
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Ir
Il
E
Is
Pf
i
t
s

rural impact per country (€/tm)
local impact per urban area (€/tm)
airborne pollutant emissions (tm)
standard local impact for 100.000 inhabitants’ city (€/tm)
population factor for local impact projection purposes
pollutant (PM2,5, SO2, NOx, VOC,NH3)
truck type (Container, RoRo, RoPax, ConRo)
road leg stage (urban, rural, highway)

urban crossed urban areas
(11)

GW
E
Ig

global warming impact per trip (€)
greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions (tm)
Global impact per CO2 tonne emitted (€/tm)

SCENARIO ANALYSIS
Once the general environmental performance model have been developed, scenarios simulating the real performance of both trucks and ships
currently and in the future are built up. These scenarios will enable the
model to conduct comparative performance analysis not only for current
scenarios, but for future ones; providing the model with forecasting and
in advance policy measure testing abilities.
This section describes each of the built up scenarios, which are based on
environmental policies applicable to trades and transportation modes
considered in the paper.
With regards to maritime airborne emissions the regulatory framework
applicable to SSS is basically formed by the MARPOL 1973/1978 convention and the so-called EU sulphur directives (Directive 2005/33/EC,
Directive 1999/32/EC, Directive 1993/12/EEC).
Baseline scenarios are based in the regulatory framework currently in
place and future scenarios are built up taking into account the scheduled
development of the regulatory framework which is increasingly stringent.
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Table 2. Maritime regulatory framework together with key implementation years

Source: Own
Moreover depending on the concerned sea area and ship type some additional scenarios come up, as the regulatory framework varies for certain
ship types and especially sensitive sea areas known as emission control
areas (ECAs).
Finally NOx emission factors will also vary from current to future scenarios as the engine technology on-board varies together with the ship
recycling cycle. Years 2000 (Tier I), 2011 (Tier II) and 2016 (Tier III)
are considered key years in this respect, as correspond to new regulation
implementing years with regards to NOx emissions (MARPOL, Annex
VI, regulation 13). These new regulations forced ships to be built with
new engine technologies further reducing NOx emissions. For the purpose of projecting forward 2012, a 25 year ship life cycle is assumed,
which is equivalent to a 4% annual fleet renewal rate.
Scenarios considered in Maritime transport model are:
Baseline 2012.Among all the considered scenarios the less stringent and
therefore the one chosen as baseline, is that representing the 2012 scenario; with no special characteristics with regards to sensitive areas or
specially regulated ship types.
2012 SECA. The difference of this scenario comparing it with the baseline scenario is the sulphur emissions allowed during the sailing phase.
The ship is supposed to sail in a SOxECA and therefore must comply
with special regulations. Under this scenario the emission factors for the
sailing phase are calculated considering the ship to use MDO with 1%
sulphur content.
2012 Ro-Pax services. EU sulphur directives besides limiting the sulphur content of principal fuels used at ports, also limit this content for
passenger ships during the sailing leg; and establish it in 1,5%.
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2015 SECA. Comparing it with the already described 2012 scenario, the
projection of the2015 scenario is made based on the following assumptions. Regarding sulphur content derived emissions, for the sailing phase
a maximum sulphur content of 0,1% in the marine fuel used is considered, considering as principal fuel MGO. On the other, when it comes to
NOx emission factors the average fleet emission factors are calculated
assuming a 4% yearly fleet renewal, representing a significant NOx
emission reduction as old tier 0 engines are replaced by far more ecofriendly tier 2 engines.
2016 SECA + NECA. The unique and main change for this scenario
comparing in it with the previous one, is given by the condition of sailing in a NOx ECA, which means that all ships engines must comply with
Tier 3 emission standards.
Baseline 2020. Finally under the 2020 scenario the change in the global
sulphur cap scheduled by the MARPOL convention is the main feature
when comparing it with the rest of the scenarios. This cap is planned to
be placed at a maximum sulphur content of 0,5%.The model simulates it
using 0,5% sulphur MDO during the sailing phase.
Same scenarios are considered for road transport for comparison purposes. However these are only characterized by the engine technology in
place within the fleet, as fuel composition is similar in all countries and
it is not the driving factor for emission factor compliance.

RESULTS COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
In this section the Barcelona – Civitavecchia case study is presented.
Both road´s and Maritime’s environmental performances have been calculated applying the introduced model.The following table shows the
considered variables:
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Table 2. Case study main parameters
Route
Maritime Distance (nm)

Barcelona (Spain) - Civitavecchia (Italy)
450 (833 km)
1282

Road Distance (km)
Ship Types
Engine type ship
Scenario

All (Containership, RoRo, RoPax and ConRo)
Fleet average
Baseline (2012), Baseline (Ro-Pax) and Baseline (2020)
1

Sensitivity scenario
Urban (Road)

Average speed 40 km/h

Highway (Road)

Average speed 80 km/h

Load factor

100%

Route type

Medium

Engine type truck

Fleet average

Source: Own
Parameters describing the route being considered as well as the ship and
truck type being used need to be selected by the model user in order to
be able to perform consequent calculations with regards to the environmental performance of maritime and road transport. Table 3 and Table 4
show data input sheets of ship and truck activity and fleet characterization.
Table 3. Ship activity and fleet characterization data input sheet.
RoRo

Ship type
Engine type

Fleet average
450

Route distance (nm)
Scenario
Sea
Port of origin

Baseline (2012)
Mediterranean sea
Barcelona
Spain

Country
Inhabitants in the port city
Port of destination

1.600.000
Civitavecchia
Italy

Country

50.000

Inhabitants in the port city

Source: Own.
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Table 4. Truck activity and fleet characterization data input sheet.
Urban

Highway

Route type (Gradient):

Medium

Route type (Gradient):

Medium

Load factor:

100%

Load factor:

100%

Engine type:

Fleet average

Engine type:

Fleet average

Average Speed (km/h):
Length (km):
Average inhabitants

40

Average Speed:

100

Length:

1000000

80
1200

Country1:

Spain

10%

Country1:

Spain

60%

Country2:

France

30%

Country2:

Italy

40%

Country3:

Italy

60%

Source: Own.
Four ship types (Containership, RoRo, RoPax and ConRo) and three
scenarios (Baseline (2012), Baseline (Ro-Pax) and Baseline (2020))
have been considered for maritime transport. This enables to conduct
comparative analysis between current and future scenarios. Thus permitting to anticipate to prospective problems and try to overcome them before they arise. Moreover, having considered four different ship types,
enables the model to rank them with regards to their environmentally
friendly performance and to compare them in an individual basis against
road transport.
Figure 2. Total environmental external costs in €/Tm·km of ship types
and road transport considering current scenario Baseline (2012)

0,005
0,0045
0,004
0,0035
0,003
0,0025
0,002
0,0015
0,001
0,0005
0

Means of transport

Source: Own
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Figure 3. Total environmental external costs in €/Tm·km of RoPax ship
and Road transport considering current scenario Baseline (RoPax)
Total environmental external costs
0,008
0,007
€/Tm·km

0,006
0,005
Baseline (Ro-Pax)

0,004
0,003
0,002
0,001
0
Road

RoPax

Means of transport

Source: Own

Results in figures 2 and 3 show the current scenario considering two
different scenarios for maritime transport (Baseline (2012) and Baseline
(RoPax)). This comparative analysis identifies that the best alternative
considering total environmental external costs is the container ship and
the ConRo ship. RoRo and RoPax ships present higher values than road
transport (0.0029 €/Tm·km), 0,0046 €/Tm·km and 0,0073 €/Tm·km respectively.
Figure 4 shows the environmental performance of each of the considered
alternatives in 2020. Obtained results confirm that container and ConRo
ships continue presenting a more environmentally friendly performance
than road transport (0.0015 €/Tm·km) regarding air pollution and global
warming. However, RoRo and Ro-Pax ships continue with worse results,
0.0027€/Tm·km and 0.0058 €/Tm·km respectively.
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Figure 4. Total environmental external costs in €/Tm·km of mode of
transport considering future scenario Baseline (2020)
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CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Once the model has been developed the Barcelona-Civitavecchia route is
taken as case study for a practical application. Thus emissions and derived impacts for each of the transport alternatives and applicable scenarios at this route are estimated. Finally a comparative analysis is
carried out trying to identify the best actual and future alternatives.
Although maritime transport is known as the most environmentally
friendly mode of transport; it is proved that this is not true in all cases.
Results, which emerge from the developed model, prove airborne emissions to be a weak point of maritime transport: especially for RoRo and
RoPax ships. The necessity to further improve the maritime environmental performance with regards to air pollution and GHG emissions is
demonstrated. Therefore ship owners, port authorities and policymakers
bearing in mind these results should consider new greening formulas for
the sector.
Today already are concerns about the capability of the sector to comply
with already approved, scheduled and increasingly tighter regulations.
Hence it is not feasible to try to further improve the environmental per924
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formance with an even more stringent regulatory framework. However
the success potential of introducing into the market newly developed and
greener technologies seems higher.
RoRo and RoPax ships weak performance is related to inherent characteristics such as smaller cargo capacity, higher engine power to ship size
ratio and higher service speed; resulting these characteristics in higher
consumption and hence higher emission factors per tonne of cargo.
Table 5. Environmental performance summary table.

Baseline
2012
RoPax 2012
Baseline 2020

Source: Own

Maritime transport

Road
transport
(€/tm.km)

Container
(€/tm.km)

ConRo
(€/tm.km)

RoRo
(€/tm.km)

0.0029

0.0008

0.0016

0.0046

0.0029
0.0015

0.00052

0.0009

0.0027

RoPax
(€/tm.km
)
0.0073
0.0058

Looking into 2020 results and comparing them with those obtained for
2012, it is easy to detect that the greening process of road transport takes
place faster than that of maritime transport. This is due to a shorter fleet
recycling period of road transport, 11 years on average (AEA 2011)
against 25 years for maritime transport, which enables the faster introduction of new and greener technologies into the fleet.
The model presented in this paper is the first version and the base for
further developments. Together with the first implementations of the
model a few improvement areas have been identified, which have resulted in further research areas. The purpose of improving the model is to
reproduce transport chains more comprehensively and hence more realistically. The introduction of logistical parameters such as different intermodal transport units (ITU), load factor and utilisation factor will
with no doubt improve the model. Moreover a bigger ship database incorporating complete data of years 2010 and 2011 eleven will permit to
further characterise the fleet engaged in SSS services, enabling to split
each ship type group by size and engine type. The third and final detected possible improvement is to consider pre and post haulage, which will
enable to incorporate multimodal transport chains into the model.
Finally and with regards to the strengths of the model, say that this model’s strengths lie on the broad array of air pollutants considered together
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with the good geographical characterization for emission site sensitiveness and hence produced impact assessment. Moreover the ability of
assessing both local and rural impacts cannot be contemned.
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ABSTRACT
The Vessels Design restructure as a consequence of containerization,
also brought together the adaptation of alternative transport modes
such as the road, train and air transports. The use of different
modes to transport the cargo grouped in the container, represented
an increase in the variety of documents and terms used for the entire
process of delivering goods, which caused understanding problems,
costs increases and goods delivery delays. Due to such problems it
was necessary to harmonize processes, standardized terms, formats,
and reduce the number of paper documents involved in the supply
chain and the different modes of transport. International Organizations, based on information and communications technologies developments, have promote terms, documents and processes
harmonization, using electronic languages and codes to reduce paper in different transactions. The objective of this study is to present
initiatives of some organizations regarding standardization of terms
and documents, which have made possible to develop trade facilitation and e business solutions that meet the need of the parties participating in trade and multimodal transport, reducing costs, goods
time delivery and paper documents. The results will also present
some standardized terms and documents that according to the interviewed specialists, are commonly used in maritime commerce
through electronic communications, comparing them to the ones
established by international organizations.
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Harmonized Transport Documents, Multimodal Transport, Maritime
Transport Growth.
INTRODUCTION
International commerce has increased in higher percentage since 1970,
with the generalized use of the container, globalization and the so called
information technology revolution. “It could be said, without exaggerating, that the Information Technology revolution, as a revolution, began
in the 1970 decade“. (Castells, 2006, p. 74).
Over the past decade, world merchandise trade and GDP relation has
been as fallow:
Table 1: World trade and GDP relation
World merchandise trade increase
GPD increase

1999 – 2009
4.3%
2.5%

2010
14%
3.5%

Source: based on data from World Trade Organization (2011).
Table 1 shows how international commerce has increased in a higher
rate than international production of goods and services, represented by
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). World merchandise trade grew 4
times faster than GDP (14 / 3.5) in 2010, (World Trade Organization,
2011).
Such increase has also brought together an increase on transport, creating a demand not seen before. Taking into account Ships order book, it
grew in a level without precedents, 42% in 2009 and 49% in 2010, compared to 2008, despite the economic crisis in 2007. (United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 2010, p. 15).
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Figure 6: World Fleet at the beginning of each year.
Merchant ships bigger than 100 GT in millions of DWT
.

500
400
300
200
100
0
Cellular

Cargo

Bulk carrier

Oil tankers

Other

Source: (United Nations Conference on trade and Development, 2010).
Figure 1 shows the world fleet increase in DWT year to year and a remarkable percentage between 1980 and 2010 regarding bulk carriers
(145,6%) and cellular ships (1.436,4%). It is clear that cellular ships offer has widely increase in the last decades, requiring processes unification as well as documents and terms, not excluding other vessels type
from that need. Cellular ships evolution has been as shown in Figure 2:
Figure 7: Long term cellular ships capacity in TEU´s. Ships Bigger than
100 GT
14.000.000
12.000.000
10.000.000
8.000.000
6.000.000
4.000.000
2.000.000
0
TEU´S Capacity

1987

1997

2007

2010

1215215

3089682

9436377

12824648

TEU´S Capacity

Source: (United Nations Conference on trade and Development, 2010).
The maritime containers traffic increase implies more transport movements since it depends on other modes to deliver goods from door to
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door, originating a variety of documents to be used on each section. A
way to reduce the number of papers is the multimodal transport, which is
not only the use of more than one mode, but also the use of a unique
transport document called Multimodal Waybill. In addition, another
basic way to reduce papers has been the use of standardized terms and
documents through electronic communications.
Due to the above, this paper presents initiatives of international organizations to facilitate maritime trade through terms and documents standardization and electronic data interchange. It also presents some of those
terms, that according to the interviewed maritime specialists are the most
used in its work areas.
STANDARDIZATION INITIATIVES FOR MARITIME TRADE
AND BUSINESS
There have been standardizing initiatives in most sectors; i.e. mechanics,
industrial, health, financial, among others. Concerning the maritime and
multimodal transport area, it could be taken as a base the initiative of the
United Nations (UN) through its different agencies, commissions, sections, subsections, working groups and projects, created for different
fields, including maritime within the transport one. This paper is focused
to maritime trade and business areas. Other maritime areas are security,
pollution, on board communications, among others.
United Nations Agencies
The main UN Agency related to maritime transport is the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), with responsibility for the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of marine pollution by ships. IMO
has its background in a UN Conference held in 1948, when it was decided to adopt a convention exclusively to maritime matters. It was adopted
ten years later, in 1958, [3](International Maritime Organization, 2012).
Then, due to the concern of maritime nations regarding the number of
separate documents required from port to port, its variety, number of
copies and, as bigger burdens, the language of each one, the paper size
and governmental requirements for all vessels traffic, they decided that
the situation could not be allowed to deteriorate further and, to take action, governments turned to IMO by the early 1960´s. As a consequence,
the FAL 65 was adopted to assist the facilitation of international maritime traffic. Among its objectives are “to prevent unnecessary delays in
maritime traffic, to aid co-operation between Governments, and to secure the highest practicable degree of uniformity in formalities and other
procedures” (International Maritime Organization, 2012). In particular,
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the Convention reduces the number of documents which could be required by public authorities to ship. Some of them are:
· IMO General Declaration
· Ship's Stores Declaration
· Crew List / Passenger List

· Cargo Declaration
· Crew's Effects Declaration
· Dangerous Goods

The 1992, 1996 and 1999 FAL´s 65 amendments include documents and
processes standardization and electronic Business as follows:
1992

Electronic data processing/
electronic data interchange
(EDP/ EDI)
Submission of pre-import
information
Clearance of specialized
equipment

1996

1996

Pre-arrival
clearance,
Pre-import
formation

Passengers, crews and cargo

Passenger list

Arrival, stay and departure of
ships

in-

The use of electronic data interchange (EDI) for ships clearance
purposes

The last amendments (2005), include a Recommended Practice for public authorities to develop the necessary procedures in order to use prearrival and pre-departure information to facilitate the processing of information, and thus expedite release and clearance of cargo and persons;
a Recommended Practice that all information should be submitted to a
single point to avoid duplication; also encourages the electronic transmission of information. (International Maritime Organization, 2012)
United Nations Commissions
Referring to the economical area, the UN Economic and Social Council,
ECOSOC was established under the United Nations Charter as the principal organ to coordinate economic, social, and related work of the 14
UN specialized agencies, functional commissions and five regional
commissions. (United Nations, 2012)
ECOSOC had its first session in 1946, since then, it has set up five Economic Commissions. The commission for Europe was set up in 1947,
and called United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).
The Commission for Latin America was set up in 1948 and called Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA). Lately, in 1984, the
commission scope was broadened to include the Caribbean countries and
its name was changed to Economic Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean (ECLAC) - the Spanish acronym is CEPAL, that stands
for Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe. Although
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both commissions were established for economical aspects, it is the European one that has been focused toward trade facilitation through electronic business standards, working not only to facilitate trade in Europe,
but worldwide. ECLAC, the Latin American Commission has been
aimed mainly to social aspects. (Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean, ECLAC, n.d.)
UNECE “serves as the focal point to trade facilitation recommendations
and electronic business standards, covering both commercial and government business processes that can foster growth in international trade
and related services”. (United Nations, 2012)
As mentioned earlier, maritime transport has increased year to year,
mainly after 1970, increasing also the number of documents and terms
used. In this context, in 1996, UNECE established a subsidiary, an intergovernmental body within the Trade Committee, called United Nations
Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business, UN/CEFACT,
mandated to develop a work program of global relevance to improve
coordination and cooperation worldwide in these areas.
UN/CEFACT activities are aimed to improve the ability of business,
trade and administrative organizations, from developed, developing and
transition economies, to exchange products and relevant services effectively. “Its principal focus is on facilitating national and international
transactions, through the simplification and harmonization of processes,
procedures and information flows, and so contributing to the growth of
global commerce” (United Nations, 2012)
One of the instruments developed by the CEFACT to achieve its goals,
is the UN/EDIFACT (The United Nations Rules for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport), which “comprise a set of internationally agreed standards, directories, and guidelines
for the electronic interchange of structured data, between independent
computerized information systems” (United Nations, 2012).
EDIFACT is an electronic code to form messages, and is mainly used in
extended messages, since for short messages it is more common to use
XML language (Extensive Markup Language, developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium).
UN/CEFACT has a forum management group, composed of 5 groups
(Transport and Business Group, TBG; Legal Group, LG; Techniques
and Methodology Group, TMG; Information Content management
Group, ICG and Applied technologies Group, ATG). The TBG is the
one in charge of Transport and Business. It is divided in more than 19
subgroups and the TBG3 is the one corresponding to Transport and Logistics.
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United Nations Structure related to standardization process for
trade

ECOSOC (1946)
UNECE (1947)

CEPAL (ECLAC) (1948)

UN/CEFACT (1996)
5 Work Groups (TBG

LG

TMG

ICG

ATG)

TBG1…TBG3…TBG7...TBG19
ITIGG

UN/EDIFACT (Syntax for Messages structure)
Table 2: United Nations CEFACT Forum Structure

Source: (Vankenmel, 2009)
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Table 3: Composition of the UN/CEFACT TBG Groups

TBG 1 Supply Chain / eProcurement
TBG 2 Digital papers (UNeDocs)
created March 05
TBG 3 Transport / Logistics
TBG 4 Customs
TBG 5 Finance
TBG 6 Architecture, Engineering
& Construction
TBG 7 Statistics
TBG 8

Insurance

TBG 10 Healthcare

TBG 11 Social
Security,
Employment
&
Education
TBG 12
Accounting and Auditing
TBG 13 Environmental Management & Safety
TBG 18 Agriculture created March 05
TBG 19 e-Government created Sept 05
Others
:
Harmonization,Business
Process
Analysis, International Trade procedures…..

Source: (Vankenmel, 2009)

The TBG3 has an official subgroup created in 1995, The International
Transport Implementation Guidelines Group, ITIGG, which mission is
to provide principles and rules for production of consistent and harmonized implementation guidelines and user´s manuals of UN/EDIFACT
and XML transport messages throughout the world.
UN/CEFACT works together with other organizations standardizing
processes, for example, the ISO and OASIS
International Standardization Organization (ISO)
ISO, founded in 1946, is the world's largest developer and publisher
of International Standards. Its abbreviation "ISO", derived from the
Greek isos, meaning "equal". It is a non-governmental organization that forms a bridge between the public and private sectors.
It works through Technical Committees. The ones related to
transport are:
TC 8 Ships and Marine Technology
TC 22 Road Vehicles
TC 52 Light gauge metal containers
TC 96 Cranes
TC 110 Industrial trucks
TC 101 mechanical handling equipment

TC 104 Freight containers
TC122 Packaging
TC 154 Processes, data elements
and documents in commerce, industry and administration
TC 172 Document management
applications
TC 184 Automation systems and
integration
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The EDIFACT syntax rules were agreed in the ISO Committee TC154,
to be an international standard (ISO 9735) in September 1987.
Venezuela is not a signatory country of ISO, nevertheless standardization established by ISO is applied in different fields, including the maritime and industrial one.
Organisation for Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)
OASIS is a not-for-profit consortium that drives the development, convergence and adoption of open standards for the global information society. The Consortium hosts two of the most widely respected information
portals on XML and Web services standards, Cover Pages and XML.org
[7] (Organisation for Advancement of Structured Information Standards,
2012).
OASIS, together with the UN/CEAFCT, launched a project in 1999, the
ebXML that stands for Electronic Business Extensive Markup Language. The project objective is to define specifications for a XML exchange architecture.
Standardization roles split between [14]
(Vankenmel, 2009):
- UN/CEFACT: semantic contents, data and business models based on
the considerable asset of EDIFACT, and
- OASIS: technical infrastructure allowing to share registries
/dictionaries.
The ebXML is also related to ISO, since its Technical Committee 154
(TC154) has published specifications for ebXML. ISO TC154 supports
development and maintenance of application specific standards for: process specification (in the absence of development by other technical
committees); data specification with content; forms-layout (paper / electronic), (OASIS, 2012).
With its focus on e-business, ISO TC154 is involved in work that relates
to many OASIS Technical Committees and the UN/CEFACT
The last ISO bulletin related to maritime transport standardization data
from February 2011. It is the ISO 28005-2:2011, which contains technical specifications that facilitate efficient exchange of electronic information between ships and shore for coastal transit or port calls. It is
intended to cover safety and security information requirements related
mainly to the relationships between the ship, the port and coastal state
authorities. It can also be used for information exchanges between the
ship and the ship agent, the port and ship operator or manager, but not
necessarily cover issues such as customs clearance of imported or ex936
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ported goods or transport service provisions to goods owners. It does not
define the message structure, but contains definitions of data elements
for Port Electronic Clearance. Those elements are reported as defined in
other International organizations such as IMO through: FAL 65, ISPS
code (International Ship and Port Facility Security), Resolution A.862
Bulk loading and unloading code, Resolution A.960 ETA reporting to
pilot stations. (International Organization for Standardization, n.d.).
LATIN AMERICA INITIATIVES ON STANDARDIZING TERMS
Organization of American States (OEA)
Created in 1946, it is the most antique regional organization, having its
origin in a meeting held in Washington, US, in 1889. This organization
has several sub regional organizations and conventions. A convention
related to maritime transport harmonization is the following:
Inter – American Convention on Facilitation of International Water
born Transportation, Convention of Mar de Plata (Convenio Interamericano para Facilitar el Transporte Acuático Internacional,
Convenio de Mar de Plata)
Signed in Argentina, in 1963, the convention has among its purposes, to
collaborate in securing the highest practicable degree of uniformity in
appropriate procedures and legal provisions in relation to the entry and
clearance of vessels and the treatment of passengers, crews, cargo and
baggage in all matters in which such uniformity will facilitate and improve international waterborne transportation. (Organization of
American States (OEA), 2012). The convention does not specify rules
for EDI or terms standardization and it is a regional agreement that follows recommendations from different technical committees.
Regarding sub regional organizations, it could cited the followings:
The Andean Community
Bolivia , Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, (Venezuela denunciated in 2006)
It is a regional agreement searching for a common market. It´s decisions
331 (1993) and 477 (2000) mention the use of EDI when defining Multimodal Transport Document in article 1, saying it could be substitute by
Electronic Data Messages and issued as negotiable and not negotiable,
which partly accomplish Recommendation 12 (1993) of the UNECE
(United Nations Economic Commission for Europe), when proposing
EDI use instead of paper documents, but not following all the recom937
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mendation updated in 2011 since the Recommendation 12 says that
“administrative authorities should ensure that any official mandatory
requirements can be met by the use of non negotiable transport documents in preference to the negotiable bill of lading” (United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), 2011).
The Latin America Integration Association (ALADI)
Latin American Integration Association, ALADI (that stands for Asociación Latinoamericana de Integración) is integrated by 12 countries
(including Venezuela) was signed in 1980, at Montevideo. Through different mechanisms, it establishes standard procedures for regional trade
and transport; nevertheless, the glossaries found only shows standardization regarding definitions, but not a common language regarding terms
abbreviation or documents harmonization through EDI. It is together
with other organizations that this objective is accomplished, for example:
ALADI and the Latin American Logistic Association, ALL (that stands
for Asociación Logística Latinoamericana), as a joint proposal, prepared
a trilingual glossary (GTL) regarding standardized logistic terms. Its
main purpose is to collect in a unique document the most common Spanish, Portuguese and English words, abbreviations and phrases used in
integral logistics and all the supply chain, including production, purchases, supplying, storage and physic distribution function.
The GTL is born as a proposal from both organizations to achieve projects of common interests and activities related to regional logistic.
The purpose of the GTL is to harmonize the glossaries published in the
region and worldwide, regarding management of different logistic activities, keeping the most common words used in each language, but trying
to unify expressions.
Other Latin American organizations could be mentioned, but all of them
are focused mainly to regional harmonization and with few points dedicated to Electronic Communications.
Features
•

Booking and SI status dashboards – view all transactions from
one screen and drill down to any single shipment with a few
clicks.

•

View transaction status by user or company
938
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•

View Bookings requested, amended, cancelled, pending, confirmed, declined or replaced for a user or for your company

•

View Shipping Instructions submitted, amended, accepted, pending, and rejected

•

Language preference – select a default language and view all applications and transactions in the preferred language

•

English, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), French, Japanese, or Turkish

•

Available anytime, anywhere – access the INTTRA Portal from a
browser from any computer that is connected to the Internet

•

Highly reliable, scalable platform with multiple redundancies and
back-up systems

•

Secure access and data controls ensure your information is private

•

Reduce paperwork and simplify retention – minimize the
amount of documentation and organize your documents

•

Maintain and search booking requests and SI submissions across
all carriers

•

Receive and save confirmations and amendments online for easier access and auditing

•

Robust standard reports that can be automated to run per your
schedule

Testimonials
Eng. Alfonso Rodriguez Najera, Logistic Manager Vitro Vidrio y Cristal
SA de CV: “Today INTTRA unifies several shipping lines’ process
making the operation of the users simple and faster.”
Viviana Garrido, Logistic Manager, Brasil Foods S.A.:“In a world where
speed and accuracy of information are critical, INTTRA has secured a
prominent role in providing practical, fast, and secure data transmission.”
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Barbara Donoso Silva , Logistics Supervisor, CMPC Maderas S.A.
:“Ocean Shipping has been very dynamic with constant changes and our
business follows this same rhythm, we need to be flexible and attend to
these changes. INTTRA is excellent exactly for that reason, it’s a tool
that gives us that flexibility starting from Ocean Schedules to receiving
our Bills of Lading.”
Terry Bunch, Rayonier: “INTTRA’s services are key to accurate and
timely arrangements for shipment and documentation.”
“INTTRA has played a key role in standardizing booking and documentation processes. It has enabled both carriers and shippers to take cost
out of the supply chain and improve the services provided to our ultimate customers.”
“INTTRA has cut the time to book an order in half, as compared to
booking by phone. Documentation errors and cycle time have been
drastically reduced. The visibility tools assist with measuring carrier
performance and creating carrier scorecards.”
Case Studies
Read how INTTRA's products and solutions have created business advantages for some of our customers.

MAIN STANDARDIZED MARITIME AND MULTIMODAL
TRANSPORT TERMS AND DOCUMENTS USED IN
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
This section could only be fulfilled with those terms established trough
the EDIFACT syntax and harmonized documents of IMO and ISO. In
this paper will only be named the terms that according to maritime specialist interviewed, are the most frequently used.
It is important to say that an EDIFACT message is a single business
document. Each message is identified by a six character name. The specialists interviewed did not know about the existence of this syntax, but
they did mention among the harmonized documents and terms used,
some of those from UN/EDIFACT and other standardizing initiatives.

Standardized documents used by mari- EDIFACT Message
940
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time and multimodal specialists
Purchase Orders
Instruction Message
Arrival Notice
Invoices
Customs Declaration
Quotation
Sanitary/Phytosanitary Certificates
Delivery Order

ORDERS
IFTMIN
IFTMAN
INVOIC
CUSDEC
QUOTES
SANCRT
DESADV (Despatch Advice
Message)
BAPLIE
COPRAR

Stowage Plan / Bay Plan
Booking

Other important documents, due to its extended use, are harmonized in
different maritime glossaries, including that presented by ISO and mentioned before, the Bulletin ISO 28005-2:2011. That is the case for the
fallowing documents: B/L (Bill of Lading); HBL and MBL (House B/L
and Master B/L); AWB (Airway Bill), NOR (Notice of Readiness), CM
(Cargo Manifest), FC (Freight Certificate), EMC (Electronic Manifest
Corrector); DRV (Daily Report of Vessels); SCD (Single Custom Declaration or DUA in Spanish); LOP (Letter of Protest); LOI (Letter of Indemnity); MOA (Memorand of Agreement); Packing List; Shipping
List; SOA (Statement of Account).
Referring to standardized terms, the interviewed specialists mentioned
the followings:
BAF (Bunker Adjustment Factor); Ballast (Ballast water); Bkr (Broker);
CBM (Cubic Meters); CFR, (Cost and Freight); CFS (Container Freight
Station); Chrts (Charters); CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight); CIP (Cost
and Insurance Paid); Cnee (Consignee); CP (Charter Party), DD (Dry
Dock), Demurrage, Detention; DDU (Delivery Duty Unpaid),
INCOTERM already out of use ; ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival);
ETD (Estimated time of Departure), EXW (Ex Works); FAS (Free along
Side Ship),; FCL (Full Container Load); FEU (Forty Equivalent Unit);
FIFO (Free In and Free Out); FIOST (Free In, Out, Stowed and
Trimmed); FOB (Free on Board); LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas); M/V
(Moto Vessel); NOA (Notice of Arrival); NVOCC (Non Vessel Operator Common Carrier); ORC (Origin Charge); POD (Port of Discharge);
POL (Port of Load; SOF (Statement of Facts); SS (Special Survey);
TEU (Twenty Equivalent Unit); THC (Terminal Handling Charge);
ULCC (Ultra Large Crude Carrier); VLCC (Very Large Crude Carrier),
Wharfage.
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CONCLUSIONS
The initiatives to harmonize documents, terms and processes in maritime
and other modes of transport data from 1948, with inquire of various
governments that went to the UN looking for regulations, then, 10 years
later, IMO was created in order to attend maritime requirements. The
harmonization commonly use is that established by recognized international organizations that work not only for developed countries, but also
for transitions and undeveloped ones through different committees.
When talking about Latin America, it was found that the South American organizations are more focus to social matters than to economical
ones, an example of it is the ECLAC, which does not have among its
purposes, the electronic data transfer, non the terms, documents and processes harmonization for commerce. It is through the European Commission that those purposes are accomplished.
The interviewed maritime specialists do not know about the existence of
the EDIFACT syntax, but they do use harmonized documents defined by
UN/EDIFACT. The main ones are: ORDERS, IFTMIN, INVOIC,
CUSDEC, QUOTES AND BAPLIE. The most common document use
as a standardize one is the waybill (Bill of Lading and Airway bill),
harmonized by shipping lines and IATA (International Air Traffic Association) respectively and controlled by special rules.
Regarding the standardized terms mentioned by the specialists interviewed as the most used in its daily work are those corresponding to the
INCOTERMS (International Commerce Terms), not knowing about the
disappearance of some of them in the new INCOTERMS 2010; also,
those related to liner freight rates surcharges. As examples are: DDU
(INCOTERM out of use); THC, ORC and BAF: Surcharges to the
freight rate; FIFO, LIFO and FIOST: Liner terms.
PROPOSAL
Latin American Delegations should be conformed in order to assist to
the technical committees meetings involved in trade and maritime
transport harmonization;
Regional Organizations should be more focused to economical areas,
transport processes and terms harmonization, as well as documents
standardization. This focus would help to achieve the main purpose of
most treaties, which is the social welfare.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF CRUISE SHIPS
IN THE PORT OF NAPLES: ANALYSIS OF THE
POLLUTION LEVEL AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
L. Battistelli (1), T. Coppola (2), M. Fantauzzi (1), F. Quaranta (2)
University of Naples (Italy), Departments of Electric (1) and Naval (2)
Engineering

ABSTRACT
The environmental problem in land activity has created a great
alarm especially close to highly inhabited zones; for harbours the
main problem consists in the contemporaneous presence of a number of ships releasing large amounts of substances noxious in the air
and the water. New regulations and limits to these elements have
been set up in order to limit the impact on human activities. This
problem should be urgently faced in order to avoid very dangerous
consequences in such critical zones. One of the ports closer to the
centre of the town with a significant influence on its life, lies in Naples, in the core of the urban activities with thousands of people living and working nearby.
In this paper the case study of the port of Naples is developed with
particular regard to the exhaust emissions from the cruise ships
which frequently berth in Neapolitan bollards, keeping most of their
engines on in order to produce the electric energy needed for the
auxiliary services onboard. In fact, the contemporaneous presence of
four or five cruise ships may create a very dangerous environment,
especially for people living close to the harbour.
In the frame of a research program which involves the CNR Istituto
Motori and the University of Naples “Federico II”, tests on the quality of the air were recently done; first results of this research are
reported together with the analysis of the possible solutions to the
problem. In this phase, the most important components of pollutants
were analyzed: NOx and SO2.
KEYWORDS:Environment, emissions, cruise ships, ports, cold ironing
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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the environmental question worries all the communities exposed to risks coming from the effects of human activities in
terms of pollution of soil, air, water and whatever may have a significant impact with human life.
More recently this concern has been extended to the water cities for their
continuous and close contact with several sources of environmental risk.
Indeed, in some cases, the operations of ships involves very inhabited
zones, where relatively large amounts of risky substances flood the environment.
Lets consider Venice, for example, where thousands of people (and
thousands of very important masterpieces) are daily in contact with the
exhausts from a multitude of ships operating in the lagoon and in the
centre of the town and where the banks of the canals are exposed to the
decay due to the wash effect generated by a very intense marine traffic
along the Venetian waterways.
Naples, with its port occupying a large part of the coast, is one of the
watercities where the industrial activity connected with ship operations
has the largest impact on urban life; and such impact is evidently worsened by the position of the mooring points destined to cruise ships which
is located close to the main square of the city, in the very centre of it. In
some periods, even five or six cruise are contemporaneously berthed in
Naples; since many people live and work there, it is very hard to ignore
the high impact on the exhaust emissions from the engines of such a
ships on the human life in a relatively small but very important area.

THE PORT OF NAPLES
The port of Naples must be considered a particularly interesting case
where several industrial activities (passenger moving, fuels and products
treatment, containers and merchandise transportation and so on) are carried out with a very important impact on the surrounding areas. Its main
characteristics are reported in tab. 1
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Table 1 – main characteristics of the Port of Naples
coordinates

40°51’19” N - 14°15’36” E

coast occupation
bank available length
berths
inner street available length
inner railway available length

> 5 km

containers moved (number)

> 300’000

> 11 km

containers moved (TEU)

~ 500’000

75

passengers (general)

~ 7’000’000

> 3 km

passengers (cruise)

~ 2’500’000

2 km

number of cruise ships (per
year)

~ 700

RULES AND EFFECTS ON THE HEALTH
Among the noxious contents emitted by marine engines, relevant attention is paid to SOx and NOx emissions; this is due mainly to the relatively large amount of this substances in the exhausts. Other components are
either emitted in smaller quantities by diesel engines (NO) or unavoidable for the correct working cycle of engines (CO2) or their emission is
connected with other substances (i.e. PM, whose presence in the exhaust
strictly depends on the content of SOx in them).
The only way to contain the NOx emissions is to set the engine with this
goal; the IAPP certificate assesses the capability of the engine to respect
the imposed limits. Table 2 shows the present limits for engines running
at given rpm and those that will be applied after 1/1/2016.

Table 2 - ANNEX VI to MARPOL (TIER I & II), rule 13
ENGINE SPEED

TIER II

TIER III

(< 1/1/2016)

(> 1/1/2016)

14.4

3.4

rpm < 130
130 < rpm < 2000

0.23

44 / rpm

2000 > rpm

7.7

947
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As regards the SOx emissions, they are limited by imposing a max content of sulphur in the bunkered fuel. As an alternative to this, it is allowed to use normal sulphured fuels as long as the content of SOx in the
exhaust doesn’t exceed 6.0 g/kWh (this can be achieved by installing an
efficient scrubber). As a comment to this situation, a severe control of
real emissions from ships should be performed in order to asses the environment - friendly quality of energetic systems accepted in ports.
Excessive emissions of noxious elements may lead to serious damages to
human health and to environment in general. Consequences of the intake
of such substances have been well known for some time to WHO that
indicates the maximum exposure to each of them together with possible
effects on the human organism.
Table 3 reports these conclusions together with a prediction of possible
disease to human health.
Table 3 – main effects of the exposure to SOx and Nox
Sulphur oxides
Concentration

Effects on the health
Exposure with limited injury

0,06 mg/m3

possible bronchitis episodes and chest infections

0,3 mg/m3

possible damages to the respiratory system (especially for children
and elderly)

0,8-2,6 mg/m3

olfactory sensing of the substance (stimulates search for gas mask
and refuge)
Exposure with serious injury

0,06 mg/m3

possible bronchitis episodes and chest infections

0,3 mg/m3

possible damages to the respiratory system (especially for children
and elderly)

0,8-2,6 mg/m3

olfactory sensing of the substance (stimulates search for gas mask
and refuge)

Nitrogen oxides
Concentration
3

50-150 mg/m
100 mg/m3

Effects on the health
(for short periods of time) possible harm to lungs
serious damages to the breathing apparatus

3

300-400 mg/m

lethal
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From the point of view of the maximum acceptable limit for the concentration of NOx and SO2 in the air, the reference rule now in force is the #
155/10: “accomplishment of the DIRECTIVE 2008/50/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe” table 4 reports these limits.
Table 4 – allowable limits for the concentration of NOx and SO2 in the
air
substance
NOx

SO2

kind of average

maximum acceptable limit

1h

200 μg/m3

civil year

40 μg/m3

24 h

125 μg/m3

1h

350 μg/m3

THE DATA LOGGING CAMPAIGN IN THE NEAPOLITAN
HARBOUR
The first data logging campaign was carried out in the period March 25th
- April 10th, 2012. The site is indicated in figure 1. To evaluate and register the composition of the air we used an equipped van with some precision instruments onboard for the monitoring of the main contents in
the air. The exact position of the van is given in figure α where it is possible to notice how close to the mooring site of the cruise ships the
measurement point was. The sampling rate was about one minute but,
for the moment, only hourly averages are available for each component
logged.
Beyond the quality of air, also weather - wind characteristics were
logged: direction and intensity of the wind, pressure, temperature and
humidity of the air. These elaborations (the first on this set of data) could
not take into account these conditions whose influence on the quality of
the air will be assessed in following phases.
Figure 1 – The site were the data logging campaign was done
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THE RESULTS AND A FIRST CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
EMISSIONS FORM SHIPS AND THE NOXIOUS CONTENTS IN
THE AIR
The final goal of the present experimentation is to build a reliable routine able to correlate the presence of ships in port with the quality of the
air in terms of level of main noxious substances in it.
The present step was carried out by setting up a mobile laboratory with
various analyzers and leaving it in a given (and strategic) zone of the
port for more than 10 days. During this period NOx and SO2 concentrations in the air were measured; the former with the chemiluminescence
method, the latter with the fluorescence.
In order to improve the accuracy of the level of the correlation, also
weather, wind and rain conditions were logged (local and general). Of
course, also the attendance of ships was registered in the observed period.
A reasonable nexus between the emissions from ships and the quality of
the air in the zones close to berths is very difficult to built; to achieve a
good correlation, the incidence of weather factors, the diffusion of compounds in the air, the exact positions of ships and many other factors
having some incidence on the quality of air, must be analyzed with very
accurate methods capable of mapping the emissions from engines (together with all other sources of pollution); it is also important to reveal
950
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the real distribution of the noxious substances in the various zones involved in this particular and complex kind of pollution.
In this first application phase of the research program, a series of elaborations were carried out in order to initialize such a challenging operation with present instruments and data.
In the following, the main criteria used for the experimentation will be
detailed.
After the results of the pollutant emissions campaign came in, a first
level appreciation of the pollutant really emitted by the engines of ships
at berth was required. Unfortunately, apart from the very difficult determination of the real state of the load of engines operating during the
campaign (and related emissions), for several reasons, it is always very
hard to obtain reliable data of the operations of ships.
As a first approach, we got over such a difficult problem by using a database kindly offered by Fincantieri, the Italian national Shipyard Company.
This database contains the values of the main characteristics of the
cruise ships built by Fincantieri; among them, overall length, overall
power installed onboard, electric motors overall power, summer and
winter electric loads for hull and hotel devices.
A quick research on the ships present in the Neapolitan port during the
acquisition could reveal only few reliable data; practically, only overall
length and ship speed are available for (almost) all of them, other variables are spread in a very non-homogeneous manner and are definitively
not usable for a decent statistic elaboration.
Mainly, the most important value to determine was the electric load on
the engines acting during the observation period because the emissions
of the noxious gases from engines are evidently connected with this parameter. But this was not the only problem to solve: even knowing (or
evaluating) the level of the load from engines, how to realize the level of
NOx and SOx coming from the exhausts?
Thus, by using the Fincantieri database, a linear regression was carried
out to correlate the only available variable – the overall length of the
ships – to the winter load in port, the most significant for the spring period when the acquisition was done.
Such correlation gave the results shown in figure 2; the correct value of
squared R was about 0.20, the standard error of about 2100 kW.
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Figure 2 – Correlation between the overall length and the electric load
in winter conditions for cruise ships
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As for the values of the NOx and SOx really emitted by engines, we also
had a complete lack of data; the evaluation of such figures was carried
out by assuming the maximum value of the emission permitted by the
present reference rule (ANNEX VI to MARPOL, rule 13 which imposes
a max value of NOx as a function of the load on the engines); such maximum value, for engines running @ 600 rpm, is 10.10 gNOx/kWh.
This method can be deemed adequate for the evaluation of NOx that is
certified by the IAPP document (everyone attempts to set the engine at
the most advantageous conditions which, more or less, means the maximum allowable emission of NOx); since the reduction of sulphur oxides
is achieved by reducing sulphur in the bunkers, it is very difficult to predict the real emission in SOx.
In this case, the value of 6.0 gSOx/kWh allowed by ANNEX VI has
been deemed acceptable for these cases where no low-sulphured fuels
are available onboard and such emission can be achieved by using a retrofit (generally, a scrubber device).
With this method, it is possible to obtain the following graphs where, as
a function of the time, the measured concentration of NOx is reported
together with the predicted value of the emissions from engines of ships
present in port. The same was done for the SO2 emissions.
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Figure 3 – NOx predicted emission and concentration in the air
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Figure 4 – SO2 predicted emission and concentration in the air
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A first analysis of these diagrams reveals some dependence of NOx and
SOx emissions on the presence of ships at berth; on the other hand, it
must be considered that the period of acquisition was not very busy from
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the point of view of the cruise activity, although, sometimes (including
Easter), two contemporaneous presences were registered.
The first evidence is that, in every moment of the day, the level of contents of noxious elements in the air is less than that the maximum one
allowed by the abovementioned rule 155/10. The SOx appears always
much less then the permitted emission. NOx is closer to the limit but
always lower; the weak distance to the acceptable limit, reached in some
moments of the acquisition period, could be exceeded when the cruise
traffic will be much more intense (May - June and September – October).
By observing the development of the lines, it is evident that in that periods when there are cruise ships in port, close to the acquisition point, the
levels of NOx and SOx grow; but also in some moments when no ships
are berthed, significant levels of SOx and, in particular, NOx are reported. Unfortunately, apart from the presence of ships, it was impossible to
log the effects of any other activity potentially able to produce pollutants; but, evidently, it is possible to assess that there could be other operations, close to port area especially in the first period of observation,
producing the logged level of SOx and NOx in the air.
Since logged levels are relatively low, it is very probable that other activities (mainly, urban traffic) could affect these data having a noticeable
impact on the overall acquisition. During future data logging campaigns,
since the number of cruise ships in the harbour will be much higher, a
more direct dependence of their presence on the quality of the air is expected. However, in some sense, this experience can be considered as an
ideal “offset” of the air conditions in the harbour area, more influenced
by activities in the rest of the town than by port operations.
It is evident that such a method must be improved; indeed, important
enhancements must be made in order to outline a reasonable scenario of
the emissions from ships in the port of Naples and its consequences on
the quality of the air in those zones. On the other hand, a complete investigation involves many aspects of the phenomena taking place in that
area; it is not by chance that, although the problem of having five or six
ships emitting tons of noxious elements under the nose of thousands of
people is very felt, no believable figures are available on this matter
hitherto. However, apart from the abovementioned quality of the assessment of emissions from ship engines, other points of weakness appear in the present investigation, due to the following items.
First of all, to connect the emissions from the ship to the real content of
NOx, SOx and other substances in the air, a very deep knowledge of the
diffusion of such substances in the atmosphere is required; this, in turn,
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strictly depends on thermal gradient and winds and it should be correlated with them to know exactly the level of possible pollution consequent
to certain levels of emissions from ships.
Then, it is to be kept in mind that the Neapolitan port area is adjacent to
the very centre of the town, where a great number of industrial activities
are carried out; among them the city traffic and the heavy transportation
activity – acting very close to the acquisition point – may have a strong
impact on the air composition and it can interfere with the interpretation
of the real source of the measured pollution.
Thus, in order to achieve a complete and reliable monitoring of the air
quality in the Neapolitan port and of its dependence on the sources of
pollution, many other elaborations and competences should be involved.
POSSIBLE REMEDIES
Results arising from the present experimental surveys of emissions can
address possible remedies to adopt. Independently of the limitation of
surveys to only some pollutants as NOx e SO2, remedies can be best
directed to reduce the entire spectrum of emissions. This involves a careful estimation of economical and environmental benefits and then the
implementation of proper methodological approach to investments and
interventions.
A drastic reduction of emissions can be obtained preventing ships from
using on board electrical generators during berthing, by providing electric energy supply by shore-to-ship service. The used technology is
known as “cold ironing”. It started in the 80s for military ships, small
crafts and ferry-boats, and more recently it was extended to other types
of commercial ships which need large power also for berthing, as cruise,
container and tanker ships. Table 5 reports the main installations of cold
ironing made in Europe end U.S.A. up to 2008.
Table 5 – cold ironing realizations in Europe and USA

Geographical area
Europe
U.S.A.

Ports
Göteborg, Stockholm, Helsingborg, Piteå (Svezia), Anversa,
Zeebrugge (Belgio), Kotka, Oulu, Kemi (Finlandia), Lubecca (Germania)
Los Angeles, Long Beach, Pittsburgh (California), Seattle
(Washington), Juneau (Alaska)
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Other applications are in progress in eastern countries like China and
Japan and in various parts of the world. In Italy, nearly all the most important ports are planning to apply cold ironing technology.
Frequency and voltage are main electrical parameters involved and crucial for the connection of on board electrical facilities to the shore distribution grid.
The reference frequency specifications are 50 and 60 Hz, while the voltage values are in the 0,4-11 kV range. The installed powers – both for
single berth, and the whole port – depend on the number of service stations and on the ships to be supplied. The sizing criteria mainly depend
on the port vocation as well as on the energy and environment policy
adopted by the Port Authority. Figure 5 shows a typical scheme of cold
ironing.
Figure 5 – typical cold ironing scheme

In general, we can foresee future ports with a certain number of electrified berths, equipped with interoperable supply stations for the connection with different types of ships having different electrical standards on
board.
Starting from cold ironing, remedies for NOx and SO2 pollution can be
provided within wider and systemic plans addressing sustainability in
both internal and external port areas, possibly integrated with metropolitan area environment.
In the near future, port areas are expected to become “smart”, with the
integration of environmental monitoring to intelligent distributed energy
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resources, including shore to ship facilities, renewable energy local generation, storage devices, centralized and remote control managed according to the technological “smart grid” paradigms based on active power
distribution. In this way, remedies against pollution can have further
considerable fallout on both local and global environment.

CONCLUSIONS
The first results of a wide research program, recently started on the quality of the air in the port of Naples, showed a certain dependence of the
presence of cruise ships at berth on the concentration of the main pollutants; for the moment, only NOx and SO2 emissions were examined.
Since the first test campaign was carried out in a down time, when only
few cruise ships work, the influence of other activities clearly interferes
with the pollution level detected; but, by analyzing and crossing the concentration of NOx and SO2 with the emission of these substances some
correlation appears. Future investigations, planned in a busier period,
will clear this aspect and, we hope, will give further tools to estimate the
impact of the cruise activity. In this context, the study of a wider application of cold ironing seems to be particularly useful as the most drastic
system to move away the main sources of pollution from the most inhabited zones of the watercities.
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ABSTRACT
There is evidence that the shipping industry could achieve energy
efficiency gains through the implementation of new technologies,
with considerable reductions of fuel costs and emissions to air in the
sector. Although the cost reducing effects of some new technologies
are well established, companies appear reluctant to innovate despite
the financial and societal benefits.
The global emission impacts of the shipping industry, most notably
of greenhouse gases, sulphur and nitrogen oxides are increasingly
attracting the attention of regulators, non-governmental
organisations and the media, and shipping companies are under
pressure to find new ways to reduce their emission footprint.
Understanding the determinants of the energy efficiency gap in
shipping is then critical in improving the environmental profile of
the industry.
This paper presents the results of a survey among Norwegian
shipping companies aimed at gaining a better understanding of the
barriers to implementation of new cost saving technologies. The
paper assesses the technical barriers that have traditionally been
indicated as the main cause of the energy efficiency gap in shipping,
similarly to other industries. Preliminary results indicate that next
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to technical factors, important barriers are constituted also by
managerial practices and legal constraints.
The paper is structured in the following way. Section one introduces
the main research issue and briefly outlines the main findings of the
paper. Section two dwells on the energy efficiency gap in shipping
with reference also to other industries. Section three presents the
structure and main outcome of the survey. This is followed by a
short discussion and managerial as well as policy recommendations.
Section five concludes and provides indications for further research
in this challenging area.

KEYWORDS:Energy efficiency gap; emission reduction technologies;
barriers; maritme transport.

INTRODUCTION
CO2 abatement measures have often beneficial effects on the company
bottom line by reducing the fuel bill(Eide, et al. 2011). It would
therefore be expected that these measures are adopted independently of
their CO2 reduction potential. In practice though, we observe that the
degree of implementation of economically viable technologies is slower
than expected if appropriate incentives are not provided.
This reluctance to adopt economically beneficial technologies is often
referred to as barriers to energy efficiency (Sorrell, et al. 2004). The
literature on barriers in shipping is limited (Acciaro et al. 2012; Johnson
and Andersson, 2011) although in the last few years a few studies have
been published on this issue. Gordon (2009) carried out a survey among
ship owners and shipbuilders in the UK. From the 69 valid responses the
Author concluded that barriers in shipping are mostly related to costs
and risks, low awareness of the potential of different energy options and
split incentives between shipowners and charterers. The survey focused
only on five technologies 2 and four main barriers. Of those measures the
most promising appeared slow steaming although in this case charter
requirements appeared the larges obstacle to implementation. The
2

Waste heat recovery, Hull/propeller optimisation, Propeller features, Anti-fouling
measures, Slow Steaming.
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analysis is limited to only a handful of measures and for the current
study it was believed that a larger set of technologies and a more
detailed analysis of barriers should be performed.
In addition to Gordon (2009) few other studies have conducted surveys
or company analysis in shipping. Some studies are based on case studies
or in depth interviews. Girard (2010) makes use of multi criteria decision
analysis to assess the level of barriers connected to 25 technologies in a
case study involving the Grieg Shipping Group. Similarly Hoffmann et
al. (2010) performed an analysis on 21 measures onanother shipping
company. Those studies identify in shipping the existence of institutional
or market barriers, such as contractual arrangements, and technical
barriers related to costs and complexity of installation.
Johnson et al. (2012) provide an analysis of barriers in a short sea
shipping company. In their study they highlighted the importance of
management practice and organisational culture in achieving energy
efficiency. Among the factors discussed they highlight the role of project
management capabilities, ship-shore communication, division of
responsibilities, access to performance measurements, and competence
in energy efficiency.
These results are a further analysis of some ideas expressed in Johnson
and Andersson (2011; 2012). In those studiesthe Authors aimed at
identifying the reason to energy efficiency gap in shipping through a set
of targeted interviews and contextualise the results of the discussion to
broader economic efficiency concepts. The studies highlight that in
addition to the cost, uncertainty and information asymmetries in many
shipping organisations the energy efficiency gap is the result of internal
organisational issues, such as fragmentation of responsibility in taking
action concerning energy use and organisational structures that prevent
learning and innovation and can be formalised as principal-agent
problems.
Thispaper presents the results of a survey carried out among members of
the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association aiming at assessing the barrier
level for 12 measures. Respondents covered approximately ten per cent
of Norwegian shipowners with tonnage and provided scores for a set of
12 CO2 emission abatement technologies. The analysis builds on a
method to rank barriers presented in Acciaro, et al. (2012). Parts of the
methodology have been tested using the CO2 Abatement Screening Tool
(CAST) on a shipping company with positive feedback that has
highlighted that there is great value in adding a dimension of barrier
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scoring to the decision process related to abatement measures
(Hoffmann et al. 2010). The results of the present paper are consistent
with those of the case studies developed in Hoffmann et al. (2010) and
Girard (2010).
The analysis of the results indicates that hardware measures appear to
have higher barriers than operational measures. Less mature
technologies appear also more difficult to implement. While on some
technologies there seem to be agreement on the barrier ranking among
respondents, such as voyage performance that is consistently ranked
with low barriers or fuel cell that is consistently ranked with high
barriers, for other technologies there seem to be a multiplicity of views,
such as for onshore power supply or LNG.
In addition to cost issues many barriers are related to the reliability of
the information available as well as industry practice and internal
company organisational issues.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section a brief taxonomy
of barriers is presented. This is followed but the description of the
survey methodology in section 3. Section 4 presents the main finding of
the survey and section 5 concludes.
BARRIERS TO ENERGY EFFICINECY IN SHIPPING
On the basis of Sorrell, et al. (2004), Sudakarand Pinuly (2004), Girard
(2010) and Acciaro et al. (2012) this study groups barriers to energy
efficiency in shipping in the following categories:
A. Safety and reliability. This relates to the risk associated with the
implementation of new technologies that can potentially
compromise the safety of the crew, or the vessel or of operations.
Reliability refers to the risk that the installed measures could
affect the ability of the ship to sail.
B. Technical uncertainty. Encompasses all issues related with
interaction between different ship components when new or
unproven technologies are brought onboard of the ship. The
maturity of the technology is another influencing factor.
C. Behavioural barriers. This set of barriers is related to the
interaction within the shipping firm and the availability of
information across the organisation. The lack of, quality of
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and/or awareness of information regarding different aspects of a
new measure could often be a barrier.
D. Market constraints. A common example of market constraints is
related to split incentives deriving from the structure of charter
parties and how costs are split between the cargo owner and the
shipping company. In general they refer to regulatory issues and
market inter-firm practices, e.g. demurrage charges.
E. Financial and economic constraints. Most measures require an
upfront investment cost and their economic viability is linked to
market conditions, fuel prices etc. All cost elements will be
included among this set of barriers, including capital costs,
operation costs and hidden costs, e.g. maintenance, spare parts
etc. A further barrier in this category might be linked to the
ability of the shipowner to access capital.
F. Complexity. Often new technologies are complex to install and
operate. The more complex the implementation and operation of
a new measure is, the more this hampers the rate of
implementation. Many shipping organisations are set up to
handle normal day to day operations and any added complexity
will be seen as an unwanted burden. In shipping this can increase
the burden on the crew.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Preliminary study and focus interviews
In preparation of the survey a preliminary barrier analysis was
performed in 2010 based on a set of structured interviews in a
Norwegian Ship owning company (Hoffmann et al. 2010). The
interviews involved three superintendents, three senior engineers from
the project department, the operations manager COO and a purchase
manager. This preliminary work allowed to calculate an access score for
a set of 21 technologies.
The initial work and feedback have shown that there is a need for
developing further understanding and clarification on the definitions of
the barriers and dimensions therein. The different stakeholders which
have been part in the preliminary study have indicated that their different
understanding can be part of the reason why their answers differ.
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Questionnaire methodology, population and sampling
The analysis performed in the preliminary study was aimed at testing the
barrier framework and preparing for a more elaborate study. During the
spring of 2011 a new questionnaire was developed and its composition
verified with DNV internal experts and representatives of the Norwegian
Shipowners’ Association. The questionnaire consisted of 21 questions
and its overall structure is shown below 3.
•

Part 1 (question 1-11): Technology focus;

•

Part 2 (question 12-14): Barrier focus;

•

Part 3 (question 15-21): Respondent/company characteristics.

The first question aimed at establishing the familiarity of each
respondent with a set of 12 emission reduction technologies. Each
technology is briefly explained in the questionnaire and is listed below:
1. Drag reduction technologies - Ways of decreasing the resistance
of the hull
2. Cold ironing - Connecting to shore power while in the harbour
through an electrical cable
3. Propeller efficiency enhancing devices - Improving the
efficiency of the propeller by exploiting the characteristics of the
propeller and the water swirl upstream or downstream of the
propeller disk
4. Waste heat recovery - Systems which recovers some of the
energy lost through the exhaust gas heat
5. Main engine improvement - Improving the control and efficiency
of the main engine
6. Wind power - Harnessing the power of the wind to power the
ship
7. Reduced need for auxiliary power - Reduce the required power
for auxiliaries such as light, heat and electrical motors
8. Fuel cell - Creates electricity in a similar way to a battery
9. LNG - Switching from diesel based fuels to gas
10. Solar power - Harnessing the solar power to generate electricity
3

A copy of the questionnaire is available from the authors upon request.
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11. Speed reduction - Reducing the service speed of the ship
12. Voyage performance - Improve the voyage performance through
e.g. weather routing and better control of trim and draft
The following ten questions are technology focused and asked the
respondents to rank different attributes on a Likert scale on 1 to 5, where
1 indicates the absence of the barrier and 5 a very high incidence of the
barrier. The attributes of the technology were: expensive, effective in
reducing emissions, easy to install, easy to operate, technically mature,
safe for the crew and the ship, reliable, compatible with existing
regulation, compatible with charter party specification, and finally
suitable to the company. Question 12 required the respondents to express
their agreement with 11 statements aiming at verifying their views on
barriers and obtain understanding of the company strategy. The
statements are listed below:
1. Installation of new technologies aiming at reducing emissions is
too expensive
2. Operating new technologies aiming at reducing emissions is too
expensive
3. New technologies aiming at reducing emissions are too difficult
to operate
4. New technologies aiming at reducing emissions are too difficult
to install
5. There is too much uncertainty with respect to effectiveness of
new technologies aiming at reducing emissions
6. There is too much uncertainty with respect to the costs of new
technologies aiming at reducing emissions
7. Our organization is not ready to handle new technologies
8. New technologies aiming at reducing emissions compromise
safety on board
9. Information on new technologies is not reliable
10. Charter agreements do not allow the implementation of the new
technologies aiming at reducing emissions
11. Regulation does not allow the implementation of the new
technologies aiming at reducing emissions
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Question 13 required the respondents to rate barriers on a 1-5 Likert
scale, where 1 means least important and 5 means most important. The
barriers are consistent with the framework described in the section above
and are listed below:
Table 1.Barrier category, barrier and survey questions.
Barrier category
A.

Safety
reliability

B.

Technical
uncertainty

and

Specific barrier
1.
2.

Safety
Reliability

1.

Technical maturity

2.
3.

Specific know-how
Difficulties
for
integration

Survey
questions
linked to this barrier
Q7; Q12-8; Q13-5
Q8; Q13-6

system

Q6; Q12-5; Q12-6;
Q13-3
Q1; Q3; Q13-11
Q13-14

C.

Behavioural

1.
2.
3.

Organisational maturity
Lack of information
Lack of awareness

Q1; Q12-7; Q13-4
Q12-9; Q13-13
Q13-16

D.

Market constraints

1.

Q10; Q12-10; Q13-7

2.
3.

Current industry practices
related to charter agreements
Current regulation
Lack of incentives

1.
2.
3.

Cost of installation
Cost of operation
Access to capital

Q2; Q12-1; Q13-9
Q2; Q12-2; Q13-10
Q13-15

1.
2.

Complexity of operation
Complexity of installation

Q5; Q12-3; Q13-1
Q4; Q12-4; Q13-2

E.

Financial
economic
constraints

F.

Complexity

and

Q9; Q12-11; Q13-8
Q13-12

The remaining questions aimed at investigating the respondent profile
and collecting some characteristics of the company of the respondent.
During the summer of 2011 a list of contacts was obtained through the
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association and a web based questionnaire was
developed. The questionnaire was administered through Questback © in
September/October 2011. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association
groups 160 members (105 with tonnage and 55 without tonnage) for a
total of 1385 vessels and 47 mobile offshore units for a total of over 27
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million in tonnage as of 1st
Shipowners’Association, 2011).

of

January

2011

(Norwegian

The questionnaire was distributed to 25 individuals that had given their
availability to participate in the study, representing 19 companies,
selected in order to ensure a representative sample of the association
membership. We received 10 responses (response rate of 40%) from 10
different companies. This represents 6,3% of the association members
(slightly below 10% of members with tonnage) and although the sample
size is limited, it is consistent with those used in other exploratory
studies of this kind.
The lack of multiple responses from the same company prevented us
from analysing barriers that are internal to the company, and this
remains among the objectives of future work. The sample size also does
not allow strong inferences on the population and the results are limited
to Norwegian Shipowners, so that barriers may be ranked differently
among shipowners in other countries. Of 59 shipping segments we see
that 17 are represented and that almost every company has indicated a
different primary segment (with the exception of bulker between 60000
and 100000 Dwt, which was selected by two companies). The segment
is representative of the Norwegian fleet, characterised of energy, bulk
and passenger segments. Most notably the large container segment is not
represented in the survey 4. Respondents had the possibility of indicating
one main segment and up to four secondary segments. Only one
respondent indicated three secondary segments and none indicated a
fourth, which seems to point to the fact that the survey managed to
capture the multi-segment nature of some companies. Although the
responding companies are rather diverse in terms of line of operation,
the composition of the sample also tends to show a bias towards smaller
players.

4

At a later stage the questionnaire was distributed to a large Nordic container carrier to verify consistency of
answers. The results are similar to those obtained in our survey. These answers are not reported in this study.
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Figure 1. Distribution of respondents with respect to shipping segment
(all respondents).

Note. The number before the shipping segment indicates the number on the listing used in the
questionnaire.

The pie-charts below show the profile of respondents in terms of
position within the company and in term of the predominant type of
contractual agreement that regulates the company vessel employment.
We observe that the majority of respondents had technical or operations
background, while less than 20% was at executive level. As far as the
contractual agreements that regulate company transactions, we observe a
rather uniform distribution among longer term contracts, short term
contracts, and liner operations.
Figure 2.Respondent profiles (all respondents).
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Background on company strategy
In order to obtain a better understanding of the population at the end of
the questionnaire a few questions on company strategy with respect to
CO2 abatement were asked. The findings of this analysis are important in
order to interpret the results presented in what follows. First of all we
wanted to assess the relevance of environmental concerns for the
respondents. We asked them to indicate how strategically important was
CO2 emission abatement. All respondents indicated, as it was to be
expected that they consider CO2 emission abatement as an important part
of their company strategy. Only 20% rated it as very high and the same
amount of respondents as neither low nor high. If we compare with the
answer we obtained when we asked the same company to rank the
importance of fuel costs we see that the respondents are much more
consistent with their judgement. Eight respondents out of ten stated that
fuel costs are very important. There is one respondent, associated with
an offshore drilling company who rated fuel costs as not important at all.
These results are consistent with the answer to the question on how often
are fuel costs borne directly by the company instead of being transferred
to others.
SURVEY RESULTS
Safety and reliability
Because of the importance of safety on board of the ship and for the
implementation of new technologies we added a question aiming at
assessing the safety perception of the 12 technical measures selected.
Operational measures such as speed reduction and voyage performance
are perceived by the respondents as the safest measures available. Well
established technologies that require limited modification to the ship are
also considered safe. Although on average all measures rank quite highly
in terms of safety (average score is 2, median 1,5 and standard deviation
0,63) Wind power, fuel cell, LNG and solar power are perceived
somewhat less safe. On average the results of this part of the survey have
the lowest variability among all questions.
Figure 3.Ranking of measures with respect to safety perception (all
respondents).
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New technologies often carry an inherent degree of unreliability. The
questionnaire results show that with the exception of wind power and
fuel cells, the other measures are perceived as rather reliable (average
2,4, median 2 and standard deviation ,88). The most reliable measures
are perceived as main engine improvement, reduced need for auxiliary
power, speed reduction and voyage performance.
Figure 4. Measure scores for reliability (all respondents).
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Technical uncertainty
One of key aspects of the implementation of new technologies relates to
the existence of technical barriers. In order to fully account for technical
barriers the questionnaire asked respondents to three questions, one
related to easiness of installation, one related to easiness of operation of
the measure and one related to the technical maturity. The results of the
three questions appear highly correlated and therefore they have been
grouped together.
In general we observe that the perception of respondents across the
various measures is consistent (were a low score indicates the absence of
the barrier). The average score for across measures is a between 2,60 and
3,08 and the average variance across the measures is around 0,8.
Installation appears to constitute the biggest technical barrier.
If we look at the specific technologies, we observe that wind power, fuel
cells and LNG appear to be those measures for which the level of
barriers is the highest. This though seems to be for different reasons:
LNG installation is perceived as a burden, while for fuel cell the
technical maturity of the measure seems to be the issue in addition to
installation complexity. For wind power operation seems to score
highest (although marginally). Variability among respondents with
respect LNG and fuel cell installation I very limited with 65% of
respondents assigned the highest score and the remaining indicate that
the barrier is very high.
Operational measures such as speed reduction and voyage performance
appear to have low barriers, similarly to main engine improvement and
reduced need for auxiliary power. The standard deviation for these
measures is also limited. Drag reduction technologies and propeller
efficiency have low operational barriers but high installation barriers.
The variability of the answers is low, though higher for drag reduction,
indicating that the sample has less coherent response on the level of
barriers for this measure. Cold ironing is situated in the middle with an
average score of just below 3. The variability for this measure though is
very high, indicating that the respondents have very different views on
the technical barriers connected to this technology. Solar power has
mixed scores. One the one side respondents seem to believe that
installation costs are an issue and that the technology is not yet fully
mature for implementation on board of the ship. On the other side,
operational barriers are perceived low, although there is a high degree of
variability on this attribute.
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An important part of the questionnaire was identifying the perceived
effectiveness of the measures in reducing CO2 emissions. The average
score among all measures is 2,9 (median 3) and average standard
deviation of 1,24. From this question it appears that respondents all have
very different opinions on the effectiveness of the measures, although
they tend to think that they have some degree of success in reducing
emissions. Only solar power has a median of 4, although on average it
scores similarly to wind power and fuel cells. This question had the
highest variability among all questions (1,24) indicating that respondents
do not agree on the level of effectiveness of the measures in terms of
emission reduction.
Market constraints
Two questions investigated legal and industry practice related barriers.
Respondents were asked to rank the barriers on the basis of their
perception of whether the technology would require substantial changes
in regulation for being implemented or modifications in charter parties.
We see that charter party is perceived as a more stringent barrier to the
implementation of new technologies in general (mean 2,7, median 2,75)
while regulation does not appear to have major impact on the
applicability of the measures (mean 1,9, median 1). There is more
agreement on regulation impact than on the charter party (standard
deviation of 0,81 and 1,19).
If we look at the measures individually there seem to be a similar pattern
where those measure that score highly with respect to regulation score
high also with respect to the charter party. The main exceptions are drag
reduction technologies, speed reduction and voyage performance, the
implementation of which does not require amendments to the current
regulation, but finds difficulties with respect to the charter party.
Financial and economic constraints
The cost component was an important part of the analysis. The
questionnaire asked the respondents to rank the measures according to
how expensive they perceive the measure to be in term of installation
costs and procurement costs. The results are rather diverse with average
score for all measures of 3,2 (median 3) and standard deviation of ,97.
We can identify three groups of measures, cheap, moderately expensive
and very expensive. In the first group respondents placed reduce need
for auxiliary power, speed reduction and voyage performance. Among
the moderately expensive measures, respondents selected main engine
improvements, propeller efficiency enhancement, cold ironing and drag
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reduction technologies. Among the very expensive they listed wind
power, fuel cell, LNG and solar power. Given the importance of cost
aspects we reported mean and median score and standard deviation for
all measures in the table below.
Figure 5. Average cost perception (white mark), standard deviation
(bar) and median cost (diamond) for every measure.

Behavioural barriers and complexity
In order to assess the importance of barriers in the operational and
investment decisions that users make with respect to implementing
emission reduction technologies the respondents were asked to indicate
their opinion on 11 statements. The figure below summarise the results
of this part of the survey. One of the interesting results of the study is
the perception that there is too much uncertainty with respect to the
effectiveness and the costs of the measures (statements 5 and 6). Most of
the respondents argue that their organisation is ready to handle new
technologies (statement 7). Safety and regulation do not appear to
constitute substantial obstacles (statements 8 and 11), neither are the
difficulties in operating and installing the measures (statements 3 and 4)
although the variability of answers in such response is higher. With
respect to regulation and the charter party responses are consistent with
the previous part of the survey where charter parties appear more critical
than regulation in general.
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Figure 6. Statement ranking where 1 indicates fully desagree and 1
indicates fully agree, (all respondents).

Respondents seem to indicate that the costs of operation and installation
of new technologies pose some limitation on the viability of the barriers
both from a technical perspective and from a cost perspective
(statements 1 and 2), but the variability of answers is quite high
especially as far as the costs of installation of the measures is concerned
(statement 1). Reliability of information appears as an issue (statement
9).
Summary of results
The respondents were asked directly to rank on a Likert scale each
barrier individually. The results confirm the findings of the other parts of
the survey. In particular reliability, safety, and cost of the new measures
seem to be the most relevant in determining the choice of implementing
a new technology. Regulation and charter party conformity rank among
the least important barriers, although they are still rated above three. The
more technical issues rank in the middle (median is 4), complexity of
installation and operation, technical and organisational maturity, costs of
installation and of operation as well as lack of incentives.
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Figure 7. Mean ranking (white mark), median (diamond) and standdard
deviation of the perceived barrier importance (10 respondents).

In summary if we combine the information on the barriers and the
technical measure we can select those abatement technologies that
appear the most promising. Operational measures, such as speed
reduction, voyage performance, main engine improvements and to a
lesser extent drag reduction technologies are those that appear the easiest
to be implemented. Fuel cell, wind power, LNG and solar power appear
among the measures with the highest barriers. It should be stressed that
the degree of variability of the answers is a also an important parameter
in the analysis. While for example for fuel cell there seem to be
agreement on the scores, for LNG respondents appear to have diverging
opinions.
The results for the other measures appear more mixed. Barriers are
present but they are limited to isolated issues such as installation costs or
reliability. The presence of a single barrier can in practical terms set an
obstacle high enough for the company that the technology might not be
implemented. Figure 5-10 shows the relative importance of each barrier,
so we can argue that those technologies that score badly in terms of
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reliability, safety and costs, will be those that will be least easy to
implement. On the other side we see that for example cold ironing scores
badly in terms of regulation but this may not be determinant in the
uptake of the technology because the weight of the barrier appears low.
Table 1.Summary of barrier and measure scores (where indicates a
positive score and a negative score).
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2,1
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2,6
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0,86

3,6

0,98

2,0

1,00

3,8

0,90

3,5

0,85

3,0

1,07

1,8

0,73

1,9

0,80

Table 5-6 provides a summary of the survey results where the technical
measure with the lowest and the highest scores are listed with  and
respectively. We observe that cold ironing, solar power and rag
reduction technologies have a higher variability (approximately 60%)
measured by average standard deviation among the various questions.
Speed reduction, voyage performance and waste heat recovery on the
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other side have a lower variability (40%), indicating consensus among
the rating of the measures.
In order to correctly assess the barriers related to a specific measure it
would be important to investigate the specific characteristics of that
measure in the company context. Clearly what is also relevant is not
only the perception of barriers in general, but the specific conditions in
which the company is operating.
Figure 5-11illustrates the average barrier for technology level in
comparison with the suitability of the measure for the company and the
degree of knowledge that the degree of familiarity that the respondents
have on the measure. As it is to be expected there is correlation between
the free variables in general, with those measures with witch the
respondents feel more familiar being also those that show lower barrier
and higher potential for implementation in the respondents’ companies.
The figure also shows though that for LNG and fuel cells, even if the
respondents appear to be familiar with the measure, they do not believe
they are suitable for the company and perceive that barrier levels are
high. Cold ironing shows a medium barrier level although knowledge of
the measure appears high (it should be noted that cold ironing show a
high degree of variability among respondents).
Figure 8. Barrier level (green bar), technology familiarity (column) and
degree of suitability to the company (blue bar) (all respondents).
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We observe that the results of the survey are consistent with the results
of the selected interviews as far as the measures with high barriers are
concerned. Barrier levels on the survey study appear to be lower for
those measures with low barriers. Some discrepancies could be
motivated by the aggregation (e.g. drag reduction technologies or
reduced need for auxiliary power).
CONCLUSIONS
The paper has developedand tested a categorisation of barriers to the
implementation of CO2abatement measures in shipping, and has
presented the results of a survey among Norwegian shipowners aiming
at capturing their perception of barriers.
The paperproposed on the basis of the literature and interviews with
DNV experts and shipping companies a set of barriers to energy
efficiency relevant in the context of shipping. These barriers are:
•

Safety and reliability

•

Technical uncertainty

•

Behavioural

•

Market constraints

•

Financial and economic constraints

•

Complexity

After consultation with internal DNV energy efficiency experts a
questionnaire has been developed and distributed among selected
members of the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association. The respondents
to the questionnaire are representative of 10% of the companies with
tonnage that member of the Association. The questionnaire provided
useful insight on what barriers are the most relevant for the
implementation of energy efficiency in shipping. In particular we
observe that operational measures appear to have lower barriers than
hardware measures. Immature technologies also show higher barrier
levels.
Cost considerations appear also important together with the perception
that some new technologies may come into conflict with existing
regulation and industry practices. In this respect an active role of the
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policy maker through financial incentives and through the revision of
existing regulation may be effective in overcoming these barriers.
In the next step of the analysis the measures necessary to overcome
barriers will be investigated further. Based on the feedback from the
questionnaire, interviews will be performed with select ship owners in
order to develop a more in depth understanding of the importance of the
barriers and of the possible methods to overcome them.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, helicopters have been used in maritime transportation to
serve offshore platforms. This paper outlines methodology for
assessing safety risks by operating in the vicinity of helidecks.
Variety of factors affect safety risks related to this kind of activity
such are helicopter performance, maintenance, helideck design and
aeronautical decision making process addressed to crew capabilities
and training. During each flight, decisions must be made regarding
events that involve interactions between the four safety risk
elements—the pilot in command, the aircraft, the environment, and
the operation. This paper evaluates helicopter crash statistics based
on region and flight phase. Data collected were used for developing
methodology for computing the helicopter impact frequency into
facility of interest. The analysis for helicopter impact frequency
calculations is based on number of operations, crash rate, frequency,
average length of flight, crash area. Furthermore, the conclusion
was defined based on future measurements for helicopter accidents
mitigation or reduction. The presented paper contributes to safety
risk assessment in helicopter maritime operations.
KEYWORDS: Helicopter, Safety, Risk, Maritime, Operations.
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INTRODUCTION

Helicopter maritime operations present special way of flying over the
water surface. It could be observed through several categories: for
offshore platforms purposes, for surveillance close to shores, bays and
close to land side, for emergency situations, specially search and rescue
over the sea, for commercial public, private flights close to sea shore and
military operations. Nevertheless, of the type of activities, this kind of
transportation brings particular risks according to pilot capabilities
(human factor) and environmental issues (water closeness). Human
factor plays the most determinant role in traffic accidents (Török, 2011).
During the normal flight conditions majority of decisions must be made
regarding to four general risk elements: the nature of flight (operation),
the helicopter, the environment and the pilot in command (FAA, 2003).
Air traffic brings close interaction between humans and machine, so the
relationship between human factor and technology has very important
role in assessing safety risks. Typical decision making process involves
an evaluation of each of these risk elements to achieve an accurate
perception of the helicopter flight scenario. Some studies related to pilot
behavior during the normal flight operations show that the most
important “yes-no” decision is the go/no-go decision. Pilot based his
final decision on the evaluation of all four risk elements and finally
decides whether a flight should be continued or conducted. Risk
elements contributing to decision making process (Fig.1) are:
•
•
•
•

Pilot in command – has to make decisions based on his
experience, training, condition of health, emotional state, fatigue
and many other factors;
Helicopter - makes pilot’s decisions be focused on fuel and oil
state, helicopter performance, engine performance, equipment,
airworthiness, etc.
Environment – brings many elements not helicopter or pilot
related such are: weather, terrain, take-off and lending areas,
obstacles, navigation aids, air traffic control, etc.
Operations – the interaction between previous three factors has
been influenced by the nature of flight. Flight operations during
the normal conditions, emergency, by day or by night, landing on
the ground or into the helideck surface could significantly affect
decision making process.
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Figure 1. Risk Elements Affecting the Helicopter Flight

ASSESSING RISKS DURING THE HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

The complete elimination of risk in aviation operations obviously is an
unachievable and impractical goal (being perfectly safe means to stop all
aviation activities and to ground all aircraft). As not all risks can be
removed, nor are all possible risk mitigation measures economically
practical. In other words, it is accepted that there will be some residual
risk of harm to people, property or environment, but this is considered to
be acceptable or tolerable by the responsible authority and the society
(Čokorilo et al., 2010). Risk assessment is a decision step based on
combined severity and likelihood. Is the risk acceptable? The process
may be complete when severity and likelihood are low and well
controlled (SMS, 2009). Safety risk assessment is the analysis of the
safety risks of the consequences of the hazards that have been
determined as threatening the capabilities of an organization (ICAO,
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2009). Safety risk analyses use a conventional breakdown of risk into
two components — the probability of occurrence of a damaging event or
condition, and the severity of the event or condition, should it occur.
Today, maritime helicopters such as the SH-60 Seahawk and the
Westland Lynx are designed to be operated from frigates, destroyers and
similar size vessels. Except for the military purposes, nowadays,
helicopters are an essential part of offshore oil and gas industry
operations. For example, on the UK continental shelf 90,000 hours and
about 200,000 sectors are flown each year by helicopter traffic.
Contemporary researches (Rowe et al., 2002) are focused on the main
helicopter accidents caused by:
Helicopter emergency flotation (both for ditching and for
improving crashworthiness): a) Forced landing on the water
(“Ditching”); b) Crashes onto water;
• Aerodynamic hazards around offshore platforms: a) Wind flow
around the platform and helideck; b) Hot exhaust plumes; c)
Release of process gas; d) Flared gas;
• Helideck motions on floating platforms and vessels;
• Helideck lighting.
Accident research and reports could give more specific data important
for assessing safety risks during the helicopter operations. For example,
the accident rate decreases by nearly 50% once a pilot obtains 100 flight
hours, and continues to decrease up to 1,000 hours. If the pilot flying
under night VFR conditions he could perform better personal limitations
from which are required by the regulations. The majority of helicopter
accidents are caused by the human factor (pilot’s errors or violations).
Engine failure also has been detected as important factor, before
helicopter system and meteorological conditions. It should be noticed
that the great number of accidents are influenced by several factors at the
same time (Fig. 2). Contemporary studies also indicate the types of flight
activities that are most likely to result in the most serious accidents. The
majority of fatal general aviation accident causes fall under the
categories of maneuvering flight, approaches, takeoff/initial climb, and
weather. Delving deeper into accident statistics can provide some
important details that can help to understand the risks involved with
specific flying situations. For example, maneuvering flight is one of the
largest single producers of fatal accidents. Fatal accidents, which occur
during approach, often happen at night or in IFR conditions.
Takeoff/initial climb accidents frequently are due to the pilot’s lack of
awareness of the effects of density altitude on aircraft performance or
•
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other improper takeoff planning resulting in loss of control during, or
shortly after takeoff. The majority of weather-related accidents occur
after attempted VFR flight into IFR conditions.

Figure 2. Helicopter Accident Causal Factors (Europe)

Number of Accidents

20
06
20
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20
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Causal Factors

All occurrences during the flight have to be reported to the relevant civil
aviation authorities. The following list presents the main titles adopted
from the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on a
mandatory system for occurrence reporting in civil aviation
[2003/42/EC]: aircraft flight operations; aircraft technical; aircraft
maintenance and repair; air navigation services, facilities and ground
services.
Moreover, part of aircraft (including helicopters) flight operations
occurrence reporting list (Jalonel and Salmi, 2009) is presented below
(Table 1).
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Table 2 Part of Aircraft Flight Operations Occurrence Reporting List

Operation of the aircraft
(a) avoidance maneuvers:
— risk of collision with another aircraft, terrain or other object or an unsafe situation when
avoidance action would have been appropriate;
— an avoidance maneuver required to avoid a collision with another aircraft, terrain or other
object;
— an avoidance maneuver to avoid other unsafe situations.
(b) Take-off or landing incidents, including precautionary or forced landings. Incidents such as
under-shooting, overrunning or running off the side of runways. Take-offs, rejected take-offs,
landings or attempted landings on a closed, occupied or incorrect runway. Runway incursions.
(c) Inability to achieve predicted performance during take-off or initial climb.
(d) Critically low fuel quantity or inability to transfer fuel or use total quantity of usable fuel.
(e) Loss of control (including partial or temporary) regardless of cause.
(f) Occurrences close to or above V1 resulting from or producing a hazardous or potentially
hazardous situation (e.g. rejected take-off, tail strike, engine-power loss etc.).
(g) Go around producing a hazardous or potentially hazardous situation.
(h) Unintentional significant deviation from airspeed, intended track or altitude (more than 300
ft) regardless of cause.
(i) Descent below decision height/altitude or minimum descent height/altitude without the
required visual reference.
(j) Loss of position awareness relative to actual position or to other aircraft.
(k) Breakdown in communication between flight crew (CRM) or between flight crew and other
parties (cabin crew, ATC, engineering).
(l) Heavy landing — a landing deemed to require a ‘heavy landing check’.
(m) Exceedance of fuel imbalance limits.
(n) Incorrect setting of an SSR code or of an altimeter subscale.
(o) Incorrect programming of, or erroneous entries into, equipment used for navigation or
performance calculations, or use of incorrect data.
(p) Incorrect receipt or interpretation of radio-telephony messages.
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(q) Fuel system malfunctions or defects, which had an effect on fuel supply and/or distribution.
(r) Aircraft unintentionally departing from a paved surface.
(s) Collision between an aircraft and any other aircraft, vehicle or other ground object.
(t) Inadvertent and/or incorrect operation of any controls.
(u) Inability to achieve the intended aircraft configuration for any flight phase (e.g. landing gear
and gear doors, flaps, stabilizers, slats, etc.).
(v) A hazard or potential hazard which arises as a consequence of any deliberate simulation of
failure conditions for training, system checks or training purposes.
(w) Abnormal vibration.
Emergencies
(a) Fire, explosion, smoke or toxic or noxious fumes, even though fires were extinguished.
(b) The use of any non-standard procedure by the flight or cabin crew to deal with an emergency.
(c) Inadequacy of any procedures designed to be used in an emergency, including when being
used for maintenance, training or test purposes.
(d) An event leading to an emergency evacuation.
(e) Depressurization.
(f) The use of any emergency equipment or prescribed emergency procedures in order to deal
with a situation.
(g) An event leading to the declaration of an emergency (‘Mayday’ or ‘panne’).
(h) Failure of any emergency system or equipment, including all exit doors and lighting, to
perform satisfactorily, including when being used for maintenance, training or test purposes.
Events requiring any use of emergency oxygen by any crew member.
Crew incapacitation
(a) Incapacitation of any member of the flight crew, including that which occurs prior to
departure if it is considered that it could have resulted in incapacitation after take-off.
(b) Incapacitation of any member of the cabin crew which renders them unable to perform
essential emergency duties.
Injury
(a) A lightning strike which resulted in damage to the aircraft or loss or malfunction of any
essential service.
(b) A hail strike which resulted in damage to the aircraft or loss or malfunction of any essential
service.
(c) Severe turbulence encounter, an encounter resulting in injury to occupants or deemed to
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require a ‘turbulence check’ of the aircraft.
(d) A windshear encounter.
(e) Icing encounter resulting in handling difficulties, damage to the aircraft or loss or malfunction
of any essential service.
Security
(a) Unlawful interference with the aircraft including a bomb threat or hijack.
(b) Difficulty in controlling intoxicated, violent or unruly passengers.
(c) Discovery of a stowaway.

HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS STATISTICS
Helicopter accident statistics related to offshore operations is focused on
several sectors representing this kind of operations: UK, all North Sea
and rest of the world. During the period 1976 to 2002 (Burt, 2004) the
helicopter types engaged in offshore service are shown in Table 2.
Table 3 Helicopter Types used in Maritime Operations

Type

Weight Class

Introduced

Withdrawn

Medium

1975

2000

Heavy

1982

Still in
Service

Extra Heavy

1980

1989

Light

1977

2001

Medium

1977

1985

Heavy

1982

Still in
Service

Eurocopter AS365 (Dauphin)

Medium

1979

Still in
Service

Sikorsky S58

Medium

1975

1980

Bell 212
Bell 214 ST
Boeing BV234 (Chinook)
Eurocopter B105
Eurocopter AS330 (Puma)
Eurocopter AS332 (Super Puma)
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Sikorsky S61

Heavy

1975

Still in
Service

Sikorsky S76

Medium

1980

Still in
Service

Westland 30

Medium

1982

1991

Westland Wessex 60

Medium

1975

1981

Generaly, presented helicopters had been involved into variety of
accidents and incidents. Those acidents were recorded by national
aviation authorities. For better understanding of heliport maritime
operations, Table 3 presents average acident rates by flying hour while
Table 4 presents comparative statistics by diferent transport modes.

Table 4 Comparison of UK Accident Rates with Worldwide Average
Fatal and
Reportable Accident Rates 1995 to 2002

Fatal Accident Rate

Non-Fatal Accident Rate

per 100,000 Flt Hrs

per 100,000 Flt Hrs

UK

0.14

1.10

All North Sea

0.23

1.32

Worldwide

0.57

1.45

Region

Table 5 Comparison of Average Passenger Fatality Rates per Billion
Passenger Kilometres by Transport Mode 1992 to 2001
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Transport Mode

Average Rates (1992 – 2001)

Offshore Helicopter

4.33

Air

0.01

Rail

0.4

Car

3

Two Wheeled Motor Vehicle

106

Pedal Cycle

42

Pedestrian

58

According to presented statistics from recorded accidents worldwide,
Civil Aviation Authority of UK published the document (CAA, 2002)
which treats helicopter offshore safety and survival. One of the well
known analytical tools for risk assessment and reliability evaluation is
fall tree algorithm. It is often used for calculating probability of system
(or subsystem) failure caused by different factors. The presented fall tree
algorithm (Fig. 3), presents possible situations other than normal flight
and their probability related to alerts/caption, mechanical/system failure
and operational error. This methodology has been related to helicopter
failure or specific errors caused by nature of flight. Moreover, the paper
also presents developed model for calculating impact frequency of
helicopter crashes into a facility of interest (building, platform,
obstacles, etc.). Integration of both methodologies could bring overall
evaluation of safety risks during the maritime helicopter operations.

Figure 3 Multi Engine Helicopter Event Rate
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METHODOLOGY
ASSESSMENT

FOR

HELICOPTER

ACCIDENTS

Maritime operations require precise take-off and lending operations. All
accidents realized in those two phases present danger not only to crew
and other personal but to third parties. The safety of helicopter flight
operations can be seriously degraded by environmental effects that may
be present around installations or vessels and their helidecks. The term
“environmental effects” is used here to represent the effects of the
installation or vessel and/or its systems and/or processes on the
surrounding environment, which result in a degraded local environment
in which the helicopter is expected to operate. These environmental
effects are typified by structure-induced turbulence, turbulence and
thermal effects caused by gas turbine exhausts, thermal effects of flares
and diesel exhaust emissions, and unburnt hydrocarbon gas emissions
from cold flaring or, more particularly, emergency blowdown systems. It
is almost inevitable that helidecks installed on the cramped topsides of
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offshore installations will suffer to some degree from one or more of
these environmental effects, and controls in the form of operational
restrictions may be necessary in some cases. Such restrictions can be
minimized by careful attention to the design and layout of the
installation topsides and, in particular, the location of the helideck
(CAA, 2010). According to that reason following methodology provides
methods for calculating and analyzing the impact frequency of
helicopter crashes into a facility of interest. The methodology is based
on studies related to aircraft crash probability during the landing phase
(Čokorilo, 2011; Čokorilo et al., 2011). Helicopter crash frequencies are
estimated using a “four-factor formula” (Eq.1) which considers (1) the
number of operations, (2) the probability that an helicopter will crash,
(3) given a crash, the probability that the helicopter crashes into a 1square-mile area where the facility is located, and (4) the size of the
facility:
(Equation1)

F = ∑ N ⋅ P ⋅ f ( x, y ) ⋅ A f
i , j ,k

Where:
F = estimated annual helicopter crash impact frequency for the facility of
interest (no. /year);
N = estimated annual number of site-specific helicopter operations (no.
/year);
P = helicopter crash rate per takeoff or landing;
f(x,y) = helicopter crash location conditional probability (per square
mile) given a crash evaluated at the facility location;
Af = fly-in effective areas (square miles);
i,j,k – different flight phases;
Determination of Number of Operations. The first factor in determining
the helicopter impact frequency (F) is the number of annual helicopter
flight activities (N) near the site under consideration. Helicopter crashes
are mostly considered on a per-flight basis and are reported under
takeoff for convenience.
Helicopter Crash Rates. Generic crash rates for each aircraft category
and subcategory were calculated based on a review of official accident
reports for civilian aircraft (Table 5).
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Table 6 Aircraft Crash Rates by Category and Take-off Phase

Aircraft

Crash rate (P)-per takeoff

General Aviation
Representative fixed wing

1.1E-5

Representative helicopter

2.5E-5

Commercial
Air Carrier

1.9E-7

Air Taxi

1.0E-6

Crash Location Probability. Crash location probabilities per square mile
in the vicinity of a heliport were calculated based on a review of
historical data. Table 6 presents probability values for helicopter takeoffs.

Table 7 Crash Location Probability for Helicopter Operations

X
Y

-4,3

-3,-2

-2,-1

-1,0

0,1

1,2

2,3

3,4

1.2E5

1.8E4

4.2E4

1.7E4

1.4E5

1.1E5

1.6E4

1.1E3

2.2E3

9.1E4

3,4
2,3

4,5

5,6

6,7

4.1E4

1.1E3

6.7E4

6.5E5

7,8

1,2

1.7E5

6.2E4

8.4E3

1.5E2

1.0E2

4.0E3

2.0E3

3.2E3

1.9E3

2.1E4

0,1

3.5E4

7.1E3

1.5E1

2.0E1

7.2E2

2.2E2

5.9E3

4.6E3

4.6E3

1.5E3

1.7E4

4.9E4

8.4E3

1.5E1

1.9E1

6.6E2

2.1E2

6.2E3

4.4E3

4.5E3

1.5E3

1.7E4

6.1E5

1.1E3

9.2E3

1.3E2

5.9E3

2.1E3

5.2E4

2.8E4

3.9E4

1.4E4

1.0E5

1,0
2,-

1.1E5
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1
3,2
4,3
5,4

1.7E5

1.0E4

1.7E4

4.6E4

1.0E3

5.2E4

8.0E4

1.7E3

6.1E4

2.6E5

4.4E4

1.2E3

5.8E4

2.0E4

3.4E4

1.3E4

1.5E5

4.3E5

2.0E5

3.7E5

Coordinate convention is based on the following rule uses the Cartesian
coordinate convention with the following characteristics:
1. The origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the
relevant heliport or helideck.
2. The positive direction of the axis x is the direction of flight.
3. The y axis is perpendicular to the x axis with the positive
direction created by a 90-degree counterclockwise rotation of the
positive x axis.
To determine the x,y values of the facility in the specified coordinate
system, following equations (Eq.2) were applied:
(Equation 2)
x = − R cos(θ − ϕ )
y = R sin(θ − ϕ )

Where:
R = distance from the facility (miles);
θ= bearing from the facility to the heliport;
φ= heliport bearing.
Effective Fly-in Area Calculations. The effective fly-in area represents
the ground surface area surrounding a facility such that if an
unobstructed helicopter were to crash within the area, it would impact
the facility by direct fly-in into the facility. The effective fly-in area
depends on the length, width, and height of the facility, as well as on the
helicopter’s wingspan, flight path angle, heading angle relative to the
heading of the facility (Fig.4).
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Figure 4. Rectangular Facility Effective Target Area Elements

(Equation 3)
2 ⋅ L ⋅ W ⋅ WS
+ L ⋅W
A = (WS + R ) ⋅ H cot Φ +
R
f

Where:
Af = effective fly-in area (Eq.(3));
WS = helicopter wingspan (representative wingspan is 50ft);
R = length of the diagonal of the facility, = (L2 + W2)0.5
H = facility height, facility-specific;
cotΦ = mean of the cotangent of the helicopter impact angle (0.58 for
helicopters);
L = length of facility, facility-specific;
W = width of facility, facility-specific;
The presented methodology could be used for evaluating helicopter
crash into certain facility. The calculation is based on number of
helicopter
operations/flights;
crash
probabilities;
helicopter
characteristics; facility characteristics and crash impact.
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CONCLUSION
Although helicopter safety has been constantly improving over the years,
accidents are still occurring. Nowadays, accident frequency has
increasing trend. Contemporary studies show that the four risk factors
are crucial in understanding helicopter safety: pilot, helicopter,
environment and operations. The potential in reducing helicopter
accident rate lies down in implementing safety management system
(SMS). SMS requires balancing technology, regulation and training
issues as a defense measures, and assessing potential hazards and risks.
Helicopter maritime operations are realized in specific conditions and it
is important to develop strategies and measures for accident reduction.
The paper presents two different analytical approaches based on fault
tree algorithm and the “four factor formula” which is used for
calculating probability of helicopter impact crash into facility of interest.
The presented methodology could provide facts and understanding,
which is required to assessing safety risks during the helicopter maritime
operations.
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ABSTRACT
Human errors can cause catastrophic consequences especially on
tanker ships. Analyzing the root causes of accidents is crucial for
preventing similar accidents. Forthis reason, selection of proper
hazard analysis method is very important for understanding the
root factors and producing risk mitigation strategies.FTA (Fault
tree analysis method)is a hazard and accident analyses method
which is widely used for analyzing final events with its sub and
lower level events. FTA provides graphical logical models of final
events and it may quantify risks and the results can be used for
producing risk mitigation strategies.In this study, a tank overflow
accident which was happened on a product tanker during
discharging operation is analyzed with Fault Tree Analysis
methodology. One of the most important problems for shipping
industry is lack of statistical data about happened accidents, near
misses and non-conformities on board. Because of the shortage of
statistical data, criticality analysis has been carried out for
quantifying the importance of root factors and finally risk
mitigation strategies has been produced for preventing similar
accidents on tanker ships.

KEYWORDS: Safety, FTA, Risk, Strategy
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INTRODUCTION
Human errors can cause catastrophic consequences especially on tanker
ships (AIChE, 1992; Arslan&Turker, 2008).Analyzing of the root causes
of accidents is crucial for preventing similar accidents (Arslan, 2009).
For this reason, selection of proper hazard analysis method is very
important for understanding the root factors and producing risk
mitigation strategies (Arslan&Er, 2008).In this study, a tank overflow
accident which was happened on a product tanker during discharging
operation is analyzed with Fault Tree Analysis methodology.One of the
most important problems for shipping industry is lack of statistical data
about happened accidents, near misses and non-conformities on board.
Because of the shortage of statistical data, criticality analysis has been
carried out for quantifying the importance of root factors and finally risk
mitigation strategies has been produced for preventing similar accidents
on tanker ships (Arslan and Guler, 2011).

METHODOLOGY
FTA (Fault tree analysis method)is a hazard and accident analyses
method which is widely used for analyzing final events with its sub and
lower level events (Anon, 2002). FTA provides graphical logical models
of final events and it may quantify risks and the results can be used for
producing risk mitigation strategies.When structuring FTA, ‘and’ and
‘or’ logic gates are used for tree structureThe basic steps of methodology
are defining the system; defining the top event/system failure, defining
the tree-top structure; developing the path of failures for each branch to
the logical initiating failure; performing quantitative analysis and using
the results in decision making and risk mitigation. FTA method needs
skilled analysts; it provides easily understandable graphic models; it can
be used for multiple failures and it allows to analysts to quantify risk
associated with failure (Shalev&Tiran, 2007; Arslan&Er, 2008).

Accident
While The Bahamas Flagged IMO II, 47k DWT Oil/Chemical tanker
was discharging her cargo: HSD (High speed diesel oil) at
Singapure/Tankstore terminal; 1,62 m/t cargo overflowed from PV
(Pressure Vacuum valve) of Starboard tank no:1.
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Just after the incident, overflowed cargo is collected by emergency
response team of ship and there was no oil spill into the sea. (Dunya
Shipping, 2007)
Several immediate actions were taken during and just after the incident.
When the duty A/B saw the incident, cargo control room was informed
by him. Chief Officer of ship activated the emergency pump stop from
cargo control room and informed the Master. Main manifold valves
closed and terminal was informed. A contingency plan established by
Master and cleaning operation started then spilled cargo collected and
transferred to residual tank. Also, operator of vessel, agent, charterers
and related third parties informed. Crisis team in office established.
After informed by ship,crisis team collected at office and an effective
communication arranged with the vessel. Charterers and other third
parties informed by office and one superintendent instructed for going to
port for carrying out detailed investigation and also class survey
arranged to check cargo tanks and PV valve’s conditions (Dunya
Shipping, 2007).
Findings of Incident Investigation
The basic fault tree of incident is illustrated in figure-1. Relex
Architecture software is used for creating the fault tree and probabilities.
According to the first investigation, although the tanks were filled to
98%, it is understood that all overflow alarms were muted. Tank
sounding alarms were muted because of in case of activation, it would
sound continuously. Discharging operation was assumed low risky when
compared with loading operation by officers.
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Figure-1: Fault tree of basic event

At the beginning of discharging operation, various tanks’ pumps were
changed. When the Starboard tank:1 overflowed, Port tank:1,
starboard:3, port:3, starboard:5 and port:5 pumps were running.
Starboard tank:1’s pump might have run at lower speed than port tank
also other tanks’ pump pressure were higher than starboard
tank:1(Dunya Shipping, 2007).Unsynchronized cargo pumps are one of
the most important root causes of this incident. It is understood that,
procedures about discharging operation is not enough and some of
procedures about synchronization and discharging operation are not
followed strictly. The Second Officer, who wasn’t first responsible for
cargo operation was only at cargo control office when discharging
operation started. So, there were inadequate experiences for 2nd Officer
and inadequate guidance arranged to 2ndOfficer by Chief Officer who
wasmain responsible for cargo operations. Especially for critical
operations such as starting cargo operations or completing cargo
operations time, Chief Officer was supposed to be at cargo control room.
Also, it is understood that, the hazards associated with unsynchronized
pumps while discharging operation was not understood enoughby
Second Officer. One of the most other important root causes for this
incident can be described asinadequate monitoring of cargo tank levels.
Because of the job density while starting cargo operation, the tank levels
could not monitored well. Also, the positioning of monitor was wrong.
The monitor was placed at wrong place; it was not in front of control
panel. Also, it would be better to install two monitors rather than one. If
two monitors installed rather than one, The Second Officer could
monitor the tank levels better.
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Fault Tree Analysis with Attended Probabilities
Due to the shortage of statistical data about ship operations, possible
probabilities are attended for each basic event. When the fixed
probabilities attended as 1% for each event, the probability of tank
overflow during each discharging operation is calculated as 0, 18%. The
fault tree of this case is illustrated in figure-2.The period of overflow is
calculated one overflow in 2,3 years for a fleet consisting ten ships in
case of two discharging operation in a month.
Criticality based analysis
For investigating most critical basic event in fault tree, criticality based
analysis is conducted. In order to find criticality of basic events, each
basic event’s probability is reduced to half and zero while other events’
probabilities are fixed. The criticality based analysis results are shown in
table-1. According to analysis results, inadequate procedures and
switching off alarms are most critical root causes of event.
Figure-2: Fault tree with attended probabilities

When the effect of inadequate procedures’ probability is reduced to zero,
the period of tank overflow will be reduced to 4 years in case of all other
root factor’s probabilities are same. Eventually, when the probability of
all human-related factors such as switching of alarms, violation of
procedures are reduced to 50% and all technical factors such as
inadequate monitor positioning reduced to 20%, the probability of main
incident tank overflow reduced to 0,000216 and the period of tank
overflow accident is calculated one in twenty year. The fault tree of this
case is illustrated in figure-3.
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Figure-3: Fault tree with reduced probabilities

Table-1: Criticality Analysis Results
Event

Frequency

Period
(Years)

Main

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0018

2,3

Inadequate Procedures

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,00135

3

Inadequate Procedures

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,00105

4

Violation of Procedures

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0015

2.8

Violation of Procedures

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0012

3,5

Alarms switched off

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0015

2.8

Alarms switched off

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0012

3,5

Job Density

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00165

2,5

Job density

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0015

2.8

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00165

2,5

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0015

2.8

Inadequate knowledge

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,00165

2,5

Inadequate knowledge

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,0015

2.8

Inadequate procedures

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,01

0,00135

3

Inadequate procedures

0

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,01

0,00105

4

Violation of procedures

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,01

0,00165

2,5

Violation of procedures

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,01

0,0015

2.8

Inadequate leadership

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0.005

0,00165

2,5

Inadequate leadership

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0

0,0015

2.8

Technical-%20;
Human related %50

0.002

0.005

0.002

0.005

0.002

0.005

0.002

0.005

0.005

0,00022

20

Inadequate
positioning
Inadequate
positioning

monitor
monitor
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Corrective and Preventive Actions
According to FTA application, main aspects associated with this incident
and their criticalities are described. When above mentioned root causes
considered, following corrective and preventive actions are suggested:
Several trainings such as leadership trainings and risk management
trainings to senior and junior officers must be conducted. High level
alarms mustn’t switched off either the operation is loading or not. The
levels of cargo tanks must be followed by duty officer continuously
during cargo operation in order to prevention of unintentional filling or
discharging of any cargo tank. The company’s procedures must include
synchronization of pumps within fixed intervals. Starting to cargo
operation procedures and manning level during cargo operation must be
defined in detailed in company’s safe management system. Loading or
discharging plans must be adjusted as not to make many change-over in
a short time and these plans must be followed strictly. Work load and
fatigue management methodologies must be followed on board. Cargo
control rooms and cargo control equipment must be designed by
considering ergonomic circumstances.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of the nature of working environment, ship operations during
both in navigation and port contain several hazards. These hazards and
faults may be concluded with catastrophic consequences. One of the
most important ways to prevent marine incidents are analyzing the root
causes of these incidents and taking measures to eliminate the root
causes. Although the maritime industry is poor about statistical data,
FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) methodology is one of the most proper
methodologies to understand the root causes and calculate the top events
probabilities. Criticality based root cause analysis may be used for
analyzing shipboard incidents for understanding the priority of root
causes and their effects to top event. Also this analysis will support ship
management companies for making CBA (cost benefit analysis) easily.
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ABSTRACT
Safety on board of merchant ships is one essential issue, to the
passengers, the crew, the cargo, the environment and the ship
itself. If an emergency scenario arrives and abandon ship is
necessary, the activations of safety rafts becomes a must, so its
previous maintenance turns to be the most relevant level pointing
to proper readiness in such emergency cases. Bearing that in
mind, the objective of this study is to analyse the process criteria
of maintenance on safety rafts applied by such permanent
servicing station in Venezuela. In order to achieve the objective
proposed it was establish the comply of legal’s and technical
requirements, as well as the technological aspects used and
followed up of established procedures steps; knowledge and
management abilities of stand personnel on the operability of
liferafts was also pointed. The study was developed through
documentary reports, in a field research mode and with a
descriptive level design, applied to main participant’s actors:
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four (4) safety rafts maintenance stations, direct involved
personnel of Venezuelan maritime authorities, harbour masters
and ships owners. As conclusions, it was observed a lack of
innovations knowledge from shipowner, weak of survey
endurance and knowledge practices from maritime authority, the
criteria of maintenance between the ILRSS and the authority
does not match, it is not entirely clear the criterion of who is the
responsibility of installing on board the liferaft.
KEYWORDS: Maintenance, Maritime Safety, Inflatable LifeRafts
Servicing Stations, abandon ship scenario.

INTRODUCTION

As well as the maritime transport underpins the life-forms of humanity
when transporting circa of 8,408 million tons of freight (United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development ( UNCTAD), 2011, p. 7), an
2,076,838,870 estimated total number of passengers and a crew of
1,371,000 (International Maritime Organization (IMO), 2012, p. 18) for
a quantity of 103,392 of propelled sea-going merchant ships over 100
GT in service by January 2011 (International Maritime Organization
(IMO), 2011 (Revised), p. 9) , navigating in all waters around the world,
it is also associated with the risk of accidents due to, among other
reasons, the complexity of interrelations in this industry, weather
conditions, commercial demands, technological aspects of ships, types
of cargoes and personnel.
There are many types of maritime’s accidents, such as grounding,
stranding, collisions, explosions, and so on, but we are interested in
those directly involved with abandon ship scenario and need of
lifesaving appliances as lifeboats, and more specifically the inflatable
liferafts.
Trend of serious incidents (other than total losses), reported by the
International Union of Marine Insurance statistics IUMI, over the last 10
years has seen a rise, but between 1994 and 2010, the total losses trend
downwards by number of vessels, from circa 175 to 75 annually; by
tonnage, from circa 2m to 700,000; as a percentage of world fleet (PWF)
in vessels from circa 0.4 to 0.15%; and as PWF by tonnage from circa
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0.225 to 0.075% (International Maritime Organization, IMO, 2012, pp.
17, 18). A category of accident that could present the scenario we are
interested in, is one that leads to the total loss of the vessel (different of
constructive total losses), and the losses of lives as a consequence of
those total losses. Those accidents happens, just to see the figures from
1989 to 2010 (See Table 1) (International Maritime Organization, IMO,
2005, p. 29), where there were 18,189 lives losses as a consequence of
4,443 ships losses subject to IMO Conventions and other instruments in
the period pointed. Also if we look at the figures of injuries on UK
Merchants Vessels crew over 100 GT, from 1998 to 2010 there were
3,484 persons injured (See Table 2) (Marine Accident Investigation
Branch, 2011, p. 48)

Table 1 Lives & Ships losses from 1989 to 2010
Year

89/9
7
Ships 2,32
Lost 3
Lives 5,96
Losse 9
s
Year 200
4
Ships 113
Lost
Lives 592
Losse
s

199
8
263

199
9
220

200
0
206

200
1
173

200
2
148

200
3
144

566

439

373

317

1,27
4

198

200
5
149

200
6
120

200
7
135

200
8
135

200
9
142

201
0
172

173

1,82
5

525

1,92
1

2,39
5

1,62
2

Subtot
al
3,477
9,136
Subtot
al

TOTA
L

966

4,443

9,053

18,189

Source: Author’s elaboration based on data from: (International
Maritime Organization, IMO, 2005)
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Table 2 Injuries to crew from 1998 to 2010 in UK Merchant Vessel >=
100gt
Year
Crew
Injure
d
Year

199
8
330

199
9
288

200
0
302

200
1
296

200
2
304

200
3
289

200
5
246

200
6
231

200
7
243

200
8
224

200
9
199

201
0
223

200
4
309

Subtot
al
2,118
Subtot
al

TOTA
L

Crew
Injure
1,366
3,484
d
Source: Author’s elaboration based on data from: (Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, 2011)
When a ship is at risk of sinking and people on board must abandon it,
the liferafts are one of the most important appliances to take into
account, to save their lives, those are the last line of defence since are
intended to house the ailing people shipwrecked until the rescue effort is
carried out. For that purpose inflatable liferafts should be in good order
of readiness and operability, even in cases of fast or surprising sinking of
the ship.
Until today, there have been many changes in maritime safety
(technological, processes and procedures, legal requirements, education
and training, etc) since the disaster of the 46,328 GT steamship Titanic
and her lost of more than 1500 souls, mainly as a consequence of fast
sinking and the lack of sufficient lifeboats. In spite of carrying lifeboats
for 1,178 persons (much more than asked by on force 1912 Life saving
Appliances regulations). In 1912, when the Titanic sinister occurred was
in force on a regulation dated March 9th, 1894 requiring by table scale
only 16 lifeboats under davits with a total minimum capacity of 5,500
cubic feet (cf) (assuming 10 cf per person, so for 550 persons, clearly
insufficient for 2,201 persons on board of Titanic) for vessels equal to or
greater than 10,000 Gross Tonnage, as per Rules and Regulations from
the Board of Trade made under the Merchant Shipping Acts 1894-1906,
repealing the Act of 1888. But regarding of emigrant ships there was an
extra provision Rule adding (75%) ¾ of total cf in the case that table
scale was not sufficient, that is a grow from 5,500 cf, to 9,625 cf to
allocate 962 souls, neither enough. Other technical considerations on
Merchant Shipping Act 1894 age, was expressed with the insertion of
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Rule 12 to Board of Trade Life saving appliances, in connection to direct
relation between ship keeping afloat some prudent enough time after
sinister and full efficiency of lifesaving appliances, if efficient watertight
compartment were used, then only (50%) ½ of total cf lifeboats adding
were needed. Then, as Titanic watertight compartments were thought
efficient, adding ½ of total cf means a total of lifeboats for 7,562
persons, either not enough (Board of Trade´s Administration, 1999 2012, p. 10)
Titanic carried 20 lifeboats, 14 standards wooden lifeboats for 65
persons each, 2 emergency cutters for 40 persons each, and 4 collapsible
lifeboats for 47 persons each, accommodation for 1,178 but not enough
for 2,201 people that she carried on, and less sufficient for the 3,547
lawfully able to carry on.
Quantity and capacity of lifeboat are so important but is not sufficient, it
is needed among others, their operability and readiness, so the regulation
have been developed step by step by changing from the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974, SOLAS, the lifesaving
appliances as lifeboats, liferafts, inflatable liferafts, have to hold all
persons on board in a case of need, also having very tie specification of
construction requirement, different lifesaving devices, certain qualities
for lowering angles of ship heel, among others, and in the specific case
of inflatable liferafts (ILR), SOLAS regulation III/19.8.1, requires that
every inflatable liferaft shall be serviced at intervals not larger than 12
months period or in some cases extended to 17 months, and shall be
serviced at an approved servicing station which is competent to service
them, maintains proper servicing facilities and uses only properly trained
personnel.
In present time regulation develop and growing from SOLAS chapter
III, Reg. III/18, Reg. III/19.8, /19.8.1, 19.8.3.3 and 19.8.4, reach to IMO
Res.A761 (18), Recommendation on Conditions for the Approval of
Servicing Stations for Inflatable Liferafts Adopted the 4th of Nov.
1993, over IMO ResA333 (IX) of Nov. 1975, and ResA693 (17), or for
future new paragraph 5 of SOLAS Reg. III/1, Lifesaving appliances
Code, LSA, as revised recommendation of testing of lifesaving
appliances to entry into force in July 01st, 2014 (dry-dock timetable) or
final date July 01st, 2019, regulation directed as Guidelines for
evaluation of and replacement of lifeboat release and retrieval systems
(hooks). Also from
Manila amendments to the
International
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Convention on Standards of Training Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers, STCW 1978, and to the Seafarers Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping Code, as amended (STCW Convention and Code),
Resolution 7 related to Promotion of technical knowledge, skills and
professionalism of seafarers, in 7.6 recommends Administrations to
make arrangements to ensure that shipping companies take all
appropriate measures to instil pride in the maritime profession and
encourage the creation of a safety culture and environmental conscience
among all those who serve on their ships.

ACCIDENTS

Related to sinister where inflatable liferafts are involved, let’s see some
cases: 1- The capsizing and sinking of the Harbor Tug Flying Phantom,
on the Dec. 19th, 2007, when in towing operations steering the bow of
39,738 GRT bulk carrier Red Jasmine, to maintain her bearing in flood
tide up the river Clyde to Glasgow, maneuvering in fog with temporary
unknown position one each other and towline quick release not activate
quickly enough, finished with the capsizing and sinking of the tug by
means of water entry by an open engine room access door. The Master,
the Chief engineer and a general purpose Rating died, only the chief
officer saved his life (Marine Accident Investigation Branch, MAIB,
2008, pp. 1, 30). Also in 1.7.7 page 28 of such accident investigation
report dedicated to Liferaft Hydrostatic Release (HRU) rigging, it was
established that despite the fact that the HRU has worked and after
activated and release the liferaft as the tug sank, the liferaft canister
entangled in superstructure and did not inflate due to the painter not
being fully pulled out. However the painter was not properly attached to
the weak link but to the deck of the tug. Therefore had the tug sunk in
deeper water the liferaft would have inflated instead of been pulled
down and lost with the Tug (see Fig. 1).
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2- The MV ferry JOOLA around 22:00 hours on Sept. 26th, 2002, with
2020 people on board, encountered rough seas and rain while sailing
from South Senegal to Dakar when a sudden heavy rainstorm, which
coincided with boisterous waves, rocking the boat and capsizing in three
or four minutes. Only one of 22 liferafts was released afloat, Senegal’s
Prime Minister officially recognized 1863 people dead (Torre, 2003, p.
14) . As well as what is referred to in the report of the investigation of
the incident in relation to the liferafts, the inspectors did not indicate
nothing abnormal except that the HRU did not work and this fact alone
was enough to deprive the ship´s departure (Commission D’enquete

Figure 1 Liferaft painter attached to deck

Source: MAIB, 2008, p. 30 Report 17/2008
Technique sur les Causes du Naufrage du ‘’Joola’’, 2002, pp. 60, 64) .

3- FV Aquila: Liferaft and Epirb release although not a statutory
carriage requirement, Aquila had been fitted with an EPIRB as well as a
requisite liferaft. HRUs were fitted to both, and it was found that both
were activated as designed and allowed liferaft and EPIRB to be
released from their housings. However, after release, they had both
become trapped in the vessel’s superstructure (Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, MAIB, 2010, p. 23).
4- FV Pamela S: At around 17:00h on June 17th, 2006, on a fine, calm day

the crew of the fishing vessel were preparing to lay a line of whelk pots in
Carmarthen Bay when the vessel suddenly, rapidly and without warning,
capsized and sank. One crew of two died. Section 2.7 page 27 dedicated to
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lifesaving appliances: “it is known that the liferaft was ashore at the time of
the accident”(Marine Accident Investigation Branch, MAIB, 2006, p. 27).

5- Noordster Z122: At about 16:30h UTC on Dec. 13th, 2005, the
23.78m steel hulled Belgian beam trawler, caught her port trawl gear on
a fastener while fishing 11.5nm south of Beachy Head. During the
ensuing attempts to free the gear from the fastener, she listed rapidly and
capsized. There was only one survivor (see Fig. 2) of the four crewmen
on board. Also, recommendation has been made to The Federal Public
Service of Mobility and Transport (FPSMT) which seeks to minimise
the risk that EPIRBs and liferafts fitted to Belgian fishing vessels
become entrapped in the event of capsize MAIB. Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, Report on the investigation of the capsize of the
fishing vessel Noordster Z122 13 Dec. 2005 - (Marine Accident
Investigation Branch MAIB and Federal Public Service of Mobility and
Transport Belgium FPSMTB, 2006, pp. 1, 5, 14, 43, 44).
Figure 2: Survivor on upturned hull

Source: Photograph courtesy of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency.
(MAIB & FPSMTB, 2006, p. 5) Report No 30/2006 Nov.2006

On page 14 of such report: 1.9 ... The liferaft and EPIRB were fitted
with Hydrostatic Release Units (HRUs). The vessel held a valid Belgian
Certificate of Seaworthiness, and she had passed annual surveys on May
12th, and June 06th, 2005. In addition, in pages 43 and 44: Section 3 –
Conclusions 3.1 Safety Issues, 16. Noordster carried an EPIRB and a
liferaft, both of which were fitted with HRUs. The sole purpose of
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vessels like Noordster carrying and maintaining this equipment is to help
save lives in the event of an emergency. That neither of these vital pieces
of safety equipment functioned after the vessel capsized is of serious
concern. [2.10] and in 17: the evidence indicates that both the EPIRB
and the liferaft released correctly but became trapped.
6- FV Harvest Hope: Around 16:30h on August 28th, 2005, the UKregistered trawler, came fast while trawling approximately 40 miles
north-east of Peterhead. The aft net drum space immediately began to
flood through the port transom door, which had been inadvertently left
open from the previous voyage. Despite some difficulties, the crew
managed to deploy the starboard liferaft, and as the list critically
increased, the crew abandoned into the liferaft, around 15 minutes after
first coming fast. Shortly afterwards, the vessel capsized, and sank by
the stern. Not all of the crew had been able to put on their lifejackets. A
nearby fishing vessel, Fruitful Bough had responded to the earlier
“Mayday” issued by Harvest Hope, and safely recovered the crew at
about 17:00h ..., in the same report pages 26 and 27: The port liferaft
canister was identified on the seabed, approximately 10m off the port
side of the wreck. The canister was still intact, with the painter attached
and running fairly taut along the seabed. (See fig. 3) (Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, MAIB, 2006, pp. 26, 27, 38, 39)

Figure 3: Port liferaft canister on seabed
Source: (MAIB, 2006, p. 26) Report 21/2006

In 1.13.1 details of liferafts during her final voyage, harvest hope had
two 10-man RFD survival liferafts, embarked. Manufactured in 1995,
the liferafts had last been inspected and certified in February 2005.
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7- FV Kathryn Jane - FV Emerald Dawn - FV Jann Denise II: page 35
of this report says that “Vessels like Emerald Dawn are not required to
carry a liferaft or an EPIRB under the present regulations, but this
accident has clearly demonstrated the benefit of carrying lifesaving
appliances like these. Liferafts need to be properly serviced to ensure
they operate correctly in an emergency” (Marine Accident Investigation
Branch, MAIB, 2005, p. 35).

OBJECTIVES
From earlier examples of ships sinister, there is an anomaly between the
causal relationship of inflatable liferafts (ILR) fail, and the functional
relationship of people death, if ILR do not work correctly. Therefore as
maintenance is essential for inflatable liferafts proper operability and
readiness, so this study based on a field design taking directly the most
relevant data on the sites of occurrence of the phenomenon under study,
aimed at studying the criterion of maintenance of inflatable liferafts
Servicing Stations in Venezuela, ILRSS. The design has a not
experimental character, were observed only phenomena as there were in
the natural context for later analysis. The target population was
composed of four units of analysis, namely: 1. Experts in the area of
maintenance of inflatable liferafts. 2. Venezuelan’s shipowners using
ILRSS. 3. National Maritime Authority (INEA) with oversight
responsibilities in maritime safety. 4. Servicing Stations of inflatable
liferafts in Venezuela, ILRSS.
1. The sample of experts is only composed by persons who belong to
maritime organizations public or private, with experiences in maritime
safety, Three (03) operating managers of ILRSS with years of
experience in the branch, three (03) leaders or technical assistants of the
ILRSS, which they have experiences led by the guidance received from
the staff of Technical Managers, one (1) manager or a leader of
Classification Society, whose role is to grant the status of quality in the
organization of each maintenance in the ILRSS. 2. The sample of
shipowners representatives is composed by three (03) captains of
merchant ships, one (01) mechanical engineer with post as head of the
fleet, two (02) industrial engineers responsible for maintenance service
for industrial and maritime safety, and (01) naval engineer with post of
auditor of the Code for the management of maritime safety. 3. The
sample of INEA with oversight responsibilities in the area of maritime
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safety was composed of two (02) staff coordinators and Inspectors from
the Management of Naval Engineering of that institution. 4. All the four
(4) ILRSS that operate in the country, located in states: Zulia, Carabobo
and Anzoátegui. Techniques and Data Collection Instruments were: a)
Interview properly validated for each kind of experts, b) Observation
with Check List for ILRSS adapted from IMO Res.A761 (18), and c)
Documentary with Registration Form for National/international legal
requirements in the form of inspection of the maintenance process,
including physical infrastructure and organizational structure, based on
IMO Res.A761 (18), and Manuals for several manufacturers of liferafts.

RESULTS ANALYSIS
Figure 4: Distribution of Experts interviewed, and Figure 5: Responses
from the interview to experts regarding the knowledge and application of
laws, regulations and procedures for the maintenance of inflatable
liferafts, according to rules and to international quality standards (See
Annex E1). FO: (Favourable Opinion), UO: (Unfavourable Opinion).
Figure 4: Experts interviewed Distribution

Figure 5: Experts
Responses
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On question number 5, related to training, a 57.14 % was located as UO.
The technical assistants stated that only the operating managers were the
ones trained internationally by the liferafts manufacturers and, at the
return of those training programs, they transmitted the knowledge
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gathered to the staff that did not make such induction. Question number
6, was assessed as UO, since an 85.7 % of respondents noted that the
fireworks belonged to the shipowners of liferafts, therefore, to avoid
claims of an administrative nature on the part of the customer, returned
to them the pyrotechnics with letter of his final acceptance of outdated
consumables. The remaining 14.3%, described as FO, expressed the not
returning of obsolete pyrotechnic as instructed in order to prevent
accidents of reckless driving in different scenarios of improvised
storage.
Related to Shipowners interview (See annex E2) responses to question
number 5 (See Figure 6), a 33.3 % of respondents replied toward FO, in
saying that they had not had disadvantages or difficulties of a technical
nature within the service applied to the rafts, while a 66.7 % expressed
their UO, indicated that on previous occasions observed problems such
as: Pyrotechnics adulterated, food rations overdue, First Aid Kit
outdated, absence of testing services hydrostatic in the cylinders of
activation of the liferaft, presence of fungus in the internal structure of
the liferaft, cracks in the wrapper of the polymer that protects the liferaft
once an air bag inflates, batteries of flashlight sulphated, lack of
application of regulations updated as Res.A761(18) on the brands of the
liferafts, absence of hydrostatic release unit HRU, inappropriate
replacement of safety accessories.
Question number 7; a 66.7 % (See Figure 6) stated that knew nothing
about the procedure for the transfer, put and setters of inflatable liferafts
in their base of operations onboard. In question number 9; the 83.3 %
(See Figure 6) said ignore how to condemn inflatable liferaft, was
deemed as UO; while a 16.7 % felt in a FO manner.
Figure 6: Responses of shipowners
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Source: Author
Finally, (See annex E3) it presents the results of the implementation of
the Indent of interview to representatives of INEA, (See Figure 7) were
question No. 4, related to the realization of comply control surveys and
statistical controls that should take INEA, over ILRSS, showed that
responses were shared by 50/50 % FO and UO. Question No. 5 linked
to knowledge of procedure to condemn the liferafts, was also answered
in a 50/50 per cent as FO and UO. In the specific case of the UO
response, it was indicated that the procedure is heard by the ILRSS, and
as a result, the INEA on the recommendation of the ILRSS, validate the
process (condemning the rafting), not to give the respective certificate.
(See Figure 7)
Figure7: Responses of INEA
Figure 8: ILRSS answers
(dichotomous)
)
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To determine the level of compliance with of the ILRSS in relation to
the service of maintenance of inflatable liferafts in accordance with
international standards, is applied a Check List to four (4) of them,
whose results were processed in two levels: the dichotomous questions
(See annex ED4) whose answers could be: Yes or Not, (See Figure 8),
which were tabulated in a quantitative fashion, obtaining percentages
and arithmetic mean; these were 14, out of a total of 26 items. The other
12 questions-type open (See annex E5) were processed with an array of
double-entry in order to make the discussion on the basis of matches and
discrepancies of the responses offered by the four (4) ILRSS.
Question (C) (See Figure 8), on the certification of the maintainers, the
four ILRSS responded in the affirmative to operational managers that
serve as supervisors of the work; however, operator’s direct service,
called as auxiliary technical leaders of the ILRSS stated that they do not
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possess the required documentation. In relation to question (G), linked to
be guaranteed by a classification society, it was verified that two of them
possess certification endorsed by the American Bureau of Shipping
(ABS), one is certified by Lloyd's Register of Shipping. However, the
last one does not have any affiliation with Classification Societies. To
question (L), all ILRSS replied that they do not report any information to
the National Maritime authority INEA or respective Regional
Representation, claiming that the INEA almost does not participate in
such services. Related to question (N), regarding if the service is
performed by ILRSS for the installation of the liferafts aboard the ships,
ILRSS responded specifying different answers as: a) they thought that
this activity was a responsibility of ships’ crew, b) that only provide
advice when the client requests it; c) that only in the specific cases such
as the HSC (high-speed crafts) that possess release mechanism remotely
to be carried out by trained personnel and certificate for this purpose.
Related to open-ended questions to ILRSS, the results were satisfactory
with the exception of question number 24 were all the four ILRSS use
different procedures to condemn a liferaft.
CONCLUSION
The analysis aims to conclude that, in general, there is compliance with
IMO Res.A761 (18) as per infrastructure, spaces, separates areas,
equipments, spares parts, training, servicing; however there are some
deviations detected that could formatted mal maintenance or condemned
liferaft, incorrect connections of HRUs or weak leaks, the incapacity to
detect a failure trend, and if some of those deviations match in the wrong
way could conduct to improper operation of these last line of defence of
lifesaving appliances resulting in losses of lives:
1-Certification of ILRSS Personnel: Some personnel is not
certificated; thus, neither the Venezuelan National Maritime Authority
(INEA), nor the ILRSS, comply fully with the IMO Res.A761(18) points
1.13, servicing and repair work should only be carried out by qualified
persons who have been adequately trained and certificated by the liferaft
manufacturer. 6.1.2 “ensuring that each servicing station accredited by
them for servicing and repair of their liferafts has qualified persons
whom they have adequately trained and certificated to perform such
work...”
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2-Liferaft Condemn Process: From answers of staff coordinators and
inspectors from the Management of Naval Engineering of INEA
interviewed, this institution does not have clear or have not set up a
process of how to condemn the liferafts when it is needed to comply
fully with the IMO Res.A761 (18) appendix 1 NAP .3: “If cracking in
the buoyancy tubes is audible, the liferaft should be condemned;” also
most of shipowner’s representatives interviewed, ignore how to
condemn inflatable liferaft.
3-Obsolete Pyrotechnic: INEA has not established solid criteria in how
to manage obsolete pyrotechnic with shipowner. For handling
Res.A761(18) specify in 1.8 “spare and obsolete pyrotechnics should be
stored in a separate, safe and secure magazine well away from the
servicing and storage spaces” so some ILRSS return obsolete
pyrotechnic to Shipowner but others ILRSS do not.
4-Transfer Process: INEA has not established any criteria in how to
manage the transfer process, put and settler in place on board maintained
liferafts canister, so the installation of the HRUs and Weak leaks might
not be properly verified.
5- Authority Control Processes: Some weakness and inconsistency of
control processes of the INEA on the ILRSS were shown by means of:
a) INEA staff coordinators and inspectors from the Management of
Naval Engineering of that institution interviewed not familiar in detail
with the maintenance service of liferafts, b) lack of effective
communication between the INEA and the ILRSS, c) lack of continuous
statistical report: these does not match with Res.A761(18) Annex
General point 1, “Administrations should ensure that the periodic
survey, 2 “Administrations should arrange for the frequent inspection,
and 6.1.2 “Administration are responsible for conducting periodic
checks.
PROPOSALS
1-Certification of Personnel: To develop a Process of training and
certification in the ILRSS lead by Manufacturer’s certified General
Manager of ILRSS and Universidad Marítima del Caribe (UMC) to train
the Assistant Technical Maintenance Leaders in adopting them and that
they are certified Assistants by the Maritime Administration, or to train
and certified them in liferafts manufacturers Headquarters.
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2-Liferaft Condemn Process: That the INEA, in a common prior
agreement with the ILRSS, sets the official criterion and implant a
process that ensures that the condemned liferaft may not be mistakenly
used on board ships.
3-Obsolete Pyrotechnic: That the INEA, in a common prior agreement
with the ILRSS, sets the official criterion to apply to obsolete
pyrotechnic when necessary. (Properly dispose, return, or not to return,
of obsolete pyrotechnic to shipowner)
4-Transfer Process: a- That the INEA set a formal procedure leaded by
ILRSS to ensure that the inflatable liferafts, after having maintenance
performed in the ILRSS, are correctly installed on board the vessel,
(HRUs, Weak links, Canisters). b- To include in vessel´s safety
management and prevention of pollution Code manual, the verification
and certification of proper installation aboard the liferaft on his return
from the facilities of the ILRSS, (HRUs, Weak links, Canisters) since it
is essential to ensure proper placement of these devices to assist in the
availability and operability of the liferafts. This procedure should has
easy reading pictograms on how to connect painter, weak links and
HRUs.
5-Authority Control Processes: a-That the INEA ensures
inspectors specially trained in the maintenance processes
inflatable liferafts. b-That the INEA implants a monitoring
consisting in frequency, knowledge and statistical data, the
operation and the activities of the ILRSS.

to hire
of the
process
correct
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ANNEX
ANNEX E1 (Figure 5 Experts Interview/Responses)
Questions of the interview with experts (3 ILRSS General Manager, 3
ILRSS Assistant Technical Maintenance Leader, 1 Classification
Society) regarding the knowledge and application of laws, regulations
and procedures of inflatable liferafts maintenance, according to
international quality standards
Question
Number

GROUP
Experts in the area of maintenance of inflatable liferafts

1

Do you know the procedure for the maintenance of an inflatable liferaft?

2

Are you familiar with the technical updates that are carried out with any of
the trademarks of inflatable liferafts?

3

Have you the knowledge of the final criteria to condemn a liferaft?

4

Do you think that the validity time of the supplies in the liferaft is
appropriate?

5

Have you done professional leveling courses that will allow you to
improve your performance in this area?

6

In the event of a complaint of pyrotechnics, What is your position with
respect to the client?

7

What is your criterion about having shipped a raft with manufacturing of
20 years of service compliance with all applicable maintenance by the
IMO Resolution 761, without presenting any harm?
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ANNEX E2 (Figure 6 Representatives of shipowners)
Questions of the interview with representatives of shipowners regarding
the knowledge and application of laws, regulations and procedures for
the maintenance of inflatable liferafts and standards according to
international quality standards
Question
Number

GROUP
Representatives of shipowners

1

What is an inflatable liferaft?

2

How would you describe, the procedure for the maintenance
of inflatable liferaft?

3

How do you keep your staff of crew members trained in this
type of equipment of maritime safety?

4

Are you familiar with the updates that are carried out in any
brand of Inflatable Liferaft in the companies currently
operating in the country? Please indicate which ones

5

After receiving the service of a inflatable liferaft, have you
had any difficulty about it as a client? Please indicate which
difficulty

6

Have you been invited by the ILRSS establish in Venezuela to
witness the referred maintenance?

7

Do you know the minimum standards to move the rafts on the
ships and putting them in place of stowage?

8

Do you know some kind of national legal inspection that is
applied during this type of service to the liferafts?

9

Do you know the procedure to condemn a Liferaft?

ANNEX E3 (Figure 7 National Maritime Authority, INEA)
Questions to interview the representatives of INEA, in relation to
inspections and /or modality of supervision to the liferafts servicing
stations
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Question
Number

GROUP
National Maritime Authority INEA

1

Explain in detail the procedure for maintenance of inflatable
liferafts in Venezuela

2

Are the staffs of the Engineering Management department of
the INEA, familiar with the IMO resolution-761 (18)?

3

Do you know which liferafts servicing station are authorised
by the INEA to carry out maintenance service to liferafts?

4

Does the INEA make statistical controls of the main servicing
stations of the inflatable liferafts? (Services, certifications,
training, updates, notices)

5

Do you know the procedure to condemn a liferaft?

6

Have that INEA’s engineering department received any
requirement regarding the validity extension of liferafts
certificates, during last year?

7

According to your response of the previous question: In what
type of ships have been increased those extensions: in near
shore or overseas ships?

8

According to the recommendations of the IMO Resolution761 (18) has the INEA carried out annually inspections to all
liferafts servicing station?

ANNEX ED4 (Figure 8 ILRSS)
Objective: To value the level of execution of the ILRSS regarding the
service of maintenance of inflatable liferafts, according to international
standards.
Questions of the dichotomous Check-List to ILRSS establish in
Venezuela.
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Question
Letter/N

GROUP
Inflatable liferafts servicing station ILRSS (dichotomous)

(A) 1

Is the ILRSS certified by INEA and Manufacturer?

(B) 2

Does the ILRSS possesses authorization letter of maintenance
service and supply of spare parts by part of the manufacturer

(C) 6

Do liferafts maintainers have their certificates?

(D) 7

Is the ILRSS operational permitology visible?

(E) 8

Has the ILRSS a training plan for the staff?

(F) 9

Is the ILRSS in contact with manufacturers for updates?

(G) 11

Is the ILRSS affiliated to a Classification society?

(H) 18

Are there in the ILRSS devices to perform maintenance to the
hydrostatic release units?

(I) 19

Are the required calibrations to the equipment that is used for
maintenance done?

(J) 21

Does the ILRSS keep statistical record of the liferafts served
and classified by branch?

(K) 22

Are controls or records of services of liferafts done and kept?

(L) 23

It is reported to the Maritime Authority INEA on the
maintenance performed to the liferafts?

(M) 25

Are the maintenance instructions for the liferafts visible in the
ILRSS?

(N) 26

Once completed the maintenance service, is the installation of
liferafts aboard the ships provided?

ANNEX E5
Objective: To value the execution level of the ILRSS regarding the
service of maintenance of inflatable liferafts, according to international
standards.
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Open-ended questions of the Check-List to the four ILRSS.
GROUP
ILRSS (open-ended questions)
Time of experience (Years) in this type of service:
05 - Other. It intrudes in the market for 1st time.

20 - 15 - 3
Yes_
NO _

Local storage condition of the spare parts.
Excellent ___
Good___ Good___
Regular___ Bad___

Very 4

Control of maintenance and calibration of equipment and tools for 5
the job: if you have a Balance, Torque Wrench, double pump effect,
etc.
Very Good__ Good__
Regular___
Bad___
Investigate the professional level of staff technical-operational 10
withheld in the process of maintaining liferafts: professional level ,
courses, etc.
Explain the procedure for the maintenance of liferafts from its 12
inception throughout its delivery to ship
Explain the assessment scheme of emergency packages

13

Explain the assessment scheme of cylinder activation

14

Explain the scheme of assessment of the various testing pressures to 15
implement them in the liferafts
Where are the hydrostatic tests performed?

16

To evaluate the local where is carried out the maintenance of the 17
inflatable liferafts: Does it comply with Res A 761(18)? Number of
liferafts serviced at a time and of which capacity
Which is the system of industrial safety employed in the ILRSS to 20
undertake the service of the liferafts?
Which is the procedure used to condemn a liferaft?
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SECURITY COURSES AT SERBIAN MILITARY
ACADEMY
Slobodan M. Radojević, Goran M. Lazić, Svetislav D. Šoškić
University of Defence, Military Academy of The Republic of Serbia

ABSTRACT
Modern maritime affairs are exposed to numerous challenges and
threats of what the major piracy and terrorism. These asymmetric
threats inflict a lot of problems for states and the maritime industry
to oppose them. Developed countries and military alliances,
international organizations and institutions in general and maritime
industries fight against these threats by organizing maritime
operations. Small countries with small but developed maritime
capabilities and a long maritime tradition, particularly in the
education of staff for the shipping, can be a great contribution to
this area. Serbian Military Academy has developed and accredited
school system compliance to international standards. Serbian
Military Academy also has a nautical accredited curriculum in
which incorporated provisions and convention of the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). Its experienced instructors, didactic
teaching methods and modern technology is designed for courses in
maritime security. A particular quality of training of seafarers for
security purpose is obtained by transferring military experience in
dealing with contemporary threats in the maritime industry.

KEYWORDS: threats, maritime security, security courses, Serbian
Military Academy

INTRODUCTION
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Throughout the centuries, as well as nowadays, maritime transport has
been exposed to a variety of security threats. Among these, the most
prominent threats are piracy, robbery attacks, terrorist attacks,
smuggling, human trafficking and illegal migrations. Whatever form
they take, they directly and significantly influence ships and ports.
In the beginning of the 21st century the world faces new challenges in
the field of security. It appears necessary to give a new meaning to
contemporary risks and the entire approach to security. It is impossible
to guarantee the security only through military means. In the interest of
security, it is necessary to use the wide spectrum of political, economic,
military and information instruments in order to counteract the variety of
risks and threats. The rise of terrorist and pirate attacks triggered a
process of analysis and reassessment, reflected in the activity of the
International Maritime Organization (IMO). Maritime security is an
integral part of IMO's responsibilities. A comprehensive security regime
for international shipping entered into force on 1 July 2004. The
mandatory security measures, adopted in December 2002, include a
number of amendments to the 1974 Safety of Life at Sea Convention
(SOLAS), the most far-reaching of which enshrines the new
International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code). The
ISPS Code is implemented through chapter XI-2 Special measures to
enhance maritime security in the International Convention for the Safety
of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974. The International Ship and Port Facility
Security Code (ISPS Code) is a comprehensive set of measures to
enhance the security of ships and port facilities, developed in response to
the perceived threats to ships and port facilities in the wake of the 9/11
attacks in the United States.
ISPS contains detailed security-related requirements for Governments,
port authorities and shipping companies in a mandatory section (Part A),
together with a series of guidelines about how to meet these
requirements in a second, non-mandatory section (Part B).
In essence, the Code takes the approach that ensuring the security of
ships and port facilities is a risk management activity and that, to
determine what security measures are appropriate, an assessment of the
risks must be made in each particular case. The purpose of the Code is to
provide a standardized, consistent framework for evaluating risk,
enabling Governments to offset changes in threat with changes in
vulnerability for ships and port facilities through determination of
appropriate security levels and corresponding security measures. [1]
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SECURITY MEASURES
A number of security measures are identified within the Code but they
can be encapsulated by a single principle – the control of access to the
vessel or port facility. This is controlling the access of personnel,
vehicles, cargo and equipment to the vessel or port facility, i.e. allowing
in that which has a legitimate reason for being there and preventing that
which does not. The Code does not state how control of access is to be
implemented nor gives detailed requirements for physical measures but
gives general guidance on what is required. It is a well known fact that
efficient security cannot rely solely on one particular measure and that
an effective system is based on a number of interlocking measures which
complement and support each other. These measures can be proactive –
where a particular measure attempts to catch the interloper before access
is gained, e.g. vetting of employees – or reactive where the measure
forces an interloper to reveal their intentions, e.g. a perimeter fence
surrounding a site forces the interloper to climb the fence to gain access.
The use of additional measures can enhance security, thus a pass and
permit system reinforces the vetting of employees, while lighting and
alarms can improve the effectiveness of a perimeter fence.

TRAINING ISSUES
Training of personnel is vital to create and apply a working security
regime, and to comply with the demands of the ISPS Code. The needs of
training are fairly straightforward in the major ISPS roles of Company
Security Officer (CSO), Ship Security Officer (SSO), and Port Facility
Security Officer (PFSO) all have specific training and certification
demands imposed on them. IMO has developed three model courses:
- ISPS—Ship Security Officer, 2003 edition [2]
- ISPS—Company Security Officer, 2011 edition [3]
- ISPS—Port Facility Security Officer, 2011 edition. [4]
The model courses aim to provide knowledge to those who may be
designated to perform the duties and responsibilities of a CSO, a PFSO,
and an SSO.
Once personnel are in possession of their qualifications, and the Ship
Security Plan – SSP is installed on the vessel, it is important to
remember that security is not neglected and as such drills and exercises
are a vital part of the security effort. From changes in security levels,
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bomb alerts, piracy attacks, etc., there are many and varied scenarios
which can be introduced and drilled against. In addition to these smaller
shipboard efforts, it is important to involve other parts of the security
chain, and real or desktop exercises involving the CSO and PFSO are a
natural extension of the security training system.
Drills and exercises are not only important in developing the response to
a security threat, but they can also help to motivate staff and provide
them with an opportunity to openly assess the role they can play in
helping to secure the vessel. In most cases it helps if the drills and
exercises contain an element of realism, and capture the likely events
that will threaten the vessel. For instance, if a vessel trades in pirate hot
spots, drug-exporting nations, or into ports with a known stowaway
problem it would seem churlish to ignore these facts when developing
the drill schedule. [5]
IMO also has developed model course: Actions to be taken to prevent
acts of piracy and armed robbery, 2011 Edition. The emphasis of this
model course is not on training to fight pirates, but rather to assist
trainees to identify, deter or mitigate such actions through proper
planning, preparation and coordination with various entities. [6]

ISPS AND ANTI-PIRACY COURSES AT THE SERBIAN
MILITARY ACADEMY
This intensive course provides delegates with a full understanding of the
International Safety Management Code – ISM Code, how to implement
the ISPS Code 2003 Regulations, fulfil the documentation requirements
and maintain an effective safety and security system for their operation.
A basic understanding of the ISM (SOLAS) and ISPS Code, maritime
transport and/or offshore facility security arrangements would be
helpful.
Security training include following topic: security administration,
relevant international conventions, codes and recommendations, relevant
Government legislation and regulations, responsibilities and functions of
other security organizations, methodology of ship security assessment,
methods of ship security surveys and inspections, ship and port
operations and conditions, ship and port facility security measures,
emergency preparedness and response and contingency planning,
instruction techniques for security training and education, including
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security measures and procedures. Trainee also learn to handling
sensitive
security-related
information
and
security-related
communications, current security threats and patterns, recognition and
detection of weapons, dangerous substances anddevices, recognition, on
a non-discriminatory basis, of characteristics and behavioural patterns of
persons who are likely to threaten security, techniques used to
circumvent security measures, security equipment and systems and their
operational limitations,methods of conducting audits, inspection, control
and monitoring, methods of physical searches and non-intrusive
inspections, security drills and exercises, including drills and exercises
with port facilities; and assessment of security drills and exercises. [7]
Course objectives and topics:
-

achieve the proficiency required by International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers – STCW ’10 Reg. VI/5 and STCW Code Section AVI/5,
- understand Maritime Security Threats,
- conduct Ship Security Assessments,
- implement Ship Security Plan measures onboard,
- undertake regular Security Inspections,
- develop submissions for approval,
- implementation and maintenance of Ship Security Plans,
- to ensure Security Plans are modified and improved as
appropriate,
- to correct deficiencies and update Plans,
- to enhance security awareness and vigilance,
- to report on all security incidents,
- to carry out Internal Audits of Security Plans and maintain
appropriate records,
- to ensure security equipment is properly operated, tested,
calibrated and maintained,
- to ensure adequate training, security drills and exercises,
- to identify threats and understand and carry out Risk Assessment.
The present question is “what are the requirements necessary to achieve
effective development of course at the Serbian Military Academy and
maritime sector to meet the continuously increasing requirements in
accordance with the amendments to International Conventions?”
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HUMAN RESOURCES
The influence of the human element is very high and is a very important
factor in the process of carrying out the various functions of education
shipping crew. They play the most crucial role in almost all operations at
sea and ashore. Education and professional training, as well as
development of performance should be given due consideration. The
proper implementation of the International Conventions will go a long
way towards achieving these objectives, and a very significant point is
the need for expedient crew training for tasks, which are very specialized
and complicated. Emphasis should be placed on the important role
played by those provide this training and we must ensure that they are
highly qualified, well motivated and provided with a work environment
that helps improve their skills and encourages them in carrying out their
professional responsibilities. [8]
For organization of teaching, the leading experts on this field are
engaged, the teachers from the Group of teachers for Navigation and
Seamanship and outer co-workers, all commanding officers of ships with
over 20 years of experience and over 10 000 nautical miles. The
theoretical part of the teaching is organized at Cabinets of Navigation
and Seamanship in The Military Academy, and practice at the polygon
Ušće, the polygon of fire prevention and the pool of the Sports Centre of
The Military Academy. [9]

NEW QUALITY ON SECURITY COURSES AT SERBIAN
MILITARY ACADEMY
In the educational process of seafarers training, Serbian Military
Academy applies the highest standards prescribed by the STCW
Convention and the SOLAS Convention. The training of security
personnel for the maritime industry entered a new quality. Apart from
the application of all provisions of the ISPS Code and the IMO model
courses, IMO guidelines for dealing in crisis situations, applies the most
modern equipment, teaching facilities and teaching aids.
Security equipment and systems included in presentation and practice
with course participants include: Automatic Identification System (AIS),
Ship Security Alert System, Locks, Lighting, Handheld radios, Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) equipment, Closed
Circuit Televisions, Automatic Intrusion Detection Device, Metal
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detectors, Explosive detectors, Baggage screening equipment, X-ray
devices, General alarm. [10]
Serbian Military Academy has collection of Computer Based Training
(CBT) modules and selected DVD films for these courses. Classes are
taught in modern classrooms equipped with computers by the IMO
requirements for CBT training.
ISPS modules and Anti-Piracy module are designed to assist potential
security consultants with an insight into Anti-Piracy and security team
operations in the high risk area.
Contemporary challenges, risks and threats which is exposed maritime
sector require that security personnel are to be trained in the knowledge,
handling and neutralizing the effects of various types of firearms.
Serbian Military Academy at security courses can display various kinds
of weapons of large number of manufacturers. Also, experienced
teachers for weapons with firing instruction can train in 2 to 3 hours
future security personnel in the proper handling, shooting and
neutralizing the effects of small arms action.
Special quality of training is obtained in the elaboration of different
scenarios of security threats. All course participants must be put in
attacker’s role. These exercises are performed by instructors with
extensive experience in detecting and eliminating security threats at sea.
These classes would be an ideal support and complement the IMO
model courses offered to future employees on matters of maritime
security support for better decision making and acting in an elevated
degree of security, especially in light of the upcoming boarding of a
person as commercial vessels armed escort during sailing.
Courses participants should be familiar with the list of basic equipment
that may be employed in conducting searches. Trainees should learn
procedures to be followed so as to ensure effective and efficient
searches. Participants in the courses should be acquainted with the fact
that there are many places at various vessels and vessel parts where
weapons, dangerous substances, and devices can be concealed. On
courses instructors display search techniques used by countries with
developed maritime industries, which use the customs service, police,
army, coast guard, etc., and most personal experiences.
Our security courses are both generic for the majority of seafarers, but
also dynamic to meet different entrance levels and specific company
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requirements. During our security training sessions we always listen and
learn from each other and by doing so we ensure that any security
experience transfer is utilized during our courses.
Crisis Management Exercises and Drills are also part of our security
faculty. Designing crisis scenarios and script plays with realistic
elements of media pressure, human catastrophes and environmental
impacts, are professional captured and ensures a high degree of learning
moments for any Crisis Management Team. Using modern monitoring
technology and electronic aids also ensures that comprehensive
evaluations and feed-back reports are completed and can be used for
improving any identified weaknesses within the Emergency
Management System.
Given the very peculiar nature of duties by armed security guards on
board merchant ships trading in international waters, it is essential they
have adequate training procedures. Training at Military Academy
includes training such as specific firearms use and other security
equipment that will be used on the vessels. Also course include medical
training that meet the international standards; and appropriate training
and/or briefing with specific references to the vessel type, where that
vessel will be trading, and the provisions of the International Ship and
Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code, and the industry Best Management
Practices for anti-piracy measures.

CONCLUSION
Small countries with a developed maritime capabilities and a long
maritime tradition, particularly in the education and training of seafarers
can be a great contribution to this area. Serbian Military Academy has
developed and accredited school system compliance to international
standards. Serbian Military Academy also has a nautical accredited
curriculum in which incorporated provisions and convention of the
International Maritime Organization (IMO). Its experienced instructors,
didactic teaching methods and modern technology is designed for
courses in maritime security. A particular quality of training of seafarers
for security purpose is obtained by transferring military experience in
dealing with contemporary threats in the maritime industry.
Instructors who work at the Military Academy have extensive
experience in dealing with maritime threats and implement best
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practices. Ability to effectively present and use security equipment and
devices are given a special quality of security courses for seafarers at
Military Academy.
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ABSTRACT
Maritime ships carry large quantities of different types of cargo.
Some of these goods can be subsumed under a special category of
dangerous and harmful goods. It is a good that has specific
characteristics and poses a danger both to the people and the ship,
as well as for the sea and marine environment. Due to negative
impact of dangerous goods, it is clear that its transport must be
organized in an adequate manner that ensures a high degree of
security of people, ships and marine environment from adverse
effects that inadequate transportation is likely to produce.
Inadequate preparation of dangerous goods for transport, poor
packaging, loading of containers, incorrect or insufficient packaging
as well as improper labeling of dangerous goods may be and often
are causes of maritime disasters which may result in catastrophic
damages. Therefore, in order to avoid this, along with consideration
of other elements, it is necessary that there is a clear legal
regime that regulates the transport of dangerous goods by
sea, which all entities that participate in its transport must comply
with. This
paper
presents an
overview
of the
most
significant legislation of international conventions concerning the
transport of dangerous goods by sea.
Special attention is paid to the International Maritime Dangerous
Goods Code (IMDG) as the most significant international act for
transportation of dangerous goods by sea, which regulates the
packaging, transport by containers and stowage, with particular
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reference to the segregation of incompatible substances. The paper
special attention to the legal regulation of dangerous substances in
the Montenegro.

KEYWORDS: Maritime transport,
international conventions and IMDG.

dangerous

goods, the sea,

INTRODUCTION
Maritime transport affects society in many respects: economical, social,
political, environmental and others. It is an important constituent part of
the entire transport system. Maritime transport is vital to the world
economy. Shipping is involved in approximately 95 % of international
trade. It is a key sector playing a major role in the overall economy of
many maritime countries and regions [1]. For many countries maritime
transport is the only alternative mode of transport in the international
trade. In order to protect human life, property and the marine
environment, safe and secure maritime transport is imperative for
maritime navigation. The issue of safe and secure maritime transport is
particularly important when it comes to transport of dangerous goods by
sea. We can say that today there is no hazardous cargo that cannot be
transported by ship. In particular, the transport of dangerous goods is
developed among the developed countries when two-way transport is
performed, for example, North America-Europe, South America - Japan,
Europe-Japan. Although the one way transport of dangerous goods is
performed from developed to underdeveloped countries. The largest
exporter of hazardous cargo is the USA.
Dangerous Good means a good which, because of its danger of
explosion, fire or radiation, toxicity, corrosiveness or other similar
characteristic may cause harm to humans, to the environment or to
property. Any transportation of dangerous goods and its handling
represents the potential risk to the participants in the transportation,
people and their environment. Transport of dangerous goods by sea must
be carried out adequately. For the safety of all participants in the
maritime transport, in the organization of its transportation all
requirements that are stipulated in international and national regulations
must be complied with. It is necessary to comply with the requirements
in terms of taking special measures in packing, loading, transportation,
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unloading, handling and storage of dangerous goods, as well as
requirements relating to labeling of specific sites where dangerous cargo
may be unloaded and loaded. The human factor has a special role in the
transport of dangerous goods. Transportation and handling of dangerous
goods should not be performed by unskilled and incompetent people, but
by people who are specially skilled. Also, it is necessary to protect the
crew of ships carrying dangerous cargo. In this sense, many shipping
companies issue their manuals on procedures for the safe handling of
dangerous goods. Manuals relate to those employees who come into
contact with hazardous materials. Their goal is to transport dangerous
materials by the safest means of transport and with special attention of
employees in relation to the safety of the crew, ship, cargo and their
environment. Likewise, various courses are organized for the handling
and transport of dangerous goods, and special authorizations are issued,
on the basis of assessment of knowledge of handling of hazardous
materials.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS
GOODS BY SEA
International Maritime Organization [2], as organization that promotes
safe and secure transportation, pays great attention to transport of
dangerous goods by sea. Since its inception, the IMO has convened
many international conferences and developed many regulations,
recommendations and codes of practice concerning the carriage of
dangerous cargoes by sea. Thirty conventions and protocols and over
700 codes and recommendations concerning maritime safety, the
prevention of marine pollution and other related matters have been
adopted by the IMO. International Conventions dealing with various
aspects of maritime transport and environment contain provisions
governing the carriage of dangerous goods. The most important
International Conventions related to the carriage of dangerous goods by
sea are the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974
(SOLAS, 74) and International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships, (MARPOL, 73/78). In addition to the conventions,
a main international instrument that regulates the transport of dangerous
goods by sea is the International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG)
Code which is known worldwide.
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Very important regulations concerning transport of dangerous goods by
sea is the regulations established within UN, i.e. UN Recommendations
on Transport of Dangerous Goods [3]. However, international
conventions, together with the IMDG Code represent a legal basis for
international and national regulations.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) [4],
1974, currently in force, was adopted on 1 November 1974, by the
International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, which was convened
by the IMO and entered into force on 25 May 1980. The SOLAS 1974
sets the basic safety standards for all passenger and cargo ships,
including ships carrying dangerous cargoes. SOLAS Convention,
Chapter VII, contains provisions regarding transport of hazardous cargo
by sea. Chapter VII regulates the transport of dangerous goods in four
parts. Part A-Carriage of dangerous goods in packaged form-includes
provisions for the classification, packing, marking, labeling and
placarding, documentation and stowage of dangerous goods. Part A-1Carriage of dangerous goods in solid forms in bulk-covers the
documentation, stowage and segregation requirements for these goods
and requires reporting of incidents involving such goods. Part B covers
Construction and equipment of ships carrying dangerous liquid
chemicals in bulk and requires chemical tankers to comply with the
International Bulk Chemical Code (IBC Code). Part C covers
Construction and equipment of ships carrying liquefied gases in bulk and
gas carriers to comply with the requirements of the International Gas
Carrier Code (IGC Code). Part D includes special requirements for the
carriage of packaged irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium and high-level
radioactive wastes on board ships and requires ships carrying such
products to comply with the International Code for the Safe Carriage of
Packaged Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level
Radioactive Wastes on Board Ships (INF Code). The chapter requires
carriage of dangerous goods to be in compliance with the relevant
provisions of the IMDG Code.

SOLAS also sets standards for how ships that carry dangerous goods
shall be constructed and equipped. Chapter II-2 states the rules that
apply if the goods are packaged or are solid bulk cargoes. The
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requirements vary according to the type of goods to be carried.
According to Regulation 19 applies for the following ships: Passenger
ships constructed on or after 1 September 1984, Cargo ships of 500
gross or above constructed on or after 1 September 1984 and Cargo
ships below 500 gross constructed on or after 1 February 1992. Ships
that must meet the construction and equipment standards provided in
Chapter II-2 Rule 19 must also have a certificate that establishes which
classes of dangerous goods the specific ship may carry.
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of Ships,
1973 was adopted in 1973. This Convention was subsequently modified
by the Protocol 1978 relating thereto, which was adopted in 1978. The
Protocol introduced stricter regulations for the survey and certification
of ships. It is to be read as one instrument and is usually referred to as
MARPOL 73/78, which entered into force in October 1983. This IMO
Convention is the most important global treaty for the prevention of
pollution from the operation of ships; it governs the design and
equipment of ships; establishes system of certificates and inspections;
requires states to provide reception facilities for the disposal of oily
waste and chemicals. It covers all the technical aspects of pollution from
ships, except the disposal of waste into the sea by dumping, and applies
to ships of all types, although it does not apply to pollution arising out of
the exploration and exploitation of sea-bed mineral resources.
MARPOL 1973/78 contains mandatory provisions for the prevention of
pollution from ships. It consists of six Annexes. Annex III Regulations
for the Prevention of Pollution by Harmful Substances Carried by Sea in
Packaged Form, contains mandatory provisions for the prevention of
pollution by harmful substances carried by sea in packaged from. Annex
III contains general requirements for the issuing of detailed standards on
packing, marking, labeling, documentation, stowage, quantity
limitations, exceptions and notifications for preventing pollution by
harmful substances. The IMDG Code has, since 1991, included marine
pollutants. Annex III entered into force on 1st July 1992. Latest changes
of Annex III were made through Resolution Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) 156(55) adopted on 13 October 2006 and
Resolution MEPC193 (61) adopted on 1 October 2010. Revised Annex
III from 2006 includes changes to packing, marking, labeling,
documentation, and stowage and quantity limitation requirements of
packaged dangerous goods carried by ships. The Annex has been revised
in order to harmonize the Regulations with the criteria for defining
marine pollutants which have been adopted by the UN Transport of
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Dangerous Goods (TDG) Sub-Committee, based on the United Nations
Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of
Chemicals (GHS). The Resolution came into force on 1 January 2010.
Revision of Annex III of 2010 is being made in order to optimize text of
MARPOL (Annex III) with the IMDG Code. MARPOL Annex III is
revised to bring in line the criteria defining marine pollutants in Annex
III with the revised Globally Harmonized System (GHS) and to align
certain documentation provisions in the Annex with proposed
amendments to SOLAS regulation VII/4.6.5. It is expected that these
changes will come into force on 1 January 2014.

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS GOODS (IMDG)
CODE
IMDG Code was developed as a uniform international code for the
transport of dangerous goods by sea covering such matters as packing,
container traffic and stowage, with particular reference to the
segregation of incompatible substances. The necessity for development
and updating of the IMDG Code arises from the international seafaring
community, maritime trading interests and governments of maritime
nations. The IMDG Code is based on the recommendations from the UN
Committee of Experts on Transport of Dangerous Goods, SOLAS 1974
and MARPOL 1973/78. The IMDG code contains detailed technical
specifications to enable dangerous goods to be transported safely by sea.
The development of the IMDG Code dates back to the 1960 Safety of
Life at Sea Conference, which recommended that Governments should
adopt a uniform international code for the transport of dangerous goods
by sea to supplement the regulations contained in the 1960 International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). A resolution adopted
by the 1960 Conference the proposed code should cover such matters as
packing, container traffic and stowage, with particular reference to the
segregation of incompatible substances. A working group of IMO's
Maritime Safety Committee began preparing the Code in 1961, in close
co-operation with the United Nations Committee of Experts on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods, which in a 1956 report had established
minimum requirements for the transport of dangerous goods by all
modes of transport. Since its adoption by the fourth IMO Assembly in
1965, the IMDG Code has undergone many changes, both in appearance
and content to keep pace with the ever-changing needs of industry. The
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IMDG Code is evolving and is updated every two years to take account
of: new dangerous goods which have to be included and new technology
and methods of working with or handling dangerous goods. The IMDG
Code became mandatory for adoption by SOLAS signatory states from
1st January 2004.
The Code comprises 7 parts. It is presented in two books-Volume 1 and
Volume 2. It is necessary to use both books to obtain the required
information when shipping dangerous goods by sea. The Code also
contains a Supplement. Volume 1 ( Parts 1-2 & 4-7 of the Code)
comprises: Part 1General provisions, definitions and training, Part 2
Classification, Part 4 Packing and tank provisions Part 5 Consignment
procedures, Part 6 Provisions for the construction and testing of pressure
receptacles, aerosol dispensers, small receptacles containing gas (gas
cartridges) and fuel cell cartridges containing liquefied flammable gas,
Part 7 Requirements concerning transport operations; Volume 2 (Part 3
and the Appendices of the Code) comprises: Part 3 Dangerous Goods
List (DGL), Special Provisions Limited and Excepted Quantities
Exceptions Appendix A List of Generic and N.O.S. (Not Otherwise
Specified) Proper Shipping Names Appendix B Glossary of terms
Alphabetical Index. The supplement contains the following texts related
to the Code: Emergency Response Procedures for Ships Carrying
Dangerous Goods, Medical First Aid Guide, Reporting Procedures
IMO/ILO/ECE Guidelines for Packing Cargo Transport Units, Safe Use
of Pesticides in Ships, Cargo Holds and CTUs, International Code for
the Carriage of Packaged Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and HighLevel Radioactive Wastes on Board Ships.

The purpose of the IMDG Code’s classification system is: to distinguish
between goods which are considered to be dangerous for transport and
those which are not; to identify the dangers which are presented by
dangerous goods in transport and to ensure that the correct measure are
taken to enable these goods to be transported safely without risk to
persons or property.
Dangerous goods are classified into 9 classes according to properties.
The way in which different classes of dangerous goods are handled in
transport will depend upon these properties and hazards, for example:
the type of packaging that can be used, what classes of dangerous goods
can be transported together in freight containers or where the goods can
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be stored within the port and on the ship. The 9 classes: Class 1
Explosives, Class 2 Gases, Class 3 Flammable liquids, Class 4
Flammable solids, Class 5 Oxidizing substances and organic peroxides,
Class 6 Toxic and infectious substances, Class 7 Radioactive material,
Class 8 Corrosive substances, Class 9 Miscellaneous dangerous
substances and articles, These 9 hazard classes have been established
internationally by a United Nations (UN) committee to ensure that all
modes of transport (road, rail, air and sea) classify dangerous goods in
the same way.

THE INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY

SHIP

AND

PORTS

FACILITY

ISPS Code is adopted by the IMO 2004 as a security measure against
terrorism in ports, ships and territorial waters. The implementation of the
ISPS Code requirements, which took effect on July 2004, has become
mandatory for all member states of the IMO. According to the ISPS
Code, every port must carry out a risk assessment and design a port
facility security plan, which describes the measures to be taken in
enhancing the security in ports. Based on SOLAS convention,
Montenegro as a member state is obliged to implement ISPS Code.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CODES
The International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk IBC Code applies to chemical
tankers constructed on or after 1 July. (the date of entry into force of part
B of chapter VII of SOLAS 1974 contained in the 1983 amendments to
the 1974 SOLAS Convention). The purposes of Code is to provide an
international standard for the safe transport by sea in bulk of liquid
dangerous chemicals, by prescribing the design and construction
standards of ships regardless of tonnage involved in such transport and
the equipment they should carry so as to minimize the risks to the ship,
its crew and to the environment, having regard to the nature of the
products carried. The basic philosophy is one of ship types related to the
hazards of the products covered by the Codes. Each of the products may
have one or more hazard properties which include flammability, toxicity,
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corrosivity and reactivity. The IBC Code is in accordance with the
International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC Code). Gas carriers may also
carry in bulk liquid chemicals covered by the IBC Code. IGC Code
applies to gas carriers constructed on or after the entry into force of part
C of chapter VII of SOLAS 1974 contained in the 1983 amendments to
the 1974 SOLAS Convention (1 July 1986). Gas carriers constructed
before that date should comply with the requirements of the Code for the
Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk
or the Code for Existing Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk.
Special requirements for the seaworthiness of vessels carrying irradiated
nuclear materials, spent fuel and high-level radioactive wastes are
provided under Chapter VII Part D of the SOLAS 1974 as amended. The
International Code for the Safe Carriage of Packaged Irradiated Nuclear
Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes on Board Ships INF Code sets standards for the design and construction of ships
carrying the following radioactive materials: irradiated nuclear fuel,
plutonium, and high level radioactive wastes. All ships, new and
existing, regardless of size, including cargo ships of less than 500 tons
tonnage, engaged in the carriage of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium
and high-level radioactive wastes in flask are covered by this Code. The
INF Code also prescribes rules and standards on the following areas:
damage stability, fire protection, temperature control of cargo spaces,
structural considerations, cargo securing arrangements, electrical
supplies, radiological protection equipment and management, training
and shipboard emergency planning. INF materials are classified into
three INF 1, INF 2 and INF 3. The classification depends on the total
radioactive quantity of the INF material carried on board a vessel INF 1
and INF 2 cargoes may be carried on board passenger ships in
accordance with Chapter I, Part A, and Regulation 2(f) of SOLAS 1974
as amended. As for INF 3, there is no restriction on the aggregate
radioactive quantity, thus it may only be carried in cargo vessels with
specific technical requirements under the Code. On 27 May 1999, and
the INF Code was made mandatory under the tacit acceptance rule and
became part of Chapter VII of the SOLAS. It entered into force on 1
January 2001.
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NATIONAL REGULATIONS
Law on Maritime and Inland Navigation ("Official Journal of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia“, No. 12/98, 44/99, 74/99 and 73/00) is the main
Law governing maritime legal regime in Montenegro. The above
mentioned Law regulates many types of legal areas, and it overcomes
both qualitative and quantitative dimensions of the common laws. It
represents, in its essence, almost complete codification of maritime law
and inland waterways. It is very comprehensive and is composed of
1078 Articles. It can be said that the law is the most extensive legal
codification work that has been passed in our country. The Law does not
contain specific provisions governing the carriage of dangerous goods
by sea, with the exception of Article 102 which emphasizes the
obligation to determine the ability of ships carrying dangerous goods and
the issuance of certain licences, i.e books certifying that the ship must
meet the prescribed requirements for the transport of dangerous goods.
In Montenegro, the issue of transport of dangerous goods is regulated by
the Law on the Transport of Dangerous Substances which was passed in
2008 ("Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro", Nos.05/08,
40/11). The Law regulates conditions under which transportation of
dangerous substances is made and activities related to this
transportation. The Law is composed of 118 articles and consists of VII
parts. The Law defines dangerous substances and classifies them into 9
classes: Class 1a – Explosive substances; Class 1b– Objects filled with
explosive substances; Class 1c – Firing means, fireworks instruments
and other instruments; Class 2 – Compressed gases, liquefied gases and
gases dissolved under pressure; Class 3 – Flammable liquids; Class 4.1 –
Flammable solids; Class 4.2 – Substances liable to auto ignition; Class
4.3 – Substances which in contact with water develop flammable gases;
Class 5.1 – Oxidizing substances; Class 5.2 – Organic peroxides; Class
6.1 – Toxins; Class 6.2 – Obnoxious and infectious substances; Class 7 –
Radioactive substances; Class 8 – Corrosive (corroding) substances;
Class 9 – Other dangerous substances.
The Law does not specifically states facts about the transport of
dangerous goods by sea, but in in Chapter IV, which relates to
implementation of safety measures regarding transport of dangerous
substances, it is emphasized that, in addition to safety measures
envisaged by the Law the following provisions shall also apply: SOLAS
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1974, IMDG Code, IGC Code 1975, MARPOL 73/78, BC Code 1971
and 1983 and BLU Code 1988. The Law contains some more Articles
which are generally given and which relate to the transport of dangerous
substances by sea. According to Article 95 there is the possibility of
transport of dangerous substances by Passenger Sea ships, provided that
the dangerous substances are housed in a special area separated from the
passengers. Furthermore, Articles 18 and 19 of the Law stipulate
specifficaly defined places in ports where loading and unloading of
dangerous substances would be done. Those places must be supplied
with the prescribed devices and marked in an appropriate manner.
Article 89 prohibits smoking and use of fire and other agents that can
cause sparks, fire or explosion during the loading of dangerous goods by
ship or tanker or unloading from a ship or tanker, as well as during
cleaning and ventilation of the ship or tanker. From the formulation of
these Articles, it is clear that the provisions on transport of dangerous
goods by sea are provided in a general manner and that the concept of
Law has been based on the commitment to ensure the application of
provisions contained in international conventions and codes.
Other Montenegrin laws also do not pay enough attention to the subject
matter. Law on Ports of the Republic of Montenegro passed in 2008
contains only one provision regarding the liability of a persons who is in
charge of handling and storing dangerous goods, which is to designate
specific areas for such actions.Otherwise, a fine in the amount of from
ten to three hundred times the minimum wage in Montenegro was
envisag. New changes and amendments to the Law on Ports passed in
2012, which have not yet entered into force, envisage strengthening of
penalties for this offense in the amount of 1,000 to 20,000 EUR.
Montenegro has also adopted two regulations concerning the regulation
of port operations such as: Decree on maintenance of order in ports and
other parts of coastal sea and internal waterways in 2006 ("Official
Gazette of the RoM" no. 41/06) and Decree on the conditions which
must be fulfilled by ports classified according to the type of maritime
transport and purpose in 2011 ("Official Gazette of Montenegro",
no.20/11). Decree of 2006 regulates the manner of maintenance of order
in ports and other parts of the coastal sea and inland waterways, and
item 22 of the Article 29 especially emphasizes prohibition of handling
of hazardous and harmful substances, except in the designated places.
Article 51 states that the vessel that unloaded hazardous materials in
liquid and gaseous state must have an evidence on degassing completed,
if it loads other cargo or goes for a repair, in accordance with the IMDG
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Code. Decree of 2011 which lays down conditions conditions which
must be fulfilled by ports classified according to the type of maritime
transport and purpose, does not contain specific provisions for
hazardous goods. It provides only one general provision, from which it
can be concluded that applies to dangerous goods. Namely, the Decree
envisage that all ports must provide services of trans-shipment and
accommodation of cargo with the fulfillment of certain conditions
regarding specific devices and equipment that provide a safe berth,
anchoring and mooring of vessels, organized and illuminated access
routes and surfaces for reloading of cargo.
Law on the Prevention of sea pollution from sea-going vessels („Official
Gazette of Montenegro“, No.20/11-5. 26/11) indicates to dangerous
substances in the part that relates to pollution of sea by dangerous and
hazardous materials. However, a legal definition of hazardous
substances results in the fact that the dangerous substances do not
include only dangerous substances that are in accordance with the IMDG
Code classified into one of nine classes, but those can also be any
substances which, when discharged into the marine environment, can
cause pollution of the same . Therefore we have decided not to analyze
the provisions of that Law.
Regulations on the manner of transport of dangerous substances at sea
are passed by the Ministry of Transport and Maritime Affairs, in
cooperation with the Ministry of Interior.

DANGEROUS GOODS IN THE PORT OF BAR
Montenegro is a small maritime country with a long maritime tradition.
The coast of Montenegro is 294 km long. There are six ports in
Montenegro open to international traffic: Bar, Kotor, Zelenika, Budva,
Tivat and Risan. The port of Bar is the main and largest cargo port,
while the most important passenger port is the port of Kotor. The port of
Bar carries out more than 95% of all port activities in the country. It can
accept vessels up to a maximum draft of 12.80 meters at the terminal for
bulk and liquid cargo, and is capable for trans-shipment of up to 5
million tons per year. In terms of hazardous cargo the port of Bar is the
only port in Montenegro where the storage and trans-shipment of
dangerous goods can be done. Storage and trans-shipment of dangerous
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goods of Class 1 is primarily done in the port in accordance with the
above mentioned Laws and regulations that stipulate the necessity of a
particular place or area within the port for handling of dangerous goods.
The Ministry of Interior of Montenegro, at the request of warehouse
user, that is a berth operator, brought a decision determining the site for
storage of dangerous goods in the port ( special warehouse) and
determining the vessel berth (Dock 1/berth 3) for loading, i.e. unloading
of dangerous goods. Although there is now only one area and one berth
for ships carrying dangerous goods within the port of Bar, there is the
possibility of capacity building of other sites and moorings, with the
fulfillment of certain conditions. It is estimated that, at the annual level,
3000 to 5 000 tons of dangerous goods primarily of Class 1 is
transshipped in the port of Bar, which represents 0.50% of the total
cargo transshipped in the last two years.[5] Handling of hazardous cargo
in the port of Bar is done in an appropriate manner and in accordance
with all international conventions, codes and IMO recommendations for
safe handling of dangerous cargoes in ports, by persons who are
specially trained and who have certificates of competency for safe
handling of dangerous goods issued by the competent institutions.
It should be noted that there are two berths in the port of Bar for
reception of tankers for loading and unloading of fuel - petroleum
products (gasoline, diesel, fuel oil), i.e. Dock 'Volujica Coast' - berths 06
and 07, but there are not any for crude oil. There is also a berth for the
reception of chemical tankers - Dock 'Volujica Coast' berth 05, for
loading of acetic acid.

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED DURING ARIVAL OF THE
SHIP CARRYING DANGEROUS CARGO TO THE PORT OF
BAR
In Montenegro, the procedure to be followed for the arrival, i.e. docking
of ships carrying dangerous goods is carried in a standard manner, above
all by respecting provisions of international conventions, national laws
and port usances. Agenting of ships in the port of Bar for loading or
unloading of dangerous goods is mostly done by Jadroagent Bar, as the
most important international shipping agency in Montenegro. The agent
announces the arrival of the ship for loading, i.e. unloading of dangerous
goods to the port authorities and all other interested parties, preliminary
7 days in advance, if applicable, and mandatory 48 hours before arrival
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of the ship at the port of Bar. Compared to the usual notice, specificity of
notice of arrival of the of the ship for loading, i.e. unloading of
dangerous goods is as follows:
Ship call announcement is sent to the Ministry of Interior, i.e.
Emergency Management Department. The announcement must include
the basic characteristics of the vessel, estimated time of arrival - ETA,
the exact name, type, quantity and packaging of cargo and IMDG and
MSDS for the cargo intended for loading, i.e. unloading, the exact name,
type, quantity and packaging of cargo on a ship in transit, if any, and a
stowage plan on the ship. Further, at least 48 hours before the arrival of
the ship, the ship master, i.e authorized Agent, submits the 'Shipper's
declaration for dangerous goods' to the Port Authority of Bar. Along
with the Declaration the following documents are submitted: IMDG,
MSDS for the cargo, and 'Certificate of Compliance' for the ship. The
Port Authority of Bar, based on examination of the above Declaration
and the documents submitted and other information regarding the ship,
will allow the ship berth and determine the manner of tying the ship up
at a dock. In the port of Bar, mooring the ship along the left side with the
bow facing towards the exit
- port side alongside. Also, the Port
Authority gives a consent for handling of dangerous goods on the
ship.Without such an authorization, any operations with the cargo on
board is not permitted. In addition to such a consent for handling the
cargo, which is issued by the Port Authority, the consent of
representatives of the Ministry of Interior is also required. Prior to giving
the consent, the Ministry controls whether all the measures of safety and
security on the coast have been taken.

The Port Authority shall issue the permission for sailing out from the
port of Bar. If the ship carrying dangerous goods of Class 1 sails out
from the port, in order to obtain a permission, it is necessary that the ship
master, i.e shipper, through an authorized agent, provides and submits to
the Port Authority, after completed loading, the'Dangerous cargo
certificate' and 'Dangerous cargo manifest'. These documents formally
prove that the cargo is loaded or stored on ship is in accordance with the
IMDG code.
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CONCLUSION

The fact is that dangerous goods, due to their hazardous properties,
impose the need to adopt regulations that aim to better enforcement of
protection from these properties. The most effective protection would be
to completely ban the production and transportation of dangerous cargo,
which is impossible. What can be done is to regulate measures and
means of protection of dangerous goods during the transport by adoption
of regulations. Legal regulation of the transport of dangerous goods by
sea is quite fragmented in Montenegro and is not covered by a single
regulation. There is the Law on Transport of Dangerous Substances,
which was passed in 2008, and applies to all means of transport. The
Law does not provide concrete solutions when it comes to the transport
of dangerous goods by sea, but it regulates the same in principle, with
reference to international conventions and codes. Other laws, which
were passed in Montenegro, only in certain segments regulate transport
of dangerous goods by sea. In these laws many provisions are of a
general nature and require the adoption of special legislation in order to
further regulate issues related to dangerous materials. National
regulations on dangerous goods in the port operation and transportation
hardly exist, and the existing number of provisions are of a general
nature.
Although there is only one port in Montenegro - the port of Bar,
qualified, in accordance with international standards, for handling of
dangerous good, although the transshipment of dangerous goods in
relation to the total load is below 0.50%, this does not diminish the
importance of the subject matter. Bearing in mind irreversible
catastrophic consequences that can result from inadequate transportation,
housing and handling of dangerous goods, this issue must be given a
special attention.
Montenegro in everything relies on international regulations, codes and
recommendations, when it comes to handling and transport of dangerous
goods by sea.However, we believe that passing of legislation that would
regulate in detail the handling of hazardous cargo in ports and the
conditions under which the transport of dangerous goods will be
performed is inevitable. Also, it would be a good idea for the Port of
Bar to adopt special manuals regarding the safe handling of dangerous
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goods because in this way ships masters, whose vessels call at ports in
Montenegro, would be provided with the necessary information on all
the facts and circumstances relevant for docking and and staying of a
ship.

ENDNOTES
[1] Wetzel EA (2004) International Shipping: A Focus on the Republic
of China: An Interview with Steven R. Blust, Chairman, Federal
Maritime Commission. Proquest, Review of Business, vol 25, issue 3, pp
5-9
[2] The IMO is a UN specialized agency which has developed
international legislation dealing with two key issues for the maritime
industry: The safety of life at sea and prevention of pollution from
ships. Information on IMO available at: http://www.imo.org/
[3] It should be noted that with respect to their legal status there is a
distinction between regulations and recommendations, guidelines, codes.
Regulations are of mandatory or legally binding nature, whereas
recommendations and guidelines may be of non-binding nature.
[4] As at 20 December 2011, the SOLAS 1974 Convention has been
ratified by 161 member states whose combined merchant fleets represent
98.91% of the world tonnage (IMO 2011). As from 4 February 2003, the
name of the State of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was changed to
Serbia and Montenegro. The date of succession by Serbia and
Montenegro to the Convention is the date on which the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia assumed responsibility for its international relations.
Following the dissolution of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro
on 3 June 2006, all Treaty actions undertaken by Serbia and Montenegro
continue to be in force with respect to Republic of Serbia. Montenegro
has informed that it wishes to succeed to this Convention with effect
from the same date, i.e. 3 June 2006.
[5] In 2010, 1.047.828 tonnes of cargo was transshipped and in 2011,
924. 233 tonnes, www.lukabar.me/v2/.
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ABSTRACT
Safety and efficiency in maritime transport base on well-trained
crews. This is also valid regarding environmentally-friendly
operation of ships. Only mariners who know how to contribute to
energy efficiency and reduction of emissions will be able to realize
the ambitious aims declared by IMO. Despite of a good overall
energy balance of maritime transportation compared to other
transport modes, it is known, that shipping is a main contributor to
air pollution especially in coastal zones and harbor areas where a lot
of people are concerned. It is assumed that optimized maneuvering
regimes have potential to decrease the negative effects and also may
reduce fuel consumption. Fundamental studies were carried out
focusing on alternative maneuvering strategies supported by
advanced assistance tools for planning, conducting and monitoring
of maneuvers. In this paper ongoing research work will be presented
and the basic ideas and concepts are described. Selected results of a
case study on harbor maneuvers of a ferry and the development of
training scenarios will be introduced.
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INTRODUCTION
Green ship operation comprises a wide variety of legal-administrative,
technical but also operational aspects. In this paper we consider the
aspect of reducing the emission of particles and greenhouse gases
(GHG) and the potentials for its reduction by measures onboard related
to the process of ship's navigation.
Ships, during their normal operation, generate different kind of pollutant
emitted to the atmosphere. For example refrigeration plants of the ships
can contain ozone depleting substances; these are hydro- and
chlorofluorocarbons. On the other hand, greenhouse gases (CO2) are
emitted during the normal combustion processes with fossil fuels. These
are mainly generated in the main and auxiliary engines, the boilers and
the incinerators. It is assumed that during combustion all of the carbon in
the fuel is converted into CO2 and that therefore the emission factor is
dependent on the carbon content of the fuel (Whall,Chris 2007).
From several investigations it is known, that shipping is a main
contributor to air pollution especially in coastal zones and harbor areas
where many people are concerned. Measurements in south Sweden
region (H.Winnes & E.Fridell, 2012) have shown that almost 70% of
SO2 and approximately the half of NOx and also 20% of particles in the
air are caused by shipping activities. The maneuvering activities in
coastal zones, port approaches and harbor areas are usually higher as
when sailing in open seas (see figure below).
That is why, it is assumed that optimized maneuvering regimes
contribute to decrease Greenhouse gas emissions and reduce fuel
consumption. However, this aspect has not been addressed sufficiently
yet, especially by navigators when operating their ships in harbor areas.
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Figure 1: Particle concentration (left), NOx and COx emissions during
different maneuvering phases of a ferry

Source: H. Winnes & E. Fridell
The inter-disciplinary research project "Simulation-based training
module to promote green energy-efficient ship operation" (Baldauf,
Pourzanjani, Brooks, de Melo, 2012) brings together four recognized
IAMU institutions by merging and combining their research
competencies related to environmentally friendly shipping. The partners
World Maritime University (Sweden - Coordinator), Hochschule
Wismar, University of Applied Sciences: Technology, Business and
Design (Germany), University of Catalonia Barcelona (Spain) and
Australian Maritime College of University of Tasmania commonly
investigate potentials for the enhancement of maritime education and
training schemes (MET) by taking especially into account the challenges
connected to IMO's aims in reducing greenhouse gas emissions when
operating a ship. The first phase dealt with basic investigations to
identify potentials for energy-efficient ship operation focusing on
maneuvering in harbor areas and into the fundamentals for the
development of a simulation based training module. In a later stage the
concept for simulation-based exercises should be applied by exemplarily
integrating and demonstrating the module in a simulation environment
of a ship-handling simulator.
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The main objective is the development of a simulation based training
module that supports optimized ship operation by means of enhanced
integrated maneuvering planning to assist captains, pilots and navigating
officers when entering (or leaving) port entrances and when
maneuvering in harbor areas. Maneuvers shall be performed so that time
saving will allow for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by the
reduction of fuel consumption while keeping the economic constraints of
the voyage time schedule. For this purpose an onboard prototyped
maneuvering assistance system will be integrated into a full-mission
simulation environment in order to provide situation dependent
recommendation for optimal maneuvering strategies and steering
sequences.
This paper focuses on an experimental field and simulation study into
the potential of maneuvering assistance for "green ship operation",
aspects of designing the Human-Machine-Interface of the Maneuvering
Assistance module and the development of a first draft concept for the
integrated simulation based training module.

Ship operation in harbUr areas – maneuvers for entering and
approaching the berthing place

A combined field and simulation study has been performed. The field
study was carried out to research the actual real situation of maneuvering
a ferry in a harbor area. Real maneuvers of a ferry have been recorded
onboard the ship in order to identify potentials for improvement and to
derive alternative concepts for energy efficient maneuvering strategies
with supporting computer-based assistance. The following figure depicts
one section of the considered harbor area and additionally shows
exemplarily the tracks recorded onboard and ashore (synchronized VDR
and AIS data).
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Figure 2: Recorded real track of harbor maneuvers of the ferry (VDR high spot density, and recorded AIS information

The simulation study was carried out in a full mission ship handling
simulator environment in order to develop and apply maneuvering
strategies alternative to those used during real operations. The analysis
of the results is performed by comparing the performance of real
maneuvering strategies with simulated alternative ones. The studies have
been conducted using the simulation facilities at the Maritime
Simulation Centre Warnemuende (MSCW) of Hochschule Wismar's
Department of Maritime Studies. The provided simulation environment
includes the application of innovative fast-time simulation modules for
‘track and position predictions ([4] and [5]). Fast-time simulation
technologies can be applied for enhanced predictions of ship's paths (see
i.a. [6] and [7]) but also to maritime operational risk management
(Baldauf, Benedict, 2011) Also with this technology it is possible to
analyze steering sequences of alternative maneuvering strategies when
entering a port. For this purpose the exemplary case study has been
performed dealing with the particular situation in the Baltic port of
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Rostock. The fairways inside the port require several complex and
sophisticated maneuvers. One example is given in the following figure.

Figure 3: Snapshot of the case study scenario –complex combined
rudder, thrusters and engine maneuvers inside the harbor when
approaching the turning basin

In this study, for the first time, developed software tools, which facilitate
such simulations, were applied. The tools were used for the purposes of
developing and researching enhanced environmentally-friendly
maneuvering in harbor areas. These tools are able to calculate, display
and analyze enhanced information of future maneuvering status
(Dynamic Predictor) of a ship according to commanded control settings.
Sources for the case studies were data recorded by means of the
mandatory voyage data recorder (VDR) installed onboard a RoRoPassenger (RoPax) ferry operating in the Baltic Sea connecting Rostock
with the Swedish Trelleborg. Input data were provided by the ferry
company for a one month period. Additionally also on shore recorded
AIS data has been used especially for validation and comparison of the
on board recordings.
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The maneuvers to enter the port, passing the basins and finally berthing
can be divided according to the specific maneuvering requirements into
two essential parts: firstly, maneuvering for passing jetties, the canal
fairway and proceed to the berthing place and, secondly, the berthing
maneuvers itself. The ship operations during the first crucial part of the
considered section of the ferry's voyage can be further divided into the
following four phases, which differ substantially in terms of the
maneuvering requirements and their potential for improvement and
optimization of energy efficient regimes:
1. Passing Jetties and passage of the canal fairway: This first phase
is regarding the speed limit of 6,5 kts and straight ahead, a
benefit in time is hardly possible. The aim in that phase is to
avoid speeding mainly.
2. Heading for and entering the turning basin, reduce and stop the
ship, turning the ship and proceed by going astern and leave the
turning basin.
During the second phase the ship has to execute a sequence of
different combined complex maneuvers, which aim to efficiently
stop and turn the vessel within limited navigable space and
proceed by going astern. In that phase the optimization potential
is assessed to be very likely.
3. Maneuvering astern to the berthing place: The third phase is
characterized by going astern in limited maneuvering space. Due
to the use of all existing command handles, it seems that
maneuvering assistance is useful and may have significant effect
on energy-efficient operation and reduction of emissions
accordingly.
4. Berthing at the dedicated berthing place: great optimization
potential too.
In this paper, we specifically focus on the second phase. This phase is
limited from 54°10’ N to 54°09’ N (abeam berthing place). The
complete analysis is described in (Fischer, Benedict, 2010).
The aforementioned dedicated software tools are able to read VDRBackup data and AIS data as well and to convert them into comparable
data sets, while simultaneously keeping the relevant standards of IMO
and IEC. The VDR recordings contain all the information about the
usage of maneuvering handles (rudder, engine, bow thruster and bow
rudder). The comparison of the synchronized VDR and AIS data sets for
Course over Ground, Speed and Heading resulted in sufficient
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correlations. This proved that entering the port is maneuver routine,
which is adapted to internal and external conditions, such as draft, wind
and current.

ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL MANEUVERING CONCEPT
AND DESCRIPTION OF STEERING SEQUENCE
Steering sequences have been extracted and analyzed in detail to
illustrate the essential navigation and maneuvering actions and their
effects on the complete harbor operations from passing the breakwaters
up to the berthing place.
In the beginning the ferry is heading into the sea canal along the radar
line with a course over ground of 162° and a speed ahead of a little more
than approximately 7 knots. The ordered engines are 20% (Port engine)
and 22% (Stb engine). The two rudders are working in parallel twin
mode and small angles are used to keep the course. The wind speed is 15
knots from a south easterly direction.
The following results are concluded from the analysis of recorded
maneuverings and for the sake of explanation are at best broken down
into four distinct phases:
–
–

–

Maneuvers and actions during Phase 1: Keeping the course of
162 ° has highest priority for navigation. There is no real
potential for optimization. The speed is as high as allowed.
Maneuvers to be performed in Phase 2 have great potential for
optimization. The turning operation started with a Stb turn up to
a heading of 170°, after that the ship was turned over her portside
up to heading of 150°, whereby the rate of turn was nearly
equalized. Additional to that, the ship is nearly brought to a stop.
Immediately afterwards, the turn begins with Stb-engine ahead,
Port-engine astern (the so called “Backsen”), supported by port
side rudder angle of the Stb rudder. It seems that this strategy is
time consuming; beside this it also seems the energetic/ecologic
aspect needs further consideration. Time and fuel could possibly
be saved by using an alternative approach for turning the vessel,
as illustrated further below.
The third Phase is characterized by the repeated use of the bow
rudder for conning the vessel when going astern. This element is
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not implemented in the simulation model. In the simulation
experiments the bow rudder was used for that purpose instead.
– Phase 4 has not been taken into detailed consideration yet.
However, there is especially potential for optimization during
adverse environmental conditions. The continuous coordinated
and tuned usage of separate rudder and corresponding engine
commands for swaying and berthing shall be taken into account.
The frequency of elementary maneuvers (defined as each single given
commanded use of the maneuvering equipment) is very high and implies
the need of appropriate energy resources. The total time needed for the
analyzed section of maneuvering (area between 54°10’N to 54°09’N)
analyzed here, was:





15:56 Minutes (VDR -Backup),
15:43 Minutes (AIS recording),
15:31 Minutes (AIS recording),
18:24 Minutes (AIS recording).

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO DEVELOP AND TO TEST
AN ALTERNATIVE MANEUVERING CONCEPT
The outcome from the data analysis indicates that the greatest potential
for improvement is in Phase 2, where the vessel is to be turned in the
turning basin. A change of the conventional maneuver sequence is
possible and gives room for improvement. The choice of basic maneuver
orders is orientated around two major aspects:
1. It is assumed that there is advantage by avoiding the complete
stopping of the vessel in the turning basin. (Rate of turn = 0,
Speed =0) It seems only necessary to stop the vessel, if the turn is
realized with the “Backsen” strategy. Simulation trials showed
that the need for space by proceeding at very slow headway is
too much. If the full stop should be avoided, the initial turn has to
be started when the vessel is still making headway.
Simulation in unrestricted waters at open sea areas showed a simple way
to realize it. Giving rudder 'Hard to Port!', supported by the use of bow
thrusters and full astern allow the vessel to turn while simultaneously
decreasing speed. Simulation trials in the port of Rostock using the
predictor showed the feasibility, where the maneuver orders were even
not used up to 100%, to achieve the desired maneuvering aim. So there
are still safety reserves in case harsher conditions would occur.
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2. Additionally, it should be possible to increase the rate of turn
from the initial rate of 40°/min observed in reality (during the
simulation trials in open sea mentioned above, rates of turn of
46°/min were achieved). During the fourth trial the rate of turn
achieved even 60°/min. One must investigate if that value can be
achieved in reality and if it is useful to subject the passengers and
ship to such an exposure.
Experimental simulation trails using alternative
sequences supported by displaying dynamic predictions

maneuver

Firstly, it must be pointed out, that the simulation model slightly
deviates in some minor parts of handling design from the real ship. For
instance, the maximum rudder angle of the model is limited to 35°,
whereas of rudder angles of the real vessel ranges up to 45° Port/Stb.
Additionally, the simulation model doesn’t contain the bow rudder.
In the simulation runs the simulation ship was conned by persons who
are not familiar with conning of this ferry. Nevertheless, due to the use
of the Dynamic Predictor it was possible for all navigators to steer the
vessel safely. The simulation trials were executed in the manner, which
is described above using rudder hard to port, bow thruster to portside,
EOT astern. The following figures show how the engines, rudders and
thrusters have been used during the simulation trials.
Figure 4: Examples of maneuver tracks from simulation trials
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Figure 5: Commanded orders for EOT (left) and rudder angles (right)
during the trials
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The main idea of the alternative maneuvering concept is to combine the
turning and the stopping maneuvers and to begin earlier with smaller
rudder angles to turn the ferry. For example, after passing buoy 25/28
the course was changed to starboard, to give more space for turning the
vessel to port.
After approaching the turning basin, in the first attempt the rudders are
set to "Hard to Port!", both engines are ordered to "Full astern!", as such
the bow thruster is set to port direction. The future track of the Dynamic
Predictor with variable time ranges of prediction up to 10 minutes shows
that these maneuvering settings will not succeed (see left picture in
Figure 7). Due to this, the settings need to be modified. With the
integrated Dynamic Predictor this can be done online. The Dynamic
Predictor immediately shows the changes for the handles in terms of the
predicted change of track. In this way the track can be “adjusted” by the
navigator and the orders, necessary to reach the maneuver aims, can
easily be found. In this particular case it is the reduction of the engine
order, which is set to a lower state (see right picture in Figure 7). With
the support of the displayed path predictions it was possible to apply and
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to test different maneuvering strategies in a series of several simulation
runs.

Figure 7: Adjustment of maneuver setting when approaching the turning
basin

The first series of simulation trials approved the feasibility for a change
in the maneuver strategy when entering Port of Rostock with a RoPaxferry of this type. The performed maneuvers differ greatly compared to
those presently in use, but are safe throughout of course.
During the simulation experiments it was discovered that a complete
stop in the turning basin is not necessary at all in order to turn the vessel.
Additionally to that, an increased rate of turn could be realized.
Furthermore it was seen that the options provided with the steering
equipment to maneuver the ferry in the harbor basins are not fully used.
Consequently the possibility to cope with harsher environmental
influences still remains.
The total time required for the first three experimental trials was:
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• 14:36 minutes (simulation run 1),
• 14:32 minutes (simulation run 2),
• 13:32 minutes (simulation run 3)
From this first trails it can be concluded preliminary that there is a
potential to save one up to six minutes when comparing the proposed
maneuvers to the current practice. It is assumed that a further increase
can be achieved through systematic training and improvement of the
HMI on the other hand.
Finally, another fourth simulation run was performed to additionally
investigate the potential for time saving by using a higher rate of turn
(see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Test for increasing rate of turn up to 60°/min by separate
rudder use

Therefore the turning maneuver was initiated by applying the standard
maneuvering strategy but using separate single rudder mode
alternatively. While turning to portside, the rudders were turned to each
other (Port rudder to Stb and Stb rudder to port), and the portside engine
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is set to slow ahead. The achieved maximum ROT due to the special
settings of the controls was almost 60°/min. This proves that further
potential for time savings still exists when the turning is initiated earlier
and more intensively.
Especially in the context of ferry operations the potential for time
savings of even only three to five minutes is crucial. Ferries have to keep
their tight time schedules. According to today's time scheduling, detailed
emissions calculations (De Melo, Delgado, 2011) and company based
analysis have shown that once a delay occurs during one of the turns
there is no realistic chance to compensate this delay during the following
voyages of the day, even the delay was suffered during early voyages of
the day. This statement was proved by own spotlight investigations of
ferry connections in the Baltic Sea. At the e-Navigation underway
conference a ferry company stated that "… the compensation of just a
seven minutes delay on a trip between Copenhagen and Oslo needs
approximately seven tons of additional fuel to keep the given time
schedule." This statement clearly underlines the potential that alternative
maneuvering strategies and the use of enhanced maneuvering assistance
systems provide for time and cost savings. Moreover the appropriate
implementation of integrated tools for maneuver planning and
monitoring using dynamic path prediction is obviously another method
to realize significant reductions of GHG emissions and green ship
operation.

HUMAN
ELEMENT
ASPECTS
HUMAN-MACHINEINTERFACE DESIGN AND TRAINING FOR MANEUVERING
ASSISTANCE
In considering the drive towards a greener, more environmentally
friendly international shipping industry, it is important to understand
both error and resilience, and to consider the role of the human
interacting in the ‘socio-technical’ system of the ship operating in the
global maritime complex. Not only for safety but also for reasons of
environmental friendly ship operation there is a need for well designed
and integrated HMI to support new alternative maneuvering strategies
based on optimized maneuver plans. On the basis of comprehensive
detailed investigations (Brooks, Lieto, Dann, Dingsdag, 2011) for the
development of a Maneuvering Assistance Module (MAM) it would be
necessary to consider how any changes might influence:
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Human Attention
Mental Workload,
Decision Making and therefore
All levels of situational awareness.
Teamwork may well be a consideration particularly if
interaction between bridge teams and engineering teams
becomes significant in addressing the relationship between
navigational and engine/propulsion systems.
Obviously both software and hardware ergonomic issues will need to be
considered, including issues such as the visual interface, the amount,
style, presentation of information, alarm types and combinations (visual,
auditory) as well as the comfort of the user in terms of meeting
anthropometric standards. Finally, any change to an interface may lead
to modifications in the skill-based training of seafarers. These issues
have to be considered in further ongoing studies.
−
−
−
−
−

Defining
a
decision-support
system
as
a
computerized
software/hardware tool that use a range of input variables to both report
results and also typically used to predict and change performance into
the future. The push towards increased energy efficiency has seen these
devices increasingly installed on ships bridges, particularly for ship
types such as container vessels but also for ferries. However, currently
these systems still do little in terms of integrating engine performance
and navigational performance data. The systems don’t ‘speak’ to each
other, and may be located some distance from each other. On this basis
they also do not provide either situational awareness (an idea of the
current state) or predict that efficiency of the ship into the future. There
is much more that can be done to give the seafarer on the bridge of the
ship the tools needed to achieve the ‘greenest’ ship operation possible in
the context of the available performance envelope, however it would
appear that the most significant issue is a lack of integration of bridge
hardware/software for this purpose, rather than the lack of the systems
themselves.
Beside the human element related design aspects it is also very well
recognized, that best results regarding green ship operation is based on
well-trained crews. Only mariners who have background knowledge and
who know how they can contribute in the best way to energy efficient
and environmentally-friendly ship operation will be able to contribute to
the ambitious aims. Therefore a framework concept for maneuver
training using enhanced technology has been drafted (see Tab. 1. Among
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others it comprises a suggestion for a dedicated simulation exercise to
train and demonstrate energy-efficient ship operation in port and harbor
areas.
Such an exercise can be implemented into the environment of a fullmission ship handling simulator preferably also directly connected to a
ship engine room simulator to cover the onboard regime of ship
operation more completely. The suggested sample exercise developed
here is suggested for integration into the final draft of the IMO model
course and forwarded accordingly.
The simulation runs performed at the Maritime Simulation Centre in
Rostock-Warnemuende during the course of this project can be used as
basis for further development of a detailed scenario description for
specific training purposes. The scenario framework is open for the
application of any model of ship handling and ship engine. It also allows
for further development of the HMI of the maneuvering assistance
system.

Table 1: Draft framework for a suggested simulation training scenario

Draft sample exercise scenario
Identifier

Optimized ship handling I
Maneuver planning for harbor basin and berthing
operation

Training
objective

i.a. / e.g.
• Efficient maneuvering in shallow water areas
and harbor basins
• Optimal use of steering and control systems
• Use of tools for planning and monitoring ship
operation considering different trim / ballast
conditions

Simulator tool

Ship handling simulator
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Standard of
competence

Master, chief mate
navigation officers

Configuration

e.g. RoRo Ferry (Loa = 200 m; draught = 6,0 m;
service speed = 24 kts)

Duration

Long, > 45 min

Area

Harbor area

Environment
Traffic
Eventdescription

(management

level)

and

/ Moderate environmental conditions (low states) and
traffic situation (low density)
• Ferry/Passenger vessel (i.a. equipped with two
propellers, bow thruster) is approaching a harbor
area for berthing operation,
• Communication with shore-based VTS station
• Passage to berth includes several rudder/engine
maneuver, also use of thruster is necessary
• Passage planning to berth including pre-planning
of maneuvering up to berthing
• Combined rudder/engine maneuvers possible to
save time while simultaneously keeping safety
limits
• Effects of “squat” on under keel clearance power,
speed and fuel consumption in shallow water
• Situation assessment (including trim operation
and speed adaptation)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Within this paper basic investigations into potential contributions of
ships to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have been performed. The
main objective was to perform investigations into the development of the
basics for a simulation based training module that supports optimized
ship operation by means of enhanced integrated maneuvering planning
and monitoring to assist captains, pilots and navigating officers when
entering port entrances and maneuvering in harbor areas. For this
purpose a prototyped maneuvering assistance system was integrated into
a full-mission simulation environment and tested with respect to
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potentials for time and energy savings. Recordings of real harbor
entrance maneuvers and berthing actions have been analyzed followed
by a comparing simulation study. It was demonstrated that by means of
enhanced simulation-based technologies time savings are possible and
allow for reducing fuel consumption at sea while simultaneously
keeping the economic constraints of the voyage's time schedule and
consequently reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
From the human element studies it is concluded that much more
enhanced integration of technical and navigational performance data is
needed on the ships navigational bridge in principle. Training scenarios
for simulation exercises have been drafted and will support the effective
use of enhanced maneuvering assistance systems and substantially
contribute to green ship operation for with reduced GHG emissions in
cleaner oceans.
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ABSTRACT
During the career of nautical sciences, the University forms the
future professionals who will sail the seven seas transporting goods
in all its various forms. This remains a very important profession,
however the importance of these activities it is not usually well
known by the rest of the society not directly involved with the
maritime world.
The professions have being evolving, and the nautical job is not an
exception. Our labor market, thanks to economic reasons and the
natural history of the profession has increased the barriers in the
traditional job fields, specially related to the nationality of the
marine professionals.
Thanks to this, the marine professionals had opened new gates to
develop new activities in other different positions which traditionally
were busy by others carriers, for example, shipping companies.
However, training in this sense is lacking, nautical students in most
of the cases are not trained and specialized in this regard. The idea
of this research paper is to quantify and identify the needs on the
training, thru an analytical and statistical investigation and propose
a training plan according to current needs in this area.
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The methodology to be used is to conduct a survey in several
universities or faculties of nautical studies and at different levels of
the training. Upon receipt of the data can be quantified, first for
really know the degree of importance of this subject for nautical
students, major weaknesses, and points that they think consider
being included in this education. On the other hand there will be a
survey of experts in the shipping industry in order to know the
opinion, based on the students that they are receiving for internship
during the year, setting out what they see as necessary to be learned.
After the key stakeholder’s opinion is defined, the last step will be
the developments of a comparative table, in order to create a
curriculum model that will aim to cover these gaps identified in the
study.

KEYWORDS: Nautical, Engineering education, Nautical Education,
Shipping Business.
INTRODUCTION
As is well known, the international Maritime training and education
is regulated by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), in its
International “Convention on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW)”, Adoption: 7 July 1978;
Entry into force: 28 April 1984; Major revisions in 1995 and 2010.
This convention is signed by all members, that currently are 169
Member States and three Associate Members. According to this, every
country will issue a document showing the level of mariner certification
and the capacity and limitations of each.
Also, there are a number of sub-committees whose titles indicate the
subjects they deal with, that in this case the sub-committee in charge is:
Standards of Training and Watchkeeping (STW).
On June 25 of 2010,” The Manila amendments to the STCW Convention
and Code were adopted, marking a major revision of the STCW
Convention and Code . The 2010 amendments entered into force on 1
January 2012 under the tacit acceptance procedure and are aimed at
bringing the Convention and Code up to date with developments since
they were initially adopted and to enable them to address issues that are
anticipated to emerge in the foreseeable future.”
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STATE OF ART
Several studies on the maritime education and training careers has been
carried out. We can remind METHAR (4th EU Framework Programme)
or METNET (5th EU Framework Programme). And from those studies a
lot of Leonardo da Vinci actions, to improve and look forward in this
topic.
In relation to the regulations of each option, it is also true that apart from
the requirements of the STCW’95, and the Official Gazettes from States
or national regulations, in the elective subjects, university departments
reinforce learning in certain knowledge areas.
As an example, in the Teaching Guide of the Faculty of Nautical Studies
of Barcelona is reported as possible job opportunities to graduates, in
addition to those already known positions on board ships, and among
others, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

proportion also of these
graduates.

Insurance companies.
Protection and Indemnity
Clubs.
Vetting and surveyors.
Classification Societies.
Banking and finance
specialized shipbuilding.
Maritime Consultants of
Commissioners
and
breakdowns.
The Official Colleges.
Shipping companies.
Shipping Associations.
Shipping Agencies.
Port operators.
Business Management
Occupational Health and
Safety
Logistics. The Activities
of freight forwarders,
international trade and
customs
agencies
occupies
a
small
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This situation is applicable to other universities consulted as part of this
investigation.
Keeping all this in mind, the standard training is well understood by the
international nautical community, but due to the changes of the jobs
prospection of the maritime career, the needs of the ex-graduated on the
maritime & nautical studies, may be must be adapted to the nowadays
situation.
Taking into account the real needs that currently are graduates of the
nautical career, the question arises, are being prepared in schools really
nautical professionals to work a possible scenario other than the onboard
navigation ships?
It is true that the most important for power boating should be to promote
the vocation of work on board ships as well as training for the exercise
of the profession on board. And it is also true that the maritime training
is not exactly a training international trade, and in theory this field could
be covered by other professionals, but since the turn is giving the
profession in the fields below, maybe you should consider, take greater
account of training in this aspect.
Among the many factors that keep college graduates navigation,
summarize the following three:
Lack of vacancies on board of ships.
Monetary remuneration dwindling.
Change in the mindset of the students to want to be closer to their
families.
In addition, shipping companies, terminals, due to its rapid pace of
specialization and implementation of high technologies of information to
all nodes in the national and international maritime business, become a
potential core of these employment opportunities for graduates marine
industry for some reason are unable to continue their career on board.
•
•
•

In turn, shipping companies, taking into account all the knowledge
acquired through university education, are in our graduates ideal
candidates because they know an important part of the maritime business
experience as a board, issues relating to vessel loading and unloading,
the procedures of maritime adventure, the need to solve problems with
very limited resources and a reduced human team and so on.
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However, it is also true, that to his surprise, in some cases, they
encounter the reality that even when they know almost everything on
board, are also unaware of much of the content of the work ashore
inward. This point in many cases creates a competitive disadvantage,
even next to people with lower formations in this area.
By other hand, the existing academic background in this research
area has been found limited, according to Ng Adolf K. Y; et. al
“An additional question is whether the actual features of
these programmes correspond to the aspirations of the
enrolled students. A systematic scientific investigation on this
issue is lacking” (Ng Adolf K. Y; et. al.)
Based on experiences in the classrooms of the Faculty of Nautical
Studies of Barcelona, and received suggestions and opinions of
industry professionals, the authors have decided to conduct this
research to really know what the real situation of current training in
these aspects, the idea in the first place to identify:
1. If a business training in maritime and shipping company is
required or not
2. If there is currently Business-related training maritime and
shipping company.
3. If this training, if there is standard in the countries surveyed or
fits the reality of each.
4. If this training is sufficient or can be improved.
5. If it can be improved, what aspects should be strengthened?
6. Finally, know what the current status of these studies in maritime
training in the countries studied, based on what to investigate,
draw the appropriate conclusions and make any proposals that
might result from the study.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology has been the development, delivery and monitoring of
a survey, which was passed to the following groups of opinion:
1. Experienced Students: Students of the second cycle, already
professionals, with experience on board and are completing a degree
in nautical and maritime transport.
2. Inexperienced students: A second group consisting of students of the
Degree of Marine Engineering, Marine Engineering and Naval
Engineering, all with no work experience.
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3. Experts: One group composed of experts in maritime training,
maritime business and shipping company.
According to these groups, 2 types of surveys have been defined to
measure each of the opinions for each of the stakeholders (experts and
students – potential hirers vs. potential applicants). The survey blocks
were defined as follows, including the same questions from the opposite
view for each of the 2 blocks:
1. First block of questions included general opinion on current training
for maritime business and shipping companies, importance and
existence of related subjects at the university degrees, graduate
students at this company’s job market ashore and role considered in
this market.
2. Second block of questions, was designed to obtain the opinion
related to the knowledge degree of a nautical graduate (from 1 to 4).
3. Third block, designed to detect relevance from a training point of
view on of several key aspects of for maritime business and shipping
(1-most important 8-less important).
4. Fourth block: designed to determine, the weakness of the current
academic plan offered to the nautical studies graduates
5. Fifth block, as an open comments area (3 questions) with the
objective to catch all the points not covered at previous blocks.
The sample was composed of 53 questionnaires, including the 3 block
samples explained before (experienced students, inexperienced students,
experts), and from different countries with Nautical Education in four
continents (Asia, Africa, America & Europe)

RESULTS
At the first block of questions, the following subjects were included:
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Figure 2 Questions block 1
# Question for students
Do you consider the training in the maritime business and shipping
1 companies as a needed training thru the nautical studies?
Should you consider as "important" to include "mandatory" subjects in
2 maritime business and shipping companies?
Should you consider as "important" to include "elective" subjects in
3 maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you currently receive "mandatory subjects" in the nautical studies
4 related to the maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you currently receive "elective subjects" in the nautical studies
5 related to the maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you consider that the graduate students from nautical degree have
the enough training on the maritime business and shipping companies
6 areas?
Do you consider that a training internship program on maritime
business and shipping companies may be relevant to your training
7 requirement and future professional careeer?
Do you consider being employed at shipping companies as a potential
8 opportunity in your proffesional career?
9 Currently, if you are selected to attend to a recruitment process at a
shipping company. Do you feel you will be prepared?

Question for experts
Do you consider the training in the maritime business and shipping
companies as a needed training thru the nautical studies?
Should you consider as "important" to include "mandatory" subjects in
maritime business and shipping companies?
Should you consider as "important" to include "elective" subjects in
maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you know if there exists "mandatory subjects" in the nautical studies
related to the maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you know if there exists "elective subjects" in the nautical studies
related to the maritime business and shipping companies?
Do you consider that the graduate students from nautical degree have
the enough training on the maritime business and shipping companies
areas?
Do you consider that a training internship program on maritime business
and shipping companies may be relevant to their training requirement
and future professional careeer?
Do you consider the graduates of nautical studies as potential employees
of shipping companies?
Currently, would you consider being a nautical studies graduate as a
favorable/determinant atribute on a recruitment process at a shipping
company?

Obtaining the following results:
Figure 3 Block 1 - Results

#

1.- Experienced 2. Inexperienced 3. Experts:
students
students

Average

Standard
Deviation

% YES % NO % YES % NO % YES % NO % YES % NO % YES % NO
1

93,33% 6,67% 100,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 97,78% 2,22%

0,04

0,04

2

93,33% 6,67%

88,00% 12,00% 100,00% 0,00% 93,78% 6,22%

0,06

0,06

3

86,67% 13,33%

92,00% 8,00% 100,00% 0,00% 92,89% 7,11%

0,07

0,07

4

80,00% 20,00%

56,00% 44,00% 69,23% 30,77% 68,41% 31,59%

0,12

0,12

5

13,33% 86,67%

4,00% 96,00% 33,33% 66,67% 16,89% 83,11%

0,15

0,15

6

26,67% 73,33%

4,00% 96,00% 23,08% 76,92% 17,91% 82,09%

0,12

0,12

7

93,33% 6,67%

88,00% 12,00% 92,31% 7,69% 91,21% 8,79%

0,03

0,03

8
9

93,33% 6,67%

96,00% 4,00% 100,00% 0,00% 96,44% 3,56%

0,03

0,03

13,33% 86,67%

4,00% 96,00% 76,92% 23,08% 31,42% 68,58%

0,40

0,40

As can be seen, for all the questions except number 9, the standard
deviation is lower than 0,15. This means, that the opinion of the students
and experts are generally aligned. The following main conclusions
should be extracted:
•

maritime business and shipping companies training thru the
nautical studies is a need according to
97,78%
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93,78% consider as "important" to include "mandatory" subjects
in maritime business and shipping companies. 92,89% have the
same opinion in relation to “elective” subjects.
• Only, 68,41% receive "mandatory subjects" in the nautical
studies related to the maritime business and shipping companies.
A 16,89% receive elective subjects.
• Only, 17,91% consider that the graduate students from nautical
degree have the enough training on the maritime business and
shipping companies areas. If considered the answer on
experienced students and experts this raises to 24% aprox.
• 91,21% consider that a training internship program on maritime
business and shipping companies may be relevant regarding the
training needs and future professional career?
• Almost 96,44% agrees to consider shipping companies as an
option for nautical graduates (experts as employers and students
as graduates)
Results related to question 9, can be understood as 91,33% of the
students considered they are not prepared for a job interview, however,
76,92% would agree to consider as a plus the fact of being graduate from
nautical sciences at the moment of selecting a candidate on a recruitment
process at a shipping company.
•

In relation, to potential roles to be recruited for on shipping companies,
these were the obtained answers from students:
Figure 4 Potential roles on shipping companies (student’s opinion)
1.- Experienced students
% total
With actual training I am not able to answer this question 56,00%

2. Inexperienced students
With actual training I am not able to answer this question

% total
53,33%

Director
Vessel surveyor
Assistant
Ship broker
Something related with logistics, traffic and transbord
Something related with transportation & logistics
Vessel dessign
Total general

Logistics related position
Sales manager
Operations, traffic, intermodal department
Management
Operations or freight manager
Any position
Total general

13,33%
6,67%
6,67%
6,67%
6,67%
6,67%
100,00%

16,00%
8,00%
4,00%
4,00%
4,00%
4,00%
4,00%
100,00%

As can we seen, most part of the students (54% aprox.) does not know
how which roles should be applicable to them on the market job on
shipping companies. For the rest of the answers, the most frequent areas
are those related with operations and logistics functions.
By other hand, these were the potential roles areas defined by the
experts:
•

Customs and documentation
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Operations, freights, traffic statistics, cargo planner
Commercial department
Sourcing department
Superintendant, vessel management, ISM and ISPS responsible,
vessel inspector.
• Quality assurance.
Related to the area knowledge, the obtained results were the following:
•
•
•
•

Figure 5 Knowledge Areas (Average and Deviation)
Average
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Average
Documentation related with export / import
Organizational chart and system of a shipping
company
Vessel´s operations and clearance documentation
Shipping company logistics
Legals aspects from maritime business
Operational aspects of the shipping companies:
transhipments & intermodality
Commercial aspects from maritime business
Relationship with intermodal operators on ports.

Standard Deviation

% None

% Little

% Enough

% Exc.

% None

% Little

% Enough

% Exc.

30,80%
24,24%

55,73%
54,60%

10,91%
21,16%

2,56%
0,00%

0,22
0,17

0,17
0,18

0,06
0,22

0,04
0,00

33,57%
24,14%
33,68%
26,26%

53,95%
45,47%
44,27%
46,60%

12,48%
30,39%
19,49%
27,15%

0,00%
0,00%
2,56%
0,00%

0,33
0,11
0,40
0,24

0,26
0,20
0,23
0,08

0,16
0,25
0,19
0,22

0,00
0,00
0,04
0,00

40,48%
30,70%

43,15%
51,73%

13,81%
15,01%

2,56%
2,56%

0,20
0,17

0,20
0,03

0,15
0,16

0,04
0,04

Although on average media the knowledge level can be considered as
“Little” in all the aspects, if we consider the Standard Deviation, the
distance between observations is significant.
Figure 6 Knowledge Areas 11-14 (Average)

12.Organizational chart and
system of a shipping company

11.Documentation related with
export / import
% None

% None

% Little

% Little

% Enough

% Enough

% Exc.

% Exc.

14.Shipping company logistics

13.Vessel´s operations and
clearance documentation
% None
% Little
% Enough
% Exc.
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Figure 7 Knowledge Areas 15-18 (Average)

15.Legals aspects from maritime
business

16.Operational aspects of the
shipping companies: transhipments
& intermodality

% None

% None

% Little

% Little

% Enough

% Enough

% Exc.

% Exc.

17.Commercial aspects from
maritime business

18.Relationship with intermodal
operators on ports.
% None

% None

% Little

% Little

% Enough

% Enough

% Exc.

% Exc.

This is due to the fact, that experts have a more “optimistic” view than
the “Inexperienced students” who have the worst view, while
“Experienced students” are in the middle of the two points of view as
can be seen on the following table:
Figure 8 Knowledge Areas by Group
2. Inexperienced students

1.- Experienced students
% None

% Little

% Enough

% Exc.

% None

% Little

% Enough

3. Experts
% Exc.

% None

% Little

% Enough

% Exc.

11 13,33%
12 13,33%

73,33%
73,33%

13,33%
13,33%

0,00%
0,00%

56,00%
44,00%

40,00%
52,00%

4,00%
4,00%

0,00%
0,00%

23,08%
15,38%

53,85%
38,46%

15,38%
46,15%

7,69%
0,00%

13
14
15
16

13,33%
13,33%
13,33%
0,00%

80,00%
53,33%
66,67%
53,33%

6,67%
33,33%
20,00%
46,67%

0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%

72,00%
36,00%
80,00%
48,00%

28,00%
60,00%
20,00%
48,00%

0,00%
4,00%
0,00%
4,00%

0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%

15,38%
23,08%
7,69%
30,77%

53,85%
23,08%
46,15%
38,46%

30,77%
53,85%
38,46%
30,77%

0,00%
0,00%
7,69%
0,00%

17 26,67%
18 13,33%

66,67%
53,33%

6,67%
33,33%

0,00%
0,00%

64,00%
48,00%

32,00%
48,00%

4,00%
4,00%

0,00%
0,00%

30,77%
30,77%

30,77%
53,85%

30,77%
7,69%

7,69%
7,69%

In relation with the relative importance of the previous subjects on the
training programs, these were the obtained results:
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Figure 9 Relative importance on key shipping concepts
CONCEPT
19 Documentation related with export / import
20 Organizational chart and system of a shipping
company
21 Vessel´s operations and clearance documentation
22 Shipping company logistics
23 Legals aspects from maritime business
24 Operational aspects of the shipping companies:
transhipments & intermodality
25 Commercial aspects from maritime business
26 Relationship with intermodal operators on ports.

1.- Experienced
students
0,14
0,11

2. Inexperienced
students
0,14
0,10

3. Experts

0,13
0,11
0,12
0,13

0,12
0,11
0,13
0,12

0,13
0,11
0,11
0,12

0,14
0,13

0,12
0,16

0,15
0,14

Average

0,12
0,12

Standard
Deviation
0,13
0,008
0,11
0,13
0,11
0,12

0,010
0,003
0,003
0,010

0,12
0,14
0,14

0,005
0,013
0,016

All items have the same relative importance in each of the groups and
between them (see standard deviation values), so as a conclusion all
same importance should be given to all the items, and all of them should
be considered from a training perspective.
Figure 10 Relative importance on key shipping concepts

Relative importance - knowledge subjects
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,10
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0,00

1.- Experienced students

2. Inexperienced students

3. Experts

In relation with the current weakness of the training, programs the
obtained results were the following:
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Figure 11 Training deficiencies
27 - Weakness
a)Defficient dessign of the academic program
b) Lack of professors with professional experience in
the area.
c) Lack of seminars and conferences related with
the shipping companies.
d) Lack of contacts and visits to the shipping
companies.
e) Lack of visits to the port terminals (vessel
operations)
f) Lack of knowledge in the nautical studies of the
importance of the shipping companies

1.- Experienced

2. Inexperienced

% YES

% YES

% NO

3. Experts

% NO

% YES

% NO

Average
% YES

Std.Dev

% NO

73,33% 26,67%
46,67% 53,33%

41,67% 58,33%
25,00% 75,00%

69,23% 30,77%
84,62% 15,38%

61,41% 38,59% 0,17
52,09% 47,91% 0,30

40,00% 60,00%

33,33% 66,67%

76,92% 23,08%

50,09% 49,91% 0,23

93,33% 6,67%

100,00% 0,00%

92,31% 7,69%

95,21% 4,79% 0,04

93,33% 6,67%

96,00% 4,00%

84,62% 15,38%

91,32% 8,68% 0,06

53,33% 46,67%

76,00% 24,00%

69,23% 30,77%

66,19% 33,81% 0,12

As can be seen, in average all the items are considered as relevant (all of
them above 50%). However, when each of the blocks is analyzed
individually, the most homogeneous results rely on the 3 last aspects:
lack of visits to shipping companies, port terminals and lack of
knowledge of the importance of the shipping business.
Figure 12 Training deficiencies II
Weaknesses
120,00%
100,00%
80,00%

%

60,00%
40,00%
20,00%
0,00%
a)Defficient
dessign of the
academic
program

b) Lack of
professors with
professional
experience in the
area.

c) Lack of
seminars and
conferences
related with the
shipping
companies.

d) Lack of
contacts and visits
to the shipping
companies.

e) Lack of visits to
the port terminals
(vessel
operations)

f) Lack of
knowledge in the
nautical studies of
the importance of
the shipping
companies

1.- Experienced students

73,33%

46,67%

40,00%

93,33%

93,33%

53,33%

2. Inexperienced students

41,67%

25,00%

33,33%

100,00%

96,00%

76,00%

3. Experts

69,23%

84,62%

76,92%

92,31%

84,62%

69,23%

Average

70,60%

71,97%

64,62%

92,65%

87,52%

63,93%

CONCLUSSIONS
According to the results, the Shipping Business and shipping companies
are definitely a career opportunity for graduates of the marine industry
and maritime transport.
It is true that there are training plans, but in most cases are not
homogeneous, and although in all faculties is related formations, the
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sense of both students, as experts do not feel prepared to begin a
working life with the knowledge obtained in the classroom.
The key areas for improvement identified as part of this study were the
following: maritime law, documentation related with export / import,
the Organizational chart and system of a shipping company, Vessel's
Operations and clearance documentation, Shipping logistics company,
from maritime business Legals Aspects, Operational Aspects of the
shipping companies: transhipments & intermodality, Commercial
Aspects from maritime business, Relationship with Operators on
intermodal ports.
In this regard, considering that the shipping business is one of the best
way to learn and teach about globalization, students need to experience
it, so it goes without saying that university students must take advantage
of studying abroad, international internships, or research opportunities
abroad. (Fox & Hundley 2011)
The importance of the real experience, thanks to the internship and the
periodical visit to the different companies of the sector, is one of the
requirement most demanded by the students, and the possibility to know
through conferences or even informal speech of the actor of the industry
in order to really know how is the real situation inside of this specific
sector.
An additional quire, that may help to the nautical graduated students,
consist in offer certified courses, made joined with the main associations
the shipping sector, assuring the participation of the experts and
professionals in exercise for to improve the training for the students, and
also for help to the shipping companies to understand the real formation
of these candidates. Actually, this kind of courses are usually done by
the logistics operator associations, for their employees, and not for the
nautical students or graduated. The cost should be a problem, so may be
the best option is to offer this courses inside of the compulsory subjects,
and may be after passed an examination, the students can get the
certificate accordingly.
For sure with this investigation the authors do not want to substitute the
main objective of the nautical studies, the carrier on board the vessels,
but it’s also true that not all the students will have the opportunity to sail
during all their lives.
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Traditionally, on the freight forwarders and the shipping agencies did
not have a lot of nautical graduated on their offices, but with the time
this phenomenon, started to get normal, and now is an extended way to
continue on the professional life ashore.
Now should be the time to improve the way to teach and also to accurate
this curriculum for the students, also, as commented by the students and
the experts, increasing the necessary topics, but this issue must be
adapted to the level of studies, as per the investigation’s result, the mot
homogeneous recommendation was to structure the curriculum as
follows:
1. On the initial phase, the students just know the generalities and
start knowing what the shipping business is, and can be shared
with the enterprise’s subject and other related with.
2. On the second phase, the Master or B.S studies, this curriculum
must be reinforced having in mind the possibility to get job’s
experience on these companies. Also, some experts
recommended to open two areas, one only for the nautical
studies, regarding the profession on board, and the marine
terminals, and other relations with the shipping business. May be
on the future, with a better economical projections, this
recommendation can be done, but now, having in mind that the
time does not stop, and the professionals are leaving from the
universities, may be the actual curriculum can be updated or
improved in order to find better results.
All this recommendations that came from this academic & statistical
investigation, must be adapted to the local requirement of the each
region, due to the nature of the industry and economy of each region
change between one and another, as the already known slogan: “Think
Globally, act locally”, due to as Fox & Hundley 2011 sais Globalization
is not a passing phenomenon. It is here to stay. Universities and colleges
throughout the world need to recognize that every student needs to have
global skills; and the shipping business & companies, as globalizations
actors or creators, are not an exception.
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ABSTRACT
When analyzing quality of transport systems on the European level,
with the emphasis on characteristics of national systems which must
meet European standards by its technical, technological,
organizational, economic and environmental developments, the need
for introducing short sea shipping is identified. Networking of the
Adriatic ports in the European transport corridors and their
positioning in the network of Motorways of the Sea is a necessary
precondition for stable economic development throughout the
Adriatic region. Therefore, Adriatic ports are seen as a part of the
European transport corridor network and active participants in
projects such as the Motorways of the Sea and Short Sea Shipping
(SSS). The aim of this research and paper is to give the overview of
administrative, organizational and informational measures and
strategic decisions on which the Adriatic SSS has been elaborated.
Within this concept of Adriatic SSS potentials and benefits of crossborder cooperation between Croatia and Italy regarding planning,
development and SSS implementation, will be researched and
elaborated. Main objectives of this paper are: analysis of Adriatic
SSS impact on environment protection, improvement of crossborder territory infrastructure, as well as modal shift from road
transport to Short Sea Shipping. For that reason Adriatic SSS is
recognized as an integral part of the Adriatic transport network and
research is based on the analysis of capacities of both Croatia and
Italy as well as on existing port features and possibilities for their
reorganization as SSS centres. Research of this paper focused on the
connection of Adriatic SSS with the Trans-European transport
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network encompass the totality of the economy through the
intermodal transport system (sea - rail - road – inland waterways)
and the use of Adriatic sea port facilities, free zones and terminals.
This paper also presents the results of several successfully
implemented EU funded projects (AdriaticMoS, ADRIMOB,
Adriatic3S) and numerous great initiatives that have been
transformed into projects (MultiAPPRO and INTREMODADRIA).
KEYWORDS: Adriatic region, short sea shipping, development
analysis

INTRODUCTION
Since forty percent of trade of goods within the EU and the countries
that border takes place by sea, and that efforts are made to the alleviation
of road transport routes, it is clear and undisputed that the traffic of
goods in SSS will gradually increase. In this sense, cross-border
cooperation between Croatian and Italy makes an important link in the
European transport network.
The success of Adriatic SSS depends largely on the high administrative,
organizational and information structure level. Conscious of the fact of
demanding administrative procedures of the EU has introduced
standards for simplified procedures in administration, elimination of
administrative barriers and quickly establishing the administrative levels
of SSS.
Hence the need to standardize customs procedures in order to minimize
the SSS inspection of cargo, and thereby reducing downtime costs.
Furthermore, to harmonize national customs systems and information
support, and gradually introduce electronic forms. Due to the high
administrative requirements placed on linking the various branches of
transport, they must be simplified. The desired administrative level can
be achieved through cooperation and exchange of experiences of
representatives of state administration, improvement of Adriatic SSS
promotion centres and collecting data on traffic flows and market
requirements.
Activity levels of the organization depend on many factors in the
economic and transport system in which the maritime transport, or SSS,
such as directions for the development of transport and economic
policies, their reality, consistency in the implementation process,
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intervention measures, the state of integration in maritime transport,
credit and monetary policy, the impact of line conference on the
possibility of entering certain markets, etc. From the above it is evident
that the organizational level of Adriatic SSS depends primarily on
national programs, and is conditional on them and their mutual
coordination. The goal is to create an appropriate organization for
transportation planning, organizing transportation and transhipment, an
organization supporting service, adequate monitoring of goods and
establish clear procedures in the transport process.
Great importance in the Adriatic SSS has internal and external
connections. Communication and connection between the numbers of
participants of transport-logistic processes is ensured by using electronic
means of transportation management technologies and electronic
information exchange. Information transport logistics support is
provided through direct communication of information; they are
responsible for all participants in the logistics chain, as well as
standardized means of transport documents. In economic terms, unique
information and logistics systems provide a major change in terms of
reduced costs of coordination and manipulation, as well as increase the
quality of functioning of the entire system.
Logistical information and its elaborate, fast, timely, high quality and
flexible flows are the main link of integrated marketing and logistics is
one of the key factors of influence on her competence. Without a
developed information-technology networks, it is not possible to use
supply chain management (SCM - Supple Chain Management), which is
closely linked with resource planning within the organization (ERP Enterprise Resource Planning).
Applications of ICT technologies in the SSS generate complicity of all
the entities present in the SSS chain logistics, service providers and
potential users and contribute to its development, assuming compliance
of the SSS network and its integration with maritime traffic. Information
exchange is achieved in the SSS of communication channels between the
holder and database activities. Information system designed considering
the needs of the user and determines the framework within which the
range of their needs. Existing and future operation must be considered in
order to identify areas that require monitoring and improvement.
Benefits of ICT (Information Communication Technology) system can
be viewed through the evaluation criteria, which relate to the timeliness,
accuracy and availability of information in each situation, and the
flexibility and connectivity within the system, as well as the possibility
of effective exchange of information with potential customers.
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Information technologies provide the necessary support for planning and
control of SSS. The development of ICT networks in SSS centres,
primarily entails ensuring all prerequisites for the development of ecommerce, electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic data
interchange (B2B, B2C). E-commerce in supply chain management
clearly share the information flow from the flow of goods, enabling
separation of port and flexible optimization process, which is one of the
biggest benefits of intermodal transportation. Effective communication
links form a network of computer communications, known as electronic
data interchange (EDI - Electronic Data Interchange). EDI is the transfer
of structural information, the use of agreed standards of communication,
from computer to computer, electronically. Electronic commerce in B2B
system (Business to Business) presents a model of electronic commerce
between businesses, whiles the B2C system (Business to Customer) and
includes the company's operations with the end users.
Information should include a SSS level of application of ICT
technology, which consists in preparing the computer database with the
possibility of verification, rapid exchange of information, automatically
updating the database and assume the characteristics of fast, modern
operating system that results in greater business efficiency. It is
necessary to ensure communication and information centre and connect
all entities so. "E-port" and community responsibility for the accuracy
and timeliness of data entered.
With these features, it is important to examine the function of
coordination of the participants. Coordination of participants in the
Adriatic SSS is organized joint operational activities of SSS users and
port-transport companies. The primary purpose of coordination and
organization in the Adriatic SSS is determined by legal, economic,
technical and operational reasons. From a legal point of view the
purpose of coordination and organization of the coordination of actions
that have a contractual obligation of the carrier from liability for those
who are recipients, the shipper or consignor, and arising from the
contract of carriage of cargo. From the economic point, coordination
aims at organizing the Adriatic SSS in the most economical way, and
operational and technical aspects to ensure the continuous transmission
of technological process. The necessity of coordination in the SSS arises
because it takes place in high-cost means of transport and port
infrastructure facilities, and is characterized by connecting the various
branches of transport and the activity of a large number of participants.
From the foregoing it can be concluded that the organization and
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coordination without coming to a halt in the process SSS, execution of
port services, and thus to the irrational use of transportation funds.
PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY INDICATORS OF SSS
TERMINALS
SSS terminals and transfer points are important interfaces within
intermodal transport chains. The quality of services at terminals and the
efficiency of terminal processes have a considerable influence on the
quality and costs of the whole transport chain.
Main important studies for the analysis of relevant indicators have been:
•
OECD (2002): Benchmarking Intermodal Freight Transport.
Paris. 2002.
•
IQ Consortium (1998): Intermodal Quality Deliverable 1: Model
for evaluation of terminal performance. Report Number 1.2.4.
Brussels. 1998.
•
ECMT (2000): Transport Benchmarking – Methodologies,
Applications & Dana Needs. Paris. 2002.
•
TfK Transport Research Institute (1999): Benchmarking
container terminals. Gothenburg. 1999.
•
A. Ballis (2003): Introducing level of Service Standards for
Intermodal Freight Terminals. TRB 2003 Annual Meeting.
Washington D.C. 2003
Distinguish between quality indicators and performance indicators were
done in this paper. Quality indicators describe the service level of a
terminal, whereas performance indicators describe directly the
productivity of a terminal or terminal processes. By increasing
productivity a terminal can handle more ITUs with less resource and
therefore improve its profitability. The productivity is influenced by
factors that also in other ways influence the profitability. This means that
when a terminal strives to improve the profitability by altering these
factors, the productivity might be affected.
Quality indicators have to describe the relevant services and processes at
terminals relating to intermodal transport considering the main quality
problems today. The indicators should cover the following quality
dimensions (IQ, ECMT and other studies dealing with quality):
•
Time (waiting time for trucks in the terminal area, etc.);
•
Reliability (incidence of train delay in departure, duration of train
delays etc.);
•
Accessibility (opening times, loading closing times, rail
accessibility time, etc.);
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•
•

Flexibility (reaction to short term customer requirements, etc.);
Safety, Security (% of cases with damage to goods, % of cases
with loss of goods, etc.);
•
Service in general
•
Frequency.
Whereas for customers (users like shippers or logistics service
providers) the quality indicators are more of importance, for terminal
operator's performance indicators are of more interest. Public authorities
are interested in both, quality and performance indicators. Terminal
users want to know what quality level and services are served at a
terminal whereas terminal operators should be interested in
benchmarking their own performance with competitors. For political
authorities' quality and performance indicators are of interest because
with high quality and efficient intermodal services the modal shift can be
supported and they could base their funding for new terminals and
terminal extensions on performance results and quality of services
(INTERMODARH project).
While analysing transport in Republic of Croatia and intermodal
transport the main problems are related to: comparability of the
indicator, availability and accessibility of data, collection effort (in case
data are currently missing and have to be collected from operators side)
and measurability.
Current state of transport sector in Republic of Croatia is characterized
by:
1.
lack of uniform set of statistical methods as a methodological
starting point for analysis of the transport sector: cargo and
passenger transport,
2.
discrepancies between data on the transport/traffic is the result of
non-implementation or poor implementation of quality control
data and the lack of harmonization of business statistics of
transport operators, ports, port authorities, carriers and others
involved in transport sector,
3.
content and methodological inconsistency of the methodology of
data collection and processing in the RH data with EU member
states (overlapping data),
4.
insufficient credibility and authenticity of data collected by the
communication, navigation and control system (video recordings,
sensors, GPS),
5.
obstacles in the preparation, signing and implementation of
implementation research and development projects in the field of
transport caused by incoherent data on the cargo and passenger
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transport and the lack of specific data in Croatia that were
standard in the EU and the starting point of research,
6.
the need to introduce the fundamental principles of quality
management data in the field of transport.
The availability of statistical data is often bottleneck for transport system
analysis and especially for intermodal terminal analysis. At international
level, data on certain transport modes, and especially for terminals, are
not available. Therefore the need and availability of data is also an
important factor for the assessment of the indicators that can be suitable
for a description of performance or quality of terminal processes. Also,
statistical data exist but are not accessible. Terminal operators and
intermodal operators consider certain data as confidential and do not
disclose them.
In case of performance related indicators used for a comparison relative
value are more suitable than absolute values. To some extend also
relative values are better for a quality comparison (for example: damages
per loading unit or energy consumption per loading unit). The quality
and performance indicators should also address the problems identified
analysing terminal processes and services to initiate solutions for the
main problems (Twrdy et al., 2011).
The Croatian coast is 1,777.7 km long, and the total length including
island coast is 4,012.4 kilometres. Former political and economic
circumstances were favourable to the creation of a considerable number
of ports and small harbours on the Croatian coast. Of some 350 ports and
small harbours on the coast and islands, seven can take large oceangoing ships, all of them located along the mainland coast. Among them
are also the following seaports: Pula, Rijeka, Zadar, Šibenik, Split, Ploče
and Dubrovnik, which are considered to be the main Croatian public
ports. The above-mentioned seaports are variously positioned in relation
to the macro regional and geographical status in general, which
determines also their operational focus and position with respect to the
targeted areas on the mainland.
The following problems are specific for sea port terminals in Croatia and
were identified as of medium or high importance:
•
long vessel waiting times/ re-scheduling due to port congestion:
In peak times, vessels have to wait offshore before they are
unloaded, which is related to capacity bottlenecks
•
low level of information integration among port community: A
port encloses a high number of stakeholders
•
insufficient mooring space: A capacity bottleneck that has to be
eased by (costly) extensions or through a shortening of berth time
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•
•

not flexible infrastructure to increasing ship size
much longer development lead time of terminals than vessel
dimensions and containerisation of traffic.

ADRIATIC SHORT SEA SHIPPING ACTION PLANS
Current transport system in the region has been developed by individual
activities of some ports and separate strategies of development in each
country. Considering the potential, this system is underdeveloped. The
solution is in common act and activities. At the moment, transport
system in Adriatic area, especially Short Sea Shipping, has a unique
chance to develop due to the great potential of usage of EU funds.
Currently governments and transport operators in Adriatic area can use
both EU funds and IPA programs (Instrument for Pre-accession
Assistance is a new instrument for pre-accession assistance for the
period from 2007 to 2013 and it replaces the existing programmes
CARDS, PHARE, ISPA and SAPARD). It is impossible to develop or
introduce a unique project that would encompass all the problems of
SSS, thus it is necessary to create multifunctional approach through set
of various projects in all levels. This has been recognized by
governmental bodies and transport operators in Italy and Croatia which
have implemented, presented for approval or currently implementing
numerous projects which will greatly contribute to development of SSS.
AdriaticMoS (Developing of Motorways of Sea system in Adriatic region
– project co-financed by IPA Adriatic CBC) is a common project of
Ministry of Transport of all Adriatic countries with the aim of creation
of unique and common strategic development document for
development of Motorways of the Sea system. AdriaticMoS Master Plan
is a regional segment of East Mediterranean MoS Master Plan which is a
strategic document of the European Commission and guideline for future
development activities. All Adriatic countries will, by the
implementation of this project, get, for the first time, common
development strategy in the transport. Main objectives of the Master
Plan, as well as our activities within project, are:
•
to define viable MoS in the Adriatic area and their connections to
EU member states in East and West Mediterranean, as well as
their extensions to other regions,
•
to define quality and security requirements for the identified MoS
services,
•
to perform an analysis of the transport needs in the region,
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to forecast the future demand of the MoS and identify bottlenecks
and missing links, infrastructure and services needs,
•
to identify and evaluate (Cost-Benefit Analysis and
Environmental Impacts Assessment) alternative scenarios of the
Master Plan elaboration,
•
to provide investment and time planning and identify funding
sources, and,
•
to provide guidance of coordinated actions for implementation of
MoS,
•
to produce a sound communication system with all regions
concerned to the enhancement of MoS, as well as to promote the
involvement of the interested stakeholders.
Considering Ro-Pax technology as a potential for development of SSS in
Adriatic, following project is of great importance for its development.
The ADRIMOB (Sustainable coast MOBility in the ADRIatic area –
project co-financed by IPA Adriatic CBC) project is defined taking into
consideration the specific problems identified starting from the general
overview on EU politics in the field of sustainable mobility, the analysis
of the mobility situation in the Adriatic area, down to the specific state
of art and problems raised by the partners in such field. Taking into
account cooperation area, and the real constant increase of business and
tourism activities between the Adriatic sides, it is necessary to make an
effort toward the sustainable mobility, thus to make a concrete
breakthrough, to define and structure an efficient and less polluting
mobility system both for goods and passengers.
The aim of Adriatic3S (Adriatic Short Sea Shipping Database and
General Development Plan for the region, project co-financed by
Adriatic New Neighbourhood Programme) project was to enable and
support the effective development of Short Sea Shipping as an integral
part of transport network in the Adriatic. The action was based on the
analysis of possibilities and predispositions of the Republic of Croatia
and the Republic of Italy and investigated port features, as well as the
possibilities of their reorganisation in SSS centres. Based on elaborated
predispositions, preconditions and possibilities, the aim of this project
was to give the overview of administrative, organisational and
informational measures and strategic decisions on whose basis the
operative concept of SSS development what was elaborated for Adriatic
region. It gave exact information about the benefits of established
system to all the subjects of the port system in Republic of Croatia and
the port system in Italy. In addition, the analysis of the current
infrastructure and administration condition was served for the
•
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development of the database that has been developed. In that way, the
exchange of information of all the subjects in cross-border transport
process is possible. The results of this project are useful to agents,
terminal operators, port authorities, freight forwarders, road transporters,
industrial sector and the Ministries of Transport and Development in
developing cross-border transportation of the Republic of Croatia and
Italy in the Adriatic region.
Since 2008 Croatia is implementing “Bottleneck exercise” project which
European Commission has launched in 2005 as an exercise to identify
and alleviate obstacles hindering the smooth running of the freight
transport chain in Europe. In the framework of this so-called "bottleneck
exercise", stakeholders and interested parties are invited to submit details
of bottlenecks they have encountered. A bottleneck is any obstacle to
freight and passenger transport logistics services, whether
administrative, operational, legislative, local, national, Europe-wide or
the like. Participants to the bottleneck exercise are also asked to identify
effective solutions to these problems. One of the identified and unsolved
bottlenecks is nonexistence of systematic and trustable transport and
traffic data which is comparable to the data collected in EU countries
and which is required to support EU project proposals.
Beside those projects, numerous great initiatives have been transformed
into projects currently pending for approval. Beside all, two of them are
of utmost importance – MultiAPPRO and INTREMODADRIA.
The European Commission has launched an Freight Transport Logistic
Action Plan (COM (2007) 607) that is proposing a series of measures to
promote the freight transport logistics, make SSS transportation more
competitive, create a framework which will allow European ports to
attract investment for their modernization, put maritime freight transport
on an equal footing with other transport modes and review progress
made in developing of sustainable mobility. Based on that plan, a
MultiAPPRO project was prepared that, through four actions, combines
four different approaches to reach most of the goals highlighted by EC.
First action is focused on systematically collecting and solving all
bottlenecks, both on national or regional level. The next step is
insufficient exploitability of information technology. Second action is to
develop a web application which will not only create a very useful
database of the regional transport system, but also a network of all
transport-related subjects in region (ports, customs, police, captaincies,
agents, etc). White Paper (COM (2011) 144 final) of EC identifies
promotion as one of the priority activities in transport development.
Thus, action no. three is modelled to innovatively and systematically
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perform promotion of the intermodal and SSS transport in the region and
also creates a network of promotional centres. Hence with those three
actions it will solve bottlenecks, implement innovative information
communication network application as a logistic tool and promote SSS
and intermodal transport. To assure high quality service, it is needed to
design specific port quality measures indicators and implementation of
general quality indicators measurement (general - ISO 9001 and
environmental protection ISO 14001) which is a goal of forth action –
Quality Management.
The objective of INTERMODADRIA is the improvement of the
integration of the Short Sea Shipping transport in the logistics chains
crossing the Adriatic Sea. Currently, the Adriatic ports have different
level of accessibility to the inland transport infrastructures: the main
difference concerns in particular the levels of accessibility to the
railways network and the availability of efficient railways freight
services to feed the port traffics. While some ports have undertaken
significant investment projects to increase the railways infrastructure and
the connection to the national railways network, other ports will not be
served in the present and medium term by railways services and
infrastructures. Therefore, flexible logistics services must be studied to
allow the unitised cargo to run on road, ship and rail during the same
voyage to reach the final destination. Considering the relevance of the
RO/PAX services linking the two banks of the Adriatic Sea, traffic
solutions based on swap bodies units should also be investigated. The
analysis implemented will provide an updated framework of the capacity
and of the level of use of the road and railways infrastructures linking
the Adriatic ports with the areas of origin or destination of the freight
flows. Moreover, the analysis will highlight the accessibility of the port
traffics to the TEN-T network and the SEETO network. The project
activities will also provide a contribution “from the bottom” addressed to
the national and European Institutions to implement actions on the
priority areas of intervention as defined by the White paper of transport
of the EU Commission, as:
•
incentives for the modal shift form road to rail for maritime
freight to/from the hinterland areas;
•
enhanced integration of short sea shipping in the logistics chain;
•
support to the promotion of quality jobs in ports, to increase the
attractiveness of port professional profiles, avoiding the risk of
lack of skilled and qualified workforce.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper networking of the Adriatic ports in the European transport
corridors and their positioning in the network of Motorways of the Sea
were elaborated as crucial precondition for stable economic development
throughout the Adriatic region. Therefore, Adriatic ports are seen as a
part of the European transport corridor network and active participants in
projects such as the Motorways of the Sea and Short Sea Shipping
(SSS). The overview of administrative, organizational and informational
measures and strategic decisions on which the Adriatic SSS were
researched and SSS terminals were analysed as transfer points of
important interfaces within intermodal transport chains. The quality of
services at terminals and the efficiency of terminal processes have a
considerable influence on the quality and costs of the whole transport
chain. Distinguish between quality indicators and performance indicators
were done in this paper. Crucial problems in analysing transport in
Republic of Croatia and intermodal transport are defined: comparability
of the indicator, availability and accessibility of data, collection effort (in
case data are currently missing and have to be collected from operator’s
side) and measurability. Also, the most important SSS action plan
funded by EU was presented, aiming to benefit transport development in
Adria region.
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ABSTRACT

Many European countries require the skippers of a pleasure
craft to be able to provide evidence of their competence. The
pleasure craft operator card or boating license permits people
operate a pleasure craft. One of the requirements of this
license is intended to decrease the number of boat accidents.
This paper analysis the regulation related on recreational
boat licensing of some European Union (EU) members. As a
result of this study, no uniformity at European Union in terms
of the requirements for sailing in pleasure boats can be
proven. It is also important to note that requirements for
obtaining the licenses and the personal training of each future
skipper are different depending on the member state of the
European Union. So this diversity of training criteria should
be regulated and standardized equity for all member states.
The main purpose of this paper is to make clear that in the
European Union there is a lack of coordination in this area,
highlighting the differences training patterns depending on
the member state in which the skipper has obtained the
license and indicate the need to unify the training and
licensing for recreational boating.
KEYWORDS: recreational
regulation, European Union
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A pleasure craft is defined as any vessel in private ownership
used wholly or mainly for sport and recreation purposes. It also
covers private vessels that are hired out by third parties, provided
that the vessel will be operated only by the hirers and will not
require a crew to operate it (Merchant Shipping, 2000).
Many European countries require the skippers of a pleasure craft
to be able to provide evidence of their competence. The pleasure
craft operator card or boating license allows people navigate with
a pleasure craft. Obtaining the license should ensure the minimum
training required by the employer in order to steer the boat safely
with the purpose of decrease the number of boat accidents.
Statistics show that the total number of pleasure crafts involved in
maritime emergencies in European Union is high. For example, in
Spain more than fifty percent of the emergencies are related to
pleasure boats at sea. During 2009, in Spain there were a total of
3.498 emergency vessels, of which 1810 belonged to recreational
craft (51%). In 2010 a total of 3.552 emergencies and 1.785
(52%) were related to recreational craft (Spanish Annual Report,
2010)
Figure 1. Total maritime emergencies in Spain by type of vessel

Source: Ministry of Development of Spain. NATIONAL
MARITIME SAFETY AND RESCUE PLAN
According to the yacht industry report in Spain on “The Nautical
Sports and Recreation 2009” developed by FIRA BARCELONA,
fleet and number of boats per capita estimated in some European
countries are shown in table 1:
Table 1. Fleet and number of boats per capita estimated in some
European countries
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COUNTRY
Norway
Finland
Sweden
Netherlands
Switzerland
Greece
Italy
UK
France
Ireland
Germany
Spain

Vessel: inhabitants
1:6
1:7
1:12
1:32
1:75
1:84
1:98
1:111
1:127
1:168
1:183
1:207

Fleet
793.000
731.200
753.000
523.473
100.093
130.552
592.000
541.560
483.823
25.830
450.273
220.000

Source: The Nautical Sports and Recreation 2009 report. FIRA
BARCELONA
Considering data related to accidents in this type of boats we can
observe that in 2009 on the 220.000 recreational boats on the
Register of Spanish, 1,22% (1810) had an emergency situation.
On the other hand, if we regard another European Union country,
such as France, results are similar: for a total estimated 483.823
pleasure boats, 3.264 boats had an accident, 0,67% (CROSS,
2008).
Statistical data shows that a large number of maritime accidents
are related to recreational craft. However, in most cases, these
accidents are not under investigation. For example the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) is a European Union agency
charged with reducing the risk of maritime accidents, marine
pollution from ships and the loss of human lives at sea by helping
to enforce the pertinent EU legislation. EMSA was established for
the purpose of ensuring a high, uniform and effective level of
maritime safety, maritime security as well as prevention of and
response to pollution by ships within the EU (Regulation
1406/2002/EC, 2002). Safety of recreational boats does not enter
into EMSA’s remit and they do not have publications or studies
on this matter.
Other similar examples may be found in the Swedish Accident
Investigation Authority (STA), the Dutch Safety Board or the
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Danish Maritime Accident Investigation Board. In the case of The
Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB), responsible for
examining and investigating all types of marine accidents to or on
board UK ships worldwide, and other ships in UK territorial
waters, there is no requirement for non-commercial leisure craft
to report accidents to MAIB so they don’t have any special
information.
As has been demonstrated many organizations and agencies
responsible for the investigation of maritime accidents do not
perform a separate analysis and focused exclusively on
recreational craft. This fact makes it even more difficult to
determine the main causes of maritime accidents in recreational
craft.
To improve the safety aspects of recreational craft, the existence
of studies and statistics on maritime accidents in pleasure crafts
would provide very important conclusions for dissemination and
study. However, one of the most important aspects to ensure
safety in these vessels is undoubtedly the training of future
skippers. Update and deepen their knowledge, attitudes and
develop skills to accommodate and take special care in training
activities related to the human factor in situations of crisis, would
be some of the aspects to consider.
On the basis of the importance of training, this paper analyses the
differences training patterns according to each member state of
the European Union, evincing a lack of uniformity on this topic.

RECREATIONAL
BOATING
AND
THE
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS: SOLAS, COLREGS
AND MARPOL
The aim of this section is to highlight the international
conventions that affect the formation of the skippers for
recreational craft. These international conventions, regulated by
the International Maritime Organization (IMO), are often referred
exclusively to merchant ships, but in same aspects are also
important and mandatory for recreational boating.
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The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS), 1974, the main objective is to specify minimum
standards for the construction, equipment and operation of ships,
compatible with their safety.
On 1 July 2002, some new regulations of the SOLAS convention
came into force, which directly affect the pleasure boat users.
These regulations are part of Chapter V of the International
Convention. Most of the SOLAS convention only applies to large
commercial ships, but parts of Chapter V apply to small, privately
owned pleasure craft.
Regulation V/34 ‘Safe Navigation and avoidance of dangerous
situations’, is a new regulation. It concerns prior-planning for the
boating trip, more commonly known as voyage or passage
planning. So a pleasure boat user should particularly take into
account some points when planning a boating trip as weather,
tides, limitations of the vessel, safety equipment and experience
and physical ability of the crew, navigational dangers,
contingency plan and information ashore.
Other issues to take into account the agreement alone are:
•
•
•

•

Regulation V/19 requires all small craft to fit a radar
reflector ‘if practicable’.
Regulation V/29 requires to have access to an illustrated
table of the recognised life saving signals.
Regulations V/31, V/32 and V/33 require to report the
Maritime Authority and any other vessels in the vicinity if
there is anything that could cause a serious hazard to
navigation (by calling on VHF, or by telephoning) and to
respond to any distress signal that the skipper sees or hears
and helps anyone or any boat in distress.
Regulation V/35 prohibits misuse of any distress signals.

Another Convention involving recreational boating is the
International Convention for Preventing Collisions at Sea
(COLREGs). This Convention requires skippers to ensure that the
correct lights and shapes are carried, to know the steering and
sailing rules and the sound and light signals.
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The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (MARPOL) is the main international convention covering
prevention of pollution of the marine environment by ships from
operational or accidental causes. MARPOL also applies to
recreational boats and the skippers should not discharge oil or
drop garbage into the sea
All these conventions are applicable to recreational craft and are
mandatory. Their knowledge and application of skippers is
essential to ensure navigational safety and pollution prevention.
Knowledge of these conventions involves specific training for
skippers. Such training should be ensured by licensing for
navigation but unfortunately this is not true: compulsory licensing
and training is different depending on the member of the
European Union concerned. In the following sections of this
paper there are examples of the diversity of boating licenses in
some European countries.
RECREATIONAL
BOAT
EUROPEAN UNION

LICENSING

IN

THE

In the European Union we can find diversity in the training
programs of the skippers, diversity in the attributions and types of
licenses for recreational boats and diversity criteria when
permitting navigation without any official training.
Figure 2. European Union countries

Source: http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/index_en.htm
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The requirements for a boat license vary greatly with regard to the
area of navigation, the distance from shore/shelter, the means of
propulsion (sailing/motor boats), the boat’s length and the
engine’s power. Though not shown in this paper, the age limits
vary from a country to another.
From the 27 member countries of European Union, in this paper
we will consider only eleven countries according to their large
number of boats per capita and importance in length of coastline
shown in Table 2:

Table 2. Number of boats per capita estimated in some European
countries and kilometers of coastline (km)

Country

Vessel: inhabitants

Norway (non-EU member)

1:6

Kilometers
coastline (km)
25.148

Finland

1:7

14.018

Sweden

1:12

13.567

Netherlands

1:32

1.276

Greece

1:84

16.500

Italy

1:98

7.468

UK

1:111

17381

France

1:127

8.245

Ireland

1:168

4.578

Germany

1:183

2.389

Spain

1:207

6.584

1

Calculation of coast length based on cartography of all continental and insular coasts excluding
2
islands less than 1 km and with a population less than 50 persons, inland shores, fjords etc where
the mouth is less than 1 km wide.

Source: European Commission- DG Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs
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Norway, while is not a member of the European Union, has been
referred because of its importance; the number of users of
recreational boating as well as being one of the countries in
Europe with more miles of coastline.
Of these countries will set out the type of licenses for recreational
boats and descriptive features such as navigation permitted
without license, number of licenses per country and miles of
navigation allowed, maximum power or maximum length.
1. Norway
 Boating license issued by The Norwegian Maritime
Directorate ("Sjøfartsdirektoratet").
 Name and description of the boating license / Certificate:
Norwegian Boating License ("Båtførerprøven")
 When do you need in Norway a boating license? Starting
from the 1st of May 2010, you will need a boating license
to operate a boat exceeding 8 meters in length and /or if
the engine is 25 Hp or more in Norwegian waters.
However the rule does not apply if you were born prior to
the 1st of January 1980.
In 2010 Norway introduced a mandatory boating license. A
license is needed to steer a boat with some exceptions: one need a
license if is born in 1980 or later, and the length of the boat is
more than 8 meters or the engine has more than 25 Hp. For those
born before 1980, a license is not needed, but boat rental
companies may demand that the skipper of their boats have one.
Nobody receive the license until age 16. One younger than 16,
can drive a recreational boat if it’s under 8 meters in length, and
has an engine up to 9,9 Hp, provided the boat can not go faster
than 10 knots.
2. Finland
 Boating license issued by Merenkulkulaitos –
Sjöfartsverket.
 Name and description of the boating license/ Certificate:
Kansainvälinen huviveneen kuljettajan pätevyyskirja/
International certificate for operators of pleasure craft, C
(coastal waters), M (motor yacht), S (sailing ship).
 When do you need in Finland a boating license? Finland
does not formally require a license to navigate coastal and
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inland waters. However, it is recommended by authorities
to have skills and knowledge training in navigation and
maritime security.
3. Sweden
 Boating license issued by Nämnden för Båtlivsutbildning
(NFB).
 Name and description of the boating license / Certificate:
Förarintyg Certificate of Competence: Provides the
skipper with basic skills in navigation, sea sense and
safety. Most insurance companies give discounts on boat
insurance if the skipper holds a Certificate of Competence.
Kustskepparintyg Coastal Skipper Certificate: The Coastal
Skipper Certificate authorizes you to sail recreational craft
larger than 12 x 4 meters. Utsjöskepparintyg Yachtmaster
Offshore Certificate: Continuation of the Coastal Skipper
Certificate course, authorizing the unlimited navigation in
miles.
 When do you need in Sweden a boating license? No
special training is required to operate a recreational boat
less than 12 meters long and 4 meters wide. But every
skipper of a recreational boat is subject to the provisions
of the Swedish Maritime Code, which states that all
vessels must be safely manned and that skippers must
have good skills and seamanship, as otherwise may be
fined or even jailed.
4. The Netherlands
 Boating license issued by Vamex.
 Name and description of the boating license/ Certificate:
Vaarbewijs I - The license is required for motor boat that
can reach over 20 km/h. This license is also required for
boats with a length of 15 meters or more. Navigation is
allowed in rivers, canals and small lakes. Vaarbewijs II This license allows navigation for all waters.
 When do you need in The Netherlands a boating license?
No compulsory license for sea-going navigations (either
sailing or motor). No Dutch navigation license is required
for inland waterways for steering a motor or sailing boat
of less than 15 meters or speed is under 20 km/h. The
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skipper is expected, however, to be acquainted with the
rules of the waterways.
5. Greece
 Boating license issued by Port Authority.
 Name and description of the boating license / Certificate:
Unknown
 When do you need in Greece a boating license?
Compulsory license for all means of propulsion if power
is over of 22,37 kW (30 HP).
6. Italy
 Boating license issued by Uffici delle Capitanerie di porto.
 Name and description of the boating license/Certificate:
The new regulation on licensing of pleasure boats came
into force on January 16, 1998. There are two types of
navigation licenses required by Italian law: within 12
miles and over 12 miles. Patente nautica entro le 12 miglia
a motore: Allows navigation within 12 miles; Patente
Senza limiti: no limitations; Patente Navi da diporto: over
24 m in length, must hold the Patente Senza limiti at least
3 years.
 When do you need in Italy a boating license? Compulsory
license for sailing and motor boats if navigation exceeds 6
miles from shelter or power above 30 kW (40,8 HP).
7. United Kingdom
 Boating license issued by Royal Yachting Association
(RYA) by the British Government through the Maritime
and Coastguard Agency (MCA).
 Name and description of the boating license/Certificate:
Yachtmaster Ocean certificate of competence: any length
in all parts of the world; Yachtmaster Offshore certificate
of competence: no more than 150 miles from harbour;
Yachtmaster Coastal (previously known as Coastal
Skipper certificate of competence): on coastal cruises but
does not necessarily have the experience needed to
undertake longer passages; Day Skipper certificate of
competence; Advanced Powerboat certificate of
competence; Powerboat Level 2; Day Skipper shorebased
certificate; Coastal Skipper/Yachtmaster Offershore
shorebased certificate: Able to skipper a yacht on coastal
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passages by day and night; Yachtmaster Ocean shorebased
certificate.
When do you need in UK a boating license? Boating
around the coast or further out to sea is open to all and
does not require a license. Passage down one of Britain’s
many inland waterways however requires a boating
license or registration with the appropriate authority in
charge of it. It may not be required by law, but the UK
government recommends that if you use pleasure craft,
like yachts, sailing boats and motorboats, there are certain
safety regulations that must be followed.
Other information: For boating on British Waterways
water there are two main types of license to choose from –
a pleasure boat license and a business license. A Private
Pleasure Boat License allows a boat to be used for
pleasure or personal residential use for standard periods of
three, six and twelve months. It does not permit a boat to
be used for hiring, carrying goods or passengers for
payment or any other commercial function - these
activities require a British Waterways Business License.

8. France
 Boating license issued by Ministère de l'Écologie, de
l'Énergie,
du
Développement
durable
et
de
l'Aménagement du territoire. Directions départementales
des affaires maritimes.
 Name and description of the boating license / Certificate:
The Order of 28 September 2007 on navigating licenses
for pleasure boats establish two titles governing at sea The option Coast – Côtière - To navigate to 6 miles from
a shelter; Offshore extension –Hauturière. - To navigate
more than 6 miles from a shelter.
 When do you need in France a boating license? The
current license is necessary if engine power is greater than
6 HP (4,5 kW). For sailboats no license is required to
navigate.
9. Ireland
 Boating license issued by Irish Sailing Association (ISA).
 Name and description of the boating license/Certificate:
The ISA organizes many courses such as Day Skipper
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Certificate (sail and motor), Helmsman’s Certificate (sail
and motor), National Powerboat Certificate, Yachtmaster
Coastal (sail and motor) and Yachtmaster Offshore (sail
and motor).
When do you need in Ireland a boating license? No
compulsory licences are required in Ireland.

10. Germany
 Boating license issued by Deutscher Segel-Verband
Deutscher Motoryachtverband.
 Name and description of the boating licenseCertificate:
Four levels of certificates for coastal waters:
Sportbootführerschein – for boats of more than 3,68 kW
(5 HP) of power; Sportküstenschifferschein (SKS) navigation up to 12 miles offshore; Sportseeschifferschein
(SSS) – navigation up to 30 miles offshore;
Sporthochseeschifferschein (SHS) SHS - navigation
offshore.
 When do you need in Germany a boating license? No
license is required for sailing and motor boats with power
under 3,68 kW (5 HP).
11. Spain
 Boating license issued by Dirección General de la Marina
Mercante / Ministerio de Fomento / Comunidades
Autónomas (Regions).
 Name and description of the boating license/Certificate:
Four types of compulsory licenses. Patrón navegación
básica: navigation up to 5 miles and maximum length of 8
meters for sailing boat, and up to 7,5 meters in length for
motor boat;
Patrón de embarcaciones de recreo:
navigation for motor yachts and sailing or motor up to 12
meters in length and up to 12 miles; Patrón de yate
(skipper): navigation of motor yachts and sailing or motor
up to 20 meters in length and up to 60 miles ; Capitán de
yate: no limits to navigation and boat’s length.
 When do you need in Spain a boating license? For motor
boats with a maximum power of 11,03 kW (15 HP) and
maximum of 4 meters in length, and for sail boats
(without motor) to a maximum 5 meters in length, it is not
necessary to have any license, as long as the navigation is
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daytime and area bounded by the Maritime Authority
(Harbor Master).
Other information: A part of the licenses noted, the
legislation reflects the nautical sports federations sailing
and boating (Federation Authority) may issue licenses for
the government of boats up to 6 meters and a maximum
engine power adequate to the same and in any case less
than 40 kW valid for navigation done during daytime in
areas delimited by the Maritime Authority.

PROPOSAL OF A EUROPEAN CERTIFICATE
The origins of an International Certificate came about from the
requirement to navigate the length of the Rhine and the Danube,
and the need for reassurance that vessel operators were competent
to ensure safety of navigation and protection of the environment
as they moved from one country to another. As a result, in 1979
was adopted Resolution 14 (Resolution No. 14, 1979) which
recommended the introduction of a European document for an
International Certificate (International Card).
Resolution 14 needed updating so in 1998 was adapted
Resolution 40; which replaced Resolution 14. This new resolution
not only includes operators of pleasure craft for inland and coastal
waters of foreign countries, but specifically included bareboat
charter vessels. Significantly, it also set out the nautical,
regulatory and technical competency requirements to be achieved
and a minimum age (16 years of age) for the issue of an
International Certificate.
The International Certificate for Operators of Pleasure Craft
created in Resolution 40 (Resolution No. 40, 1998) is now more
commonly referred to as the International Certificate of
Competence (ICC). An International Certificate of Competence
(ICC) is a certificate, which may be issued to anyone who has
successfully completed certain national boating licenses or has
successfully passed an examination to prove the necessary
competence for pleasure craft operation.
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Although only guaranteed to be accepted in countries that have
adopted the relevant Resolution, the ICC is a useful document to
carry and will generally be accepted where proof of competence
is required.
In very general terms an ICC is required for the inland waterways
of Europe and for inland and coastal waters of Mediterranean
countries. For the coastal waters of Northern Europe the ICC is
generally not required, however to all of these generalisations
there are exceptions.
The ICC is a product of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe Inland Water Committee (UN ECE IWC)
Resolution 40. This states that the ICC may be issued by a
government of one state to its nationals and residents who may be
on the waters of a foreign state, on condition that both accept the
requirements and conditions set out in Resolution 40.
Governments may appoint competent authorities to issue ICC on
their behalf. For example, in the United Kingdom the Royal
Yachting Association (RYA) but globally International Yacht
Training Worldwide (IYT) is such a competent authority.
This Resolution 40 is not mandatory for the EU countries. Only
16 EU member states have adopted Resolution so far. Spain,
Greece and Portugal, for example, have not adopted Resolution
40 but are still most likely to ask visitors for an ICC. But the
unequal implementation of UN ECE resolutions 13, 14 and 40
creates differences in ICC practices and acceptance. The
differences in ICC implementation concern the scope (inland
waterways only/inland waterways and sea), the types of boats
(length, speed, power) and the interpretation of conditions for
applicants (residence, nationality, language).
For the issue of an international certificate the applicant must
have reached the age of 16, be physically and mentally fit to
operate a pleasure craft, and in particular, must have sufficient
powers of vision and hearing, have successfully passed an
examination to prove the necessary competence for pleasure craft
operation. The applicant has to prove in an examination:
sufficient knowledge of the regulations concerning pleasure craft
operation and nautical and technical knowledge required for safe
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navigation on inland waters and/or coastal waters and the ability
to apply this knowledge in practice. This examination shall be
held with regard to the zones of navigation (i.e. inland waters
and/or coastal waters) and must include at least the following
specific subjects: sufficient knowledge of the relevant regulations
and nautical publications, traffic regulations applicable on inland
waters, in particular CEVNI (European Code for Inland
Waterways), and/or in coastal waters, in particular the
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, including aids to
navigation (marking and buoyage of waterways); Ability to apply
the nautical and technical knowledge in practice: general
knowledge of craft, use and carriage of safety equipment and
serviceability of the engine/sails, operating the craft and
understanding the influence of wind, current, interaction and
limited keel clearance, conduct during meeting and overtaking
other vessels, anchoring and mooring under all conditions,
maneuvering in locks and ports, general knowledge of weather
conditions, general knowledge of navigation, in particular
establishing a position and deciding a safe course; Conduct under
special circumstances: principles of accident prevention (e.g. man
over board maneuvers), action in case of collisions, engine failure
and running aground, including the sealing of a leak, assistance in
cases of emergency, use of lifesaving devices and equipment, fire
prevention and fire fighting and avoiding water pollution.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
From the results obtained in the above sections, we can state, that
there is no coordination and equivalence between the EU
countries licenses for recreational crafts. So in some countries is
not necessary license to navigate recreational crafts and other
countries set length, power, miles of navigation or speed of the
boat to make mandatory the boating license. The next figure
shows the minimum power required by some countries to obtain a
license:
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Figure 3. Minimum power required by European country
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Of the eleven countries under study, the following graphs show
the diversity of criteria at the time making boating license
mandatory.
Figure 4. Criteria for obtaining a Boating license
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Source: own
The training patterns of the skippers are very different depending
on the country, leading to problems of safety of navigation. It
would be necessary to create a European directive that regulates
the licenses required for recreational boating throughout the
European Union and a common training program for all skippers,
thus improving boating safety on our coast. There is no single
criterion for the minimum age required to obtain a license for
recreational craft.
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A large number of maritime accidents and emergencies are
related to pleasure crafts. This should involve further study and
analysis of accidents involving these kinds of vessels. However,
in most cases are not investigated. Many organizations and
agencies responsible for the investigation of maritime accidents
do not perform a separate analysis and focused exclusively on
recreational craft, being more difficult to determine the main
causes of maritime accidents in pleasure crafts.
The diversity of licenses and requirements is confusing and does
not augment boating tourism in Europe. All governments should
follow the lead taken by those that have adopted Resolution 40 so
far, that they recognise it as an acceptable standard in its own
right. Standards set out in the UN ECE Resolution 40 provide a
reasonable and appropriate level of competence for day sailing
with due regard to the safety of navigation and crew and the
protection of the environment. It would be necessary to regulate
the licenses for recreational boats in the European Union
members, ensuring the level of training of the skippers, and
matching and making compatible the European licenses for
pleasure craft.
The future aims of this study is extended to all 27 European
Union countries, comparing and analyzing the most relevant
aspects of each country and make a consolidated proposal that can
be recognized in the European Union.
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ABSTRACT
Process management is a form of business management aimed at
creating added value for the client through the proper management
of business processes. It attempts to reduce waste and to enhance
quality and efficiency.
In the academic world, there is a great deal of research designed to
study this issue from multiple perspectives. However, a brief review
of this research revealed several gaps and a niche was detected with
regards to the implementation of process management in project
management companies. These present a radically different scenario
to that of continuous production companies.
Therefore, the paper proposes a methodology for implementing
process management in project management companies,
highlighting the specific problems of these businesses and proposing
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the idea of modularity as a solution. The close contact of the authors
with a shipyard made it clear that a deeper understanding of
process management was a necessity for this type of companies
Finally, the paper gathers part of a study conducted for a shipyard
whose aim was to develop and implant process management upon its
imminent entry into a new sub-sector of activity. The company
management considered it both interesting and necessary to use
process management to address this new strategic challenge. To
illustrate this work, we present the flowchart of one of the processes
developed, the "project engineering process".

KEYWORDS: process management, project production, modularity,
shipyard, “project engineering” process

INTRODUCTION
Process management is a way of organizing and running a business
whose aim is to create added value for the customer by managing the
company’s processes appropriately.
The origin of process management goes back to the 1980s when, kickstarted by Japan, two new management philosophies emerged: Just in
Time (JIT) and Total Quality Control (TQC). The two ideologies
advocated a production system that is more in touch with customers’
needs and the reduction of production defects and waste (Flynn,
Sakakibara & Schroeder 1995). However, its proliferation is associated
with the arrival of the ISO 9000 International Quality Standards
(published in 1987 and revised in 1994, 2000 and 2008). Process
management requirements were already included in the ISO 9000:2000.
ISO 9001:2008 is divided into eight sections, the fourth being the one
that refers to adopting a process-orientated focus for the running of an
organization. The general requirements indicated in Section 4.1 of ISO
9001:2008 for the introduction of a quality management system are
(International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2008: 2):
•

To identify the necessary processes for the Quality Management
System

•

To determine the sequence and interaction of the processes
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•

To determine the methods and criteria for controlling the
processes

•

To ensure the availability of information on the processes

•

To measure, monitor and analyze the processes.

•

To take the necessary action to achieve the planned results and
continuous improvement.

In the academic sphere, professionals and scholars in the field have
proposed several methodologies that attempt to show which way
companies have to follow when establishing a system based on
processes. We mention here the methodologies proposed by: Carmignani
(2008), Sendín Caballero (2004); Roa Rodriguez et al. (2003), Pérez
Fernéndez de Velasco (2004, 2006).
However, the review undertaken for this study revealed a niche as
regards the introduction of process management in project production
companies.
It is considered that project production companies have radically
different circumstances to continuous production ones, so the
implementation, obstacles and advantages of process management are of
a different nature, requiring additional analysis.
Project production consists of obtaining one or few products whose
productive period is usually long. The main characteristics of project
production companies are: unique and heterogeneous product, high level
of outsourcing, made to order production, high level of client
participation, high level of flexibility and fixed plant distribution.
Project production is typical in the development of services and in
making unique and complex products. The exclusivity of this kind of
product/service, deriving from its complete adaptation to the client’s
requirements, means that, every time it is produced, the activities
involved can vary. In addition, staff must be multi-faceted and highly
qualified in order to adapt to the requirements of each project. In all
cases the size of the products tends to be fairly big. This, combined with
the specificity of the inputs and outputs, generally means that the inputs
are transported to the place where the manufacturing takes place. This
kind of organization is called fixed distribution (Domínguez Machuca,
J.A. et al. 1995). Fixed distribution tends to be used when, owing to the
specifications of the product in question (weight, size, shape, volume), it
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cannot be transported through the various stages of production. This
means that the main product remains immobile, while the rest of the
elements, whether they are personnel, machinery or raw materials, are
transported to the location of the main product.
Fixed distribution has three basic drawbacks:
• Space limitations for storage of materials around the product
manufactured.
• The need for different materials in each stage of the project.
• Variability in the volume of materials needed.
This had led to the emergence of an alternative strategy that consists of
doing part of the project, the maximum permitted, elsewhere. This
approach is used in some shipping industries that, in an attempt to
increase the efficiency of this kind of projects, produce some units in
continuous production facilities that are close to the company.
Sanchez (2010) in her MBA project proposes a methodology for
implementing a process management system in a project production
company, with a particular focus on the unique features of this kind of
company, thereby attempting to provide solutions to the problems that
may be caused by its unique circumstances. This methodology is made
up of seven stages or steps: management commitment, initial diagnosis
of the company’s situation, planning the project, staff training and
awareness, process management, process control and process
improvement.
From this methodology we should highlight the modular approach and
the advice about extending process management to the other links in the
outsourcing chain.
The modular system is twofold: complementary and alternative.
Complementary modules are integrated to the project by addition. The
whole project, therefore, is formed from several of these modules,
deferring a project of another depending on the modules that comprise it.
Thus, the more complex projects have a greater number of modules. For
instance, in a shipbuilding project, without being exhaustive, we can find
the following modules: “engineering”, “hull construction”, “piping
works”, “painting works”, etc. According to the specific needs of the
ship, the modules outlined above will form part of the project or will not
be performed. In turn, within a module, alternative sub-processes may
exist. We have to choose the most appropriate one among them for
achieving the specific project. For instance, in the engine module, the
company project chose one of them, just the required.
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A SPANISH SHIPYARD CASE STUDY
The presented case study is based on the experience of a shipyard in
which the implementation of a process management system is one of the
main objectives.
The shipyard was specialized in the processing and repairing ship sector.
However, from a certain moment, the company decided to open its target
market to shipbuilding as a complementary activity.
From the start, the management team has been aware of the
competitiveness in the sector and the risk, both technical and economic,
which the company has assumed by entering this new subsector. Thus,
with the objective of facing this challenge as rationally as possible, they
decided to draw up a feasibility plan that would help them to detect in
which areas they have to invest and which processes had to be created or
improved. All this with a double objective, to adapt the shipyard to
shipbuilding and to increase competitiveness.
As a result, the entry of the shipyard in this new subsector of activity
will mean having to make some internal changes such as investments in
spaces, stocks and machinery or giving training to management and
technicians. However, the main change will come up along with
processes. The shipyard, if it wants to be competitive and efficient, will
have to establish new processes and improve the existing ones.
This project was not the first contact of the company with process
management due to, since 1998, the shipyard has the ISO 9001:2000
certificate. This means that the company, in order to receive it, had to
develop and specify which its main processes were and fulfill, as a
result, the requirements included in Section 4 of ISO 9001.
The shipyard had also developed a Quality Guide that included the main
macro-processes of the company. In that guide, all the activities and
their sequence are explained in detail for each of the processes. In
addition, the company has documented all the procedures and technical
instructions which described in detail how the activities have to be made.
All the documents aforementioned are updated continuously because the
company has quality circles and it also stimulates people involvement.
The first step consisted of identifying which the processes affected by
the shipyard adaptation to shipbuilding were. In order to do that, the
information included in the Quality guide and the procedures was taken
into account. This first analysis was made by a committee specifically
designated for it. Finally, the processes, that according to the analysis
were affected, were the following: Project Engineering; Product
verification; drawing office; pre-production; assembly/movements;
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stocks; human resources; administration; security; environment;
consumer support; purchase; outsourcing; quality and marketing.
Among these processes, two of them were completely new so they do
not have to be improved but created (reengineering). These processes
were “project engineering” and “consumer support”.
As it is observed, the scope of the project was truly broad because there
were many processes involved. It was decided to start working with
those processes that were first in the company process map, that is, the
logic sequence of the works was followed. Thus the first process was the
one called “project engineering” whose flow chart is represented later in
this paper.
The work methodology followed to develop each of the processes was
all the time the same. Firstly, information about the process was
recollected by asking several sources, both internal and external to the
company. Internally, medium managers and some workers were asked to
describe their work and responsibilities. Regarding the external
resources, especially useful when the processes were new in the
shipyard, included managers from other shipyards dedicated to
shipbuilding, researchers of the field and consultants specialized in this
kind of transformation processes in the ship sector.
Once the information was analyzed, the first flow chart with the
complete sequence of activities was drawn up. This flow chart was
showed again to all the people who had been asked before in order to
validate it and take the appropriate improvements. Once the flow chart
was validated and having identified the process limits (previous and
following processes), the procedure was written.
Obviously, the work made was only a first approach and its level of
specification was low if we compare it with the whole work derived
from process management, which usually demands years of commitment
and continuous improvement.
During the implementation some barriers were identified. For instance,
some reluctance to this kind of management practices existed among
some staff members. They thought that implementation was really
difficult and, above all, they thought that the nature of their jobs (each
ship is completely different from other ships) made impossible to
establish processes that allowed to delimit activities and times better.
Furthermore, strong barriers existed between the different functional
departments that, sometimes, made the data exchange between them
difficult. As a result communication and, in turn, works were hindered
and bureaucracy and costs increased.
It is noteworthy, however, that the barriers described above could
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disappear or, at least, be reduced through training. It is highly possible
that the staff attitude changes if they know and understand what process
management is, what it consists of, which benefits could be obtained and
what their function in the whole system is. If they know all this, they
will change their attitude, they will become conscious of change and will
facilitate collaboration and communication.
Other detected problem, lack of time, has a most difficult solution. The
fact that the shipyard has to fulfill their client’s requirements causes that
work cannot be completely planned. Moreover it is common that, during
the periods of time when there is work, it is excessive, so the available
time the staff has to develop process management is short. As a
consequence of this problem, very common in project production
companies, some suggestions were made in the proposed methodology
by Sanchez (2010).
Finally, the high level of outsourcing was other problem found due to,
sometimes, it made implementing a strict control system difficult. In this
point the shipyard had already taken measures and one of its short term
objectives consists of improving the relationships with the outsourcing
companies and the control exercised over the tasks done by them. The
suggestion is that process management should be extended to the other
links of the outsourcing chain.
Despite the existence of certain barriers, the project had satisfactory
results and the shipyard managed to develop in detail the first process,
the “project engineering” one. As it was said before, this process did not
exist in the shipyard before because it is common in shipbuilding
shipyards, not in the repairing ones. The flow chart of this process is
included in the next section.
"Project engineering" process
In the following lines the flow charts related to the “project engineering”
process are included (figures 1 to 12). All of them have been own-made.
The associated procedures can be consulted in Sanchez (2010). In order
to do the flow charts, the following symbols have been used:
ACTIVITY
PROCESS
START

DECISION

OR TASK

PROCESS END OR
CONEXIÓN WITH
OTHER
PROCESSES

The “project engineering” process is divided in three main modules:
elaboration of the preliminary draft, development of basic engineering
and development of detailed engineering.
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Figure 13. “Project Engineering” process

Source: Made by the authors
Figure 2. “Preliminary draft” process flow chart

RECEIPT OF THE
CLIENT REQUESTS

DOES THE OWNER
PROVIDE THE
PRELIMINARY DRAFT?

NO

RECEIPT OF THE
OWNER’S
SPECIFICATIONS
THE SHIPYARDS
PREPARES THE
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

YES
ANALYSIS OF THE
OWNER’S PRELIMINARY
DRAFT

ESTABLISHING THE
BUDGET, SETTING
DEADLINES AND
EQUIPMENT’S
SPECIFICATIONS

ECONOMIC AND
TECHNICAL MEETING

ANY CHANGE IN THE
PRELIMINARY DRAFT?

YES

NO
DOES THE OWNER
ACCEPT THE
BUDGET?

NO

YES
SIGNATURE OF THE
CONTRACT

BASIC
ENGINEERING
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Figure 3. “Basic Engineering” process flow chart

RECEIPT OF
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC
ENGINEERING

CONTRACTING
EXTERNAL ENGINEERING

THE OWNER PROVIDES
BASIC ENGINEERING

ANALYSIS OF THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED
BY THE OWNER

CONTRACTING
INCILLARY INDUSTRIES

UNIFY BOTH
ENGINEERINGS
PRESENT INFORMATION
TO THE OWNER AND TO
CS*

NO

DO THE OWNER AND
THE SC AGREE?

YES
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION
AND REQUEST

DETAILED
ENGINEERING

*CS: Clasificattion Society
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Figure 4. “Detailed Engineering” process flow chart

RECEIPT OF BASIC
ENGINEERING

DOES THE OWNER
PROVIDE THE
DETAILED
ENGINEERING?

NO

YES

ANALYSIS OF THE
DETAILED ENGINEERING

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DETAILED ENGINEERING

BUILD STRATEGY
(Figure 5)

CONTROL
(Figure 6)
PLANNING
(Figure 7)

MEETING WITH THE OWNER

NO

DOES THE OWNER
AGREE?

YES
END
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Figure 5. “Build Strategy” process flow chart
BUILD STRATEGY

DEFINING STARTING AREA

TURNKEY OPERATIONS

AREA DIVISION

BLOCKS PREPRODUCTION AREA

DEFINITION OF BLOCKS

BLOCK MANOUVRES STUDY

STEEL BUILD OF
MATERIALS (BOM) LIST

BUILDING SEQUENCE

DETAILED STEEL
ENGINEERING

SETTING DEADLINES

SENDING TO EXTERNAL
ENGINEERING

DETAILED PLUMBING
EXTERNAL ENGINEERING

OWN ENGINEERING

RECEIPT OF EXTERNAL ENGINEERING

SHIPYARD CHECKS IT

UNIFY BOTH ENGINEERINGS

SHIPYARD CHEKS IT

COORDINATION PLANS

ESTIMATION OF TIME
AND STAFF NEEDS

WORKSHOP
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Figure 6 . “Planning” sub-process flow chart
PLANNING

COST CONTROL

DEFINITION OF
SPACES

SETTING DEADLINES

DEFINITION OF SPACES
FOR EQUIPMENT
STORAGE

Figure 7. Control Process
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Figure 8. “Technical information control from the engineering
department” process flow chart
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

SENDING TO THE
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

RECEIPT OF THE
INFORMATION FROM THE
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

ANALYSIS OF THE
PROPOSED CHANGES

ANALYSIS OF THE
INFORMATION
YES

BASIC
ENGINEERING
(Figure 3)
NO

IS IT OBSOLETE?

NO

ARE THEY
OK?

NO

IS IT NECCESSARY
IN THE
FOLLOWING
PHASES?

YES

STORAGE

NO

YES
SENDING TO
TECHNICAL OFFICE

RECEIPT IN THE
TECHNICAL OFFICE

YES

COMMUNICATE
ANY CHANGE TO
THE ENGINNERING
DEPARTMENT?

NO

NO
SENDING TO THE
PRODUCTION
DEPARTMENT

SENDING TO
TECHNICAL
OFFICE

COMMUNICATION

IP* QUALITY
DEPARTMENT

RECEIPT THE
INFORMAITON IN THE
PRODUCTION
DEPARTMENT

YES

ANY CHANGE
PROPOSED?

*IP: Inspection Point
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Figure 9. “Technical information control from the production
department” process flow chart

SHIP’S CHIEF
ENGINEER
PLANNING

ESTABLISHMENT OF
PRIORITIES

PROPOSALS FOR THE
PLANS TO THE
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

FEED PRODUCTION EXCEL
CONTROL SHEET

FEED ENGINEERING
AND PRODUCTION
EXCEL CONTROL
SHEET

RECEIPT OF PLANS FROM THE
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

CHECKING ABORD

IS THE WORK
DONE?

YES

TYPE A PLAN

FEED PRODUCTION
EXCEL CONTROL
SHEET

NO

IS ASSEMBLY THE
ONLY THING
UNDONE?

YES

TYPE B PLAN

NO
TYPE C PLAN

NO

IS OUTSOURCING
NECCESARY?

WORK ORDER

YES
FEED PRODUCTION
EXCEL CONTROL
SHEET

SEND PROPOSAL TO
PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT
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Figure 10. “Quality certificates and instruction books control” process
flow chart

SEARCH AND
IDENTIFICATION OF
EQUIPMENTS AND
MATERIALS

DOES IT HAVE AN
INSTRUCTION BOOK?

REQUEST AN
INSTRUCTION BOOK

NO

YES

DOES IT HAVE
CERTIFICATES?

YES

FEED THE CERTIFICATE
AND INSTRUCTION BOOK
EXCEL CONTROL SHEET

NO

REQUEST THE
CERTIFICATE

FEED THE CERTIFICATE
AND INSTRUCTION BOOK
EXCEL CONTROL SHEET

CERTIFICATE AND
INSTRUCTION BOOK
RECEIPT

END
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Figure 11. “Inspection Points (IP) Control” process flow chart

RECEIPT OF THE
LIST OF PI FROM
THE PREVIOUS
SHIPYARD

SHIPYARD CONTROLS AND REVISES
THE LISTS RECEIVED

ARE THEY
COMPLETED?

NO

ADD NEW PI

YES
SENDING OF THE PI TO THE
PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

EXECUTION OF
PRODUCTION WORKS

INFORM TO QUALITY
DEPARTMENT ABOUT THE END
OF WORKS

IS THE PI
FINISFHED?

NO

YES

YES

ARE THERE ANY
REMARK?

NO

THE QUALITY DEPARTMENT
CHECKS THE PI
END
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Figure 12. “Purchasing department control” process flow chart
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
INFORMATION

PREPARE THE LISTING
OF PURCHASE ORDERS

COMPLETE
PURCHASE
ORDER LISTING

PROBLEMATIC
PURCHASE ORDER
LISTING

INSTRUCTIONS BOOK
RECEIPT

EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATES

INSTRUCTIONS BOOK
CONTROL

SEND EQUIPMENT
CERTIFICATES TO QUALITY
DEPARTMENT

PREPARE THE STORAGE
LISTING

QUALITY
DEPARTMENT

What has been said so far would correspond to the business process
management phase from the proposed methodology. Thus, engineering
would be a complementary module in the complete process of
shipbuilding and this module would be divided, in turn, into several submodules.
The advantage of forming modules is that those can be combined or not
used depending on the needs of the work. Thus, in a repairing work, the
engineering module would not be used and, in a processing module, the
chosen processes would be others. So we can see the utility of using
modularity in a company like this.
Having analyzed the processes, the next phase consists of controlling the
process, for which it is first necessary to establish indicators. For
instance, in order to know how many plans circulated from the
engineering department to the production department, indicators must be
established.
Plans are a paramount element when developing shipbuilding works and,
as a result, the shipyard was interested in that plans were prepared and
circulated as quickly as possible to the production department so works
could begin and deadlines could be met. The interest in knowing when
the bottlenecks occurred and which the cause of them were, is derived
from all it.
Some of the established indicators were:
• Number of plans requested by the engineering department
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Number of plans received in the engineering department
Number of plans checked by the production team
Average time taken to transmit plans from the production to the
engineering department
• Percentage of works made by outsourcing companies from the
total number of checked plans by the production team.
Despite the established indicators were few and simple, they were useful
to identify where the problems were. On this basis, measures could be
taken, for instance, communication between departments was improved
and people were recruited in those areas where there was a lot of work.
The shipyard measured all these indicators daily, because the excel
control sheets, which contained all the necessary information to calculate
the indicators, were updated every day. After the improvement measures
were made, an increase in the speed of transmission of the plans between
the different departments was detected.
•
•
•

CONCLUSIONS
The most significant findings of this study were:
• Process management is barely used in project production
companies.
• The main characteristics of project production companies, as a
shipyard, are: unique and heterogeneous product made to order
production, high level of client participation, high level of
flexibility and fixed plant distribution.
• Use of modularity seems to be a possible solution to the specific
problems of the project production companies and, in particular,
of the shipyards.
• A case study is presented: the “project engineering” process
applicable to a shipyard.
• Process management and the associated continuous improvement
had positive results in efficiency from the beginning of the
implementation process.
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ABSTRACT

The statistical information on the foreign trade of Spain comes from
two sources: the Intrastat system which handles intra-Community
trade and the Single Administrative Document (SAD) which deals
with trade with non-Community countries. The data on
containerisation exists only as part of the system of formal
obligations of the signatories of transactions with third countries
(DUA). The estimation of the potential containerisation depends on
the nature of the countries that make up the areas analysed. In this
sense, any commercial seaport will encounter three types of
countries when it comes to estimating its containerised traffic. First,
there are the countries that are outside the Community, and
therefore, any trade with them is subject to the completion of the
SAD, so that the data on whether or not the goods are containerised
at the time of crossing the borders of the EEC is available. Then,
there are those countries that joined the European Union for trade
purposes on 1 May 2004, so that there is information on the degree
of containerisation until 2003. Finally, all countries outside the EEC,
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for whom there is no data on the degree of containerisation of trade.
Knowledge of the degree of containerisation has enormous potential
advantages for governments when planning ports and for operating
companies when estimating the evolution of their businesses.
In this context, the aim of the present work is to design a procedure
for estimating the containerisation of goods, to be applied to all
trade flows that can be channelled through the traffic of the Spanish
commercial ports.

KEYWORDS: containerisation, shipping, commercial flow.

THE
STATISTICS
COMMUNITY

SYSTEM

OF

THE

EUROPEAN

The methodological foundations of the foreign trade statistics system of
the European Community, which would allow detailed and
homogeneous Community results to be obtained from results collected
and processed using uniform definitions and methods, were laid down
by the EU in 1975 (EEC, 1975) .
This regulation established a distinction between the foreign trade
statistics of the Community, covering all goods that enter or leave the
statistical territory of the Community, and the trade between Member
States, involving all the goods moved between the statistical territories
of the Member States.
This statistical duality between EXTRA and INTRA Community trade is
based on the concept of the "statistical territory of the Community"
(EEC, 1968), which coincides with the customs area, a concept that
refers to that area in which all Community customs legislation is
uniformly applicable (EEC, 1995).
Having established the duality of the statistical system of the
Community, which differentiates between trade with third countries or
EXTRA-Community trade and INTRA-Community trade, the next step
is to analyze, albeit briefly, the characteristics, scope, and type of
information of the documentary supports of the data-gathering for these
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two classes of Community statistics on foreign trade. They are
specifically made up of the Single Administrative Document (SAD),
concerning exclusively external trade with third countries, and the
Intrastat system as regards intra-Community trade. In the case of Spain,
there are peculiarities such as the foreign trade of the Canary Islands,
which, while they form part of the customs territory of Spain and the
European Union, are excluded from the Community’s statistical
territory, as mentioned above, so that trade of goods between The
Canaries and the other Member States of the European Union, including
the peninsula and the Balearic Islands, are excluded from the
INTRASTAT system and must be fully documented through the Single
Administrative Document (SAD). Meanwhile, the autonomous cities of
Ceuta and Melilla are not part of the statistical territory of the European
Union as they are not included in its customs territory. For this reason,
the trade in goods with Member States of the European Union which has
as its origin or destination Ceuta and Melilla are not subject to the
INTRASTAT declaration, but rather must be documented by the
relevant customs declaration, through the corresponding administrative
document (SAD).

The Single Administrative Document (SAD)

As background to the Single Administrative Document (SAD), which is
the support for all commercial exchange declarations between the EU
and third countries, we can go back to the rules under which it was
established: forms EX and EX / c for permanent or temporary export
operations outside the customs territory of the Community, and the IM
and IM / c for imports from third countries (EEC, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c).
As regards Spain, the implementation of the SAD was first agreed by the
Order of November 7, 1986 (technically developed by Circular 950 of
10 November 1986, and Circular 958 of 31 January 1987), a provision
only applicable to operations on imports from third countries and / or
entry of goods from other Member States. The implementation of the
SAD was carried out initially on a trial basis from December 27, 1986 in
the Main Customs Offices of Castellon and Seville, its use being
extended to all Spanish customs offices as of March 2, 1987. As a result
of the experience gained from the use of the SAD in import traffic, it
was approved some months later, by the Order of August 12, 1987
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(technically developed by Circular 971 of 12 August 1987) for use in
cases of export and / or delivery of goods made from different parts of
the national territory from October 1, 1987. Finally, just before the entry
in force of Regulation (EEC) 678/85, Circular 973 of December 15,
1987, was issued with a view to conforming strictly to the Community
regulations. This Circular gathered tables of the legal provisions for
application to the SAD, as well as new instructions for their
formalization.
Among the exhaustive information on the statistics on Community trade
with third countries, gathered in detail for the first time in the Regulation
(EEC) nº 679/85, is that concerning the containerization of goods on
entry to and/or exit from the Community. This data is essential for the
design of the containerization potential algorithm developed in the
present work.

The INTRASTAT System

Article 100 A of the treaty that constituted the European Union already
foresaw the establishment and operation of the internal market, whose
implementation would lead to the removal of the physical borders and
the indirect controls of the Member States. Under this provision, The EU
set itself the objective of establishing a mechanism for obtaining a
satisfactory level of information on the exchange of goods between
Member States consistent with the philosophy of the single internal
market. Hence, from 1 January 1993, a permanent statistical collection
system, known as INTRASTAT, came into operation, applicable to intra
Community exchanges (EEC, 1991). In the Intrastat system, Regulation
(EEC) 3330/91 (first basic regulation) includes three types of statistics:
on the one hand, transport statistics and the statistics of deposits, which
the Regulation itself exempts private parties from completing; and on the
other hand the statistics on trade between Member States, which gather
the movements of goods leaving the Member State of dispatch, on the
one hand, and movements of goods entering the Member State of
destination, on the other.
Since its implementation, INTRASTAT has responded to the duality
between the need, within the framework of the single market, to dispose
of a high-quality statistical information system that, on the one hand,
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allows Community policies on the development of the internal market to
be adopted and, on the other hand, allows EU companies to analyze their
specific markets. As a result of this duality and in accordance with the
initiative "Simpler Legislation for the Single Market" (SLIM), launched
by the Commission in May 1996, the INTRASTAT regulation has, since
its inception, contemplated a number of simplifying measures designed
to minimize the burden on the intra-Community operators, either by
exempting them from statistical obligations, or by simplifying these
obligations, without causing any serious harm to the quality of
information provided by the system. Among these simplifying measures
adopted by the Intrastat system, which will obviously have some effect
on the quantity and quality of information provided are: the system of
statistical thresholds, non-obligatoriness of the declaration of the net
mass in certain cases, and the setting of thresholds for declaring the
statistical value of the exchanges.

PROCEDURE
FOR
DETERMINING
CONTAINERIZATION POTENTIALITY

THE

As indicated above, the statistical information on Spanish foreign trade
of Spain is provided by the Intrastat system with regards intraCommunity trade and by the Single Administrative Document,
concerning trade with third countries outside the EU. However, the data
corresponding to containerization can only be found within the system of
formal obligations of the signatories in transactions with third countries
(SAD). It has therefore been necessary to devise a method for estimating
the containerization potential of goods transported as a result of the
various
trade
flows.
The first factor addressed in designing the procedure to determine the
potential containerization is the different nature of the countries that
form
the
outer
areas.
In this regard, four of the analyzed countries: Belarus, Iceland, Norway
and Russia are outside the Community. Consequently, the commercial
trade with these countries is subject to the completion of the SAD.
Therefore, in this case, the data on whether the item is or is not
containerized at the time of crossing the border of the EEC is available.
Meanwhile, five of the countries analyzed: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland and The Czech Republic, joined the European Union on 1 May
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2004. Hence, for these countries, the data on the degree of
containerization is available for the period prior to this incorporation.
Finally, for the remaining 9 countries, all belonging to the EU: Germany,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Ireland, The Netherlands, The
United Kingdom, and Sweden, there was no available data on the degree
of containerization of trade.
The existence of these three clearly distinct groups of countries led to the
adoption of the following general criteria in order to design the
procedure for estimating the containerization potential:
1st Criterion. Preference of actual existing data over any possible type of
estimate. In keeping with this first criterion, the existing data for the four
non-EU countries are applied in full.
2nd Criterion. If there is some partial data on the degree of
containerization of countries, as is the case for the 5 countries that have
recently joined the EU, this will be used as a basis for their projection.
3rd Criterion. In cases where there is no data vailable, the degree of
containerization of each NC code found in the foreign trade of Spain
with third countries outside the EU will be used as a reference.
On the basis of the criteria formulated, the analysis of the degree of
containerization existing in Spain's foreign trade with third countries
outside the EU was initiated, taking into account that while the nature of
trade with third countries is not the same as that which takes place
within the Community framework, the containerization potential is a
value which is valid for all commercial traffic.
The foundations of this methodology are also based on the following
additional
criteria:




The containerization potential is calculated for each of the goods
identification codes (NC).
The containerization potential of each commercial flow, import
and export, is analyzed independently.
The containerization potential is determined as a function of the
means of transport used. In this way, two containerization
coefficients are formalized, one applicable only to transactions
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declared in the shipping transport system and another more
global one that contemplates all means of transport.
In keeping with the conditions and criteria identified above, the terms for
quantifying the degree of containerization shown below were
formalized, their operating procedure being summarized as follows:

a) Taking as a starting point Spain's foreign trade with third countries
outside the EU, the containerization coefficient is determined for the NC
code, flow and year, using the ratio: Tons containerized/Total tons.
b) For each of the NC codes used in the study, in the export flow and
import flow, the most recent value is the one taken as the
containerization coefficient. If there is no information on the code with
reference to a year, those corresponding to the previous year will be
taken as the containerization coefficients, and so on in reverse order. If
there is no data for the period considered, the containerization
coefficient will be zero.
c) The same rules are applied for determining the shipping
containerization coefficients, for which only the operations declared in
this transport system will be considered.

The coefficients thus estimated form the basis for calculating the degree
of overall containerization or shipping containerization that will result
from their application to determine the containerization potential of the
Spanish trade formalized in the present work.
Regarding the 5 countries most recently incorporated into the European
Union, and based on the 2nd general criterion mentioned above, the
determination of the coefficient for each code in each respective flow is
made by means of a projection of the last real containerization
coefficient for the last year for which data are available (normally 2003)
until the year 2005, based on the variation in the general coefficients
determined according to the above procedures, between the last year for
which information is available and 2005. That is, if for code A, some
data is available on containerization for 2003, this coefficient is updated
according to the variation undergone in the period 2003-2005 by the
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same code, flow, and, if applicable, means of transport, on a national
level. If there is no data for 2003, but there is for 2002, the
containerization factor will be updated as a function of the variation in
the period 2002-2005, and so on until every possible case is covered.
Finally, if there is no information on the degree of containerization with
these countries in the period 2000-2003, the rate applied by default will
be the generic containerization coefficient corresponding to the Spanish
average, calculated in accordance with the procedure described.

EXPRESSIONS
FOR
CONTAINERIZATION

ESTIMATING

POTENTIAL

Table 1. Foreign trade: Tons transported by all means of transport and flows
CODE
C_NCi

PRIMARY DATA SOURCE
(DUA) IN TONS

TONS
EXPORT
(F=E)

TONS
IMPORT
(F=I)

1

…

j

…

m

1

TF11

…

TF1j

…

TF1m

∑ TE

∑ TI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

i

TFi1

…

TFij

…

TFim

∑ TE

∑ TI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

n

TFn1

…

TFnj

…

TFnm

∑ TE

1j

j =1

j =1

m

n

TOTAL

j =1

∑∑ TE

TF= TONS transported, where:
F=E; TE = Tons Exported
F=I ; TI = Tons Imported
F=T; TT = Total Tons
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ij

n

m

j =1

j =1

m

m

m

∑ TT = ∑ TE + ∑ TI

ij

ij

j =1

m

m

m

i =1 j =1

j =1

m

= ∑ TE1 j + ∑ TI1 j

ij

j =1

j =1

ij

…

∑ TI

nj

1j

…

j =1

m

j =1

∑ TT

1j

m

ij

j =1

m

m

m

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED
(F=T)

∑ TT

nj

j =1
n

m

∑∑ TI
i =1 j =1

nj

ij

m

m

= ∑ TEnj + ∑ TI nj
j =1

m

j =1

n

m

n

m

∑∑ TT = ∑∑ TE + ∑∑ TI
i =1 j =1

ij

i =1 j =1

ij

i =1 j =1

ij
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Table 2. Foreign trade: tons transported by sea and flows
CODE
C_NCi

PRIMARY DATA SOURCE (DUA)
IN TONS

TONS
EXPORT
(F=E)

TONS
IMPORT
(F=I)

1

…

j

…

m

1

TMF11

…

TMF1j

…

TMF1m

∑ TME

∑ TMI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

m

m

m

j =1

i

TMFi1

…

TMFij

…

TMFim

∑ TMEij

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

m

m

n

TMFn1

…

TMFnj

…

TMFnm

j =1

∑ TME
j =1
n

∑ TMT

1j

m

∑ TMT
…

j =1
n

m

i =1 j =1

ij

j =1

m

∑ TMT

nj

nj

j =1
n

m

∑∑ TMI

ij

m

m

j =1

j =1

= ∑ TME1 j + ∑ TMI 1 j

…

∑ TMI ij
∑ TMI

nj

1j

j =1

j =1

∑∑ TME

TOTAL

m

m

1j

j =1

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED (F=T)

i =1 j =1

m

ij

i =1 j =1

m

j =1

m

m

j =1

j =1

= ∑ TME nj + ∑ TMI nj

∑∑ TMT

ij

m

j =1

= ∑ TMEij + ∑ TMI ij

n

m

n

m

= ∑∑ TMEij + ∑∑ TMI ij
i =1 j =1

i =1 j =1

TMF= TONS transported by sea, where:
F=E; TME = Tons Exported by Sea
F=I ; TMI = Tons Imported by Sea
F=T; TMT = Total Tons by Sea

Table 3. Foreign trade: containerizable tons transported by all means of transport and
flows
CODE
C_NCi

PRIMARY DATA SOURCE (DUA)
IN TONS

1

…

j

…

m

TONS
EXPORT
(F=E)

TONS
IMPORT
(F=I)

m

TCF11 …

TCF1j …

TCF1m

∑ TCE

∑ TCI

…

…

…

…

…

…

m

m

…

…

1j

j =1

TCFi1

…

TCFij

…

TCFim

∑ TCE

∑ TCI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

m

m

n

TCFn1 …

TCFnj …

TCFnm

∑ TCE
j =1

n

TOTAL

ij

j =1

j =1

m

∑∑ TCE
i =1 j =1

ij

TCF= TONS of Containerizables transported, where:
F=E; TE = Tons of Containerizables Exported
F=I ; TI = Tons of Containerizables Imported
F=T; TT = Total Tons of Containerizables
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n

1j

j =1

m

m

j =1

j =1

= ∑ TCE1 j + ∑ TCI1 j

m

m

m

∑ TCT = ∑ TCE + ∑ TCI

ij

ij

j =1

ij

j =1

j =1

ij

…

∑ TCI

nj

∑ TCT

1j

…

i

j =1

m

m

1

j =1

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED
(F=T)

m

∑ TCT

nj

j =1

n

m

∑∑ TCI
i =1 j =1

nj

ij

m

m

= ∑ TCEnj + ∑ TCI nj
j =1

m

j =1

n

m

n

m

∑∑ TCT = ∑∑ TCE + ∑∑ TCI
i =1 j =1

ij

i =1 j =1

ij

i =1 j =1

ij
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Table 4. Foreign trade: tons transported by sea in containers and flows
CODE
C_NCi

PRIMARY DATA SOURCE (DUA) IN
TONS

1

…

j

…

m

TONS
EXPORTADAS
(F=E)

TONS
IMPORTADAS
(F=I)

m

TMCF11 …

TMCF1j …

TMCF1m

∑ TMCE

∑ TMCI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

i

TMCFi1

…

TMCFij

…

TMCFim

∑ TMCE

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

n

TMCFn1 …

TMCFnm

∑ TMCE

1j

j =1

m

j =1

j =1

j =1

n

i =1 j =1

n

j =1

m

ij

j =1

m

∑ TMCT

nj

i =1 j =1

nj

j =1
n

m

∑∑ TMCI

ij

j =1

m

∑ TMCT = ∑ TMCE + ∑ TMCI

ij

m

j =1

m

m

ij

j =1

j =1

m

m

j =1

j =1

= ∑ TMCE nj + ∑ TMCI nj

m

n

m

n

ij

i =1 j =1

i =1 j =1

ij

F=E; TMCE = Tons of Containerizables Exported by Sea
F=I ; TMCE = Tons of Containerizables Imported by Sea
F=T; TMCT = Total Tons of Containerizables by Sea

Table 5. Intra-community trade: tons transported by all means of transport and flows
PRIMARY DATA SOURCE
(INTRASTAT) IN TONS

TONS
EXPORT
(F=E)

TONS
IMPORT
(F=I)

1

…

k

…

q

1

TF11

…

TF1k

…

TF1q

∑ TE

∑ TI

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

i

TFi1

…

TFik

…

TFiq

∑ TE

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

n

TFn1

…

TFnk

…

TFnq

∑ TE

q

q

1k

k =1

k =1

q

k =1

n

q

∑ TT

ik

k =1

q

i =1 k =1

q

q

∑∑ TE

n

ik

TF= TONS transported, where:
F=E; TE = Tons Exported
F=I ; TI = Tons Imported
F=T; TT = Total Tons
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q

q

k =1

k =1

= ∑ TE1k + ∑ TI 1k
q

q

k =1

k =1

= ∑ TEik + ∑ TI ik

…

∑ TI

nk

ik

k =1

…

k =1

1k

k =1

q

k =1

q

TOTAL

q

…

∑ TI

ik

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED
(F=T)

∑ TT

1k

∑ TT

nk

i =1 k =1

nk

k =1

q

∑∑ TI

n

ik

m

∑∑ TMCT = ∑∑ TMCE + ∑∑ TMCI

ij

TMCF= TONS of Containerizables transported by Sea, where:

CODE
C_NCi

ij

…

∑ TMCI

∑∑ TMCE

m

= ∑ TMCE1 j + ∑ TMCI 1 j

m

m

nj

1j

…

…

j =1

TOTAL

∑ TMCT

1j

∑ TMCI

ij

m

TMCFnj …

m

m

1

j =1

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED (F=T)

q

∑∑ TT
i =1 k =1

q

q

k =1

k =1

= ∑ TE nk + ∑ TI nk

ik

n

q

n

q

= ∑∑ TEik + ∑∑ TI ik
i =1 k =1

i =1 k =1

i =1 j =1

ij
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Table 6. Intra-community trade: tons transported by sea and flows
CODE
C_NCi

PRIMARY DATA SOURCE
(INTRASTAT) IN TONS

1

…

k

…

q

TONS
IMPORT
(F=I)

TONS
EXPORT
(F=E)

TMF11 …

TMF1k …

TMF1q

∑ TME

∑ TMI

…

…

…

…

…

…

q

q

…

1k

k =1

I

TMFi1

…

TMFik

…

TMFiq

∑ TME

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

n

TMFn1 …

TMFnq

∑ TME

k =1

k =1

k =1

TOTALES

q

∑ TMT

ik

k =1
n

∑∑ TME
i =1 k =1

ik

TMF= TONS transported by sea, where:
F=E; TME = Tons Exported by Sea
F=I ; TMI = Tons Imported by Sea
F=T; TMT = Total Tons by Sea
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ik

k =1

q

q

q

q

k =1

k =1

= ∑ TME1k + ∑ TMI 1k

q

q

k =1

k =1

= ∑ TMEik + ∑ TMI ik

…

∑ TMI

nk

1k

k =1

…

k =1

n

∑ TMT

1k

(F=T)

…

∑ TMI

ik

q

TMFnk …

q

q

q

1

…

TOTAL TONS TRANSPORTED

q

∑ TMT

nk

k =1

q

∑∑ TMI
i =1 k =1

nk

n

ik

q

k =1

q

∑∑ TMT
i =1 k =1

q

= ∑ TME nk + ∑ TMI nk

ik

k =1

n

q

n

q

= ∑∑ TMEik + ∑∑ TMI ik
i =1 k =1

i =1 k =1
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FLOW

GROUPS OF
COUNTRIES

MEANS OF
TRANSPORT

SYNTHESIS
OF
PROCESS
CONTAINERIZED TRAFFIC

FOR

DETERMINING

CONTAINERIZATION
BY CODE (C_NC)

CONDITION

m

OUTSIDE EU
Belarus,
Iceland, Norway
and Russia

EXPORT

∑ TCE
j =1

ALL

∀j ∈ DUA

ij

m

IMPORT

∑ TCI
j =1

∀j ∈ DUA

ij

m

EXPORT

∑ TMCE
j =1

SEA

∑ TMCI
j =1

France,
Belgium, The
Netherlands,
Germany, The
United
Kingdom,
Ireland,
Sweden,
Finland and
Denmark
Recent
incorporation
In EU

ij

∀j ∈ DUA
E

EXPORT

q
 m
∑ TEik  ∑ TCEij
 k =1
 t  j =1


TEij 
∑
j =1
 t −d

IMPORT

q
m
∑ TI ik  ∑ TCI ij
 k =1
 t  j =1

∑ TI

EXPORT

q
 m
∑ TMEik  ∑ TMCEij
 k =1
 t  j =1

∑ TME

q
 m
∑ TMI ik  ∑ TMCI ij
 k =1
 t  j =1

∑ TMI

ALL

SEA
IMPORT

EXPORT

ALL

Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania,
Poland and The
Czech Republic

∀j ∈ DUA

m

IMPORT

EU

ij

IMPORT

EXPORT

SEA
IMPORT

m

ij

∀k ∈ INTRASTAT
∀j ∈ DUA

m

ij

j =1

j =1

∑ TE

q
 m
∑ TI ik  ∑ TCI ij
 k =1
 t  j =1

∑ TI

ij

j =1

m

ij

ij



 t −d

∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

∀j ∈ DUA
∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

∀j ∈ DUA

G

m


E
 [1 + ∆ t ,t −d ] ∀k ∈ INTRASTAT
 t −d
∀j ∈ DUA



 t −d

∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

∀j ∈ DUA

q
 m
∑ TMEik  ∑ TMCEij
 k =1
  j =1

∑ TME

q
 m
∑ TMI ik  ∑ TMCI ij
 k =1
  j =1

∑ TMI
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 t −d

m

q
 m
∑ TEik  ∑ TCEij
 k =1
 t  j =1

j =1

∀j ∈ DUA



 t −d

m

j =1

∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

m

j =1

ij

m

j =1

ij









∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

∀j ∈ DUA
∀k ∈ INTRASTAT

∀j ∈ DUA
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AN INTEGRATED VESSEL TRAFFIC CONTROL
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a model of the Integrated Vessel Traffic Control
System designed and built by Gdynia Maritime University and
Przemysłowy Instytut Telekomunikacji S.A. in cooperation with
Maritime Office in Gdynia. The system realizes the fusion of data
received from pulse and Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
(FMCW) radars and shore based station of the Automatic
Identification System (AIS). Moreover, the model architecture is
equipped with multi-camera system, which is comprised of video
and infrared cameras. Information received from sensors and data
after processing are presented on the background of official
Electronic Navigational Charts. Results of the Integrated Vessel
Traffic Control System operational tests which made use of vessels
are described shortly.

KEYWORDS: Vessel traffic control system, integrated system,
automatic identification system, radar
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INTRODUCTION
The main goals of the Integrated Maritime Policy for the European
Union are:
- Establishing of the European System of Maritime Surveillance –
ESMS; and
- Development of the Vessel Traffic Monitoring and Information
System (VTMIS) (Integrated Maritime Policy, 2008).
In Poland there are the following elements regarding the above
mentioned systems, now:
- Two Vessel Traffic Services: in the Gulf of Gdańsk and on the
fairway Szczecin-Świnoujście, which are equipped with shore
based pulse radars and VHF radio communication stations; and
- 12 shore based stations for the ship borne Automatic Identification
System (AIS), installed along the coast and on the Mobile Offshore
Unit (MOU) and connected to the national and international nets
of these stations through one national and three regional servers
situated in maritime offices: in Gdynia (national and regional), in
Słupsk and Szczecin (regional).
Today, Polish Vessel Traffic Services and national net of the AIS shore
stations create fully independent systems. To comply with the goals of
the EU Integrated Maritime Policy it is necessary to integrate them into
one VTMIS, so called Polish Maritime Safety System. Additionally,
Polish Maritime Administration decided to exchange radars in the
Szczecin-Świnoujście VTS and install coastal radars in some places
along Polish coast and connect them together with AIS shore stations
into one surveillance system. Due to the national environmental and
health protective regulations, it will be impossible to use pulse radars in
same locations selected for this installation. Formal limitations require
utilization of new technologies like Frequency Modulated Continuous
Wave radar (FMCW).
This paper describes a model of the Integrated Vessel Traffic Control
System collecting data received from shore based AIS stations and pulse
and Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
radars (FMCW),
performing its fusion and presenting information on the official
Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC) issued and updated currently by
the Polish National Hydrographical Service – Hydrographical Office of
the Polish Navy. Additionally, the model is equipped with multi-camera
system, consisting of video and infrared cameras, which may follow the
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indicated object being tracked by radar or be controlled manually by the
operator.

INTEGRATED VESSEL TRAFFIC
CONSTRUCTED (BUILT) MODEL

CONTROL

SYSTEM

Proposed model of the Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System has
a modular architecture and is subdivided into autonomous modules,
which can be individually maintained, upgraded and/or replaced. It is an
open-ended system with the possibility to integrate with external
systems. The model consists of one Observation Post and one Control
Centre. If required, there are abilities to connect other several
Observation Posts to the Control Centre. All elements of the system are
linked through the LAN (Local Area Network). Figure 1 shows
functional diagram of the constructed Observation Post.
Observation Post is located together with the Control Centre in the radar
laboratory of the Faculty of Navigation of Gdynia Maritime University
and consists of the following devices:
1. CRM-203 FMCW radar produced by the Przemysłowy Instytut
Telekomunikacji S.A. (PIT S.A.), able to detect objects at maximum
distance equal approximately 89 kilometres (48 Nautical Miles) and
described in paper presented on TransNav Conference in Gdynia in
2009 and International Radar Symposium in 2011 (Plata and
Wawruch, 2009, Popik at al., 2011).
2. X band pulse NSC 25/34 Raytheon radar with the maximum range of
detection equal to approximately 44.5 kilometres (24 Nautical Miles);
3. Multi-camera system Sargas KDT-360 with display monitor
comprising video and infrared cameras with the range of several
kilometres produced by the Polish company Etronika Sp. z o. o.
4. Stations of the Ship borne Automatic Identification System (AIS) (for
choice):
- Class A and B manufactured by SAAB;
- Class B: TRUE HEADING; and
- Class B T300 produced by Transas.
5. Two ECDIS: Navi Sailor 2500 and Navi Sailor 4000 manufactured by
Transas.
6. GPS receiver MLR.
7. Satellite compass manufactured by Furuno (to stabilise radar data).
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The pulse and FMCW radars include plot extractors and tracker devices.
Optional, Observation Post may be equipped with its own hydro
meteorological sensors and Radio Direction Finder (RDF) working in
VHF band.
Figure 1. Functional diagram of the constructed Observation Post

CRM-203 is fully solid state radar. It makes use of modern technologies
such as generation of emitting signals on the base of frequency Direct
Digital Synthesis (DDS) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processing
implemented in signal processors TigerSHARC and Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) circuits VIRTEX. Described radar can detect sea
surface targets and determine movement parameters of objects. It is
equipped with module realizing ARPA's functions and can cooperate
like pulse ship’s radar with external sources of information (GPS
receiver, ship speed measuring device, gyrocompass, satellite compass,
scanner of charts, etc.). CRM-203 is able to automatically track detected
targets and to transfer information regarding tracked objects to command
and control systems.

More detailed information about utilised FMCW radar was presented on
already mentioned conferences in 2009 and 2011 (Plata and Wawruch,
2009, Popik at al., 2011).
The main task performed by the Observation Post is to supply
information about sea surface situation in detection range of the radars
and operation range of the AIS system. Moreover, remote controlled
multi-camera system can make identification of objects detected by
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remain sensors or even external systems. All devices are able to work in
the unattended mode.
The centre consists of the server and operator’s workstation operating
under control of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 operating system. The Dell
Power Edge T610 server has been used in the presented system. This
computer has two four cores and 64 bits processors Xeon X5570, 32 GB
of RAM as well as five 300 GB hard disks. Hard disks are operating
under matrix system RAID 6. The Dell Precision T5500 computer has
been applied as operator’s workstation. This machine has 64 bits
processor Intel Xeon W5580, 12 GB of RAM, two 300 GB capacity hard
disks and graphical card NVIDIA Quadro FX3800. Hard disks in the
workstation are operating under matrix system RAID 1.
The functional diagram of the constructed Control Centre is presented in
Figure 2.
Figure 2. Functional diagram of the constructed Control Centre

Control Centre receives data from:
- Local Observation Post; and
- Maritime Safety Centre (MSC) of the Maritime Office in Gdynia
located in the building of the Gdynia Harbour Master Office at
approximately two kilometres of distance from the radar
laboratory.
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Described Control Centre is connected with the Maritime Safety Centre
by one mode fibre optical link working with the speed of 2 x 1Gbps in
Ethernet standard using Ether Channel protocol.
The data available for transmission from MSC are as follows:
- Digital data about objects tracked by X band pulse shore based
radars of the Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) ”Zatoka Gdańska”;
- Radar video signal from the above mentioned radars;
- Data from hydro meteorological sensors installed in the VTS
”Zatoka Gdańska”;
- Data from the Polish national net of the shore based AIS stations;
and
- Information about bearings for ships calling in VHF band received
from Radio Direction Finders (RDF) installed onshore as an
endowment of the above-mentioned VTS.
The Control Centre performs the following tasks:
1. Presentation of information about current sea surface situation in the
range of Control Centre operation. The process relies on verification
and association of data collected from local and/or remote sensors.
2. Monitoring, collecting and updating of sea surface information within
the scope of:
- Tracking of point sea surface objects (ships and buoys);
- Identification and classification of detected objects;
- Distinguishing between stationary and mobile objects;
- Warning about ships’ entrances into areas temporarily or
permanently closed to navigation and other areas defined by the
operator;
- Warning about ships forcing collision and/or ships routing
regulations; and
- Cooperation with others services.
3. Archiving and play back of recorded data.
Information received from local and remote radars and AIS are put into
the database. Then, these data are subjected to fusion. Results of fusion
are written down to the base back. Communication and control of the
sensors, the database and the data fusion algorithms have been
implemented in the server.
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Multi-sensor data fusion is one of the most effective ways to solve
problems of different groups, which have common characteristic
features. It uses data from multiple sources to achieve a result which
would not be possible to obtain from a single sensor. Data received from
different sources can be associated by make use of specific procedures
of signal processing, recognition, artificial intelligence and information
theory. Many methods of data fusion have been developed and their
common feature is an inclusion of multiple layers of data processing in
the integration process.
Fusion process used in the presented system can be divided into three
main stages:
- Unification of state vectors units of targets and bringing them to
single timeline;
- Association; and
- Determination of an updated state vectors.
The need to harmonize the time results from the asynchronous operation
of sensors. They operate with different frequencies and can be turned on
at different times. For example the position of radar antennas working in
the system can be different at any given time. Uniform period of time
equal 1 second has been adopted. It allows easy synchronization of data
received from sensors with different frequencies (typically: 2, 3, 6, 10
seconds).
Association is performed using the modified multisensor Probabilistic
Data Association Filter (PDAF algorithm).
The state vector updates are assigned on the basis of calculated
innovation vectors and association probabilities. The algorithm allows
for flexible operation, depending on current conditions (adaptive
assessment of interferences) and quantity of information sources.
Data from the base and sensors i.e. radars, AIS and multi-camera system
can be transferred automatically to external systems. Sea surface
situation is presented on two displays, which show information from
multi-camera system and from radars, AIS and external systems, in fully
independent mode and after data fusion. Radar and AIS data may be
displayed in graphical and digital forms. They are displayed in graphical
form on Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS). The
picture from multi-camera system is presented in the separate window.
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Archived comprehensive sea surface situation can be playing back in
any moment.
Figures 3 and 4 show examples of pictures presented on the operator’s
console:
- Costal sea surface situation (Fig. 3); and
- Information about detected and tracked ships’ positions and vectors
of movement received before and after data fusion (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. An example of costal sea Figure 4. Positions and vectors of
surface situation picture presented tracked targets before and after
in graphical and digital forms on data fusion (circle 1 - FMCW
the operator’s display
radar, circle 2 - pulse radar,
triangle - AIS, point - data after
fusion)
Displayed configuration of the model of integrated system and its
functions can be changed. Therefore, modifications and development of
manufactured vessel traffic control system are possible in dependence on
needs and requirements of a customer.

OPERATIONAL TESTS AND RESULTS
Operational tests were conducted using:
1. Installed on shore in the radar laboratory of the Gdynia Maritime
University:
- Pulse radar Raytheon NSC 34 with ARPA functions;
- FMCW radar CRM-203 built by the PIT S.A. and described in
(Plata and Wawruch, 2009); and
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- Class A ship borne AIS type R4 produced by SAAB.
2. Hydrographical vessel “Tucana” equipped with:
- Receiver GPS Real Time Cinematic (RTK) R7 using during the
test the GPS reference station ID 745 located in Gdynia; and
- Ship borne AIS type R4 produced by SAAB.
3. Hydrographical vessel “Zodiak” equipped with:
- Receivers: GPS Real Time Cinematic (RTK) Trimble R7 L1L2
and DGPS MX 420 using the same GPS reference station ID 745;
and
- Ship borne AIS R4 produced by SAAB.
Owned by the Maritime Office in Gdynia ships “Tucana” and “Zodiak”
are shown in Figure 5 and their basic parameters are presented in Table
1. Basic parameters of utilized radars are described in (Król et al., 2011).
Figure 5. Hydrographical vessels “Tucana” and “Zodiak”
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Table 1. Basic parameters of the hydrographical vessels “Tucana” and
“Zodiak”
Parameter
Displacement
Length
Breadth
Mean draught
Power
Maximum speed
Height of the radar scanner above
sea level

“Tucana”
71
23.0 m
5.8 m
2.2 m
2 x 280 kW
12.0 knots
6.5 m

“Zodiak
751
61.3 m
10.8 m
3.3 m
2 x 706 kW
14.0 knots
16 m

During the measurements good weather was experienced without
rainfalls. There were sea waves 0.5 – 1 m high and weak wind from
coast direction (West to SW).
The main goal of the tests was the assessment of the accuracy of
information about ship’s position, course over ground (COG) and speed
over ground (SOG) received from both shore based radars and AIS
before and after data fusion evaluated in comparison to values of these
parameters indicated by the ship borne GPS RTK receiver. Due to that
there were automatically registered positions, COG and SOG of the
vessel indicated by:
- GPS RTK receiver onboard ship;
- Radars Raytheon NSC 34 and FMCW installed onshore in the radar
laboratory; and
- Display unit of the integrated system after fusion of data from two
above mentioned radars and AIS.
Figure 6 presents vessel’s tracks during the tests:
- “Zodiak” received data from onboard DGPS MX 420 (dots indicate
positions in ten minutes time intervals); and
- “Tucana” received data from onboard GPS RTK receiver and from
shore based radar Raytheon.
Figure 6. Complete ships’ tracks during measurements showing its
positions
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m/v
ZODIAK
track during

Bigger ship “Zodiak” was sailing in the Gulf of Gdańsk between ports
Gdańsk – Nowy Port and Gdynia performing manoeuvres (circulations
and zig-zag test) at the Gdynia roadstead. Smaller vessel “Tucana” was
tracked during manoeuvres partly inside radar shadow sectors in the
Gdynia port and in its roadstead. Radars begun to track echo of „Zodiak”
after leaving the port in Gdańsk at the distance of about 20 km from
radar scanners positions and lost vessel at the entrance to the port in
Gdynia when they connect its target with echoes from coastline
(breakwater). Tracking was resumed at the beginning of ship’s
manoeuvres after leaving port in Gdynia and continued during ship’s
back passage to the Gdańsk. Selected results of the tests are presented in
Figures 7 and 8.
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The Figure 7 presents situation when there were problems with ship’s
radar detection and tracking. It shows errors of the ”Tucana”
geographical positions during test, indicated onshore by AIS, radar and
Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System after fusion of AIS and radar
data, presented in the function of time in relation to the ship’s positions
shown by onboard GPS RTK receiver. As indicated in Figure 6, test was
commenced after leaving by ship berth inside port at 09h36 m52s. At the
beginning vessel was proceeding along the port canal to the south
entrance to the Gdynia port. It performed two circulations to the portside
and was moving at small distance from shore construction alongside the
southern pier and outer breakwater. After that it left the port and begun
manoeuvres at the roadstead: circulations two the starboard side and zigzag test. Later “Tucana” entered port area back, performed two
circulations inside the port basin nearest to the position of shore based
radar and moored at the same berth. At the beginning of test,
approximately up to the hour 10h26 m24s ship was not detected by radar
due to the high level of clutters and radar shadow sectors. At this time
Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System presented filtered data
transmitted by AIS. The radar began ship’s detection and tracking at
10h26m24s approximately. Tracking accuracy is low due to the small
distance to the vessel and high level of clutters. Approximately at 10h44m
radar combined echoes received from ship and pier (swap effect) and
interrupted the tracking.
Figure 7. Errors of the ship’s geographical positions during the whole test, indicated
on-shore by AIS (AIS), radar (Radar) and Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System
after fusion of AIS and radar data (Data after fusion), presented in the function of time
in relation to the ship’s positions indicated by the onboard GPS RTK receiver [m]
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Next Figure 8 shows effects of data fusion for ship transmitting AIS data
and continuously tracked by radar. It demonstrates errors of the positions
of ships proceeding with steady course and speed indicated onshore by
AIS, radar and Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System after fusion of
AIS and radar data, presented in the function of time in relation to the
ship’s positions indicated by the onboard GPS RTK receiver.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an Integrated Vessel Traffic Control System
designed and constructed in the scope of the research work financed by
the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education as developmental
project from the means for science in 2008-2010 years. The system
works and some results of its performance tests were described in this
paper.

Potentially AIS is a source of accurate and given on time composite
information about seagoing ships. Dynamic AIS data are often really
more accurate than this available from radar tracking aids and displayed
without time delay typical for radar equipment.
According to recommendation of the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) integrated navigational system (INS) shall, after
checking that information received from AIS and radar tracking facilities
concerns the same object, present for this purpose AIS data only.
Figure 8. Errors of the positions of ships proceeding with steady course
and speed indicated onshore by AIS (AIS), radar (Radar) and Integrated
Vessel Traffic Control System after fusion of AIS and radar data (Data
after fusion), presented in the function of time in relation to the ship’s
positions indicated by the onboard GPS RTK receiver [m]
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Radar

AIS

Conducted tests proved that sometimes AIS data may present inexact
information about present object’s position and/or vector of movement
as shown in Figure 9. Reasons of this fault may be problems with
receiving AIS messages from manoeuvring vessel without time delay
and wrong reference system switched on in on board GPS receiver
connected to the AIS. Fusion of AIS and radar data as presented in this
paper may be helpful in solving indicated problem.

Figure 9. Sample of inexact data transmitted by ship borne AIS

Additionally, fusion of data available from particular radars increases
reliability and accuracy of radar data available for user.
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ABSTRACT
In every application in which working with batteries is a must,
the knowledge of the batteries’ state-of-charge (SOC) is a
fundamental parameter for anyone, so it determines the remaining
capacity in the battery. There exist several methods for the
estimation of this SOC in Lead-acid batteries; however, when the
requisites of the measuring method must offer, besides precision and
reliability, the possibility to integrate the results into an automatized
system, the Coulomb’s counter is the method that prevails. This
paper presents, then, the design of a simpler Ampere-hourmeter
based lead-acid battery SOC estimating system. Supported by
previous studies in the field of SOC estimation in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles and by experimental tests carried out by the researchers,
the modelling of the simpler measuring system has been
parameterized by following Peukert’s Equation, and afterwards it
has been integrated in a data acquisition and processing system
designed through a CSNX25 current sensor and a low-cost and lowconsume 16F877 microcontroller. The fundamental conclusion of
this paper is that obtaining an accurate result while estimating the
SOC of a lead-acid battery with an simpler Ampere-hourmeter
developed through a microcontroller based system is achievable but
only if the used microcontroller holds enough memory to include the
whole data treatment algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION
In every vessel, from a small leisure yacht to the hugest luxury cruise,
batteries supply the emergency power to back up systems. Looking at
any ship as a Plant with a need of an of an uninterruptible power supply
for its essential systems, as navigation boards, main control boards, etc.
it is found out that the source of this DC power is a lifeguard that cannot
be undervalued. Batteries are, without a doubt, a key component of the
vessel’s engine control and navigation systems; therefore, they must
always be well maintained, fully charged and ready for any emergency
occurring; and the common routinary Voltage measuring on the battery
terminals is just not enough for knowing the battery’s true state.
In order to know a precise estimation of the remaining capacity in the
battery it is demanded a prediction of the state of charge (SOC) of the
battery.
Knowing accurately the SOC of a ship’s battery is the basis of any
batteries’ bank maintenance; moreover, achieving an automatic method
to predict this SOC and to apply controlled charging cycles to the
batteries, fulfils the whole battery maintenance issue, making it possible
even its integration into a computerized control station.
There are several methods for estimating the SOC in lead-acid
batteries: electrolyte’s density measuring, voltage measuring, Coulomb
counting, internal resistance measuring… The first of these methods, the
electrolyte’s specific gravity measuring, is the only method which can be
defined as a non-estimating method because the electrolyte’s density
reflects the true SOC of the lead-acid battery, so it shows the available
rate of the chemicals inside the battery. On the other hand, this
measuring method is annoying to be integrated on an automatic system
due to the need to acquire, or even design, a suitable electronic
densitometer. The other three mentioned methods, despite being
estimating methods which solely lead to an approximate SOC value, are
more prone to be automatized.
Focusing on the Coulomb counting method, then, as extrapolated of
relevant studies in the field of battery SOC measuring in Hybrid Electric
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Vehicles, this paper presents the development on an Ampere-hourmeter
applied to the estimation of the SOC of lead-acid batteries, designed in a
much simpler way than the previous citations; obtaining a more
restricted SOC measuring tool but, however, revealing the key for a
further development.
First of all, it will be presented the mathematical path followed to
determine the SOC. Then, the description of the design of the electronic
circuits needed to acquire the data from the batteries, besides some
laboratory test results. The next point will focus on the development of
the software programmed in the microcontroller. To conclude the paper,
it will be presented a critical revision of the results obtained by the
prototype’s testing in the laboratory.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In 1897, W. Peukert published the results of his investigations about
lead-acid batteries. In the exposed paper, he revealed that the tests
carried out had led Peukert to an empirical equation that established a
relationship between the discharge of the batteries and their real
available capacity.
This formula is known as the Peukert’s Equation:
Ct = I n t

(1)

Being Ct the real capacity discharged, I the discharge intensity, t the
discharge time at the I rate and n the Peukert number.
The Peukert’s Equation offered the chance to work with batteries using a
mathematical model which follows closer than the direct extrapolation
from just I and t the behaviour of batteries in a discharge cycle. This n
number is a coefficient, unique for each battery and slightly variable
through its life and environmental conditions, which breaks the faux
linearity in the battery’s model and approaches its real behaviour to a
more exponential work.
Following the Peukert’s Equation, then, it becomes possible to obtain an
evaluation of the SOC just by a few easy calculus steps.
Knowing, first of all, that the efficiency (E) of a battery is function of Ct
and the utile capacity (C):
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E=

It
I
C
= n = n = I 1− n
Ct I t I

(2)

Then it can be put on the formulae the SOC for a discharging cycle:
SOC = 100

Co − Ct
C −In t
= 100 o
Cm
Cm

(3)

In percentage. Being Cm the maximum available capacity from the
battery and Co the capacity before starting the discharge.
Whereas in a charging cycle, the same path must be followed but
making a few additional considerations.
Ccar = (1 + (1 − E )) C = (2 − E ) I t
(4)
So there are considered the charging loses during the process.
C + Ccar
C + (2 − E ) C
SOC = 100 o
= 100 o
Cm
Cm
;

SOC = 100

Co + ( 2 − E ) I t
Cm

(5)

Being Co, in this equation, the capacity before starting the charging
process.
Finally, there have been obtained the main equations to calculate the
SOC in charging and discharging processes through a development of
the Peukert’s Equation. Recapitulating, the SOC shows to be in
function of I, t, n, Cm, Co and E.
And by measuring and calculating these parameters is how the SOC
value will be found in this paper.
However, it must be warned that n, as a number that parameterizes
the chemical behaviour of the battery, is strongly dependant of
environmental conditions as temperature, as well as of the aging of
the battery. So then, an accurate calculus of the SOC should include
correcting factors for, at least, temperature and aging.
Due to technical boundaries, this corrections will not finally be
implemented in this design. n will be, then, calculated for each one of
the batteries and treated as a constant. However, what the effects of
temperature and battery aging involve should always be put into
consideration.
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THE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
Assuming that in order to reach an evaluation of the SOC value the
operating parameters in equations (3) and (5) must be previously known,
the next step of the calculus path must be done by measuring and
calculating these parameters.
Focusing on equation (3), it can be easily found that both Cm and n
can be considered as given constants for a specific battery, whereas Co is
a direct result of the immediately previous charging/discharging process.
Then, the only two parameters which do really must be measured are I
and t.
While evaluating equation (5), the final conclusion becomes the same
as above.
Therefore, the design of the SOC evaluator must follow two paths of
development. On one side, a device able to measure the values of I and t.
On the other side, a processor whose task will be the integration of all
the given constants and measured values into the equations of SOC
calculation, (3) and (5).
To fulfil the first of these goals, it becomes necessary a sensing
device. In order to process all the signals and data values, there is a
compulsory need of a microcontroller.

The microcontroller PIC 16F877
The PIC 16F877 is a low-cost and low-consume microcontroller that
can easily be integrated in a system like this.
With its corresponding development board, it can receive and
transmit data, so it has a 8 gates Analogical/Digital (A/D) converter, a
LCD controlling port and a port to control external interruptions.
The PIC 16F877 can, then, develops the main desired tasks. Just by
receiving the data of I through its A/D module, it could theoretically be
programmed to calculate internally the elapsed time, t, while the
measuring process occurs. Obtaining, then, all the necessary measured
data.
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The current sensor CSNX25

In order to measure the current and transmit the I data to the
microcontroller, there is a need to use a current sensing device.
In this specific design, the chosen sensor is the CSNX25, a
bidirectional magnetoresistive sensor that delivers an output current
proportional to a measured I up to 25 A. A range which goes from –25 to
+25 A is a good range for a prototype version of the design, and the
bidirectionality of the sensor it suits perfectly to a SOC calculating
procedure which segregates the charging cycle from the discharge.
The 16F877 A/D module, however, only works with positive voltage
signal values, so it turns necessary a first conversion from the
proportional current signal emitted by the CSNX25 to a proportional
tension value.
By following the datasheet indications, this first step can be done just
by integrating a resistance between the output pins of the sensor.
Knowing that with a parallel connection of the primary pins of the
sensor the nominal output current, with 25 A in the primary, will be
INout=12.5 mA, then with the suggested 80 Ω resistance, the output
tension value reaches 1 V.
However, this only solves part of the problem. The bidirectionality of
the sensor it is still a problem, so it gives an output range of –1 to +1 V.
And negative values cannot be processed by the 16F877.
In order to obtain a positive response to all the measured current
values, is necessary the development of a signal processing circuit able
to add a voltage level to the CSNX25 tension output.

The signal processing circuit

As it has been exposed, there is an incompatibility between the output
signals of the current sensor and the analogical inputs of the
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microcontroller, an incompatibility that has restricted the design’s
theoretical bidirectional operation. However, this boundary can be
avoided by the integration of an intermediate signal processing circuit
able to convert the CSNX25 emissions into a valuable input for the PIC
16F877.
As the main problem are the negative values of tension while using
the sensor to measure negative currents, the developed solution is the
addition of a voltage level to this tension output that makes all the
outputs be positive. A simple solution but also effective.
In order to obtain this signal process, the more suitable circuit is an
instrumentation amplifier with a defined offset on the ground. By
adjusting this offset value to the desired, it becomes possible to work
with no negative values on the output. Moreover, the gain (G) of the
instrumentation amplifier can be also adjusted to increase the output
resolution and obtain a better result.
So then, if the desired maximum output range is fixed between 0 and
5 V, the ideal offset it will become 2.5 V.
Vs = 2.5V + G Vo (6)
And by knowing, as told before, that the original tension output value
was up to 1 V, then, G it can be set up to 2, obtaining a working range
from 0.5 to 4.5 V.
Figure 1.- Signal processing circuit

own)
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G=

G=

 2R  R
Vs
= 1 + 1  3
V2 − V1 
RG  R2

(7)

Vs
Vs
 2 × 10kΩ 
=
= 1 +
=2
V2 − V1 Vo − 2.5V 
20kΩ 

Notice that it has also been included a follower of the 2.5 V reference
voltage.
And so, the final results of the sensing circuit, as tested in the
laboratory, lead to the following graph.
Figure 2.- Sensing circuit characterization graph

(source own)
Which shows linearity between –20 A to 20 A by following the next
equations:

I primary = 1.35 × Vs − 337.63

(8)

− I primary _ negative = −1,314 × Vs + 328.79

(9)

It is only necessary to consider that (9) result must be always treated as a
positive value, because of 16F877. Such as if the graphic value it were:
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Figure 3.- Sensing circuit characterization graph in PIC16F877

(source own)
Becoming (9), then, the following equation in the forthcoming
calculus:

I primary _ negative = −1.314 × Vs + 328.79

(10)

THE MICROCONTROLLER’S SOFTWARE DESIGN
Presuming that the measurement of I has been solved through the
design of the measuring circuit presented, the next step to be taken is to
obtain the missing values to solve equations (3) and (5).
Recapitulating, Cm and n are specific constant values for any battery,
Co must be calculated in situ after a charging or a discharging cycle, E is
calculated through equation (2) and, finally, t is to be obtained through a
internal microcontroller calculus by using an internal timer of the
16F877. Once all these values have been either acquired or read as
constants in the microcontrollers program, they are being operated in
order to obtain a final result which leads to a SOC value readable by the
operator.
These are, then, the main tasks of the program, as shown in the
following table:
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Figure 4.- Microcontroller’s program main targets and tasks

(source own)
The actions to be taken in order to achieve these objectives must be
included in the design of the software programmed in the PIC 16F877.
To develop this programming design it is used the software for visual
programming of microcontrollers Niple v5.2., which allows a visual
development of the solution through flow diagrams prior to the
conversion to assembler code.
A flow diagram scheme of the final program is presented next:
Figure 5.- Microcontroller’s program basic scheme
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(source own)
Notice that some intermediate actions have been added in order to
approach the scheme to the real structure of the program. One of the
most important points is the calculus of In that it must be done through
Taylor series in the microcontroller:

I

n

2
3
(
n ln I ) (n ln I )
= 1 + n ln I +
+
+ ...

2!

3!

(11)

And therefore there must also be calculated values for these
logarithms. However, in this case, the choice made is to assign values
in a matrix type table of variables for different values of I between the
operating range.
The program must estimate, then, the value of In by using a double
approach calculus. First of all, a Taylor development with six terms.
Second, the calculated logarithm values which don’t fit exactly the
true values. That necessarily leads to an error on the SOC calculation.
Moreover, as well as the 16F877 cannot calculate logarithms, or work
with negative numbers stored in variables, it also cannot process
decimals so in order to achieve a minimum resolution it becomes
necessary to work with forced multiples of the desired numbers.
However, these numbers cannot be too high, either, in order to fit
registers. For instance, the I calculus as a result of equations (8) and
(10) it becomes the following:
90 × I primary = 30 (1.35 × Vs − 337.63) ≈ (40 × Vs − 10000) (12)

90 × I primary _ negative = 30 (− 1.314 × Vs + 328.79) ≈ (− 40 × Vs + 10000)
(13)
Which is another focus of error.
RESULTS AND ERROR ANALYSIS

In all the previous points of this paper, there has been presented the
main structure of the SOC estimator design, through its different
parts, or modules, in an approach to the development of the solution.
Finally, in this last item, it is to be exposed the running behaviour of
the assembled prototype during the tests carried out on the laboratory
by using a scheme such as this:
Figure 6.- SOC estimator working scheme
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(source own)
In this real case, while developing the last stages of the 16F877’s
program, it is found a first boundary: a memory limit in the PIC
16F877 which forces a relatively short limit in the number of program
lines. This problem, due to the microcontroller’s construction, could
be solved by using a programming software which allowed
programming by interruptions. Not the Niple v5.2 case.
The main consequence of this memory limit is on the side of the
calculus of In and, more strongly, in the approximation of the logarithms.
As it has been exposed, these mathematical operations need lots of
factors to obtain an estimated value close to the real one. And with a
memory limit it becomes impossible to develop the calculus.
Keeping up with the laboratory tests, then, for a 95 A·h battery, with
a n= 1.26, the results obtained in the internal calculus of the
microcontroller of SOC reveal the following working graph for a
discharge cycle:
Figure 7.- SOC error in a discharge cycle
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(source own)
It is noticeable that the error grows as the time of running increases
due to the addition of the error in the calculus of the intermediate
capacities; as well as it grows for higher current values, which is a
easy predictable result.
And in the graph for a charge cycle.
Figure 8.- SOC error in a charge cycle

(source own)
Again, errors appear, but with lower values in this case, due to the
nature of the equations (3) and (5). Observe that in (3) In has a more
relevant function while in (5) its weight is lightened by other factors.
In other words, by focusing the laboratory tests on the effects of this
In error, it is found that it has a remarkable incidence in the calculus
of the Ct (equation (1)) but lesser in Ccar (equation (4)). By comparing
the errors in I, In and Ct and Ccar, respectively, it is found the key
evidence to comprehend this wrong behaviour of the SOC
calculator’s prototype.
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Figure 9.- Comparison between intermediate errors

(source own)
Notice that there is a small error in the calculus of I through equations
(12) and (13), an error which means almost nothing until it is
operated in (11) in order to calculate In through a limited approach.
To prove this hypothesis, a solution to the main precision problem is
found just by executing specific tests in which the In calculus error is
reduced to a non significant value by inducing an equivalent data
signal to the microcontroller.
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Figure 10.- SOC error in a discharge cycle. Solution applied.

(source own)
The error is almost eliminated for intensities lower than 10 A, and in
higher currents it performs predictably so it could be corrected.
In a charging cycle, the results are also positive, reducing the error in
SOC value:
Figure 11.- SOC error in a charge cycle. Solution applied.

(source own)
Proving that with no such restrictive boundaries in the number of
program lines, the SOC estimator performs in a very positive way.
CONCLUSIONS
Test results which have been presented in this paper prove that it is
possible to develop a SOC estimating system by designing an
Ampere-hourmeter based structure through a microcontroller which
controls both a data acquisition and a data processing system.
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However, in order to achieve good accurate results in this SOC
estimator it becomes necessary the development of not only an
accurate data acquisition system, by the choice and design of a robust
current sensing circuit, but also a data processing system which
allows the necessary internal mathematical operations needed to
obtain a non corrupted result.
Obtaining an accurate result of a lead-acid battery’s SOC with an
Ampere-hourmeter based system such as the presented in this paper is
only possible if the used microcontroller holds enough memory to
include the totality of the needed program lines. A good memory
reservoir would even permit a future improvement of the presented
results, by the addition of correcting factors for unbalancing
disturbances such as the mentioned I calculations, the temperature
effect on the battery or the ageing.
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ABSTRACT
Herald of Free Enterprise flooding and subsequent capsizing in 1987
resulting in 188 people died, exposed major business management
problems with regard to ship to shore relationship, and forced the
International Safety Management Code approval. Time constraints
and fatigue were two main root causes in this accident, which are
typical risk factors in regular-line short sea shipping.
Almost 20 years after the enforcement of ISM Code and after the
approval of an extended regulation on the reduction of fatigue on
board ships, these two risk factors continue to be present in this
kind of ships, and it seems that neither the ISM Code nor fatigue
prevention regulations are able to keep this problem under control.
In Spain more then 50% of fleet controlled by Spanish shipping
companies is engaged in passenger and rolled cargo in regular-line,
and both fatigue and time constraints frequently appear as accident
trigger factors in this kind of shipping.
In the present paper several accidents occurred in the last years to
Spanish-flagged ships sailing in regular-line short sea trade are
analysed, highlighting the presence of aforementioned risk factors.
We conclude that regulation on such factors prevention must be
modified with the aim of ensuring safety of ships, crews, passengers,
cargo and maritime environment.
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INTRODUCTION
This article aims to address the issue of fatigue and maritime safety
related to a peculiar kind of navigation as it is the regular line one, which
must fulfil established timetables, leading to seafarers stress and fatigue.
Regular lines in Spain, accidents in which fatigue is revealed as a
possible cause and compliance with international conventions on safety
at sea are studied. Also the results of a basic survey of seafarers held in
Spanish flagged vessels that cover regular routes in Spain are shown.
Such a survey took into account officers and ratings. The steward
department was not taken into consideration because it is not a key
element in the safety preventive measures of the ship navigation and
manoeuvring, its role in safety is focused on the attention and help of
passengers, abandonment training, etc.
The objective of this survey is to know the opinion of seafarers
regarding the vessel condition, their working conditions, their perception
of fatigue and how they see the influence of time constraints on their
work on board. The data obtained in the survey and the causes of the
aforementioned accidents are also compared.
REGULAR LINES IN SPAIN
Several short sea shipping lines are authorized in Spain such as:
•Peninsula-Canary Islands
•Peninsula-Balearics
•Peninsula-North Africa
• Peninsular Coastal navigation.
All these short sea shipping lines have in common that they meet
established timetables and have a high number of trips, which can lead
to errors due to rush and the monotonous work. Any delay in one of the
visited ports involves the backlog in the other. Some of these lines are
operated by high-speed crafts; these vessels require more concentration
due to the rapidity of their manoeuvres.
A study by Leung Et Al (2006) showed how fatigue develops in this
type of vessels. The study was conducted on catamarans and hovercrafts
sailing between Hong Kong and Macao, including officers working in
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double shifts, one at morning and other at afternoon. It found that the
most rapid increase in fatigue occurred in the night shift, but the officers
seemed to recover after the break. The day shift officers experienced a
more gradual increase in fatigue, however tired the next day dragged.
The fact that a turn recovers from the fatigue and the other accumulates
it is due to the difference between occasional fatigue and chronic fatigue.
Occasional fatigue can be relieved with a break, as it is shown by the
night shift officers, while chronic fatigue does not, so the day shift
officers didn’t recover the second day.
The Herald of Free Enterprise disaster marked the birth of a new age in
the maritime safety system. The main fault, and final cause of the
disaster, was that the bowdoor was opened. The seaman in charge of
checking it was asleep and did not respond to the signal. Neither the first
officer in charge of loading and unloading operations checked it because
of the rush to make the trip on time (MAIB, 1987).
ISM DEVELOPMENT
The International Code of Safety Management (ISM) was approved by
the IMO on November 4, 1993. This code emerged from the
development of ship management guidelines for the Safe Operation of
Ships and for Pollution Prevention, adopted in 1989 by the IMO
Assembly by resolution A.647 (16) and the revised guidelines adopted 2
years later by resolution A.680 (17) to reach its current form (IMO,
1993).
This code was developed in relation to management standards in
shipping due to a series of accidents that revealed large errors in this
direction. It aims to ensure maritime safety and to avoid personal injury
or loss of life and damage to marine environment.
Following the ISM code the company must (IMO 1993):
- Provide for safe practices in ship operation and safe working
environment.
- Evaluate all identified risks to their ships, personnel and
environment, and take appropriate precautions.
- Continuously improve the skills of personnel ashore and aboard
ships on security management and the preparedness to deal with
emergencies affecting the safety and the environment.
The flooding and subsequent capsizing of the Herald of Free Enterprise
gave a definite boost to the birth of this Code.
However, almost 20 years after the entry into force of the ISM Code, the
risk factors such as fatigue and time constraints, both areas of study in
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this article, that were some of the root causes of Herald of Free
Enterprise disaster, are still a constant feature in accidents involving
ships engaged on short sea shipping.
SHIP ACCIDENTS ANALYSIS
In this section we will study in depth the causes of various accidents of
Spanish flagged vessels engaged in short sea shipping in Spanish waters,
whose reports are available on the website of the Ministry of
Development, and whose investigations were carried out by the Spanish
Commission for the Maritime Accidents Investigation (Comisión de
Investigación de Accidentes de Incidentes Marítimos, CIAIM). Also the
causes of these accidents and the results of the survey of officers and
ratings of Spanish-flagged vessels that perform such traffic are
compared. This survey, which can be seen in full in Annex 1, aims to
determine the influence of fatigue and time constraints in regular line
shipping.
The Table 1 provides, in summary, the profile data of the participants in
relation to age, gender, position, years of experience, and type of vessel.
Table 1: Profile of survey participants
Captain

Chief
Engineer

Officer

Rating

11.11%

22.22%

44.44%

22.22%

Position

Gender
Age

Man

Woman

94.44%

5.55%

<25

25-45

>45

0%

55.55%

44.44%

Tugboat

Fast Ferry

Ro-Ro

Conventional
Ferry

11.11%

33.33%

11.11%

44.44%

Type of vessel
Experience
board

on

<5 years

5-15 years

16.66%

44.44%

>15 years
38.88%

The Don Pedro sinking near the port of Ibiza on July 11, 2007 (Ro-Ro
vessel that left the port of Ibiza with destination Valencia) was due to a
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leak when the ship stranded on a small island called "Dado Pequeño".
Before the accident the ship changed course to port to leave clear the
“Dado Grande” and then to starboard to leave clear the "Dado Pequeño",
the report notes that there has been no evidence to suppose that there
was a failure on the steering system or the propulsion system, we must
admit that the alteration of course to port was due to a mistake or human
error which may be motivated by the routine trip (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2007). The ship had been carrying out a regular line
between Valencia and Palma Mallorca through Ibiza, but in this
occasion he could realize later that, in this trip, the destination port was
Valencia and not Palma. Besides this the report also indicates that it is
surprising the slow or delayed response capacity to evaluate this
situation by the person in charge of it, which suggests that his cognitive
abilities may be, in some way diminished at that time.
The following are listed as causes of erroneous manoeuvre:
Inadequate or nonexistent lookout, verification and visualization
of the intended track and the absence of obstacles by the ship's bow.
Captain fatigue due to overload with work caused by regular and
repetitive short sea shipping. Also he declared to be ill at the moment of
the accident, so it is probably he didn’t sleep for several days
Temporary absence on the bridge by the part of the Captain's and
the Duty Officer.
Moreover, the report on the collision of ships “Ciudad de Ceuta” and
“Ciudad de Tanger” near the Bay of Algeciras on July 16, 2000,
referring to fatigue, hours of work and rest and rotation states that the
crews of both vessels were interviewed and they said not to be
influenced by fatigue (Spanish Ministry of Development 2000). It could
neither be deduced that fatigue had a direct influence on the event. The
Commission found, however, that none of the crew on the bridge of the
two ships at the time of the accident had rested eight hours before their
working shift.
In the survey addressed to seafarers of Spanish flagged vessels that
cover regular lines in Spain, we can see in Figure 1 that 88% of
participants agreed or strongly agreed with the statement: “at the end of
my campaign I usually feel tired".
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Figure 1: At the end of my campaign I feel generally fatigued

Source: Own
Moreover, as it is shown in Figure 2, 82% of respondents agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement "I've noticed that during the
campaign some of my workmates have problems with fatigue."

Figure 2: I've noticed that during the campaign some of my workmates
have problems with fatigue

Source: own
While Figure 3 shows that 59% disagreed or strongly disagreed with the
statement: “I think that my company takes appropriate measures to
prevent fatigue on board."
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Figure 3: I think that my company takes appropriate measures to
prevent fatigue on board

Source: own
In this respect, with the aim of establishing control over the working
day, General Conference of the International Labour Conference
adopted, in 1996, the ILO Convention 180 concerning hours of work on
board and manning (ILO, 1996). On December 13, 1999 was adopted
Directive 1999/95/EC of the European Parliament and Council on the
implementation of the provisions on working time of seafarers on board
ships calling at ports Community, in order to safeguard the health, living
and working conditions of seafarers, maritime safety and to prevent
marine environment pollution (European Commission, 1999). Directive
1999/95/EC states that each Member States shall ensure full compliance
with the 1998 Agreement with regard to its own merchant fleet.
In the exercise of the authority established in Council Regulation on
inspection and certification of civil vessels, the Maritime Administration
shall verify, on Spanish flagged vessels, the status of crew members with
regard to fatigue as relevant to maritime safety, prevention of marine
pollution, and any other cases that may endanger such legal assets
(Spanish Government, 2002).
In spite of this, the report on the flooding of the engineroom of the
passenger ship “Volcán de Tacande” after leaving the port of Los
Cristianos on January 30, 2005, states that regarding working hours and
possible crew fatigue, despite repeated requests from the Harbour Master
Office of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the shipping company has not
provided the crew individual records of work and rest hours (Spanish
Ministry of Development, 2005).
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To know if Working Hours Record Book, where hours of rest and work
of the crew members are reflected, is provided on board ships, a question
on this subject was asked in our survey. 94% of participants agreed or
strongly agreed that this book was available on board, as it is shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 4: Working Hours Record Book is provided on board

Source: Own
However, when asked if it is filled in with accuracy, 50% of respondents
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the way this book is filled.
Figure 5: Do you think Working Hours Record Book is filled in with
accuracy?

Source: Own
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Coinciding with this example, a survey carried out by the MAIB
(Research Section of Maritime Claims of the United Kingdom) on a
number of incurred claims, indicates that the record of the hours of rest
on board many vessels, which almost always show compliance, is not
filled with accuracy (MAIB, 2004).
As for the second risk factor deal with in this article, time constraints, it
seems that pressures arising from self-imposed trading company in
order, among others, to comply with the timetables and avoid delays,
lead to increase navigation and manoeuvring speed to dangerous levels,
and to cut safe navigation distances. Then we are going to study how
increasing the ship speed over safety values could endanger the ship,
crew and passengers.
The report on the allision of the vessel “Euroferrys Pacífica” with Galera
pier in the port of Algeciras on June 18, 2001, cited as one of the
accident causes the inappropriate speed when approaching the dock.
This vessel is a catamaran with a regular line between Algeciras and
Ceuta (Spanish Ministry of Development, 2001).
Inappropriate speed was also reported as main cause on the collision
between vessels “Atlas” and “Avemar Dos” while they were leaving
Algeciras harbour on November 28, 2006. These ships collided when
“Avemar” was underway to Ceuta and “Atlas” was underway to Tanger.
There is pointed out as accident cause the failure of both vessels in the
compliance with the COLREG. Among others, the Rule 6: Safety speed
was not followed. The final report remembers that every vessel shall, at
all times, proceed at a safe speed so that she can take proper and
effective action to avoid collision and be stopped within an appropriate
distance depending on the circumstances and conditions of the moment.
The accident final report also states that the ship “Avemar Dos” is
considered was doing her approach with a high speed that allowed her to
overcome the vessel “Atlas” in the shortest time, but such high speed
also restricted her ability to respond to an unexpected risk (Spanish
Ministry Development, 2006).
The ship “Avemar Dos” is a high speed ferry that covers the regular line
between Algeciras and Ceuta with a frequency of 5/6 rotations per day,
with a duration of 3 hours each round trip.
The ship “Atlas” usually performed her journey Algeciras-Tanger
Algeciras with a frequency of 3 trips per day with an approximate
duration of 8 hours each round trip.
Some questions were asked in the survey with regard to adhering to
strict timetables and time constraints. The following results were
obtained: when asked if the operation of the ship requires adhering to
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strict schedules 94% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed, as it is
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: The operation of the ship requires strict adherence to
schedules

Source: Own
However, as shown in Figure 7, 65% of respondents disagreed or
strongly disagreed that time constraints will lead to decisions that may
be unsafe.
Figure 7: Time constraints leads me to make decisions that may be
unsafe

Source: Own
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CONCLUSIONS
Although the legal means employed to maintain safety at sea, such as the
ISM Code, STCW Convention and ILO regulation 180, irregularities in
the duration of working hours are still happening. If such irregularities
are added to the routine factor of short sea shipping regular lines it
results in increased seafarer fatigue and lack of interest that lead to errors
that can become disastrous.
Moreover, the combination of such a routine factor, the short
turnarounds and short trips duration can lead to seafarers on board this
type of ships and lines to ask themselves: What is this harbour? Are we
there yet? How many trips are left?
Accident investigations have shown how fatigue and time constraints,
these later are reflected in an excessive speed in navigation and
manoeuvre, are important risk factors for coastal shipping vessels in
regular service.
Moreover, the survey data, which show 87% of workers fatigued at the
end of their working day and 35% required to make decisions that may
be unsafe due to time pressure, seems to indicate that the two risk factors
discussed here will be a cause of accidents in the type of vessels studied
while the current regulations on hours of work and rest are not strictly
enforced and while managers prioritize shipping arrival time over the
safe arrival.
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ANNEX I:
SURVEY ON FATIGUE AND TIME CONSTRAINTS IN REGULAR SHORT SEA
SHIPPING.
IDENTIFICATION:
1.

Position on board:

2.

Gender:

3.

Age:

4.

Type of vessel:

 Man

 Conventional ferry
 Other:

 Woman

 Fast ferry

 Ro-Ro



Container

5.

Flag:

6.

Nationality of the company:

7.

Number of years of experience on board:

8.

What is or was the proportion of boarding / holiday?

9.

Indicate on a scale of 0 to 10 your level of satisfaction with the working conditions
offered by your company (0 very dissatisfied and 10 completely satisfied):

Completely dissatisfied

Completely satisfied
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10. With regard to the condition of the vessel and the working conditions
10.1 Indicate your degree of agreement or disagreement with the following aspects
of ship:

Hull and machinery are in good maintenance
condition
Technological equipment is updated
My working place is designed ergonomically
There are policies on occupational risk prevention
There was clear organization or work system
The distribution of working hours and rest is adequate
The trade route is safe and secure

1201

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree
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I think my company is concerned about safety at work

10.2 When the ship is berthed, and once free of watch.


I can be away from the ship once I am off duty



I can not leave the ship because of minimum crew



I can not go away due to the short turnaround



I have no to stay on board until the ship's departure



I have no to stay on board if it's a weekend or holiday

10.3 How many hours sleep you have followed?
10.4 How many hours you have followed for relaxation?
10.5 Indicate on a 0-10 scale how often you feel stressed on board (0 never feel
stressed on board, 10 I am always stressed on board)
Never feel stressed

Always feel stressed
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10.6 Indicate on a 0-10scale your level of satisfaction with the condition of the
vessel (0 not at all satisfied, 10 fully satisfied)
Not at all satisfied

Fully satisfied
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10.7 Indicate on a0-10 scale your level of satisfaction with workload (0 not at all
satisfied, 10 fully satisfied)
Not at all satisfied

Fully satisfied
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11. With regard to fatigue and time constrains, set your level of agreement or
disagreement with the following statements
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Disagree
I think fatigue is a major problem in the maritime sector in
general
I think fatigue is a major problem within my own
1202
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company
At the end of my campaign I feel generally fatigued
During the campaign I've noticed that some of my
workmates have problems with fatigue
I think my company takes appropriate measures to prevent
fatigue on board.
I have enough time to perform all the tasks that I am
responsible on board
Sometimes routine work must be delayed due to lack of
time
Time constraints lead me to make decisions that may be
unsafe
The operation of the ship requires to adhere to strict
timetables
Working Hours Record Book is provided on board
Working Hours Record Book is filled in with accuracy
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the Normal Navigation Level (NNL) control of
a hydraulic channel that is located in the northwest of France and
belongs to the Europe Inland Navigation Network. This system is a
large scale system with several inputs and outputs that nowadays is
operated manually and with local controllers that try to maintain
the level of the channel as close as possible to the NNL and fulfils the
seaworthiness requirements. For recent years, the channel has been
equipped with electronic sensors in order to have better knowledge
of its behaviour, provide online the state to the lockkeepers and
improve its management. In this work, an automatic control based
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on a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) is proposed. The MPC
controller is based on a model of the system and, with the available
data, provides automatically the suitable control inputs (flows) in
order to maintain the level in all the points of the channel despite the
locks operation that produces wave phenomena and other unknown
inputs along the channel. A numerical simulator of the system based
on the Saint-Venant Equations and calibrated with real data has
been developed in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
automatic controller.

KEYWORDS: Inland Navigation Networks, Seaworthiness, Automatic
Control, Locks Operation.

INTRODUCTION

The use of Inland Navigation Networks as an alternative to land
transport provides economic and environmental benefits (Mihic et al
2011, Mallidis et al 2012). Europe's network of navigable rivers and
canals offers access to the continent's urban and industrial centres,
allowing for the more efficient, quieter, and safer transport of goods
(Brand et al 2012). In this context, navigation channel networks in the
north of Europe will have to be able to accommodate large broad gauge
boats in few years. Operations researches (Dekker et al. 2011), or
simulation tools (Almaz and Altiok 2012), based on Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), are proposed in the literature in
order to improve the inland navigation. In addition, managers have to
improve the seaworthiness requirements of their navigation channels, in
particular on the water level which has to be closer to the Normal
Navigation Level (NNL) than until present. These strong constraints
impose the development and tuning of new control algorithms.
On the other hand, in the last years the use of Information and
Communication Technology has dramatically been increased. This
increased use allows supporting traffic management in inland navigation
and providing inland shipping with a competitive edge over road
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transport. This information can be used for automatic control purposes
that provide more accuracy and reliability than manual control.
By focalizing on the navigation networks of the north of France, in
particular on the Cuinchy-Fontinettes Reach (CFR), this paper presents
the very specific characteristics of this system, the control problems
inherent in its operation, particularly the phenomena's of waves. The
CFR is a MIMO (Multi Input-Multi Output) non-linear dynamic system
with variable delays that is equipped with gates, locks and sensors.
The phenomena's of waves occurs when the locks are operated. They
cause waves of more than 10 cm along the channel which interferes with
navigation. Thus, one of the management objectives of the CFR consists
in reducing the amplitude of the wave by means of automatic control
techniques.
Firstly, the simulation model of the considered reach, which is based on
the Saint-Venant equations, is proposed and calibrated using real
measured data. Then, a control algorithm is proposed in order to
compensate or to reduce the waves. It is tuned and evaluated by
considering scenarios of locks operation in simulation using the
developed numerical simulator. The preliminary results show the
effectiveness of the proposed control technique and the interest in
improving it to satisfy the seaworthiness requirements.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
In the north-west of Europe, a large network of inland waterways is
located and used to accommodate large broad gauge boats (see Figure
1). The part of this network located in France is managed by the French
public institution VNF (Voies Navigables de France) whose role is to
operate and develop this network, in order to improve the efficiency of
the navigation and resource water management. The inland waterways
which are managed by VNF consist of 6,200 km of canals and rivers.
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Figure 1: The inland waterways network located in the north-west of
Europe.

By focalizing on this network, in particular in the north region of France,
VNF Nord Pas-de-Calais manages more than one hundred of navigation
locks, and can control the dispatching of water volume between nearly
ten catchment areas. One of these navigation channels, the CuinchyFontinettes Reach (CFR), has a crucial importance due to its
localization, i.e. between two major catchment areas of this region, and
its size, i.e. more than 40 km long. The main use of the CFR is for
navigation purposes. However, it can be used to stock water volumes
during wet periods in order to avoid or to limit floods on the two
catchment areas, and during dry period to supply water to these two
catchment areas.

The CFR is located between the upstream lock of Cuinchy at the East of
the town Bethune and, at the Southwest of the town Saint-Omer, the
downstream lock of Fontinettes (see Figure 2). The first part of the
channel, i.e. 28.7 km from Cuinchy to Aire-sur-la-Lys, is called “canal
d’Aire” and was built in 1820. The second part of the channel, i.e. 13.6
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km from Aire-sur-la-Lys to Saint-Omer, is called “canal de Neuffossé”
and was built in the eleventh century. The channel is entirely artificial
and has no significant slope. Considering the navigation flow, the water
runs off from Cuinchy to Fontinettes.

Figure 2: Scheme of the Cuinchy-Fontinettes navigation channel.

By considering navigation constraints, the water level of the CFR has to
be maintained at the NNL = 19.52 m (NNL = Normal Navigation Level).
An operating range around the NNL is defined by the Highest
Navigation Level (HNL) and the Lowest Navigation Level (LNL). If the
water level of the CFR is lower than the LNL or higher than the HNL,
the navigation is stopped. The water level of the CFR has to be
maintained in the operating range [LNL, HNL], despite perturbations
and exceptional situations (drought or flood). These perturbations are
due to more than 300 unknown inputs and outputs along the reach and
the locks operations. The main perturbation is Fontinettes lock operation
which leads to wave through more than 10 cm that travels at a speed of
about 20 km/h along the channel which interferes with navigation. When
the wave arrives to Cuinchy, it rebounds and come back with and
amplitude of 8 cm. The wave remains in the channel with successive
rebounds until steady state, approximately 15 hours, decreasing 1cm the
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level of the channel. A Fontinettes lock operation is equivalent of a
withdrawal of 25,000 m3 in 15 minutes. The Fort Gassion gate and lock,
presented in figure 2, are two of the unknown inpunts and ouputs and are
operated for sporting purposes.
To reach the aim of maintaining the NNL, VNF has equipped the
channel with limnimeters (in Cuinchy, Aire and Fontinettes) and
controls the flow discharges in input and output of the CFR at these
three points: the first is the Cuinchy lock and gate, the second is the
Fontinettes lock and the third is the gate called “Porte de Garde” at Airesur-la-Lys. The control of Cuinchy and Fontinettes locks is constrained
by the navigation demand. The “Porte de Garde” gate at “Aire-sur-laLys” and the Cuinchy gate are used to control the water level in the
CFR, without being constrained by the navigation demand. The “Porte
de Garde” gate allows exchanges between the CFR and the Lys River,
and authorizes the water runoff in both directions, i.e. from the CFR to
the Lys River, or from the Lys River to the CFR. On the other hand, the
Cuinchy gate allows provide extra water to the channel.
Nowadays the operating range of the system, defined by LNL and HNL,
is 19.52 ± 0.25m (level respect to the mean sea level) during the
navigation schedule time: 8:00 am-8:00 pm. In the future, in order to
accommodate larger vessels, this range will be reduced to 19.52 ± 0.15m
and the navigation schedule time will be expanded to the 24 hours of the
day.
Control strategies of the gates and locks in Cuinchy, Aire and
Fontinettes, have to be designed to limit, particularly, the impact of the
operation of the Fontinettes lock. Firstly, it consists in understanding and
in modelling the dynamics of the CFR. Then, the designed control
strategies have to be tuned, tested and validated by simulation before to
be implemented in the real system.

MODELLING OF THE CUINCHY-FONTINETTES REACH
The CFR is 42.3 km long, with no significant slope. Although it is
artificial, the CFR is composed of more than 400 different cross
sections, with depth going from 0.3 m for the banks, to 4.79 m, and a
depth average, h, around 4.2 m. As a first modelling approach, a mean
profile of the CFR is considered (see Figure 3), with the following
geometrical characteristics:
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B, the bottom width of 34 m,
Z, the height of 4.7 m,
f, the average fruit of the banks of 1.73 m,
h, the average level depth of 4.2 m
NNL, the Normal Navigation Level and its Higher and Lower
bounds
Figure 3: Average geometrical characteristics of the CFR.
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In this work, the real canal behaviour has been accurately modelled by
Saint-Venant’s equations (Chow, 1959) and reproduced using a highfidelity simulator and implemented in the software Matlab-Simulink©.
This simulator solves numerically the Saint-Venant’s equations as
usually done in existent commercial open-flow canal simulators
(Malaterre, 2006) after been calibrated with real data.
The Saint-Venant equations are partial-differential equations that
describe accurately the dynamics in a one-dimensional free surface flow.
These equations express the conservation of mass and momentum
principles in a one-dimensional free surface flow:

∂Q ∂S
+
=
0
∂x ∂t

.

∂Q ∂  Q 2 
∂h
+ 
− gS ( I − J ) =
0
 + gS
∂t ∂x  S 
∂x

(1)

where Q = Q ( x, t ) is the flow (in m3/s), S = S ( x, t ) is the cross-sectional
area (in m2), t is the time variable (in s), x is the spatial variable (in m),
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measured in the direction of the movement, h is the spatial variable
corresponding of water elevation (in m), g is the gravity (in m/s2), I is
the bottom slope and J is the friction slope.
After the simulator has been implemented, different discharge schedules
have been simulated in order to evaluate the influence of the time in the
filling/empting lock procedure and the level evolution. The results of
these simulations are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Nowadays the time in the filling of the Fontinettes lock is 15 minutes
and the amplitude of the wave is approximately 12 cm. If the filling of
the lock is carried out slower than it is currently done, this amplitude can
be reduced as it shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Fontinettes lock flow and level evolution for different
discharge schedules
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On the other hand, the operation of the Cuinchy lock is much less
critical. In the current operation, the time in empting of the Cuinchy lock
is 5 minuts and the amplitude of the wave is approximately 4 cm. If the
filling of the lock is carried out slower than it is done now, this
amplitude can be reduced as it shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Cuinchy lock flow and level evolution for different discharge
schedules
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DESIGN OF A CONTROL STRATEGY

The complex dynamics of the system is basically due to the existence of
multiple inputs/outputs and the large delay between them, makes the
Model Predictive Control (MPC) a suitable candidate to perform the
automatic control algorithm. The Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an
advanced method of process control that considers intrinsically these
complex behaviours (Camacho and Bordons, 2004) (Maciejowski,
2002). The idea behind MPC is to start with a model of the open-loop
process that explains the dynamical relations among system’s variables
(command inputs, internal states, and measured outputs). Then,
constraint specifications on system variables are added, such as input
limitations (typically due to actuator saturation) and desired ranges
where states and outputs should remain. Desired performance
specifications complete the picture and are expressed through different
weights on tracking errors and actuator efforts (as in classical linear
quadratic regulation). The rest of the MPC design is automatic. First, an
optimal control problem based on the given model, constraints, and
weights, is constructed and translated into an equivalent optimization
problem, which depends on the initial state and reference signals. Then,
at each sampling time, the optimization problem is solved by taking the
current (measured or estimated) state as the initial state of the optimal
control problem. For this reason the approach is said predictive, as in
fact the optimal control problem covers the time interval that starts at the
current time up to a certain time in the future. The result of the
optimization is an optimal sequence of future control moves. Only the
first sample of such a sequence is actually applied to the process, the
remaining moves are discarded. At the next time step, a new optimal
control problem based on new measurements is solved over a shifted
prediction horizon. For this reason the approach is also called “receding
horizon” or “rolling-horizon” control. Note that the receding horizon
mechanism represents a way of transforming an open-loop design
methodology (namely, optimal control) into a feedback one, as at every
time step the input applied to the process depends on the most recent
measurements.
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In Figure 6, the scheme of the MPC used for control the CFR system is
presented. The inputs of the system are: u1 and u2 (in m3 / s ) that
corresponds to the Cuinchy and Lys gate flows, respectively. The
outputs of the system are: y1 , y2 and y3 (in m ) that are the Cuinchy,
Lys and Fontinettes levels, respectively. Finally, the disturbances are the
Fontinettes and Cuinchy locks operations and other unknown inputs
along the channel.

The constraints of the inputs are:
0 ≤ u1 ≤ 10
−7 ≤ u2 ≤ 7

(2)

And the control objective is to maintain the level outputs inside the
seaworthiness conditions

LNL ≤ yi ≤ HNL, ∀i = 1,2,3

(3)

Figure 6: Automatic control scheme

The objective of the MPC is to keep, as much as possible, the outputs of
the system (measured levels in the reach) close to the Normal
Navigation Level despite the perturbations of the system by introducing
the suitable inputs (flows) computed by the MPC and considering
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constraints (2). In case of flood and dry scenarios, constraints can be
modified and MPC controlled reconfigured.

MPC algorithms need a discrete-time model of the plant in order to
compute estimations of the outputs for future time steps as:

−1
−1
 y1 (k )   G11 (q ) G12 (q ) 
  u1 (k ) 

 
−1
−1
 y2 (k )  =  G21 (q ) G22 (q )   u (k ) 

 y (k )  
−1
−1   2
 3   G31 (q ) G32 (q ) 

(4)

Saint Venant equations (1) for an arbitrary geometry lack of analytical
solution are not useful for obtain the discrete time model (4).
G11 , G12 , G21 , G22 , G31 and G32 have been identified applying

conventional identification techniques (Ljung, 1987) with a sampling
time of Ts = 5min . First, a pulse of with 1m/s and 50 minutes of duration
has been applied in Cuinchy gate ( u1 ) then Least Square identification
methods have been applied to outputs y1 , y2 and y3 obtaining G11 , G21
and G31 . The same process has been repeated in Lys gate ( u2 ) to obtain
G12 , G22 and G32 .
Once the mathematical model has been obtained, the controller has been
applied to real scenarios (based on real data available) reproduced using
the Saint-Venant Simulator. In these simulations, it has verified that the
MPC controller is able to maintain the seaworthiness conditions (3) in
the current operation mode: 8 am – 8pm navigation schedule with 10
operations in every lock. On the other hand, the different lock discharge
schedules showed in Figures 4 and 5 have been applied and it has been
verified that for slower lock operation it is easier to guarantee the
seaworthiness conditions.
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Figure 7: CFR simulator implemented in Matlab-Simulink©

Moreover, future hypothetical scenarios that consider 24 hours of
navigation schedule with 20 operations in every lock have been
simulated and it has verified that the proposed controller is able to
guarantee the future seaworthiness conditions (3) with LNL=NNL-0.15
and HNL=NNL+0.15.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the level in the three controlled points of
the channel using the MPC controller and increasing the Fontinettes time
lock operation 5 minutes. In this figure, the evolution of the gate flows
(control inputs) computed by the MPC controller and applied to the
system are showed as well. It can be seen that the levels are always
inside the bounds that define the seaworthiness.
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y
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Figure 8: Evolution of Outputs (with seaworthiness bounds) in meters
respect to the mean sea level and inputs in m3/s in a 24 hours
hypothetical scenario
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a MPC controller has been proposed for the control of the
level in an inland navigation channel located in the north west of France.
The automatic control provides better accuracy than human operation
and allows guaranteeing stronger seaworthiness conditions. These
stronger conditions are necessary to accommodate large broad gauge
boats and expand the navigation schedule. And therefore, provide inland
shipping with a competitive edge over road transport. Finally, the
proposed controller has been successfully validated in real and
hypothetical scenarios using a high-fidelity simulator. The future
purposes consist in considering the dynamic of the gates located at
Cuinchy and Aire-sur-la-Lys, according to the upstream levels. Another
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issue will consist in considering the effect of the unknown inputs and
outputs along the channel. Finally, after a validation and simulation
steps, an implementation on-line of the proposed technique on the real
system may be considered at term.
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RADAR ASSISTANCE:
DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE PROCEDURE
Carlos Fernández Salinas & José Maraver Romero
Spanish Maritime Safety Agency
ABSTRACT
If we consider the whole range of tasks that can be attributed to
Vessel Traffic Service(VTS), radar assistance undoubtedly deals
with the most delicate situations. Bad weather conditions such as
fog or failure in navigational aids lead vessels to request the
service. Radar assistance possesses a number of quite relevant
technical considerations that must be taken into account at any
time while it is being carried out. In the following paper a reliable
procedure that can be assimilated by both VTS operators and
those responsible for the guard to navigation is justified and
developed.
KEY WORDS: Radar, AIS, VTS, Radar Assistance.
INTRODUCTION
The possibility of guiding an unmanned vessel from a control station
located on the ground has been the dream of many marine operators for
decades, but current technical limitations make the task untenable at a
reasonable cost. Notwithstanding the above, it is increasingly common
for the staff on duty aboard a ship to exchange professional information
about the navigation of their ship with an operator several miles away
witnessing its movements. Moreover, Directive 2002/59/EC (as
amended by Directive 2009/17/EC) establishing a Community vessel
traffic monitoring and information system for maritime traffic, provides
for the possibility that in certain circumstances a coastal State may
restrict the movements of the ship or even impose a specific course. All
those functions relating to information management, monitoring, and
protection of navigation have been assumed by the Vessel Traffic
Services (hereinafter VTS), which over the last two decades have been
expanding their scope of influence along the coasts. One of the most
compromising circumstances in their action occurs when a vessel
requests the VTS a radar assistance, that is, when the ship is unable to
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find out what the safest course to reach a certain point is, and needs
precise information about it.
OPERATING LIMITATIONS
If we define radar assistance as the circumstance where a VTS gives a
series of objective data for a vessel to move in a certain direction, we
immediately realize the significance of the process. The first question we
should ask is if the VTS operator could replace in some way the
captain´s role. From our point of view the answer is absolutely negative,
at least within the legal and technical margins nowadays maritime
activity operates with . Since the beginning of navigation, the ability of
the technical direction of a ship has always been responsibility of the
captain (from Latin, caput, capitis "head"). The captain is the technical
director of navigation, so he must ensure the safety of the ship and
prevent marine pollution (Gabaldón, SOROA RUIZ, 1999). Therefore,
attempting to take over his technical functions and responsibilities that
may be incurred while carrying them out, does not make any sense either
from a legal or technical standpoint. Hence, this paper assumes that the
radar assistance is voluntarily requested by the vessel and that the VTS
always provides this service mainly by giving some advice on courses
and/or speeds, but never imposing them. A number of technical
limitations corroborate this theory, which we are going to analyze one by
one.
Figure 1: In this computer (VOC 5060) the integrated vector (207.5 °) takes much
more into account the AIS information COG (206 °) than that of the radar vector
(approximately 257º degrees). The divergence of 1.5 ° between the COG and the
integrated vector is the effect of radar information. It can also be seen that the bow of
the ship (heading) is much closer to the W '(266 ° in the screenshot). The reason of the
difference is that the ship is veering. Normally, the VTS operator only watches the
integrated vector.
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RADAR LIMITATIONS
Until a relatively short period of time VTS radar had basically the same
limitations as those located on board vessels. Thus, the data calculated
by the target tracking unit (synthetic video) represent values that
occurred in an earlier time, a very short period of time, it is true, but in
any case in the past. In other words ‘it is history’. When did they take
place? The answer depends on the setting of the equipment, usually
about 30 seconds, but when it detects that the target is undertaking a
significant change of course, the response can be reduced to 15 seconds.
This delay in reporting is necessary to present a reliable value. One
could argue that this time is very short and that for ships sailing high
seas it could even be considered irrelevant. However, this short period of
time is considerable in the harbor approaches or on a channel when the
ship has to carry out significant changes of course, since in these cases
the effect of the delay is increased because the radar does not only
calculate the movement towards the bow, but also the lateral one, by
finding the average between the two of them.
If we go on talking about the limitations, it is known that not all targets
are detected by radar, particularly small vessels of fiberglass or wood.
Even if the boat has a radar reflector, it may go unnoticed. Such is the
case, for example, with those that are equipped with a reflector
calculated to give maximum response in X-band, while the VTS can be
exploring at S-band. This means that control to be performed in the VTS
area is very limited since there will always be “invisible” vessels and
these ones may influence the behavior of the rest of the traffic in
different ways.
Another limitation closely related to the above is that the radar response
of a target is not only proportional to the size but also to the material it is
made of as well as by the distance to the radar VTS aerial. Small metal
buoys less than five feet in diameter about two miles from the VTS
antenna can be a physical space in the VTS screen of 75 meters to 150
meters if attenuation filters are removed. With the rest of targets it is the
same. A vessel 200 meters length detected by S-band may represent the
order of 300, 400 or even 500 meters in the VTS screen two miles away
from the VTS aerial. Thus the operator may think echo boat is passing
over a buoy, when in fact it is travelling at over 50 meters from it, a
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distance more than usual sailing into and out of a port. It should also be
highlighted that in harbor areas small targets may get darken by larger
ones, especially oil tankers and bulkcarriers, when placed between the
VTS aerial and the small vessel. The only way to avoid it is to place
different antennas in strategic places of the harbour, which leads us to a
new problem: the mixture of video from different radar aerials in a
single display unit, which could also lead to errors if it is not properly
calibrated.
Figure 2: The VTS instructs the "Nicola" not to get in the lane, leaving
the ship the machine and rudder maneuvers needed to carry out this
requirement. If necessary to ensure safe navigation, the VTS could add a
recommendation, preferring in this case the message marker "Advice".

AIS SIGNAL LIMITATIONS
The AIS signal has meant a substantial change in the management of
real-time information because it allows to identify vessels in a very
precise and detailed way at the same time , we could even say that it is
excessive in some circumstances. At first, the AIS position accuracy is
about 10 meters compared to that of 20 or 50 of the radar. Yet, all radio
electronic systems involve certain errors which can go unnoticed or even
when providing correct data, do not carry out a proper interpretation of
them. Thus, an error on part of the vessel when entering data related to
the datum or the height of the aerial can lead to errors in the position of
the vessel. If the operator does not choose a proper VTS scale on his
radar/AIS screen, the radar echo can be hidden by the icon assigned to
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that vessel, obstructing the ability of the VTS operator to appreciate the
difference in position between the radar echo and the other one
inaccurately calculated by the GPS and transmitted by the AIS,
something which is much more common than we may think.
The AIS is an open system that can compromise the safety of the vessel,
so the user always has the power to disconnect it. Thus, it is frequent that
because of the conflicts at international level, the captains of the vessels
with flags related to the conflict while they are sailing in some strategic
areas such as international straits, decide to switch off the AIS
transmission, reporting it to the VTS via satellite while asking not to be
called via VHF by the vessel´s real name but by a code name. These
situations, and another ones present on an AIS setting, can become
confusing in case of heavy traffic, particularly because of the uncertainty
that arises, although these vessels, which are often huge, are still visible
to the eye and to radar.
Finally we must highlight that when the transmission of VHF
frequencies AIS signal is carried out, its range is about 30 miles on the
theoretical basis of the visual range. However it is necessary a proper
height and location of the aerials of both the receiver and the transmitter
so that the information does not have cuts. In this sense, we can state that
between two AIS aerials, one located at about 200 meters high on a hill
with no natural interruptions and another one at about 100 meters high
with interruptions of natural and artificial character, AIS data are
provided without updating either dynamic or static values.
Figure 3: From certain distance, detection does not increase in spite of
raising the height of the object.
Detection Object Distance Table

High target in metres

Target data range in nautical miles
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SIGNAL INTEGRATION WITH AIS RADAR
As noted before, the arrival of automatic identification systems has
meant a before and an after in the vessel traffic services, especially in
everything that has to do with effective identification of echoes, which in
itself was always a heavy workload on the part of the VTS. Rule 19 of
Chapter V of SOLAS requires most of the merchant fleet to install a
transponder. On the other hand, directive 2009/17/EC of the European
Parliament and the Council of 23 April 2009, extends its use to include
the Community fishing fleet to vessels longer than 15 meters long. In
addition, each day there are more recreational craft with a Class B AIS
installed on board, which means that VTS operators must handle with
more information on the VTS screen. Perhaps one of the main
differences from the operational point of view between the radar and the
AIS is that the radar does not require any action by a ship for it to be
detected (LOUDON, 2010). In the same way as it happened at the
beginning with the vessels, in the VTS centers AIS were equipment
provided with a separate display screen. The next step was to integrate
AIS with information provided by the radar. It was not an easy task from
the technical point of view, since, among others, the challenge was to
present a single target. This raises the dilemma of choosing which type
of vector is to be displayed, the AIS or the vector unit which calculates
the tracking radar. While most manufacturers allow the user to represent
either the vector or vector AIS radar, or even both at once (see Figures 1,
4 and 5), most of them choose to use an integrated vector, extrapolation
of both based on the reliability of the signal, which means in practice
that the major component thereof is based on AIS information. Radar
data are especially considered to detect deviations in the trace.
Moreover, since the frequency of the radio waves from the radar is
greater than that of the AIS, the scope of the former is smaller than the
second. Experiments carried out in the VTS Keelung showed that the
prominence of the AIS vectors is far superior to those of the radar.
Specifically, the average target in the same area detected by AIS was
5.316 ships a day whereas only 988 were detected on radar (LIN, 2006).
To summarize, we can say that in a given time a VTS can find on his
screen the following:
 At short and medium distances AIS echoes with raw radar video
signal.
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 In the distance, and behind areas of blind corners, AIS echoes
without raw radar video.
 Radar echoes with raw video of targets that are not required to
carry AIS or have them disconnected.
 Boats or objects drifting which hardly give a radar response, and
that may go undetected if the appropriate scale is not used.
In short, for a VTS the AIS and radar complement each another. The
AIS predominates the farther away from the aerials the target is, and as
you approach the target, the operator will take into account radar
information, as by doing this you can see in detail a number of dangers
that AIS does not detect.
Figure 4: Radar vectors (circular) and AIS on VTS screens from a
vessel up to 200 metres long about to carry out a change of course of 40º
on its original course.

THE POSITION OF PRIVILEGE
The concept of total control or blind navigation is not possible in a VTS
area. A number of factors make it impractical. The maritime navigation
is founded on the principle of due surveillance conducted from the
bridge by a marine navigation technician (COLREGS, Rule 5). This
person has at its disposal a number of tools, some of them very simple,
such as binoculars, and more complex one s as ARPA. But of all the aids
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he may have at his disposal, no matter how sophisticated they may be,
none of them can be compared to his own eyes (Salinas, 2002). When a
vessel sails along a visual line, thanks to it he corrects the effects of
wind and currents that tend to lead the vessel off course. Similarly, when
evaluating whether a risk of collision can arise, the visual observation of
the appearance presented by the other vessel on his bow is critical when
deciding which one or other maneuver is necessary to carry out. In case
of significant winds and currents, the appreciation on board a ship may
differ from the information presented by a VTS screen, whose data come
from a land-mounted antennas or satellite, in other words, in a plane of
reference in the seabed, not on the water surface, where ships sail. A
VTS operator cannot ignore the nautical limitations this implies, and
should be aware that, contrary to what it usually happens in air traffic
control (carried out at different heights and much higher speeds), the
position of privilege rests most of the time on the ship. Therefore, when
transmitting courses and speeds the VTS operator must do it giving
advice, never imposing them, and such recommendations will be only
issued when specifically requested by the ship, or if the operator has
some relevant information unknown to the ship.
Figure 5: Radar vectors (circular) and AIS on VTS screens of two
vessels of 130 metres long and 200 metres long sailing in opposite
courses

In the event that the VTS is authorized to issue instructions for managing
traffic in their area of influence, IMO Resolution A.857 (20) states that
these instructions should be directed exclusively to obtaining a result of
maneuver, leaving the implementation details such as course to steer or
orders to the machine, to the captain. For example, if a vessel intends to
enter a disabled lane, the VTS centre can issue an instruction demanding
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the captain not to enter, but what the VTS centre should not do is to tell
him what nautical measures he should take to avoid entering, that is,
giving him rudder or engine orders. Otherwise, VTS operator will
assume the responsibility that lies only on the vessel, and in case of
accident it can seriously compromise the VTS Authority (see Figure 2).
Moreover, how can the VTS operator know the conditions of the ship
engine?, whether it has air to reverse, its maneuvering limitations or if in
the surrounding area a small wooden boat is sailing but it is not reflected
on the VTS screen? (Salinas,2004). In such circumstances, and only if
necessary to ensure the safe navigation, the VTS operator could add a
recommendation to the rudder and the engine, by clearly putting the
message marker "Advice" (Advice: According to my radar, I advise
you... ") reminding the captain that the VTS operator is issuing a
recommendation based on information obtained by radio-electronic
means, which may differ somewhat from the data he has on board. Thus,
the captain must decide whether to accept the recommendation or not, as
he does with other nautical information which he gets from different
sources.
RESEARCH PROJECT ON THE STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR
This following research project was carried out in the VTS of Tarifa, and
it is based on the data collected from radar and AIS equipment installed
there. We have analyzed a series of vessels divided into three groups in
relation to their length:
1. Up to 20 meters long , such as pleasure craft and fishing boats.
1. Up to 130 meters long , ie, medium-sized vessels regularly
passing through the waters of the Strait of Gibraltar TSM.
3. Up to 200 meters long.
Basically the research project attempts to analyze the differences
between data collected by the monitoring system and AIS targets,
especially in terms of direction and speed, including a complete
evolution and the maximum distance between the radar echo and AIS,
which is particularly relevant when providing radar assistance.
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Table 1:Observations for vessels up to 20 metres long
Mediu
m
Medium
Maximum Maximum
Medium
Medium
differe
difference
difference difference
difference
difference
nce in
in courses
in courses in speeds
in AIS
in speeds in
AIS
in a
in a
in a
RADAR
a complete
RADA
complete
complete complete
speeds
turn
R
turn
turn
turn
courses
1,09
knots

19,8º

64,87º

3,26 knots

284º

9 knots

Maximum
distance
measured
between
radar echo
and AIS
164 metres

Table 2: Observations for vessels up to 130 metres long
Medium
difference in AIS
RADAR courses

Medium
difference in
AIS RADAR
speeds

Maximum
difference in
courses

Maximum
difference in
speeds

Maximun
distance
measured
between radar
echo and AIS

1.21º

0.14 knots

5º

1 knot

791 metres

Table 3: Observations for vessels up to 200 metres long
Medium
difference in AIS
RADAR courses

Medium
difference
in AIS
RADAR
speeds

Maximu
m
differenc
e in
courses

2,06º

0,20 knots

11º

Maximum
difference in
speeds

Maximum
distance
measured
between radar
echo and AIS

Medium
distance of
AIS/radar
positions
because of
alteration of
course to port

2 Knots

660 metres

137 metres

We can establish the following conclusions:
 The VTS operator must bear in mind that one radar assistance
will be very different compared to other one depending on the
size of the ship, as well as its speed, turning radius and the
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magnitude of changes of courses that the ship is forced to
perform.
 It is essential for a VTS to have identified (and at least acquired)
all the echoes which sail in its area of responsibility, particularly
in congested areas.
 The aerial height is a determining factor when designing a VTS
service. The detection capability of the service and the accuracy
of the data will depend largely on their location. It is important to
know that at a certain distance the detection is not increased in
spite of the height of the object (see figure 3).
 The interpretation of AIS data can contribute to
misunderstandings related to decision-making. Thus, the distance
between the position of the vessels with AIS aerial and the
distance from this one to the bow is so important because in
many cases it is about a decimal multiple of a nautical mile (1
cable), as the radar/AIS integration systems are mainly based on
the positioning data from the AIS, without taking into account
the aerial lobes, this means that to some extent, it distorts the
point to the closest approach between two ships (CPA),
implying, for example, to the VTS operator that the collision risk
is much lower than it really is.
 The VTS operator must know the scope and quality of the radar
signal in the management area, especially the areas of limited
coverage.
 For an effective identification of a small ship not equipped with
AIS, we recommend the ship to make a complete turn of course
(see Figure 5).
 It is necessary to keep in mind that in areas of great density of
ships, such as the Strait of Gibraltar, there are moments in the
year in which the agglomeration of fishing vessels can obstruct
the channels of a TSS. Many of these fishing boats are not
equipped with AIS and do not usually answer the calls of the
VTS operators, which can be a serious handicap, since the VTS
operator has to handle with specific traffic circumstances basing
his decision on the radar response of these fishing vessels, whose
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signal is, in many cases, weak and therefore inaccurate. A clear
example of how a small target determines the safety of larger
ships.

Figure 5: Image of the positions of the radar data and AIS of a boat up
to 20 meters long. Notice the complete turn of course.

PROPOSAL OF RADAR ASSISTANCE PROCEDURE
Taking into account all the variables that can affect a radar assistance,
we now present the subject of this paper. VTS functions specified below
are widespread on all VTS radars, although there could exist some
variation depending on the manufacturer, hence the procedure should be
adapted to the peculiarities of each VTS center.
Table 4: Proposal of radar assistance procedure
RADAR ASSISTANCE PROCEDURE
STEP

TASK

JUSTIFICATION
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1

2

4

5

6

7

8

Once the request for service has
been received, carry out a positive
identification of the target, and look
for basic information (type, load
condition, nº of propellers, and if
there is any deficiency on board)
Inform the competent authorities and
associated services of the operation
to be performed. Write down in the
log book the reception of the service
requested as well as its beginning.

The service must be requested by the
user.
If the vessel possesses a large wind
surface, the COG will differ greatly
from the heading.

Defining the beginning of the service.

Agree with the vessel a VHF
channel other than the primary VTS
working channel.

Do not overload the primary VTS
working channel. If case of failure
contact should be reestablished on the
primary channel.

Remind the master that the
information transmitted are
recommendations based on radar
and AIS data, basically.

The captain is reminded that it is his
responsibility to accept or not the
recommendations, while as the same
time it is reminded that the information
held by VTS is subject to certain
technical limitations.

Check the radar raw video is enabled
and a direction-finder has been
selected on the VHF channel
assigned.

It avoids that interruptions with the
remote station antennas go unnoticed.

Place the screen at proper scale so
that all objects surrounding the
vessel can be detected. At the same
time, leave an open window with a
scale where it can been seen the
whole area of influence.

Working on a inadequate scale makes
small target go unnoticed and changes
of course and speed cannot been seen
properly.

Adjust the clutters to the minimum
without clouding the screen with
false echoes. Adjust the afterglow to
leave a small wake. Acquire targets
that are not registered by the radar
1232
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tracking system.

9

10

11

Place the screen in "head up", and
display a compass bearing around
the target.

When a ship is heading south and the
VTS is facing north, or vice versa, it
prevents the operator from confusing
the port and starboard. The compass
makes it easier transmit bearings and
positions related to the vessel.

Assign the target a domain radius. If
a ship enters in it, inform her of the
operation that is being carried out.

Warn the excessive approach of small
targets that can make the maneuvering
difficult.

Place on the first change of course
the bearing line and distance.

Deploying all vectors of the vessel.
12

13

14

15

It avoids the target deviating from the
leading line, and at any time the
distance and the remaining time for the
next change of course is known.
Identify between the COG, the rate of
turn, the heading and possible errors in
the presentation. The heading is
essential to know the ship's bow and
the COG to determine her track on the
ground.

During transmission of course and
speeds, always use the message
markers of IMO phrases.

The transmission of IMO phrases
avoids misunderstandings.

If the heading cannot been seen, i.e.
because the target has no AIS signal,
instead of transmitting specific
courses, indicate deviations of
course in degrees from one side to
another.

It absorbs the impact of deviations due
to external forces such as wind and
current.

Declare the end of the assistance
when the ship reaches pilot boarding
position or other agreed point. Write
down the end of the service in the
log book.

It established the end of the service.
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CONCLUSION
Throughout this paper we have emphasized both the technical and legal
limitations that put in context the provision of a service as complex as
radar assistance is. We have described a procedure which describes all
the steps that a VTS operator has to keep in mind while transmitting
recommendations that imply data related to the track of a ship. We think
the result optimizes the operation of a service designed to increase the
safety of the maritime traffic and protect the environment as well, while
at the same time it manages the seaman (the most important user of the
VTS) to get involved in it.
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MOTION
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ABSTRACT
This research is dedicated to formalization of knowledge and
experience of vessel maneuvering in narrows and port waters. The
research data are obtained from the analysis of AIS information in
the process of vessel’s piloting within the Kerch strait, maneuvering
on approaching and within the ports of Novorossiysk and Tyapse.
The new approach to representation of vessel’s program track
model is based on the set of smooth continuous sigma curves.
Equation coefficients (gradients) are adjusted to maneuvering
characteristics of standard vessels. A single approach accounts the
facilities of maneuvering (towing, a pilot, etc.), as well as current
conditions (meteorological conditions, vessels traffic) in the
cinematic parameters of vessel’s program track.
On the basis of the suggested model acceptable safe deviations from
the standard track and safe maneuvering of the vessel within
narrows and port waters are possible to form and formalize by
fuzzy equations.
The results can be integrated into modern electronic navigation
systems, designed for planning program track and modes of vessels’
navigating in narrows and mooring operation in port waters.
KEYWORDS: Vessel’s program motion model, formalization of
knowledge, sigma curves.
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INTRODUCTION
Ship handling in restricted and congested waters is estimated as most
crucial and complicated stage of navigation [1, 4-11]. To meet the
requirements of IMO Resolution A.893(21) in those waters the passage
plan should include the following factors:
- course alteration points, taking into account the vessel's turning circle
at the planned speed and any expected effect of tidal streams and
currents;
- safe speed in the vicinity of navigational hazards and necessary speed
alterations en route;
- the manoeuvring characteristics of the vessel;
- other items, which ensure safe mooring/unmooring operations
determined by:
– optimal ship’s track to the berth with path width;
– operating mode of the propeller, rudder, thruster, tugs assistance
to maintain the ship’s desired track;
– the ship’s position and heading when berthing.
The variety of external factors, different approaches and correlation of
decision taken from knowledge, experience and bridge team composition
(pilot, master, officer on watch) cause sets of maneuvering plans. So
ship handling in restricted and congested waters while piloting and
mooring/unmooring can be compared with the art. In this connection the
technological development of navigation process monitoring should be
based on the principals of artificial intelligence systems. The intelligent
database of such systems is to be compiled allowing for traditions and
solid experience of experts in the field of navigation. Moreover, such
systems are to be ready for structural updating, intelligent database
spreading and knowledge generating when being operated [5, 9].
Under traditional approach to route planning ship’s track is plotted on
navigational charts as well as on ECDIS as a complex of line segments
and circle arcs [1 – 6, 10, 11], with the following allowances:
1. The motion of some vessel’s point is determined without any drift
angle.
2. The curvilinear path is substituted by the arc of vessel's turning circle
and course alteration points are found using advance and transfer [1,
4, 11].
3. The curvilinear path is replaced by the arc of circle, and the course
alteration points are the points of contact of that arc with the segments
of straight lines (original and final courses) [2, 3, 5].
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4. When turning vessel’s course alters evenly, however the various
publications [5, 6, 10, 11] and experimental data [7 - 9] give evidence
that these alterations are of non-linear nature.
5. The speed change is not taken into consideration when ship goes on
her track, in particular on its curve segment.
The above said preconditions point out the necessity of new vessel’s
motion program model (VMPM) development on the basis of artificial
intelligent methods. This model can be applied to ship’s route plotting
by means of ECDIS and in the process of automatic track control
executing. So this paper emphasizes the following issues:
1.
The new principles and the concept of ship’s program motion.
2.
Taking into account the ship’s dynamic parameters in VMPM.
3.
Formalization of navigators’ knowledge about navigational
environment in VMPM.
The research and analysis of piloting in the waters of Novorossiysk and
Tyapse ports and Kerch straight [7-9] have resulted in the developing of
universal VMPM. This model approximates the alterations of cinematic
parameters (heading, drift angle, track (course over ground)) by sigma
functions, the arguments of which are sailed distance, gradients and
magnitude of parameters, figure 1:
(Equation 1)
∇HDGSi = ∇HDG0 + ∇HDGiu ;
α Si = α 0 + ∆α ui ;
SOGSi = SOG0 + ∆SOGiu ;
HDGSi = HDG0 + ∫ ∇HDGSi dS ;
COGSi = COG0 + HDGSi + α Si ;

(Equation 2)

∇HDGiu =

∆α ui =

(

u
∇HDGmax

)

u

∇∇HDGmax
u
1 + exp 4 S HDG
− Si
u

∇HDGmax


∆α umax

(

)


∇α umax
1 + exp 4 S αu − S i

∆α umax


∆SOGiu =
u = (δ, n ),

(

u
∆SOGmax

)






;

u

∇SOGmax
u
1 + exp 4 S SOG
− Si
u

∆SOGmax
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in which 0, i – indexes of initial and routine value; u – indexes of
corresponding control action, caused the variation of corresponding
parameter; ∆, ∇ – increment and gradient symbols of corresponding
parameters; HDG – ship’s heading, deg.; COG – course over ground
(direction of speed vector), deg.; SOG – speed over ground (magnitude
of COG vector), m/s; α – drift angle, deg; δ – rudder angle, deg; n – rate
of propeller rotation, rev/min; S – sailed distance, m; max – indexes of
maximum parameters value, causes by the active effect.
Figure 1. Cinematic parameters of program motion where 1 –
experimental data, 2 – model.

The application of sigma-function under approximation of motion is
validated by the following important characteristics:
1.
Behavior of function corresponds to the changes of experimental
data of ship’s track cinematic parameters.
2.
Coefficients of sigma-functions correspond to the variations of
ship’s track cinematic parameters.
3.
Points of function inflection agree with the positions where the
orders to control systems (rudder, engine telegraph, thruster) are
given.
4.
Sigma-functions are widely applied to control systems.
5.
The functions are smooth, continuous, integrable therewith the
first and the second derivatives are continuous either.
6.
Function values vary in range [0, 1].
The suggested VMPM allows to set any vessel’s motion (starting,
steering a steady course, turning, slowing, stopping and backing). Model
(1, 2) not only complies with the traditional methods of ship handling
but broadens their applications in ECDIS.
It is known that a vessel moves on her curvilinear path when altering
course due to sequences of rudder shifting. At the beginning of turn the
wheel is shifted to required angle and on achieving the specified heading
the wheel is putting over to the specified angle of the counter side. On
reaching the final heading (∇α≅0, ∇HDG≅0, end of turn) wheel is
shifted in amidships position. Therefore the modes of heading gradient
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and drift angle variations for VMPM (1, 2) are formalized by
mathematical operation of defining array of values with the smallest
elements, as on figure 2:
(Equation 3)

(

)
),

(

)

∇HDGSi = ∇HDG0 + min ∇HDGrq , ∇HDGiδp − min ∇HDGrq , ∇HDGiδs ;

(

)

(

α Si = α 0 + min ∆α rq , ∆α iδp − min ∆α rq , ∆α iδs

in which min – operation defining the array of values with the smallest
elements; rq – index defining the required value; p, s – indexes defining
port or starboard wheel shifting.
Figure 2. The output of vessel’s turning simulation where 1 – wheel
over (start of turn), 2 – steady (counter rudder), 3 – wheel amidships
δp

(end of turn), 4 – ∇HDG i

δs
5 – ∇HDGi

.
VMPM (1)-(2) describes the smooth and continuous variation of
cinematic parameters. However it does not obviously take into
consideration the ship’s dynamic behavior and variation of cinematic
parameters caused by ship handling system acting forces (rudders,
propulsion devices).
On the ground of the research carried out [8] cause-effect relations
provoked by acting force (rudder angle, rate of propeller rotation) are
defined on the basis of uniform sigma-functions, the outcome of which
is shown on figure 3:
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(Equation 4)
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(Equation 6)
max
sign(δ)∇α δmax

∇α iδ = 


− δK ∇α

δ ≥ δ max
δ < δ max

K ∇α = ∆∇α

;

δ

∆δ

;

(Equation 7)



2
n
n
∇J i = ∇J max 
 (nMAX − n) K J

 1 + exp 2
n
∇J max


∇SOGn = ∇J n ∆n,









− 1;




KJ =

∆∇J n

∆n

;

in which max – index corresponding to maximum effects of the
corresponding factor (maximum rudder angle, maximum rate of
propeller rotation); K – coefficients corresponding to gradient angle
(slope angle) on the segment of linear varying of the corresponding
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function; J – correlation of speed over ground to rate of propeller
rotation, rev/min.
Figure 3. The results of defining ∇HDG, ∇SOG by experimental data.

where 1, 2 – experimental values (laden, in ballast); 3, 4 – model
estimated values (in ballast, laden); 5 - parameter value for maximum
rudder angle; 6 – range of rudder angles for the segment with linear
varying of the specified parameter; 7 – difference between specified
parameter values for the segment mentioned above.
When setting model (1)-(2) coefficients under different rudder angles
and rates of propeller rotation, not only vessel’s curvilinear path but safe
deviation domain are formed, i.e. bundle of smooth program tracks.
The research [7–9] shows that while ship handling in restricted and
congested waters navigators follow a recommended track with some safe
deviations. The courses of these deviations are unexpected external
factors (wind, current, shallow water, unbalanced tug assistant, etc.) as
well as human factors. On the data of actual piloting in the ports of
Novorossiysk, Tyapse and Kerch strait it is found out that maneuvering
is executed within some safe margins as on figure 4, however some
differences in courses, speeds and there deviations are observed.
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According to the theory and practice of navigation all the tracks
recorded and variations in vessel’s courses and speed determined were
safe, that points out to the enhancement of ship handling.
Figure 4. Allowable track margins when berthing.

where 1 – recommended track, 2 – allowable track on the portside, 3
– allowable track on the starboard, 4 – AIS piloting tracks.
Due to the research [7] carried out it is established that permissible
deviations from recommended VMPM (1) - (2) should be formalized by
the methods of fuzzy-set theory. For this purpose the parameters of the
VMPM (1) - (2) (i.e. course, drift angle, speed over ground etc.) are
substituted by corresponding fuzzy-sets, which values are defined by
membership functions:
(Equation 7)
∇HDGSifuzzy = ∇HDG0 , µ(∇HDG0 ) + ∇HDGi fuzzy ;
α fuzzy = α 0 , µ(α 0 ) + ∆α ifuzzy ;
Si

SOGSifuzzy = ∇ SOG0 , µ(∇SOG0 ) + ∇SOGi fuzzy ;

HDGSifuzzy = HDG0 , µ(HDG0 ) + ∫ ∇HDGSifuzzy dS ;

COGSifuzzy = HDGSifuzzy + α fuzzy ;
Si
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(Equation 8)
∇HDGi
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SOGi
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in which µ – fuzzy membership functions of safe variations of initial
values, their ranges and gradients of corresponding parameters as on
figure 5; fuzzy – fuzzy variable index.
Figure 5. Membership functions for fuzzy parameters
<HDG0,µ(HDG0)>, <SOG0,µ(SOG0)>.

where 1 – recommended track, 2 – allowable track on the portside, 3
– allowable track on the starboard.
This approach allows for as physical relations of parameter variations as
nonformalized ones, e.g. legal restrictions, human element, etc. So the
motion margins are specified as recommended, allowable portside and
starboardside tracks with the defined values of membership functions of
equation fuzzy parameters (7), (8).
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CONCLUSION
The new concept of VMPM will allow to achieve the new level in the
ship’s route planning by means of ECDIS. The suggested equations (1),
(2) specify the cinematic parameters variations of program ship’s
motions when sailing on any track, and equations (3)-(6) specify causeeffect relations of cinematic parameters variations (1), (2) caused by ship
handling system acting forces. Accumulation and expansion of
nonformalized knowledge concerning navigational environment within
definite sailing area is formalized by equations (7, 8). This approach can
be integrated into modern navigation and artificial intelligence systems,
as well as be used in the developing of new maneuvering schemes and
navigation training simulation centers.
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ABSTRACT

One of the latest initiatives taken to enhance maritime safety and
security and marine environment protection is the establishment of
the Long-Range Identification and Tracking of ships (LRIT) system.
Amendments to SOLAS Convention were adopted including new
Regulation V/19-1 on LRIT that apply to all SOLAS ships from 1
January 2009.
Proposals for LRIT first came after the development of special
measures to enhance maritime security in the wake of 9/11 terrorist
attacks, to implement a global system for tracking and monitoring
of ships. However it was recognised that the implementation of a
global LRIT system could also be used for safety, SAR and
environment protection purposes.
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The architecture of the LRIT system is based around the idea of
ships reporting their position to a network of distributed Data
Centres exchanging and routing LRIT information between
themselves and to Governments through an International Data
Exchange.
To ensure that the LRIT system is uniformly implemented
operated in accordance with the established standards,
performance of the system is overseen and audited by
International Mobile Satellite Organization (IMSO) as LRIT
ordinator.

and
the
the
Co-

Today, 68 LRIT Data Centres have been established or are in
developing stage, providing services to 110 Flag States or Registries.
All SOLAS vessels report their position to those Data Centres using
satellite communications and this information is exchanged through
the International Data Exchange operated by the European
Maritime safety Agency (EMSA).
The LRIT system represents a significant improvement of vessel
monitoring systems and a powerful tool for Governments that are
entitled to receive LRIT information of all ships flagging their flag,
all ships bounded to their ports and all ships transiting up to 1000
miles of their coasts. Both the shipping industry and Governments
should benefit of new technologies aiming to ensure the highest level
of efficiency in maritime transportation.

INTRODUCTION
The overall process that results in goods being safe and secure
transported from the point of origin to their final destination worldwide
includes mainly the transport of the goods by ships, the shipping data,
and the associated processes. It also involves many entities such as
producers of the goods, logistics management firms, consolidators,
truckers, railroads, marine terminal operators, ocean carriers,
cargo/mode/customs agents, information services, etc.
Assuring the enhancement of maritime safety and security to ensure the
best quality of these processes is one the main objectives of all different
organizations involved in shipping. One of the latest initiatives taken to
enhance maritime safety and security and marine environment protection
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is the establishment of the Long-Range Identification and Tracking of
ships (LRIT) system.
Proposals for long-range identification and tracking of ships first came
after the development of special measures to enhance maritime security
in the wake of 9/11 terrorist attacks. However it was recognised from the
beginning that the implementation of a global LRIT system would
present numerous challenges: politically, legally and technologically.
After numerous meetings of the different IMO 1 bodies, IMO
incorporated regulations for LRIT within the SOLAS 2 Convention, by
introducing amendments to Chapter V and adopting performance
standards and functional requirements for the LRIT system.
New SOLAS regulation V/19-1 on long-range identification and
tracking of ships was adopted by IMO Resolution MSC.202(81), on 19
May 2006, and entered into force last 1st January 2008, establishing that
all components of the system should be fully operational on 1st January
2009. In accordance with this regulation all ships subject to the SOLAS
Convention will be obliged to transmit LRIT information on their
identity, location and date and time of the position, normally four times a
day.
Noting that the use of LRIT information for safety and marine
environment protection purposes would provide significant added value
through an improvement of the knowledge of ships positions and
identity, IMO adopted Resolution MSC.242(83) on 12 October 2007
agreeing that Governments may request, receive and use, LRIT
information for safety and marine environment protection purposes.
The obligations of ships to transmit LRIT information and the rights and
obligations of Governments and of Search and rescue services to receive
LRIT information are established in regulation V/19-1 of the SOLAS
Convention.

1
2

International Maritime Organization
Safety of Life at Sea
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE LRIT SYSTEM

The architecture of the LRIT system is based around the idea of
distributed data centres. These centres are established by individual
countries as national centres, or several countries could cooperate to
form a regional or cooperative centre. Those countries that opt not to
host a national centre or not to participate in a regional or cooperative
centre have the opportunity to use the services of other existing data
centre. All ships associated to each data centre should transmit LRIT
information at least every 6 hours.
The exchange and routing of LRIT information between LRIT centres to
the relevant government and SAR authorities is responsibility of the
International Data Exchange (IDE). The LRIT-IDE is a computer based
system acting as the central node of the LRIT network that connects all
LRIT Data Centres worldwide and routes all messages exchanged
between Data Centres.
Currently the IDE is operated by the European Safety Maritime Agency
(EMSA) headquartered in Lisbon (Portugal) 3.
Figure 1: Architecture of the LRIT system

The International LRIT System
Flag State

4 reports
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Port State

• Position
• Date/Time
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3
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IMO Resolution MSC.297(87)
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To ensure that the LRIT system is uniformly implemented and operated
in accordance with the established standards, the performance of the
system is overseen and audited by the LRIT Co-ordinator. In December
2006, IMO appointed the International Mobile Satellite Organization
(IMSO) as the LRIT Co-ordinator, to act on behalf of all SOLAS
Contracting Governments 4.
IMSO 5 is the intergovernmental organization with 97 Member States
that is charged with overseeing the provision of essential distress, safety
and general communications for the Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GMDSS) as well as cooperating in the establishment and
auditing the operation and performance of the LRIT system.
The role and functions of IMSO as LRIT Co-ordinator include several
administrative and operational tasks such as:
•
•
•
•

assisting in the establishment of the International LRIT Data
Centre and International LRIT Data Exchange;
undertaking investigation of disputes and operational, technical
and invoicing difficulties and make recommendations for their
settlement to the parties concerned;
authorising the integration of new LRIT Data Centres into the
operational LRIT system; and
participating in the testing of new or modified procedures or
arrangements for communications between the LRIT
Components.

SHIP EQUIPMENT

In addition to the general requirements for shipborne radio equipment
forming part of the global maritime distress and safety system (GMDSS)
and for electronic navigational aids, ships should comply with the
following minimum requirements for the LRIT system:

4
5

IMO Resolution MSC.275(85) adopted on 5 Dec 2008
www.imso.org
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a. be capable of automatically and without human
intervention on board the ship transmitting the ship’s
LRIT information at 6-hour intervals to an LRIT Data
Centre;
b. be capable of being configured remotely to transmit LRIT
information at variable intervals;
c. be capable of transmitting LRIT information following
receipt of polling commands and interface directly to the
shipborne global navigation satellite system equipment,
or have internal positioning capability;
d. be supplied with energy from the main and emergency
source of electrical power; and
e. be tested for electromagnetic compatibility.
The shipborne equipment should transmit the LRIT information using a
communication system which provides coverage in all areas where the
ship operates. In practice this is done through mobile satellite
communications.
Figure 2: Tracking of ships with satellite technology

USE OF LRIT INFORMATION
Governments are entitled to receive LRIT information of ships in several
different capacities:
•
•

As flag state, a government can receive LRIT information of all
ships under its flag wherever there are.
As a port state, a government can receive LRIT information of all
ships that have reported destination to any of its ports and
terminals.
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•
•

As coastal state, a government can receive LRIT information of
all ships transiting within one thousand miles from its coast.
In addition, the search and rescue services can obtain LRIT
information of any ship involved in a SAR operation.

For the purpose of the implementation of the LRIT system, each
Government has to establish their LRIT polygons establishing its
geographical coordinates defining the geographical area:
1. of the internal waters
2. of the territorial sea in accordance with international law;
3. between the coast of the Contracting Government
concerned and a distance of 1,000 nautical miles from its
coast.
Governments concerned may, in lieu of defining the aforesaid areas,
define customized polygons within 1000 miles from its shore for special
uses.
LRIT data can be used in many fields such as search and rescue, security
of ship, analysis of traffic route, port operations, marine environment
protection, naval intelligence, or by customs, police and immigration
officials, etc.

Figure 3: Example of 1000 miles LRIT polygon
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Recent examples illustrate the potential of the LRIT system in different
fields.

LRIT for Search and Rescue purposes:
A case of Search and Rescue is illustrated by M/V "CHANG YING" that
recently encountered a typhoon in the South China Sea. The relevant
MRCC received the distress report and located the ship's position via the
LRIT system. A SAR SURPIC position request message with a circular
area of 600 nautical miles of radius was transmitted via the associated
LRIT Data Centre and subsequent LRIT position reports of vessels
within the area were received. The MRCC coordinating the emergency
contacted nearby vessels and requested them to provide the necessary
assistance.

Figure 4: Ships identified by LRIT for SAR purposes to assists M/V "CHANG YING

6

LRIT for ship security:
The case of M/V "DE XIN HAI"in October 2010, hijacked in the Indian
Ocean, illustrates the use of LRIT for security purposes. In that case, the
Flag State authorities used the LRIT system to track the position of the
ship facilitating its rescue.
6

IMO Document COMSAR 16/13/5 by China
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Figure 5: Tracking of hijacked MS DE XIN HAI in Indian Ocean using LRIT system

THE LRIT SYSTEM TODAY
Today, 68 LRIT Data Centres have been established around the world or
are in developing stage, providing services to 110 Flag States or
Registries. All SOLAS vessels report their position to those Data
Centres using satellite communications and this information is
exchanged through the International Data Exchange operated by the
European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA).
Different applications for the LRIT system allow users to visualize
tracking of ships in ocean waters.
Figure 6: Typical graphical presentation of LRIT data in North Atlantic Region

The table below 7 provides comparison between the numbers of LRIT
messages exchanged in the second half of 2010 and first half of 2011.
7

IMO Document COMSAR 16/13/3 by IMSO
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Although the use of LRIT information is not still at its full potential, the
statistics show a significant increase of 42 % in the number of regular
position report messages exchanged between LRIT Data Users. The
other significant movements in these statistics concern Poll position
reports, which saw a massive increase of 2,063% in the first half of 2011
and SAR position reports which were less frequently utilized by more
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres.
July – Dec. 2010
Messages Providing Receiving
transmitted DC
DC
Regular
Position Reports
(MT-1)

3,533,598

Poll
Position
Reports (MT-2)

6,169

SAR Position
Reports (MT-3)

52,839

55 DC

17 DC

29 DC

11 DC

Jan. – June 2010
Messages Providing
transmitted DC
5,015,171

60 DC
(92 CG)

22 DC
(34 CG)

 41.92%

 9.09%

 24.13%

127,301

29 DC
(40 CG)

10 DC
(24 CG)

 2,063.55% 70.58%
54 DC

46
MRCC

Receiving
DC

 9.09%

47,902

57 DC
(88 CG)

49 MRCC

 9.34%

 5.55%

 6.52%

The LRIT system has today a clear application in cases of piracy attacks,
and in 2010, IMO adopted Resolution MSC.298(87) on the
establishment of a Distribution Facility for the provision of LRIT
information to security forces operating in waters of the Gulf of Aden
and the Western Indian Ocean to aid their work in the repression of
piracy and armed robbery against ships.
LRIT provides a holistic picture of the ships operating in the area
affected by pirat attacks againts ships and would enable naval forces
engaged in preventing piracy to deploy available naval and military
assets in a more effective and efficient manner and thus enhancing the
protection of shiiping routes, vessels and and mariners transiting the
affected area.
Therfore, recognizing that LRIT information could provide a very useful
source of data to security forces which would enable the security forces
operating in the area to build such a holistic picture, IMO agreed on the
establishment of a distribution facility at the IMO headquarters in
London, United Kingdom, for the provision of LRIT information to
security forces operating in the area to aid their work in combating
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piracy and armed robbery against ships. This distribution facility was
established and is mantained and operated by the IMO Secretariat to
provide in an automatic manner LRIT information to the security forces
operating in the area in accordance with rpocedures established in that
Resolution.
This is clear ilustration of the use of the LRIT system to enhancing
maritime safety and security and marine environment protection.
Today, 66 LRIT Data Centres exchange some 275.000 LRIT messages
weekly. The system has 111 goverments and 325 Search and Rescue
Services registered as LRIT , and more than 95% of the veseels of the
world merchant fleet is transmiting LRIT information and registered
within those LRIT Data Centres.
CONCLUSIONS
The
maritime
community is just at
the edge of a new era
where tracking of
ships will expand from
the coastal areas to the
high seas for the
benefit of maritime
safety and improved
maritime security and marine protection. Despite of difficulties and
challenges that a new system such the LRIT represents, the shipping
industry, including manufacturers, maritime satellite communication and
satellite application providers, as well as governments, should ensure
that LRIT is effectively implemented and becomes beneficial for the
purposes it was created.
The LRIT system represents a significant improvement of vessel
monitoring systems and a powerful tool for Governments that are
entitled to receive LRIT information of all ships flagging their flag, all
ships bounded to their ports and all ships transiting up to 1000 miles of
their coasts. Both the shipping industry and Governments should benefit
of new technologies aiming to ensure the highest level of efficiency in
maritime transportation.
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ABSTRACT
The study “Enhancing the Maritime Curriculum with Online
Education and Scholarly Resources” demonstrates how scholarly
communication, library technology and information delivery
support and enhance maritime teaching and learning at sea and
ashore. Maritime College, of the State University of New York,
prepares students for careers through a content-centered
curriculum and a hands-on, team building approach to learning.
The SUNY Maritime College student experience is complemented
ashore and aboard the training Ship Empire State VI with
instructional technology for teaching and learning in the classroom,
in library, and virtually from anywhere in the world. The study
describes the information technology used for delivering and
accessing scholarly content, such as electronic journals, e-books, and
online tutorials to distance students and faculty. In addition, the
study describes how mobile technology accommodates a number of
virtual library services to online/distances learning maritime
community.
KEYWORDS: Electronic resources, maritime curriculum, education
ashore and at sea, distance learning.
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INTRODUCTION
The study “Enhancing the Maritime Curriculum with Online Education
and Scholarly Resources” demonstrates how scholarly communication,
library technology and information delivery support and enhance
maritime teaching and learning at sea and ashore. Maritime College is
one of the 64 colleges and universities of the Sate University of New
York System (SUNY) and one of the six Maritime Academies in the
United States granting United States Coast Guard licenses. SUNY
Maritime College offers a solid academic program coupled with a
structured cadet life in the regiment for both men and women. Maritime
College prepares students for careers through a content-centered
curriculum and a hands-on, team building approach to learning. The
curriculum offers undergraduate and graduate degrees, and a European
summer sea term of 90-days aboard the Training Ship Empire State VI,
SUNY Maritime (Sunny Maritime College, 2009) [1].
The Maritime College Library, named after Admiral Stephen B. Luce, is
accredited by professional organizations such as the Middle State
Commission on Higher Education and it adheres to the standards and
guidelines of the Association of the College and Research Libraries of
the American Library Association, American Library Association
(Association of College and Research Libraries Standards and
Guidelines, 2009)[2]. The Luce Library collections, print and electronic,
as well as the Library’s instructional programs in information literacy,
support the research requirements of the maritime disciplines in
engineering, science, business, marine transportation, and the
humanities.
Online Information Research
In recent years the maritime industry has seen a growing dependence on
the use of information technology. New systems are constantly being
implemented onboard to aid the seafarer in navigation, safety, and
environmental awareness. Whereas our forefathers have used paper
charts and sextants, today’s mariner must be knowledgeable on use of
radar, GPS, electronic charting, and various other electronic publications
(Gudelj, A., Krcum, M and Krcum, 2008) [3]. Consequently, maritime
educators are recognizing the need for students to be trained in
information technology.
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In the mid 1990s as information evolved in many different formats,
maritime libraries increased emphasis on library instruction programs
and information literacy emerged as the instructional framework to
develop students’ competencies in analytical skills and critical thinking.
The Association of College and Research Libraries defined information
literacy competency standards as “…a set of abilities requiring
individuals to recognize when information is needed and have the ability
to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.”
Information literacy, as defined, is the basis for lifelong learning because
a student who graduate with the ability to locate, evaluate, and
effectively use information can learn independently and address their
own needs and questions in any area of life (Association of College and
Research Libraries, 2000) [4].
The information competent mariner is one who is able to apply
information technology skills to be able to locate, evaluate, and use
information effectively; in other words to be information literate. To
train maritime cadets to become information competent, the Stephen B.
Luce Library has interwoven a framework of technological tools, library
instruction, and assessment activities to design a program that’s infused
in the Maritime curricula. The library facilitates access to a myriad of
digital and print information sources along with some state of the art
research tools such as enhance OPAC, federated searching, cross linking
with Google, worldwide catalog, and more. Also, technology is
incorporated into various pedagogical tools that are used to enhance
cadets’ training in information competency. In addition, with the tools
in place, the Library designed a robust instruction program to integrate
information competency in the curricula. Various assessment activities
have been implemented to provide much needed feedback on the
effectiveness of the information competency training. The Library uses
the assessment data to continuously enhance the program. A key
component for effective information competence training is to expose
maritime cadets to some of the current technological tools. The Stephen
B. Luce Library strives to stay abreast with technology developments in
both pedagogy and information research and delivery.
Research Tools for Retrieving Information
OPAC: The online public access catalog (OPAC) is the main gateway to
researching the Library’s collection and cadets are well trained on its
use. With a name of the Sextant, cadets easily associate the OPAC as a
tool to navigate information. The librarians constantly incorporate new
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technology to enhance the OPAC as a one-search interface for all print
and electronic resources. All electronic books (ebooks), electronic
government publications, and other similar sources are fully searchable
and are just a click away with embedded URLs in the OPAC. Detailed
information on books such as summaries, table of contents, and excerpts
are accessible through the OPAC with cross-linking service to Google
Books.
Federated searching: Stephen B. Luce Library subscribes to over 70
information data banks with access to more than 47,000 titles of
periodicals. With such an array of sources it is often a difficult task for
cadets to search each information resource individually. To streamline
this process the Library implemented a new information portal, called
the Beacon, which uses federated search technology. This enables
cadets to search multiple information databases through one search
interface. Intense training on the use of the Beacon is done during
library instruction sessions, where cadets are taught how to construct
effective search strings to retrieve relevant results.
Partnering with Google: Today’s generation of Maritime students are
web savvy and very inclined to do all information research using Google
only. It is a challenge for librarians to teach cadets on how to use
Google competently and a significant part of library instruction dwells
on evaluating web sources and suggests the use of academic versions of
Google such as Google Scholar and Google Books. To facilitate the
cadets’ search habits, the Library has partnered with Google to make its
collection searchable via Google search engine. So, as an example, a
cadet searching Google Scholar for information on “Ship Navigation”
will see results for Stephen B. Luce Library (see Fig. 1).
Access beyond Luce Library boundaries: The Stephen B. Luce Library
makes every attempt to increase access to information resources for the
Maritime College community. All subscribed electronic resources are
accessible 24/7 and from anywhere via special server technology, called
EZProxy. Also, through Luce Library membership to resource sharing
consortiums, Maritime cadets have access to many more books and other
information sources not available in the Library’s collections. Using a
worldwide OPAC, called Worldcat, cadets can search and request any
items from libraries nationally and internationally. This process,
referred to as interlibrary loan, is managed by a 24/7 online system with
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the capability to deliver materials electronically (Fazal, Shafeek. 2010)
[5].
Figure 1: Google Cross Link to Luce Library

Scholarly Resources at the Stephen B. Luce Library
The scholarly resources are made available through consortium
agreements that support university libraries at the State of New York and
beyond. Some of these electronic databases are listed below:
EBSCO Databases

EBSCO includes 7 separate databases. They are Academic
Search Elite, Business Source Premier, Clinical Reference
Systems, Health Source Plus, USP DI Volume II Advice for
the Patient, Newspaper Source and Alt-Health Watch. These
databases feature full text for a wide range of publications.

FirstSearch

The OCLC FirstSearch service offers a variety of indexes,
abstracts and full text databases.

Gale Databases

A collection of databases covering literature, current events,
business and more. Includes newspaper, journal and
encyclopedia articles, both scholarly and general, in arts and
literature, social sciences, current social issues, financial
research, and health information. Full text coverage and
indexes from 1980 to date.
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HarpWeek

The Civil War segment covers the years 1857-1865.
HarpWeek is the full-text, full-image electronic version of
Harpers Weekly for the nineteenth century.

Homeland Security
Digital Library

The Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL) is the
nation's premier collection of documents related to
homeland security policy, strategy, and organizational
management.

JSTOR - Arts &
Sciences I

This JSTOR collection includes full-text articles from the
complete back runs of 118 journal titles in various
disciplines, including many of the core research and society
published journals in economics, history, political science,
and sociology, as well as titles in the more science-oriented
fields of ecology, mathematics, and statistics.

Lloyd's List

Lloyd's List is the leading daily publication for authoritative
coverage on the shipping industry, including global
shipping, logistics, global trade, marine insurance, and
admiralty law.

Marine Technology
Abstracts

The Marine Technology Abstracts database contains
bibliographic information providing a reference and
description for over 90,000 technical articles, reports, books,
conference and transaction papers and other material on all
aspects of maritime technology, dating back as far as 1940
and drawn from all major marine engineering publications,
published worldwide in at least 10 languages.

Milestone
Documents
in
American History

Salem History's Milestone Documents in American History
is the first of five primary source resources from the
Schlager Group and Salem Press. It combines 130 full-text
primary source documents with expert analysis and
commentary.

NetLibrary

529 medical and health-related eBooks and 125 new
business titles with the original collection of 715 titles,
SUNYConnect now provides 1369 purchased eBooks as
well as the public (i.e., free) collection of 3823 titles.

ProQuest

ABI/INFORM Global: American Medical Association;
Newspapers Periodicals; Peer Reviewed
ProQuest Newspapers: National Newspapers (27);
Barron's; The New York Times; Wall Street Journal

ScienceDirect

Contains 707 scholarly full-text scientific and medical
journals. ScienceDirect offers full text access to over 700
Elsevier Science journal titles that cover areas including
science, medicine and technology.

Springer Ebooks

A collection of about 17,000 titles of ebooks in 13 different
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subject areas, including Business & Economics, Chemistry
& Material Science, Earth & Environmental Science,
Engineering, Humanities, Law, Mathematics, Physics, and
more.
TRID Database

TRID is the world's largest and most comprehensive
bibliographic resource on transportation research
information. It is produced and maintained by the
Transportation Research Board. TRID covers all modes and
disciplines of transportation and contains more than 900,000
records of published research. Over 64,000 records contain
links to full-text documents.

UnCover
Reveal/Ingenta

UnCover Reveal is an automated alerting service that
delivers the table of contents of your favorite periodicals to
your email inbox.

Technology innovations have made it possible for the library to deliver
scholarly content to the students and faculty by enabling delivery
mechanisms such as electronic Interlibrary Loan that is initiated by the
library user (Stephen B.) [6]. Students and faculty are able to initiate
borrowing transactions of books and journal material directly from the
library’s portal and borrow any item from a network of libraries.
Most important is the Library’s effort to streamline all library resources
in support the courses taught online for the SUNY Maritime College
distance learning students. SUNY Maritime initiated its distance
learning program in the spring of 2004. During the fall 2011 semester,
there were 1,228 students enrolled in 80 blended and 29 online sections
and 54 faculties involved across the 109 sections. Figure 2, demonstrates
the Library’s online module in support of a distance learning courses.
Figure 2. Research material in support of the courses on the “Angel” platform
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Online Pedagogical Tools
In addition to making electronic resources available to students and
faculty, the Stephen B. Luce library has adopted pedagogical tools and
methodologies to assist the academic community with using information
technology. The new generation of learners arrives to our campuses far
more prepared in computer skills, far more skillful in multi-tasking and
far more experimental. The students are also far more demanding in their
expectations for instantaneous access to information. To acknowledge
the students’ new mode of learning the Stephen B. Luce Library set forth
to bridge the generation gap by ensuring the information and formats
through which it is conveyed to students remains relevant. As is the case
with other types of instruction, the Library is committed to teaching
information competency using various pedagogical techniques to
achieve positive student learning outcomes.
All library instruction sessions are computer-assisted, utilizing state of
the art equipment for effective multimedia instruction and hands-on
experience. A major pedagogical tool for information competency
training is the Library’s online information literacy tutorial. This fullscale, multi-module tutorial is designed to assist cadets to navigate
through the information research process at their own pace. It is also an
important tool for distance learning students to learn about the
information research process. Based on the demands of the curriculum,
the Library continuously creates online pathfinders and online research
modules (general and discipline-specific) to address the information
needs of students. In addition, the library faculty liaisons collaborate
with instructors to create course-specific research guides. Coursespecific web tutorials serve to guide students in their research and to
reinforce learning beyond the library instruction session. The library’s
research publications also serve an additional purpose - to provide the
student with the choice and the flexibility to complete their assignments
independently outside of the classroom teaching environment.
Education Aboard the Training Ship Empire State VI
As a part of the STCW requirements, the SUNY Maritime Cadets are
required to participate on Summer Sea terms aboard the Training Ship
Empire State VI, the largest training ship in the United States used for
cadet training. The training ship is fitted with classroom space,
computer rooms and a fully functioning research facility with access to
the library’s information systems and electronic resources. The paper
“Electronic Access to Library Resources onboard the Training Ship
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Empire State VI: Enhancing the Learning Experience of Cadets at Sea”
demonstrates how new technologies on the ship’s library information
systems support the maritime courses taught at sea.
Similar to Maritime College Library ashore, the Ship’s research
facility is equipped with the appropriate technology to accommodate
cadets’ mode of learning and information research. In addition, a faculty
member of the library staff performs the duties of the Ship’s Librarian.
The Ship’s Librarian, conducts research sessions on the information
needs of all the shipboard community. The Luce Library afloat is the
main resource and research facility for all cadets taking courses during
the ninety-day summer sea term.
SUNY Maritime education and training continues at sea onboard the
565-foot training ship Empire State VI. The educational objectives of the
summer sea term are, SUNY Maritime.
1.
To provide an understanding of shipboard organization,
administration, facilities and functions of the various departments of a
merchant vessel.
2. To develop a full appreciation of the principles of command, to train
Cadets in the duties and responsibilities of watch officers and other
supervisory personnel, and to promote a complete understanding of the
duties and responsibilities of personnel in general.
3. To supplement ashore classroom instruction in professional subjects
through practical application aboard the training ship at sea.
4. To promote an understanding, through practical experience, of the
leadership, teamwork, techniques, and technical skills required to
manage and operate a vessel efficiently, safely and economically.
5. To enhance cultural and professional backgrounds through as many
contacts with the geography, history, and national distinctions of other
countries and peoples, as the limited time allows.
Cadets pursuing a professional license as a United States Merchant
Marine Officer are required to take a minimum of three Summer Sea
Terms. Cadets aiming to qualify as a mate undergo extensive (basic,
intermediate, and advanced) training in ship operation and management.
While onboard the “deckies” are exposed to rigorous training in the
areas of communications, navigation, ship handling, ship operations,
safety, and meteorology. Under the supervision of the Chief Engineer
and the Senior Engineering Training Officer, Cadets qualifying as
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assistant engineers receive in-depth training in the ship’s organization,
interrelationship of the components of an operating engine room, and
safety of person and ship. Each cadet must take and pass intensive oral
and written examinations, SUNY Maritime College.
Stephen B. Luce Library Aboard the Training Ship Empire State VI
The Library on Training Ship Empire State VI is located on deck four
and it occupies approximately 2500 square feet. It has a reading room
with seating capacity for 55 people and shelving that holds
approximately 7,000 books. Electronic resources are made accessible
through several networked computer terminals. Similar to the SUNY
Maritime College Library ashore, the Ship’s Library is furnished with
the latest technology to facilitate the teaching and learning objectives of
the SUNY Maritime cadets at sea.
Library Technology Aboard
Technology is a major mode of learning for the new generation of
cadets. Cadets are far more technology oriented and thus far more
demanding for instantaneous access to information. The decision
making process at sea is subject to instantaneous access to information;
prime example is electronic navigation, electronic weather reports,
electronic communication with other vessels and electronic access to
important documents and resources.
Similar to Maritime College Library ashore, the Ship’s Library afloat is
equipped with the appropriate technology to accommodate cadets’ mode
of learning and information researching. The Ship’s Library is furnished
with several computer workstations networked on its local area network,
(LAN).
The Library’s LAN is networked to the Ship’s intranet which is
connected the Ship’s satellite communication system. All library
computers provide access to electronic publications, information on the
Library operations and staff, image and data banks, various training
software, and the Library’s OPAC. Management of library operations is
done using LibrarySoft, an integrated library management system.
Cataloging of books, circulation, patron record maintenance, statistics
and report generation are all managed by LibrarySoft Constantinou &
Fazal (Constantinou, C. & Fazal, 2007) [7].
Access to Maritime Electronic Resources
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The Ship’s Library technology infrastructure is built on a local area
network (LAN). Several computer workstations are networked to the
Ship’s intranet which is connected to the Ship’s satellite communication
system. Cadets and crew can access the electronic publications and
research material through an image and data banks of various training
software. The most updated editions of various official government
publications are transferred in electronic format and made available on
the library’s computers. These publications are on subjects such as ocean
conditions, navigations, federal regulations; and several sources on
countries/cultures information and ports guide to support travelling to
various ports of call. (see Fig. 3)
Figure 3.

Cadets and crew have electronic access to titles such as Bowditch
Practical Navigator, List of Lights, International Code of Signals, Code
of Federal Regulations, Pilot Charts, Sailing Directions, Radio and
Radar Navigation, and Sight Reduction Tables, Countries and their
Cultures, CIA World Factbook, and Encyclopedia of Food and Cultures.
Additionally, access to email enhances the delivery of electronic
information to the Ship’s Library. The email system is set up to work
with the Ship’s data satellite service. The Ship’s Librarian remains in
constant communication with the librarians at the main library ashore.
Whenever there is a need for access to additional electronic materials,
the librarians are able to transmit the latest information via email to the
ship’s library.
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Maritime Specific Electronic Resources
Cadets studying navigation, use one of the leading reference works for
marine navigation, the Bowditch Practical Navigator [8]. The electronic
reference work encompasses thirty-eight chapters, on marine navigation,
piloting, electronic and celestial navigation, navigation mathematics,
navigation safety, oceanography and marine meteorology.
The
electronic format of the Bowditch Practical Navigator is the digital
version of the print book which includes charts, drawings, and
mathematical formulas as they appeared in the print version. The List of
Lights is made available electronically by the Navigation Center of the
United States Homeland Security, Coast Guard department [9]. The
resource includes the most up-to-date information on the list of lights
presented in a PDF format. Electronic access to the International Code
of Signals, provides the cadets with an overview of the history of the
international code of signals and a detailed list with colored pictures of
all signal flags.
The Code of Federal Regulations, (CFR) is published by the United
States Government Printing Office (GPO). The CFR is the codification
of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by
the executive departments and agencies of the United States Federal
Government, CFR [10]. The most popular sections of the CFR used by
the cadets for their studies are CFR-50 Wildlife and Fisheries; CFR-49
Transportation; CFR-46 Shipping; CFR-40 Protection of Environment,
CFR- 35 Panama Canal, CFR-33 Navigation and Navigable Waters.
Pilot Charts, and Sailing Directions, provide electronic access to most
up-to-date navigation charts. The Sight Reduction Tables, are used by all
cadets for charting their course during navigation classes [11].
In addition to the course-specific electronic resources the cadets are
required to use during their studies at sea, the library also makes other
related non-course-specific resources available through its networked
stations. During the ninety days at sea, the Training Ship Empire State
VI visits five to six European ports. The SUNY Maritime College Cadets
have the opportunity to be exposed to other countries, languages,
customs, cultures and civilizations. Exposure to other countries customs
and ethnic identities is a valuable lesson learned in an international
discipline such as the maritime studies.
Electronic access to resources such as Countries and their Cultures [12],
CIA World Factbook, [13], and Encyclopedia of Food and Cultures [14]
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provide invaluable information on other countries. Countries and their
Cultures is a searchable database with images and maps with emphasis
on the local and ethnic culture of each country. The CIA World
Factbook, is published and made available by the Central Intelligence
Agency of the United States government. It is one of the most
comprehensive and current databases on factual country information
about the history, government, communication, transportation,
population etc. The Encyclopedia of Food and Cultures is an electronic
book format made available through the library’s Gale databases
subscriptions.
CONCLUSION
Traditionally and throughout history young mariners learned how to read
and write and received their education from book they read at sea.
Advancements in technology have revolutionized maritime studies in the
areas of navigation, engineering and communication. All decisions
made aboard vessels are based on access to information systems and
technology. SUNY Maritime College educates and trains cadets to work
under the most technologically advanced environments. Work is
underway to develop a complete online information literacy module and
library services for mobile technology to incorporate into online courses
for the distance learning program. In addition, the library remains
diligent in conducting assessment programs and measuring the learning
outcomes of our student success.
The SUNY Maritime College Library plays a critical role in providing
the academic community ashore and at sea with the most relevant up-todate information. One of the most important objectives of educating
mariners at sea is learning to appreciate and understand access to
information as a critical component to decision making.
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ABSTRACT
This article gives an overview of main operational parameters that
influence corrosion over ageing bulk-carriers’ member locations.
The particular vessels’ hull structure locations being affected
intensively by these parameters are identified, as well. The zone
identified as the most vulnerable one, i.e. inner bottom and hopper
plating, has been probabilistically treated. Within the extensive
previous probabilistic analysis of the corrosion losses over aging
bulk carriers, it has been shown that the considered data exhibit
great scattering. The same was with the data which were available to
us for the purpose of this research work. In fact, it was difficult to fit
the data collected by the regular and standardized ships’
measurements on board by the UTM Company “Invar-Ivosevic” 8,
to the most commonly used Weibull distribution, which usually in
the best manner fits the corrosion wear over considered ageing
ships. Consequently, an optimal procedure of pre-processing the
collected data in order to better fit them into the Weibull
distribution function, has been proposed in the article.
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INTRODUCTION
The corrosion is one of the most important factors affecting structural
safety and integrity of ageing bulk carriers. Though, the operational life
extension of the bulk carriers’ steel structures requires permanent
consideration of the plates’ thickness losses due to the corrosion. For
commercial naval ships, like bulk carriers, the extent of the corrosion
losses is usually measured through the classification society ships’
surveys [1]. Besides the regular steel thickness measurements, corrosion
protection measures are necessary, as well. These measures include paint
coatings and sacrificial anode systems for immersed areas. Since these
measures are not always wholly effective, continual maintenance is
required, but not always applied [4]. In order to provoke and support
more intensive maintain measures, several bulk carriers’ time-variant
corrosion losses probability models have been developed up to now [58]. However, the researchers in this domain are usually faced with some
serious difficulties, like: very complex character of the interaction of the
ship with its environment and the interaction between the different parts
of the ship’s hull, the insufficient data for the ship’s hull structures
deterioration caused by the corrosion, and the lack of the data about the
changes of the mechanical properties of the shipbuilding material during
its operation and reparations [9]. The large scattering of the data
obtained by the different established corrosion probability, or timedependant models has been noted. Additionally, most of the corrosion
prediction models for the ships take little or no account of the
operational parameters, and profile of the ships. Consequently, we did an
effort through the analysis being presented in this article to stress the
operational parameters that commonly affect the structural safety and
stability of ageing bulk carriers’ structural member locations
(areas/zones), and intensify corrosion processes onboard.
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ON THE BULK CARRIERS’ STRUCTURAL MEMBER
LOCATIONS
Up to now, the group of authors (Sone, Magaino, Yamamoto, and
Harada) have analyzed some longitudinal and transversal elements of
bulk carriers, i.e. twenty elements of the bulk carriers with the capacity
over 50 000 DWT, and fourteen elements of the bulk carriers with the
capacity less than 50 000 DWT, registered under the Japanese ClassNK
register [16]. In the work of Gardiner and Melchers, the cargo holds
were examined [10;17], while the ballast tanks have been examined in
the study works of Noor, Soares, Gudze, et. al [18-20], as the bulk
carriers’ areas with the highest risk of the structural errors occurrence.
Paik and others [6] have analyzed the degree of corrosion over twentythree different longitudinal structural elements of the ship, etc. The
authors of this paper have analyzed fuel tanks [2] as those located
between several different media (fuel, cargo, ballast, air spaces, etc.) and
consequently in great extent affect by the corrosion processes.
The shortage of the most of the previous research works in this domain
is reflected in a limited number of available data on corrosion losses
over ageing bulk carriers, and in detail investigation on only few
structural elements of the ship. Though, due to our knowledge, there is
no studies in this field considering the ship as a whole, including its both
longitudinal and transversal structural elements (areas, zones), taking
into account their position and orientation, but only its segments were
treated separately. In this paper, the complete bulk carrier structure has
been divided into eleven structural zones that include both longitudinal
and transversal elements, and then they were matched with the
operational parameters being previously identified and briefly described.
Within this article, through defining eleven distinguished zones, an
effort has been done toward the entire ship analyzing due to the
corrosion deteriorations, through both transversal and longitudinal
stiffening and plates of its structure [21-23]. In such manner, the key
areas of degradation, due to the operational factors that affect corrosion
can be identified, and ultimately the ship’s structural strength and
stability can be analyzed more easily and effectively. Further analysis in
this direction, within each area can determine the corrosion processes,
and eventually allow their modeling for the entire ship’s structure. The
identified eleven areas of the bulk carriers are shown in Figure 1, and
listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Member locations (longitudinal and transversal ones) of the
bulk carrier hull structure
4-HCC

1-UD
2-DS

5-ISTST
4-HCC

4-HCC

7-CHMF
10-APS
6-CHTB
8-IBHP

6-CHTB
3-BSSP

6-CHTB

11-FPS

9-ISDBT

Table 1. The longitudinal and transversal member locations of bulk
carriers
Abbreviation

Longitudinal
components

1. Upper deck

UD

X

2. Deck superstructure

DS

X

3. Bottom and side shell plating

BSSP

X

4. Hatch cover and coamings

HCC

X

X

5. Structure in top side tanks

STST

X

X

6. Cargo holds transverse bulkheads

CHTB

X

7. Cargo holds main frames

CHMF

X

8. Inner bottom and hopper plating

IBHP

X

X

9. Internal structure in double bottom tanks

ISDBT

X

X

10. After peak structure

APS

X

X

11. Fore peak structure

FPS

X

X

Member location/category

Transversal
components

The main structural features of the above listed eleven member locations
of bulk carriers (see Figure 1, and Table 1) are described in some more
details in [3;21-23]. Some operation parameters that usually affect bulk
carriers’ member locations are described in [4;10], and they are only
listed here, in Table 2.
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Table 2. The operational parameters that usually influence corrosion
Operational parameters affecting corrosion over bulk carriers in
exploitation
1. Sea water
2. Ballast water

6. Atmosphere (semi-closed,
spaces)
7. Manipulative equipment

3. Fuel

8. Maintenance

4. Cargo

9. Contact zones

5. Atmosphere
conditions)

(open

atmospheric

voided

10. Temperature, etc.

Through the authors’ previous research work [3;21-23], it has been
found out that the most vulnerable member location of aging bulk
carriers due to the above listed operational parameters (see Table 2), is
the inner bottom and hoper plating (IBHP). Namely, during the
operational cycle of ships, they carry various kinds of more or less
corrosive cargo. The physical-mechanical properties of materials:
density, bulk angle, the coefficient of friction, sulfur content, moisture,
etc., are some of the factors that influence the progress of the corrosion
process. More corrosive cargo will cause early removal of surface
coatings (coal, iron ore), while the less corrosive materials (grains)
contribute to a slight acceleration of the corrosion process. Increased
frequency of cargo exchanges will also requires more frequent use of
manipulative equipment. The use of manipulative equipment with
abstraction heavy burden (heavy shovels and loading bucket) will
contribute to the earlier removal of surface protection over some ships’
member locations. Intensive operations with the corrosive cargos will
require adequate maintenance system, whose absence will speed up the
corrosion process. Cleaning and scraping double bottom cover, or IBHP
will contribute significantly to earlier removal of surface protection of
the steel plates of ships' holds, so that the corrosion process begin much
earlier over this hull structure member area than with other structural
elements and areas. A large number of strokes caused by the handling
equipment over the double bottom produce the deformation of the steel
plate covering the double bottom, which will cause cracking of the
surface protection to the underside of the steel plate inside the tank. Due
to intense ballasting and shifts wet and dry cycles, the early crack of the
surface protection will contribute accelerating the corrosion of steel plate
from bottom, or from the ballast tanks. Thus, the intensive corrosion
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process will occur in these structural areas on both sides, upper (from
cargo holds) and lower (from web frames and fuel tanks), which is not
the case with other constructive areas. That is why the intensity of
corrosion of the IBHP structural zone is much higher than over other
zones. Though, the further analysis are directed toward examining data
on IBHP deterioration caused by the corrosion, being measured on board
ships by UTM “Invar-Ivosevic” Company, and establishing the
probabilistic time-dependent model of the corrosion depth over this
member location. For this purpose, the particular combination of
Weibull distribution function and Monte Carlo simulations has been
employed, and the applied methodology is explained in some more
detail within the next part of the paper.
APPLIED METHODOLOGY
As it is still pointed out, in the previous probabilistic analysis of the
corrosion losses over aging bulk carriers, it has been shown that the
considered data exhibit great scattering [5-9;11-12;20-25]. The same
was with the data which were available for the purpose of this research.
Namely, we were in position to realize some probabilistic analyses over
17 different aging bulk carriers (Table 3, note: some of the considered
ships are the same, but analyzed in different periods of exploitation).
More precisely, analysis have been done over 1841 gauged points.
Table 3. Characteristics of the analyzed ships in the different points of
their exploitation circles
After 15 years of exploitation

Years old at
the moment of
measuring

Classification
society*

GRT

DWT

15

BV

18495

29292

1984.

15

BV

19045

48826

S3

1995.

15

NK

17040

27837

S4

1994.

15

NK

22147

37055

Ship

Built

S1

1996.

S2

After 20 years of exploitation

Ship

Built

S1

1984.

S2

1984.

Years old at
the moment of
measuring

Classification
society*

GRT

DWT

20

BV

19045

48826

20

BV

15200

41900
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S3

1984.

20

BV

15220

41920

S4

1984.

20

NK

11368

19496

S5

1984.

20

NK

11356

19496

S6

1984.

20

DNV

24844

42312

S7

1982.

20

BV

17436

47871

After 25 years of exploitation

Years old at
the moment of
measuring

Classification
society*

GRT

DWT

25

BV

19045

48826

1984.

25

BV

15200

41900

S3

1984.

25

BV

15220

41920

S4

1984.

25

DNV

24844

42312

S5

1983.

25

LR

25742

41427

S6

1984.

25

ABS

17599

42390

S7

1978.

25

BV

22372

38972

S8

1983.

25

LR

22112

38110

S9

1982.

25

BV

25056

44504

S10

1982.

25

BV

25056

44504

Ship

Built

S1

1984.

S2

*Legend: BV- Bureau Veritas, LR – Lloyd’s Register, DNV – Det Norske Veritas,
ABS – American Bureau of Shipping, ClassNK –Nippon Kaiji Kyokai

More precisely, the measured data on corrosion wear for four bulk
carriers being in exploitation 15 years (297 gauged points), for eight
bulks being in exploitation 20 years (637 gauged points), and for nine
bulk carriers being in operation 25 years (917 gauged points), have been
given to our disposal. The collected data set represent the corrosion wear
(loss) in the form of corrosion depth [mm]. Namely, these data were
provided by UTM “Invar-Ivosevic” Company.
However, it was difficult to fit the data collected by regular and
standardized ships’ measurements on site to the most commonly used
Weibull distribution, which usually (along with normal and lognormal
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distribution) best fits the corrosion wear over ageing bulk carriers [5-9].
Consequently, it was necessary to find out an optimal way of preprocessing the collected data in the attempt to fit them better into
Weibull distribution function. For that purpose generator of random
numbers for inverse Weibull distribution function has been used. The
proposed algorithm, being employed in the paper, should be explained
briefly through the following steps:
- Inserting into the Excel worksheet measured values of the corrosion
depth [mm], over the ageing bulk carriers’ inner bottom and hopper
plating member locations;
- Generating random numbers for the inverse Weibull distribution
function with predefined subjectively estimated distribution parameters
(α, β, γ);
- Examining where the measured values of corrosion wear, on board,
correspond to the pseudo randomly generated numbers, and then
forming the new series of that values;
- Identifying the frequencies of appearing of each different measured
values in the new-formed series, and
- Finally, by the EasyFit software (ver. 5.5), finding out which of the
numerous offered distributions within this software model database best
fit the selected data from the set of measured values; while the selection
of the data was done, as it is still noted, in accordance with randomly
generated numbers from inverse Weibull distribution law.
These steps were realized by the Excel special function
NTRANDWEIBULL (α, β, γ), and Excel imbedded functions LOOKUP
(value, range) and COUNTIF (range, criteria). The function
NTRANDWEIBULL returns Weibull pseudo random numbers based on
Mersenne Twister algorithm [26]. The function LOOKUP (value, range)
returns values from the input data set on corrosion losses being
measured on site that belongs to the corresponding random numbers
intervals being generated from inverse Weibull distribution. The whole
process of finding out the correlation between measured values and
random generated numbers has been in accordance to Monte Carlo
simulation method. An example of NTRANDWEIBULL (α, β, γ)
function realization along with Monte Carlo simulations in Excel
worksheet is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. An example of combining random generated numbers from
inverse Weibull pdf and Monte Carlo simulation method (segment of the
Excel worksheet)
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

Within this subsection are presented some of the numerical, i.e.
graphical results obtained by NTRANDWEIBULL function being
imbedded into Excel, and combined with the Monte Carlo simulation
concept of generating random numbers, along with examining how these
random generated numbers correspond to the measured values of
corrosion wear over IBHP member location of analyzed aging bulk
carriers. Thus, probabilistically have been analyzed the data on the
corrosion losses over ageing bulk carries within three different points of
time, i.e. after 15th, 20th and 25th year of the ships’ exploitation. Both
bulk carriers for grain and other smallness (dusty) bulk cargos, and those
for iron ore and coil have been taken into the consideration. Since the
greater wear of the bulk carriers’ structure steel due to the corrosion is
observed over the ships which carry the iron ore and coil, than over
those carrying grain or other light cargos, these two groups of bulks
were treated separately by the previously proposed probabilisticsimulation method, and the following results have been obtained:
In the case of four ships for grain cargo, being in exploitation 15 years,
the Weibull distribution function with noted parameters was found out as
one that best fits the collected data on site, at 297 gauge points (see
Figure 2);
In the case of seven ships for grain and other smallness, dusty bulk
cargos, being in exploitation 20 years, the Weibull distribution function,
with below given parameters, has been found as one that best fits the
collected data over 558 gauge points (see Figure 3);
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In the case of only one available ageing bulk carrier for iron ore and coil,
being in service 20 years, the Weibull distribution has been identified
again as one which best fits the gathered data over 79 gauge points (see
Figure 4);
Figure 2. Corrosion depth [mm] measured
over the bulk carriers being in exploitation 15
years (cargo: grain)

Figure 3. Corrosion depth [mm] measured over the bulk
carriers being in exploitation 20 years (cargo: grain)

Parameters of the Weibull distribution
function:

α = 0.7 ; β = 0.51365 ;
γ = 0 ; Mean: 0.65019;

Parameters of the Weibull distribution function:

α = 0.87 ; β = 1.0 ; γ = 0 ; Mean: 1.5;
Var.: 2.3; St. Dev.: 1.5

Var.: 0.95085 ; St. Dev.: 1.4624

Figure 4. Corrosion depth [mm]
measured over the bulk carriers being in
exploitation 20 years (cargo: iron ore)

Figure 5. Corrosion depth [mm] measured over the
bulk carriers being in exploitation 25 years (cargo:
iron ore)

Parameters of the Weibull distribution function:

α = 18.7 ; β = 3.4292 ; γ = 0 ; Mean: 3.3326;

Parameters of the Weibull distribution

α = 1.9548 ;
β = 2.9351 ; γ = 0 ; Mean:
function:

2.6024; Var.: 1.9283; St. Dev.: 1.3886

Var.: 0.04858; St. Dev.: 0.22041
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In the case of six bulk carries for transportation of iron ore and , being in
exploitation 25 years, the Weibull distribution, with given parameters,
was found out to best fits the collected data on the corrosion loss over
even 679 gauged points (see Figure 5).
These probabilistic data may be the subject of further more rigorous and
detail analysis, but, they can give a general overview how and to what
extent corrosion affects ageing bulk carriers in the certain point of time
(after 15, 20, and 25 years of exploitation). What is obvious is that the
corrosion wear rapidly grows with time which the ship spends in
exploitation. Namely, the parameter beta of Weibull distribution
considerably grows as the time of service becomes longer. As well, the
corrosion losses are much more in the cases when bulk carriers were
used for the transportation of dense cargoes like iron ore and coil, than in
the cases when they were used for the transportation of grain and other
smallness, or dusty bulk cargos. By the proper modifications in the input
data set (measured values of the corrosion losses on site) it is achieved
that some of the collected data are well fitted into the Weibull
distribution function, what can be used later effectively for predicting
corrosion depth depending on time which bulk carrier spent in service.
The modifications are based on matching the collected data by those
randomly generated form the inverse Weibull distribution with arbitrary
chosen parameters. This model might be proposed as general one for
pre-processing data which are likely to be properly fitted to the Weibull
distribution function.
CONCLUSIONS
The structural member locations of ageing bulk carriers are exposed to a
range of corrosive environments. The existence and also the influence of
each environment do not remain constant throughout the bulk carriers’
service lives. Though, the attempts are directed toward developing as
reliable as possible time-variant probabilistic based patterns of corrosion
that are characteristic to each, and particularly to those spaces that are
the most influenced due to the corrosion wear. Due to some previous
analysis [3;22-24] the IBHP has been identified as the most vulnerable
member location (area/zone) of aging bulk carriers, and it was
probabilistically treated on the basis of the set of original data on the
corrosion losses over several analyzed bulk carriers on sites. The
measured data have been pre-processed, or filtered, in accordance with
randomly generated numbers from inverse Weibull distribution. It has
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been shown that the pre-processed measured data well follow the
Weibull theoretical probability density function, and their main
parameters (mean value, standard deviation, and variance) have been
calculated for the bulk carriers’ being in service 15, 20 and 25 years (in
cases of grain and iron ore cargos). The observed scatterings in the
Weibull functions parameters over analyzed data sets of measured
corrosion depths, pointed the need for further more rigorous
investigation in this field above the larger set of the original data being
collected in shorter time intervals. Consequently, corrosion losses over
ageing bulk carriers’ member locations require paramagnet monitoring
and profound analysis over each particular segment, and over the vessel
hull structure as a whole, simultaneously.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, data obtained from IMO, Global Integrated
Shipping Information System and countries which report the
grounding accidents in international and national context, reports
from 1993 to 2010 prepared by related institutions are analysis.
GISIS, human factor, results of past researches about human
related accidents, categorizing human errors caused marine
accidents, past examination results of related institutions; accident,
risk any modeling human error; grounding reports of various
resources are given place and accident causes are searched.
In the findings accident causes are found with the help of
grounding reports, contribution rate and probability level of human
error related accidents are evaluated with Fault Tree Analysis.
Conclusion outputs of program are evaluated, judging from
the accidents which occur in ships which have harsh working
conditions like containerships what precautions will be taken to
reduce and control human error on getting education to stop
accidents, ship crew equipment, working conditions and subjects
similar to these are given place.
KEYWORDS: Grounding Accidents, Container Ship, Human Error,
Fault Tree Analysis
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INTRODUCTION
The most important model of the transportation system is marine
transportation. Seafarers, who struggle with heavy weather, sea
conditions and the unknown, are now making use of the advantageous of
technology and science in the globalized world with technology. Parallel
to modern technology, increased industry and trade, transportation
systems are being developed. Marine transportation realized by using
different types of ships forms 92% of the world trade (Akten, 2005). The
main types of ships used in marine transportation are dry cargo ships,
tankers and container ships. Container transportation is the fastest
growing industry in the marine industry in the recent years (Kieran,
2003).
Working conditions and challenges of the container ships which
sailed several times a year can be different from the other types of ships.
Due to reasons such as their shortness of staying at ports, having high
speed during voyage, entry and exit from many ports in a short period of
time and high number of maneuver, fatigue of the personnel is at the
highest level. Risk of the seafarers;safety, environmental pollution and
the carried load is the fact that they carry many different dangerous
substances at the same time (Yıldırım, 2012).
Marine transportation, which is not only economical, secure and
safetybut also consists of risks of marine accidents such as collision,
grounding, sinking, fire and explosion. According to the research being
carried out, the main reason of marine accidents is the human element
(Rothblum, 2000). Reasons of humans' errors in general are stress,
solitude, fatigue, lack of attention, not being able to calculate the risk,
wrong loading, insufficient education, lack of communication, lack of
motivation, wrong discretion, physical and psychological deficiencies
(Etman and Halawa, 2007).
Therefore, in this study we tried to search those factors which are
important in errors of humans by examining samples of grounding
accidentswhich is one of the common accidents (MAIB, 2010) and
intense-working ships such as container ships.
RELATION BETWEEN MARINE ACCIDENTS AND HUMAN
ERROR
Guidelines on Fair Treatment of Seafarers in the Event of a
Maritime Accident;that explains maritime accident means, any
unforeseen occurrence or physical event connected to the navigation,
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operations, maneuvering or handling of ships, or the machinery,
equipment, material, or cargo on board such ships which may result in
the detention of seafarers.
Akten (1992), defined types of maritime accidents as follows;
• Collision (the act of colliding of two ships)
• Grounding (the act of touching of the bottom of a ship to the
bottom of the sea)
• Sinking (the act of losing buoyancy ability of a ship)
• Burning of a ship partly or completely
• Turning of a ship upside town (capsizing)
• Having a large amount of water on a ship
• Loss of sheets of a ship
• Explosion on the ship
Today, there are many institutions and organizations working on
and researching reasons of ship accidents and preparing statistics of ship
accidents. One of the most important of them is the Marine Accident
Investigation Branch (MAIB). MAIB makes its accident researches
according to Merchant Shipping, Accident Reporting and Investigation
Regulations. When we have a look at the distribution of types of
accidents according to years on MAIB 2010, we see that grounding is
one of the top four types of accidents and it is a common type of
accident.
Several researches made on maritime accidents show that human
error are the number one cause of the accidents. According to Reason
(1990), human fault is failure of the act, which was being planned for the
desired result, because of intervention of unforeseen events. According
to Rothbulum (2000); it is defined as wrong decision, erroneous action,
missing action or lack of action.
Rothbulum (2000);when reasons of the maritime accidents are
examined, it is seen that human faults contribute to the occurrence of the
accidents at least in some part of 75%-96% of the accidents and
according to results of MAIB (2000), a factor is the reason for
occurrence of accidents still in majority and this factor is the human
error.
Accidents resulting from human error are seen in all types of
ships whether new or old. Modern bridge systems, installed of the
technological devices, did not decrease the share of human errors in
occurrence of accidents.
Caridis (1999); says, “despite the significant advances that have
been achieved in recent years in the field of marine technology, the
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number of maritime accidents that occur on a world–wide basis has not
reduced significantly." In this sense, according to Lützhöft and Dekker
(2002); automation systems are causing new human weaknesses and
reinforce the existent ones.
METHOD
According to the database of the study, resource digital
distribution of the detailed grounding reports are 46 reports in total and
16 from GISIS, 9 from ATSB, 3 from MAIB, 2 from AIBF, 3 from TSB,
1 from Panama Marine Administration, 1 from partnership of BSU and
MAIB, 1 from Bermuda Marine Administration, 1 from partnership of
Portugal Marine Administration and MAIB and 7 from private
companies. When we have a look at the distribution of the number of
accidents, GISIS and ATSB data comes to the foreground (Table 1).
Table 1. Table of resource institution of grounding accidents
No

Resource

Number

1

GISIS (Global Integrated Shipping Information System)

16

2

ATSB (Australian National Accident and Casualty Investigation
Boards)

9

3

MAIB (Maritime Accidents Investigation Bureau)

3

4

BSU (Bundesstelle fuer Seeunfalluntersuchung)

3

5

AIBF (Accident Investigation Board of Finland)

2

6

TSB (Transportation Safety Board of Canada)

3

7

Panama Marine Administration

1

8

BSU, MAIB

1

9

Bermuda Marine Administration Safety Section
Portugal Marine Administration Safety Section
MAIB

1

10

Private company

7

Total

46
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During the study, grounding reports of container ships of GISIS
and other institutions who make accident researches, which are kept in
their databases, have been examined and the root reasons of the
accidents based on human fault have been examined and their relations
and degree of importance have been searched with the Fault Tree
Analysis.
46 maritime accident reports have been examined, regarding
grounding accidents, during the study. Root reasons causing the accident
have been determined and tabulated from these accident reports and
reasons based on human error have been evaluated in the Fault Tree
Analysis. Open FTA program has been used as the Fault Tree Analysis
program (URL-1, 2012).
Open FTA is a developed program used for the Fault Tree
Analysis. It is used in analyzing or amending fault trees created by the
user. Open FTA has been designed for fault tree analysis especially for
aviation, nuclear, health equipment and the defense industry in order to
gain wide international acceptance (URL-2, 2012). Screen image of the
Open FTA program is shown on Figure 1.
Figure 1. Screen image of the Open FTA program
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Fault tree analysis
Fault Tree Analysis is a very effective tool used for qualitative
and quantitative analyses of combinatorial type problems (Faraci, 2001)
Fault Tree Analysis is a method frequently used to determine
undesired events in studies. Occurrence of the accident is described
"reasonably" in the Fault Tree Analysis program (Tanaka, 1983).
It will be appropriate to examine root reasons of grounding
accidents in container ships based on human error under two main
headlines as team faults and disorders in humans' performance.
Team errors, voyage management and team management
failures, human performance disorders as of divided into mental and
physical disorders. Examining the root causes of the accident data bases
to determine accident causes the ship's entire that brought together all
the root causes related to human error causes were addressed.
When at least two or more of the root reasons mentioned under
these two main headlines come together, grounding accidents occur.
Algorithmic display of occurrence of grounding accidents in the fault
tree program is shown on Figure 2.
Probability values of the root reasons to be evaluated in Fault
Tree Analysis need to be entered in the program. In order to calculate the
probability value of the reason of the accident, the reason of the accident
has been divided into total share of contribution, total number of ships
and the time period when the accidents occur (17.51 years). Table 2 has
been prepared by applying this formula on 39 root reasons of accidents
on 46 ships.
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Figure 2. Fault Tree Analysis Algorithm
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Table 2.Root reasons table.
Human Error
a. Disorders in Humans' Performance
i. Mental
No

Reasons of Accidents

Number
2

Total Share of
Contribution
0,375

Probability Value

1

Carelessness or comfort

0,000465572

2

Lack of attention or distraction

6

1,208

0,001499764

3

Lack of situational awareness

1

0,333

0,000413428

4

Fault of perception or interpretation

5

1,074

0,0013334

5

Fear and panic

1

0,5

0,000620763

6

1,052

0,001306086

2

0,342

0,000424602

ii. Physical

2

Fatigue due to the
workload
Fatigue due to jet lag

3

Use of alcohol

2

0,75

0,000931145

4

Sleep

4

1,583

0,001965337

1

excessive

B. Team Errors

1

i. Voyage Management
Total Shares of
Reasons of Accidents
Number
Contribution
Lack of look-out on the bridge
6
1,658

2

False watch arrengement

3

1,533

0,00190326

3

Simple/missing passage plan

5

1,2

0,001489832

4

Lack of control of the passage plan

2

0,5

0,000620763

5

14

3,118

0,00387108

5

1,05

0,001303603

7

Lack of follow up of position
Position control with only GPS
device
Putting the wrong position

8

Insufficient information/discussion

No

6

2

0,483
2

Probability Values
0,002058451

0,000599657

0,583

0,00072381

9

Officer's not obeying the rules of look out

4

0,8

0,000993221

10

Weak look out of the seaman

1

0,125

0,000155191

11

Not using the bridge alarm system

3

0,625

0,000775954

12

Not using the ENC device

2

0,5

0,000620763

13

Lack of use of echo sounder

2

0,366

0,000454399

14

Lack of control and follow up of the radar

6

1,309

0,001625158

15

Lack of VHF R/T listening

1

0,142

0,000176297

16

Lack of control of the helmsman

1

0,166

0,000206093

17

Helmsman fault

2

0,7

0,000869069

18

Wrong rudder prompt

1

0,21

0,000260721

19

Wrong and insufficient use of charts

2

0,5

0,000620763

20

Lack of chart corrections

1

0,111

0,000137809
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21

Lack of BRM applications

3

0,616

0,00076478

22

Faulty discretion of the captain
3
Over-thrust to the pilot, failure to follow the
3
pilot
ii. Team Management

0,525

0,000651801

0,611

0,000758573

9

1,699

0,002109354

4

1,582

0,001964095

3

0,498

0,00061828

4

Insufficient communication
Lack of cooperation /
cooperation
Lack of distribution of
responsibility
Subsidiarity fault

2

0,450

0,000558687

5

Lack of training/familiarity

2

0,392

0,000486678

6

Tension in the team

1

0,111

0,000137809

7

Over-pushing of the captain

1

0,25

0,000310382

23
1
2
3

insufficient
role

and

FINDING AND RESULTS
In the Fault Tree Analysis of the open FTA program, there have
been found 270 minimum cut set and probability values over 39 primary
event. 25 root reasons, which have the highest probability value to
mention human error, which are more prominent in maritime grounding
accidents among 270 minimum cut set and probability values, obtained
as a result of the Fault Tree Analysis, are shown on Figure 3.
When minimum cut sets which have the highest probability value,
which will result occurrence of the grounding accident, respectively:
Firstly, it is the fault of lack of determination of location regularly
or lack of location follow up in addition to sleeping of the watch officer
and secondly, it is the lack of attention of the team over the bridge,
inattentiveness and recklessness and lack of determination of location
regularly or lack of location follow up.
Thirdly and fourthly, it is the perception and interpretation faults
observed in the team members or watch officer as well as lack of
determination of location regularly or lack of location follow up, fatigue
observed in the captain, watch officer or quartermaster due to overload
in addition to lack of determination of location regularly or lack of
location follow up.
Lastly, it has been determined as the situation where the watch
officer sleeps and insufficient communication and lack of lookout during
cruise over the bridge in addition to the fact that the watch officer sleeps,
which have very close values.
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Figure 3. 25 Minimum cut sets with the highest probability

Root reasons found in the container ships due to human error can
be gathered in 3 groups. There isvoyage management, human errors
based on physical and mental problems. Data obtained as a result of the
Fault Tree Analysis as well as sub-categories of these 3 groups are
shown on Table 3.
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Table 3. Findings of Fault Tree Analysis application
•
Watch officer's lack of determining
location regularly or lack of continuous control
over the location of the ship
•
Lack of look-out on the bridge or watch
officer's watching alone,
Voyage management
faults
•
Erroneous watch organization by the
captain
•
Watch officer's control of the ship's
location with a single device only with GPS,
not following and controlling the radar
•
Watch officer's sleeping
•
Fatigue experienced by the team
members over the bridge due to the workload
Human faults based on •
Use of alcohol by the watch officer and
physical problems
the captain
•
Fatigue of change of time zone
experienced by the watch officer due to long
flights
Lack of attention or distraction
•
Fault of perception or interpretation
Human faults based on •
mental problems
•
Carelessness or comfort
•
Lack of situational awareness

CONCLUSIONS
It is known that grounding accidents is one of the most common
types of accidents experienced by container ships and human error is the
most important cause of the accidents. Fault Tree Analysis used in this
study, safety, reliability, optimized method for analysing accidents. FTA
is having deductive, qualitative and quantitative specifications and also
identifying the root causes. In the analysis, estimates generated by the
logic diagrams of accident or damage occur before the accident with the
planning and decision making processes are assisted.
Evaluation of the root causes with FTA program, sleeping of
watch keeping officer together with lack of follow up position, lack of
cooperation and inadequate lookout, other side lack of follow up
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position co-occurrence perception-attention deficit, excessive work load
and poor communication quite often caused to accidents.
When root reasons of grounding accidents are examined, it is
understood that lookout is ignored since working hours of the watch
officer and seamen are long, their fatigue causes the above-mentioned
problems such as lack of sleep or perception, indifference and lack of
awareness. Improvement of working conditions of the watch officers,
who have extra-long working hours or insufficient resting hours, will be
effective in preventing grounding accidents.
It is one of the observed events of the marine of our day that two
sister container ships are operated with different flags in the same waters
upon being equipped with different number of seamen in accordance
with the rules of the countries they carry the flag of. With the pressure
made by the marine companies to the governments for decrease of the
number of personnel in provision of seamen, working conditions and
provision of seamen, required by the safety culture, is being ignored.
Ship owners and companies who provide their modern ships-over
the bridge equipment for the use of the captain and the officers, should
abandon the understanding of employing less number of watch officers
to decrease the cost, provision of seamen and construction of living area
on the ship which has the same number of cabins equal to the number of
seamen and they should develop their own understandings for safety
continuation of the passage and operations of the ships. Shore personnel
and ship personnel should work more effectively as required by the good
marine rules regarding the "safety culture for more safety maritime"
which is one of the issues stressed by IMO currently.
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